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CHAPTER III.

On all the diseases which take place in the head, and first on injuries and mental functions.

Now it hath already been made manifest that all the operations of the body may be divided into two divisions, namely those which appertain to the spirit (or, soul) and those which appertain to nature. Those which appertain to the spirit may be divided into [three classes, namely], those which appertain to the mind, and those which appertain to the senses, and those which appertain to motion. It hath, moreover, been said that it is the brain itself which performeth the operations of the mind, some by means of other members, and some, that is to say, those which belong to the mind, it performeth itself. Now in this Chapter we are about to teach concerning the injuries which happen to the operations of the mind, that is to say, those which are caused by the three cavities of the brain. The first is that which imagineth things and is called "phantasy"\(^1\) (or, "imagination"); the second is that which thinketh out things and is named "intelligence" (or, "understanding"); and the third is that which remembereth and is called "memory". Now the brain itself was not constituted by nature to be an organ of perception only, but it hath been the chief of the senses from the beginning. The brain itself by means of nerves sendeth the power to feel\(^2\) into all the members of the body. And this is exceedingly well known from the fact that, if any nerve whatsoever be severed, straightway that

---

\(^1\) The gloss reads "vision of the mind".

\(^2\) I.e., perceptive faculty.
member which it serveth becometh without feeling, because that power, which came down into it from the brain and was distributed throughout it, hath been withdrawn from it. And this is also exceedingly well known from the fact that in sleep the senses either are wholly idle, or they work obscurely; in the latter case it is well known that the power which cometh down from the head to the members descendeth in a small quantity. It is customary to describe these two kinds of sleep by the words "deep sleep" and "light sleep". The soundness of sleep varieth in proportion to the amount of power which cometh down [from the head]. And thus it happeneth that according as the power which cometh down and descendeth [is great or little] even so is the depth of the sleep. Therefore it seemeth that during the whole period of sleep the power of the spirit (or, soul) is at rest, and that the natural force worketh vigorously. And this fact is well known. When this power is weary so soon as a man lieth down it is straightway made strong again, more especially if the man lieth down after [partaking of] a moderate portion of food. Moreover, during the time of sleep, digestion taketh place satisfactorily throughout the whole body, and not in the belly only; and, moreover, very properly, that member also in which [is seated] the principle of the rational soul is rested. Now it seemeth that the heart worketh slowly [during sleep], since it hath not need of a lengthy period of rest; with the brain, however, such is not the case, for it worketh without cessation always during sleep. For this reason deep sleep falleth upon those who toil excessively, inasmuch as power hath descended in abundance and flowed from the head into them whilst they were toiling. Because, then, of the emptying out (or, exhaustion) of that power which was emitted by the brain, and because of the fatigue caused by [his] excessive exertions, he who is tired hath need both of rest and strength. Therefore men fall asleep easily after exertion and sleep heavily, and they do so also after they have partaken of food whensoever it hath [much] moisture in its composition. And they likewise sleep much

1 Literally, "little by little", 
when they drink large quantities of wine, and they also sleep to excess when they bathe in very hot water, which they pour on their heads. For all these things appear to fill the brain, and the brain hath need of the fullness whensoever it is over-worked and dried up through over-exertion. And from all these things it is well known that, when the brain hath worked very much and is disposed to rest, it causeth itself to fall asleep naturally, and especially if it hath within itself the power which feedeth it. If it hath anointed itself with moisture, or hath become cold through excessive cold, then [its] sleep is that which ariseth from absolute stupor and deathlike senselessness. And thus is it with all the [other] senses.

For the causes of all [these things] are the moisture and the coldness which come into being in the brain, either by themselves or in conjunction with some humour that possesseth some quality which resembleth their qualities. Moreover, all the medicines which do indeed cause sleep, and those which do not cause real sleep at all, but only stupor, and silence, and torpor of the whole body, resemble these. Therefore all those medicines which only make moist are rightly called sleeping medicines; but those which cause coldness cannot correctly be said to produce sleep or refreshment. For instead of sleep they cause insensibility and stupor, and instead of refreshment they cause difficulty of perception, and they bring on insensibility. And we have also said above that this feeling of torpor is a difficulty of perception and a difficulty in respect of motions in the nervous bodies; and it ariseth, even as we have already said, through other causes. Thus it ariseth from a change in the composition [of the body], as well as from medicines which are cold, and thence come sleep, and silence, and stupor, and torpor.

Moreover, the dryness which cannot be measured, as well as what is bitter, or a pungent and hot humour, produceth the wakefulness which doth not arise from grief (or, affliction) or anxiety. Therefore as happenings like unto these are common

---

1 *i.e.*, insensibility.

2 *i.e.*, sleeplessness.
to the whole body because the head feeleth [them], so also do others happen because of voluntary motions in all their operations, [the head feeling them] [at the same time]. Now those stupors which are called "apoplexy", and that disease which [causeth] falling down, and is called "apólômsiâ", are caused by the brain; but apoplexy is a disease which [also] ariseth through voluntary operations, such as very deep sleep. In those operations which are connected with the perceptions of the senses, there is another disease, that is to say, watching, and there is that which causeth falling down; now both of these are [caused by] defective motions of the brain, and thus are made defective the other members of the body also.

And there are also two other happenings which take place, that is to say, torpor [and] cessation of its (i.e., the brain's) operations throughout the whole body when spasms which cause rigidity take place, in addition to delirium and in addition to stupor. When the sickness is that of the brain which is in the neck, it is as if a hand, or a foot, or some organ of the body, whichever it may be, is forcibly extended and contracted. In such a case it is the one nerve only which moveth the member of the body that hath the injury. In the case of diseases in general, whatsoever their kinds, it is through the nature of the disease itself that the members of the body are contracted. Such [contractions] are difficult to describe, but they resemble trembling, and the fluttering of the eyelids, and twitching of the body. I call "twitching" in this case not the feeling of severe cold, but the tremor and motion which arise in the whole body, and all these appear to be produced by the nerves and organs.

Now there are cases when operations which are connected with the mental powers take place wherein each of them singly is affected, and there are cases wherein two are affected, and there are even cases wherein three are affected. It hath already been said in the First Chapter in dealing with the subject of

1 A corruption of ἀπολολήσια = ἀπολοληζία. Epilepsy, however, seems to be referred to.
2 I.e., sleeplessness.
the difference between the things which happen, that when the imagination alone is injured phantasms appear, as in the case of the man who thought he felt musicians tiring him out, and when thought (or, reasoning power) is injured, as in the case of the man who threw vessels out of the window and broke them, and when, moreover, the memory is injured, as in the case of those who are attacked by the disease of ravenous hunger (βουλιμος), who forget not only themselves but also their acquaintances, and who do not remember even their own names.

Now the memory changeth in this life, for it appeareth very often that the disease of memory ariseth through an injury to the thinking power, just as frequently also the injury of the thinking power cometh into being at the same time as an injury to the memory, for the very same disease ariseth both in the thinking power and in the memory; but it becometh specially severe when the memory is destroyed together with the thinking power, and in that case insanity | ariseth. Fol. 3b.

Moreover, both the thinking power and the memory perish in the diseases of forgetfulness and stupidity, and the variation in all these diseases is of the self-same origin, that is to say, they all arise from the nature of the variation of the composition (or, constitution). Now this sheweth us that this disease is of a general character, and that all the members of the body which possess primarily the power of action are formed of similar constituents. According to this, then, we are compelled to recognize that this change (or, variation) in the composition of the body is necessarily one of coldness. For it seemeth that coldness produceth stupor in the mental functions, a fact which animals demonstrate to us very clearly, inasmuch as they are compelled to eat because of the cold, as do also produce stupor all the various things which help to make [the body] cool, and also all those foods which cause coolness, as, for example, the lettuce which produceth heavy sleep if a man eateth too freely thereof, and also heaviness of the head. All these things which subsist, with the exception of | severe sicknesses (or, pains), all of them, I say, are stupefy- Page 6 ing and cause heavy sleep, but [the effects of] very many of
them appear to be lightened by the use of gargles. Besides these the heat and the cold which exist in the head also make this manifest.

Now warmth produceth wakefulness, but cold produceth deep sleep; moreover, the feelings which are due to the bile and to heat appear to produce wakefulness (or, alertness of mind), and talkativeness, and versatility. Now the feelings which arise from coldness and phlegm cause the opposites of these qualities, that is to say, heaviness in the members, and torpid actions. Therefore the strength of the feelings of stupor and of alertness is due first to the change in the composition of the body owing to cold and heat, and secondly to moistness and dryness. Now bathings of all kinds induce the head to sleep because they make it tender (or, moist), as do also the drinking of mixed wine, and all kinds of foods which cause softness [of the body]. And the period of life also influenceth this matter, for in the case of children their tender youth causeth sleep, whilst the dryness of old men produceth wakefulness. | Now therefore all these signs of the body happen to us so that they may make [us] to know that the moisture which is unnatural occupieth the second place in respect of its care for the soul, and that coldness occupieth the first. Therefore when thou increasest moisture by itself, it produceth deep and heavy sleep and stupor, just as when thou increasest dryness by itself it produceth wakefulness, according to the words which were spoken of these feelings by Hippokrates, who said, "Both sleep and wakefulness, if they be indulged in "immoderately, are bad."

Now if coldness be mingled to a sufficient degree with moistness it produceth the feeling of stupor and silence (or, inanition); for there are very many varieties of superfluity (or, excess) and of insufficiency, not only in moistness and in coldness, but also in dryness and in heat. And there existeth another kind of change which is the natural cause of the operations that appertain to the soul (or, mind). As, then, sleep and wakefulness, when they are excessive [are connected], sleep being caused through the moisture of the composition of the body, and wakefulness through the dryness of the same, so
also in the excess and insufficiency of wakefulness and sleep are the [varieties] connected, namely, the excess and the insufficiency which are in moisture and in dryness. Because, therefore, he sheweth us that variations of the component parts of the body such as these take place in two forms, it is found also that the form of each one of the feelings (or, senses) is of two kinds, the one arising from the cold and moist chyme, and the other existing in the nature of the particles of the body. When to the variation in the composition itself there come the particles (or, bodies) of the chyme, with these are the variations in the composition of the body which have been described, and they are the opposites of each other. Now there existeth another form which is composed of both, and it taketh place in those [feelings] which are called stupor and torpor because in them there are much bile and phlegm [mixed] together. And these same kinds of changes in the composition of the body are simple, and they subsist through that other form which is composed | of both, and also through the an- tagonism of cold and heat.

Now the bile is a reddish substance which is mixed with phlegm, and it produceth a pain which is mingled with cold and heat. But if it be admitted that a pain which is composed of two things which are opposite in character can exist in the nature of the members of the body, it must also be admitted that there are three changes (or, variations) in composition in each one of the things that are opposed each to the other. Therefore all such pains (or, feelings) arise in the brain, but they are different from each other, not only because there are varieties in their compositions, and because they are more or less | simple and compound in their mixtures, but also because there subsists in the cavities of the brain a change in composition at one time, and at another in the veins and arteries which are in it, or in that moisture which is implanted in the body (or, matter) of the brain. Now besides these there is a fourth kind, that is, when the composition of the matter of the brain itself changeth; in such a case it is right to know how those sleep whose memory and understanding have perished. For the destruction of their understanding causeth imbecility.
And we must enquire carefully whether the sleep of those who are afflicted is heavy, or whether it is slumber of an ordinary kind, or whether their slumber is not different from ordinary sleep. For from these [indications] thou wilt be able [to learn] what the change in the composition is.

It is right also to observe whether anything is ejected through the nostrils, or whether anything cometh out through the mouth and descendeth from the head, or whether these parts appear to be dry. For from these [indications] also thou art able to make a calculation about the pain (or, disease), and also about that ailment which is called catarrh, and that which is the result of witchcraft. And together with these things also we must observe the kind of quantity of the substances which are expelled [from the nostrils and mouth], and enquire into the causes which preceded [them], which will make known to us what is the pain in the head, and whether it is hot like that caused by a flame, or whether it is cold like that caused by coldness. Unless a man is able to define all these things it is impossible [for him] to contrive a means of healing which will be suitable | for each of these pains. Now therefore in a case where the memory is destroyed, or seriously injured, if this hath arisen from a change in the composition of the brain due to cold, it is most certainly right to have recourse to warmth, and if it be due to warmth, recourse must most certainly be had to coolness, but [the brain] must not be dried up nor over-wetted. If the brain existeth with moisture it must be moistened, but if it be neither dry nor wet, then it will be preserved by this.

Now I once knew a man | who had almost entirely lost his memory, and whose power of thought was injured through the vigil and toil of studying. And I once saw a man who was a vineyard labourer who suffered in the same way as he did through the exhaustion caused by labour in the vineyard, and by too little food. And both of these were injured in a manner which was apparent, and each suffered, the one through all those things which parch the brain and inflame it, and the other through those things which make it over-wet and cool it. Moreover, injuries take place in the operations of the mind
through fevers, and the effect resembleth that which ariseth in delirium and forgetfulness. And besides the injuries which arise through fevers there are those which are due to dementia and madness, and there are others also which are due to passibility, and to the faculty of passibility which is possessed by the head. But these injuries which exist in the faculty of passibility are better known than the happenings which are closely connected with them one by one and at all times, and they do not progress and become things which are different. Those which exist in connection with passibility are not known thus, neither do they abide at all times and exist through other happenings. Let us, then, keep in mind, even as it hath been said above, that such is also the case with the capacity for suffering. The suffering which only taketh place together with the causes which produce it is useless and can be dissipated, but that which hath taken root already hath acquired the pain of that member which is [connected] with it, and although we can demonstrate the causes which have produced it, it is certainly permanent.

Therefore, that all the diseases connected with the working of the mind are situated in the brain is admitted by all those physicians who do not for the sake of combating opinions think one thing inwardly and | say something quite different. Fol. 54. with their mouths. Now, for us to find out the change in the composition [of the brain], and what it exactly is, is no small task. For in this matter it is right that the physician should be an enquirer and a painstaking worker, and he must not consider how he ought to speak against (i.e., contradict) the things which have been stated by the ancients in fine speech about | the mind (or, understanding) of the soul, or believe, as Page 10 do the ignorant, that it is situated in the brain. For in what other way can any skilled physician heal those who are suddenly stricken into silence, and those who fall down smitten with epileptic fits, and those who have convulsions in their backs, and those whose bodies have become rigid like logs of wood? Moreover, what physician hath, except in this manner, cured those who were paralytics and the entire halves of the bodies which were useless and motionless? Is the case, then, different
in any way in respect of those sufferings which arise from convulsions? Do not all physicians learn by experiment? All the ancients make their works throughout treat of the healing of the demented, and of those also whose bodies are in a state of convulsion. And besides, they warmed the head, and with this treatment also they effected the cure of those who were suddenly stricken into silence, just as they cured those who fell into epileptic fits, and became ill. And when this disease arose from the stomach, or through one of the other members, they took especial pains to heal that member first of all, and they were most careful to work on the brain which doth not easily become affected.

On epilepsy, which is the sickness of falling down.

Now also the disease of those who fall down in that sickness which is called "epilepsy" is a rigidity of all the members of the body. It is not always thus like the rigidity which cometh from behind, or like that which cometh from the front, or like the other kind of rigidity which cometh from both these and is of the mind and is in all the body, but it lasteth for a short time only. And it is not different in this respect only from the other kinds of rigidity | (or, stiffening) of which we have spoken, but also in respect of injuries of the understanding and of the senses¹ (or, feelings), | and from this it is known that the source of this disease is in the brain. But, inasmuch as it is speedily relieved in the cavities of the brain, it is meet to declare emphatically that it is the thick chyme which blocketh up the exits of the breath (or, spirit) and causeth the disease, at the same time shaking and making to twitch the very beginnings of the nerves. Therefore thou must eject therefrom that which afflicteth it. Perhaps also each of the ends of the nerves being submerged, after the manner of those which go forth from the back, there then cometh into being the disease (or, pain) of those who fall into epileptic fits and become ill. Now the fact that the origin of

¹ The scribe has repeated these words inadvertently.
the disease cometh suddenly into being, and that a man is straightway thrown into a fit, sheweth that this disease never ariseth through dryness or through lack of chyme, but always through fullness of the same. Now the obstruction in the tubes by the thick and viscous chyme taketh place suddenly because it is due to the fact that it is impossible without much time for the brain or its membrane to attain to such dryness as this.

And very closely connected with this disease is the disease of those who can neither see nor perceive with their senses, and who are quite unable to make any use whatsoever of any one of their senses, and also the disease of him who is stricken, and who knoweth nothing whatsoever of the things which are taking place, and who is injured both in his understanding faculties and in his power of memory.

From all these facts one is absolutely bound to think that the origin of the disease is in the brain, and that it is the chyme which maketh useless and blocketh up the exits of the soul-spirit, which is restrained within the cavities of the brain. Now why this spirit is called "soul-spirit", and what its power is, hath been shewn in other places. For when we examine those things which appear in the openings, it seemeth to us that it [cometh] from the soul, and that it dwelleth in the body | of the brain, | andbelongeth to the thinking power, and the force of the senses, and the memory. Now its prime instrument whereby it performeth all the operations of the senses and of volition is that spirit which is in the cavities of the brain, and especially that which is in the posterior cavity. But it is not fitting for us to decide definitely concerning the medial cavity of the brain that it is not entirely the principal instrument. For there are very many convincing circumstances which also bring us to this conclusion, just as also [there are others] which lead us to think that the two cavities which are in front are the principal instrument. As regardeth the discovery of the means of healing, an exact knowledge of these things doth not benefit us in any way whatsoever. In respect of healing it is sufficient for us to make a good cure, and to know that the part which is affected is the brain, and that it is the thick and viscous chyme which is collected in its cavities. There-
fore, inasmuch as these things are useful to us for healing purposes, we must enquire concerning the region which is affected and the disease which is in it. Similarly also, the difference between the thick chymes is useful to us that we may know whether they originate in the phlegm or in the black bile. Moreover, we must remember this also, that here we give the appellation of "phlegmatic", wheresoever we speak of them in an ordinary manner, to all those chymes which hold in their composition moisture and coldness; but to those which hold in their composition dryness and coldness we give the appellation of "black bile". Now there are also great differences among the phlegmatic chymes, and also between those which originate in black bile. Many men daily vomit, and spit up, and expel in breathing, being filled with vaporous wind, chymes which originate in the phlegm, the component parts of which, as may be perceived by the senses, do not resemble each other. And of some of them the component parts seem to resemble each other, whilst in reality they do not do so.

Page 13 Of this class is | the living chyme which existeth in the
Fol. 7a urine, and that also which is said to be like unto | glass; and
again, that kind of spittle which is not very wet, or watery, appeareth to belong to this class. And it may also be perceived by a man's sense of taste, for though it may not appear to him of himself that he possesseth it, yet he may be altogether phlegm. For how many times do we perceive that the spittle in our mouth is saltish, or acid, or tasteless, just as it is watery and without any taste whatsoever which we can perceive, so long as we are in a healthy condition and are not sick? Similarly also, that chyme of black bile possesseth in its constitution many varieties of matter. Some portion of it appeareth to be like the sediment of blood, and is sufficiently dense like the dregs of wine, but one portion of it is very much thinner in its consistency than these. To those who vomit it, and also to those who smell it, it appeareth to be very acid, and it dissolveth the earth which toucheth it and maketh holes in it, and it produceth swellings (or, bubbles) like those which appear in yeast when it is working. Now that portion
of the black bile which I have said resembleth a thick sediment doth not produce swellings (or, bubbles) when it is poured out upon the ground, unless it be met with on some occasion when it is exceedingly hot indeed in a burning fever. And that which I am in the habit of calling "chyme of bile", or "blood of black bile" is not at all acid in its nature, and I am not yet justified in calling chyme of this kind "black bile". Now this chyme is produced, and is abundant in men, through the constitution which they have had from the beginning [of their lives], or through that constitution which cometh to them through their habits of living, or through their various kinds of food which are changed into this chyme, which is present in digestion, and is that which is in the veins. Therefore also in proportion as the chyme of the phlegm is thick, so doth it produce the disease of those who fall into epileptic fits, and it blocketh up the vents of the cavities of the brain, that is to say, of the medial cavity, or of the posterior cavity. Now when this chyme existeth in excess in the matter of the brain it produceth madness, just as when the black bile increaseth, which ariseth from the burning of that reddish-yellow substance, it setteth up violent dementia when it is in excess in the matter of the brain, whether it be with or whether it be without fever. Therefore among the insane, he whose madness ariseth from the yellow bile is only mad to a certain degree, but he who is violent and cruel is the offspring of the reddish-yellow bile. There is, moreover, another kind of madness, namely, that which is savage and ferocious, and this madness ariseth from the burning of the reddish-yellow bile. Now those who have become fools through the effects of violent fevers or through suffering caused by a diseased brain, must be placed in another class, and not with those whose special characteristic is the suffering of pain. Therefore those who lack their wits and do not understand properly, and who lose their memories during their illnesses, are merely called "idiots" by the physicians, and they do not give them the appellation of madmen, and they do not experience any relief from the violent effects of the fevers [during the passage of] the years. As therefore the fever which cometh with years
is one of the incidents of the disease which existeth in the brain, so also the delirium which cometh on during a burning fever is an incident due to the many hot vapours which ascend to the brain, and it resembleth this disease. And also that which taketh place is, as it were, an incident of the mistiness (or, darkness) which produceth it, and it ariseth from some pain (or, disease) in the belly. For the belly is a partner with the head, and the head is a partner with the belly, and they suffer together, because of the great size of the nerves which descend from the head to the mouth of the belly. And because of these nerves there is an intensity of feeling [in the belly] which is far greater than that which is in any other member [of the body] when there is a cancer in this member. Therefore with all injuries of the head, which ascend to the milk of the brain, are closely connected bilious vomitings; and also with all pains of the head are closely connected nausea and pain of the stomach. Very often severe pain and insanity are closely connected with the diseases which are called "epigastric" and with flatulence. Now association of diseases which followeth in this case resembleth the delirium which clingeth to severe fevers, and to certain diseases of the mouth of the belly, and also to diseases in which arise the symptoms of blindness. Similarly, delirium is more readily associated with a hot tumour when it existeth in nerve substances than when it is in any of the other members of the body. Sometimes this is due to the fact that the tumour possesseth heat which ascendeth to the head, and sometimes to the fact that it possesseth some breath which is vapoury or smoky.

On the madness which ariseth from black bile.

Now therefore as no small change taketh place in the diseases which attack the head through sympathy, so also the change which taketh place in them through the peculiar property of suffering is not small. The thick chymes which are gathered together and increase in the natural matter of the brain affect it sometimes like an organic disease, and sometimes like substances made up of homogeneous particles. Now
when they block up the vents (or, openings) and the exits [of the brain], the disease is organic, but when they work on the brain itself the disease is [due to] a change in the substance made up of homogeneous particles. The author of this observation is Hippokrates, who maketh it in the Sixth Chapter of his treatise on the Comings of Sicknesses. Moreover, those who are mad fall by these things. Now each one of these things happeneth particularly in the region to which the sickness inclineth, if it be in those bodies which fall, but if not, in the mind of those who are mad. Therefore, by this observation he maketh known primarily that not always, but in the majority of cases, there taketh place a conversion of these diseases one into the other. For not through the chyme of black bile only doth the madness of those who fall take place, but also through phlegm, and therefore that which taketh place through the chymes of black bile sometimes changeth the madness into disease. But that which happeneth through phlegm [is changed] into another [kind of] disease; how this change is brought about I will after a little space describe, but through it madness never happeneth. And following this remark of Hippokrates which hath been quoted there are [given] in his discourse other opinions, [on the matter] not a few. For the soul is a mingling of the operating stomachs, and also from their mingling he speaketh of them as being changed. And because of this he calleth that bile the brain, even as he doth organic diseases, and saith that it inclineth towards the substance of the brain. Now this taketh place in stoppages [of the vents and exits] as we have said, but he calleth a mixture that which resembleth a disease caused by substances made up of homogeneous particles, and saith that it inclineth towards the mind. Now in my own opinion, the fact that all physicians have abandoned that view maketh it necessary [for him] first of all to lay down an exact definition of the subject. For as it is in the members of the body which are visible, [even so] is it with them all, and the mingling itself is apparent, even as that book of Hippokrates teacheth. The bile wandereth about in all the skin, even in the disease called elephantiasis, and in hydropisis, and in phthisis, and besides these diseases also in
the "departure of colours", and in diseases of the liver and of the spleen. Now sometimes it is one member of the body only which receiveth the reddish-yellow bile, or the phlegm, or the black bile; in these cases the composition of that member only is changed, and thus also is it with the brain. At one time all the blood in the veins becometh charged with black bile, and then it smiteth (or, attacketh) also | the brain; but at another, all the blood of a man remaineth unchanged, and it happeneth that the blood which is in the brain only is changed. Now this taketh place in two ways: either because the chyme of the black bile is injected into it from another region, or because it is produced in that place itself. And the chyme itself is produced by the excessive heat of the place which burneth and is fiery hot, or from the reddish-yellow bile, or from thick, black blood. This definition | helpeth towards healing in no small degree. For when this blood charged with black bile is in all the body, it is right to begin to effect a cure by making a letting out of the blood. But when blood of this kind is produced in the brain, the patient hath no need of blood-letting, as in the case of pain; but for any other thing it hath been found that he needeth blood-letting. Let the following indication of these things be with thee (i.e., in thy mind). If there be black, bilious chyme in all the body, or if it be only collected in the brain, then before doing anything else enquire into the constitution of the body, and find out what it is like. Only remember that those whose bodies are soft, and white, and fat, never contain this kind of chyme. But in the folk who are spare of body, and black, and hairy, and in those who possess dilated (i.e., varicose) veins chyme of this kind is readily produced in great abundance. There are cases, too, in which those also who possess a reddish (i.e., fair) complexion change quite suddenly to the composition of black bile.

Now in both varieties there is a rule of this kind: those who are exceedingly red (i.e., fair), especially when they find themselves contending with watching (or, vigil), and work, and anxiety, and with business affairs of a very delicate character, are kinsmen of these. Moreover, [thou must] ask questions on
such points lest peradventure there be restrained some bursting forth of blood, or some other process of emptying blood which is proceeding forcibly, or the courses of women. After these things [thou must enquire] also concerning the various kinds of foods which the patient useth (i.e., eateth), and find out whether it is from these that the black bile is produced, or by things which are of opposite natures. Now if he followeth a method of life and maketh use of foods which produce black bile, or if he leadeth a course of life and liveth on foods of which the chyme is good, then it is right to theorize; and it is right also to investigate his habits and to find out if he liveth a life of toil to which are added sorrow, and insufficient sleep, and anxiety. And, as we have said above, in other cases pains (i.e., attacks) of fever produce the black bile. Fol. 9b.

Now in arriving at an exact diagnosis a knowledge of the following is helpful in no small degree, namely, the time of the year, and the composition of the atmosphere (i.e., the weather) before or during the attack, and the place in which the patient is, and also his bodily stature.

Having therefore made investigations of all these things, and having become convinced that the bilious blood is in the veins of the whole body, thou wilt at length be able to make an exact indication by the cutting of the vein which is in the arm. It is best that the middle vein be cut, because it is the more central of two, that is to say, the one that cometh from the shoulder and that passeth through the upper arm and cometh to the hand. Now, if the blood which floweth from this member is not seen to contain black bile, stop the flow immediately, but if it be seen that it doth contain black bile, then draw out from it as much as thou thinkest should be drawn out, according to the bodily constitution of the patient.

Of the sympathetic weakness of the epigastric region.

Now there is a third species of weakness which happeneth when the head taketh [food] from the belly, and which resembleth the disease of those who fall into epileptic fits; and certain of the ancient physicians call a disease of this kind Page 19
"epigastric", or "appertaining to the breathing organs". It will be sufficient to describe it and those incidents which cling to it, for Diàklós wrote about it in the work which is entitled "Of diseases and the causes why physicians exist". And in this book Diàklós writeth about the disease thus:—Now the other disease which attacketh the regions about the belly, and which resembleth the diseases which have been mentioned above, certain men call "inflation", and others "flatulence". To this disease there cling after food, and especially when men eat what is hot and is difficult to digest, eructations which have a bitter taste, and saliva which is wet and abundant, and which is burning hot in the epigastric region, and a distension of the bowels which abideth | and is not relieved immediately. Sometimes there accompany this disease also violent pains in the belly which ascend to the region between the shoulders, but these are relieved after the digestion of the food [which causeth them], though these selfsame pains are felt again after men eat. Oft-times these pains cause them trouble both after they have fasted and after they have eaten. When they vomit, they vomit the food without difficulty. Such patients vomit substances which appertain to the phlegm and which are so bitter, and hot, and which are so acid that they make blunt the teeth of those who vomit them. Now these other things happen to them immediately after their childhood, and the attacks increase in duration and frequency so long as they remain with them.

And after Diàklós hath said these things, he addeth the causes next and writeth thus:—As regardeth those who are held fast in the pain of flatulence, the physician must think that they have excessive heat in those veins which receive the food from the belly, and that the blood in them is thick. Now this is an indication that the disease is in those veins, because the body will not receive the food, which remaineth in the belly | undigested. For first of all those veins take the food and then they generally convey it to the lower belly. If after a day hath passed they vomit it this is an indication also that the food doth not ascend into all the body, and then one must understand that there is in them great heat, which ariseth from
the inflammations that take place in them through their foods. Now they are to be benefited by such meats as are cold and are wont to cool the heat and to reduce it.

And after the above observations Diáklós also wrote the following:—Certain men say that, in ailments of this kind, the mouth of the belly which is closed on the intestines is affected by a boil (or, tumour), and that through this boil the mouth is shut and preventeth the food from going down into the bowels at the seasons which are appointed to it; because of this the food remaineth in the belly for a long time and, in Fol. 106 consequence, produceth the flatulence and inflammations which have been mentioned. These things, then, did Diáklós write, but he made short his observations in the paragraph on the symptoms of the ailment, which it would have been of far greater importance to have, and which he should have set forth in all the paragraph. I mean to say, he ought to have described the symptoms which indicate disease in the epigastric region; but it seemeth to me that he omitted to do so because from the name of the disease itself what these are becometh clearly apparent.

As concerning what we have learned from Hippokrates, who said, "If a man shall remain for a long time held fast bound "by fear and sorrow weakness of the intellect will come to "him," why, seeing that he wrote in his work on the "Causes" a description of all the causes of other incidents [of the disease], but wrote nothing whatsoever about the cause of the mind being injured, is a subject worth enquiring into. For supposing there be very great heat in those veins which are at the side of the belly, that is to say, those which hold fast this disease, and supposing there be an abscess (or, boil) [on] the lower door of the belly, why weakness of the intellect should cling to these things is what he hath failed | to say. That the belly Page 21 should be filled with the wind of flatulence, and that patients are relieved after the eructations and vomitings which are mentioned by Diáklós, are matters which are very well known, even though he mentioneth them not. But it is very difficult to connect the special symptoms of weakness of the intellect with that disease which is said to be in the belly.
We, then, ourselves will add the following remarks and will explain the matter clearly. Whatsoever may be the disease which existeth in the belly, it hath characteristic pains. Now it appeareth that there is in it (i.e., the belly) some disease which may be thus described: when the disease is imprisoned in that member in which the abscess (or, boil) is, the member becometh thick through (?) black bile. As there ascend from the belly to the eyes a certain smoky fume and dense vapours which produce in them symptoms that resemble those of darkness, even so is it in this case, for when there goeth up to the brain the fume of black bile, which is in the form of vapour or smoke, there arise the symptoms of weakness of intellect in the mind. For, behold, we see always that headache ariseth through the black bile which is imprisoned in the belly, just as it happeneth that so soon as the bile is vomited by a man he becometh without pain immediately. And those pains which resemble these are griping and gnawing, even as some appear to be associated with a weight of some kind, and others with tension and stupor. Now all skilled physicians agree in stating that the pains of those who fall down in epileptic fits and become ill do not attack the head from the belly only, but also from the disease.

Of the varieties of fear which appear in those who are weak in intellect.

Now fear clingeth at all times to those who are weak in intellect, but the phantasm of fear doth not always come to them in exactly the same form of pain (or, sickness). For, behold, one member of this class imagineth that he hath become an earthenware pot, and therefore he fleeth from all those who meet him lest peradventure he become broken. And another of the class, on [hearing] the cocks crow and seeing them flap their wings, will also strike his arms against his sides, and imitate the sounds which the birds make. And another is timorous and is terribly afraid lest Atlas, who beareth up the heavens, will become tired out and remove himself, and so crush himself and destroy us also along with him. And a
myriad other things like unto these will the weak in intellect imagine vainly in their disease. Now those who are weak in intellect differ each from the other. Some of them suffer from fear, and are sorrowful, and they curse their lives, and hate all the children of men; but they are not all of them eager to die, for there are some of them with whom the fear of death is constantly present throughout the years of their life. On the other hand, there are some who seem to be different from these for they are not afraid of death.

Therefore Hippokrates appeareth to me to be correct when he summeth up in two classes the symptoms of them all, that is to say, those which are the result of fear, and those which are the result of sorrow (or, grief). For, in the case of sorrow, the weak in intellect hate all whom they see, and they are afflicted with grief always, and they are afraid of children. And there are also other men who will not travel in the thick darkness of night. For as this darkness causeth all the children of men to fear, with the exception of those who have been trained to travel in the dark, or those who are travellers by profession, so also doth the colour of the black bile, like a kind of darkness, obscure the region of thought, and produce most abject fear and terror of this kind, which change the operations of the soul, that is to say, the chymes, and the constitution of the soul, of whatever kind it may be. And this is openly admitted both by physicians and by skilled philosophers.

Now, so far as I myself am concerned, I have proved this fact in the Chapter wherein I have shewn that the powers of the mind are very intimately connected with the compositions of the substances of the body, and with the chymes and [their] compositions. Therefore, those who have not apprehended the power of the chymes have not dared to write anything at all on the disease. If, then, the things which happen in the belly first of all become quiet and then increase, and that disease of weakness of mind clingeth to them, a man will be relieved when his belly is opened, or when he vomiteth, or when he digesteth his food properly, or when eructations come to him. In such a case [physicians] may call the disease
"epigastric" or "flatuous", or may say that the attack [is caused by] sorrow and fear. Now when the symptoms of dementia appear in a severe form, no incident at all, or if there be any a small one, taking place in the belly, then it is right for us to think that it is the brain itself which is the cause of the suffering, just as when black bile collecteth in it. Now from these considerations it is right for us to lay down a rule and arrive at a conclusion as to whether this chyme is in the brain only, or whether it is in the whole body. We have mentioned these already a little way back, but I again call them to the minds of my fellow practitioners who know them, and who have seen me on several occasions make a cure of dementia of this kind by means of frequent bathings, and by a gentle regimen which is easily carried out, not to mention other things which are beneficial. | This I do when it hath not become difficult through the length of time which hath expired to scatter the chyme which is deep; but when this disease is of old standing, it needeth to be treated according to the methods which have been described, and other and stronger remedies are required.

Now this kind of dementia taketh place when hot pains have been felt in the head immediately before the attack, and when these have arisen either from inflammation, or from some pain caused by a hot (i.e., angry) sore, or from a fever which produceth delirium. And it also taketh place from excessive anxiety, and grief, and overwork. These remarks on this kind of dementia will suffice.

Of the falling sickness (epilepsy) which taketh place in sympathy with other members of the body which fall thereby and become sick.

Now we are going to speak about that sickness of those who fall and become sick, and shake, for these things take place also sometimes when the brain itself is sick, and sometimes when it is sick at the same time as the other members are sick. Let us also define [the sickness] and distinguish [these things] very carefully, for the physicians have with ex-
ceedingly great carelessness omitted to define it. Now therefore as three kinds of dementia are to be distinguished by their characteristics, so also doth the sickness of those who fall possess three varieties; that the brain suffereth is common to all three. Now the brain suffereth either when there is disease in it, a thing which happeneth in many of those who fall, or when something goeth up in sympathy to it from the mouth of the belly, which the physicians are accustomed to call the stomach, and giveth the brain trouble, like those happenings which take place through (or, from) the stomach in the eyes, which resemble suffusion (or, cataract), one becoming so some time [after the fall], and the other at the fall, for it taketh the characteristic of some member in which the disease beginneth, and thus it is felt by the patient that it goeth up to the head.

Now first of all consider the following [story]. There was a certain youth who was about thirteen years old at the time when I myself was a young man, and I saw him with the physicians who were held in honour among us, and who were gathered together in order to find out some means of healing him. Now I heard that boy relate that the beginning of the pain came to him from his leg, and that from this point it proceeded directly upwards through his thigh, and through the epigastric region above it, and through his side, and so on towards the neck up to his head, and he said that immediately the pain approached his head he was sensible of it no longer. And when he was asked by the physicians to describe what kind of thing it was that went up to his head, the boy himself was not able to do so. Finally, however, a certain young man who was not a person of learning, but who knew enough to perceive what had taken place, was able to explain the matter very clearly indeed to the others. He said that that which went up [to the head] was like some cold blast, and that a change took place in the unity of the members, or that it was some spirit-substance, which was not worth wondering at.

And this was what he said. That chyme which was produced in the member which was suffering possessed some strong power,
which was like unto that venom (or, bile) which malicious reptiles eject. But who would believe us unless they saw the things [of this kind] which take place frequently? For through the sting of the scorpion, and through small tarantula spiders a great change taketh place in the whole body, although only a very small and unknowable quantity of some substance is injected into it by the stings of these reptiles. For as concerning the little spider (or, louse) which biteth, which is a reptile, though a very small one, we do not think that it ejecteth any venom [from its mouth into that body which is bitten by it. Now the blow of the spike in the tail of the roach of the sea, and also that of [the tail] of the scorpion on land, are seen manifestly to be exceedingly sharp and severe, though it is not apparent that there is any hole whatsoever in their heads through which they can eject venom. Nevertheless, we are bound [to understand concerning these creatures that they do eject into the body some windy or watery substance, which is very minute in its composition but exceedingly powerful | in its effect. For, behold, when a man is struck by a scorpion in our presence he says that he is smitten by hail-stones, and all his body becometh cold, and he breaketh out into a cold sweat, and though he may be healed it is only with great difficulty that he can be saved. Now, therefore, it is not beyond the bounds of possibility that there may be also in the body itself some substance of this kind, and that it may be produced in it, besides that which is external. And this substance, being more especially in one nerve-member, may transmit its power by means of unity of substance to the head of the nerves, either by change, as I have already said, or by transmission of a blast of spirit-substance. Instances of this also appear frequently very plainly, that is to say, when the scorpion driveth its sting into the nerves, or veins, or arteries, those who are stung are seized by severe pains. Now the sting of the scorpion is able to penetrate into the body itself, and to pass through the whole of the thickness of the skin. The sting of the wasp is small, and it affecteth the outside of the skin only, which also is well known from the following fact. There are cases when the power of the venom cometh through the
skin only into the whole body, because all the skin is united to all the nerves. Therefore it is easy, seeing that it is diffused in all the power of the venom which hath been ejected, for it by means of the skin to pass over to each of the members over which it is spread and to which it is closely attached. From these again it can spread itself to the others because of their unity, and again from these which are affected to the others. When it hath reached one of the principal members, then doth the danger of death cleave to the man. Now the bandages on the members which are above their fellow-members operate in respect of these, if provided they be strong, and they are beneficial in no small degree, and helpful.

For we have gained experience of these matters through [treating] the bites of vipers, and the stings of scorpions, and the darting blow of the asp; about the latter one cannot be absolutely certain, for death [usually] overtaketh immediately those who are struck by it. Now when I was in Alexandria, a certain villager was bitten by an asp in one of the fingers of his hand, when he was at no very great distance from the city. Immediately he tied round the lowest joint of his finger, which was close to the palm of his hand, a strong bandage, and ran straightway to a certain physician whom he knew at the gate of the city, and entreated him to cut off his finger from the lowest joint, namely, that which was in the palm of the hand. He expected that if this could be done he would suffer no [further] injury, and his expectation was fulfilled as he thought it would be, for he was saved, and lived, and this [treatment] only did he seek. And I saw another to whom an antidote which was compounded of the flesh of vipers had been administered, and after his finger had been cut off he was healed. And I also saw another villager who had been bitten by a viper into his finger, which he cut off straightway with a reaping knife, from the joint which was below the spot in which he had been bitten. Now he was by trade a vineyard man, and he also lived without the application of an antidote, and the wound in his finger was made whole by the use of the customary bandage.

Moreover, as regards that youth who fell down and was
sick through the disease which went up into his body from his leg, whilst those physicians who were gathered together to find out some means of healing him were wishing to make certain about its cure, it seemed to them that, first of all, they were bound to make clean his whole body, and then to apply to the member which was diseased a plaster compounded of the yellow thapsos plant, or of black mustard. And whilst these things were happening they tied a cord round the leg, Page 28 above that spot | whence the pain originated, and straightway restrained the flow which was taking place before these things were done. I merely mention these things in passing so that one may not wonder how it is possible that such an ailment as this can be produced from any one of the lower members.

Now it remaineth for us to seek out the cause of the pain which cometh on during the spasms which make stiff the bodies of those who fall into fits sympathetically. I myself have seen sometimes a falling take place sympathetically which was of this kind, as well as other severe spasms accompanied by little motions which resembled twitchings. It seemeth to me that there happeneth something of the kind which resembleth that which is sometimes seen to take place in the stomach during an attack of the ailment which is called "gurgling". And I have also seen very many other patients in which this hath happened, and in the mouths of whose stomachs the pain hath increased. And I have also seen the falling of those who fell sympathetically and not through suffering of the brain itself, and the movement resembled the tottering motion which taketh place during short lapses of sensibility, and not during the ailments in which spasms make the body rigid. And from this I have seen (i.e., concluded) that this movement which taketh place in the brain also resembleth that which taketh place in the stomach, and that it is caused by the chymes which trouble it. There are times, too, when it becometh heavy and is injured (or, bitten) through a superfluity of meats, and the kind of "gurgling" which it maketh is in accordance with the kind of food which is eaten. But I have also seen on several occasions the rigidity caused by spasms which taketh place in the whole body, and that when
this acid chyme is vomited all these ailments immediately sink to rest.

Now it is not a thing to wonder at that the initial portion of the nerves should produce such a movement as this, seeing that it is anxious to expel from it that which cometh to it from that member wherein is the source of the ailment. For in this wise all the other happenings which move the nature of the nerves in a trembling manner appear to take place, that is to say, they produce therein a falling which can be felt, besides a quaking and trembling movement, and they come into existence through great cold. Of this kind also is oblivion ("i.e., forgetfulness). Now that state of insensibility, which is like death because it taketh place suddenly, indicateth that some thick, or viscous, or cold chyme filleth and blocketh up the cavities of the brain. And this doth not arise through a change in the composition of the substance, as when happen stupor, and dementia, and raving madness, and insanity, and the destruction of the memory, and the blunting of the perceptions also, and wrong action of the movements [of the members of the body]. Concerning all the ailments which are like these, whatever may be the state of insensibility, I compare the greatness of the danger to the greatness of the nature of the respiration. For as respiration taketh place in those that are asleep, who, although they do not possess any other voluntary operation, yet are seen to be motionless in their sleep, even so also is it in the other soporific ailments; the body is insensible and is without motion, and the only function that is maintained is the breathing, which is performed by the organs that work the chest. And we have of all these things an understanding which is founded on the law of proofs, just as we have also concerning the fact that the beginning of motions taketh place in the organs of volition through the nerves which come to them. For that knowledge of the openings [mentioned] in the First Chapter proveth to us that [the collection of] all the nerves is the brain. I did not say of the head only, but I added that which is in front of the brain, the brain of the spinal cord. For from this also there appear to go forth many nerves, but they serve
the brain, which sendeth [impulses] to the spinal cord. When, then, thou seest that the breathing is obstructed overmuch, and that it is only maintained with the greatest difficulty, in the case of ailments which produce stupor, understand that the brain is suffering no small pain.

15a. Of the ailment which is called vertigo, or dizziness.

All the above-mentioned ailments take place in the head, and with them must also be mentioned the ailment called vertigo, for it is well known, and what manner of ailment it is is known from its appellation. Now those who suffer from vertigo become dizzy through small causes, and they often fall on the ground, more especially when they run round in a circle. And that dizziness which only cometh to others after going round and round several times, taketh place in them through going round once only. Moreover, if they only look upon something which is going round straightway do they fall down; and although it be only a wheel or something else of the same kind which revolveth, or if they look at the eddies or whirlpools in the rivers, straightway do they become dizzy. Now this happeneth to them more especially when their head becometh hot through the sun or some other hot body. Therefore it seemeth that that which happeneth to ordinary people through going round and round in a circle excessively, happeneth to those who are liable to dizziness without their going round and round in a circle. It is well known to every man that there cometh to those who go round and round many times a disturbing, disordered, and irregular motion of the chymes and breath. Therefore there must happen to those also who have a tendency to the ailment of vertigo something of the same kind. And for this reason men are cured thereof by the cutting of those ligaments which are behind their ears; and it is well known that those tendons which are behind their ears are cut to their lowest depth (i.e., to their roots), so that there may be a wound between the two sides of the cutting. Not all, however, are cured by this remedy.

This also is known: this ailment happeneth through the
VARIOUS KINDS OF VERTIGO.

other tendons which are greater than these and which [go up Page 31] to the head] through that ligature which is called "like a net", because there ascendeth from them some spirit which is hot and vaporous, and it filleth the brain. It is possible that in the brain itself some irregular change of its composition taketh place, and produceth therein this kind of spirit; but it is well known also that this ailment is of the brain through the perception itself of those who suffer from vertigo. Sometimes Fol. 15b. this happeneth through the brain itself being affected, and sometimes through its sympathy with the mouth of the belly. And this is admitted by Archilogenes, who writeth in his book on "Protracted Ailments" thus: "Now this ailment of vertigo is also caused by two things, by the brain and by the other "parts of the epigastric region." And he trieth to distinguish the vertigo which ariseth through the head from the vertigo which ariseth through the epigastric region, and he saith concerning vertigo that it is a sickness of the head. Now his words are: "Before it cometh on there are ringings in the ears, "and headache, and the feeling of heaviness, and the breathing is affected, or some one of the other functions which take "place here." Now he addeth in his discourse [the word] "here", wishing, at least such is my opinion, to prove that that ailment taketh place through the head. And before an attack of the vertigo which taketh place through the mouth of the stomach, he saith that a pain in the heart and vomitings come on. But, as I have said above very many times, although sometimes the head may suffer in sympathy with the other members, still it is right to think that that suffering which taketh place in the head is due to the head itself.

On the violent pain which taketh place in the head.

Now as concerning that ailment which is accurately called by the physicians "headache", there is no man who will dispute the fact that it is an ailment of the head. For this ailment, to state the matter very briefly, is a sickness of | the Page 32 head of long standing which it is exceedingly difficult to dispel, which becometh intense and very severe, and which is also
brought about by such small causes that the sufferer is unable to imagine what hath caused it. There is no [sound of] a hammer, and no loud noise, and no blindingly strong light, and no motion whatsoever; but [the headache cometh], and the patient wisheth to lie down in a quiet place and in the dark, by reason of the intensity of the pains. Some sufferers imagine that they are being struck by some hammer (or, club); and again some feel as if their head was being torn asunder or being crushed in pieces; and very many of them feel that the pain cometh down \[ to them to the roots of their eyes. \\
And there are times when the pains are stilled for a short period, after which they return, just as it happeneth in the cases of those who have an attack of the falling sickness, and there is a middle period wherein they do not suffer pain.

Now it is well known that this ailment of vertigo ariseth from weakness of the head, just as do the other pains of the head, but vertigo cometh more readily than the other pains in the members of those whose heads are weak. Yet there is also in the pains of the head a certain change (or, variation). For the heads of very many men are easily filled, and, moreover, the whole constitution of their bodies is exceedingly ready to fill them. Others, however, possess also those members which are said to receive this ailment, and they are the membranes of the brain, and that other membrane which is beneath the skin, and these are weak, and they become affected easily. When men who have constitutions like these are attacked by severe pains they collapse quickly with this sickness of headache. And we do not think that we shall go beyond the truth if we say that some of them are made ill by those membranes which surround (or, envelop) the brain, and others by that membrane which is beneath the skin.

Now the distinguishing characteristic of these kinds of vertigo is whether the pains go down into the roots of the eyes or not. For it is absolutely essential | that this pain should come to the roots of the eyes of those who have the ailment located between the two bones of the skull, because the ends of the nerves come to them from the brain, and also from its two membranes there come to it the arteries and veins which are in the membranes.
Of the pain of one half of the head.

Besides these pains there is the pain which affecteth men in one half of their heads. In some this feeling of pain ariseth outside the bone of the skull, and in some cases they feel it right down to the base of the head. It is felt distinctly in one of its two sides, and either to the right or left of that cord which is stretched along its length, and is below it, and inside | the Fol. 16b. bones of the skull. And that line which divideth the brain in the middle being subtended coincideth with it, and formeth the boundary of the two cavities of the brain which are in front. Now the substances (or, bodies) which fill the head easily are those which have in their compositions an abundance of hot and vaporous wind, or a superfluity of the bile which is collected in the mouth of the belly. And those pains which arise through this wind are protracted, and to those to which the feeling of duration is coupled this description is also given. Now those pains which arise from a great superfluity [of bile] possess a feeling of oppression. When they exist with a certain amount of redness of colour, they arise from a superfluity of hot chymes. To another man it happeneth that he hath headache continually after drinking wine, whether it be much or whether it be little; this happeneth more especially if the natural disposition of the sufferer be hot (or, excitable), and it is also caused by hot (or, pungent) scents, such as styrax (στύραξ), and ὃπιδν,1 and all kinds of substances which when burnt produce pungent odours. Some men cannot bear even the smell of frankincense. In other men headache is caused by some intense feeling, as, for example, that which ariseth in the mouth of the belly. Many men possess such a sensitive stomach that they cannot bear any sharp pressure or touch on it, or any thing else of a similar kind; on the other hand, there are some who have no sensitiveness at all in their stomachs. Again, there are others who are seen to eject or to vomit whatsoever is very nauseous; this they do if they merely smell what is nauseous, for they are not able to bear its smell, al-

1 A word of doubtful meaning; see Payne Smith, Thes., col. 3553.
though they do not perceive things which pain them when they are present in a large quantity.

Now it is possible that changes such as these take place in the brains of men, according to the odours themselves. Some odours they can smell without feeling any discomfort, just as if they had not been brought near them, whilst others they cannot bear to smell at all. Thus it appeareth quite clearly that all ailments of this kind belong to the head. | It may be said that in my opinion all the sicknesses which take place in the head, whether through the head itself or whether through its sympathy [with other members of the body], are accompanied by exact indications. Therefore we may gather together all the sicknesses of the head, and the causes which produce them, into one small group.

Now headaches can arise from external causes, as, for example, through the heat of the sun, or through cold, or through the heaviness of the atmosphere. And they can also arise from blows [on the head], or from a fall, or from the drinking of wine, whether in large or small quantities. These are the external causes which produce headaches, and they are called "primary", or "predisposing causes". And the head can also suffer through internal causes, which are called "initial causes", either through some ailment in itself, or through sympathy with the body generally, or with one of its members. When the head suffereth through some ailment in itself there arise in it pains | of three kinds, viz., those which are due to substances of like composition to itself, those which are organic, and those which are due to the solution of its integrity. If it be attacked by any one of the class which is caused by a substance of like composition to itself, it is attacked by one of those eight noxious constituents which have been mentioned above. Some of these have substance in them, and some are without. Now this substance appertaineth either to the chymes or to wind. Moreover, there are times when these change the matter of the brain into that kind of matter of which they themselves are composed, and there are others when they subsist in the vacant spaces in the head. When the head is attacked by some organic disease the pains are caused either by tumours
or by stoppages, and these are caused either by thick and viscous chymes, or by chymes which are hot and fluent, or by chymes which are cold. Those chymes which block up the exits [of the head] are difficult to describe. The solution of the integrity of the head is caused by boils, and by wounds, and by the smashing and cleavage [of the bones].

And certain sicknesses arise in the head through [its] sympathy [with the body] generally or with one of its members. And sometimes, through the fullness of the whole body, the chymes or wind go up and do it an injury. There are occasions, too, when it is injured through the chymes, that is to say, Fol. 17b. there is either thick and impure blood imprisoned in the veins, or the black, or the red bile, or phlegm oppresseth it. And the wind is either the vapours of the hot, moist chymes, or the fumes of the hot and dry chymes, or the dense emanations which ascend from the body generally or from one of its members. And the head also suffereth, with the stomach, from the fume of the bile, or from the phlegm which is imprisoned within it, when it ascendeth to the head and filleth it with vapour. Moreover, the head suffereth pain through places in the epigastic region, or some other member, and also, as hath already been said, through dementia, and through the falling sickness, and through vertigo. These are, very briefly, all the causes | which produce headaches. These, then, shall Page 36 be to us as it were a canon throughout this treatise, both as regardeth the head and all the members which suffer pain.

On the natural formation of the head and on the indications of the natural compositions of the brain.

Now therefore it is meet that we should, before everything else, write concerning the cure of headaches. And we must speak a little concerning the natural compositions (or, constituents) of the head, for this also, necessarily, is required of us. A small head is an indication that the construction of the brain is bad, though it doth not follow necessarily that that of the brain in a large head is very good; but if, through the firmness of the power of the womb which hath found
material in abundance, the head is small, it is an indication of bad [construction]. Now it is right to distinguish all the various kinds of heads. If they are properly formed they indicate moral excellence, and also, if they are round, and their veins are firm, and their apertures delicate, and their eyes are steady and sparkling and sharp, these are signs of moral excellence. But when heads bend forwards, and have loose veins, or when they are immoderately | long, these characteristics are, in the majority of cases, signs of wickedness. Therefore as we attribute large heads to a bad brain even so do we attribute the above characteristics to the [bad] brain. And just as moral excellence is sometimes associated with a large head, so also a few men with such physical characteristics of the head possess moral excellence, according as whether the formative power of the womb was potent or not. The brain which is well constituted, and moderate in its spiritual movement, and is not over strenuous in its action is not quickly injured by the things which happen externally. Folk who possess these characteristics have reddish hair in their babyhood, and it remaineth red during their childhood; in their early manhood it becometh very red indeed, being neither crisp nor lank, and they do not easily become bald.

Page 37 On the simple compositions (or, constituents) of the brain.

Now if the compositions of the brain become immoderately hot, the head becometh red and hot, and the arteries which are in the eyes become large (i.e., swelled). The hair of men with such a brain is abundant in their early childhood, and black and strong and crisp, according to the measure of heat [which is in the brain]. There are cases in which it is first red and afterwards black; later, when the body hath reached its full stature, [the head] becometh bald; and the roof of the mouth and the nostrils are clean (i.e., free from hair?). Now the head of such a man is quickly filled with foods and drinks, and with odours (or, scents) which inflame, and with things which take place externally; and his sleep is little and not deep. As for the brain which is cold, the superfluity thereof
cometh down on to the palate and through the nostrils; his hair is lank and red, and he doth not quickly become bald. He is speedily injured by a cold wind, and he is attacked easily by sicknesses which are due to cold, and by coughs, and his cheeks feel cold to the touch, and the arteries of his eyes are deep and sluggish [in action]. Now the indications of the brain which is dry are: a lack of superfluous fluid from the brain on the palate and in the nostrils, and a readiness to keep awake, and hair which is strongly fixed in the head and which growtheth but slightly. The hair of such a man is crisp in early childhood, but he becometh bald quickly.

The brain which is moist in its composition produceth hair which is long and abundant, and the head in which it is never becometh bald. And it maketh the eyes to be dark, and causeth the mucus to be abundant, and produceth excessive and deep sleep.

On the compound constituents of the brain.

Now if the brain be hot and dry it doth not produce mucus, and it endoweth the senses with the power to become exact and certain; and the head in which is such a brain becometh bald easily, and the first growth of hair is scanty, and the hair itself is glossy and black and crisp. And the face feeleth hot to the touch, and the cheeks are red until the time of early manhood. If both heat and moisture are predominant in the constituents of the brain, though they exceed the normal but to a slight degree, the body becometh hot and red, and the arteries of the eyes grow large, and the mucus is abundant though somewhat dried up, and the hair is lank and red. Heads with brains of this kind do not become bald easily, but they are quickly filled and become heavy through the things which inflame. And when the composition of the brain is over-heated and over-moist, it causeth the head to ache, and the moisture in it becometh abundant, and it is easily affected by the things which make it hot and moist, and its senses are not vigilant for any length of time. And when the composition of the brain is cold and dry, it causeth the
OF INFLAMMATORY PAINS IN THE HEAD.

head to become cold and without colour, and the arteries which are in the eyes become contracted, and it is easily injured by any accidental cause. And for this reason men with brains of this kind are easily cured. In their early manhood their senses are not acute, and with advancing years they shrivel up quickly, in fact, to speak briefly, they age very quickly, and become white-haired. In their childhood their hair scarcely growth at all, and what doth grow is fine and red. A brain which is cold and moist in its composition filleth the head, and predisposeth to sleep, and maketh feeble the senses (or, feelings), and produceth mucus, and noises, and wheezings, and throweth a man into fits of coughing and shivering. Now the head wherein is such a brain never cometh bald.

Fol. 19a. On the hot pains which arise in the head.

Now there are also hot pains which come into the head in the season of summer, and in a hot country, and [especially] into [the heads of] young men who are ardent in temperament, and of those who live in a squalid manner, and of those who labour overmuch. And in their constitutions red bile and blood predominate, and [one] of them, or both, when gathered together [will cause headaches]. The head suffereth pain through some small cause, as, for example, [the heat of] the sun or dryness [of the air], especially when through its own weakness, or that of its original constituents, it is easily susceptible of suffering. Now there are attached to the head [certain symptoms (?) which are indicative of its suffering, [as, for example,] the feeling of excessive heat. And there are times when there accompany it also fever, and thirst, and inflammatory pains, and urine, fiery-hot, which is passed in very small quantities, and a terrible throbbing in the arteries. Now the primary cause of the pain in the head must be learned from the patients themselves.
Of the cure of headaches.

Now the cure of headaches may be effected by the following things: An airy house with a northern aspect, in which water is sprinkled about frequently; and branches and leaves of trees which give refreshment and coolness are to be dipped in water and then laid upon the beds of the sick and all about the house. And cool water is to be poured over the heads of the sick, and tinctures of vinegar and oil of roses applied. And some refreshing juice must be administered, such as the juice of grapes, or the juice of the “shepherd's staff”, or the juice of river-weed, or the juice of unripe pomegranates, or the juice of purslane, or the juice of water lentils, or the juice of flax seed mixed with oil of roses, and laid (i.e., rubbed) all over the head or upon the temples, or mixed with one of the other juices. Or again, the whole head and temples may be covered with a plaster made of vinegar and oil of roses, or oil of violets, and a little fine wheaten flour. And we bathe the nostrils with oil of violets mixed with the milk of a woman. And we administer to the patient food which hath little stimulating power and is easily digested, such as the soup made of orach or spinach, mixed with the sweet oil of sesame seed, and tender vegetables and endive, and cold water to drink. And there are times when I give oxymel (δεξυμελι, i.e., vinegar mixed with honey). Let us remember this example when we have to come to a decision as to the cause which produceth the sickness, and to alleviate the results thereof.

Of the pains in the head which are caused by cold.

Now pains caused by the cold arise in the head in the season of winter and in a cold country, more especially in the heads of old men, and of those who are cold constitutionally.

1 Arab.بطاط، Gr. πολυτονον ἀρρεν. See Payne Smith, col. 1250.
2 Gr. ποταμογείτων, or pond-weed.
3 حَمَص. Chald. حمص, Arab. جُرْفُقْح, Pers. جرَفَقْح, Gr. ἄνδράχνη, portulaca.
In these the phlegm is predominant, and they live | useless lives, and they eat habitually cold foods, which give birth to phlegm, and there are produced in them chymes which live when all these are gathered together in one place, and especially when the head is cold and weak. In such cases the head is easily attacked by the slightest cold or chill. Now to all these pains are attached results (or, symptoms) by which we are specially able to recognize them, and these are as follows:—Men who have pains in the head feel the cold very severely; they are never attacked by thirst, and their sleep is mingled with heavy stupor and accompanied by fantastic dreams, and they crave for warm air, and their sense of touch (or, feeling) is defective, their urine is pale and thick, and the beating in their arteries is feeble. Besides these there is the investigation concerning the predisposing cause.

Of the cure of pains in the head which are caused by cold.

Now the means to be used in curing these pains are as follows:—A warm house, with an eastern aspect, and a good fire placed inside it, or baths, if they be available, and anointing with unguents which produce warmth, and the pouring over the head of water in which have been steeped chamonile flowers, or aniseed, or laurel leaves, or any other plant or shrub of this kind, and the laying on the head of oil of nard, or of narcissus flowers, or of aniseed, or of marjoram, and the administering of foods which produce heat, and of drinks of honey water. And if there be no fever let the patient drink wine mixed with hot water containing mastic or aniseed, and let him wear warm clothing, and there are times when an application of oil made from the euphorbium plant, or with the balsam of the behen-nut, is beneficial. In cases where the pain is caused by dryness a wet treatment must be employed, and in cases where the pain is caused by damp a dry treatment must be employed. And in respect of the other systems [of colds], systems of treatment which are opposite in their nature to them must be employed. Thus the system which
is hot and dry we cool and moisten, and the system which is cold and dry we warm and moisten, and the system which is hot and moist we cool and make dry, and the system which is cold and dry we warm and moisten. In all these cases we employ as remedies things which are of opposite natures to the diseases.

On the headache which is caused by the drinking of wine.

Now for this kind of headache it is unnecessary for definitions to be laid down, for the drinkers of wine are found at all times, and in every place, and among people of all ages and conditions. The predisposing cause maketh known the pains, and the initial cause, which is within the body, showeth it, and its intensity is in proportion to the size of the flask of wine which hath been drunk. As concerning the predisposing cause we are able to obtain information from the sick man or from his kinsfolk. And we can find out concerning the initial cause [by enquiring] if his head is weak, and if it is susceptible to the fumes of wine, or if fullness of any kind collecteth in [his] head. When two of these things are associated they produce headache. And in respect of wine we can enquire whether it is strength (or, newness) which hath injured the patient, or its excessive quantity. Now there are effects which are associated with the headache caused by [the drinking of] wine, namely, drunkenness, and falling about, and lack of control of the mental faculties, and stupor, and sleep, and the complete helplessness and relaxation of the whole head, and great heaviness, and urine which is white and cloudy but is sometimes thick, and that full throbbing in the arteries which is called "rotatory".

Of the cure of the headache which is caused by drinking wine.

For this sickness quietness and sleep are necessary until the patient hath got rid of his drunkenness, and then it is proper to make him take a bath. He must be fed on foods which
contain good juices, and are light and do not inflame [the head], such as soup made of barley flour, and dainty broths | cooked with sweet chick-peas, and leeks, and anise, and on tender vegetables and endive. And on his head must be poured an infusion of chamomile flowers and oil of roses or violets. And thou must take very great care to clear out his whole body, and to wash out from his head the fumes of the wine, and to have him washed and anointed with oil, and to make arrangements for him to have quietness and sleep.

Page 42 On the pain in the head caused by a blow or by a fall.

Now it is meet for us to know how the man hath been struck on the head, and from what height the man hath fallen on his head; [either of these may] produce a serious illness. Sometimes both the head and the brain within it are very violently shaken, and then stupor and delirium supervene; this is a very difficult illness [to cure], for in the majority of cases it bringeth on death. And at other times the head is so seriously confused, together with the skin and the membranes which are beneath it, that very often the bones of the skull are broken, and they enter the brain and inflict such injuries upon it that delirium is the result. Sometimes also the skin of the head is lacerated, little or much, and it happeneth that blood floweth freely; the effects of an injury of this kind are burning fevers, and there are cases in which delirium or insensibility followeth, and also sores which fester and cause acute pains. Now at times the whole body becometh rigid, or convulsed with spasms, and the urine is bloody and thick, and there is a distracting throbbing in the arteries.

Of the cure of the pain caused by a blow on the head, or a fall.

Now if in addition to the primary cause of the pain there is another which is associated with the interior organs of the body itself, that is to say, if there be excessive fullness of the body, and the vigour of health, to such a degree that when
pain attacketh the head, the matter floweth thither and produceth a sore, it is right for us to begin our cure with the letting of blood from the upper artery of the arm, and with an effective clearing out of the body. If possible, the latter must be done by means of a draught, and if this faileth then a strong purge must be administered, so that it may draw away the matter from the member which suffereth. At the same time we must not neglect to be careful about the head, and we must bathe it with warm wine and oil, provided that there be no fever. If there be fever we must bathe it with oil of roses [mixed] with vinegar. And if there be a sore (or, wound), we must first of all apply to it fomentations and plasters, whereby it may be kept clean and in a healthy state, and then with the medicaments used we may mix, little by little, small quantities of the medicines which quiet and alleviate the pains. And when the sore is in a quieter state [we may use] medicines which have greater power to alleviate pain. And if with the bruise on the head there is breaking of the skin, it may be healed by means of warm wine and oil, and by plasters in which are mixed myrrh, aloes, and frankincense. And if there be copious bleeding it may be stopped by the application of powdered aloes. Take one part of aloes and two parts of frankincense, and apply the mixture sometimes dry, and sometimes mixed with the white of an egg, or with vinegar, or with wine. And if there be many cracks (or, openings) in the skin of the head, or in the openings which are beneath it, so many in fact that the bone of the head is laid bare, then we must wash the wound with wine and oil warmed, or we must bathe the wound with warm wine only, and bind it up with soft sponges. And if the bone of the head is seen to be broken, in such a way that it cannot unite, we must remove the fractured piece, and pour hot oil of roses on the place where it was, and then we must bring the lips of the wound close together, and sew them with a thread of silk, if such be available, and if not, with a thread made of flax. And after the sewing up, moist plasters made of aloes and frankincense and mixed with the white of an egg or wine must be made and smeared on the bandages, which must be
laid on the wound after it hath been sewn up. And above the wound other bandages of many folds soaked in wine and oil must be placed and fastened in position quickly. And once daily these must be undone, and the wound dressed and bound up again until the sore is quieted and the [lips of the] wound unite. And we must take care about the whole body, and feed it with light foods which do not produce excessive over-fulness. And the patient must abstain from wine and flesh, and he must avoid the sexual embrace and other labours, and we must secure for him rest and sleep.

Of the headache which cometh in sympathy with the whole body.

Now when there is a superabundance of effusions in all the body, and it becometh soaked therewith, and fever burneth therein, and matter inclineth towards the head, headache is produced. Thou wilt be able to recognize this condition from the fullness of all the body, and the inflation of its veins, and from the redness of the face, and from the heavy movements of the eyelids, and from the cloudy and clotted urine, and from the terrible throbbing of the arteries.

Of the cure of the same.

It is meet that we should begin our cure by first of all letting blood from the vein which hath already been mentioned, or by cupplings on the neck, and by clearing out the whole body. Then we should bathe and wash the head with the medicines which relieve it of its vapours, and administer foods which are easily digested.

Of the headaches which arise through the stomach or through other parts of the abdomen.

Now the symptoms of these headaches have already been described above at great length, and it is therefore unnecessary for us to consider them again here overmuch, and we only
mention them as a little reminder of what hath been said above. Now the great nerves descend from the head to the belly, and thus it happeneth frequently that when a man is struck on the head, dizziness and vomitings come to him. And if the bile and phlegm be gathered together in the stomach they produce severe pains in the head, and dementia, and raving, and vertigo; but if red bile be collected in the stomach it produceth gripings, and smoky eructations, and a bitter taste in the mouth, and thirst. If phlegm be collected in the stomach it produceth acid eructations, and an excess of saliva in the mouth, and vomitings in which crude phlegm is mingled, and the failure in the power of tasting whether a thing be acid or sweet. Now the effects which take place in the head as the result of its sympathy with the stomach, or abdomen, or any of the members of the lower part of the body, are well known. The regular throbbing of the head, which is not, however, continuous, and the fact that the patient is relieved by the digestion in the lower part of the body in old age, and the dullness which cometh over the eyes, and the bilious or watery and cloudy urine, and the terrible throbbing of the arteries will inform thee concerning the fullness of the stomach. Now it hath been said above that the sickness of dementia, and the falling sickness, and vertigo take place in the head when there is sickness in the stomach or in the other members of the body.

On the cure of the pains which arise in the head through the stomach, or through other parts of the abdomen.

These pains are cured when the chymes which are imprisoned in the stomach and which are the cause of the pain are purged away. Now they can be be purged away first by making the patient vomit and then by means of a purge administered through the anus. The means used in producing vomiting dependeth upon the age of the patient. Sometimes it is produced by radishes and honey, or by oxymel, and sometimes by means of some [other] mixed medicine. And after we have purged the stomach, we administer food which is easy to digest and doth not produce watery vapours. If bile be found
to be in the stomach, let the physician administer to the patient an emetic of ἰερά πικρά1 with honey-water, for this is the chief medicine used by physicians for this ailment. If there be phlegm in the stomach let the physician purge him with medicines which will bring down the phlegm, such as cakes in which aloes, or some other stomachic, have been mixed. And after his purging let the physician give him honey-water to drink, or the spice cummin, or three peppercorns. If there be red bile in his stomach after the vomiting caused by ἰερά πικρά, let the physician give him a decoction of absinthe (artemisia Pontica), and when the stomach hath been purged let him apply to the head fomentations and plasters which will subdue the vapours in him, and which will strengthen him, so that he may not again receive other vapours. And we keep the sick man far from the foods which fill the head, such as leeks, onions, and garlic, and from wine in large quantities, and from dates, and from all those things which beget evil humours, and make vapours to ascend into the head. We first of all administer those foods which soften the belly, and afterwards those which are of an astringent character, and which make the mouth of the belly to contract so that watery vapour may not ascend to the head.

Of the ailments which are proper to the head.

It hath already been said very many times that all the ailments which arise in the head are of two distinct kinds, i.e., they either arise in sympathy with the other members of the body, or they are due to suffering in the head itself. As regardeth those which take place sympathetically, we have already described them so far as it was possible, and also the remedies which are suitable for them; but there is still lacking some mention of the means to be employed in curing those pains which arise in the head through its own proper ailments. These are the pains: some of them are acute, [and last but a short time], and others are protracted. The acute pains are

---
1 This is some kind of bitter herb.
those which arise through the weakness of the head, and they produce a strong and severe throbbing, sometimes in the whole head, sometimes in one half of it, and sometimes in a certain portion of it. Now these usually come on in the time of fever, but sometimes when there is no fever; they are caused sometimes through the fullness, and sometimes through the emptiness, of the body. Now the protracted ailments (or, pains) are dementia, and the falling sickness, and vertigo; and all their symptoms have already been described clearly in many paragraphs.

Of the cures of the pains proper to the head.

Now the cure for these pains dependeth upon the kind of ailment and what it teacheth us, and upon the natural constitution of him that is to be healed, and whether the patient suffereth from fullness or from emptiness, from heat or from cold, from moisture or from dryness; and we must employ in each case the means of cure which the law of healing demandeth. In the case of fullness we empty the head, and in the case of emptiness we fill it, in the case of cold we warm it, in the case of heat we cool it, in the case of dryness we make it moist, and in the case of moisture we dry it. Thus also do we in other cases. If the bile be predominant in the body we first of all let blood from the upper vein; if other chymes are seen to be predominant in the blood we eject them by means of the purgative which is employed in clearing out from the body that chyme which is present in it in excess. Now we are able to identify the chyme which is present in the body in excess from the constitution of the sick man, and from his physical stature, and from his manner of life, and from the season of the year. If it appeareth to us that phlegm is present in excess we administer the medicine which cleareth it away, and if red bile be present in excess we administer the medicine which cleareth away the bile, and similarly if black bile be present in excess we administer the medicine which cleareth this away. And when we have emptied the whole body, and the pain in the head still lurketh there, then
we make use of tinctures and plasters on the head, and injec-
tions in the nostrils, and lotions, beginning with those which
reduce the mental operations of the minds of the patients (?),
and then we come to those which are stronger and which
are employed in protracted and difficult illnesses, and to cut-
ting off the hair, and to painting the head with tinctures of
apatkon, and thapsia (θάψια), and natron (?), and mustard, and
a tincture of wild barley, and cuppings and incisions in
the flesh, and drawing [the flesh] together by means of
clysters, and poundings (i. e., massage) of the hands and
feet, and the cutting of the veins and arteries. Now it
is well known that we cut the arteries which are in the
temples when there are much rheum and heat and swelling
in the head, or in the eyes. And we cut the arteries
which are behind the ears when there are vertigo
and those protracted ailments in the head which produce heat
and swelling. And there are occasions when we cauterize them
in order that there may be a wound in the midst and that cut
portions may not unite again. And we also cut the veins for
headache as near that portion of the head which is affected
as possible. And more especially do we cut that vein which
runneth down straight between the eyes, when the portions of
the head which are near (or, towards) the forehead are affected.
We also cut those veins that go up by the side of the ears,
keeping in mind the fact that to relieve the pain which ariseth
in the inside of the bones (?) of the head the cutting of the
veins and arteries is superfluous. These things are, however,
beneficial in the case where the pain existeth above the bones
of the head.

Now the art of curing all the pains (or, ailments) which occur
in the head hath been very fully described, and it is necessary
that we should also set down in this Chapter all the medicines,
both simple and compound, which have been tested by use
for a very long time and which experience testifieth that
they are exceedingly beneficial in all the protracted and ob-
stinate ailments which occur in the head. First of all we
write down the draughts which drive out all bad ailments
from the body.
Great Hiera-lēghudhāyā. This expelleth from the body all the manifold forms of ailments which arise from the chymes without producing in it weakness, and it cureth all the sickneseses of the head, namely, disease in the hemicranium, and idiocy, and dementia, and stupidity, and raving, and vertigo, and deafness, and the falling sickness, and asthma of long standing, and pains in the kidneys and in the sciatic nerve, and pains in the tendons, and gout, and those whose limbs shake and are palsied, and elephantiasis, and leprosy, and scabies, and tumours, and running sores, and pig-sores, and cancers, and all the sicknesses which are begotten of black bile, or of crude phlegm which is not distributed. And it re-establisheth the constitution which is impaired, and it healeth pains in the eyes and pains in the ears, and it bringeth on the menstrual flow, and it cureth protracted fevers, and fevers which come on for a day, and those which come on every third day.

Page 49

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pith of colocynth</td>
<td>5 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roasted sea-onion</td>
<td>2 1/2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agarikon fungus</td>
<td>2 1/2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skamōnia (convolvulus)</td>
<td>2 1/2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black hellebore</td>
<td>2 1/2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammoniac</td>
<td>2 1/2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flowers of thyme</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bdellium</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamadrâos (chamaedrys)</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aloes</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thyme</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malabathrum (betelnut?)</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haprikôn</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parsîon (horchhound)</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teucrium polium</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassia</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppers, of the three kinds1</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinnamon</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackal's fat</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 *I.e.*, black pepper, white pepper and “long pepper”.
Polypodium 2 drachms
Sagapenum (fennel) 2 "
Betonica 2 "
Myrrh 2 "
Petroselinum 2 "
Aristolochia makra 2 "
Juice of the artemisia Pontica 2 "
Euphorbium 2 "
Bearded grain 2 "
Amomum gingiber 2 "
Khēmāmâ (γουμοῦ) balsam 2 "
Strychnus 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) "
Gentian 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) "

Honey, as much as is necessary.

Take in a draught of three drachms of warm water and honey, or in an infusion of flowers of thyme.

Another Hiera of Galen. This is to be used in all sicknesses connected with the retention and excessive flow of the urine, and it is to be drunk mixed with celery water (or, parsley water), or wild spikenard (hazelwort), or pastinaca (i.e., parsnip).

Pith of colocynth 4 drachms
Chamaedrys 3 " and 2 denkê
Roasted sea-onion 3 " "
Agarikon fungus 3 " "
Skamônia (convolvulus) 3 " "
Black hellebore 3 " "
Strychnus 3 " "
Ammoniac 3 " "
Hôprīkôn 3 " "
Flowers of thyme 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) "
Teucrium polium 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) "
Bdellium (mûkîlâ) 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) "
Chamaepitys azuga 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) "
Aloes 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) "
Cassia 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) "
Polypodium 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) "
Myrrh 5 denkê
Peppers, three kinds of 5 denkh
Cinnamon                  5 "
Crocus                     5 "
Opopanax                   5 "
Fennel                     5 "
Betonica                   5 "
Castoreum                  5 "
Round aristolochia         5 "
Gentian                    5 "
Euphorbium                5 "
Petroselinum               4 "
Draught                    2 drachms
Honey as much as is necessary.

To be used like the preceding prescription.

Another Hiera of Archigenes. This is to be used in all cases where the ailments are protracted, and for exhaustion, and Fol. 24b. vertigo, and obstruction (?) of the humours of the eyes, and for all ailments which are produced by red bile or black bile, for phlegm, and for leprosy, and elephantiasis, and dementia, and Page 50 the falling sickness, and all kinds of delirium, and scrofula, and cancers, and scabies, and sores on the kidneys, and nettle-rash (?), and hoarseness, and tightness in breathing, whatsoever may be the cause of it, and the bites of a mad dog, and the bites of vicious reptiles which eject deadly venom, and disease of the womb, and diseases of the loins and sciatic nerve.

Colocynth                  12 drachms
Horehound                  2 ounces
Strychnus                  2 "
Black hellebore            2 "
Sakmônârin (convolvulus)   2 "
Pepper, white              2 "
Pepper, long               2 "
Roasted sea-onion (squills) 1 ounce
Euphorbium                1 "
Aloes                      1 "
Crocus                     1 "
Gentian                    1 "
Petroselinum               1 "
HIERA PIKRA.

Ammoniac 1 ounce
Opopanax 1 "
Teucrium polium 2 drachms
Cinnamon, or Cassia Double quantity of all the [other] drugs.
Fennel 2 drachms
Myrrh 2 "
Bearded grain 2 "
Flowers of the pistacia lentiscus tree 2 "
Wild marjoram 2 "
Aristolochia makra 2 "
Honey as much as is necessary.

Take four drachms in a draught of water in which thyme hath been infused.

Another simple Hiera, which is called "Pikra" (ιερᾷ πικρά) and is to be used for the stomach, and for all the ailments of the head which occur sympathetically.

Mastic 6 drachms
Crocus 6 "
Bearded grain 6 "
Cassia 6 "
Wild spikenard (hazelwort) 6 "
Berries of the balsam tree 6 "
Cinnamon 6 "
Aloes 12 "
Pound and administer in a dry powder. Take four drachms in a draught with honey and hot water.

Another Hiera which is named after Theodoretus [administered] with the nuts (or, fruit) of incense. It is to be used in all sicknesses which are protracted, and for the clouding over of the eyesight, and for dementia, and delirium, and the falling sickness, and vertigo, and elephantiasis, and leprosy, and all the sicknesses which are the products of black bile, and obstinate fevers, and disease of the liver, and disease of the spleen and the kidneys and the colon, and gout, and disease of the excrementary organs, and the purification of women, and the tightening up of the womb. And it looseneth the bowels and...
A Prescription which was tried (i.e., used) by Theodoretus, and is to be used in the cases described in the preceding paragraph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aloes</td>
<td>60 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agarikon fungus</td>
<td>24 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhubarb</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wild spikenard (?)</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iris</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitter colocynth</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood-oil</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruit of balsam trees</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kûshtà (κόστος)</td>
<td>8 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ekrôn (ἐκροῦς)</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastic</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wild thyme</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinnamon</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassia (horse’s tail)</td>
<td>12 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flowers of thyme</td>
<td>8 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bearded grain</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamaedrys</td>
<td>8 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meum</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppers, black, white and long</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euphorbium</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flowers of the pistacia lentiscus tree</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gentian</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khemâmâ (ἄμωμον) balsam</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sałmônârîn (scamony)</td>
<td>14 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skimmed (i.e., run) honey</td>
<td>Double quantity of all the other drugs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Take four drachms in a draught of water wherein flowers of thyme have been infused.
Cinnamon \hspace{20mm} 6 drachms \\
Bearded grain \hspace{20mm} 6 \\
Rhubarb \hspace{20mm} 4 \\
Oil of balsam \hspace{20mm} 4 \\
Balsam berries \hspace{20mm} 4 \\
Euphorbium \hspace{20mm} 4 \\
Pepper, black, white and long, \hspace{20mm} 4 \\
Gentian \hspace{20mm} 4 \\
Chamaedrys \hspace{20mm} 8 \\
Kùshtà (κόστος) \hspace{20mm} 12 \\
Aprîmôn \hspace{20mm} 12 \\
Meum \hspace{20mm} 2 \\
Flowers of the pistacia \hspace{20mm} 2 \\
"Αμωμον balsam \hspace{20mm} 2 \\
Saçmônârin (scamony) \hspace{20mm} . . . . \\

To be used like the preceding prescription.

**An infusion of Aptar fungus** which is to be drunk after the above-mentioned medicines, or by itself, and which is given in all the sicknesses which arise from black bile.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredients</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flowers of thyme</td>
<td>12 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrobalsamus chebula</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbs with the outer layers removed</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large dried grapes from which the stones have been removed</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agarikon fungus</td>
<td>11 liṭrê</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shake all these up in water until only one liṭrê remaineth, and then purify and strain the water by itself, or infuse in it one of the medicines mentioned above.

**The pills of Galen which are called “Kúbâyé”, and which expel all the noxious chymes from the head and make the Fol. 256. eyes bright.** | Take equal quantities of aloes, skamônia, colocynth and absinthe, or a tincture thereof, and mastic, pound them up and macerate them | in water of fox-grapes, and then make of the mixture boluses as large as grapes, and administer from seven to ten of them in a draught both before and after meals, and they will expel the chymes from the head with great efficiency.
STOMACH PILLS.

Purgatives of aloes and mastic which are used for headache and which cleanse the stomach.

Aloes 3 parts
Mastic 1 part

Pound up and mix with the juice of cabbage (κράμβη), and make boluses and administer one drachm in a draught.

Stomach pills, which are used for headache, and the stomach, and fever, and pains in the back, and gout, and ailments of the excrementary organs, and which expel black bile and phlegm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flowers of thyme</td>
<td>16 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colocynth</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agarikon fungus</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aloes</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bearded grain</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kōshtā (Costus)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruit of incense plants</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flowers of the pistacia</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassia</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and some add Scamony</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound up and mix with the juice of fox-grapes, and make into pills, and administer one drachm in hot water.

Another stomachic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aloes</td>
<td>10 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colocynth</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saḵmōnārin (scamony)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrobalamus chebula</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbs</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convolvulus turpethum, fine, white,</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parsley seed</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastic</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absinthe</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agrimonia eupatorium</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Make pills of these mixed with the juice of cabbage, or nightshade, and administer two drachms in a draught before and after a meal.

The above medicines are used for all the protracted sicknesses which are begotten of the thick and viscous chyme, and
especially for those which are sympathetic and produce those pains in the head which have been mentioned above.

Of the medicines which are injected into the nostrils, and are used for obstinate (or, protracted) pains in the head, and for dementia, and delirium, and the falling sickness, | and for vertigo, | and for all the pains in the head which are due to the thick and viscous chymes, and to black bile and phlegm.

A medicine which is injected into the nostrils, and is used for pains in the head of long standing, and is administered to those who need it because of cysts in the eyes, and aberration of the mind. It removeth obstructions, and expelleth excessive moisture.

Nigella 8 drachms
Salt 1 drachm
Ammoniac 1 "
Juice of the wild cucumber 1 "

Pound finely and mix with oil of lilies, or oil of pistacia terebinthus, or oil of bitter almonds, and place in a glass vessel. When this is to be taken sprinkle some of the powder in the nostrils, and tell the patient to draw in the breath, or mix the powder with oil of bitter almonds and inject into the nostrils.

Or [take] the juice of beet, the purest possible, pound it and press it and inject it into the nostrils. It will open the closed passages, and will cure an obstinate headache. Or take the root of the medicago sativa and treat it and administer it in a similar way. Or take the plant ears of mice (μύος ὑτά, myosotis), and treat it and administer it in a similar way. Or take viscous elecampane (or, fleabane), and treat it and administer it in a similar way. Or dissolve the finest myrrh in honey and hot water and inject.

Another prescription of Ptolemy, which is used for those who suffer from headaches of long standing, and clouding over of the eyes.

White hellebore 4 drachms
Kindōsh 2 "
Red poppy 2 drachms
Castoreum (beaver secretion) 2 "

Pound, and pour or inject into the nostrils. It will cause the patient to sneeze violently and will clear the head.

**Another medicine** which is used in sicknesses of long standing caused by delirium and the falling sickness. Take nigella, and aloes, and poppy, and weigh equal quantities in a pair of scales, and macerate them in old oil, and inject into the nostrils.

**Another.** Take myrrh, four drachms, and fifty peppers, pound them in oil of celandine, and inject into the nostrils.

**Another medicine** which is used for the protracted sicknesses of those who suffer from the king’s evil. Now thou must not be afraid if it causeth much inflammation, for thou shalt feel relief in a very short time.

Mountain grapes 1 drachm
Nigella 2 drachms

Pound in vinegar to a thick consistency, and inject into the patient’s nostrils as many days as he is able to bear it, until the scabs be cleared away from his eyes. Or, take some juice of the wild cucumber, equal in amount to a chick-pea, and pound it in the milk of women, and when the peeling process beginneth, let the patient wash his face in hot water, and the king’s evil will be cured, and his headache greatly relieved.

**Another** to be used when there is prolonged and severe throbbing in the head. Take in equal quantities

Castoreum (beaver secretion)
Opopanax
Crocus
Wolf’s gall

Rub down, and pour into juice of beet, or fleabane. This is also used for pain in the hemicranium (or, for hemiplegia).

**Another.** Take nigella and poppy in equal quantities, and rub them down in water, or in one of the juices which have been mentioned, and inject it into the nostrils, and the mucus will be well cleared out.

**Another** which is used for hemiplegia, palsy and ague.
Juice of cucumbers 1 spoonful
Beetroot 1 "
Root of medicago sativa 1 "
Nigella 2 drachms
Rue seed 2 "

Pound these and rub them down with the juices and inject into the nostrils. It will open the closed passages and eject the thick and cold chymes.

[The above medicines] are used for those pains in the head which arise through the thick and viscous chymes, and for the stoppages which are caused by winds. Now among all the galls of birds and animals, some are thin and some are thick, according to the nature of the creatures from which they are taken. The galls of birds are hotter and thinner than those of animals, and the galls of animals of the mountain are hotter than those of the animals of the plain (i.e., domestic animals). And according as the chyme which thou wishest to clear out appeareth to thee to be thick or not, choose thou the gall which is suitable, then rub it down and dissolve it in one of the juices which are written down above, or with the milk of a woman, or with oil of violets, and inject. Or dissolve honey in hot water and inject it. Also dissolve a little new euphorbium in some oil which it seemeth to thee | may be

Another, which is to be used for headache of long standing.
Glycyrrhiza (licorice) pounded and washed 2 drachms
Goats' fat 5 measures
Sweet oil 1 measure

Heat over a slow fire until the fat riseth to the top and the oil remaineth, then, if necessary, put some of the oil into the nostrils of the patient.

Another, which is to be injected into the nostrils, and which is to be used for headache of long standing.
Opium 1 drachm
Castoreum 1 "
Fat of a jackal 1 "
Fennel 1 "
Thistle juice 1 drachm
Kindôsh     like all [the others]
Pound up, mix together, and blow into the nostrils, and it will relieve obstinate pains.

Another, which is to be used for headache of long standing.

Opopanax 1 drachm
Castoreum  
Opium     1 "
Fennel     1 "
Musk       1 *denkâ*
Pound and mix and dissolve in the milk of a woman, and inject two drops. This is to be used for pain in the head and hemicranium, and is a certain [remedy].

Another for headache, and dementia, and the falling sickness.

Fennel 2 drachms
Natron 2 "
Rub down and pound them well, and mix them up with the stale urine of a man, and smear the mixture on nut-fibre, or on lye-ashes, and dry it in the sun, and then shake it off the fibre, and pound it up, and add thereto two drachms of *kindôsh*, and two drachms of castoreum, and mix them together, and use either as a powder which is snuffed up the nose, or as an injection when mixed with one or other of the juices which are used in such cases. And it will relieve the phlegm and vertigo, and those who suffer from rheum in the eyes.

Another, which is used for these pains.

Κôshtâ (κόστος) 2 drachms
Root of pyrethrum 2 "
Peppers       1 drachm
Ruta sylvestris (wild mint) 1 "
Nigella       1 "
Pound and mix together, and blow into the nostrils.

Another, which is used for those who suffer from torpor in the head and delirium.

Crocus 2 drachms
Opopanax 2 "
PRESCRIPTIONS FOR HEADACHE.

Fennel 2 drachms
Opium 1 drachm

Pound each of these drugs separately, and then mix them together, and work them up with the extract of "ears of mice" (myosotis), or the extract of fleabane, and make them into pills the size of peppercorns. For use dissolve in some liquid which appeareth to thee to be suitable, and add a small quantity of oil of cows, and inject into the nostrils.

Another, which is to be used for headache of long standing, and for clouding over of the eyes, and for curing the effusion of water in the eyes.

Musk 2\(\frac{1}{6}\) drachms
Camphor 2\(\frac{1}{6}\) "
Castoreum 1 drachm

Pound and rub down and blow into the nostrils, or rub down with oil of jessamine and the milk of a woman, or wine, and a little spirit, and inject into the nostrils.

Another, which is used for hemiplegia, and ague and obstinate pains in the head.

Fat of a jackal 2 drachms
Fennel 2 "
Pure mômiâ (bitumen) 2 "
Ruta sylvestris (wild mint) 2 "
Fat made from horns 2 "
Peppers, round, and long, 2 "
Gum ammoniac 2 "
Castoreum 2 "
Euphorbium 2 "
Urine of a camel 4 "

Pound the dry ingredients, and then mix them with the urine, and put the mixture into a glass vessel, and add to it strong vinegar, and let it stand for seven or fourteen days. Pour into each nostril daily five drops.

Another, which hath been well-tried and is a sure remedy, and is used for headache of long standing.

Mûmiâ (bitumen) 1 drachm
Nut of the incense tree 1 "
Amber 1 "
Camphor
Musk

1 drachm
1

Powder together, and mix with oil of jessamine and of balsam, and inject into the nostrils. This is a sure remedy.

Another.

Castoreum
Myrrh
White hellebore
Kindōsh
Euphorbium

3 drachms
3
3
3
1 drachm

Pound, and mix together, and blow into the nostrils, and it will relieve the pain in the head. Now others add to this mixture Nigella, according to the first weight.

Pills which are beneficial for those who suffer from the falling sickness, and for those whose heads are in a dazed condition, and for those who suffer from the spirit which the Persians call "Badsisājān" (i.e., convulsions).

Take of red sulphur a piece about the size of a lentil and dissolve it in oil of jessamine and the milk of a woman and inject. Or take of yellow sulphur which is pure and very sparkling a piece of the size of the bitter vetch, and rub it down in oil of jessamine, or with old oil, and inject. Or take the gall of a weazel and dissolve it in oil of jessamine, and inject. Or take oil of violets and inject, and it will be beneficial. Or take camel-brain, and dry it, and pound it and put in the nostrils of those who suffer from the falling sickness, with extract of beet, once a month. Or use marzangūsh (origanum majorana), or fleabane, thrice a month. And let the patient drink the rennet of a hare, a mithkāl and half a drachm in quantity, and vinegar three times a month.

And observe, when a white she-ass droppeth a foal, there is found on the face of the foal a membrane which resembleth red flesh. Take this off and place it on a tree until it is dry, and then take it and keep it carefully. And when it is necessary take a piece of it about the size of a lentil, and pound it finely and inject it into the nostrils. And twist a
somewhat thick thong of this membrane, and hang it on the
neck of a child or a man who suffereth from attacks of the
falling sickness, and he shall be cured. Or dissolve fennel
in honey and hot water and inject, or use opopanax in a
similar way. Or take of yellow sulphur which sparkleth
greatly a piece as large as a peppercorn, and rub it down in
the fermented urine of a man, and inject it three times a
month. Now all these medicines which have been described
are beneficial in all the diseases which arise from the thick,
viscous, and cold chymes, and from stoppages and excessive
moisture. If, however, they be employed in the sicknesses
which are hot and dry, that is to say, those which are of an
opposite nature, they cause danger, especially if the sicknesses
be accompanied by fever.

Of the medicines which are used for the headache which
is due to heat and dryness, and for that which is due to
dryness and emptiness.

Take oil of violets, and the milk of a woman, mix them
together and inject, and the mixture will prove beneficial. Or
Page 58 take oil | of the seeds of the bitter gourd, and mix with the
white of an egg and inject. Or take oil of roses with extract
of chicory, or by itself, and inject. Or | take oil of violets
and extract of lettuces, mix them together and administer to
those who are sleepless. These medicines are beneficial in the
case of headache which ariseth from heat and dryness, and
is accompanied by fever. [Besides these there may be men-
tioned] the sprinkling (or, bathing) of the head with infusions
of matricaria chamomilla, oil of violets, origanum mara or wild
marjoram, and pearl-barley, or barley-groats; and cooling (or,
refreshing) cataplasms such as extract of purslane and oil of
roses laid upon the crown of the head and on the cheeks; or
extract of flowers of grapes used in a similar manner; or some
refreshing tincture mixed with the flour of wheat; or guimauve,
and oil of roses, or oil of violets, mixed together and applied
to the whole head, and on the temples. [All these] are
refreshing.
Of the other medicines which are used in cases of headache which is caused by cold and dryness.

Take fresh cows' oil, which has not been boiled, and heat and keep covered for from two to seven days, and sesame oil, and put them warmed into the nostrils three days. Or melt down oil made from the marrow of leg-bones of animals and pour into the nostrils. Or mix sweet sesame oil with the extract of glycyrrhiza and pour into the nostrils. Or take fresh goose-fat, or pig-fat, or the fat of hens, and melt it down without letting any salt come near it, and pour it into the nostrils for seven days. Let the fats be melted down in a double vessel so that the smoke may not be able to reach them. And also, let them make decoctions of the fat of goats, or of the *espahbēkā* (i.e., the fatty parts) of the head and feet of cattle, and tinctures of substances which moisten and warm the head, and plasters made of unguents which warm, and moisten, and strengthen the head.

Of the gargles which are to be used for protracted pains in the head, and which expel the exudations of sores in the throat, and lighten the head, and draw down the light phlegm.

Mix the root of pyrethrum, and mountain grapes and mastic together, and let the patient swallow the mixture; and he must open his mouth and spit out the saliva which will fill it.

Or take in equal parts marjoram, long peppers and pomegranate seeds, pound them together and mix them well, and let the patient take the mixture and gargle his throat therewith.

Another gargle which will expel freely exudations of the brain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marjoram</td>
<td>2 sticks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long [peppers]</td>
<td>2 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrethrum</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumach</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ginger 1 drachm
Gelilâthâ (peppers) 1 „
Natron 1 „
Wild grapes 1 „
Pomegranate seeds 3 measures.
Pound these and mix well with honey and administer.

And if thou art dealing with some ailment of the mouth mix the [above] with mulberries and let the patient gargle his throat therewith.

Another. Take marjoram, leaves of thyme, pomegranate seeds, and aloes in equal quantities, tie up in a cloth, and soak in wine for drinking or in old spirit for a whole night; in the morning squeeze out the juice carefully, and give it to the patient and let him gargle therewith.

Another.

Peppermint 4 drachms
Marjoram 4 „
Wild grapes 4 „
Mustard 3 „
Pyrethrum 3 „
Bark of camphor root 6 „
Stoned grapes, or figs, or grapes, with sweet new wine, or vinegar.

Rub down, throw medicinal herbs on them, mix together, roll, and make into pills about the size of bendâḥê (beads?), and dry in the shade. And when the case requireth it, let the patient swallow one at a time and roll it about in the throat, for it will bring down the thick rheum and relieve the head.

Or pound up mustard, and work it up with honey or vinegar, and let it be swallowed.

Or pound the bark of the root of the camphor tree, and work up the powder in honey, and let the patient roll it about in the throat. Now if the camphor-bark powder be given with vinegar it is also beneficial.

Or pound up ginger, and work it up with vinegar, or honey, and keep it in the throat.

Now the above gargles are beneficial not only for ailments in the head, but also for [any] ailment of the mouth, and for
the running of the eyes and ears, and for the rheum which is transferred to the nerves and which maketh them to become unstrung. They are very beneficial when they are used as gargles.

Of the medicines which are made into an ointment and which are used for protracted ailments of the head, and are beneficial when smeared on the face and on the temples. | Fol. 29b.

An ointment which is to be used for a pain in the head, and which is wonderfully beneficial when it is smeared on the face and temples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>16 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likítrin (electrum?)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alum of the furnace</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green oil (omphacium)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper-ore (χαλκίτις)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opium</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gum Arabic</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rub down into a powder and work up with fine wine, and make into cakes (or, balls), and dry in the shade and keep. When need demandeth dissolve in vinegar, or wine, and use as an ointment.

Another which is to be used for the [same] ailments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verdigris</td>
<td>3 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper oxide</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron scrapings</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsenic</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red earth</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper-ore</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juice of terebinth</td>
<td>1 stick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wax</td>
<td>45 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old oil</td>
<td>2 measures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rub down the dry constituents, melt the moist ones, mix them and use [when required].

Another which is good for the hemicranium, and for the whole head, and for the ailment of the anus.
OINTMENTS AND LINIMENTS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thapsia</td>
<td>3 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euphorbium</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opium</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat of the jackal</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rub these down together and work up with wine, and make into cakes (or, pills), and when occasion ariseth for use dissolve in vinegar and use as an ointment.

Another which is to be used for cold and protracted ailments of the head.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wax</td>
<td>3 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euphorbium</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil of nard, or of jessamine, or of balsam</td>
<td>6 drachms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Melt down the wax and let it go cold, and then powder the euphorbium and mix with it, and use as an ointment and bandage.

Another which is to be used for headache caused by heat and excessive fever. Take frankincense, myrrh, Persian gum (σαρκοκόλλα), and crocus, rub them down together and make into a powder, and work them up with the white of an egg, or with extract of lettuce, or with extract of coriander seed, or with extract of hyoscyamus, and smear on the temples.

Another which is to be used for excessive heat of the head. Take two measures of white sandal oil, and one measure of Persian gum, and rub down and work up into a paste with the white of an egg, and use as an ointment.

Another which is to be used for violent inflammation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opium</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red worms which are found in clay soil</td>
<td>2 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flour of wheat</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rub down with strong vinegar and use as an ointment.

Litharge (protoxide of lead), large and washed, 1 measure

A little cold water —
The yolk of an egg
Oil of roses
Work into a thick paste and smear over the head.

Another, which hath been well tested, and which is to be used for him that hath the sensation of excessive heat. Take aloes, mastic, celandine, and crocus root in equal quantities, and rub them down to a powder, and work up with vinegar, and use as an ointment.

Another, which is good for the head from which hot rheum floweth down.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aloes</td>
<td>2 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian gum</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankincense</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opium</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nut galls</td>
<td>4 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bóstion (βαλαύστιον)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rub down with vinegar and a very little [white of] egg, and spread on a piece of cloth or on a bandage (?), and lay it on the places which are affected and it will do them good.

Since therefore we have described all the healing medicines which are good for all kinds of headaches, these [remarks] must suffice.

Here endeth the Third Chapter.
CHAPTER IV.

Of the injuries which happen to the organs of breathing, and of all the ailments which affect the nostrils and the symptoms thereof, and of their cure, and of the medicines which are good for them.

Now a demonstration hath been given in the preceding Chapter concerning all the rational powers of the soul which are produced by the cavities of the brain, and concerning all the symptoms of the injuries to which they are liable, and concerning the art of curing them, and concerning the simple and compound medicines which are suitable for them. And it hath been described therein how the brain is the source and centre of all the senses (or, feelings), and how the faculty of feeling is derived therefrom and conducted to all the members which possess the sense of feeling. Now the faculty of breathing is performed by the front cavities of the brain and by the nostrils. The nostrils serve two purposes, for they are the organ of the faculty of smell, and of breathing and respiration. When the faculty of breathing is impaired, or when the front chambers of the brain are obstructed by any noxious substance, or by a boil, or by a fleshy growth, it closeth the nostrils, or the interior openings [in the nose] which are like cisterns. Or there may be in them that sore which is called a “foetid nexus”, or that pustule which on account of its form is called “polypodium”, [a word] which [means] “many feet”, or there may be a flow of blood which produceth foetor. And frequently [the stoppage] may be the result of a flow of acid (or, pungent) or salt or foetid matter which runneth down from the head by the sides of the nostrils; and this also may
be combated by means of the medicines which are injected into the nostrils. Now an injury to the faculty of breathing may be also caused by some ailment of the head.

Of the means of curing of the same.

Now if the injury should be in the brain itself, and nothing appeareth in the nostrils and no smell of foetid matter cometh from them, and if when the patient speaketh there be no symptom of any injury in his speech that would indicate that there is any stoppage in his nose, or that any foetid or acid blood is coming down from his head, or from any of the medicines which have been described above, and there is no apparent cause for [the injury], then all thy care must be devoted to the top of the head. And thou must employ bathings and spongings, and plasters which are | antidotes to the ailment, and which strengthen the head, and draughts which will clear the head, and the letting of blood if it be necessary, and the medicines that are applied to the mouth and throat, and that expel the liquid (or, moisture) which is collected there. But if the passages be blocked up by haemorrhoids, or fleshy growths, then cut these away with an iron knife, or cauterize them, and cleanse the places with astringent medicines. If the obstruction be caused by the ulcer which is called the "foetid nexus", then medicaments which clear away the foetid matter and dry up the ulcer are required. Now the medicaments are these.

Of the medicaments which are good for the nostrils.

The medicine, that is good for that disease which is called "foetid nexus." Take moist calaminth (καλαμίνθη), and pound it, and squeeze out the juice, and inject it into the nostrils. Or dry calaminth, and rub it down into a powder, and blow it up the nostrils. Or take white hellebore and pepperwort, and rub them down to a powder, and blow some of it into the nostrils each day. And pour over the head warm sweet water; this is beneficial in cases of the pustule which is called "many feet" (polypodium).
Another medicine for the "foetid nexus", and for fleshy growth, and for haemorrhoids.

- Litharge (protoxide of lead) 2 drachms
- Myrrh 4 "
- Arsenic 4 "
- Nut galls 1 drachm
- Copper acide 1 "

Rub down to a powder and use. First wash the nostrils with fragrant wine, and then insert into them with a spatula some of the medicine.

Another, for the foetid nexus and for haemorrhoids. Take fullers' herbs and myrrh in equal quantities, rub them down into a powder; make a plug of linen and dip it in wine, and then roll it in the medicine and place it in the nostrils.

Another, for the [same] ailments. Take equal quantities of *kēlikatrin* (i.e., قَلْطَة, copper-ore), chalcitis, alkali, cinnabar, vitriol, and protoxide of lead, and rub them down to a powder, and apply either by means of a plug or by blowing.

Another. Take fullers' herbs and pith of colocynth, and rub them down to a powder, and apply by means of a plug in the manner written above. Or rub down nigella with vinegar and inject into the nostrils, and it will remove the obstructions | Or take saponaria and pepper in equal quantities and rub down and blow into the nostrils. Or mix cinnabar and honey together and lay on a plug [and apply]. Or fullers' herbs and chalkstone laid upon cotton wool; this will consume the fleshy growth, and will drive out the haemorrhoids. | If there be a flow of blood from the nostrils apply the above-mentioned medicines.

**Medicines which are to be used for a flow of blood from the nostrils.**

Take one part of aloes and two parts of frankincense, and rub them down well; make a plug the size of the nostrils, dip it in vinegar and squeeze it, and roll it in the medicines, and insert it in the nostrils from which blood is flowing, and press with thy fingers the upper portion of the nostrils on the outside.
Another, which is to be used for a flow of blood from any part of the body. Take in equal parts: Acacia, frankincense, the plant goat's beard (ὑποκιστίς), chalcitis, and burnt paper, rub down into a powder and blow into the nostrils. Or apply it by means of a plug and vinegar according to the direction given above.

Another. Take the Greek juice of leeks and let the wet droppings of an ass stand in it, and then rub it down and press out the liquid. Dip a plug into it and insert in the nostrils. Or inject some of the liquid into the nostrils and it will stop the bleeding.

Another, which is good for stopping inordinate bleeding in any part of the body whatsoever. Take two drachms of burnt vitriol and one drachm of opium, and rub down to a powder and apply by means of a plug and vinegar as already described.

Another, which is good for stopping bleeding in any part of the body.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protoxide of lead</td>
<td>4 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nut galls</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitriol</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnt copper</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rub down to a powder, and blow into the nostrils, or lay on a plug.

Another, which is called "acid saliva", and which stoppeth bleeding in a wonderful manner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burnt copper</td>
<td>6 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitriol</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samtērin</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nut galls</td>
<td>16 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>10 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chalcitis</td>
<td>10 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnt paper</td>
<td>10 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If paper be not available then burn the seeds of the pomegranate instead.

Rub these down to a powder and apply | by means of a plug and vinegar, or blow into the nostrils, and the bleeding will stop.

Another, which stoppeth bleeding in any part of the body whatsoever.
Acacia 1 drachm
Frankincense 1 "
Santcherin 1 "
Persian gum 1 "
Copper-ore 1 "
Protoxide of lead 1 "
Vitriol 1 "
Burnt paper 2 drachms
Sandarax $\frac{1}{3}$ "

Rub down to a powder and apply, according to the directions given above, with extract of polygonum, or extract of the plantain.

Now of all these medicines which stop bleeding, some are composed of ingredients which check and stop it, and others of ingredients which burn it up and cause obstructions. And we apply both kinds to the face and to the temples, and we make of them cataplasms which burn up and check the flow of blood. If it be necessary to treat the whole head, we smear it over with clay mixed with vinegar, and apply the same to the face and temples. Or we make a paste of lime and vinegar, and smear it over the head in the same way. And we may lay the sick man on his back, and pour cold water or vinegar water over his face, and insert in his nostrils wool soaked in strong vinegar. And if the flow of blood increase, we tie tight bands round his hands, and feet, and testicles, and we put cupping vessels over the liver if the blood cometh from the right side, and over the spleen if it cometh from the left side. And we let blood from the band of the head, and we apply sharp clysters, so that [the blood] may be drawn down to the parts of the body lower down.

Of cold in the head and of the rheum which runneth down therefrom upon the cheek.

Now the cause of the cold, that is to say, of the rheum which runneth down the nostrils, and of that also which runneth down into the mouth, is the brain. But in cold and in heat, like a body the parts of which are homogeneous, the
brain suffereth when it undergoeth a change in its composition, and like an organic member it becometh full. As, then, diarrhoea is an ailment which taketh place in the belly, on account of some defect in the digestion, so also doth each of the ailments which have been mentioned [take place on account of some defect] in the brain. But we only call “rheum” that superfluity which floweth down from the brain and cometh in the mouth, whilst to that which descendeth from the brain into the nostrils we give the name of “catarrh”. Now deafness ariseth from rheum if it soaketh into the throat, and if rheum oozeth through and descendeth to the gums and palate then a boil or an abscess is formed there. And if the rheum descendeth to the two sides of the cavity of the mouth, on this side and on that, the swellings of mumps arise therein. And moreover, the rheum descendeth to the belly and to the lower part of the body. Now the injuries that arise from such diseases (?) as these are discussed in the Chapters [of this work] which are devoted to them.

Inasmuch as the subjects of our remarks at this moment are the nostrils, it is right that we should discuss the catarrh which descendeth to the nostrils. Now when this descendeth into the nostrils, it sometimes produceth a feeling of inflammation, and sometimes a coldness and swelling of the veins, and tension in the head. And as regards the kind of matter which is excreted, sometimes it is bitter, sometimes it is salt or acid, and sometimes it is tasteless.

Of its cure.

Him that hath the feeling of heat do we cure by means of the medicaments which cause coolness, whilst as for the other kind of cold, that is to say, for him that hath a true catarrh, we cure this by making use of the medicaments which cause warmth and diminish the catarrh at the same time. For both, however, we employ the medicaments that break through the obstructions [in the nostrils], and that bring down the chymes which cause the trouble in the head and strengthen it.
Medicines which are good for catarrh of the nostrils.

Take equal quantities of aromatic costus and nigella sativa, pound them and tie them in a rag, and make the patient inhale the smell.

Or take equal quantities of the flour of wheat and wild thyme, mix them together and heat them over hot coals, and let the smoke from them be inhaled by the patient through his nostrils. Or take nigella sativa by itself, burn it on a metal plate (or, in a frying pan), and whilst it is smouldering tie up in a rag and give it to the patient to smell.

Or take a millstone, and heat it thoroughly in a fire, clean away the ashes and sprinkle vinegar upon it, if the patient hath a feeling of heat, and wine if he feeleth catarrh. And let him bend his head over it, and wrap himself up well in his clothes, and let him inhale the fumes through his nostrils. And let him fumigate himself also with frankincense, or with styrax or with wood of aloes, and let him take baths continually, and let him wash his hands and feet in hot water and anoint them with oil of narcissus, or oil of nard, or oil of aniseed, or oil of chamomile, and let him anoint also his anus and the skin of his genitals, and let him anoint his head with the same kind of oil. And let him abstain from foods of flesh, and from the drinking of wine, and let him partake of light and easily digested food, and drink hot water, and cover up his head against the cold, and if he feel the cold let him put on his head some warmth-producing oil, and if he feel the heat let him use oil of violets. Now we have in this Fourth Chapter treated at sufficient length the ailments of the respiratory organs and of catarrh of the nostrils.

Here endeth the Fourth Chapter.
CHAPTER V.

Of the composition and placing of the eyes, and of the injuries which happen to them, and the symptoms of the same, and of the means to be employed in healing them.

Now a sufficiently full description hath been written above concerning the injuries which happen to the brain, which is the primary source of the senses (or, feelings), which are effected by the front cavities of the brain, and concerning the ailments of the nostrils which are its instrument, and concerning the symptoms of the same, and concerning the means that are suitable for effecting the cure of each one of them. It is therefore right for us to teach here concerning the sense (or, faculty) of sight, which is the second [in importance] after breathing (now the sense of sight is effected through the brain by means of the first exit of the nerves | which come Page 68 from the brain, over which the power of sight passeth, and by means of the composition and placing of the various parts of the eyes), and concerning all the injuries which happen to them, and concerning the symptoms of the same, and concerning the means to be employed in effecting their cure.

Now this pair of nerves cometh from the first exit from the brain, and the nerves mingle with each other and then separate, the one [going] to the right and the other to the left, | and Fol. 33b. by them the power of sight is transmitted from the brain. At the termination of these nerves is placed that liquid which is called "glass", because it is like glass which hath been liquefied and poured out. And above this liquid is placed the tunic which is like unto a grape, because it resembleth the skin of a grape in its fineness of texture and in its colour. Now there
is hallowed out a round hole in the "cavity" (i.e., pupil) thereof, for by this name is called the middle of the black portion of the eye, where sight is situated. And above this tunic is that second liquid which resembleth crystal, but which, according to others, resembleth the white of an egg. Now in Greek this liquid is called "krōstalidōs" (κρυσταλλοειδῆς), and it is described [by us] as being like unto crystal because in its transparency and fineness of texture it is exactly similar to ice made of clean water which hath been frozen. Moreover, there is spread out above it the second tunic which is called "horny" (i.e., cornea) because of its similarity to those horny substances which are cut and planed down until they become thin, white [tablets]. These men place in the lanterns wherein lighted lamps are set instead of thin slices of limestone (?) when they wish the lamps to light up the space around the lanterns, the flame of the lamp being thus uninjured by any gust of wind or rain. Now this tunic of the eye resembleth this horn | in its composition and solidity.

And above this tunic of the eye is spread out that membrane which is like a net; now this membrane is of a fleshy nature, and there are in it very many small veins that become clearly visible in any disease of the eyes, whensoever they are overcharged with blood. And outside this membrane are the eyelids and the eyelashes, and the corners which are formed by them. Now the eyes possess naturally for their proper movement from the second exit six muscles that appertain to the nerves which come from the brain, besides the other muscles that surround the root (i.e., base) of the opening which is in the nerves, which root cometh to them from the first exit of the brain. Such is the construction of the eyes, and it is well known that their operations appertain to the feelings.

Now the injuries which affect the eyes are of three kinds. The first kind is produced when the first organ of sense is itself affected; the second kind is produced when the power of the sense of sight is itself affected; and the third kind is produced when one of the members which minister to the first organ of sense is affected. The first organ of perception in the eyes is that which is called "krōstalidōs" (κρυσταλλοειδῆς),
that is to say, "crystalline", for it hath been demonstrated in other books that this alone is changed by colours and that it is sensitive to them. Now the power of sensitiveness (or, feeling) is that which cometh to this liquid from the brain by means of the nerve which cometh thereto. The members, then, which exist for the service of this organ are all the other tunics, and muscles, and parts of the eyes. If therefore any one of these members that have been mentioned be injured, either the sight becometh impaired, or it absolutely ceaseth to exist. Now the eyes diminish in strength, sometimes both are affected, and sometimes only one of them; and they lose the power of movement and of sensitiveness. Sometimes they lose the power of movement only, and sometimes the faculty of perception only. And there are times when the eyelids only are affected, and sometimes when they are said to be suffering it would be more correct to say that the injury was in the eye, either as regardeth its movement or its power of perception. When therefore, even if one cannot see anything wrong in the eye, it happeneth that the sense of sight hath perished, it is the nerve that cometh from the brain which possesseth the cause of the disease, either because there is some sore (or, tumid growth) in it, or because its body (i.e., substance) hath become hard, or because it hath become injured through some flow of liquid, or because in addition to these causes, the cavity (or, hole) that is in it hath become blocked up.

Now all these things happen to the eye, just as they happen in organic members, and there take place in it, even as in the members that are similarly constituted, eight changes in composition. And besides these also [there are times] when that luminous spirit that cometh [to the eye] from the brain is transmitted only in a very small quantity or not at all. Now when the power of movement only is lost in one eye, it followeth of necessity that the nerve that cometh to it from the second exit of the brain is suffering from some one of the diseases, which I will mention here, in those nerves that come to it from the first exit. For, according to what we have learned from the openings, the muscles which move the eye are six in number.
And there are others, that is to say, those that surround the
root (i.e., base) of the hole which is in that nerve that cometh
thereto from the first exit of the brain. Now it happeneth
oft-times that even when this itself is in no wise affected, the
muscles suffer from one of these diseases, which I will now
mention, either in their own nature, or when that nerve that
cometh to each one of them is injured.

For to each one of these muscles a certain part cometh
from the nerve that is separated from that second exit [of the
brain], just as there doth also to those | muscles, that surround
the root (i.e., base) of the hole [in the nerve]; but whether it
is right for us to say they are two, or three, or one, mattereth
nothing in this place. For we know that the functions of the
muscles are these: to raise the eyes upwards, to lower them,
to move them together in every direction, and to keep them
motionless. In order that we may not incline to any side out
of the straight path that nerve is pliant (or, soft), and we give
unto it the name of "seer of the hole". Now the muscles
which move the eye are six in number. If that muscle which
raiseth the eye upwards be affected, then the whole eye, it
seemeth, turneth itself downwards, | and hath rest. If that muscle
which directeth the eye downwards be affected, then the eye
is strained upwards. Similarly also, if that muscle whereby the
eye is moved to the little angle (i.e., towards the side of the
face) be affected, straightway the eye inclineth to the great
angle (i.e., towards the nose). And if the muscle which turneth
the eye to the great angle be affected, the eye moveth itself
towards the little angle. And if one of the two muscles which
make the eye revolve be affected, the eye turneth round in an
oblique direction.

Inasmuch as I have said that there are other muscles which
surround the root of the optic nerve, it is right to know that
a defective condition of these affecteth the whole eye, but only
outwardly, for many who suffer in this respect enjoy vision
which is unimpaired. The optic nerve may be stretched out
(or, strained) without any disease whatsoever being therein,
but if it happen to be diseased those who are afflicted in this
manner see very badly. Now if their disease be severe (or,
acute) it is well known that they will never see any more. Also as concerneth the oblique vision (squinting?) of the eyes, it is right to know that that inclination of the sight towards one angle is a protector of a natural operation of vision. The straining of the eye upwards, and the bending of the eye downwards, as well as those other inclinations which take place in the eyes obliquely, all these inclinations which take place cause the eyes to see double.

Now the upper eyelid possesseth large muscles that make it to move; but the lower eyelid doth not move at all, because there are only small muscles in it, which can only be set in motion with great difficulty. Moreover, as concerning the things which were said a little way back about the muscles that move the eyes, one must understand that they apply also to those muscles that move the eyelids downwards. These therefore are the diseases that affect the parts of the eyes, that is to say, those whose situations are not visible, besides those others that take place in the eyes in sympathy with other members of the body. For phantasms, which resemble those causes by mistiness, appear in the eye although there is no disease in it, but these are due to the fact that it hath relationship with the mouth of the belly and with the brain. Now it is very right that we should distinguish between those that are caused by the mouth of the belly and the brain, and those that are caused solely by disease in the eye itself. If the disease be in the eyes, the phantasms appear first in one eye, and not in both at the same time. For, in the majority of cases, the phantasms that do appear are due to a defect in the chyme of the belly, and then they appear in both eyes. Now those that are due to mistiness (cataract?) do not begin to appear in both eyes, and similarly they are not visible at all times. But afterwards, when a certain time hath elapsed, we are able to come to a decision about the disease thus:—If after three or four months the phantasms of mistiness still appear, and if having examined the eyes most carefully thou art unable to find any film closing over them like darkness, then thou art able to declare that the eyes are suffering through the "mouth of the belly." But if it be only a short time since the disease
began to manifest itself, enquire first of all if the phantasms have been visible always, | from the first day when the patient began to suffer, and if there hath not passed a single day in which they did not appear to him as before, or if there have been certain days which formed an interval when he was well, and wherein they did not appear.

When thou learnest that the phantasms do not appear [to the patient] at all times, thou mayest assume that they are due to the mouth of the belly, especially so when, his digestion being perfect, the patient saith that no phantasms have appeared to him. And more than ever thou mayest assume this to be the case if the patient feeleth, at the time when the phantasms begin to appear, a certain biting (or, griping) that taketh place in the mouth of the belly. Moreover, thou mayest be the more certain if, in addition to these symptoms, when the chyme that caused the griping pain hath been vomited, the appearances of the phantasms cease altogether. These things, then, thou wilt learn immediately from an investigation | of this kind which must begin on the first day wherein thou seest the patient, if, as I have already said, thou dost see that the eyes are perfectly healthy. When, however, thou seest that there is over the pupil of one eye something which resembleth a film, or that one eye itself is more bilious than the other, or it seemeth to thee that it is not perfectly clean (or, clear), then thou must recognize that that which resembleth a film is the beginning of mistiness (cataracti). But if patients possess naturally pupils of the eyes that are cloudy, then examine closely and see whether the two pupils appear to be exactly alike; and in addition to this enquire if it is not a long time since the phantasms have begun to appear. And if such be the case, then order the patient to partake of food in smaller quantities than is usual with him, and let there be nothing injurious in the chyme of such food. And on the following day, when such food hath been digested perfectly, ask the patient questions about the phantasms that have been wont to appear to him. And if he confesseth that they have not appeared at all, or that they have appeared to him with less frequency,
through the stomach. But if they have remained with him as usual, even after this treatment, then thou wilt know that their appearances are due not to the sympathy of the eyes with other parts of the body, but to disease in the eyes themselves. And thou mayest be the more convinced that such is the case if, when the patient hath taken a draught of the extract of aloes which is called "pi'krâ" (ιερὰ πίκρα), he continueth in the same state as before. For if the disease be due to the stomach, it is easily cured by a draught of this healing medicine, especially when coupled with a good digestion, for then the two things are brought together, namely, the symptom of the part that is affected and the cure of the disease.

And there are also phantasms which are like unto those produced by mistiness (cataract?), and which appear when the brain itself is diseased; these are due to the effects of the disease called "delirium", and appear in men who are smitten with severe fevers. Take, for example, the case of the man who imagined that he saw musicians standing in the corner of his house, or again the case of those who thought that they were plucking ragged bands from garments and chopped straw from the walls. It is well known, then, that that which begetteth these happenings is derived from a cause that is [always] in the same form, and that they do not arise from the actual place which is affected beforehand; this applieth to the phantasms that are due to the brain, or to obstructions [therein], as we say, sympathetically. For when bilious chyme becometh collected in the brain, and is accompanied by a burning fever, there is some disease therein. And it is like the things that burn in a fire, and that therefore naturally produce some smoke; and the smoke of the chyme resembleth that which is produced by oil [when burning] in a lamp. When this smoke falleth into the veins and arteries that come to the eyes, it becometh in them the cause of the phantasms. For ye have heard [already] that veins and arteries come from the nerves to the eyes, and the membrane that is spread above and is called "net-like" causeth them to mingle together.

Now the eyes also become clouded through gazing too much at the sphere of the sun, and through imprisonment in a
place which is totally dark. And there are to be seen eyes which, although uninjured, are unable to see when those nerves which transmit the power of vision from the brain are blocked up by a boil or any other obstruction. Now the part that is affected by disease may be distinguished in this manner. When we close one of our eyes the other becometh larger than it was previously, provided that the nerves be not obstructed. But if when we close one of our eyes the other becometh dilated, it is well known that the nerves thereof are obstructed, and that the eye itself is not affected by disease.

Now there is another kind of mistiness (cataract?) of the eye that is called "suffusion of the eye by a blinding humour", and that subsisteth between the horny tunic of the eye and the crystalline fluid, and its source is some liquid that congealeth in front of the little pupil of the eye which transmiteth the sight. Now when this disease beginneth to come into being, thou mayest recognize it by the following symptoms:— The patient imagineth that there is something that is passing before his eyes like water, or like gnats, or like flies, or | like rays of light, or like darkness, or like smoke. And patients see other kinds of phantasms (or, appearances) before their eyes, and more particularly when they are awakened out of sleep; and when this evil hath run its full course the patient is no longer able to see anything at all. Now the forms (or, changes) of the colour of that humour are very many. Some are like air (hazy?), some resemble glass, some are white, some are dusky, some are purple, and some are bluish in colour. Now when they are in a perfect (or, complete) state they are in a rounded form, and when those which are coagulated are heaped up they are like the white and like the dusky-coloured. And thus thou mayest recognize those that are to be removed.

Page 76 If, having made the patient to stand upright, | and commanded him to straighten his eye, and pressed with thy thumb upon the eye above the eyelashes, and taken it quickly and seen the humour, if I say [having done these things], it doth not move from side to side, then most certainly it may be removed. But if it be scattered by the pressure of thy finger and then returneth to its [former] position, that humour is of a malignant character.
And the eyes are also made misty (or, covered with a film) by the fume of the malignant humour which is secreted between the tunics of the eyes, and which darkeneth the visual power; those that are afflicted with this ailment see that which is some distance from them better than they see that which is near. Now the reason why they see more clearly that which is afar off is in looking at a distant object the humour is reduced in denseness, and they see better in consequence. But they are unable to see that which is near to them because of the denseness of the humour which darkeneth the vision. And, in the cases of those who can see in the day-time and cannot see at night-time, the cause is the same. And as concerneth those who can see clearly an object which is close to them, and who can only see dimly that which is afar off this result ariseth through the weakness of the visual power.

And mistiness also taketh place in the eyes when the tunics Fol. 37
and the humour are dried up and constricted, for then doth the power of vision become weakened. And this disease is very serious indeed, for it is much more difficult to make moist dryness of the eye than to dry up the humour. And there arise trouble (or, disturbance) and cloudiness in the eyes, when that membrane which is above the horny tunic of the eye is struck, or when the tunic of the eye itself receiveth some blow externally, or [when they are touched] by smoke, Page 77
or by fat, or by marrow, or by [sour] milk, or by anything which falleth into them. And frequently even blood is formed in the eyes by reason of something that striketh them externally, and such causes very often give rise to very severe disease of the eyes when the eyes are constitutionally weak, or when these causes are very great (or, serious).

Up to this point we have spoken about two kinds only of the diseases which affect the eyes, the one kind being due to their homogeneousness, and the other to organic disturbance. There now remaineth to us to speak about that kind of disease which is common to the two kinds already mentioned, that is to say, the solution of unity; now this taketh place through wounds (or, sores) which destroy the component parts of the eyes. There are some cases in which the sores eat away the
eyes and cloud over the sight until at length they destroy the eyes from the outside, and there are others in which the sores produce pus, and they burst out through the eyes, and destroy the tunics of the eyes and the humour that is between them. Such sores, provided that they do not happen to be encountered immediately opposite to the pupil of the eye, may be healed, without doing any damage at all to the sight, except perhaps a very little. Now if they be situated exactly opposite the pupil of the eye, and if they extend as far as that grape-like tunic, so that only a very small portion of it be visible, the sore is called the “fly’s head”. But, if the sore be so widely extended that it goeth | outside the grape-like tunic, it is called the “daughter of the grape“, because of its resemblance to a grape. And this is the case also with the abscesses which come inside the eye, and the pustules and cysts which generate pus, and which burst outwardly and cause far greater pains and sufferings than before they burst. And these also, if they happen to come exactly opposite the pupil of the eye, bring a man to total blindness. If, however, they come on one side of the pupil, the evil is lessened. |

Now all the wounds, or abscesses, which come into the eyes, whether external or internal, produce alike in the eyes films and scabs in the various places where the sores are. And there are also the hot ulcers which come in the membrane that envelopeth the eyes and containeth nerves and veins, and they cause severe diseases. These diseases are called “diarrhoea” and “inflammation” of the eye, and they produce such intense agony that people who suffer from them are driven to commit suicide. Now the rheum of the boil (or, abscess) appeareth quite plainly, whether it be much or whether it be little, and whether it causeth pain (or, disease), or whether it doth not; it is light-coloured, or red, according as the veins are seen to be full of blood. And also we can learn from the patients themselves in what way they suffer. And the pains caused by these diseases are different in character. Some of them cause the patient to feel stabs, made as it were by a pointed instrument, and some cause a feeling of tension, and others a feeling of weight, and others produce a gnawing
sensation. And according to the effects which each produceth so is the kind of rheum that is transmitted to the ulcer (or, abscess). These diseases also produce severe pains in the membrane that hath been mentioned.

And as concerning the rheum that is transmitted to the eyes from the head, and that resembleth in kind that which is called "running at the nose", when this descendeth into the eyes it produceth in the eyes themselves and on the insides of the eyelids granulation, and very small swellings, and pimples, and watery humour, and pus, and frequently it causeth boils (or, styes) in the corners of the eyes. Sometimes it descendeth by means of the veins | and arteries that are inside the bowls of the head, and sometimes by means of those that are outside them. Now we may recognize the presence of this rheum, which is transmitted from within, by the sores that appear round about the eyes, and by the sneezings that accompany feeble flows of tears, and by the cloudiness as of gnats [flying before the eyes], and by the falling out of the eyelashes; also we hear patients crying out repeatedly that they feel as if their eyes were being torn out by their roots.

And we are able to recognize that rheum which is in the veins | and arteries, and which descendeth externally, by the swelling of the veins, and by the red flush on the cheeks, and by the terrible throbbing of the arteries, and by the terrible feeling of pain which is in them, and by the heat of the whole face. The suitable treatment for this disease is to cut the veins of the temples, and those that are behind the ears, and, if it be necessary, the konē1 also. Now the disease which is inside the bowls of the head is very difficult to cure.

There is also another disease of the eyes, which is called tēpherā (or, tēphrā, i.e., πτερύγιον2) and is produced by the membrane of the vein that is described as being "like a net". It beginneth to grow from the great corner of the eye and cometh as far as the dark portion of the eyes which it covereth

1 Some funnel-shaped portions of the head. The Lexicons fail to help us here.

2 This disease is caused by a membrane that grows over the eye from the inner corner.
over. It can be cured sometimes by medicines, and sometimes by cutting. Sometimes, moreover, the eyelashes bend over and grow inwards towards the eyes and become like wires and pierce the eye. And sometimes the eyelids fall down and stick tightly together at the corners of the eyes. And there is also above the eyelashes the tumid sore which is called “shûrnākā” (i.e., sarcoma), and because of its weight patients are unable to raise their eyes, and it causeth grave injuries to them. And there growtheth also in the bones of the nostrils, close to the great corner (i.e., the inner corner) of the eyes, the running sore which is called “sōrighā”, or “nāsōrā”. Sometimes it dischargeth inside the eye and destroyeth it by the watery fluid that runneth from it; sometimes it dischargeth inside the nostrils, and pus runneth from the nose; and sometimes it dischargeth outside it. Now this may be cured by opening the sore and cutting it out down to the bone.

Now among healthy eyes we esteem most highly those which are small naturally, and we also praise most those which are naturally slightly sunken. The eyes that are large and that protrude are always found to be delicate (or, weak), especially if they are not naturally so. Now therefore, I think that as far as it is possible, sufficient hath been written concerning the diseases which attack the eyes, and concerning their symptoms. It is now right to describe the means that are to be used in healing them, and the means of healing used must be in accordance with the symptoms.

Of the healing of the diseases of the eyes.

Now in respect of the diseases of the eyes which arise through an abscess or through rheum, first of all are beneficial the sparing use of food and drink, abstinence from coition, and rest of the body. And if it seemeth to us that the blood is in excess, we must let blood from the upper vein of the arm; and if the pains in the eyes or the mistiness be due to sympathy of the eyes with the stomach, we must empty the stomach by means of pi kró (lēpā πίκρα), or by means of vomiting. And if the pains in the eyes be due to the [over-]fullness
of the whole body, we must expel the [over-]fullness by means of a cleansing aperient which will expel the chyme that appeareth to us to be in excess. And if the pain be due to the condensation caused by chill, we must employ baths, or use fomentations with water in which chamomile hath been infused. If the patients are suffering in their eyes through cold and damp, we must administer new wine. And if, after the emptying of the whole body and the use of medicines, the pains still continue in the eyes, we must pay especial attention also to the head, by cutting the veins and arteries, according to the plan which is described in the section dealing with headaches, and by [cutting] the veins that empty the head, and by smearing the temples with liniment, and by drawing away [the rheum] by means of violent drenches, and by tying bandages tightly round the hands and feet, and by fomentations with water in which have been infused chamomile and aniseed and trigonella. In cases when the pains are long standing, foment also with water containing an infusion of origanum (mentha pulegium), and marjoram (σάμυψιχον), and mugwort (ἀρτεμισία). And if it be necessary to allay the irritation and cool the eyes, foment with oil of roses and oil of violets and with tincture of the plant “live for ever”; and use the plasters that check the rheum in its beginning and further progress, and those that give relief and freedom from pain, both when the pain increaseth and diminisheth. And we must also wash the eyes under the eyelids with an infusion of trigonella and the white of an egg, or with the milk of a woman, or with the milk of an ass slightly warmed, either with these by themselves, or with the addition of one of the medicines that are beneficial in these diseases dissolved in them.
The medicines that are useful in cases of the severe pains in the eyes which are called "dissolution", and the abscess that is caused by inflammatory rheum.

Ointment that is to be used for severe pains in the eyes and in cases where attacks of rheum are frequent.

Opium 6 drachms
Lycium tincture (λύκιον) 6 "
White lead (ψιμύθιον) 8 "
Gum Arabic 12 "

Rub down to a powder and work up with an infusion of "king's crown" (melilotus officinalis), and make into ointment and use. Thou shalt make the infusion of "king's crown" thus:—Take of "king's crown" one litrá and of rain water two measures (kestín), and boil them until only one half of the two measures remaineth; then clarify and use.

Another, which is to be used for pains in the eyes.

Glaucium (γλαύκιον, or blue celandine) 48 drachms
Opium 12 "
Indian lycium 6 "
Hyoscyamus tincture 6 "
Fresh roses from which the thick stalks with the leaves have been cut 48 "

Macerate in rain water or in an infusion of "king's crown", and make ointment and use.

Another, which is to be used for sores in the eyes caused by rheum, and for severe pains, and for eyes that are wholly covered by sores.

Cadmin (καδμεία), washed 40 drachms
White lead (ψιμύθιον) 80 "
Opium 10 "
Gum Arabic 6 "

Add sufficient rain water to work up into a paste.

Another ointment that is called "star", and is to be used for ulcers in the eyes, and pus in the eyes, and abscesses which go deep in them.

1 Literally "diarrhoea".
PRESCRIPTIONS FOR THE EYES.

Cadmin (καδμεία) burnt and washed 16 drachms
Deposit of furnace smoke (πομφόλυξ), washed 16 "
White lead, washed 16 "
Lead, burnt and washed 8 "
Stibium (antimony) 10 "
Starch (𝓭ուուԽο), washed 16 "
Frankincense 10 "
Myrrh 8 "
Opium 8 "

Mix with rain water sufficient to form a paste, and make into ointment and use in the manner described above.

Another kind of ointment which is called "Libânon", because it containeth frankincense, and is used for inflammation of the eyes, and for sores which are deep-seated in them.

Frankincense 10 drachms
Cadmin (καδμεία) 10 "
White lead 40 "
Opium 6 "
Gum arabic 6 "

And rain water [as much as is necessary].

Another, which is to be used for all pains in the eyes and especially for white, filmy spots. Take a bunch of grapes and squeeze out the juicy matter. Dry that juicy matter and keep it by thee, and when occasion requireth rub it down into a powder, and mix it with the gum that is used by the physicians and with the milk of a woman, or with the fine white of an egg; warm this and bathe the eyes with it. Begin this treatment by administering to the patient pills that are suitable for the ailment, and at the same time bathe the eyes [with the above medicine], and thou wilt be astonished at its efficacy.

Another kind of ointment, which is called "κύκνος" (i.e., "swan", κώκνος) because of its white colour, and which is used for sores and wounds in the eyes.

Cadmin (καδμεία) washed and burnt 40 drachms
White lead (ψιμύθιον), washed 44 "
Starch (տուԽո) 44 "

[And add] as much rain water as is necessary.
[Another kind of] ointment which is called "rose" because of the large quantity of roses which are in it; it is used for inflammation of the eyes, and for the stinging caused by rheum:

Moist roses from which the stalks have been cut 52 drachms
Crocus 15 
Indian nard 4 
Cinnabar 2 
Brass shavings 2 
Cadmin, washed 44 
Opium 3 
Kohl (antimony) 3 
Myrrh 3 
Gum Arabic 20

[Add] rain water, or the juice of thorn-berries as much as is necessary. This ointment is very useful for severe pains, and for inflammation, and for tumours, and for rheum of long standing, and blearedness of the eyes.

Another [kind of ointment] which is called "myrrh" because of the myrrh that is in it; it checketh and relieveth pains.

Fresh roses 11 drachms
Crocus 50 
Opium 4 
Myrrh 2 
Gum Arabic 50

Rub down and mix with wine having a bouquet, and apply with a very little white of egg.

Another [kind of ointment] which is called "Dčyála", because it is mixed with myrrh; it is used for severe pains in the eyes, and for blearedness, and it removeth wounds from the eyes and filleth them up.

Cadmin 4 drachms
Burnt brass 2 
Acacia 12 
Opium 1 drachm 
Myrrh 1 
Gum Arabic 12 drachms
These must be stirred up together with rain water for forty days, in the season of summer, once or twice each day, and the mortar must be well covered up. Then make the ointment and apply it.

Another [kind] which is called "İdinôn", which I use on myself; it is beneficial for disturbances and twitchings of the eyes, and acute pains; and it filleth up cracks and checketh the rheum in the eyes.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Cadmin} & \quad 40 \text{ drachms} \\
\text{White lead} & \quad 40 \text{ „} \\
\text{Tragacanth} & \quad 5 \text{ „} \\
\text{Gum Arabic} & \quad 5 \text{ „} \\
\text{Opium} & \quad 7 \text{ „} \\
\text{Starch} & \quad 2 \text{ „}
\end{align*}
\]

Pound and work these up together in rain water, and apply with fine white of an egg, or with the milk of a woman.

Another which is called "Kedrôn"; it checketh tears, and cleanseth wounds in the eyes, and filleth them.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Pure myrrh} & \quad 1 \text{ drachm} \\
\text{Crocus} & \quad 2 \text{ drachms} \\
\text{Burnt brass} & \quad 2 \text{ „} \\
\text{Seed of roses} & \quad 2 \text{ „} \\
\text{Gum Arabic} & \quad 2 \text{ „} \\
\text{Cadmin} & \quad 2 \text{ „} \\
\text{Opium} & \quad 2 \text{ „}
\end{align*}
\]

Pound and mix well together in wine with a bouquet, and make the ointment and apply.

Another which is called "Estaptîkân" (i.e., "Styptic"), and is to be used for weak eyes which water and are cloudy, and for filminess and for watering.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Crocus} & \quad 4 \text{ drachms} \\
\text{Opium} & \quad 4 \text{ „} \\
\text{Round peppers} & \quad 4 \text{ „} \\
\text{Ninkâ} & \quad 2 \text{ „} \\
\text{Gum Arabic} & \quad 8 \text{ „} \\
\text{Celandine} & \quad 8 \text{ „} \\
\text{Persian gum, σαρκοκόλλα} & \quad 8 \text{ „} \\
\text{Indian salt} & \quad 1 \text{ drachm}
\end{align*}
\]
Of the dry medicines which are to be used for the eyes, and which are applied in cases of disease of the eyes.

The medicine which is called "Pramtiçon" (stibium), and which is to be used for the running of the eyes, and rheum, and pains, and swollen sores (styes?). It is to be smeared inside and outside the eyelids, and in the corners of the eyes.

Crocus 2 drachms
Celandine 5 "
Aloes 2 "
Opium 1/2 drachm
Rose seed 1 "
Tamarix, μυρίκη 1 "
Persian gum 20 drachms

Rub down to a powder and use dry.

Another "Pramtiçon" (stibium) which I myself use, and it is most certainly beneficial in cases of pains in the eyes.

Crocus 6 drachms
Aloes 6 "
Opium 4 "
Celandine 12 "
Gum Arabic 12 "

Mix well together and smear the eyelids with the dry mixture.

Another. Red elixir (ηριον) which is to be used for sores in the eyes, and ulcers and boils, and it cleareth away and cleanseth any unnatural flow of humour in the eyes.

Opium 8 drachms
Haematite 8 "
Burnt copper 8 "
Starch 8 "
Gum Arabic 25 "
White lead 84 "
Cadmin 40 "

Pound well the burnt copper with water until it becometh a
dry powder, and treat the haematite in the same manner, and rub down the other ingredients and mix them together and apply as a dry powder.

Another elixir, a white one, which is used for rheum, and for excessive tears, and for filmy spots.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White lead</td>
<td>8 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gum Arabic</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starch</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadmin</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian gum</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tragacanth</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opium</td>
<td>2½ drachms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound, wash, and use.

Another, which is to be used for a severe pain and for sores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Celandine</td>
<td>1 part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian gum</td>
<td>2 parts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rub down to a powder and use.

Another, which is to be used for sores and ulcers in the eyes, and for severe pains.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Persian gum</td>
<td>1 manyà</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound and rub down in the milk of an ass for seven days. When the milk diminisheth add more to it and stir seven times a day. Then dry, and rub down to a powder, and smear [the eyelids]. This is a well-tried remedy.

The above are the medicaments which are to be used for sores and wounds which come in the eyes and cause pain, and they cool, and relieve, and check their growth without causing pain, and they alleviate pains.

Medical preparations which are laid on the eyes, and which are used in cases of severe pains in the eyes, and for ulcers which come through excessive rheum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lōktion (πυεάκανθα)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresh roses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opium</td>
<td>in equal quantities(?)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rub down and work up in wine, and make into pills (or, tablets) and dry in a shady place. At the time of using dissolve in grape juice (must) or in vinegar, and smear the forehead and temples.

Another.

Crocus
Myrrh
Opium
Frankincense
Gum Arabic

Rub down into a powder and make into pills (or, tablets) in wine, and when about to use dissolve in tincture of hyoscyamus or mandragora, and paint [over the eyes and temples].

Another, which causeth pain but stoppeth the rheum immediately; and it is beneficial also in cases of scabies of the eyebrows.

Burnt brass 4 drachms
Opium 2 "
Crocus 4 "
White peppers 2 "
Gum Arabic 4 "

Pound and make up with rain water, and smear the outsides of the eyelids therewith, but be careful that it doth not touch the eyes.

Another, for pains in the eyes.

Seed of hyoscyamus 2 drachms
Opium 1 drachm
Myrrh 4 drachms
Fine white flour 4 "
Castoreum 1 drachm
Crocus 1 "
The yelks of two roasted eggs.

Work up together and apply according to the directions given above.

Another, which is good for severe pains caused by excessive rheum; it produceth sleep immediately.

Glókion (γλάκιον) 12 drachms
Haematite stone 3 "
Opium 3 "
Extract of mandragora 4 drachms
Gum Tragacanth 4 "

Work up with rain water, and make into tablets, and dry in the shade, and at time of use dissolve in vinegar, or in the Fol. 42 a. white of an egg, or in fresh extract of coriander seed, and paint [round the eyes].

Another. Take rinds of pomegranates, lentils, and dried roses, steep them in water and macerate them and pound them together, mix with oil of roses and lay at the side of the eyes. Or, pound up chicory and mix with the fine flour of barley and oil of roses, and put a plaster on sores that are inflamed.

Another, which is good for sores that are hard. Chop and crush and boil cabbage leaves with cow-oil, and apply [round the eyes].

Or, pound up wild marjoram with fine barley flour and oil of roses, and apply [round the eyes].

Or, take the inner part of a piece of meat, pound it up with wine and yolks of eggs and oil of roses, and apply [round the eyes].

Another, for inflammatory pains.

Crocus
Frankincense
Aloes
Opium
Myrrh
Persian gum

in equal quantities (?)

Rub down into a powder, and dissolve in extract of coriander, or in extract of hyoscyamus, and smear [about the eyes]. This preparation is also good for great weakness of the eyes and for watering of the eyes.

Another.

Fine barley flour 4 drachms
Myrrh 2 "
Opium 1 drachm

Pound and mix with vinegar and oil of roses, and apply.

Or, pound purslane, and mix it with the fine flour of barley and oil of roses, and apply.
The medicines which are good for dimness of vision, and for a flow of water from the eyes, and for the disease of not being able to see in the twilight, and which are to be smeared on the eyelids moist.

A preparation which is good for flow of water from the eyes. Empty the whole of the gall of a bull into a vessel of brass, and let it stand ten days. Then take myrrh, and crocus, and balsam, and the gall of a tortoise, of each of these two drachms, and ten peppers, and of the finest honey double the quantity of the gall of the tortoise. Mix these together in a brass vessel, and use as kohl moist.

A preparation of Sôrînôs which is exceedingly good for water in the eyes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gall of a hyena</td>
<td>4 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign gall</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil of balsam</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sal Ammoniac</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finest honey</td>
<td>half a pot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tincture of aniseed</td>
<td>half a pot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mix together and apply.

Another preparation, which is incomparable, and which is good for a flow of water from the eyes, and for the sores which spread over the whites of the eyes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cadmin</td>
<td>4 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresh chalcitis</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White lead</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White peppers</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juice of ketuvine</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opium</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sagapenum (σαγαπηνον)</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butter of the olive</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsenic</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gum Arabic</td>
<td>2 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hellebore</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Incense, of ammoniac 1 drachm
Balsam 1 ,, and 2 denkê
Gall of a bull 1/2 ,,  
Pulp of colocynth 1/2 ,,  
Pound together and then work up with tincture of aniseed, and apply.

Another, for dimness of vision and stoppage of the flow of water.

Wolf's gall 4 drachms
Opopanax 3 ,,  
Round peppercorns 3 ,,  
Old olive oil 2 ,,  
Oil of balsam 2 ,,  
Tincture of aniseed 2 ,,  
Cadmin 1 drachm  
Run honey 1 measure
Rub down and mix well together, and apply.

Now it must be well understood that all the above medicines, which are used for running of the eyes, are to be smeared on the eyelids when moist, and they must be kept in vessels of brass which are made for the purpose.

Another. The gall of the shabbût (i.e., cephalus) fish, the gall of a partridge, and the gall of a wolf, and tincture of aniseed, pound and mix them together, and smear on the eyelids.

Now for this disease every kind of gall, no matter from what beast or bird, when mixed with run honey and tincture of aniseed and tincture of mint, is good, because of the natural fineness which they possess, and they attract and keep the moisture which is collected between the tunics of the eyes.

Another, which is good for [these] ailments. Burn the heads of young swallows (or, bats), and pound them, and work up together with honey, and smear on the eyelids.

Another, well-tried medicine for [these] ailments.

Ginger 1 drachm
Bone 1 ,,  
Dried mustard leaves 2 drachms  
To these add as much tincture of aniseed as is necessary, pound, and mix them, and smear the eyelids with them.
Another, which is good for those who see as it were flies, and whose eyes are dim. Wood lettuce (مارمود) and caper-root (κάππαρις, ιος), bruise and pound, and smear on the eyelids.

Another, for those who do not see in the night, and for those who do not see in the day-time what is near to them. Take dēyālā tablets, and ḫaknadin tablets, and seven long peppercorns, and a liver of a black goat. Crush the tablets and peppercorns and put them inside the liver, sew it up, and roast it over hot coals until it is half cooked. Then take out the tablets and the peppercorns and dry [them] in the shade, and give the liver to the man who is suffering, and let him eat it, standing behind the door. Then pound the tablets and the peppercorns into a fine powder and smear the eyelids with it at the ninth hour each day, three smearings. Let the patient keep his head covered, and he shall become well.

Another, for these ailments.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Gall of a partridge} & \quad 4 \text{ drachms} \\
\text{Extract of anisseed} & \quad 2 \quad , \\
\text{Run honey} & \quad 2 \quad , \\
\end{align*}
\]

Mix together and apply.

Another, for those who cannot see in the twilight, and for those who do not see things near them, and for running of the eyes.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Gall of a raven} & \quad 4 \text{ drachms} \\
\text{Gall of a partridge} & \quad 4 \quad , \\
\text{Gall of a vulture} & \quad 4 \quad , \\
\text{Gall of a cock} & \quad 4 \quad , \\
\text{Gall of a hyena} & \quad 4 \quad , \\
\text{Gall of a goat} & \quad 4 \quad , \\
\text{Balsam} & \quad \frac{1}{2} \text{ drachm} \\
\text{Run honey} & \quad 3 \text{ drachms} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Mix together and make into an ointment, and apply to the eyes in water or vinegar.

Another, which is to be used for effusion of the eyes. Take the gall of a tortoise, one portion, and run honey, two portions, mix together and apply to the eyes as an ointment.

Another, which is to be used for those who cannot see in
the twilight. Take the liver of a goat (or, stag), roast it until it is half-cooked, squeeze out the juice and catch the liquid which floweth from it | in a glass vessel, and smear the eyes with it, Page 89 and let the patient eat the liver. Now others stew the liver in a cooking pot, and order the patient to hold his head over the pot and to keep his head covered on all sides.

The above medicines | constitute the means which are to be used for dimness of sight, and effusion of the eyes, and nocturnal blindness.

The medicines which are to be used for the rheum which cometh down into the eyes and eyelids, and causeth in them the pains which have been described above, that is to say, the medicines which are to be used for dimness of sight, and swellings in eyelids, and the formation of pus, and kenpâ, and erosion of the corners of the eyes, and filmy spots in the eyes, and the falling out of the eyelashes, and the manifold “cords” which spring up in them.

First, the medicine which is called “Bâsilikôn”, i.e., “Royal”, which is to be used for the diseases that have been described, and also for keeping the eyes in a healthy state. It is a sure cure and has been well tried by many.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dross of brass</th>
<th>10 drachms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Sea spume”, i.e., Bastard-sponge (άλκυόνειον)</td>
<td>10 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnt brass</td>
<td>5 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White lead</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain salt (rock-salt)</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sal ammoniac</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long peppercorns</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karpallôn (caryophyllus aromaticus) i.e., aromatic basil (?)</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lichen</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camphor</td>
<td>1/2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound these together with the greatest care, and smear the eyes therewith.

Another “Royal” medicine which is to be used for the diseases that cause “keenness of sight”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dross of brass</th>
<th>7 drachms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pallon (φύλλον) betel, or base cinnamon</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Burnt brass 4 drachms
Sal ammoniac 2 
Long peppercorns 2 
Round peppercorns 4 
White lead 4 
Rock salt 4 
Indian salt 1 drachm
Aromatic basil 1 
Lichen 1 
Flour 1 
Sea spume (bastard-sponge) 10 drachms

Pound these together very carefully and apply.

Another, which is called "Banushag" (i.e., "Violet"), or "Banushag Rakiká", and which is to be used for swellings of the eyelids, and the gathering of pus, and red (i.e., inflamed) eyelids, and the falling out of the eyelashes, and abundant scabies.

Armenian natron 6 drachms
Cinnabar 8 
Round peppercorns 5 
Aloes 4

Pound together and apply.

Another, which is called "Banushag Kharifá", and which is used for the diseases that have been described.

Dross of brass 8 drachms
Aloes 2 
Haematite 5 
Burnt brass 5 
Natron 8 
Opium 1 drachm
Cinnabar 3 estiré

Pound and smear on the eyelids.

Another, which is called "Shakhiká", and which is beneficial for moist and watery eyes, and for redness of the eyelids.

1 After "aloes" comes the word ᾶλῴζε, the use of which here is difficult to explain, unless we omit the word ᾶλὠζε, and read "Aloes 4 estiré".
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acacia</td>
<td>40 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opium</td>
<td>10 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haematite</td>
<td>8 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aloes</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Macerate and apply.

Another, which is used for swelling and scabes of the eyelids.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dross of brass</td>
<td>4 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnt brass</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Break up with vinegar in the sun, and dry, then make into a powder and smear the eyelids with it.

Another.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dross of brass</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnt brass</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian nard</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnt pepper</td>
<td>1/2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound together and smear the eyelids with it.

Another.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flower of brass</td>
<td>2 parts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klimiyà (cici, or croton)</td>
<td>1 part</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rub down and use as an ointment. Or, rub down with wine, and dry in the sun until it setteth, and then use as an ointment.

Another, which is good for dry blearedness of the eyes, and for the diseases that have been enumerated, and for the "claw" (or, "nail") of the eyes, and for scabes. This is an exceedingly beneficial ointment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dross of brass</td>
<td>10 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chalcitis</td>
<td>10 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppercorns</td>
<td>10 in number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ear of wheat [nard]</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Crush the dross of brass and the chalcitus in wine, and when they are dry add to them the nard and peppercorns, first having pounded them, and rub them all down together and use like kohl.

Another, a moist one, which is to be used for wet blearedness | of the eyes, and for the disease which is called "Tetá", Page 91 and for scars, and for an overgrowth of the skin, and for "claws", and for the eating away of the corner of the eye.
Vitriol (μίσος) which is burnt 8 drachms
Myrrh 4 "
Finest honey 1 measure

Mix up together and use.

Another, which is called the "Egyptian", and which is used for scars, and which removeth blearedness.

Cinnabar 6 drachms
Gum ammoniac 6 
Sal ammoniac 6 
Colocynth pulp 2 "
Bull's gall 2 "
Armenian salt 1 1/2 "
White peppercorns 40 "

Run honey, as much as is necessary.

Pound, mix together, and put into a brass vessel, and use.

Another, which is used for the disease called "Bar Fol. 44β. Τὁτιθᾶ", that is to say, "Gûglâ" (σταφυλωμάτω). | Take wild beetles (scarabaei), pound them, press out the juice, and smear on the eyes with a kohl stick, and the eyes will be opened and become healed.

Another, which is used for filminess and blearedness, and which healed the eyes in a marvellous manner. Take fine natron, which is called "pill salt", and rub it down with old olive oil, and smear the eyes with it, and it will cleanse them greatly.

Another, which is called the "Egyptian", and is used for wounds (or, scars), and for filminess and blearedness of long standing, and for "claws".

Cinnabar 4 drachms
Gum ammoniac 2 "
Sal ammoniac 1 drachm

Rub down and pound, and then rub down again with honey, and smear on the eyes.

Or take burnt brass and crush it carefully in wine and dry it; crush it once more and then use it as kohl.

Or crush brass shavings in wine in the sun for seven days, and then dry them, and rub down and use as kohl.

Another, which is used for filminess of long standing, and for redness of the eyes, and for scabies. The dung of a female
lizard when rubbed down to a powder and used as kohl cleanseth the eyes of filminess.

Also, rub down to a powder the skeleton of the sepia fish (σὴμία) and mix it with honey, and smear on the part affected.

Another, which is used for the disease that is called “Bar Tetā”, and for scabies and running sores.

Burnt brass 4 drachms
Sal | ammoniac 4 "
Gum Arabic 2 "

Rub down to a powder in vinegar, and use as kohl.

Another, which cleanseth filminess, and filleth the cracks, and removeth scabies of long standing.

Sugar of the axe (i.e., rock sugar) 1 drachm
Sepia 2 drachms
Dross of brass 2 "
White lead 2 "
Fine flour 3 "
Unpierced pearls 3 "
Cassia 1 drachm
Alexandrian glass 4 drachms
Castoreum (κύστορος ἄρχεις) 2 "
Bats’ dung 2 "
Gum Arabic 1 drachm
Tragacanth 1 "
Persian Gum (sarcocolla) 1 "
Lizard’s dung 1 "
Starch 1 "
Ointment of lye ashes 1 "
Burnt brass 4 drachms

Rub down to a powder very carefully, and use dry as kohl.

Another, which is used for scabies of long standing. Take the scales of the sepia fish, that is to say, “gúfrá of the sea”, and rock sugar, and ashes of a [burnt] jawbone of an ass, crush them, pound them, and beat to a powder, and use as kohl.

Now scabies may be cleared away quickly if thou takest | Fol. 45a. pepperwort plants (λεριδίων) uncrushed, and dost lay them inside the eyelids close to the scabies, and dost leave them
until the sores disappear. After this use the medicine mentioned above as *kohl*.

Another, which is called in Persian "Absärishán" (*i.e.*, "refreshment"), and which is used to preserve the health of sound eyes, and for blearedness, and for eyes which run with water.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kohl</td>
<td>12 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrites</td>
<td>7 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unpierced pearls</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camphor</td>
<td>1 <em>denkâ</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musk</td>
<td>2 <em>denkê</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurus malabathrum</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Crush very carefully into a powder and apply.

Another, which is used for eyelashes that fall off and for strengthening the cords of the eye.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burnt brass</td>
<td>2 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acacia</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry ink of the scribe</td>
<td>5 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juice of leeks</td>
<td>2 spoonfuls</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rub down together into a thick paste, and put it in a glass vessel and use as *kohl*.

Another, which is used for scabies, and hairlessness of the eyes, and for eyelashes that fall off.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brass powder</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incense, ammoniacal</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rub together and use as *kohl*.

The above are the medicinal preparations which are used for all the diseases that take place in the eyes.

Now the claw-shaped growths in the corners of the eyes can usually be healed by means of the medicines which burn up scabies and films; but, if they cannot be healed by medicines, we cut them away with an iron instrument, and then we dry up the wounds by means of medicines.

Of the matting together of the hairs of the eyes.

Now, as concerning the superfluous hairs which grow inside the eyelids and pierce the eyes, root them out with a pair of
tweezers, and paint the places whence they have been plucked with the blood of ticks \(^1\), and they will not grow again. Or paint the places whence they have been plucked with the blood of green frogs, or with incense mixed with burnt shells of the marine creature *khalsūnā*, or with powdered steel shavings mixed with spittle. Now for about half an hour applications of these will cause intense pain, but the hairs will not grow again.

Or take psyllium (ψύλλιον), or lye-ashes (κύνειον), and crush in water |, and smear on the places, and leave it there until Fol. 45b. it drieth them up.

Or take a goat's gall and cabbage juice, rub down well, and apply as an ointment.

Or mix sea spume with psyllium (?), use as an ointment, and they will cause no further pain.

(Make these to cling above the eyelids by means of a plaster, or by means of Persian gum and spittle.)

Or [take] aloes, or ammoniac, or frankincense, dissolved in the white of an egg, and lift the mixture up and make it stick above [the eyelids].

Now others perforate the eyelids, down to the roots of the hairs, and pass through them a fine needle through which is threaded a small portion of the hair of the head, and they draw out the hair of the eyelid by means of this filament, and make it come out after the needle, and thus the eyes remain as they were originally.

As concerning the disturbance of the eyes which taketh place through blows, and the formation of blood in them, for these things are good waters wherein white frankincense hath been dissolved, or aloes, or myrrh, or crocus, or tamarix (μυρίκη), after they have been pounded up and dissolved in water, and they may be injected into the eyes, | having been slightly warmed. Or let the blood of a dove, or of a cock, or of a partridge, be dropped warm from the bird into the eyes. Also sponges dipped in warm wine and laid on the outside of the eyelids are beneficial. Or treat them

\(^1\) Or, perhaps, with the juice of the croton plant.
with infusions of the herbs matricaria chamomilla and "king's crown" mixed together. Or lay on the eyes strips of linen on which have been smeared pounded flax seed mixed with goats' butter.

Now as concerning the eyelids which are doubled up inwards, a disease which is called "agânâ", we turn the eyelids back into their proper shape, and treat them, and the skin groweth straight again.

And as concerning the eyes the corners of which stick together, we treat them, and heal them by means of medicines.

And as concerning the watery cyst which cometh on the eyelids, and which hath already been described, we cut it and remove the superfluous and tumid flesh which is inside it, and we bring the edges together and bind them with bandages smeared with myrrh and aloes.

And as concerning that haemorrhoid which cometh by the side of the nose, near the great corner of the eye, we cut it off, and root it out down to the bone, and in this way it is healed.

This is the way in which the diseases which come in the eyes are healed, that is to say, all those diseases that have already been described together with their characteristic features. Now what we have written in this Fifth Chapter concerning all the injuries which attack the eyes, and concerning their symptoms, and the manner in which they are cured, is sufficient.

Here endeth the Fifth Chapter which is on the eyes.
CHAPTER VI.

On the composition and construction of the tongue, and on the injuries which attack it, and on their symptoms.

Now we have said above that from the brain, which is the sense of senses (i.e., the source of all sensation), the first exit of the nerves cometh to the eyes and causeth in them the sense of sight, and that the second exit is divided between those muscles that move the eyes. The third exit of the nerves cometh to the tongue, and causeth therein the sense of taste and feeling; now the nerves that make it move are those which come to it from the seventh exit, which is by the side of the beginning of the spinal cord. The tongue is an instrument of two-fold use, viz., taste and speech, and its auxiliaries in this are the lips, the teeth, and the nose. Now as it is the construction that is in the eyes which sheweth us the causes of the things that happen, so also is it the tongue which sheweth us, if we understand well, which is the primary instrument of feeling in it, and which are the members which perform its service. For we shew in other places that because the tongue serveth for two powers, that is to say, for one which belongeth to sensation and for the other which belongeth to the will, it possesseth two operations. Now we see sometimes that the motion of the tongue is injured, and sometimes its sense of taste; and at other times besides this we see that its sense of touch is injured. But the nerves which belong to the sense of touch (or, feeling) are not one group and those which belong to the sense of taste another, as are those which appertain to its motions. And those which come to it from the third exit are not only those which make known the things
that are to be felt, but also those that are to be tasted. For the sense of taste is injured far oftener than the sense of touch (or, feeling), although they both belong to the [same] nerves, as if it had need of the sense of exact knowledge. For that sense appeareth to be much more dull of perception than the others, as, for example, that of sight, which is well known to be the most delicate of them all. Now after sight the sense most delicate is that of hearing, and similarly also is it in the case of dullness of perception (or, touch), for after that sense cometh next the sense of taste. In the middle of the four of these cometh the sense of drawing the breath.

Now the motion of the tongue is derived from the exit | of the seven nerves which go forth from the brain, therefore when the two sides of the brain, on the right and on the left, are affected, in that spot where the exit cometh forth, there is a danger of cessation of speech. But when only one side of the brain is affected, then the condition which is called "half speech" superveneth. Sometimes it happeneth that the motion of the tongue is slightly affected only, and sometimes that a part of it, or the whole, is rendered powerless. Sometimes, though in a totally different manner, [this] happeneth in the members which are below the head; but it happeneth sometimes that the whole of the half of the body up to the head is rigid. Now very often the speech alone appeareth to us in this injured state, besides those other functions which are in the person, the sense of taste therein, however, being in no wise injured, and the voluntary operation thereof being unimpaired. And the cause of this | is well known to you who have seen the exit of the nerves that descend from the brain; now you may decide concerning the person from the first part of the brain wherefrom descend the nerves. All the members which are below the person (or, face) descend from the side which is behind the brain, for there cometh from this side also the exit of the seven nerves which descend to the muscle of the tongue. And from these nerves arise the voluntary motions of the tongue.

For this reason it is well known that when the front part of the brain is affected by itself, the motion of the tongue
DISEASES OF THE TONGUE.

only remaineth uninjured; but all the other members of the person (or, face) lose their voluntary motions and feelings of sensation on one side, either right or left. Therefore the tongue is associated closely with the brain. As the motion of the tongue is injured through that exit of the seven nerves, so also is its sense of feeling (or, perception) impeded through the exit of the three nerves. Those who cut (i.e., those who dissect?) call these "soft", as you well know. It descendeth and is divided in that tunic which embraceth the tongue, just as also those nerves which come from the exit of the seven are divided among those muscles that give motion to the tongue.

Now the diseases which arise through the tongue are not difficult to discover, and they are mentioned in what I have said a little way back about the diseases of the mind. For the change of constitution of the muscles of the tongue like homogeneous diseases, impedeth its movements, just as the change in the constitution of the membrane that envelopeth it outside abrogateth its two powers of sense, that is to say, the sense of touch and the sense of taste.

Now organic diseases of the tongue are inflamed boils, and hard, tumid, persistent swellings [containing] pus. And if in the body proper of the tongue, and in that tunic which envelopeth it with those soft nerves, and in that portion of the brain wherefrom these nerves go forth, there be collected any moisture (or, fluid) of a bad kind which is bitter and saltish, now the sense of taste in the tongue always acteth in this manner, [it is because] the various kinds of foods that it tasteth, whatsoever they may be, are changed into that constitution which it possesseth. And it is like that which happeneth in the eyes of those whose sight becometh dim because of a pain in the stomach; or like that which happeneth in the ears and maketh in them a great noise, although it is no external sound which causeth it, but the murmuring of the internal membranes which maketh an imaginary sound of this kind; or like the occurrence in the nose of a smell that ariseth from the foetid chyme which is there.

Now there are also times when the nerves become slack or
reduced to a rigid, helpless condition, either those which move the tongue, or those which give it the faculty of taste, or all Page 98 of them together, and in that state it is without motion and | without the faculty of perception.

Of the healing of the tongue.

Now the healing of the interior is like the healing of all nervous bodies which become slack, or are reduced to a helpless condition, or become dense, or in which are sores and pus. First of all, if it appeareth to us that the body is [over] full, we let blood from it, and then we purify the chyme which is in excess by means of cathartics. And, if it be necessary, we also cut those veins which are under the tongue, after clearing out the whole body. And we also clear them out by means of gargles and drenches in the nose, and we put wet compresses on the head and neck, and hot bandages are placed on the nape of the neck and on all the head; and we employ those means that are good for the nerves which are written down in the Chapter on nervous diseases. And if there be an inflamed sore (or, boil) on the tongue, we give the patient a gargle made of extract of fox-grapes, or of chicory, or lettuce, or polygonum, or sour milk, or an effusion of lentils, and dried Fol. 48a. roses, and the rinds of pomegranates, and worm-root, and a preparation of sweet wheat flour. Let these be steeped in water, and let the patient gargle with the infusion. If the boil be hard, let him gargle with ass's milk, or with goat's milk, or with honey-water, or with an infusion of worm-root, or trigonella, or with water in which dates or figs have been steeped. Or let him gargle with sweet wine three times a day. And we reduce his belly by means of ἰερὰ πίκρα, and we give him food which is easily digested. And if there be pustules and ulcers on the tongue we make him hold in his mouth an effusion of some astringent or drying substance, such as water mixed with tincture of mulberries, or beetroot water, or rhubarb water, or water of myrtle, or water of olives, or water of lentils, or rose water, or some "dry" wine, or water wherein rhubarb hath been steeped, or water of burnt palm fibre, or we make
him gargle with any fluid which will reduce the sores and Page 99 alleviate the pain in the boils.

A medicine for a relaxed tongue.

- Cinnamon: 3 drachms
- Aromatic herbs: 3 drachms
- Aromatic amomum: 3 drachms
- Nard: 3 drachms
- Laurus malabathrum: 1 drachm
- Aristolochia (ἄριστολοχία): 1 drachm
- Parsley seed: 1 drachm
- Mint: 1 drachm
- Seed of dill: 1 drachm
- Stacte: 3 drachms
- Ligusticum: 1 drachm
- Seseli officinale (meadow saxifrage): 1 drachm
- Dùkòn (daucus carota): 1 drachm
- Cummin: 1 drachm
- Aniseed: 1 drachm
- Unpierced pearls: 2 drachms
- Electrum: 2 drachms

Crush and pound small and work up with honey, and give as a draught one gūmā measure in a menkithā measure of wine and water.

Another. Take gum of the pistacia terebinthus, two drachms, and Cyrenaean fat, one drachm, work up together, and make a stiff paste of them, and administer. Let the patient who is suffering from a relaxed tongue hold this under his tongue. Or let him use frequently a gargle made of mustard and honey, and let him take baths frequently. Now they prescribe means of healing (or, medicine), according to the nature of the disease and according to the symptoms which are described above, and according to the medicine (or, remedy) which hath been laid down in [cases of] diseases in the head, and according to that which hath been laid down in [cases of] diseases of the nerves. Concerning, however, the tongue and its healing these Fol. 48/6. things must suffice for the sixth Chapter.

Here endeth the Sixth Chapter.
CHAPTER VII.

Of diseases of the ears and of the hearing.

Now therefore concerning the sense of hearing, we say that it also is carried out by means of that fourth pair of nerves which come from the brain, and are expanded, and form the ears, by means of which the sense of hearing is effected. Now we do not require symptoms from all the diseases which arise in the parts of the ears which are visible because they are [readily] understood, but those which become agents that do harm to the hearing, even though no injury is visible in the cavities of the ears, must be thoroughly and clearly diagnosed. If the operation of hearing be affected, then we think that the aural nerve is diseased; but, if it be affected together with the other members which are in the person, we say that the cause, which manifesteth itself externally, is in the brain, and that, in that case, the brain itself is affected, either as a homogeneus or as an organic member.

Hardness of hearing and deafness come to a man either through some member of the ears, or through that nerve which cometh to them. Now those diseases that arise in this nerve and in the brain are precisely identical with those which we have described as arising in that nerve which cometh to the eyes. And those also that arise in the members (or, parts) of the ears are of the same composition as those that arise in the tunics of the eyes, but not in everything, and like those they do harm. For as there is in the eyes the crystalline fluid, so also is there in the ears that internal limit in the tubes of hearing where they touch those nerves which come from the brain. And all those parts which are outside this limit in
the curvings of the tube of the ear resemble, with the exception of the crystalline fluid, those tunics which are in the eyes. Therefore the same is the case with the diseases of both ears and eyes, and it is meet for them to be comprehended from what hath been said above. Therefore all those diseases that arise in both ears and eyes are alike, since they take place in bodies that are homogeneous, and are due to change of composition and solution of unity. Moreover, the others which take place in the tube of the ear through obstructions, or through some unnatural swellings, are caused by the abscesses of inflamed boils, and by the hard swelling which is in them. For in the tube of the ear there is often some boil, or pustule, or some unnatural growth of flesh, and often the wax which is produced in the tube of the ear blocketh it up. And there arise inside the ears sounds, and singings, and whistlings, which are caused by excessive sensitiveness of perception in the brain, or by some wind which bloweth into them; and through heat, and even through cold the ears oftimes suffer pain. Moreover, sores appear externally, by the side of the ears, and sometimes they make a hole into the ear, and a discharge of matter cometh from the ear which causeth it pain. And besides these, diseases of the ear arise from external causes, [chiefly] through things falling into them as, for example, water when bathing (or, washing). Or perhaps there is some poisonous thing in them, or some noxious insect entereth the ear, or perhaps a stone chipping droppeth into it, or some other small substance. These are the causes which produce diseases of the ears.

Of the healing of the diseases of the ears, and of the medicines which may be applied to them with advantage.

Now if the difficulty of hearing be due to overfullness of the brain or of the whole body, or if there be noises and singings in the ears, and it seemeth to us that blood is in excess, we must let blood from the upper vein of the arm, or empty the whole body by means of some cleansing agent which is suitable for that chyme which is in excess, and by means of
[hiera] πικρά. And then we must empty the brain by means of gargles, and excite sneezings, and then we must put into the ears the medicines which penetrate the obstructions, and cleanse the tubes of hearing. The following are beneficial in cases of singings in the ears and for the sounds which arise through a blowing wind that hath no exit through which to escape:

Warm oil of balsam and pour into the ears. Or dip the woolly fibre of plants into white naphtha, and put plugs of it into the ears. Or warm extract of absinthe and pour into the ears. Or mix the tincture of the outside of a radish with oil of roses and pour it into the ears. Or warm [some] oil of almonds and pour into the ears. Or pound up nigella with oil of terebinth, | and pour into the ears. Or rub down black or white hellebore, and mix with honey and pour into the ears, or work up the hellebore with boiled honey, and make little balls of it and place in the entrance of the ear. Do this once a day and it will open the hearing. Or warm up the extract of the leaves of wild bitter herbs and pour into the ears. Or the extract of wild cucumbers and pour into the ears. Or heat together castoreum with oil of laurel and pour into the ears. Or bull's gall, or goat's gall, or any other kind of gall, dissolve in some kind of oil, or in oil of roses and pour into the ears. Or oil of myrtle, or oil of narcissus, or oil of jasmine, or fine oil of balsam, or of nard, or of chamomile, or of dill, or of one of the fine oils which have been boiled with perfumes, warm it and pour into the ears, and dip into it plugs of the light-coloured woolly fibre and place plugs of it in the ears. Or take some refined fat, such as goose fat, or the fat of hens, rub it smooth and mix with it one of the different kinds of gall which have been mentioned above, and pour into the ears. The medicines which have been described [above] are also beneficial in the disease of the ears that ariseth from causes of cold. Now the following medicines are also good in cases of disease of the ears which | arise from cold. Squeeze out the inside of an onion and fill it with oil and pour it, having been warmed, into the ears. Or pound up garlic with oil and pour into the ears. Or dissolve a little euphorbium in oil
of roses and pour into the ears. Or pound some peppercorns in oil and pour into the ears. Or pound up rue with oil and pour into the ears. All the medicines here described are good for "cold" and for prolonged diseases, and for removing the thick chyme which causeth stoppages [in the ears]; but in the cases of the diseases which are dry, and which carry with them inflammation, and for the difficulty of hearing which ariseth from emptiness, they are injurious.

Now if there be in the ears a sore which is inflamed, or an angry boil, | and it causeth pain, the following medicines are beneficial. Take vinegar and oil of roses, heat them and pour into the ears; or dip the woolly fibre of the woad plant (ορανις) plant [into the mixture] and put into the ears. Or take two drachms each of spleenwort (σπλήνιον) and basalkrōn [nut], and rub down with oil of nard or oil of roses, and, if the patient have the feeling of inflammation, pour the mixture, when heated, into the ears, a little at a time. Or warm oil of violets and pour into the ears. Or take one of the various kinds of fats which have been mentioned, and melt it down in a double vessel over hot coals, and having warmed it a little pour it into the ears. If the patient hath intense pain due to the extreme sensitiveness of feeling which appertaineth to the sick man, [add] a little opium. Or pour into the ears one of the medicines which have been described. Or dissolve a portion of the Philo drug, which is good for pain in the colon, in the milk of a woman, or in fine white of an egg, and make warm and pour into the ears. Or treat the boils in the ears with an infusion of chamomile, or of dill, or of cotton seed, or of trigonella, and sponge the ears with these infusions. Or infuse chamomile, and dill, and mugwort, and laurel leaves, and "king's crown", and mint, and thyme in water in a vessel, the mouth of which is well plugged up, place in the mouth of the vessel a tube made of reed, and let the place where the reed is inserted be well covered up so that the steam | of the water may not escape, and then let the patient place his ear over the tube so that the vapour of the infusion may rise into his ear. And the physician shall warm one of the soothing oils which have been mentioned and pour it into the ear, and he
shall dip a piece of woolly fibre (lint?) and place it in it, and above this he shall place a small layer of wool which hath been lightly dipped in the oil. And such a wad of wool the patient shall lay over his ears frequently, and especially in the season of winter. And if the gatherings in the ears be not checked, but produce pus and become deep holes, and there is a discharge of pus from the ears, the physician shall employ such remedies as are good [for stopping] the discharge of pus. First of all let him employ the remedies which alleviate the pain, and subsequently, when there is no pain, let him make use of those which cleanse [the ears], and remove the pus and dry it up.

**Medicines which are good for ears that discharge pus.** Pound iron scoriae with vinegar in the sun until the mixture assumeth a thick consistency, and heat it, and pour it into the ears once a day until the sores are dried up.

**A medicine which is to be used for ears that discharge pus.** Take one drachm of burnt alum and one drachm of myrrh, and rub them down with honey, and pour into the ear; smear a wad of woolly fibre with the mixture and place in the ear.

**Another, which is good for a boil in the ears which is due to rheum.** Take two drachms each of myrrh, aloes, frankincense, opium, and fresh shoemakers' vitriol, work up with vinegar and dissolve in a vessel, and apply (or, use).

**For ears which are swollen and stink, and for the excessive growth of flesh which is called "Egyptian".**

- Cinnabar 8 drachms
- Brass shavings 3 "
- Honey 1 measure

Rub down with honey, and heat over coals until the mixture becometh red, and then place in a vessel and apply with a wad (or, wick). Or dissolve in vinegar and pour into the ears.

**[Another medicine] which is to be used for pains of long standing in the ears.**

- White hellebore 2 drachms
- Myrrh 2 "
- Frankincense 2 "
PRESCRIPTIONS FOR THE EARS.

Crocus 2 drachms
Opium 2 "
Castoreum 3 "
Cinnabar 26 (?) "
Peppercorns 1 drachm

Rub down and mix thoroughly the myrrh, and opium, and Fol. 51 a. frankincense and castoreum with vinegar wherein the rind of pomegranates hath been infused until they are dissolved. Then place with them, in powdered form, the hellebore, and -crocus, and peppercorns, and cinnabar, rub them all down together and pour on them honey wine as much as is necessary, and let the mixture be as thick in consistency as honey. At the time for application dissolve the mixture in vinegar or wine, and warm, and pour into the ears. Dip a wad of woolly fibre into it, and place it in the entrance to the ear.

[Another medicine] which is to be used for ears that discharge stinking pus and water, and for gatherings behind the ears, and for boils of the nose, and for the eating away which taketh place in the gums, and for the "pegs" which arise in the pudenda, and for scabies, and for the itch which is called "Egyptian".

Cinnabar 3 (?) drachms
Honey 8 "
Vinegar 4 "

Boil until the mixture becometh thick, and apply with lint; or dissolve in vinegar, and pour into the ears.

[Another medicine] which is to be used for ears that discharge pus, and have worms in them. Take alum, and Cappadocian salt, break up, pound, and rub down in old wine, and warm, and pour into the ears. Then wash the ears and pour in oil of roses seven days; or wash them in asses' milk and honey and hot water.

[Another medicine] which is to be used for ears that discharge matter but have no pain in them. Take a little salt and dissolve in women's milk, and pour into the ears. Or dissolve glaucium with a little natron in vinegar, and pour into the ears. Or warm up old salt water in which olives have been soaked, or water in which fish have been kept, and pour
it into the ears—this is good for old wounds—or warm up extract of leeks, and pour into the ears. Or warm up myrrh water, and pour into the ears.

[Another medicine] which is good for ears that have sores in them and that give pain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aloes</td>
<td>4 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankincense</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitre pills</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galbanum</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opium</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitter almonds</td>
<td>24 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Crush these and work them up in vinegar, and when the occasion calleth, provided that the pain be severe, dissolve the mixture in oil of roses, and pour [into the ear]. If there be hardness of hearing dissolve in vinegar, and pour [into the ear], and if there be sores in the ear, dissolve in wine, and pour [into the ear].

[The following] are to be used for ears from which blood runneth, so that they may not drip with blood continually. Mix extract of leeks and vinegar together, and heat, and pour into the ears. Or take extract of pomegranates which have been soaked in vinegar; warm this and pour it into the ears. Or dissolve the rennet of a hare in extract of leeks, or in vinegar, and warm and pour into the ears. Or boil it in vinegar, and strain, and pour into the ears when warm.

Another [which is good] for ears which run with pus. Dissolve honey in hot water, and pour into the ears. Steep myrtle leaves in wine, and pour into the ears. Or dissolve alum in honey water and pour into the ears. Or mix urine and wine together, and warm, and pour into the ears. Or dissolve natron in wine and make hot, and pour into the ears.

Another [which is good] for ears in which there are swellings of pus, and which run with pus. Dissolve celandine in weak vinegar and make hot, and pour into the ears. Or use aloes and treat and apply in the same way.
For ears which have worms in them. Rub down white hellebore in vinegar and honey, and make hot, and pour into the ears. Or dip a wad of linen into this mixture and plug the ears therewith. Or blow into the ears hellebore in the form of a powder. Or drop hot extract of brambles into the ears. Or mix extract of onions with honey, and make it hot, and pour it into the ears. Or mix extract of mountain-thyme, or garden-thyme, with honey, and make it hot, and pour into the ears. Or mix extract of thyme with wine and oil of narcissus, and heat it, and pour it into the ears. Or warm the gall of any animal whatsoever when fresh in the skin of a pomegranate, and pour into the ears. Or rub down aromatic amomum and mix it with honey, and warm, and pour into the ears. Or mix the gall of any kind of animal which is available with the milk of a woman, and warm, and pour into the ears. Or rub down absinthium and blow into the ears, or infuse it in wine and pour into them. And if there be worms in the ears they will die, and if there be any insect in them of any kind whatsoever, it will die.

Another [which is good] for ears into which insects crawl. Dissolve scamonia (σκαμονία) in vinegar, or in the extract of absinthium, and pour into the ear. Or rub down long aristolochia, or round aristolochia, and sprinkle or blow it into the ear. Or rub down alum with the root of bitter rue, and mix with oil of cedar, and pour into the ear. Or mix together onion juice with the urine of young men, and pour into the ear. Or rub down fresh ḷaklidis, and mix with honey, and warm the mixture, and pour it into the ear.

Another [which is good] for ears that have worms in them, or in which any kind of insect is wont to crawl. Take the juice which runneth from the flesh of the bull that is being roasted, and strain when warm, and pour into the ear. Or warm extract of origanum (mint), or extract of absinthium, or extract of brambles, and pour into the ears, and the worms will come out, and every other insect, of no matter what kind. Or fill the ear with old oil, and let the patient lie down in the sun, and the worms will come out. Or bruise the leaves of the plum tree, and squeeze out the juice, and heat it, and pour it
into the ears. Or warm the juice of the root of the caper tree, and pour it into the ears. Or squeeze out the juice of pungent onions, and mix it with stale (or, foetid) urine, and pour into the ears.

**For ears which are hard of hearing.** Mix goat’s gall with goat’s urine, and heat the mixture, and pour it into the ears. Or mix extract of rue with goat’s gall, and pour into the ears. Or mix castoreum with oil of fennel, and pour into the ears. Or soak laurel berries or laurel leaves in water, and pour the water into the ears.

**Another, which is to be used for noises which are heard in the ears through sickness.** For these warm vinegar is beneficial. Or juice of absinthium | and oil of roses. Or black hellebore [mixed] with oil of roses or with vinegar.

**Another, for wax in the ears.** Rub down burnt natron and sprinkle in the ears, and afterwards drop in vinegar. And lay wool on them, and leave them [covered] the whole night, and on the morrow wash them with warm water and oil. Or crush pepperwort and natron (one drachm each) and work up with figs, and make a plaster of this, and lay it over the entrance to the ear and leave it there for a whole night. On the morning following take the plaster off, cleanse the ear, and it will cause much wax to come out and will open the hearing.

**Another, which is to be used in cases where something has fallen into the ears.** If water, or a splinter of stone, or the seed of some plant hath fallen into the ears, wrap a piece of wool | round the top of a kohl needle, and dip it into the gum of terebinth, or the gum of the fig-tree, or the gum [of any kind], or pitch, or any kind of sticky substance, and insert the needle carefully into the tube of the ear, so that that which hath fallen into the ear may stick to it, and then take it out. Or, if it be possible, take hold of it with a small pair of tweezers, and bring it out. And if it cometh not out, blow into the ear some greasy substance, and close the mouth and nostrils of the patient, and let him incline his ear over that side which is affected, having laid the palm of his hand over the ear, and then leap up. And they must do this also when
water falleth into the ears. Now for all the diseases of the ears which are written down in this Chapter, the above are the means that are to be employed in healing them, and the medicines that are to be used. This must suffice concerning the ears in this Seventh Chapter.

**HERE ENDETH THE SEVENTH CHAPTER.**
CHAPTER VIII.

Of the faculty of feeling and of all the injuries which occur to the nerves.

After the discourse on those four senses and on the members by which they are effected, and on the injuries which occur to each one of them, and on the means to be used in healing them, the order of this treatise demandeth of us to speak about the fifth property which is common to all the members, that is to say, that by which the sense of touch is effected by means of the nerves and muscles which concern them and which are in all the body. Therefore we have decided to treat of the nerves in the present Chapter. Now the nerves do not appear to be of one kind only, as a large number of men think, but each of them is entirely different in its form. And first of all it is meet that we should distinguish between each, and should describe what is the name and form (or, kind) of each one of them, so that a man may be able to know them, and to discern the aids which are suitable to each. There are five kinds of body (or, composition) belonging to the nerves which are stretched in minute filaments through the whole body. The five kinds of nerves possess five appellations which distinguish each from the other, and these are they: Waridé, the ARTERIAL VEINS, gēyādhē, the NERVES, sheryâné, the ARTERIES, asârē, the LIGAMENTS, and yathré, the TENDONS. Now these five kinds are distinct each from the other, not only in respect of their natural composition, and their formation, and their setting, but also in respect of their beginnings and the places whence they derive their source. Now we are in the habit of calling ARTERIAL VEINS those
which have the beginning of their exit in the liver, and their natural formation is like that of a pipe, and they are filled with the blood which goeth up from the liver to the whole body. And we call ARTERIES those which have their source in the heart, and they are divided and radiate from thence through the whole body. They also are of tubular formation, and they are filled with thin, refined blood, and they are moved at all times with a motion of dilatation and contraction by the heart. And we call NERVES those which have many exits from the spinal cord, and they also split up and radiate in all directions throughout the body. In them is [located] the whole power of sensation. Now these (\textit{i.e.}, the LIGAMENTS) are simple, after the manner of the nerves, but they are different from them, because their nature is harder than that of the nerves, and because | also there is no sense of feeling in them, Fol. 53\textperthousand. and because their places of exit are not from the brain (\textit{mûkhà}), nor from the brain of the head, nor from the spinal cord, but they are in the joints, and they go forth from the bones, and they bind together the joints, and they also support that other bone which is below them. Therefore are they called LIGAMENTS, because they tie together the joints. Now the TENDONS also partake of the nature of the ligaments and the nerves, and they are in the majority of cases closely attached to the muscles, and they extend in all directions and are like very fine filaments. Therefore, since they have in their composition a portion of the nature of the nerves, there is in them the sense of feeling; | but inasmuch as, on the other hand, they partake of the nature of the ligaments, the sense of feeling in them is slight.

Now there are in the body other kinds of members besides these five which have been described, even as hath been said in the beginning of [this] treatise, and there are also other differences in these other members which have been [already] described; and concerning these also it is right to say a little of the very much which might be said. The arterial veins and the arteries, and all the other members of the body, possess natural powers whereby they are nourished, but the nerves, besides these natural powers which they possess, have also
rational powers (or, soul-powers) which give feeling (or, perception) and motion to the whole body. And they are the servants of the wish of the soul, for which reason they are also called "voluntary powers," even as I have said. Now the natural powers, I say, are the power of attraction, the power of grasping tightly, the power of digesting (or, rubbing down food), and the power of expulsion. These effect the service of the body in all the members of the body, great as well as small. When food entereth the body, if they are in a healthy condition, they perform their operations with avidity, whether it be in the belly, or in the liver, or in any one of the members. When food cometh to the member, it draweth it in, and graspeth it tightly, and is fed thereby, and it propelleth and casteth forth from it the superfluity which remaineth behind of the food that is unsuitable for it. This taketh place when the natural powers are in a healthy condition, | whether we wish it or whether we do not.

But since the use of the word demandeth it, we must also say, in connection with these natural powers which we have mentioned, under what condition each one of them performeth its functions. From the fact that the power of attraction is wont continually to draw to itself heat it is well known that it operateth in coldness. And the power of grasping tightly operateth in dryness, and the power of digestion in warmth and moistness, and the power of expulsion in coldness and moistness. Now these powers are the ministers of the | natural powers: for the nerves, besides the natural powers which they possess, possess also the power of performing the wish of the soul, which they effect by means of the various motions of the body. And because of this the injuries that happen to them sometimes bring to nought the voluntary functions and sometimes the natural functions also. Now concerning the functions which appertain to the sensations that take place in certain senses in the body we have spoken sufficiently. Moreover, it is time to speak about the faculty of feeling, which is in all the members of the body that have the sense of perception which we call "feeling". And this also is in proportion to the other [sensations], and, like them, is capable of perceiving
(or, feeling) the injuries which happen to it. Now it suffereth injury when there is numbness in the whole body, especially in the hands and feet, and it produceth difficulty of motion and difficulty of touch. And it appeareth clearly that this numbnessariseth through cold and through the compression of the nerve bodies, and besides these causes of numbness there is the numbness that ariseth when the marine creature which is called "nārka" (i.e., vāρκη, the torpedo fish) toucheth a man. And also when there is no external cause for it numbness ariseth from the body through a wasteful and useless course of life, and from overeating and overdrinking and from the overthickness of the chyme that most certainly proceedeth from the restriction of the purgings which are wont to take place. Now that is the restricting and immediate | cause, by whatsoever name one may wish to call it. For this kind of numbness is the disease which ariseth in the nerve bodies, and it impedeth the working of the power which cometh to the member from the head. And the working of this power is impeded if it happen that there be a fissure in the nerve, even as we see clearly is the case in those nerves which come to the eyes because of stoppages or because of constrictions. If there be a fissure in the nerves for the breath | of the soul, which is as it were a kind of open road from the brain to the members to which the nerves lead, it is well known to every man that when this road is blocked up, this breath is also prevented from coming down; and because the nerve becometh constricted externally the orifice thereof is also narrowed. This also is evident. If there are no fissures in the nerves, even as the rays of the sun pass through water or air, in exactly the same manner doth the power which cometh from the head pass through the nerve bodies and descend [into the members], for it doth not escape through any fissure. And this descent [of the power] is also impeded if the nerves be changed [in composition] and become unnaturally thick, which also, according to my own opinion, needeth not many proofs, if a man remembereth the things which take place in water and in the air. Now darkness (or, fog), and smoke, and cloud subsist in the air, and prevent and impede the light of the sun from
passing through it and descending through them in a pure state. In like manner therefore if the nerves be impeded [in their operations] they become unnaturally hard, and impede (or, injure) the descent of the power. Now the nerves are injured either through being nourished upon the thick and viscous chyme, or through being subjected forcibly to the influence of cold, or through the pressure of something which is hard, and which constricteth them externally, or through being pressed by the hands, or through being compressed by some hard swelling, or through a rupture of the joints, or through the pressure of a broken bone; for all these produce at first numbness in the nerves, and finally, in some cases, cause them to be without motion and without the power of feeling. Now this disease of the nerves is called "dissolution", which is a kind of numbness, suddenly only doth a man suffer from it, and if it taketh place in all the nerves, it suddenly causeth the whole body to be motionless and senseless, and it bringeth on death immediately through the body's being deprived of the power of breathing. If now the top of the spinal column be injured, those members which are in the head, and those only, perceive it, and they move as long as they are alive. If the injury be in the brain, straightway all the members become without motion and without the power to feel. Now these two [classes of sufferers] are able to live, in so far as they are able to live at all, 

vis., those who are seized with choking (or, suffocation) only, and those in whom the marrow of the spinal column is diseased in the upper part of the back and the two shoulders, in that place wherefrom go forth those nerves which come to the breast, one of the vertebrae having escaped [injury], or there being there some other kind of disease; in these also, I say, all those members which are below that vertebra become incapable of feeling and motionless.

Now in minor diseases all the lower members become numb, but because breath is preserved in them these do not die. Feeling in the hands perisheth entirely, together with motion, in those in whom the fifth vertebra of the spinal column is affected. But in those in whom the sixth vertebra is affected the motion of their hands doth not entirely perish, because the
front portions of the arm are preserved uninjured; and the power of feeling is not wholly destroyed when the seventh vertebra of the spinal column is diseased. If the disease be in the eighth vertebra then the sense of feeling is only slightly injured; and if the ninth vertebra is diseased, the sense of feeling in the hands is not injured in any way. Now the faculty of speech is destroyed in all those in whom that part of the spinal column which is in the neck is injured; but when all the vertebrae of the spinal column are uninjured the faculty of speech is not always injured. Speaking generally, I should say that every perception in the body is injured when those nerves from which it ariseth are diseased. And as concerning all the members which are moved by voluntary motion through the nerves, to which also sensation (or, feeling) cometh from it to them, it is necessary that injuries in them should be of two kinds, when the nerve is diseased; one is the injury to the sense of feeling and the other is the injury to the faculty of motion. Sometimes members are seen to move, though they have no feeling in them; and others possess the power to feel without being moved. To the tongue and to the eyes no question of this kind appertaineth, because these members possess two kinds of nerves. Concerning those members which have in them hard nerves, to these it is very right to apply this question. If the skin be stripped off, and the muscle which is beneath it be laid bare, it will be seen that the nerve doth not move; but if a man toucheth it, it becometh sensitive. In this case it is right for us to think that some great injury hath come upon it, so that it may receive some portion, but only as much as it is able to feel, of the power of the soul. To set in motion the muscle is not sufficient, because sensation, though affected, still existeth in the muscle, though it effecteth nothing; therefore this feeling is able to exist, though its power is little. Now the motion of the muscle existeth when it is active and ceaseth in disease. The whole body or the whole member is entirely changed by this, and therefore hath need of the power of the soul, which is very great. The opposite thou wilt never be able to find, that is to say, that the muscle can be moved (or, set in motion), the skin thereof
being removed, and the muscle laid bare, and it will never have the power of feeling. But if the skin which is over it lose the power of feeling it is not a matter for wonder that the muscle itself can be set in motion. Similarly also it is not a matter for wonder if there be two muscles, one with motion and the other without motion, or one which is sensitive and the other which is not. For as in respect of these it is possible that the nerve of the one may be injured, whilst the other is without injury, so it is possible that that nerve which moveth in the skin may be injured on an occasion, whilst that which cometh to the muscle may be uninjured. In like manner, on the other hand (or, contrariwise), this may happen, that is to say, that the nerve which belongeth to the skin may be uninjured, whilst that which belongeth to the muscle may be injured.

Of the spasm which maketh the whole body rigid.

Now when the whole body is seen to be rigid, straightway it is known to every man that that portion of the body, which is to it what the root is to the tree which beareth its branches, is diseased. For the common exit of all the nerves resembleth a certain part of the root of a tree, and it is not like the branch which hath a little foliage. Now it doth resemble the branch in respect of one of the members, that is to say, either the hand or the foot, when it happeneth that it becometh rigid, or that one of them becometh numb. Now a single member, when it becometh rigid or numb by itself, indicateth that the source of those nerves which come to it is affected (or, diseased), just as any branch of a tree [which withereth] indicateth that the root thereof is diseased. When, then, the whole body is seized with a disease of this kind, it sheweth that the common source of all the nerves which are below the face is diseased in the same way as doth that part of the tree which is above the ground. Now the source of this is the foremost portions of the marrow of the spinal column, and therefore all the skilled physicians apply [their] remedies to this, even though there be no depth in the diseases such as
those which have been mentioned. For if the face [alone] of
the whole body is seen to be rigid, they at once apply remedies
to the marrow of the spinal column, and not only to the place
where the marrow of the spinal cord emergeth. Now we often
see that the lips are seized with spasm, and also the eyes, and
the skin of the cheeks, and the root of the tongue. Moreover,
since we have learned from the dissectors of the body that all
these members are moved by muscles which receive nerves
from the brain, we understand from their rigidity that the
marrow of the spinal column is diseased; just as, when we see
that these are unaffected whilst all the other members are
rigid, we know straightway that the top of the marrow of the
spinal column is diseased.

Now Hippokrates said that the spasm which produceth
rigidity is due to [over] fullness and [over] emptiness. This
remark of his is true, though only wise men understand it; but
I myself am persuaded that the spasm which causeth rigidity
of the body is due to these causes. And if every voluntary
motion is seen to take place when the muscles in the members
whereto they are attached are lifted up, and it is impossible
for this lifting up to take place without the contraction of the
muscle towards its source, it is obvious, even from this very
fact, that rigidity of the body taketh place involuntarily, and
that the motion of members which are in a spasm is changed
from what it is naturally. As therefore in the time of con-
valescence there is that effort of the will which is in the begin-
ning of the nerves, now in the brain it giveth motion first of
all to the nerves and so through them to the muscles, so also
is it without this cause, if we find that it is possible for the
nerves to be stretched from any other cause, and we are able to understand what are the things which beget spasms of rigidity in the body. Now for him who hath seen the nerve substances, that is to say the strings of the harp, and how they are frequently snapped asunder by the immeasurable condition of the air wherein they become exceedingly weak, this will not be difficult to understand. And this very thing happeneth in the body also. Now the conditions of the air in which the strings of a harp are stretched tight and are
snapped asunder are well known, for these things take place either when the air is exceedingly dry or when it is exceedingly moist. For moisture, because it wetteth them, maketh them swell to an unnatural degree, and they therefore snap, and dryness hath a similar effect, as also the sun drieth up skins and maketh them contract, and the sun being elevated above natural objects stretcheth them tightly. And when leather straps are dried by the fire they also are seen to become stretched and to snap asunder.

Now from all these things which we have said it cannot henceforth be difficult to understand the facts which concern the members that become rigid during spasms; for this disease ariseth in them either through dryness, which is an emptiness or an insufficiency of moisture, or through an excess of moisture, which is an insufficiency of dryness. And this [form of] the disease is called by Hippokrates [over] fullness. When therefore rigidity of the body ariseth from toil, and vigil, and poverty, and anxiety, and a dry and burning fever, such as existeth in the insane, it is proper to assign as its cause dryness and emptiness. In the case of the man who is always drunk, and who overeateth greatly, and who leadeth an evil and debauched life, it is proper to think that disease which ariseth from the opposites of [toil and want] causeth the spasms of rigidity. Now [over] fullness is the opposite of [over] emptiness. Very often also the strings of a harp which are frequently overstretched snap asunder. And it is for this reason that players on the harp, when they have finished using [their] harps | and are going to lay them aside, unstring | the strings that are on them. Well, therefore, did Hippokrates say that the spasms of rigidity in the body arise through [over] fullness and [over] emptiness, for such spasms are [the results of] excessive stretchings of the nerves.

On Convulsion of the whole body (paralysis).

Now the disease of convulsion of the whole body is not made known to the sense like these [above-mentioned], but it needeth a word which will indicate when the whole body is
injured (or, affected), and when the operative sense of the nerves is affected. This we can only learn from those who dissect the body. When therefore all the nerves lose their faculty of sense and motion this disease is called "Shütâkā" (apoplexy); but if this happeneth in one side of the body, either the right or the left, then it is called "Mērashšalūthā" (paralysis). And it is well known that it belongeth to that side in which it taketh place, and is described as paralysis of the right or left side, just as when paralysis taketh place in one member only, it belongeth to that member only, for sometimes the whole foot only is paralysed, and at other times the whole hand only is paralysed. And the sole of the foot also can by itself be paralysed, and the whole region below the knees, and a portion of the hand only can also be paralysed. And we learn through the dissectors that all the members which produce voluntary motions in man, that is to say, the nerves which cause motion, have their place of exit from the neck and below the marrow of the spinal column. And ye may learn also and see by dissections of the nerves which work the breast, that they go forth from the marrow which is in the neck. And besides these things ye may see from the malignant ulcers which arise therein, and which are cut out from every part of it, that there is the sense of feeling in all the parts of the body which are below it, and that they (i.e., the ulcers) do not produce it. And ye may see also that the spinal column receiveth the power of feeling and voluntary motions from the brain. And ye may also see in dissections of the oblique sections of the spinal column, which extend to one half of its length, that not all the members which are below are paralysed, but only those which are placed below the side in which they exist, whether they be on the right side or on the left. Therefore it is well known that when the disease is in the place of exit from the spinal column, the power which cometh to it from the marrow is held back, and all the members which are below, with the exception of the face, are without motion and without feeling. When one half of the place of exit is affected paralysis of all the members which are below doth not follow, but only of those which are
on the right side or the left. Now if thou wilt observe para-
lysis of this kind thou wilt see that there are times when some
of the members of the face also are affected, and that that
side of the face which is paralysed is twisted towards the
other side of the face. Because thou hast learned from dis-
sections that the nerves are sent forth from the spinal narrow
into the whole face, thou must know that in the case where
certain of these, together with the whole body, are paralysed,
the disease is in the spinal narrow. Now this happeneth to
others who have only the face affected, as also to those who
have only one member of it affected, that is to say the tongue,
or the eye, or the palate, or the lip, because they have not
their source in one place but in divers parts of the brain where
the nerves have [their origin], for this is clearly apparent in
[making] dissections. Now apoplexy, because all the operations
of the soul are injured, sheweth us plainly that it is the brain
itself which is affected. And the indication (or, symptom) of
the seriousness (or, greatness) of the disease is the extent of
the injury which the respiration hath received, for in those in
whom respiration remaineth the injury to the brain is little.

Now the worst form of respiration | possible is that which
barely existeth and is only carried on with the greatest diffi-
culty, for then those who are stricken down with apoplexy die
because of the destruction of their power of breathing. The
fact that the members of the body do not move sheweth a
man \text{\textbar} that he is useless as regardeth the works of the world,
but this state doth not produce sudden death. We have
actually seen a man, all of whose other members were para-
lysed, cause all the members of his face to work in a natural
manner. It must be well understood that his power to breathe
still existed, and it would not have been possible for him to
live long had this power been destroyed. Therefore we thought
that this exit of the nerves, which cometh forth from the
spinal column, a little way down, and which cometh to the
fatty part of the breast, was seized with the disease. Now it
is well known that he involuntarily voided urine and excrement.

And we have also seen other men all of whose lower mem-
bers, except the hands, were paralysed through some fall. And
paralysis, when it existeth in the whole body, the face being preserved free from injury, sheweth that the disease is located in the top of the spinal column; similarly also if the spasm of rigidity be in the whole body, this fact maketh known that the same spot in the spinal column is diseased, as well as the fact that no disease remaineth in the face. If the face also be affected, it sheweth that the disease is in the brain; but if the rigidity be in one member then it followeth of necessity that either the nerve which moveth that member, or the muscles thereof, must be affected. If therefore a man knoweth from the making of dissections the sources of the nerves which come to each one of the members, this man, I say, can cure successfully the want of feeling and the want of motion of each one of the members, even as I myself did in the case of a man who fell from a horse, and hurt the upper part of his back, and feeling was paralysed in two [of his] fingers and the half of a third. I ordered them to put plasters on the place which was injured, and the man was cured in a few days. And with the following fact physicians are not at all acquainted: that the roots of the nerves which are divided (\textit{i.e.,} radiate) in the skin of the hand, wherefrom cometh the power to feel, are of one kind, and that those which move the muscles are of another.

\textbf{Of the diseases of the face.}

Now as concerning each of the other parts of the face, there are times when not only their power of motion but also their power of feeling is entirely destroyed, and there are times when these powers are injured only. And sometimes the parts of which the operations are injured have in them some pain, and sometimes the nerves which come to them from the brain are injured, or even the brain itself may be affected; but all these are clearly defined each from the other by means of the sensations which cleave to them. Now when it happeneth that one member only is injured in its feeling or motion, or in both, it is that member itself which possesseth in it the cause of the disease, and the parts thereof suffer pain (or, are diseased) either organically or through change of condition. When,
however, many members are affected at the same time we must enquire whether they possess feeling or motion from one nerve source, or whether from many nerve sources, when they are in a natural state. Now ye learn that it is the third exit [of the nerves] which giveth sensation and motion to the muscles that are in the cheeks, and to those that are in the palate, and to the lips, and to the ends of the nostrils (or, tip of the nose); now to the tongue it only giveth sensation in the same proportion as to the other parts of the mouth. Ye have seen already that it is the second place of exit of the nerves which setteth in motion the muscles of the eyes, and behold, it also giveth to them the visual sensation.

Page 122 | If then all those members which receive nerves from that third exit appear sometimes to be injured on one side, [the physician is] bound to think that the disease is in the nerves, but the place in the brain wherefrom go forth the nerves is affected by the disease first of all. When, then, the brain is diseased | on both sides, on the right and on the left, in that spot in which the third place of exit of the nerves is situated, it is well known that the other places that are near it become diseased sympathetically. Therefore the nerves of the first exit and those of the second are injured, and with the injury to them is associated injury to the members that are in the eyes. If, then, a muscle or a nerve be diseased in any way whatsoever, either of itself or sympathetically, then the member is deflected to the muscle which is opposite; for if the muscle which moveth the right [side of the] lip becometh paralysed, the portion of the lip which is there is not deflected on the left side. Now when the left side [of the lip] becometh paralysed it is deflected to that of the right side. And it is exactly the same also with the whole jaw, and the ends of the nostrils, but the cheeks, which, as we have learned, are set in motion by a minute muscle, are not deflected to the side which is opposite to that which is paralysed. Now this minute muscle hath not nerves issuing from the third exit, but from the vertebrae which are in the neck come the nerves which are in its every part, except to one small portion of it which doth receive nerves from that exit which is well known, where that small
OF DISEASE IN THE SPINAL MARROW.

[muscle] hath its place, which is very high therein. Now it is
time for us to treat of the spinal column.

Of disease of the marrow which is in the spinal column.

Now the disease of the marrow of the spinal column teacheth us little, although the actual knowledge of the same is not by any means | a small matter. For if a man doth not re-
member each of the exits wherefrom the nerves issue, and
to which of the members of the body the nerve cometh, he cannot know in which vertebra the marrow is diseased; but to the man who remembereth these things, the know-
ledge of | the place which is diseased is easy. Moreover, Fol. 60 a.
in respect of the symptoms [shewn] by all the other members, the remembering of the nerves that go forth from the spinal column is necessary. And behold, we can shew straightway when the first vertebrae are diseased that there ariseth corre-
spondingly the disease which is called “suffocation” (angina); this happeneth more frequently to children than to grown men. Now it is well known that the upper portions of the spinal column are far more important than the lower; but a disease of this kind happeneth much more frequently below the first two vertebrae and the injury which ariseth from it is very much less severe than [if it were caused by the first two vertebrae]. We have learned from those who have dissected the nerves that the membranes of the breast have their exit from behind the fourth and fifth vertebrae, and we have also learned that the breathing which is unforced taketh place through this membrane; and also the membrane which cometh from the muscle between the ribs helpeth when we have need to take a great (i.e., deep) breath, just as that upper muscle which is by the neck also helpeth when we have very great need of breath. Now we do not help ourselves by means of those muscles when we need deep and violent respiration only, but also for other causes. According, then, to the knowledge of the place which is diseased it is sufficient for us to take only that which is necessary from the word[s] of Hippokrates, not only [concerning] the changes which are inside the vertebrae,
but also their curvatures externally which cling to their extensions and which take place towards the inner region; for the nerve bodies which are there are attracted (or, drawn aside) by the unnatural sores (or, ulcers) which arise there. Now when one of the vertebrae only is drawn inwards, its position sinketh down correspondingly in the spinal column, and when two or three vertebrae which are placed one following the other are drawn inwards, their position also sinketh down. When those which are drawn in are situated in the midst of the vertebrae, and there remaineth one of the many in which there is no disease, they bend outwards. Now when the drawing is to one side, the right or the left, the spinal column is twisted towards that side. These two [facts] doth Hippokrates mention in that Discourse which we have quoted a little way back; for in that he said that the sore (or, ulcer) was a direct [cause] (?) he maketh known the drawing inwards [of the vertebrae], and inasmuch as he said that some of them incline to one side, he indicated clearly the twisting of the spinal column. And most accurately and excellently did he write down for us the things which we read in his words, saying:—"In the drawing aside which is within division doth not take place in a man." And as concerning the twisting of the spinal column he saith that "it taketh place towards the hand", that is to say, not downwards to the ribs, but towards the lumbar regions or towards the feet.

Now it is meet that we should first of all know that other things happen when the marrow of the spinal column is diseased. A certain kind of disease occurreth in it through a change of its constitution only, or through the chyme which is transmuted in it when there are present running sores, and ulcers, and boils. And there are also other kinds of diseases which happen to the marrow of the spinal cord when it is compressed in any way, either by one vertebra or by several vertebrae which are twisted. When the spinal cord becometh affected by any disease whatsoever, on the right side or the left, with the exception of the twisting of the vertebrae, then, I say, when the disease is in one side of it, all the members of the body that are placed directly below the side which is
diseased are injured in respect of their motion and power of sensation. And similarly, when the whole of the marrow of the spinal column becometh diseased, every one of the members, on the right side and on the left, which are below the region which is diseased, becometh paralysed. Now when a vertebra is deflected outwards or inwards, it is possible that the lower members may be injured in no wise in respect of their motion and powers of sensation; but it is possible sometimes that they may be injured according to the limit which is assigned to the disease. When then the marrow doth not become curved little by little in one of its parts, but suddenly, as, for instance, through some smashing blow, then all the lower members become injured of necessity; but if it becometh curved little by little, in a circular fashion, then no injury whatsoever taketh place in those members which are below the vertebra that hath become changed in position.

Now the twisting of the spinal column to one side doth necessarily injure those members which come to the vertebrae that have been twisted; this happeneth more particularly in the case of the vertebrae of the neck, and to a less degree in the case of the lumbar regions. As concerning the vertebrae which are joined closely together in the neck, each one of them equally formeth the orifice (or, hole) from out of which goeth the nerve; but in the case of those vertebrae which are opposite the breast, in the upper vertebra the portion of the orifice is especially spacious, and in the lower it is so to a much less degree. In the case of the vertebrae which are near the lumbar regions, the whole of the nerve goeth forth from the first vertebra. Therefore in this case (or, here) the twisting of the vertebrae to one side carrieth the marrow of the spinal column and the nerves with it, and without pressure preserveth its natural exit. When twistings arise in the neck, because the nerves go forth from the region that is between the two vertebrae, they are compressed in those portions near which cometh the twisting of the spinal column. Now the other parts which are opposite to them are distended by these things, but the distensions, when a large pustule accompanied them, are also accompanied by rigidity. In the case where
there is pressure on the nerves, paralysis followeth in those members into which the nerve on which there is pressure entereth. Rightly, then, doth Hippokrates say that the suffocations that we have described in the extract from his Discourse, which hath been copied above, follow division as far as (or, towards) the hand, inasmuch as the hands receive [the powers of motion and sensation] from the heel (or, end) of the neck, but the nerves come to the muscles which are between the ribs from the vertebrae that are placed in it, with the exception of some small [power] that cometh to them from the upper [vertebrae]. And all the other members that are in the face remain entirely without injury, their powers of sensation and movement being unimpeded by the twistings of those vertebrae which are here mentioned. Now the temples only, as well as the cheeks, are injured, since they receive motion from the flat (or, wide) muscle, and from those other muscles which possess nerves that are distributed in them, and that begin in the marrow which is in the neck, and that also are injured through diseases of the spinal column, or of the nerves which come forth from it. How these muscles are [placed] and what they are, ye may learn from the nerves of the fissures which come from the spinal column, just as ye have also learned the things that take place—which it is right ye should know—in connection with the vertebrae that are in the spinal column, and about its curvatures outwardly, and its drawings in inwardly, and its twistings to one side or the other.

In addition to these it is right for you to know also that the vertebrae depart from their positions sometimes, either through some fall, or through some blow, or through some unnatural swollen sore which contracteth or looseneth the ligatures that hold fast the vertebrae | and the nerves of the spinal column. Now these are of two kinds generically; some of them are in the members, inwardly, and some of them arise in an unnatural manner, that is to say, the swollen sores, which Hippokrates groupeth under a single name, and he calleth them “unopened abscesses”. Now it is well known that, in the section which he wrote in the Second Discourse of the “Comings of Sicknesses”, [he saith that when] the muscles which are situated
in the neck are diseased there is, perhaps, some abscess in them at a certain place, and that therefore the physicians are in the habit of lancing any soft abscess when it is ripe. And why did he give to them the name of "the strangles" unless there was some connection between them, besides [saying that] the places which are in the breast and lungs are diseased in some particular? In this matter only is the feverish trembling of men with the strangles different from pleurisy of the ribs and from disease of the lungs, that is, they feel a contraction in their throats. Now all these diseases cause some difficulty in respiration. There is no danger of dying to those who have the strangles, but they can only swallow anything with difficulty, and they suffer to an intense degree when their power to drink is cut off, and the drink cometh from their nose. And there are cases when the abscess moveth about, and when the parts which are near the palate and the tongue are swollen, as also [Hippokrates] wrote. Now the destruction of the other functions taketh place when the tongue is diseased. Therefore it is laid upon us now to discover and to lay down the following proposition, which is based upon a large number of cases: when the places which are diseased are very numerous injury to one function taketh place: in addition to the proposition that when one of the organs of respiration is diseased, whether it be diseased itself, or whether it be affected sympathetically, it is impossible for the faculty of breathing to be injured, for the organs | of respiration are many, and with them also are very many other members which must become diseased with them. For this reason many definitions have been sought for by us, so that when a man maketh use of them he may be able to discover the places which are diseased first of all, and also those which are associated with them in pain. A man can learn this immediately from the manner of respiration alone, and it is possible to arrive at some kind of decision concerning the place which is diseased and the disease thereof. It may happen that a patient may be seen whose whole chest is moved in breathing to such an extent that the motion passeth up from both [his] sides as far as the clavicle of his shoulder, and passeth through the sides of his breast from behind, and the
motion may also be seen going up as far as his collar-bones. Respiration of this kind affordeth a demonstration of three diseases. The first is when there is excessive heat in the lungs and in the heart; the second, when there is a certain amount of constriction in one of the organs of respiration; and the third, when, in addition to these, the muscles which set in motion the chest are infirm and weak in power.

It is therefore right when a man seeth this kind of respiration to make an examination of it. First of all, he must touch the arteries (i.e., feel the pulse), for these shew us the excess of heat, which is written in the foreknowledge that is from them. Secondly, we must examine the breathing and see whether it be abundant, and sudden, and accompanied by great puffing. Thirdly, in addition to these, we must feel the breast outside. When we find that it is hot, then we possess all the symptoms of an excess of heat. And these symptoms are accompanied by transient flushes of heat in the face, and glittering of the eyes, and fiery heat in the head, and intense thirst, and dryness of the tongue and roughness, and the patient will confess

Page 129 (i.e., complain) that he is being burnt up with fire. Now, if the symptoms of inflammation are not very numerous, and the breast is moved outwards to a great degree, there is some constriction (or, pressure) on the organs of breathing, and therefore some part in the region of the throat is diseased, or a superfluity of moisture filleteth the lungs, or chest, or some abscess hath burst in one of them. Of this kind [of abscess] is that which is called _apestrimà_ (ἀποστημα). Now I have already enumerated all those diseases of the throat which take place in it either directly or sympathetically, and those which take place in the lungs and chest we shall define most carefully a little way further on. At present we have decided to speak concerning the diseases of the spinal column, and concerning diseases in general, and concerning that disease which is called "weakness" (i.e., debility); for sometimes a man suffereth also from weakness. Now weakness taketh place in him sometimes through the brain, since he receiveth from it two powers, namely, one which produceth the sense of feeling and one which produceth the faculty of motion, and sometimes
also through the spinal column, in which case he suffereth through change of its constituent parts, either in some part of it or the whole. Now this [fact] doth not even enter the mind of many physicians, although they often see men so greatly prostrated by sicknesses that they can only move with the greatest difficulty the fingers of their hands, though meanwhile they breathe with all parts of the chest, and have not the slightest heat of inflammation which would compel them to gasp. Now this happeneth to them through the following cause: that breathing which taketh place without force (i.e., effort, or straining) is effected by the membrane, which is called "parnós", by itself during those times when it is quiescent and healthy; but when this membrane is [not] in a healthy state it is unable by itself to supply the needs of respiration, and those muscles which are between the ribs must help it. | Page 130

And when a man is in the most urgent need of breath, those upper muscles also render assistance, for it is obviously they which set in motion the collar-bones. When therefore one seeth a man with all the parts of his breast in motion, though he is not hurriedly drawing his breath, then let him examine the amount of the motion of his breast, and of his nostrils; and if he findeth that his nostrils are distended, and that he is moving his breast in an outward direction, the patient is not like those who; through the excess of heat in inflammatory Fol. 63b.

fevers, have their power of respiration in an unhealthy (?) condition. Now these very often move the whole of their breasts in an outward direction, but again not like those patients who do so because of the constriction of one of the organs of respiration, such as is wont to happen in the strangles, and in the sudden discharge of rheum. In both these cases there ariseth shortness of breath, even as it is also [said] in that Book which is called simply "Of the lungs", for these are they who exhale their breath in great puffs and hastily. As therefore through the unhealthy (?) condition of the power [of breathing] all the parts of the breast are compelled to move in an outward direction, so also through some small sickness one class of the parts of the chest only moves.

And behold, that skilled physician Secundus, as one who
was able to devote himself closely to those who were sick, used to say that he could perceive (or, feel) distinctly the weakness in the power [of breathing] which was diffused [in the breast], and for this reason he was obliged to know of [the movements of] those muscles which were between the ribs, and sometimes also of those upper muscles when [the patient] drew a breath. And when he fastened some belts (or, bandages) round the parts of the patient's body which were in the direction of his epigastric region, the respiration of the membrane [of the breast] (or, diaphragm?) was by itself sufficient for him | during the time in which he rested therein. Now whether the weakness arose from that muscle which is in the diaphragm, or from those nerves which come to it, or from both, the matter is one which is too difficult for me to explain, but the weakness must have been due to the respiratory [organs]. And [Secundus giveth another instance] of a man who was once kicked so severely on his collar-bone by a horse that there was danger of death overtaking him, because there was an abscess on the membrane, which they [sometimes] call "parnôs", and sometimes "diaphragm", and sometimes the "girdle". Now although this man was delivered from the danger of death, the weakness of this membrane remained with him always. And in the case of another man who was cured | of a pulmonary complaint, and who was not robust, his arm, both the front and the back, as far as the elbow (άγκών), and also no small portion of the forearm (?) below his elbow, and the part which reached to the top of his fingers, remained without feeling. His fingers also were slightly injured, and they could not move. Therefore in the case of this man the nerves of the first and second muscles, and of those between the ribs were injured, for from these cometh the first part, which is of no small depth, and it is mixed with the part which is in front of it, and then it is also spread through many parts, which ye see in dissections; for from these they come to the top of the fingers, within the inside of the arm. Now this nerve is the second, and it is also very fine, and it is separate from the other nerves; and it cometh through an opening to the arm, under the skin, and
THE USE OF LIGATURES.
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it is divided in the skin on the front and back of the arm. Now this man was quickly cured when a suitable ligature was placed on the place whence the nerves issue over the first and second muscles, which are between the ribs, just as other men whose legs were slightly paralysed have been cured by means of the ligatures which were placed over the girdle of their backs, above that portion of the spinal column from which issue the nerves that descend to the legs. We do not apply any kind of ligature to the legs which are paralysed, because the disease is not located in them but in the marrow of the spinal cord.

Another man had a great quantity of pus at a place which was near one of his toes, and when the flesh in front of the bone which was there was cut away, the nerves of his foot were visible; and when the place was healed he found the movement of his foot to be stiff (or, heavy). From this fact I decided (or, argued) that some portion of the abscess remained there, and that it had become hard in one of these nerves. Wishing to lighten for him the pain in his diseased limb, I put ligatures on it, and I healed the man completely.

Now what we have stated in respect of the members which are in the face is also true in respect of all the other members. When any of the numerous operative faculties becometh injured, provided they be in one place, it is possible that all its muscles are diseased through some internal cause; now it is also possible that some internal nerve of all these muscles may itself be the thing which is diseased. For, behold, a certain man was once catching fish in a river, and he became so chilled in those parts of the body which were round about his anus and his bladder that he evacuated and made water involuntarily. This man was cured at once by means of hot bandages which were placed over the muscles that were diseased. And another man, through some unknown cause, fell prostrate on the ground in agony. [I placed] many bandages on him, and only with the greatest difficulty, and only after a very long time was he made whole, because these nerves that were in the bone above his anus were diseased. Therefore what I said immediately after I began my dis-
course I say again now, and then I will pass on to another matter.

Now when a man knoweth each of the fissures and each of the nerves which issue from the spinal column, and to which member they come, this man will be able to recognize accurately the places that are diseased. And ye have actually had experience in testing these statements during the practice of [your] profession, because ye have often seen the obvious benefit which cometh through such knowledge to those who are afflicted. For many physicians not only vexed the feet and hands vainly and uselessly with the hot bandages which they placed upon them night and day, imagining that the place which was diseased was in the spinal column, or in one of the nerves which issue from it, but they, only a very short time ago, stripped the skin off the head of a man by placing on it bandages which caused very great heat in it, thinking that by means of them they were bringing back the faculty of feeling which had been greatly injured. This man we ourselves healed, for we found out the place which was diseased by asking him questions concerning each one of the primary causes of the illness and other matters, among which were rain and a strong wind. And he said that when he was travelling along the road he was so much wetted about the region of his neck by the skin covering which was placed on his head that he could feel quite distinctly the bitter cold which attacked him. Now inasmuch as I was persuaded that four nerves went up to his head from the first vertebrae of the neck and that it was from these that the skin of his head acquired the faculty of sensation, I understood easily which part was diseased. And when I had laid bandages upon this part the nerves of the head and the diseased part of the neck were healed immediately, for the nerves themselves were in no wise diseased. Yet because the physicians had only very little knowledge of the nerves which were in each of the parts of his body, and it was easy for them to apply things which gave him relief in some small portion of the beginning of the nerve, for this reason [I say] they were vexing those members which were not diseased.
OF THE CURE OF PARALYSIS.

Now on many occasions I have made it clear to you that the roots of some of the nerves are in the marrow of the spinal column, and that some of them, like as it were branches which have their exit from the spinal column, are divided [in the members]; and these again, being split up and divided, come to the great and little parts of the skin. Therefore it is not right for us to wonder at the men who dissect the apertures of the body, and to blame them because they are not able to gain touch of them; for some of them give the faculty of sensation only to the members, and some of them give the power of movement only. Because of this in all the kinds of paralysis which take place in the members, when the nerves which give the power to feel are injured, the member is prevented from feeling, and if the nerves which set it in motion are injured, its power of movement is paralysed. And if both kinds of nerves be injured, the power of movement, as well as the power to feel, perisheth. Now sufficient hath been said concerning the nerves and concerning the matters which take place in them, and it is therefore time for us to speak about the means to be employed in healing their diseases.

Now the system laid down in this treatise demandeth that we should first of all diagnose the case and then apply means for healing it; for if a man is not able to make a diagnosis he will not be able to cure the disease properly.

Of the healing of rigidity of the body or of paralysis, which taketh place in the nerves of the whole body or in one of the members thereof.

Now if rigidity or paralysis taketh place in the whole body or in one of the members, we recognize that it is due to fullness. If it seemeth to us that there is blood to excess in the body, we must first of all let blood from the middle vein of the arm, or from the upper vein, and then we must empty the whole body by means of a purgative which shall clear up the chyme that hath caused the sickness. And we must administer strong clysters of the plant centuary (κενταύριον), and the plant paganum (πάγανον), and anoint with hot oil, and bathe and
foment the head and neck, and apply tinctures made of the finest scents, and plasters which are indeed strong, and medicines which will break through the obstructions of the head and nerves (now these are to be thrust up the nose), and which are written down in the Chapter on headaches, and those gargles which are also written down there, and which expel and bring down [moisture] from the mouth, and relieve the head and nerves, and washings (or, baths) which settle the chyme and strengthen the nerves. And this also must thou remember: rigidity of the body is the tension of the nerves, and it is necessary to make them loose and to soften them; and paralysis is a slackening and looseness of the nerves, and it is necessary to tighten them. If these things happen through fullness, they need emptying; and if they happen through emptiness and weakness, it is necessary to fill and to strengthen. If that rule be correct that that which is opposite healeth that which is its opposite, we must always and in every sickness accept it. In cases of fullness we must empty out, and in cases of emptiness we must fill, and what is tense we must slacken, and what is slack we must tighten, and what is warm we must cool, and what is cool we must warm, and what is dry we must make wet, and what is wet we must make dry, and we must cure also that which ariseth in the composition of the mingling elements by means of a composition of an opposite character. We must also be convinced of this fact, that it is easier by far to empty the body than to fill it. This also doth Hippocrates hint concerning the obstinacy of paralysis, when he speaketh about that which taketh place through excessive emptiness, saying, “It is better for rigidity of the “body to take place through fullness than through emptiness.” Which is the better? that the nerves should be feeble naturally, as is the case in old men, or that this effect should be produced by some preparatory course of treatment? The fullness [caused] by medicines which are administered in prolonged sickness we obtain through the cumulative effect of simple medicines. Sometimes we employ simple medicines, and sometimes compound medicines, according to the obstinacy (or, difficult characters) of the diseases. And fullness is also
obtained by means of delicate foods which do not produce harmful superfluity, and by abstention from copulation, and by sleep, and by the wakefulness which is immeasurable [i.e., insomnia].

Of the medicines which are to be used for nervous diseases. First of all as concerneth Potions. Now we employ in cases of rigidity and paralysis which arise through fullness those well known medicines which have been selected as the result of experience covering a long period of time, viz., hiera légiúrit, or the electuary of Theodoretus, or hiera pikrá, or other [similar] medicines, which because of their constituent parts have been prescribed in protracted sicknesses caused by the head. These are the principal medicines for nervous paralysis:

| Purgatives of euphorbium which are used for paralysis Fol. 66b. and for the active chymes which are secreted by the nerves and in hemiplegia.
| Agrikón (ἄγαρικόν, or fungus) | 3 drachms
| Pulp of colocynth | 3 ,,
| Euphorbium | 3 ,,;
| Sagapenum (σαγάπηνον) | 3 ,,;
| Bdellium | 3 ,,;
| Aloes | 2 ,,|

Rub down and work with cabbage juice into a paste. Administer in a draught one gramma (γράμμα), or half a drachm, or if a large quantity is necessary, administer one drachm.

Another kind of purgative (or, pill) which is used for rigidity, and paralysis, and pain in the back, and gout, it expelleth thick phlegm.

| Ammoniac | 4 drachms
| Bdellium | 4 ,,;
| Sagapenum | 4 ,,;
| Aloes | 4 ,,;
| Opopanax | 4 ,,;
| Castoreum | 4 ,,;
| Seed of rue | 4 ,,;
| Euphorbium | 3 ,,;
| Pulp of colocynth | 7 ,,|
Rub down and work into a paste with the juice of fox grapes, or of cabbage. Administer as a draught one drachm in hot water.

Another [medicine] which containeth pepperwort and which physicians use in palsy and hemiplegia, and in diseases of the excretory organs and the tendons, and for pain in the belly, and colon, and fundament, and it expelleth the active chymes from the body.

```
Green myrobalmum chebula  10 drachms
Aloes                    20 "
Ginger                   2 "
Peppercorns, round       1 drachm
Peppercorns, long        1 "
Mustard                  3 drachms
Indian salt              4 "
Pepperwort               4 "
Pulp of colocynth         4 "
Pěnid (?)                4 "
```

Make a paste mixed with cabbage juice, or the juice of fox grapes, and administer two drachms in a draught of hot wine.

Another [medicine] which is used for rigidity of the body.

```
Oil of mulberries boiled and
   mixed with hiera ἰκρα  2 drachms
Infusion of thorns        2 "
Rue                       2 "
Spica                     2 "
Seed of rue               2 "
Dried grapes              2 "
```

Make an infusion of these, and take one measure of it, and four drachms of mulberry oil, and one or two drachms of hiera ἰκρα. Let him drink the hiera ἰκρα one day, and on another day the mulberry oil in the infusion which hath been described, and let him do thus for seven days. At the ninth

Fol. 67a. hour | let him eat bread with broth made of olive oil and chickpeas and leeks and aniseed and parsley and rue; and if he be feeble let them put into the broth francolins and turtledoves. At eventide let him gargle his throat with mustard.
and honey, or with a decoction of camphor root and honey, or with extract of aloes and thyme and sour grapes, which have been steeped in old sweet wine from evening till morning, or with a decoction of pyrethrum and origanum majorana (i.e., marjoram) and mountain grapes and thyme | and long Page 138 peppercorns and mint, or with those excellent gargles which have been written down in [the Chapter on] headaches. And at first let him vomit after food, and later before food, either with the help of radishes and honey, or oxymel, which we are in the habit of using to cleanse the stomach.

It is also useful to them to drink mulberry oil prepared in the following manner.

Oil expressed from mulberries 40 estirè
Myrobalansum chebula 4 "
Belilkê 4"
Amlag 4"
Peppercorns (round and long) 4"
Ginger 4"
Rue 4"
Thorns 4"

Pound these [drugs] together and add to them four measures (dülkü) of water, pour the mixture into a vessel and place it on a soft (i.e., slow) fire, and boil until it is reduced to one half. Strain the liquid off the drugs, and pour into it oil of mulberries, and then boil the mixture until the water hath evaporated. Take [the residue] and administer in draughts with the infusions which have been mentioned above; and anoint with the oil the members which are relaxed or palsied, for it will be of benefit to them.

[Another medicine].

Mustard 5 estirè
Mint 5"
Nigella Sativa 10 drachmns
Sesame seed, husked 40 estirè

Mix these together, and grind them, and squeeze out the oil from them, and administer in a draught of infusion of fennel five drachmns, or seven drachmns, and anoint the whole body with this oil also. And if the members of the face also are
paralysed, and the cause thereof is the brain, we must put
into the nostrils of the patient | crane gall, or hawk gall, or
wolf gall, or turbot (?) gall, or any other kind of gall which is
available, [mixed] with the juice of beet, or the juice of mar-
joram, or the juice of conyza (κόνυζα, i.e., elecampane, or
fleabane), or with the juice of that root which is called "mouse's
ears", or with a little euphorbium mixed with the milk of a
woman. Of this last we must put into the nostrils of the
patient about one spoonful. Or dissolve sagapenum in sōsan
Page 139 oil, and pour it into them. Or dissolve a little myrrh | in honey
and the milk of a woman, and pour into the nostrils. In short,
all the medicines which have been prescribed for prolonged
pains in the head are also very useful for prolonged pains (or,
sicknesses) of the nerves.

Another medicine which is to be used for rigidity. Put
some sweet oil of olives, or narcissus oil, or fennel oil, or
chamomile oil, warm into a bull's bladder, or a bag made of
some soft substance, and place it on the neck of the sick man,
or on any other place which is diseased, and let him wear it
continually. And anoint the spot which is diseased from time
to time with oil of rue which hath been prepared in the follow-
ing manner:—Take fresh leaves of the rue plant one handful,
and pour on them olive oil sufficient to float over them, and
boil it over coals which are not flaming. When the mixture
hath boiled, strain off the oil and throw other leaves into it,
and boil the oil and strain it [as before]. Throw leaves into
it three times, and strain the oil. Then rub down castoreum
and throw into it, and anoint the parts of the body which are
diseased. Now others mix a little euphorbium in it with the
castoreum, and make it very hot. And place the patient in
an infusion of cotton seed and trigonella and "king's crown"
and "live for ever" and guimauve (marshmallow), and anoint
him with that oil before and after he batheth.

Another [medicine] which is useful for those who are
seized with spasms, or with pains in the excretory organs,
or with pains in the kidneys; this also is to be used when
bathing. Infuse a large quantity of fennel in water and sweet
Fol. 68a. oil. [Take] | a hyena, or a fox, or a little puppy, and soak in
this water until the flesh and skin are stripped off and only the bones remain. Pour off the water and let the patient sit in it twice a day. And apply to the patient outwardly plasters and bandages soaked in fats of all kinds which possess the power to build up and to warm, such as calf’s fat, or asses’ fat, or the fat of the wild ass, or | the fat of the stag, or the fat of the lion, or the fat of the wolf, or the fat of the hyena, or the fat of some bird. Spread the fat when mixed with medicines on bandages, and lay these on the diseased parts. And let there be unguments on the head also, of the kind which give warmth, provided there be no fever or inflammation or excessive thirst, such as oil of chamomile, or of fennel, or of narcissus, or of nard, or of pine, or of myrtle. If there be fever and inflammation and thirst let oil of mulberries or oil of violets be placed on the head. And let them make for him purges of oil of rue which hath been mentioned above, mixed with a little castoreum, and tinctures of fennel (or, dill) and centaureum. And let them place in his anus the following pills after he hath ejected the purge.

Black hellebore 2 drachms
Natron 1 drachm
Doves’ dung 1 ”

Rub down and make into a paste with boiled honey until it acquireth a thick consistence, and make into boluses the size of acorns, and insert in his anus. And after he hath ejected them inject asses’ milk and oil of sheep, or of cows, or of the fat-tailed sheep, or melt down one of the oils which have been enumerated, and inject as a purge.

Again, the ointments which are to be used for rigidity, and for paralysis of the nerves, and for pain in the excretory organs and in the kidneys, and in hemiplegia.

Rub down pyrethrum by itself with oil and anoint [the body]. Mix euphorbium with oil and anoint the body.

Or let them make for the patient the following unguent which is called “coriander” (or, “plantain”).

Estûmkê (?) ᵃ 1 ounce

¹ The text seems to be corrupt here; read estûrkhâ “styrax”?
Stacte 2 ounces
Wax 3 "
Oil of balsam 4 "
Oil of nard 5 "
Rub down smooth, mix together, and anoint [the body], or smear on a linen rag and moisten the places which are diseased.

And the unguents also of a warming kind which are to be put on the head if there be not fever, or inflammation, or much thirst, such as oil of chamomile, or oil of narcissus, or oil of nard, or oil of pine, or oil of laurel. And if there be fever and inflammation and thirst, oil of roses, or oil of violets, let them put on his head. And let them make for him purgings of oil of rue, which have been described above, with a little castoreum, and an infusion of fennel (or, dill) and centaureum. And let them place in his anus, after he hath ejected the purge the following pills: two drachms of black hellebore, and one drachm of natron, and one drachm of doves' dung. Rub these down and work them up with boiled honey until they obtain a stiff consistency; make the boluses as large as acorns and place them in his anus. And after he hath ejected these inject into him asses' milk and sheep's milk, or barley water and sheep's oil, or cows' oil, or oil of the fat-tailed sheep, or one of the unguents which have been described above. Rub it down and put it into him as an injection.

And the unguents which are good for rigidity and paralysis of the nerves, and for pain in the excretory organs and kidneys, and for hemiplegia.

Another unguent, [called] "Indian" and the "peppery", which is good for paralysis and palsy, and for attacks of wind which twist the nerves, and for pain in the back, and sciatica, and for pains in the loins, womb, and bladder.

Root of the lily (shar, or, shal) 10 drachms
Par 10 "

1 The following prescriptions have been repeated inadvertently by the scribe.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bal (caper berry)</td>
<td>10 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazelwort (or spikenard, or male nard)</td>
<td>10 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aromatic kostos (κόστος)</td>
<td>10 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elecampane (inula helenium)</td>
<td>10 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pepperwort</td>
<td>10 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The nut of vomiting</td>
<td>10 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zarūnbād (not zarūnbar)</td>
<td>10 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doronicum scorpioides</td>
<td>10 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppercorns, long</td>
<td>10 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iris florentina</td>
<td>10 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dārūdād</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Or cedar wood</td>
<td>10 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Or cypress wood</td>
<td>10 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goats’ milk</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>2 measures (dīlēkē)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sesame oil</td>
<td>1 lītrā</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound the drugs thoroughly well, and then pour on them the milk and water and boil the mixture until it is reduced to one half. Then pour in oil, and boil over the fire until the water and the milk have evaporated. Strain the oil and anoint therewith the nerves which are paralysed, and mix it with the plasters which are used. Pour some of it also into the injection for those pains which have been enumerated above. And inject it also into women whose wombs have contracted a chill, and who suffer from stoppages of old duration.

Another unguent, called “Persian”, which is beneficial in cases of paralysis of the nerves.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resina (ῥηγίνη, γαλάτινη)</td>
<td>45 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camphor oil</td>
<td>20 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wax</td>
<td>16 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opopanax</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galbanum</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound finely the resina, dissolve the opopanax in oil, rub down the wax with the camphor oil, then pour on the galbanum and mix all these together, and anoint the body therewith, or smear

---

1 Shar, Par, and Bal are Indian names of drugs.
it on a strip of linen and lay it on the parts which are diseased.

Another [unguent] which is to be used for paralysis and apoplexy.

Aromatic costos 40 drachms
Cassia 16 "
Leaves of the marmahôz (مِرماحژ) 12 "
Laurel berries 12 "
Castoreum 10 "
Styrax of honey 16 "
Sesame oil 4 litre

Pound these very finely, all except the styrax and the castoreum, and macerate the mixture in wine for a whole night and day, pour on it the oil, and boil it over a smokeless fire until the wine is evaporated, then, having put in the styrax and castoreum, lift it off the fire and strain the oil, and use.

Fol. 69b. Another. Steep [the root of bitter herbs in oil and rub the body with it. Or] dissolve styrax in iris oil and use as an unguent.

Another [unguent] made with pine berries, which is good for all the pains and shiverings which occur during fevers.

Pine berries, viscous, fresh and small 2 litre
White styrax 1 litre
Sweet olive oil 3 litre

Pound the pine berries and mix with the styrax, and work them up well together, then dissolve the mixture in oil, put it in a glass vessel, and hang it up in the sun for forty days. Then take it down and use the unguent.

An Indian unguent called "Leshid", which is good for paralysis and rigidity of the nerves and muscles, and for every pain which is due to cold. It may be drunk (?), or used as an unguent, or may be mixed with, the medicaments which are used in these sicknesses. And it softenneth hard abscesses.

Alinôn, that is to say, resin, 10 estirê
Long peppercorns 20 "
PRESCRIPTIONS FOR NERVOUS DISEASES.

Indian salt 5 estirè
Rock salt 5 "
Sweet Låsparicum (silphium) 15 "
Red grapes (raisins) 2 handfuls
Dry white sugar 1 estirà
Peeled garlic, uncrushed, 5 kapidè
Hot milk of cows and goats 12 lîrè
Water 2 measures (kôlà)

Put the dry drugs and the garlic and the milk and the water into a saucepan, and boil until only one fourth of the mixture remaineth. Then strain, and squeeze out the [solid] stuff, and throw it away. Into the juice which remaineth pour forty-two measures (lîrè) of pure cows' oil. Then throw in the drugs, having pounded them very finely, and boil the mixture until the oil showeth clear above the medicaments. Shake gently and boil again until all the water hath evaporated. Take the saucepan off the fire, and let it cool, and then skim off the oil from the liquid and the medicaments, and pour it into a glass phial, and squeeze the medicaments dry and lay them aside by themselves. Use the oil in all the sicknesses which have been mentioned above. It may be given as a draught mixed with an infusion of thorns, and it may be applied to the body externally as an ointment, and it may be poured into injections, as well as on the plasters which are employed to soften hard abscesses. This oil is to be drunk as follows:—During the first week one kaisà, in husked-barley water, or in a decoction of thorns. During the second week two kaisê each day; and let the patient drink from the time of morning. And in the evening let him anoint the whole of his body with the oil, and he must keep himself away from everything which is acid or salt, and from everything which is cold. His meal shall take place at the ninth hour, and it shall consist of broth made from white meat, or from young doves, or from a chicken; and let him drink old wine with a bouquet. Apply the coarser parts of this oil to all kinds of hard abscesses, for it will arrest scrofula and cancers, and it will open tumours of the womb, and it will soften dried nerves which are rigid and will make them supple (or, pliant) again. And it may be laid upon
diseased parts of the body by itself in the form of plasters, and it is a medicine of the first and most important kind.

Another [unguent] which is to be used for paralysis.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Peppercorns} & \\
\text{Pyrethrum} & \\
\text{Euphorbium} & \{ \text{in equal quantities} \} \\
\text{Castoreum} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

Pound and mix with oil and use as an ointment. Let the patient drink the pure tinctures of aniseed and of irises and of rock parsley, and the dregs which remain from these medicaments. And from time to time let him take one gramma of castoreum mixed with an infusion of rue and honey; or let him take aristolochia, and rub it down, and take as a dose one drachm mixed with hot water and honey. Let him drink antidotes (θηριακός) in wine mixed with water, and let him relieve himself by the application of some warming unguent, and anoint himself therewith, and let him inject an injection which shall be made as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Fennel seed} & \quad 1 \text{ handful} \\
\text{Thorns} & \quad 1 \text{ bundle} \\
\text{Rue} & \quad 1 \text{ bunch} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Boil these well in water, and then of this water take three measures (menkeyânu), and oil of the rue which hath been prescribed above, and one drachm of castoreum, mix them together and inject at the time of going to bed for three nights. Or let the physician make the following injection:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Oil of rue} & \quad 6 \text{ drachms} \\
\text{Goose fat which hath been well rubbed down} & \quad 4 \text{ "} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Mix them together with a decoction of fennel and inject. Or sprinkle on the patient’s hands and feet an infusion of pistacia lentiscus. Or inject cows’ oil mixed with an infusion of fennel and thorns, and sprinkle on his hands and feet an infusion of gentian, or of esnîd espid (root of white sandal), or of the twigs of the cypress, or of acacia, or of blackberry. Infuse these in water and pour it on his hands and feet, and let the physician pour it into a large vessel and let the patient sit in the water.
Of other medicaments (or, plasters) which are to be used for paralysis and rigidity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medicament</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wax</td>
<td>5 estirè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euphorbium</td>
<td>2 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round peppercorns</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moist zopà</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammoniac</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil of balsam</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castoreum</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juice of terebinth</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opopanax</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galbanum</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Styrax</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cow-oil</td>
<td>1 box</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rub down smoothly the wax with oil, pour on the mixture the other liquid substances, and rub down, and pound them into a dry mass; then throw on them the [dry] substances, and work them all up together, and apply, or spread a plaster of it on a strip of linen and fasten it on the neck, or on the places which are paralysed.

Another [unguent] which is good for pains.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medicament</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Opopanax</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alkali of the fuller</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cypress</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castoreum</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gum</td>
<td>2 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain rue</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankincense</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed of agis</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrethrum</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galbanum</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euphorbium</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wax</td>
<td>7 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar gum</td>
<td>7 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 = zôftâ (?) a Persian medicine.
Oil of the wild cucumber 3 drachms
Oil of gall nuts (oak-apples) 1 drachm
Oil of myrtle 3 drachms

Apply by smearing on all the members which are paralysed.

Another plaster which is to be used with fine flour, and which is good for those whose members are paralysed, and for those whose nerves are dried up.

Greek bread 2 pieces (?)
Ammoniac 3 ounces
Bdellium 3 ,, Resin of shells (shell gum?) 3 ,, Cotton seed 1 ounce
Trigonella 1 ,, Dates 1 ,, Figs 1 ,, Mallows 1 ,, Chamomile 1 ,, Wine, with a bouquet, sufficient for macerating all these drugs in it
Gum of cedar 1 ounce
Gum of terebinth 1 ,, Styrax 1 ,, Oil of nard, or oil of camphor 1 ,, Calf’s fat 1 ,, Wax 4 ounces

Prepare in the proper manner and apply by smearing over the members which are dried or paralysed.

Another, from Katganres, which is to be used for fatigue, and for tension of the nerves, and for spasms in the back; and for convulsions.

Oil of roses 3 ounces
Camphorated oil 3 ,, Oil of glaucium 3 ,, Anrínón oil 3 ,, Wax 3 ,, 
### PRESCRIPTIONS FOR NERVOUS DISEASES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gum of terebinth</td>
<td>3 ounces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine honey</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Boil the honey by itself. Rub down smooth the moist ingredients, and pour them into a mortar and pound them all together, and take and apply.

Another [unguent] which is good for every kind of pain, and for rigidity and for paralysis of the face, and for the whole body.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gum of terebinth</td>
<td>56 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wax</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammoniacal incense</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil of the fat-tailed sheep</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boiled honey</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old oil</td>
<td>2 $\text{kûllós}^1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dissolve the ammoniac in vinegar, and spread into a paste the liquid drugs, mix together and smear on the parts which are paralysed.

Another [unguent] which is used for fatigue and spasms from behind, and for pain in the loins, and in cases of palsy and tremblings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>4 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incense</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammoniac</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankincense</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natron</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The plant artemisia</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opopanax</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galbanum</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gum of terebinth</td>
<td>4 $\text{litrè}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wax</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil of malabathrum</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}$ kestà</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil of cypress</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vinegar as much as is necessary.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dissolve the ammoniac and myrrh and artemisia and natron in vinegar, and throw into the mixture the opopanax and the

---

1 The cotula — half a sextarius.
galbanum in powder, and mix together the liquid drugs, and work up, and take and use as an ointment

Another [unguent] .......... castoreum, which is used in cases of paralysis and .......

Moist hyssop 3 ounces
Gum of terebinth 3 "
Galbanum 3 "
Ammoniac 3 "
White peppercorns 3 "
Castoreum 3 "
Euphorbium 3 "
Alkali of the fuller 3 "
Aphronitrum 3 "
Opopanax 3 "
Brain of the fat-tailed sheep 4 "
Oil of glycyrrhiza 2 "
Old oil 3 litrè
Wax 1 litrè

Work up in a suitable manner, and use as an ointment on the parts which are diseased.

Another. If a man who hath the palsy useth this unguent he will find relief from his sickness.

Oil of myrtle 4 ounces
Oil of amilínōn 4 "
Oil of cypress 4 "
Old oil 1/2 a litrè
Gum of cypress 1 litrè
Wax 1 "
Galbanum (or, styrax) 3 litrè
Opopanax 2 "
Artemisia 2 "
Bryony 4 "
Aphronitrum 4 "
Pyrethrum 4 "
Kid's fat 6 "
Euphorbium 1 litrè

Vinegar as much as is necessary.

Work up thoroughly according to what is written above, and use.
Another [unguent], compounded with frogs, which is good for those who have their whole bodies twisted, and for pains in the excretory organs, and in the loins, and in hemiplegia and gout.

Sabinón oil \(12 \; \text{litrè} \)
Root of wild cucumbers \(12 \; ,\)
Wax \(1 \; \text{litrè} \)
Gum of cypress \(1 \; ,\)
Brain of the fat-tailed sheep \(1 \; ,\)
Galbanum \(1 \; ,\)
Frogs \(12 \; \text{litrè} \)

The oil we must divide into parts: in one part we boil the frogs, and in the other part the roots, and afterwards we clarify it, and rub smooth the other drugs which can be so treated, and we warm them, and then we smear the unguent on the parts which are diseased. Now others add to the root of the wild cucumber one and a half measures of sampsuchum marjorana (σάμψυχον), one \(\text{litrè} \) of crocus incense, one \(\text{litrè} \) of the oil of the laurel malabathrum, one ounce of balsam oil, and one small measure of tortoise blood. Mix all these together and work up thoroughly, and anoint the members therewith, or use it on a plaster.

Another [unguent] which is used for pains in the excretory organs and in the joints, and in cases of gout and palsy, and for those who have the tremors, and for all the pains which take place in the nerves.

Sampsuchum marjorana \(1 \; \text{litrè} \)
King’s crown \(1 \; ,\)
Trigonella \(1 \; ,\)
Frankincense \(1 \; ,\)
Capsules of rosemary (κάχρυς) \(1 \; ,\)
Cypress (Berúthâ) \(1 \; ,\)
Cypress (Kúprôn) \(1 \; ,\)
Artemisia abrotonum (ἀβροτονον) \(1/2 \; ,\)
Costus speciosa \(1/2 \; ,\)
Cardamoms \(1/2 \; ,\)
Cassia \(1/2 \; ,\)
Pistacia lentiscus \(1/2 \; ,\)
Incense reed $\frac{1}{2}$ litrâ
Chamaedaphne (?) $\frac{1}{2}$ „
Wine with a bouquet 44 kestê
Arïnôn incense 16 litrê
Oil of cypress 2 „
Oil of laurel 2 „
Glaucium 2 „
Wax 2 „
Cypress gum 1 litrâ
Galbanum 2 ounces
Opopanax 1 ounce
Ammoniac 4 ounces
Peppercorns 4 „
Frankincense 4 „
Red natron 4 „
Myrtle flowers 4 „
Inside of wild cucumbers 4 „
Centaureum 4 „
Tincture (or, juice) of mandragora 4 „
Myrrh 4 „
Stacte 4 „
Boiled honey 4 „
Frogs 6 in number (?)

Pound the dry drugs together, and rub down the liquid drugs with oil and wine; boil the frogs separately, and beat up together the ammoniac and the myrrh. Then mix all the above together and work them up thoroughly, and use the mixture either as a liniment, or as an unguent, on the parts of the body which are affected with rigidity or paralysis.

Page 149 Another [unguent] attributed to Demokrates, which is used in cases of debility, and palsy, and spasms, and for pains of long standing in the excretory organs, and for gout.

White frankincense 1 litrâ
Aphronitrum 1 „
Copper oxide 1 „
ON INJURIES TO THE NERVES.

Wet yeast 1 litrà
Ammoniac 2 litrè
Myrrh 2 "
Galbanum 2 "
Opopanax 2 "
Euphorbium 4 "
Alkali of the fuller 4 "
Fine wax 2½ "
Cypress gum 1 litrà
Oil of laurel 1 "
Oil of cypress 1 "
Glaucium 1 "
Oil of roses 2 litrè
Old oil 2 "
Oil of pistacia lentiscus 2 "
Vinegar as much as is necessary.

Crush the dry drugs, rub down the liquid drugs with oil, then add the sweet spices, mix and pound thoroughly well together, and apply in all cases of pains of the nerves of long standing. Fol. 726.

Now of the medicines which are used in cases of rigidity and paralysis, and which have been described [above], the constituents (or, matter) are well known, and also the manner in which they are to be used is well known, and the administering of them is not difficult, and is according to the lightness or obstinacy of the ailments. And we apply a medicine [sometimes] according to our own opinion, or a plaster, or an oil, which is beneficial for rigidity of the nerves of the whole body, or of one of the members thereof, according to the age and physical condition and special requirements of individual cases. It remaineth now for us to speak about the nerves which are smitten.

Of the wounds which take place on the nerves.

Now if the nerves receive a hard blow, or if they be swollen through an abscess, they cause very great pain, first because they possess exceedingly great sensitiveness, and secondly because their suffering is communicated swiftly to the brain.
And if a nerve be stabbed, or crushed, or cut, or become diseased through the bite of an animal of any kind, it hath need of medicines which are warm and delicate in character. We must take the greatest care that water, neither hot nor cold, doth not touch the wound, for water is antagonistic to the wounds which occur in the nerves, because it wetteth them, and maketh them to run with moisture, and because its natural composition is bound up with moisture and cold. Now for wounds of this kind warmings, by means of sweet oil wherein is no astringent property, are good, or one of the unguents in which delicate perfumes are boiled may be used with advantage. And great care must be taken that they do not apply to the wound any oil in a cold state, but it must be warmed, and wool must be dipped in it, and the parts which are diseased must be warmed by laying on them bandages which have been well dipped in hot oil. Afterwards dip the wool in the oil and tie the wound up with it. We must prevent the lips of the wound from sticking together, so that the matter may run freely therefrom and there may be no suppuration. And if the opening (or, mouth) of the wound be constricted, it is right for us to make it wider. If the body of the patient is seen to be overfull we must empty it by means of blood-letting, and by means of purging so as to reduce the belly, in order that material may be drawn away from it and the abscess be not increased. And the patient must follow a very strict course of life, and he must guard himself from work and movement, and he must apply to the wounds the well-known, and well-tried medicaments.

**Plaster (or, liniments) of euphorbium which are good for the wounds that take place in the nerves, and for the bites of evil beasts.**

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Euphorbium</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wax</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>parts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old oil</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Melt the wax with oil and let it cool, and then pound the euphorbium very carefully with a small quantity of oil, and mix with the wax and oil, and pour on the wounds in the nerves, and anoint with the mixture the whole member which
is wounded. In the latter case thou must take some fresh euphorbium, for that which is old loseth its strength, and if a fresh supply is not available, put in a double quantity of the old.

Another unguent of euphorbium which is good for wounds of the nerves, and for abscesses of all kinds which are caused by colds and chills, and for wounds caused by evil beasts.

Fresh euphorbium 2 drachms
Wax 4 "
Gum of cedar 1 drachm
Gum of terebinth 1 "
Chià (stacte) 1 "
Old oil 7 drachms

Melt the wax with oil, and then throw on them the gums; pound the stacte and euphorbium and mix with them, and then use in the form of an unguent which shall be laid on the wounds.

Another unguent of opopanax and vinegar which is to be used for the wounds that come in the nerves, and for the bites of a mad dog.

Opopanax 5 drachms
Gum of cedar 20 "
Strong vinegar 30 "

Pound and dissolve in vinegar and use. This medicine doth not permit the sores from the bite of a mad dog to leave marks behind them, and for this reason it is used in cases of wounds which arise in the nerves; but inasmuch as it is very strong, it must [only] be used for those whose bodies are exceedingly robust. Now when thou wishest to use it on bodies which are tender, melt it down with some odoriferous unguent, especially with oil of chamaemelum (chamomile), or oil of ἱσάρέ (ἀσάρος), or oil of balsam, or some other oil of fine quality; but if these are not available use | old oil.

Another, a fillet (ὅπληνιον) of musk, which is used for the cutting of the nerves, and for wounds of the nerves although they be cut or crushed, and for the sores which occur through the breaking of bones, and for the collection
of water (i.e., dropsy), and for constriction (stricture?), and for abscesses in the anus; it relaxeth hardness, and it healeth the laxness of the joints from whatever cause it ariseth, and the shooting pains which come in the hands and feet. This medicine is beneficial and causeth no sore (?), and it is useful for very many ailments.

Spume of silver (protoxide of lead) 1 mànâ
Dust of frankincense 1/2 ”
Gum of terebinth 1/2 ”
Dry pitch (bitumen) 1 ”
Calf's fat 1 ”
Wax 10 estirè
Verdigris 2 ”
Oil of rice 1 kaylà
Vinegar 1 ”
Olive oil 1 ”
Moist pitch 1/2 ”

Boil the protoxide of lead with oil, and then pour in the fat and the frankincense powder, and shake up well. Then, little by little pour in the other drugs, boil them all together until the mass obtaineth consistency, and then allow it to cool. Then stir the oil with thy hands and work it up until it ceaseth to be sticky, and lay it on a strip of linen or a rag, and bind this on the wounds. Dip the rag in wine and squeeze it dry, and then lay it on the wounds and tie a bandage round it.

Another [unguent] which is called the "Persian" (?), and which is used for pains.

Ammoniac 4 drachms
Wax 4 ”
Gum of cypress 4 ”
Burnt copper 4 ”
Protoxide of lead 4 ”
Dry pitch 40 ”
Aloes 4 ”
Birthwort 4 ”
Galbanum 4 ”
Verdigris 1 drachm
Prescriptions for Injuries to the Nerves.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frankincense</td>
<td>2 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olive oil (in the summer)</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{4}$ kitòlâ (kaylā)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olive oil (in the winter)</td>
<td>8 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vinegar for dissolving</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}$ kitòlâ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moisten and use.

Another [unguent] which is called the "Twelve", after the Twelve Apostles, and which is good for all wounds difficult to heal, which come in the nerves and in every member. It softeneth hard abscesses and dense secretions of viscous pus, and checketh scrofula, and dissipateth cancers, and doeth good to old sores, and pain in the ears, and boils in the nostrils, and the severe pain which cometh in the womb.

Spume of silver (protoxide of lead) 24 estire

Ammoniac 7 "
Bdellium 7 "
Resin 16 drachms
Wax 16 "
Cinnabar 9 "
Galbanum 9 "
Myrrh 8 "
Opopanax 8 "
Aloes 12 "
Frankincense 12 "
Birthwort (long) 12 "
Olive oil (in the summer) 1 litrà
Olive oil (in the winter) $1\frac{1}{2}$ "

Crush the protoxide of lead and beat it to a powder, then pour a little oil upon it, and crush it again until it becometh like a paste ($\sigma\pi\lambda\nu\iota\nu\iota\nu\iota$), and boil it over a fire until it dissolveth and becometh like honey. Then macerate the hoshâk and myrrh and frankincense and opopanax and bdellium in vinegar, and work them up together until they are dissolved. Then crush cinnabar, aloes, and birthwort and pour on the mixture, and work up and use for the pains which have been described. It will keep the wounds free from abscesses, and free from pain and disease, and will heal them. Now it is already well
known that the material of the medicines which are used for wounds of the nerves is of a delicate nature, and that it must be liquefied and applied by means of the finest gums through hot and softening power, and by means of unguents of the most delicate nature, and by the fats of any animal or bird which is available, and by bitter and aromatic roots of all kinds, and by all kinds of vegetable products of a delicate nature, which are described in the Treatise on Medicines as being simple in their effects. And they must be worked up well together (i.e., compounded) with proper skill, according as whether the wounds are recent or old, and according to the organs to which they are brought nigh, and according to the time of the year, and the condition of the atmosphere which surroundeth us. Now as concerning the nerves, and the symptoms of the injuries which happen to them, and concerning their healing, the things which are written in this Eighth Chapter are sufficient.

Here endeth the Eighth Chapter.
CHAPTER IX.

Of the disease [which is called] the strangles, and of all the ailments of the mouth.

Now the brain hath been already described, together with the five senses which are made effective by means of the nerves that proceed from it, and the injuries which happen to them, and the symptoms of them, and their healing, and it is meet that now, after these matters, we should speak about all the ailments which arise in the mouth and in the throat. And it is necessary that we should first of all describe the strangles and distinguish the various forms of this ailment; for that it is possible for many kinds of the strangles to exist in this region of the body, is evident to us from the treatise which Hippokrates wrote on the "foreknowledge of the acute sicknesses", wherein he says:—Strangles are a very difficult and evil disease, and they bring a man to his end very quickly. One kind doeth nothing which can be recognized either in the throat or in the neck, but they bring on obstinate pains and defective breathing, and it is this kind which choketh a man on the day wherein it attacketh him, or the day after, or on the third day. Another kind likewise produceth pains, and it also produceth red abscesses in the throat, which are very destructive, but this kind lasteth longer, little or much, than the former. And the kind in which, during the attack, the throat is swollen and the neck red, lasteth longer still. Nevertheless, through one kind of the strangles more particularly patients can live, when the neck and the breast are red, and also when the hard red pustule itself doth not return within. From these things a man may know that all the diseases, of whatever kinds they may
be, which occur in the region of the throat and which hurt
the hearing, have one general name, and that the physician
calleth them "the strangles". Now Hippokrates distinguished
four kinds only, and he said that four diseases arose from them,
and he described their symptoms; the following are the four
diseases. The first kind existeth when there is a red abscess
on the palate; now I call "palate" that part which is inside
the mouth, to which reacheth the end of the stomach | and of
the throat. The second kind existeth when there is nothing
visible in the mouth, and nothing on the palate, and nothing
outside which will shew that any abscess is formed, and the
patient only knoweth that the strangles are there by feeling
them in his throat. The third kind existeth when, in addition
to these, there is an abscess in the region which is outside the
palate. | And the fourth kind existeth when there is an abscess
both in the inside and on the outside of the throat. Now
besides these there is another ailment in the neck when, as it
sometimes happeneth, the vertebrae are ruptured towards the
inside, and when the muscles that are associated with them
come to be a kind of abscess, or ulcer, or sore, and when, as
it sometimes happeneth, the stomach itself is deranged with
them, and when the muscles that are fastened to the stomach
in the throat are also diseased, and when the muscles of the
throat by which the throat is set in motion are diseased.

Now all these diseases cause a certain amount of difficulty
in breathing, but they do not bring in their train the danger
caused by the strangles. Those, however, who suffer from
them can only swallow what they do swallow with the greatest
difficulty, and they suffer excessively when their drink is inter-
rupted, and it cometh out through their nose. There are also
cases in which the abscess creepeth (i.e., moveth about), and
the parts which are close to the palate, and the tongue, and
the gums are swollen, even as Hippokrates wrote. When the
tongue is diseased the destruction of the other operations
taketh place. Now it seemeth from his treatise that Hippo-
krates also distinguished the incidents which are associated
with the strangles, and which arise through the dragging of
the neck, for he saith thus:—There are forms of the disease
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of the strangles which are like unto these, and in which the vertebrae of the neck incline inwards in some men to a very great degree, and in others to a lesser degree, and externally the necks of such men appear to have a depression in them, which cause them pain at that spot if a man presseth upon it with the hand. Now when this taketh place below the vertebra | which is called the “tooth” this doth not happen, Fol. 756. but in some men a great kēṇūḍhrā (ḥ) appeareth, and it is not on that vertebra which is called “the heavens of the palate”, and it is not thick, and the parts which are below the | temples are [not dissimilar] but are alike. Now these are not like unto the tumours of the neck which appear in man, but they exist naturally. And those that suffer from this disease cannot turn their tongue about easily, but they imagine that it is [too] large, and that it projecteth too much [from the mouth], and those veins which are under the tongue appear very prominent. They are unable to swallow anything at all, or at least only with the greatest difficulty; and if they force themselves greatly to attempt to swallow, the morsel escapeth to their nose and filleth their nostrils. The region about their temples becometh very hot, even though there be no fever. Many patients are not seized with an attack of the strangles except when they wish to swallow their spittle, or some other thing; and their eyes are not in a proper state. Some who suffer from strangles obtain relief speedily, but others have [to wait] for a day to obtain relief, and of these very many have no fever at all. Many are obliged to remain in this state for a long time, hav- ing in them some portion of an abscess, the existence of which their drinking and voice (or, speech) make known. Now their gums (or, the back of the throat) become perforated, and this is to them the sign of the evil, although it is not thought to be evil. Those whose neck is inclined out of the straight are paralysed in the region from the spot where the vertebrae in their neck are bent aside; and the opposite side of the neck is stretched tightly. All these things are made known clearly by the face and by the mouth and by the gums and by the region about them; and similarly the temples also are deflected (or, twisted). Now hemiplegia doth not take place in the whole
body, but only in some of the members, and in some who are afflicted with the strangles it reacheth to the hand. Some of these could spit out only with the greatest difficulty anything which was cooked, and others could spit readily, and others had fever. Of such patients the breathing was grievously interfered with, and whenever they wished to speak their mouth became filled with saliva, and the saliva of these was

And the feet and legs of all of them were cold. Now to all the people whom I have seen who were attacked by this disease, there clung all these happenings which I have repeated, and they died straightway, some through the disease of the strangles itself, and some through the sympathetic action of the vertebrae of the neck and of the muscles that came from them to the parts which have been mentioned. Now there were others that came under my inspection and that died of suffocation caused by abscesses in those regions which have been described above, and it was very clear that it was the blood that caused the abscess, whether it were hot, or sluggish, or phlegmatic, as in the cases where there are inflated abscesses.

Of the healing of the strangles.

Now we have learned from [what hath been said] very often in the preceding pages, and from the matters which we have made plain, that abscesses are due to the flow of the blood. And we have also understood that at the beginning, when the vein floweth, it is right that the blood should be checked, and that we should dress it behind, and take care that it (i.e., the blood) doth not run to another member which is in a healthier state, and cause danger. And we have also learned in this treatise, in the Chapter which treateth of headaches and in the Chapter which treateth of ailments in the eyes, how it is right to make ready the whole body for the healing of each of the members, and how we must first of all, if the body be overfull, make use of the letting of blood from those veins which are near to the member that is diseased, and must quickly draw out the superfluous blood, which is transformed into the
abscess. And after the letting of blood we must empty out the chyme which is in excess in the body by means of some cathartic that is suitable and by a reduction of the supply of food. And when we have brought the whole body low, and have prepared it for the healing of the member [that is diseased], we must then make use of the medicines that will do good to the member. Now it is possible that we may find those who are about to heal the abscesses which arise in the mouth, taking a proof (or, demonstration) from the nature of the member that is to be healed by means of the simple and compound medicines that they apply to it. The medicines, then, which check the abscesses that spread (?) must be of the kind which belong to the mass of those that cool and purify, in order that they may check the blood which floweth and runneth down to the member [that is to be healed]. Therefore the disease of this inner part which checketh the abscesses that spread is found in a demonstrable manner from the pain; but the other is found from the nature of the member which is to be healed, even as ye are acquainted with the fact that the skin of the tunics of the mouth is softer and more tender than the skin which envelopeth the whole body, and it perceiveth immediately the medicines which are applied to it. And it also possesseth two entrances, by which it is able to make to flow and to make to enter into the belly and into a certain part of the lungs a portion of the medicines that are used for pains of the mouth.

For this reason it is meet to take the greatest care that we do not apply for an ailment of the mouth the medicines that nature abhorreth and that turn the stomach, but we must make use of those that not only relieve the abscess, but that also possess the power of food. Among all the principal medicines which are used for the mouth the best is that which containeth a preparation of the extract of mulberries when compounded with honey or without, but there are several others that are as efficacious as this. In the beginning we administer those medicines that check the disease, and then, after the checking of the rheum, we administer little by little those which check somewhat and also alleviate the disease. And then, after [its]
severity [is passed] we administer those which alleviate it as well as cut it and | destroy it. And all these medicines are of a hot nature. And thus do we act in the case of the abscesses of the strangles, with which danger is closely associated, beginning with those medicines that cool and check them, and ending with those that are hot and which give relief, whether [the abscesses are filled] with pus, or contain gangrene, or pustules, or whether some part of the abscess, which hath become hard, remaineth in some cavity of the ears. | We will [now] also write down the medicines which are to be used for these diseases.

Simple medicines which check the rheum.

Now the simple medicines that cool and check the disease are:—Dried roses, rind of pomegranates, gall nuts, rhubarb, lentils, alum, cisthus parasite, purple βαλαύστιον, plantain (ἀρνόγλωσσον), polygonum, oil of styrax, glaucium, aloe, lycium, mulberries, fresh walnut bark, sanyâ grapes, and all such like things. All these are used because they purify and check abscesses at the beginning of their growth; sometimes we press out their juices and administer gargles made of the juices mixed with water, and sometimes we make infusions of them, and use the water in which they have been steeped. There are some occasions also when we administer one of them only, and there are others when we administer two or three, and then we steep them all together, and make the patient use the water as a gargle. Now when the rheum which was flowing to the abscess hath been checked, and its violence hath begun to abate, we make use of the medicines which alleviate.

Simple medicines which give relief in cases of abscesses of the mouth.

These are they: water in which dried figs have been steeped, juice of myrtle berries, and the myrtle itself, fresh grape juice, sweet wine, water in which dates have been steeped, origanum (mint, or calamint), mallows, aniseed (or, dill), rue, mint and
wild mint, licorice root, and all other such like things. When we wish to cleanse the mouth thoroughly and to relieve the pain, we sometimes sprinkle into infusions of these herbs | aphro- nitron, or sulphur, gum from Cyrene, or myrrh, or crocus, or cinnamon, or peppercorns, and we give it as a gargle to the man who is sick. Or we give him as a gargle husked-barley water mixed with vinegar and honey, or we give him as a gargle sour wine, or vinegar in which the ears of barley have been macerated. The above form the mass of simple medicines which give great relief in cases where there are abscesses in the mouth and throat. Sometimes we mix the medicines that afford great relief | with a few of those that cleanse and purify; and sometimes we administer those that cleanse and purify greatly with a few of those that give relief, and this we do according to the time of the sickness and the manner of the chymes that produce it.

Compound medicines which are used for the strangles, and the medicine which is compounded of juice of mulberries, and which is called "Dimrôn", and is used for the inflamed abscesses that arise in the throat and mouth.

Juice of mulberries, boiled and strained
Honey, with the scum removed
Fresh grape juice
Crocus
Myrrh
Juice of the cisthus parasite
Dross of the smelting furnace

Boil the juice until it hath the consistency of honey, then mix with it the honey and the medicines, and use.

Here is the same prescription, only in another form.

Juice of mulberries
Honey
Fresh grape juice
Myrrh
Juice of the cisthus parasite
Crocus
Dross from the smelting furnace

5 őkêstê
1 őkêstá
1 "
2 őkêstê
2 "
2 "
1½ "

First of all boil the juice, and then take skimmed honey and throw it on the juice with the fresh grape juice and the other [medicines], and use it as a gargle, for it checketh the abscesses and giveth the patient relief. Now other physicians do not pour in the fresh grape juice.

Another.

Juice of the fresh bark of the walnut tree which hath been boiled down to one half, and from which the scum hath been strained 5 kestê

Honey and fresh grape juice 1 kestâ each

Boil | the juice with the honey until it becometh thick. Then take it off the fire and pour in one and a half measures of myrrh and the same quantity of alum and one measure of crocus, and mix all together and use. And in this manner may also be prepared the juice of pomegranates, and of sanyà berries and tuber berries, and all the juices which are used for the mouth. [Another] which is compounded of sanòkithâ, and is used for the stranggles, and for all the diseases of the throat; and it checketh abscesses and affordeth relief.

Aniseed 1 ounce
Seed of rock parsley 1 "
Mint (άμη), or sisôn ammi 1 "
Sea spume 1 "
Cinnamon 1 "
Dross of the smelting furnace 1 "
Iris 1 "
Seed of wood rue 1 "
Persian (?) crocus 1 "
Dried roses 1 "
Costus (κόστος) 3 ounces
Fresh scoria of burnt ........ 3 "
Crocus 1 1/2 "
Nard 1 1/2 ounce
Amomum 1/2 "
Gall nuts, unslit 8 in number

Honey as much as is necessary.

Pound and mix these together, and use. When the abscesses are beginning use the medicines which cleanse and purify, such
as the ordinary juice of mulberries, or of the senna plant, or of unripe pomegranates. And when the abscesses decline dissolve them in husked-barley water, or in honey water, or in fresh grape juice, or in Dimrôn, and they will be found beneficial.

[Another] which is compounded of musk and is used for diseases of the throat, and for all the abscesses which arise in the membrane that extendeth upwards from "the member which secreteth".

Absinthium 8 drachms
Aloes 8 "
Myrrh 2 "
Musk 2 "
Malabathrum 2 "
Rhubarb 6 "
Crocus 4 "
Mint (αμµι) 4 "
Seed of rock parsley 4 "
Castoreum 1½ "
Honey as much as is sufficient.

Mix up well together, and use. When the abscesses go back administer as a potion or as a gargle one of these juices which appeareth to thee to be useful.

The Great Antirà¹ medicine, which is to be used for ailments of the throat, and which is to be blown into the mouth in the form of a dry powder. Crocus, root of the mountain rose, ammoniac, mîmrôn,² pyrethrum, peppercorns long and round, licorice root, | purple βαλαύσιον, leaves Page 162 of the green (or, yellow) rose, mîmithâ,³ leaves of the wood lettuce, berries of the incense plant, crocus root, green gall nuts, green myrobalanus chebula, lycium, glaucium, Persian sathrê, rind of the pomegranate, ferns, aloes, acacia, Indian salt, daucus gingidium, nard, amomum, ginger, aniseed,

¹ From Ʒגֳַָ. A medicine which causes abscesses to waste away and disappear.
² Mamlîrân (?), or swallowwort.
³ Glaucium phoeniceum (?).
seed of rock parsley, santérin, salsola fructicosa (cardamons), reed of the incense plant, lithargyrum, arsenic, krókó maghmá, costus, myrrh, dog-excrement, írión, (verdigris?), tamarix, caryophyllus aromaticus, vine mould (fungus?), seed of roses, balsam bark, and cassia. Pound all these together, and reduce them to a powder, and apply sometimes in the form of a powder, and sometimes mixed with honey in the form of a gargle.

The Little Antirà, which is used for ailments [of the mouth and throat]. Myrrh, crocus, dross from the smelting furnace, purple βαλαύστιον, pyrethrum, dried roses, mímtron, ammoniac, licorice root, mimithå, gall nuts, lycium, írión (verdigris?), juice of the cisthus parasite, rhubarb, long peppercorns, stalks of the incense plant, acacia, aloes, tamarix, ferns, and the rinds of pomegranates. Pound all these together, and apply as before.

Another, which is good for ailments [of the mouth and throat]. Wolf’s gall, elephant’s gall, hyena’s gall, bull’s gall, glaucium phoeniceum, peppercorns, both long and round, crocus, flat lentils, and aloes. Take all in equal quantities, pound and reduce to a powder, and blow into the mouth of him that is nigh to suffocation. Or dissolve extract of husked barley, or mulberry juice, or pomegranate juice [in water], and let him use it as a gargle.

A medicine which is used for those who are nigh to suffocation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gall nuts</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rinds of pomegranates</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashes of the burnt jawbone</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of a pig</td>
<td>1 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costus plant</td>
<td>1 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppercorns</td>
<td>1 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>1 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aloes</td>
<td>2 drachms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound and reduce to a powder, and blow into the nasal tube(?), or mix with honey water and administer in the form of a gargle.
For the throat which hath sores in it:

- Myrrh 4 drachms
- Crocus 2 "
- Dross from the smelting furnace 10 "
- Iris 8 "
- Rose 8 "
- Green gall nuts, unslit 30 in number

Pound and mix together, and use according to what is written.

[A medicine] which is used for the strangles and for the inner cavities of the ears which have become hard.

- White excrement of a dog burnt in a potter's vessel 1 ounce
- Peppercorns 2 drachms
- Burnt gall nuts 1 ounce
- Rinds of pomegranates 1 "
- Ashes of a burnt jawbone of a pig 1 "
- Costus plant 1/2 "
- Myrrh 1/2 "

Pound and mix together, and apply by blowing, or work up in honey, and paint the inside of the throat with it by means of a feather. Or steep a river crab in dill water, and give to the patient in the form of a gargle.

Now if some portion of the abscess remaineth in the inner cavities of the ears, the following medicines will be useful:

- Ammoniac (نورشاد) 5 drachms
- Crocus 5 "
- Gall of an elephant 5 "
- Rhubarb root 5 "
- Verdigris 2 "
- Gall nuts 6 "
- Peppercorns 6 "

Pound and reduce to a powder, and apply by blowing, or mix with honey and paint the inside of the throat with it by means of a feather, or dissolve in honey and let the patient use it as a gargle.
Another which is to be used for the strangles. Take the excrement of a dog which is white and containeth many bones, pound it and reduce it to a powder, and apply by blowing, or work it up in honey and administer it in the form of a gargle, or apply it with a feather.

Or, take

Dog's excrement 2 drachms
Aloes 1 drachm
Dried human excrement 1 "
Glaucium phoeniceum 1 "

Pound, and apply by blowing, or mix with honey, and apply it to the inside of the throat by means of a feather.

And if the sore that is called a "pustule" be in the mouth, now this cometh sometimes when there is fever and sometimes when there is no fever, and there are sores (?) that break out in the mouth and on the tongue, this is due to inflammatory chyme. Sometimes this pustule is red and sometimes it is white, according to the [nature of] the chyme which causeth it, and sometimes it putrefieth and gangrene cometh in it. In its initial stage, when there is inflammation in it the following medicines are to be used.

A medicine to be used for an inflamed mouth with a red pustule in it. Take one drachm each of the seed of red roses, amylum, sweet wine, ṭabshakir, seed of purslane and crocus, pound them, and use. If there be sores in the throat blow in the powder, and rub the whole of the mouth with thy finger dipped in this medicine.

Another medicine for the same disease. Take rose leaves and dross from a smelting furnace in equal quantities, pound them and mix with honey, and [apply] as before.

Another medicine which is to be used for a pustule in the throat.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medicine</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verdigris</td>
<td>3 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrethrum</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian salt</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhubarb</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 I. e., ܢܘܪܐ ܐܠܒܐ, the sugar of the bambusa reed.
Ginger 2 drachms
Podophyllum 2 "
Burnt peppercorns 2 "

Crush small and apply, sometimes by blowing, and sometimes by rubbing the whole of the throat with thy finger dipped in the medicine.

**Another medicine which is used for the pustules and sores which come in the mouth, and for the abscesses in the throat which are hard.**

- Amomum 1 drachm
- Crocus 1 "
- Tragacanth 2 drachms
- Poppies 1 drachm
- Costus 1 "
- Myrrh 1 "
- Gum Arabic 1 "
- Nard 1 "

Pound and apply by blowing, or mix with honey water and use in the form of a gargle, or lay it on the throat with thy finger and rub it in.

**Another medicine for these diseases.**

- Shushâ root 1 drachm
- Iris 1 "
- Tragacanth 3 drachms
- Gum Arabic 3 "
- Peppercorns $\frac{1}{2}$ drachm
- Dried roses $\frac{1}{2}$ "
- A little stacte.

Pound and apply by blowing.

**Another [medicine] which is good for pustules and running sores in the mouth.**

- Burnt vitriol 8 drachms
- Iris 8 "
- Crocus 8 "

Rub down and mix with honey, and use according to written instructions, or place it in a cotton cloth.

**Another medicine for the mouth.**

- Dross of a smelting furnace 2 drachms
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Gall nuts 2 drachms
Myrrh 1 drachm
Pound up, mix together, and use.

Another.
Amylum 1 drachm
Indian salt 1 "
Green myrobalanus chebula 1 "
Dross from the smelting furnace 1 "
Aloes 1/2 "
Pound and use.

Another [medicine] which is used for an inflamed mouth.
Tabakshir (طباشير, or bambusa sugar) 1 garma
Amylum 2 drachms
Crocus 1 garma
Rose seed 1 "
Green myrobalanus chebula 5 drachms
Purple βαλαύστιον 1 drachm
Rock sugar 1 2 drachms
Alum 2 garme
Aloes 2 "
Glaucium phoeniceum 1/2 garma
Rhubarb 1/2 "
Crush and use according to the instructions written above.

Another [medicine] which hath been well-tried. Take tūddhā, that is to say, the tongue of a bull, burn it in a potter's vessel, rub it down to a powder, and use by dipping thy finger into it.

Another [medicine] for the red pustule. Take in equal quantities crocus, gall of an elephant, glaucium phoeniceum, Persian pot-herbs, cunila (satureia), myrrh, calamint, barley flour, purple βαλαύστιον, dried roses, | and sugar (or, sweet wine), pound them together, and use. Or dip thy finger in the mixture and rub it on the sides of the mouth and throat.

1 "Sugar of the axe", because an axe is needed to break it.
[A medicine] for the pustule and the excessive inflammation which come in the mouth.

Burnt paper 3 drachms
Tincture of arsenic 1 drachm

Crush these and dip thy finger in the mixture [and rub it on the places], or lay it on a piece of linen dipped in oil of roses. It is good also for the abscesses which spread in the mouth, and also for the veins under the tongue when they are severed.

On the Uvula (κιών).

Now, if the uvula by itself hath become thick (i.e., swollen), either in sympathy with the roof of the mouth or with the throat, and the root thereof be swollen and red, and the tip thereof be thin, at such a time it is difficult to cut it. If, however, after the emptying of the whole body there remaineth an abscess on the uvula, and the root thereof be thin, and the tip thereof be thick, and it holdeth back the spittle, this is a suitable time for cutting it, and there is no danger in doing so. Now the cutting of the uvula may be performed in two ways: by means of a knife and by means of caustic medicines.

Now as concerning the medicines which are good for abscesses in the throat, the following are useful only for the rheum which descendeth to the throat and to the oesophagus. Take two drachms of Cyrenean fat, and one drachm of dross from the smelting furnace, crush them and work them up with honey, and apply to the spot.

Or take green gall nuts which are unslit, and pound them in vinegar, and apply the mixture inside the mouth with thy finger, and smear some of the mixture on the growth of the head and flat part. Or burn the stalks of the fennel plant in the fire, and make the smoke of them to enter the mouth until the sick person feels that it is much purified. Or burn reeds and palm leaves and their stalks, and take the ashes and stir them up in cold water for a season; then let the mixture settle and strain off the water. Pound to a powder alum and gall nuts and rhubarb, and put into the water, and then let the patient take it in his mouth and wash it out.
Of the molars and the teeth and the gums round about them.

Now the aches which arise in the molars and in the teeth are well known to every man. Sometimes they are split, or eaten away (decayed), or black, or corroded with tartar, or they are unable to bear anything which is very cold, or acid, or very hot. Sometimes also one or two of them ache. Now some of them ache, although the causes of their doing so are hidden from our sight, and it is only the sensation of pain that indicateth which they are, thus we hold to be true the statements of the sufferers who say that they feel the pain throbbing inside their teeth, although no external injury in the teeth is to be seen. Now teeth appear to become diseased through over-feeding, and through insufficiency of nourishment. Nourishment in excess causeth pain in them when there is any sympathy with an abscess in the gums which is due to the flow of rheum, and they become diseased. And insufficiency of nourishment causeth pain in them, as, for example, the teeth of old men, which are denuded of their flesh and so lack nourishment, and sometimes the gums are eaten away by the acidity of the rheum which floweth on them, and the teeth are stripped bare. And sometimes the teeth totter (i.e., get loose) and fall out, and it happeneth also that they are sometimes not straight in their positions, or that those which are
not necessary [for eating with] grow too long, and it happeneth sometimes that one or two of them grow larger than their companions. And again, teeth are very often broken by blows administered externally, or they are rooted out, or they are knocked loose, and then as a result there ariseth defective mastication, and drinking, and speaking. Now these, in brief, are the causes which produce injuries in the teeth and in the gums.

Of the healing of the teeth.

Now concerning that sympathetic aching of the gums because rheum is sent to them from the head, or from the stomach, it is meet that we should first of all exercise care over these members, lest, whilst applying remedies to the teeth or to their gums, we cause excessive attraction of the rheum, and the suffering become more severe. If it appeareth to be useful to let blood, we begin with this act, and we cut first of all that upper vein in the arm, and subsequently we cut the veins which are under the tongue, and then by means of a medicine which emptieth the belly (i.e., an emetic), or by means of pi크라, we cleanse the stomach. If it be necessary to make the patient vomit, we effect this by means of a medicine which performeth the work sometimes after food hath been taken and sometimes before; then we cleanse the tongue (or, the tooth) by means of gargles, for we must cut the rheum which is sent into the mouth.

The medicines which are good for the lining of the mouth which hath become thick, and for the molars and the teeth. A medicine which is useful for a relaxed mouth, and for the blood which cometh from the gums of the teeth.

Take fresh myrtle leaves, pound them and sprinkle a little wine over them and squeeze out the juice; then let the patient take the juice in his mouth and move it about in it.

Or pound up fresh olive leaves and squeeze out the juice from them, and use it in the same way.

Or let him take the juice of fox-grapes in his mouth and gargle.

Or let him take sour milk in his mouth and gargle.
Or let him take the juice of the tongue of a lamb in his mouth and gargle.

Or let him steep rinds of pomegranates and gall nuts and olives and myrtle in water, or in wine, and let him work the liquid about in his mouth until he feeleth relief from the abscess.

Or let him make an infusion of rinds of pomegranates and roses and lentils and licorice root and husked barley, and hold it in his mouth and work it about.

Or let him steep in water mixed with wine valerian, senna, thorn root, and leaves of tamarix, and work the liquid about in his mouth; or macerate these medicines in wine, squeeze out the liquor, and work it about in his mouth.

Or let him chew myrtle or olive leaves, and collect in his mouth some of the saliva which they cause.

If, after the patient hath obtained relief from the abscess, it happen that boils appear in his mouth, or running sores (gangrene), the following medicines are to be used.

A medicine which is to be used for running sores (gangrene) and for all kinds of ailments in the mouth.

Verdigris 1 drachm
Pyrethrum 1"
Persian salt 1"
Ginger (Ζαϊντες) 2 drachms
Burnt peppercorns 2"
Pildalpôn (podophyllin?) 2"

Crush, and apply by dipping thy finger in the powder and rubbing it on the teeth and gums. Then dip a strip of linen in vinegar, squeeze out the vinegar, and dip it in the medicine, and lay it on the places where the boils are.

Another [medicine] for gangrene.

Crocus root 4 drachms
Alum 4"
Gall nuts, unslit, 3"
Rhubarb 3"
Purple balaustion 3"

Pound, and use according to what is written above.
Another [medicine] for rubbing (i.e., cleaning) the teeth.

Burnt horn of a fat-tailed sheep 2 ounces
Burnt pumice stone (κίσηρις, τομσ) 2 „
Stacte 1 ounce
Sal ammoniac 1 „
Sea sand 1 „
Laurus malabathrum 6 garmê (grammê)

Pound and reduce to a powder, and rub with it the teeth that are decayed or black, first of all clearing away the impurity which clingeth about their roots by means of a suitable iron instrument.

Another. Break up verdigris with honey and put it in a strip of linen, or rub the places which cause pain with the mixture.

Another which is to be used for gangrene.

Dried olive leaves 1 manyâ
Acacia 40 drachms
Alum of the furnace 2 „
Copperas water 2 „
Vitriol 2 „

Pound, and use.

Another [medicine] for teeth which are loose.

Round alum (rock alum?) 1 part
Salt 2 parts

Boil in wine and hold in thy mouth, and afterwards rub off the deposit from the gums of the teeth.

Another [medicine] for the debility of the teeth and for gangrene and for tooth-ache; it hath been well tried.

Flesh of sweet|pomegranates 7 drachms
Thorn pods 7 „
Hellebore, green and black, 3 „ each
Gall nut one
Rind (or, skin) of sepia 1 denkâ
[Peppercorns] long 1 „
Alum 2 drachms
Palm (or, vine) ashes 2 „
Crocus root 3 „
Pyrethrum 3 drachms
Indian salt 1/2 drachm
Swallowwort 1/2 "

Pound, reduce to a powder, and use.

Another. [Take equal quantities of] pyrethrum, myrrh, Armenian nitre, round peppercorns, and a burnt linen rag, pound them all together, and apply.

Another [medicine] for gangrene. Take ashes of carob root and burnt sea-shells and crocus in equal quantities, and pound, and apply.

Another [medicine] for tooth-ache. Take mountain grapes, pyrethrum, the insides of gall nuts, the rind of pomegranates, laurel berries, myrrh, and lead, pound them together and rub the teeth with the mixture, and apply some of it to the place where there is a boil. Or rub down the root of dill in vinegar and rinse out the mouth with it. Or pour strong acid on the ground, and take the seething mud and smear on the spot.

Another [medicine], called “Aditikôn”, which is used for toothache.

Peppercorns, long, 5 ounces
Peppercorns, round, 5 "
Mountain grapes 1 drachm
Ginger 1 "
Armenian nitre 6 ounces

Pound, and apply.

Another [medicine], called “Ansûrentikôn”, which is used for pains in the mouth, and for weakness, and as a tooth-powder.

Rinds of pomegranates 3 ounces
Crocus root 1 drachm
Purple βαλαύστιον 1 "
Rhubarb 1 1/2 ounces
Persian salt 1/2 ounce

Pound with three (3) ounces of gall nuts, and rub the mouth therewith with thy finger, and also apply with a piece of linen.

Another [medicine], called “Pildalpôn”, which is used for gangrene of the mouth. It hath been well tried.
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Tincture of arsenic 6 drachms
Sandarkâ (sandarac) 6 „
Acacia 12 ounces
Unslaked lime 12 „

Pound and work up with vinegar, or with plantain juice, and make tablets (or, pills) and dry; when it is necessary break one up and use.

Another “Pildalpón”, which is used for gangrene of the mouth and for boils of the nose; it hath been well tried Fol. 82b. and is a sure cure.

Arsenic (two kinds) 3 ounces
Acacia 3 „
Copperas water, fresh 3 „
Unslaked lime 4 „

Pound and mix, and do as in the preceding prescription, Page 171 and use.

[Another] “Pildalpón” which hath been well tried and is a sure cure.

Arsenic, both kinds 6 drachms each
Lime 12 „
Acacia 20 „
Myrrh 1 drachm
Samtêrín 2 drachms

Pound and work up with the juice of plantains (ἀρνύγλωσσον), make into tablets, dry, and use for gangrene of the mouth. And add it to the injection which is made for those who have dysentery, and it will be found very useful.

Another [medicine] which is good for gangrene of the mouth, and which is a well tried remedy.

Take in equal quantities unslaked lime,
Convolvulus² of the fullers,
Leaves of wild bitter herbs (colocynth, or taraxicum?),
Burnt shell of river shellfish,
Red tile, or
Scrapings from an old oven.

¹ I. e., ἄρνυγλωσσον. Three kinds of the plant are noted by Payne Smith (col. 125).
Pound, reduce to a powder, work up with strong vinegar, and apply to every place in the mouth that is affected with gangrene, and it will be found to be a most excellent medicine.

Another [medicine] for gangrene of the mouth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pildalpôn</td>
<td>6 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammoniac</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iris</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound, and apply.

[A medicine] for cancer of the mouth and stinking secretions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fine myrrh</td>
<td>20 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red arsenic</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow arsenic</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginger</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppercorns</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costus</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acacia</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unslaked lime</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green gall nuts</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amomum</td>
<td>1 grammâ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound and work up with vinegar, make into tablets and dry; when necessary crush and infuse in vinegar. It is a well tried [remedy].

Another [medicine] which is good for gangrene and for the blood which cometh from the mouth, and it relieveth the debility (i.e., it strengtheneth the mouth).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pildalpôn</td>
<td>1 part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surantikôn¹</td>
<td>2 parts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mix together and put on a piece of linen [and apply].

Simple medicines which are used for the molars and [other] teeth. Take the root of yathrâ (nitre?), which is called "tūthmalôn" (πυθμαλὸν, a kind of euphorbium), and infuse it in wine, or in about half the quantity of vinegar, and let the patient hold it in his mouth three times a month, and he will never more have pain therein.

¹ It was a compound of arsenic.
Or let him make an infusion of the root of the camphor tree, and hold it in his mouth and rinse it.

Or split a plant of bitter herbs and pour vinegar or wine on it, and keep it on the fire until it boils; and let the patient use the vinegar as a gargle. Now nigella sativa macerated in strong vinegar is good for the teeth which bite and knock together, and if it be laid on them, or in the cavities of the molars, it will relieve the pain.

Another [medicine] for the molars which knock together. Pound gall nuts which are not split and mix with vinegar, and lay the mixture on the molars and teeth that are diseased. And so also with all the medicines which are used for gangrene: mix them with pitch and apply, and thou wilt do well, for it will stick and will prevent the foetid matter from flowing.

Another [medicine] for teeth which have cavities in them, and knock together. Apply to them the finest assafoetida and they will cease to pain.

Or lay on them garlic in the same way and, if they do not [cease to pain], mix thyme with the garlic and apply to them, or the Philo medicine (φιλονείον φάρμακον, which containeth poppy juice and the juice of hyoscyamus), or put a little opium in the cavities of the molars, and they will cease to pain.

Or heat over a fire the roots of wild bitter herbs, or the seeds, and let the smoke go into the patient’s mouth.

Or heat mustard in the same way and let the smoke enter into the patient’s mouth. Or treat the hoof of an ass in a similar manner, or the teeth of a horse, or heat the seed of the hyoscyamus plant (σκωρον, ύσσοκύαμος) over a fire [apply the smoke as before], and it will relieve the pain. Or inject into the nose of the patient extract of fresh kunbārē (القنابى, or برغست, cannabis seed), or the extract of the plant “mouse’s ears”, or tincture of beetroot. Or pound the root of luzerne, press out the juice and inject it into the nose, and it will relieve pain in the molars. Or pour into the ear on the side of the face which is affected one of the tinctures that have been mentioned.
Or pour in the extract of the bark of the root of the camphor tree, but insert first of all a little oil so that it may not cause a sore.

Now, if the pains do not cease [after the application of the above medicines], and it is necessary to pull out the molar, and the patient cannot bear the pain of having it pulled out, release the gums on all sides and lay on them the drugs of Fol. 83\textsuperscript{b.} which the names have been written above, | and then pull the tooth out with thy hand. |

**Medicines which uproot the molars without [the help of] an instrument.** Take the bark of the root of a mulberry tree and pyrethrum, pound them and macerate them in strong vinegar in the sun until the mixture hath the consistency of honey, and apply it to the molar once or twice a day, and it will become dislodged.

Or take pyrethrum and macerate it in strong vinegar for forty days, and crush it up, and put it in a vessel. When the time cometh for using it, put a layer of wax round the teeth which cause pain, and loosen them, and apply some of the medicine to them. Then wait one day, and lift the teeth with thy fingers and they can then be removed. Or take hold of them with an iron instrument, and they can be easily removed.

Or crush lead-ore (\textit{μολύβδαινα, الإرصاع}) in vinegar and apply to the teeth in a similar manner.

Or crush pyrethrum in strong vinegar for three or four days, and then lay it on the teeth which are causing pain, taking great care not to touch the other teeth with it, for it is meet that they should be loosened carefully and then smeared with the medicine. Do this for three or four days, for by these means they will become loosened and may be removed without pain.

Or take the roots of wild bitter herbs, and treat them like the pyrethrum, and use according to the instructions written above.

**Medicines which clean the teeth and remove the tartar.**

\begin{itemize}
  \item Indian salt 3 ounces
  \item Dross of the smelting furnace 2 
\end{itemize}
Pound them and work them up in honey, and wrap up in paper and roast; then crush them again and use.

Or Burnt horn of a stag 1 litrâ

Tamarinds 3 kešte
Sal ammoniac 1½ ounce
White peppercorns ....
Costus 1 "

Rub down together and scrub the teeth and gums therewith.

Another [medicine] which scoureth the teeth, and whiteneth them, and sweeteneth the mouth, and preserveth the teeth from blackness.

Sepia 1 ounce
Ginger 1 "
Iris 1 "

Rub down and use, and then rinse the mouth with water.

Another [medicine] which scoureth the teeth and sweeteneth the mouth. Take in equal quantities cardamoms (कर्दमम्), caryophyllus aromaticus, bark, crocus, Persian thorns, sea-spume, scrapings of an oven, and ashes of palm leaves, and pound them, and scrub the teeth with the mixture.

Another similar [medicine] to be used in the same way. Take in equal quantities camphor, bark, cinnamon, amomum (अमूम), cardamoms, caryophyllus aromaticus, nard, musk, wood of aloes, and tree fungus, pound and make into tablets with strong-smelling wine. When necessary to use crush and rub the mouth with the medicine, and at night let the patient hold some of it under the tongue.

Another [medicine] which is good for foulness of the mouth, and which was used by a queen.

Bark 2 denkê
Crocus 2 "
Cinnamon 2 "
Cardamoms 2 "
Musk 2 "
Camphor 1½ "
Gall nut, unslit 1 denkâ
Pound and put into strong-smelling wine, and work up and make into tablets, and use in the same way as the preceding.

Another [medicine] which sweeteneth the mouth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salsola fruticosa</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuts of incense</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betel nut (توابل)</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caryophyllus aromaticus</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camphor</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinnamon</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galanga (خليججان)</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musk</td>
<td>2 drachms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound and work up with wine, and make into pills, and use according to the written instructions.

Or crush aniseed in wine and honey, and rub and sweeten the mouth therewith.

Or

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pistacia flowers</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>½ &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musk</td>
<td>1 grammà</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound and work up in wine of lilies, and let the patient swallow [some] and use the rest as a gargle.

Or

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nard</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pistacia flowers</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salsola fruticosa</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caryophyllus aromaticus</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>½ denkà</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead</td>
<td>½ &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musk</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Crush and work up in wine of lilies, and make into pills of the size of chickpeas. And let the patient swallow one in the morning and one in the evening, and let him place one under his tongue [during the night].

Another [medicine].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alum</td>
<td>4 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licorice</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Peppercorns 1 drachm
Origanum majorana 1 "
Pound and mix together, and rub the mouth therewith.

Another which scrubbeth the teeth.

Nitre
Sea-sponge
Myrrh
in equal quantities

Pound, and scrub the teeth therewith.

Another [medicine] for scrubbing teeth which are very black.

Burnt, soft kisrâ | 2 ounces
Peppercorns 2 "
Amomum 2 drachms
Laurus malabathrum 2 "
Lime, burnt, 8 "
Pound, and rub on the teeth.

Another [medicine] for the toothache.

Mountain grapes 1 drachm
Fennel root 1 "
Costus 1 "
Pound, and use both morning and evening. Of this medicine it hath been said that it must have been given by God.

Another [medicine] which acteth as an astringent on loose gums.

Take in equal quantities yellow hellebore, raisins, the rinds of sweet pomegranates, and pound, and use.

Or infuse the root of sorrel (الخساف) in vinegar, and let the patient hold it in his mouth.

Or infuse raisins in wine, and let the patient use the mixture as a gargle.

Or let the patient hold the salt water of old olives in his mouth three times a day.

Or let him hold the salt water of old fish in his mouth and gargle, and it will purify foul breath of long standing.

Or let him use brine in a similar manner.

Or let him infuse willow bark in vinegar, and hold the mixture in his mouth.

Or infuse the leaves of the agîs plant in vinegar, and use.
Or mix alum of the furnace with the palm fronds (?), and put them on the gums, and they will strengthen both teeth and gums.
Or infuse calamint in vinegar, and use as a gargle.
Or crush nitre, and rub it on the teeth and gums.
Or pound Cyrenean vinegar and peppercorns and calamint and pyrethrum, and work up with galbanum (χαλβάνη), and lay on the teeth, and the mixture will cure cold pains in the teeth.

[Medicines] for stupor (numbness) of the teeth.
Purslane is very good [for this ailment] when chewed, or gum of the terebinth, or wax, or the pitch which is found in a wine vessel; each by itself will cure stupor of the teeth. Now if after using the above medicines there still remaineth pain in the mouth and in the teeth, burn them in the following manner.
Boil some sheep-oil or cow-oil in a saucepan. Take some wool and wrap it round the needle of the kohl pot, or round some suitable piece of wood, and then dip it in that oil whilst it is boiling, and apply it to that part of the gums where the teeth are affected until it becometh white, or apply it in the cavities of the teeth. When the burning hath gone to the roots, apply suranticôn on a piece of linen rag. If the cauterizing iron be necessary, cauterize the cavity of the molar with a finely pointed iron instrument, and cauterize the gums round about the teeth which ache with an instrument having a broad, flat end.

Teeth that are superfluous and are growing irregularly it is meet to remove.

Now as concerning the teeth which are longer than the rest of the teeth, the physician must file them with a suitable file. If they be denuded of flesh (i.e., gums), and are loose, we take hold of the tooth with fingers of the left hand from within and from above, and we file the tooth with the right hand until it is reduced in height to the level of its fellows.

The above remarks on the symptoms of all the diseases which occur in the throat, and on the healing of the same, must suffice for the Ninth Chapter.

HERE ENDETH THE NINTH CHAPTER.
AND TO GOD BE THE GLORY!
CHAPTER X.

On the injuries which happen to the organs of speech.

Now, inasmuch as we have already written about the strangles, and about all the diseases which take place in the mouth, it is time for us to give also some instruction, as indeed the plan of the present treatise demandeth, about the injuries that take place in the voice. We do not refer here to the actual voice which speaketh when we speak of giving instruction, but to the organs of speech that produce the voice. Of all the organs that produce speech, the most important is the tongue, and I remind you of what is already well known to you, that the nose and lips and teeth help the tongue. And similarly the throat, and the muscles that work it, and all the nerves that bring down to it power from the brain, are also organs of the voice. And if the muscles which open and close the throat are deprived of motion, then the man who suffereth from this disease is deprived of his voice, [and his throat] becometh closed entirely. And as also when their motions are impeded, or when they only act at intervals, as in the case of paralysis, injuries to the voice appear similar to those that take place through disease in them, so also do the same injuries appear when they act only tremblingly or palpitatingly. Now because their power may be weakened sometimes through some disease in them, or in one of the nerves which set them in motion, even so they produce indistinctness and feebleness in the voice. If one of those other muscles which set in motion the throat be diseased, or be injured in any way whatsoever, the voice is in this case also small, but he who suffereth in this way doth not become entirely voiceless, and moreover, the voice is not
extremely feeble. As therefore the muscles which are the most important among those that set the throat in motion are those that shut it and open it, so also among the nerves of the voice those that turn upwards are the most important, and they [receive] a portion from the sixth exit from the brain, just as do those others that grow out of it. Now they are different from them because they are not separated in the neck from the sixth exit, until they reach the region of the breast. Therefore as concerning the sixth exit there is no physician who is so stupid as to sever it ignorantly by an operation of cutting; but as concerning the nerves that turn upwards, there are occasions when physicians extract them inadvertently, and there are also occasions when one or two of them are severed, together with the oesophagus, when it is struck violently. Moreover, if they meet with any severance, they impede the voice until they are repaired and until their natural constitution is restored to them. Now it may happen that the voice becometh injured obviously through the severity and seriousness of the severance, both when the muscles of the palate are unable to stretch [the throat] and also when that tunic which is inside the palate and the throat is over-filled with moisture, and at this time also it injureth the voice very seriously. And the setting free of the rheum which they call “catarrh” likewise deadeneth the voice, a fact which is well known to every man, even as also doth violent shouting. And this disease also produceth a kind of disease in the tunic of the throat, which hath been mentioned, and in the muscles thereof which resembleth that which is caused by an abscess.

Now it is well known also that, when there is an abscess in the muscles which are in the throat, the disease of the strangles ariseth, and that this disease injureth both the voice and the breathing. And, to speak briefly, all the abscesses that grow in the channels of the respiratory organs, and those that press upon them externally, injure both the voice and the breathing. And thus also is it in the case of the stomach, which is a tube within the oesophagus by which food goeth down into the belly; when an abscess groweth in this, it presseth upon the tunic of the oesophagus which uniteth from behind the cartilages
of the oesophagus, which are fashioned in the form of half a hole (semicircular?), and then both the voice and the breathing are injured, just as is the case when the vertebrae that [control] the voice are doubled over inwards, as we have already said above. Therefore all kinds of diseases happen to the voice when any one of its members is injured, either actually or sympathetically. Now there are other diseases which affect the voice when there is any defect in the voice itself. Now he (Hippokrates?) sheweth us in the Discourse on the Voice, that this matter is, speaking generally, the action of the respiratory organs in drawing in the breath, but speaking more particularly, and making the distinction that befiteth it, it is the action of the breath itself in going out, for it is the great force of the spirit (or, breath) which ariseth from the muscles that are between the ribs. Thus then do the great impulses of the breast, or the relaxing of one of its sides, cause primarily | in a man the diminution of the voice to one half. Page 179

Now when the voice is injured in cases of apoplexy, and stupor, and the falling sickness, and cold, this generally happeneth to all the operations connected with the will, because then all parts of the spinal column are affected, and with them the brain also, because the following five operations are closely connected with each other, namely, inhalation, | and exhalation without sound, and exhalation with sound, and voice, and speech. It is right to know that, together with the first mentioned, all are injured, but with that mentioned last none of them is injured.

With the second the three following are injured, with the third, the two others [which follow], with the first, the last; that is to say, the fifth is injured by itself. If a man doth not breathe at all with the various organs of his chest, or with one of them only, or if he doth not breathe with two of them, he becometh suffocated immediately; if he breatheth with one only he arriveth at the state of half breathing and of half voice, and at the same time the two operations which follow after, that is to say, a portion equal to one half of them (i. e., the four), perish also. To one of these two I am accustomed to give the name of
"exhalation with (?) sound", and to the other "exhalation without sound." If now respiration standeth [still] exhalation is destroyed, and the three other operations perish, that is to say, exhalation with sound, and voice, and speech. If exhalation with sound (or, voice) perish, the voice also perisheth with it, and speech also, just as when the voice perisheth, speech also perisheth with it.

Since therefore ye know what are the muscles which perform these operations, it is quite easy for you to calculate which of them is suffering (or, diseased), and in which of them the operative faculty is injured. And if ye make a mistake in any particular in respect of those that have been demonstrated to you in dissections, the facts about the causes of respiration, and the facts about the voice should remind you. All the muscles collectively produce inhalation (or, inspiration), but it is the muscles between the ribs that produce exhalation (or, expiration), which is the great breathing. The muscles of the palate produce exhalation with sound, and the muscles of the throat are those which produce the voice.

Now it is the tongue that regulateth the voice and produceth speech, and the teeth and the lips help it to perform this work; and the nostrils and the roof of the mouth and the uvula likewise help, and also the regulating ligament of the tongue. Those who stutter and those who stammer, and those who, like them, speak defectively, have in their organs of speech some element that containeth a defect which is due either to natural formation, or to something resembling a natural defect which hath happened to them subsequently. And to those also who have their nostrils blocked up by the sore called "many feet" (i.e., polypus), which [sometimes] growth therein, or by something else, and to those whose front teeth have fallen out, or whose lips are sore, there cometh a defect in their speech. These are the distinguishing features between the organs of voice and the organs of respiration and the organs of speech, and these are the causes, which are briefly described above, of defects in the organs of the voice.

1 Read אֶלֶף (?)
Of the healing of the injury to the voice.

Now it is good for those who have some injury in their voice, either through the thickening of the muscles of the palate, or through one of the causes that have been mentioned, before all things to abstain from the drinking of strong, rough wine, and from every kind of acid or salt substance, and from excessive speaking, and from uttering loud cries and shouts. For them also are good soft (i.e., well-cooked) food and fatty broths made with sheep-oil or sesame-oil, and the drinking of sweet soft wine, or must, and hot soups made with almonds and butter and honey and the extract of wheat, that is to say, starch (amylum), and if starch be not available use the finest flour (glüska). Now it is well known that by means of such foods as these the pain caused by an abscess in the muscles and in the tunics of the trachea of the throat is relieved. If, however, there be found moisture in a quantity so excessive that the use of the voice is impossible, it is right to administer foods compounded with honey and cummin, or with bean-flour, or with mint water, or with the extract of husked barley mixed with honey, or hot, boiled eggs. If there be hoarseness of the voice, medicines which are placed under the tongue must be administered, for even though they cause no pain [they will cure?] the roughness [in the throat]. Some of these are of an exactly opposite character, for they are pungent, and cause pain, and even when they are applied to a perfectly healthy member they cause it irritation. Of an intermediate character to these are the medicines which possess the power of cleansing, and they do not cause pain. Now these, which are painless remedies and are of a glutinous nature, are compounded of new wine (must), gum Arabic, gum tragacanth, and extract of licorice root. And the medicines which are pungent are compounded of peppercorns, cassia, cinnamon, galbanum, myrrh, frankincense, gum of the terebinth tree, and fir-cones (σπρόβιος, δαμασκήνιον). And the following, which are of an intermediate character, are compounded of extract of husked barley, almonds,
bean-flour, and others of a similar nature. The following palliate this disease: trigonella, oak-galls freed from their husks (or, pods), an infusion of dried fat figs, and chopped flax seed. The following clear the throat better than the above: gum of the terebinth tree, frankincense berries, boiled honey, bitter almonds, and, still more than these, flour of the bitter vetch, elecampane, husked barley, resin, and ferula opopanax (بالدوبية). Of all the things for softening the throat already named the two most important in all the compounds are must (new wine) and sweet wine, and even more important than these is an infusion of dried figs, which oileth the throat by its power and cleareth it painlessly. Must which hath been boiled clingeth to the throat and causeth no pain, but an infusion of figs giveth it relief and cleanseth it. Now it is meet that he who placeth any of these medicines under his tongue should watch carefully when he taketh into his throat that which is dissolving gradually, and swalloweth it, and should use his utmost power to prevent himself from coughing. If, however, he doeth this, he must put a reed down [his throat], and it will cure him straightway. And in addition to all these things, it is meet for him to be well acquainted with the powers of simple medicines. Every one who wisheth to use medicines which are compounded, must be able to know from his own experience which medicine is most needed, and to know which medicines moisten the throat and which clear it, and how to abate or how to increase [the quantity], according to the nature of the ailment.

The medicines which are used for the voice.

A medicine which is good for the voice that is husky, or hoarse, and which is to be placed under the tongue. It relieveth rheum of the throat, and cleanseth it and softeneth it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seed of Orsimón, roasted</td>
<td>20 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flour of chick-peas</td>
<td>20 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fir-cones</td>
<td>8 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flax seed, roasted</td>
<td>20 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Grapes, with the skins removed, 8 drachms
Crocus 1 drachm
Gum tragacanth 8 drachms
Honey 1/4 of a measure

Pound and work up with honey, and make into pills the size of chick-peas, and give them to patients to put under their tongues.

Another, which is used for excessive moisture of the throat, and by those who bring up pus from the chest, or lungs.

Nard of Kulaṭa (?) 3 drachms
Pistacia lentiscus 2 "
Cassia 8 "
Indian nard 3 "
Cinnamon 10 "
Frankincense 8 "
Myrrh 4 "
Costus 1 drachm
Compound malabathrum 2 drachms
Root of mandragora 3 "
Stacte 3 "
Crocus 5 "
Fir-cones 30 in number
Dates 30 "

Steep the dates in must, strain off the liquor and boil it until it hath the consistency of honey; pound all the other medicines, mix them with the liquor, and make them into pills the size of a chick-pea. Each morning give [one to the patient] in an infusion of husked barley, or in an infusion of hyssop. Let him drink three [drachms] in the morning, and in the evening let him hold one pill under his tongue.

Another [medicine] which is good for the throat, and for those who bring up with difficulty pus from their lungs, and for excessive rheum | of the chest, and for hoarseness. Fol. 88b.

Gum of terebinth 4 drachms
Frankincense 4 "
Myrrh 4 "
Crocus 4 "
Cinnamon 4 drachms
Amomum 4 "
Tragacanth 4 "
Fir-cones 4 "
Tincture of licorice root, or the root itself when pounded 4 "
Nard 2 "
Acacia 2 "
The fleshy part of dates 2 "
Galbanum 1 drachm
Costus 1 "
Fine honey 4 measures

Boil the gum with the honey in a double vessel, and when it hath been [sufficiently] boiled put in the galbanum, and when they have all become dissolved and well mixed together, take [the vessel] from the fire that [its contents] may cool. Then mix with them the other drugs, and make into pills the size of chick-peas, and let the patient hold them under his tongue. Leave some of the mixture not made into pills, and administer to the patient one drachm in an infusion of hyssop, or the extract of husked wheat.

Another [medicine] which is used for pain in the throat, and for hoarseness of the vocal chords, and for loss of voice, and for the pus which collecteth in the lungs or chest. And I myself use this medicine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gum Arabic</th>
<th>2 drachms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gum tragacanth</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankincense</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tincture of licorice [root]</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White peppercorns</td>
<td>45 in number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat dates</td>
<td>5 drachms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rub down the dates with must, pound and sift the other drugs, and mix them together and work them up, and make into pills the size of beans. Let the patient put them under his tongue, and let him drink as a draught of this medicine, mixed with an infusion of licorice root, one drachm by measure.
Another [medicine] which is used for loss of the voice caused by study. Take dried, fat figs and origanum, steep them carefully in water, mix the liquor with gum Arabic, and let the mixture be as thick as honey. Administer in the morning and evening, and let those who are affected lick some of it.

Another [medicine] which is used by those who take care of their voice, and for pain in the throat, and for coughing, and for boils in the ears, and in the privy parts, and for assisting the digestion, and for relieving the hoarseness that is caused by cold.

Frankincense 4 drachms
Myrrha 4 „
Must (new wine) 3 measures

Boil the must until it is as thick as honey, | pound the myrrh Fol. 89a. and frankincense, mix them with the must, and use in the manner written above. This medicine is used also by those who have dysentery, and colic, and pain in the belly.

Another [medicine] which is used for a harsh-sounding voice, and for loss of voice caused by excessive shouting, and for hoarseness of the throat, and for the uvula from which rheum floweth. Take two drachms of crocus, and one drachm of gum from Cyrene, and six measures of fine honey; boil the honey until it becometh thick, and, having pounded very small the other drugs, mix them with the honey and make into pills, and give to the patient to hold under his tongue.

Or crush a carob nut, squeeze out the juice, and add thereto honey equal in quantity to the carob nut; then boil them over the fire until the mixture becometh thick, and administer some of it as a linctus to those who have lost their voice.

[A medicine] which is used for pain in the throat, and for loss of voice, and for hoarseness caused by cold.

| Crocus | 3 drachms |
| Myrrh  | 1 1/2 „    |
| Juice of licorice root | 1 drachm |
| Frankincense | 1 „       |

Infuse and work up in as much must as is necessary and
make into pills, and use according to the instructions written above.

Another [medicine] of Dioscorides, which is good for pain in the throat and for loss of voice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Licorice juice</td>
<td>8 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gum of the terebinth tree</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gum tragacanth</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Crush these singly and keep separate and reduce to a powder. Then throw the gum of the terebinth tree on a little honey and rub down into a paste, add to it the other drugs and work up, and make into pills the size of beans. Dry in the shade and use.

Another [medicine] which is good for pains [in the throat].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>4 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gum tragacanth</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juice of licorice root</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed of stinging nettles</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine fir-cones, cleaned</td>
<td>60 in number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almonds, cleaned</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Work up with boiled honey and make into pills, and use.

Another [medicine] which is good for the throat and for loss of voice | caused by excessive heat, and it quencheth thirst.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gum Arabic</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gum tragacanth</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeds of the garden cucumber</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licorice juice</td>
<td>2 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starch</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound with must, and make into pills; administer in the evening, and let the patients hold them under their tongues.

Another [medicine] which is good for fluxes from the head, and for the uvula and the throat, and it quieteth the voice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frankincense</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gum of the terebinth tree</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purple βαλαύστιον</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Gum Arabic  3 drachms
Seeds of poppies  3 ″
Gum tragacanth  3 ″
Crocus  1 gramma
Myrrh  \(\frac{1}{2}\) drachm

Pound and make into pills with must, and use.

Another refreshing [medicine], which is good for a cough caused by over-heating, and for loss of voice.

Seeds of the garden cucumber  3 drachms
Licorice juice, or juice of the
root  8 ″
Purslane  1 drachm

Pound and work up with some fine white of an egg, and make into pills the size of chickpeas, and use.

Another [medicine] which is good for huskiness of voice caused by excessive moisture [getting wet?]. Pound and mix together in honey three drachms of burnt mustard and one drachm of peppercorns, and make into pills the size of chickpeas, and use [by placing] under the tongue.

Another linctus, which is good for hoarseness of the voice.

Trigonella  4 drachms
Almonds, bitter and sweet  4 ″ each
Starch  2 ″
Gum Arabic  2 ″
Gum tragacanth  2 ″
Licorice root  2 ″
Fir-cônes  2 ″

Pound and work up in must, and give it to the patient; let him use it as a linctus, taking a spoonful evening and morning.

Another linctus which is good for hoarseness of the voice.

Bitter almonds  8 drachms
Myrrh  6 ″
Galbanum  4 ″
Styrax  4 ″
Crocus  2 ″
Butter of ferula opopanax  1 drachm
Honey, as much as is necessary.

Mix well together, and use.
This is the mass of medicines that are good for the voice, and they must be administered with the accurate knowledge of the skilled physician. Now therefore, in accordance with our systematic plan [of this book], it is right to set down in writing following the description of the organs of the voice an account of the organs of breathing. As concerning the organs of the voice and the medicines to be applied in healing the diseases of them, what is written in this Tenth Chapter is sufficient.

HERE ENDETH THE TENTH CHAPTER.
CHAPTER XI.

Of difficulty of breathing, and shortness of breath, and asthma.

Now we have sufficiently described shortness of breath in the Chapter on the injuries of the spinal column, but we must recall in the present Chapter what we have said, and we will then add what there is left to say, that is, we will describe the theory of the matter. And in a general way, inasmuch as ye have a good memory, ye are well acquainted with all the muscles of the chest, and also with all the nerves which come thereto. When therefore ye go into the presence of one who is suffering from shortness of breath, look ye first of all and see if the muscles of the breast are in motion and those between the ribs, as well as the upper muscles, and the organs of digestion, and the muscles between the ribs. If ye see that they are all in motion, then ye must know that one of the upper muscles of which I have spoken, is primarily the cause of motion of this kind, and afterwards ye must try to determine which is the cause in the place. If, however, they are not all in motion, then it is right for you to arrive at quite other decisions. If, for example, we take the case of a sick man, all of whose muscles are in motion in such a way that his chest expandeth obviously and his shoulders move, this man, I say, must be suffering from one of the three following causes: enfeebled power, or constriction of the passages of the organs of respiration, or excess of heat in his heart and lungs. It is possible that two of these causes may be in operation at the same time, but there may perhaps be one only, or there may be all three operating at the same time; but when all three
are present at the same time, the man that is thus afflicted with dieth. When two or more of them are in operation, he may live, but only with difficulty. And by the characteristics and symptoms which are closely associated with the cause it may be determined whether the sick man is decreed to die or to live, I mean in the case of weakness of the chest when it existeth by itself. For this reason he who is suffering from disease of the chest cometh to the three kinds of disease, and it setteth them all in motion, because it is impossible for one kind only to move continuously. For if the digestive membrane were moving sufficiently, as it were in a natural manner, he would have no need either of the muscles which are between the ribs, or of those upper muscles; but, because of enfeebled strength, he moveth them all little by little, and doth neither work them to the full extent of which they are capable, nor to the least possible extent of which they are capable. Therefore look attentively on these symptoms, and understand clearly what they indicate, for by means of some of them ye shall be able easily to determine the cause of the shortness of breath (or, difficulty of breathing). For when excessive heat (inflammation) is collected in the organs of respiration, the sick man maketh use of all the muscles of the chest, to a small extent and with frequency, and he setteth them in motion continuously, that is to say, when in addition to his weakness of the chest there ariseth excess of heat. Now feebleness of power, neither very little nor very abundant, doth the movement possess when it taketh place, with the exception of the heat of inflammation; moreover, it doth not greatly inflate (or, expand) all the organs of the chest. Therefore one [movement] only doth it possess at once with that shortness of breath, which ariseth through excessive inflammation, that is to say, that which it performeth with all the muscles of the chest. Now closely associated with this is the shortness of breath that taketh place through excessive heat vehemently, frequently, and swiftly, with certain expiration, for with a hot and inflamed breath inspiration is associated. And with that which taketh place through feebleness of power is closely associated inspiration, as well as expiration, for it taketh place by means of the mouth or through the nose only.
Now the nostrils make this very clear, for they contract inwards at the drawing in of the breath, which is itself a great proof of feebleness of power. In attacks of difficulty of breathing which take place in the organs of respiration the breast is inflated abundantly, quickly, and frequently. And besides inflation, those who are afflicted also perform the function of breathing out.

Now when heat and oppression of the chest both happen to take place together in the organs of respiration, as, for example, in those sicknesses caused by inflamed abscesses of the lungs, not even that great, frequent, and rapid breathing is sufficient for them, and the sufferers therefore hold themselves upright (or, straighten their bodies), and sit up, because they feel that in this position the whole chest can be more easily inflated. When they lie down the chest falleth on itself, because the upper portions of the chest come down upon the other portions of it which are close to the spinal column. When the spinal column itself is stretched out (or, extended) in an upright direction, the breast also standeth in an upright position with it, and doth not rest heavily upon it.

In a similar manner also taketh place the breathing of those who have the oesophagus of their lungs filled by the copious discharge of the rheum that cometh down from the head, or from one of the places that are round about the lungs, and they are different in one matter only, namely, [their chests] are not inflated, and they do not respire in a heated manner. In like manner also is it in the case of those in whom copious pus is collected between the chest and the lungs, now such sufferers the physicians call "purulent", and they inflate the whole of their chests; but they do not breathe in a heated manner, moreover, they do not gasp. On the other hand, if it happen that they have burning fever, they are straightway choked by the pain, and inasmuch as their power is enfeebled, they, in any case, would choke through the excess of pus. Now when the rheum cometh to the lungs, or when there is in the lungs the inflamed abscess which is called "inflammation of the throat (lungs?)" (περιπλευμονία), or when there is asthma, the strength of the patient doth not become necessarily enfeebled,
for the exact opposite is the case and his power is firm and strong; moreover, the pains of asthma, which arise from the thick and viscous chymes, become joined to the lungs. And when also, because of something which it is difficult to dissolve (or, set free), there is pain therein, it happeneth on such an occasion that the chest is greatly inflated in an outward direction, although it doth not draw in a large quantity of air, and therefore patients feel difficulty in breathing regularly, except as regards drawing in the breath, and this is the sure symptom of the presence of excessive heat (or, inflammation).

Now we come to [the consideration of] another form of difficulty of breathing, and also of those who have the "strangles", when there is difficulty in breathing, not in those chests that take in breath, but in those that expel it. Now to those who have an abscess, and pus, and excessive fluid, either in the empty places of the chest or in the lungs, neither their throat nor their oesophagus being obstructed, for it is well known that difficulty of breathing ariseth in those breasts that receive the air which is drawn in, there must necessarily cling the great expansion of the chest in an outward direction, although very little air is drawn in, and for this reason the afflicted man respireth quickly and abundantly. Now, I wish you to remember before everything the distinguishing characteristic of the great breathing, which is of two kinds; for at one time it taketh place with great movement outwardly, and at another it consisteth of a great quantity of air drawn into the chest. And ye must understand that the things of which I here remind you it is absolutely necessary for you to know [in connection with] this treatise. All those who, apart from an abscess, or some unnatural swelling, or some difficulty in the organs of respiration, [suffer from] shortness of breath in fevers accompanied by inflammation, in these [I say,] the greatness of the air-essence that is drawn into [the chest] is much [or little] in proportion to the greatness of the inflation of the chest. In those in whom the air-essence that is drawn into the chest is great, and in those who have some kind of abscess, or difficulty in the organs of respiration, besides a burning fever, the motion of the chest from outside is great. | Now the
air that is drawn in doth not become less through the measure of the inflation of the chest, but is reduced in no small degree by the natural drawing of the breath.

Now besides the ordinary definitions, the inflation of the chest maketh known very clearly one indication (or, mark), namely, when it possesseth facility in drawing breath. And even in such a case as this it is meet for you to observe accurately, lest ye make a mistake on some occasion and imagine that the kind of breathing that taketh place when all the muscles are helping, because of feebleness of power [in the chest], is in very truth the "great breathing". This kind of breathing, on one occasion when I was wishing to explain it, I called the "upper breathing", because this appellation came into my mind at that moment. And Hippokrates [also] called inspiration by means of the upper portions of the chest "upper breathing", and on the occasion when he did so he spake thus:—"When the great breathing taketh place." Sometimes "excessive" indicateth a change of opinion, and it is well known that he calleth "great" that breathing which is "excessive", and which also is possible to take place in two ways, that is to say, in addition to the operation of the upper muscles, which is also frequently accompanied by the operation of the muscles that are between the ribs, and that also of the travelling membrane of the chest, which inflate it to no small degree, they having no need of the upper muscles in the great drawing in of the breath.

That a drawing in of the breath of this kind indicateth a change of mind Hippokrates sheweth us in [his] treatises on shortness of breath (or, difficulty of breathing), as hath also been said by us in the section treating of the disease of difficulty of breathing, of whatever kind it may be. Now, as a Fol. 92e. certain collection [of facts] concerning the other diseases [of the chest] hath been compiled in that work, and they resemble those that have been described by us in other treatises (or, sections), and we have even described briefly the different kinds of shortness of breath, what we have already said in an incomplete manner we will here say in a complete form. For, as it appeareth that the "great breathing", changeth frequently, Page 192
when the drawing of the breath is frequent it indicateth the presence of other diseases, and when it is infrequent it indicateth the presence of one disease only. Thus we say concerning the "little breathing" that, whenever it is infrequent, that is to say, the breath is only drawn at long intervals, it indicateth cold, not only in the organs of respiration, but also in those other members that move with them, that is to say, the liver, the spleen, the belly, and the stomach. Now, since there are many diseases to which pain clingeth when a man moveth frequently, it is meet for us to examine and determine accurately by means of these signs, so that we may know if he hath an abscess, and whether it is red and hard, or whether it be full of pus, or whether it be an open sore, when it causeth him pain. Now ye have also learned that pains are often associated with constitutions that are unequal, and with the inflation of the chest with a superabundance of breath, sometimes when it distendeth the region that is shut up, and sometimes when the breath escapeth forcibly. Similarly also when a superabundance of hot, acid chyme, or cold and viscous chyme, is imprisoned in that region, or when it distendeth it, or when it escapeth forcibly, there cling to them pains more abundantly than when they are imprisoned in the members that are diseased, even though they be not in motion; when they are in motion pains are present in a small degree.

It hath been said by us | in those sections on the shortness of breath (or, difficulty of breathing) that the cause through which the lesser respiration, namely that which is abundant, taketh place, indicateth pain in those members that are moved by the breathing; and that the breathing that taketh place | at long intervals maketh manifest great cold in the organs of respiration only, and more particularly in the lungs and heart. There is also another kind of shortness of breath which taketh place when the movement of the chest is impeded and killed by a short cough, sometimes when drawing in the breath, and sometimes when expelling it. This kind happeneth either through the disease of rigidity of the muscles of the chest or through a superfluity of heat, which compelleth the sick man to draw in his breath, or to expel it, in this manner.
Now there is another disease which taketh place in the function of breathing and which they call “breathlessness”, because, so far as one can see, at the time of the attack there is no breath at all in the patient; but according to nature, it is not to be believed that there is no breath at all, for nature testifieth to the fact that it is impossible for a man to be wholly deprived of breath and yet live. Notwithstanding this, the reptile lieth up in his hole in the winter season, and doth not move his breast at all. We are forced, then, by this fact to think one of two things: either that the reptile breatheth so slightly that our perception is deceived and we think there is no breath in it, or that the reptile hath no need of any breath at all at that season, and that the evaporation which taketh place in his whole body is sufficient for him. Now this is effected by the heart through the arteries, and breathing is effected by the brain through the breast. Thus also is it with the disease called “breathlessness”, for it appeareth to be common to all the members, and to resemble that which happeneth in apoplexy, and in attacks of stupor and of the falling sickness and of chill. For in all these is no special disease in the organs of respiration more than there is in the voice, or in the speech, or in walking; but, because disease of the breathing is the most important matter to them, all the members | that are ministered to by it must necessarily suffer Fol. 93δ. with it, since they derive from it the power that governeth each one of them.

Now inasmuch as we have | already made mention of asthma, Page 194 together with shortness of breath, we will describe what asthma is. We call “asthmatic” those who, though having no fever, draw their breath in gasps as do those who run, and such people, because they draw their breath in this manner, physicians are in the habit of calling “asthmatic”. These, however, so far as facts are concerned, would be more clearly described if they were called “those who draw their breath in an upright position”, because they are compelled at all times to keep their chests in an upright position owing to their fear of being choked, and they always cause the parts of their beds against which they support their backs to be in an
upright position, so that they may not be choked whilst they sleep. Now the air which they draw in when they breathe inwards causeth less pain than when they breathe it out, and from this fact it is known that in the interior of their chests there is some unnatural oppression, even as do feel those who suffer from the disease of asthma.

Let us now collect the causes which we have described above through which shortness of breath, and difficulty of breathing, and asthma, take place, and, as we may say shortly, those by which the various kinds of cure are to be distinguished. Now asthma and shortness of breath are caused by moisture which is confined between the lungs and the chest, when patients cough and bring up pus after the manner of those who are called "[spitters up of] pus"; or there is an inflamed abscess in the lungs or in some region of the chest, as is the case with those who suffer from hard, red sores, or pustules, or weakness of the nerves, or of the muscles that work the chest and throat and that have their source either in the marrow of the spinal column or in the marrow of the head (i.e., brain); or when these nerves and muscles are attacked by some kind of abscess; or when irregular changes in the conditions of the body take place in the chest and lungs. Or asthma is caused by some inflation of wind which cannot escape, or when the mouth of the lungs or of the oesophagus is filled with thick and sticky fluid. These things are, stated briefly, the causes that produce shortness of breath and asthma.

Of the cure of asthma and shortness of breath.

Now that fluid, which is confined between the lungs and the chest and which hath been said to produce shortness of breath, is removed by coughing; and the medicines that have been described in connection with the diseases of the lungs and chest are good for those who cough and bring up pus, and for those who are called "[spitters up of] pus." For cases of the difficulty of breathing that ariseth through an inflamed abscess, or through a pustule, or through ulceration of the
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lungs, medicines, and [certain kinds of] foods, and plasters which cool and relieve the pain of the abscesses, are good. For the difficulty of breathing that taketh place through the weakness of the nerves or of the muscles those medicines, and plasters, and unguments that are prescribed in the Chapter on the diseases of the nerves are good. Similarly, even though an abscess be present, the plasters (or, medicaments) that are prescribed therein are beneficial to them, and bathings, and fomentations, and wet bandages applied to the spinal column, and to the nerves and muscles, when they are laid on the places in which the injury is situated. The irregular mixtures which take place in the lungs and chest, and through which asthma ariseth, are cured by mixtures of an opposite kind. And moreover, if there be any wind which causeth inflation, we cure it by means of agencies which relieve [the pain], and open the pores, and which are applied externally to the chest, and have an effect inwardly. Now the asthma that ariseth through a thick and sticky fluid which filleth the mouth of the lungs or of the oesophagus, and is caused by a discharge of rheum from the head, or which descendeth into the lungs from another place, we heal by means of medicines which cleanse and cut the fluid (phlegm?) that appeareth through coughing; these medicines are those that are set down in this Chapter.

Medicines which are good for shortness of breath and asthma.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medicine</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sulphur, unburnt</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed of wild rue</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birthwort</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absinthium</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incense</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammoniac</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound and work up with vinegar, and make into pills the size of beans, and give three morning and evening; and let him take and swallow after them some digestive [medicine].

Another [medicine] which is good for difficulty of breathing and asthma.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medicine</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aniseed</td>
<td>6 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulphur</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Ammoniac  4 drachms
Castoreum  4 „
Garden nigella  4 „
Pound and work up with water, and make [into pills] the size of beans, and give five in the evening and five in the morning, and [let the patient take] one measure of oxymel after them.

Another [medicine] which is good for the aforementioned pains.

Artemisia abrotonum  4 drachms
The tops of branches of absinthium  4 „
Aristolochia (birthwort? rhubarb?)  2 „
Crush and work up in vinegar, and use in the manner of the preceding, or in honey water, or in warm oxymel.

Another [medicine] for the pain.

Artemisia abrotonum  2 parts
Fleshy, dried grapes  4 „
Branches of rue  1 part
Rain water  3 ἱστη
Boil until two-thirds have been evaporated, and pour into what remaineth three ounces of honey; then boil again until the mixture becometh thick, and administer as a draught when warm three measures from time to time.

Another [medicine] which is good for asthma, and for difficulty of breathing; it giveth relief immediately.

Dried grapes cleaned from stones  1 handful
Trigonella  1 „
Rain water  1 ἱστᾶ
Boil until the ingredients are cooked, then strain off the juice and pour into a potter’s vessel, and give generous doses of it in the form of a warm draught containing four measures to the patient from time to time.

Another [medicine] for the pains.

White peppercorns  1 ἱτρᾶ
Ligusticum  4 ounces
Calamint  3 „
Dried mint 3 ounces
Rock parsley 1 ounce
Smilax (bindweed? windweed?) 1 "
Pound and work up in honey, and give to the patient a piece the size of a chestnut in honey water or oxymel.

Another [medicine] for the pains.
Origanum (calamint?) 8 drachms
Smilax 6 "
Wood mint 6 "
White peppercorns 6 "
Roasted aniseed 4 "
Pound and work up in honey, and use.

Another. Take fresh extract of squills, pour on it a like quantity of honey, put on the fire and boil until it cometh thick. Take one spoonful (tarwâdâ) of it, and administer to the patient before and after meals.

Another. Throw two measures of the insects that collect under the water jars and are called "millepedes" into a potter's vessel, heat them over the fire, and when they are white rub them down and mix the powder with boiled honey, and administer in the form of a linctus one spoonful (tarwâdâ) [to the patient when] fasting.

Another [medicine] which is good for asthma and shortness of breath.
Inside of a bitter cucumber $1\frac{1}{2}$ drachms
Iris 2 "
Roots of ferula opopanax 2 "
Artemisia abrotonon 1 drachm
Pound and work up in vinegar, make into pills the size of sheep droppings, and administer four in a draught; after them let the patient drink one measure of warm honey water.

Another [medicine] which is good for loss of voice and for difficulty of breathing.
Cardamoms 3 drachms
Iris 2 "
Cassia 4 "
Quince $1\frac{1}{2}$ "
Styrax 2 drachms
Root of ferula opopanax $1\frac{1}{2}$ "
Smilax 4 "
Seed of wild rue 4 "
Arestachyâ (Aristolochia?) 4 "
Sulphur, unburnt 4 "
Ammoniacal incense 4 "

Crush and work up in strong vinegar, and administer a portion as large as a chestnut in hot water.

Another [medicine] which is good for asthma of long standing.

Sulphur, unburnt 1 drachm
Ammoniacal incense 2 drachms
Aniseed 1 drachm
Garden nigella 2 drachms
Castoreum 2 "

Crush and work up with water, and make into pills each containing one drachm. Then dry and crush, and administer to the patient at the time of [going to] sleep in one measure of hot water.

Another [medicine] which is good for breathing in an upright position.

Opopanax 2 drachms
Insides of colocynth berries 1 drachm

Crush and administer one drachm in hot water.

Another [medicine] for the above diseases. Take castoreum and ammoniac in equal quantities, and administer half a drachm in a draught of honey water.

Another [medicine] which is good for difficulty of breathing, and for bringing up vomit.

Mustard 1 drachm
Common salt 1 "
Elaterium (a purgative) 1 denkâ

Pound and work up in water, make into pills, each containing one drachm, and administer one in a draught every two days; after taking it let the patient drink of honey water one measure.
Another [medicine] which is good for shortness of breath, and for asthma, and for hardness of the liver, and for obstruction in the bowels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rhubarb</td>
<td>3 ounces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aristolochia</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flour of trigonella</td>
<td>8 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madder</td>
<td>1 ounce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agrimony eupatorium, or the</td>
<td>2 ounces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>juice thereof</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound and mix together, and administer in the form of a draught, if there be no fever, in wine mixed with water, and, if there be fever, in hot water.

Another. Take the lungs of a fox, dry and pound them, and administer in the form of a draught with wine. It is beneficial.

Another. Catch a tortoise from the river and kill it, and pour some of its blood into a clay vessel: then cut open the body, take out its inside, roast it in the fire, mix a few peppercorns with it, and work up with honey, and use as a linctus morning and evening.

Another, [ascribed to] Dioscorides, which is good for coughs and asthma. Take mint, origanum, warrior’s hair (Venus’s hair?), horehound, iris, and licorice root, in equal quantities, soak in water until one half hath evaporated, mix with honey, and administer in the form of a draught.

Another [medicine] for asthma of long standing. Take fat figs, origanum, and rue in equal quantities, steep them in water, add honey to the liquor from them, and administer as a draught.

All the above medicines are good for difficulty of breathing, and for the kind of asthma that ariseth from the thick and sticky fluid that is confined in the mouth of the lungs, and that I have described above. And since this kind of asthma demandeth that the fluid that causeth pain be reduced and cut, medicines and [suitable] foods are necessary. Now the medicines that are beneficial in cases of abscess are finer and
drier than those that possess aromatic odours, and the medicines that are good for breathing in an upright position and for asthma are those that cut [the phlegm] and cause no pain. For this reason those that give relief especially are the vinegar that is called “askil” (squills), that is to say, the essence of squills, and oxymel that is compounded of vinegar of this kind. The medicines that cause great pain are not good for this ailment.

Now therefore, as sufficient hath been written about all kinds of difficulty in breathing, and the means which are to be employed in healing them, it is right for us to pass on to describe the other diseases that are closely connected with them, and these things must suffice for this the Eleventh Chapter.

HERE ENDETH THE ELEVENTH CHAPTER.
CHAPTER XII.

Of the bursting forth of blood from the internal organs.

Now in the preceding Chapter a description hath been written of all the various kinds of difficulty of breathing that take place in the organs of respiration, and in the present Chapter we will speak about all the various kinds of bleeding that take place in the organs of respiration themselves, and about all the causes that produce them. Now bleeding from the internal organs ariseth from certain predisposing causes, and the primary causes, for so I am accustomed to call them, are, as ye well know, falling from a height, or the falling of a man upon his neighbour in some athletic contest, or the falling upon the chest of some heavy substance, which is itself inanimate, such as a stone or a log of wood, or excessive anger, or violent shouting, or overstraining in the performance of some work. These are the causes to which I am accustomed to give the name of "primary". Bleeding internally also ariseth from causes that are called "predisposing", that is to say, either from superabundance of blood, or from some such like thing. In the case of superabundance of blood, this ariseth when the veins and the arteries are unable to hold the blood, and [the pressure] of it causeth effusion. Now sometimes [the pressure] causeth an opening to appear in the members that have been mentioned, or it happeneth through the natural structure of the members becoming cold and hard, and then bleeding from it ensueth. And bleeding also ariseth through gangrene, which attacketh internal parts. These, briefly, are the causes of bleeding internally. And all physicians have already admitted that the blood goeth down from the stomach
and belly to the excrement, and that in vomiting it goeth upwards. From the organs of respiration it goeth up by means of coughing, and similarly it goeth up from the palate and from the uvula, and by means of emissions it is expelled from the mouth in the spittle. Now we often see a sudden bleeding and blood descending from the head, and especially from the uvula, and from the palate, and it is spit out by coughing, for immediately it goeth forth on the palate it setteth the patient coughing. And it is meet to watch this kind of bleeding with special care, lest we make a mistake and think that this blood cometh up from one of the organs of respiration. Now I myself know certain physicians who honestly thought this; they, however, made a mistake, thinking in their error that certain of the skilled and famous physicians had not decided correctly, and that bleeding of this kind was exceedingly serious, inasmuch as it indicated that the lungs were in an advanced state of disease, whilst actually it was caused by ruptures in the small veins. Now it is possible also that the difficulty of a sudden excess of blood is sometimes caused by some kind of food, and this is accompanied by coughing.
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Now when, in the early stages of the disease, a man spitteth up a very little blood after certain intervals, and when it happeneth later that he bringeth up large quantities of blood during fits of coughing, although he hath not fallen from a height, and hath not suddenly fallen in a struggle or contest, and no heavy thing hath fallen upon his chest, it remaineth to us to think that he cougheth and bringeth up much blood by reason of some large gangrene. Very many who have suffered in this way have brought up some portions of the lungs themselves in fits of coughing. For this reason it is right to observe most carefully when any viscous matter cometh up with the blood, for this is a sure sign that the blood cometh from the lungs, or whether there cometh up any part of the base of the spinal column, or of the oesophagus, or of the coating of the arteries or veins, or of the substance of the lungs themselves. None of these things appeareth in the matter expectorated by those who bring up blood from the chest, just as those who bring up blood from the lungs do not suffer
pain, because two small nerves from the sixth exit from the
brain come to the membrane that envelopeth it on the out-
side, but to the substance [of the lungs] down below they do
not reach. In the chest, however, as ye well know, there are
many nerves that come from within, and there are also many
that ascend to it outside, and it is because of these latter that
a man perceiveth very quickly a painful disease. Moreover,
the chest is muscular and bony, but the lungs are soft and
plastic, and because of this disease of the chest is extended
to them, and what is in them becometh paralysed.

When therefore any portion of the chest causeth a man
pain, and he spitteth up blood, not in a large quantity, and
not in a pure state, but which is | dark-coloured and is only Fol. 976.
brought up by the exercise of great force, it is chiefly his
chest that causeth him pain, | and he spitteth blood from his
lungs. And thus also is it in the case of the man who bringeth
up pus, in the diseases that produce pus, and in which the
pus that is between the breast and the lungs becometh so
solid that it can be perceived by the touch, and likewise, what
is spit up hath the colour which is seen in matter expectorated
during pleurisy. And in the lungs there appeareth quickly a
wound (ulcer?), which, according to some physicians, is in-
capable of healing, but it hath been thought by others that it
can be healed with very great difficulty. Now to the chest
are attached many veins which may become ruptured, and of
these some contain much blood; and however long the rent
which taketh place in them may last, it can never be entirely
healed. On the other hand, when the rent which taketh place
in the lungs subsisteth for a very long time, although it is
sometimes healed, yet to the very end there will remain in it
something which is obstinate and fistular in character, and
which, even after the lapse of much time, will be easily denuded
of its skin by the smallest cause. And there cometh up some-
times, with the things that are spit up from this region, that
which is called by the physicians "slough". Now the breakings
forth of blood which take place in the lungs are recognized by
the fact that a copious flow of blood cometh from the ruptures,
and by the fact that the primary cause of the rupture is well
known and is easily perceptible, such as a fall, or shouting, or some one of the causes which have been mentioned above, besides some manifest cause which is external. Moreover, there sometimes taketh place a rupture in the veins and arteries of the lungs through excess of blood, just as in any other member, whatever it may be, when the vein or artery becometh hardened and unpliant, either because of some chill which hath attacked it, or through some evil condition of its natural structure.

Now one cause of rupture of the lungs is frequent movement, and excess of the chymes by itself will cause it, or some cold and inflating wind, which cannot be disposed of; this distendeth the veins and, with the chymes, causeth rupture. Now of the rupture which taketh place through these things the sudden discharge of a large quantity of blood is a symptom of no small importance; but the cause of the opening of a vein is the opposite of cold. And the changes caused by heat precede it, and they take place when a man batheth frequently in hot water, and when he is in a hot country, and when the season of the year is hot, and when he partaketh of hot foods and hot drinks. The sudden effusion of blood which is the result of gangrene (or, cancer) taketh place after a slight spitting of blood, and after the acid rheum which moveth about and cometh down from the head to the lungs. There are times when there is brought up with it a portion of the lung, or some slough, and therefore it is impossible for disease of this kind to be mistaken. For if there be an ulcer in the oesophagus, and that which is expectorated from it be of the nature of pus, and even if the wound be in some diseased spot, the sensation of pain that ariseth in the patient, and the smallness of the quantity of that which is ejected [indicate the place where it is]. The physician must distinguish between an ulcer of this class and the ulcers that exist in the lungs.

Now as when a part of the lungs cometh up it serveth as an indication [of the existence] of ulcers of the lungs, so similarly do we often see the substance of the "daughter of the tongue" (ὑπογλυσσίς) coming up and being expectorated, because of the existence of some ulcer. And the substance
that cometh up is not the only indication of the existence of a diseased spot, but there is also the sensation of pain that ariseth in the lungs, and together these shew, as we have said, that there is also an ulcer in the oesophagus. Therefore in the lungs, besides the sensation of pain, all [kinds of] diseases arise; now in other places the diseases create a sensation of pain, but as this is very small, so far as those whose sensitivity to pain is not acute [are concerned], it is not very clearly known.

Now in all these diseases from which wounds arise, and which I have enumerated here, there is bleeding continually, and in them there come up, accompanied by coughing, small clots of blood, which come from within, and which may be due to ulcers in another part of the body. Those which are from the belly and stomach come up by vomiting, those which come from the kidneys and bladder go forth in the urine, those which come from the bowels descend through the anus, those which come from the womb emerge through the vagina, those which come from the head descend by the palate and nostrils; but those which come from the organs of respiration cannot be ejected except by coughing. Now there is another kind of spitting of blood, [which may be described] thus:—If a man spitteth and breatheth in the ordinary way, and blood cometh up several days in succession, and he hath neither felt beforehand nor feeleth then any heaviness or pain in his head, and he hath not received a blow of any kind, it is meet that we should examine with the greatest care the orifice of his nose, and that part of his mouth where it is hollowed out towards his nose, for in a case of this kind it sometimes happeneth that a diseased growth closeth up this place. In the early days of this growth, by reason of its small size it escapeth notice, but after three or four days it is easily discernible. From a similar cause blood is evacuated from the belly, when, as it sometimes happeneth, a man is attacked by [the disease called] "'alakēthâ"; now blood of this kind is thin and inert. Whether the blood is seen to come from the belly, or from the nose, or from the mouth, when the physician seeth it he must enquire into the constitution of the man, and ask questions as to what
symptoms have previously shewn themselves, and from all these he will be able to decide concerning the truth of the matter, except in cases of this one kind of bleeding only, namely the bleeding caused by the "alakēthā". All other cases of bleeding that occur, from whatsoever spot the blood cometh, are due to the three following causes: the rupture of some blood-vessel, the opening [of a vein], and gangrene (or, cancer). The above are the symptoms of the bringing up of blood that taketh place from the organs of respiration to the man who doth not disregard them contemptuously.

Of the healing of the bringing up of blood (haemorrhage).

Now the first danger in connection with the bringing up of blood, which ariseth through the immoderate vomiting (or, evacuation) that taketh place through the opening or bursting of the veins or arteries, is that which ariseth through the eating away of the region [which is affected]. The cure for arteries that have become opened is to stop up the patient's mouth, and the cure for the burst artery (or, vein) is to bind together [the sides of the wound]; in the case of the artery that hath been eaten away the wound must be cleansed and the substance of the artery made to grow again. The vein that is open must be treated with medicines that are of an astringent nature and bind together; the vein that is rent open must be closed by medicines of an astringent nature mixed with those that make the sides of the wound to unite and cling together, as, for example, alcyonium (i. e., bastard sponge), and gàsesfrir.¹ The part of a vein that is eaten away is made to grow again by means of foods containing chymes that are beneficial, and by the medicines called "flesh increasers", such as frankincense, caryophyllus bark, and starch. These are the means which are to be employed in curing any kind of haemorrhage in the lower parts of the members.

Now to cure haemorrhage in the organs of respiration, especially of the lungs, is very difficult, so also are cases of

¹ i. e., talc ἀλκσόδ = ἰδς ἄσθρ.
haemorrhage in the breast, and in the membranes of the digestive organs, and in the travelling membrane of the ribs, and in the oesophagus. When there is bleeding from these, or when there is a wound (i.e., perforation) in any one of them, it is possible sometimes to heal it if care be exercised in the beginning. To heal wounds in the lungs is very difficult, and frequently it is not only exceedingly difficult to heal them, but when they have existed even for a short time, it is absolutely impossible to cure them at all. For this reason when haemorrhage of the organs of respiration taketh place, in the earliest stage of it, and provided that the patient is healthy and strong, and his physical condition and age be favourable, a reduction of the blood, by letting blood from the middle or lower vein in the arm, will be useful; in addition to this there should be applied tight bandages to the hands and feet, and powerful rubbings (massage?), and plasters that adhere should be placed on the whole of the chest, or on the spot that is over the part that is affected, and over the whole head, and food of an astringent and binding character and drink of vinegar mixed with water should be administered, and if there remaineth a drop of blood it will be set free and will come up. And medicines that are far stronger than those used for other parts of the body are required, because neither the foods which are eaten nor the medicines which are drunk are able to penetrate these parts. Therefore, with the medicines that are good for the bringing up of blood from the organs of respiration are to be mixed those medicines that are hot and subtle by nature, and those that are antidotes for the three kinds of ailments that have been mentioned, namely, the opening of the arteries, the tearing of the arteries, and the eating away of the arteries.

Now the medicines which brace up and bind stop the arteries, and these need to possess the power of making a passage so that their strength may be transmitted to the organs of respiration. Now when haemorrhage occureth in the belly, or in the stomach, or in the bowels, it doth not require medicines such as these, on the contrary, medicines possessing exactly opposite qualities are required. There is another kind of
medicine which cleareth and reviveth the faculty of sensation, and this also is mixed with those medicines that are good for haemorrhage, and they produce deep sleep, and are beneficial for those who are tortured by coughing, and by means of cold they prevent the blood from flowing to the artery that causeth pain. The following is a list of the compound medicines that are good for haemorrhage of the organs of respiration.

A medicine which is good for those who bring up blood when coughing, and I use it myself.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medicine</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acacia</td>
<td>4 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dried roses</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purple βαλαύστιον</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gum Arabic</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gum tragacanth</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Pound and work up in water, make into three-drachm pills, dry in the shade, and give the patient one to swallow in a draught of rain water.

Another [medicine] which is good for haemorrhage of any kind whatsoever, and for bleeding from any place whatsoever.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medicine</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seed of hyoscyamus</td>
<td>4 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankincense</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opium</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talc, الطلق</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amylum (starch)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea gems</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corallium (κοράλλιον)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purple βαλαύστιον</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Pound and work up in juice of polygonum or of plantains, make into pills each containing half a drachm, and let the patient swallow [one] in rain water, or in juice of "lamb's tongue", or in juice of wall-wort (comfrey, or black bryony).

Another.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The fleshy parts of grapes</td>
<td>16 litre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red mulberries</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fleshy figs</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rain water</td>
<td>16 measures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Place these in water and boil until two-thirds of it have
evaporated, pour the remainder into a potter's vessel, and admin- 
ister it in doses of one measure, fasting.

Another, for the [same] disease.

Frankincense bark 2 drachms
Talc 2 "
Starch 2 "
Crush and reduce to a powder, and administer it in doses of 
one spoonful, each in one measure of water.

Another.

Purple βαλαύστιον
Talc
Gum Arabic
Bark of frankincense
Crush and reduce to a powder, and administer according to 
the instructions written above.

Another, which is to be taken on the tongue, and which 
is good for those who bring up blood and for violent 
vomiting. Take one litra of clarified honey and one measure 
(ξέστης) of best wine, pour them into a potter’s vessel, and 
work up together. Put the mixture on the coals of a fire and 
boil it until it becometh thick, then take it off the fire and let 
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two drachms each of purple βαλαύστιον and talc, then heat it 
again over the fire, and administer it to the patient in two-
drachm doses.

Another, which is good for those who bring up blood, 
and which is called “sublime” and “splendid”.

Starch 2 drachms
Purple βαλαύστιον 2 "
Talc 2 "
| Juice of haṕκατεδις (goat’s 
beard) 2 "
Gum Arabic 2 "
Crocus 2 "
Opium 2 "
Juice of “lamb’s tongue” 
(plantain) 3 "
Mix well together, and administer one drachm in rain water.
Another, which is compounded of coralium, and which is good for disease and pain of the belly, and for diarrhoea.

Plantain (psyllium), pure, 6 drachms
Iris 30 "
Stacte 30 "
Coralium 30 "
Amber 30 "
Crocus 30 "
Opium 16 "

Macerate the plantain in hot water, and let it steep, and when the liquid hath become glutinous and sticky, strain it off, mix in it well the other medicines, and work up the mixture and make it into pills each containing half a drachm. Administer at bed time in some convenient vehicle as a draught.

Another, which is good for those who bring up blood, or pus, or rheum.

Seed of white hyoscyamus 10 drachms
Bark of mandragora root 10 "
Sweet wine 10 "
Frankincense 10 "
Opium 10 "
Styrax 10 "
Cypress fruit 10 "
Stacte 30 "
Amber 30 "
Germander (teucrium polium) 30 "
Water for macerating the germander —

Mix well together, and use according to the instructions written above.

Another, which is compounded with coralium, and is good for the same disease. A most excellent medicine.

Coralium 8 drachms
Talc 8 "
Starch 4 "
Purple ἑλαύστιον 4 "
Lycium 4 "
Sea gems 4 "
White hyoscyamus 4 drachms
Opium 4 "
Juice of goat's beard (trago-pogon pratense) 4 "
Pound and work up in plantain juice, and make into pills each containing half a drachm, and use in some convenient form of draught.

**Pills for the disease.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coralium</td>
<td>8 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costus</td>
<td>8 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juice of goat's beard</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purple βαλαύστιον</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acacia</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhubarb</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talc</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opium</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankincense</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumach</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pound and work up in plantain juice, and use.

**Pills (or, tablets) which are good for those who bring up blood, and for pain in the belly, and diarrhoea, and rheum of the stomach.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pounded pomegranates</td>
<td>6 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egyptian cotton</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purple βαλαύστιον</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycium</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhubarb</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opium</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pound and work up in the juice of myrtle berries, make into Fol. 101 a. tablets, and administer them in rose water according to the strength of the patient.

**Pills (or, tablets), [which are good] for these diseases.**

Take in equal parts:

- Purple βαλαύστιον
- Goat's beard
- Opium
- Acacia
Frankincense
Myrrh
Crocus
Dried grapes
Aloes
Rhubarb
Lycium
Myrtle berries
Rind of pomegranates

Pound up together and make into tablets with the best wine, each containing one drachm. Administer in wine to those who have no fever, and in honey water to those who have fever.

**Tablets which I myself use for those who bring up blood or pus, and for diarrhoea.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>6 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankincense</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bark of plantain root</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opium</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed of hyoscyamus</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Make into pills, each containing half a drachm, and administer in wine, or in juice of "lamb's tongue", or in juice of myrtle berries, or in juice of black bryony, before meals, and they are beneficial at bed time.

**Tablets, which are compounded of madder, and are good for those who bring up blood and pus.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Best wine</td>
<td>1/2 measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infusion of madder</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pour the madder into a glass vessel, with the wine, and let it soak for a whole night and day, and the following day. Work the madder well with thy hand until it emitteth its juice; then squeeze out the juice and pour into it half a lîtrâ of honey, put it on the fire and let it simmer, and when the mixture is as thick as honey take it off, and administer one spoonful as a linctus.

**Tablets which are good for those who bring up blood and pus, and who have protracted fits of coughing, and**
who bring up something viscous and sticky, and for difficulty in breathing, and for women whose courses do not return after childbirth. And it bringeth down the fat, and it is good also for young children who are vexed with pains, and it may be administered to those who suckle them.

Juice of madder 6 measures

It is meet for this to be squeezed out when the plant is moist, and it is then to be dried; or take it when fresh.

Fine wine 1 measure
Fine honey 1 "
White peppercorns 4 drachms
Frankincense 4 "
Myrrh 4 "

Boil down the madder juice with the wine to one-third, then pour in the honey, and when it is thick sprinkle the dry drugs over the mixture, mix them together carefully, take it off the fire, and pour it into a glass vessel. Administer as a dose one spoonful when [the patient] is fasting.

Pills which are good for those who spit blood. Take in equal quantities purple βαλαύστιον, gum Arabic, and sagapenum, pound them and make into pills (?), and administer a dose of six grammes in a draught of hot water. These have been well tried.

Pills which are good for those who bring up blood. Take in equal quantities styrax, sea-sulphur, licorice root, castoreum, and gum of the terebinth, pound them together and make into pills the size of vetches, and administer a dose of two grammes in a draught of hot water, and let the patient also keep them under his tongue.

Pills for the disease. Take two measures of purslane juice, and add to them a little sugar (or, sweet wine), and administer as a draught.

Or mix the juice of lamb's tongue with a little vinegar, and administer as a draught.

Or mix together one measure of the juice of the Greek leek with half a measure of vinegar, and administer as a draught.
Or burn a sponge in the fire, and crush it in wine mixed with water, and administer as a draught.

Or mix one measure of plantain juice with half a measure of vinegar, and administer as a draught.
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**Pills for those who bring up blood.**

- Hyoscyamus seed: 5 drachms
- Poppy seed: 5 drachms
- Purple *βαλαύσιον*: 2 drachms

Pound together, and administer one drachm in a draught of vinegar mixed with wine.

**Another, which is good for those who bring up living blood.**

- Acacia: 4 drachms
- Dried roses: 8 drachms
- Purple *βαλαύσιον*: 4 drachms
- Gum Arabic: 2 drachms
- Opopanax: 1 drachm

Pound and work up in honey, and administer one drachm in a draught of cold water.

**Another.** Take in equal quantities amber, *sam térin*, and gum Arabic, pound them and give to the patient to drink in vinegar mixed with water.

Or take one drachm of sea gems, and crush it well in vinegar mixed with lukewarm water.

Or crush myrrh, and frankincense, and *sam térin*, and administer as a draught with plantain juice, or with the plantain [itself], or with the juice of calamint, mixed with a little vinegar.

The above are the medicinal materials which are good for every kind of bringing up of blood.

Now, the foods which are good for haemorrhage are those that purify (or, are of an astringent character) and check it, and of which the chymes are beneficial (nutritious?), as, for example, all strong-smelling herbs, and pomegranate water, and the infusion of husked barley, mixed with juice of asparagus or, the juice of myrtle berries, and mallows, both wild and cultivated, and sumach water, and vegetables, lettuces, chicory, and especially purslane, and every herb which is slightly
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astringent. And milky substances are also good for patients: if it be necessary to thicken the body administer cows' milk, and if to reduce it, ass's milk; and, if milk of an intermediate nature be required, take goat's milk. These must be administered in a warm state, and if it be possible the patient should drink the milk of sheep or goats. Now, for those whose stomachs are weak and cold, it is meet that a small quantity of honey should be mixed therewith. And the animal from which the milk is taken must be supplied with food that possesseth strengthening properties, and is slightly astringent, for then the milk will not curdle quickly in the stomach. And patients must abstain from every kind of exciting work of the body, and they must keep continually under their tongues some one of the medicines which are good for the bringing up of blood, and must struggle to their utmost power not to cough; and they must suck the medicine little by little, and by doing this, the strength of the medicines will descend to the place that is diseased, and will cure it.

Now the plasters that are laid on their chests must be composed of medicaments that are binding and astringent, as, for example, those that are compounded of aloes, and frankincense, and acacia, and purple χρυσός, and these are to be laid on the chest, exactly over the places from which we think | the Fol. 102b. blood cometh. And in addition to these things we must exercise the greatest care in respect of the whole body, that is to say, we must pay attention to the reduction of the belly by means of blood-letting and drenches, and we must bandage the hands and the feet, and rub them.

Of plasters which are good for those who bring up blood.

A plaster which is good for haemorrhage of the organs of respiration; it is to be placed on the chest, and it is good also for diarrhoea.

Smelters' dross from the furnace 5 drachms
Dried grapes 5 "
Aloes 10 "
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Vine flowers (οἶνανθίς) 3 drachms
Stacte 3 „
Juice of fleshy grapes 3 „
Dried roses 3 „
Wax 4 ounces
Oil of asparagus as much as is sufficient.

Pound the dry drugs, rub down the wax with the oil, mix them together, and smear on a piece of linen, or on a bandage, and bind on the chest.

Another [which is good] for the diseases of the chest.

Dog's bane (ἀπόκυνον, aconitum lycoctonum) 3 drachms
Vine flowers 3 „
Dried roses 3 + 6 „
Aloes 3 „
Scoria of smelters 3 „
Dried grapes 3 „
Acacia 3 „
Purple βαλανόστιον 3 + 6 „
Stacte 3 „
Absinthium 3 „
Flesh of dates 18 „
Wax prepared with myrtle oil 36 „
Crocus 3 „
Glaucium 3 „

Pound them all and dissolve in vinegar. Then dip cotton wool in this mixture, or smear it on a strip of linen, and lay it over the place whence cometh the blood.

Another.

Dried myrtle 1 drachm
Dried roses 1 „
Rind of pomegranates 1 „
Senna 1 „
A hand of sumach 1 hand
Purple βαλανόστιον 1/2 „
Dried grapes 100 in number
Smelters' dross 6 drachms
Vinegar, or wine with a "bite" in it. 2 duškē.

Make an infusion of these, then dip a sponge in the infusion, place it on the breast, and fasten it with a bandage. Others, however, dip a sponge, or cotton wool, in vinegar, and place it on the chest, and keep it in position by means of bandages. Others smear the whole chest with the juice of unripe grapes or olives, and then sprinkle over it a thick layer of the powder of burnt pomegranates. Others smear the chest of those who suffer from haemorrhage with well known tablets, having first dissolved them in ordinary vinegar, or in very pungent vinegar.

Pills of various forms (πολυείδης) which are good for many diseases.

- Smelters’ dross: 3 drachms
- Myrrh: 8 "
- Flowers of copper: 2 "
- The contents of a pomegranate: 12 "
- Gall of an ox: 4 "
- Aloes: 4 "

Pound and work up in old wine, make into pills, and, when the occasion demandeth, dissolve in vinegar or in sour wine, and then smear on the breast and, if necessary, on the head also. These relieve the gangrene (or, cancer).

Pills of Andronius, which are good for the disease.

- Finely chopped pomegranates: 10 drachms
- Dried grapes: 4 "
- Smelters’ dross: 4 "
- Myrrh: 4 "
- Aristolochia: 4 "
- Vitriol: 2 "
- Flowers of copper: 2 "
- Gall of an ox: 6 "
- Aloes: 8 "

Pound and work up with new wine, make into pills, and use according to the written instructions. These are also good for the gangrene which cometh in the external members.

Now others make these drugs into small pellets with must
or wine, and administer them to patients who suffer from haemorrhage of the chest, ordering them to keep them under their tongues.

A plaster which is good for haemorrhage from any part of the body, and for diarrhoea.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>4 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aloes</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankincense</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purple βαλαύςτιον</td>
<td>8 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samterin</td>
<td>8 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acacia</td>
<td>8 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glauccium</td>
<td>8 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycium</td>
<td>8 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opium</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyoscyamus seed</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root of plantain</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smelters' dross</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea gems</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper shavings (or, rust)</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitriol</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock parsley</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mint</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mustard</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lepidium</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aniseed</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumach</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dried grapes</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insides of pomegranates</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Crush small and work up with sour wine, make into pills and dry in the shade. When required for use dissolve them in vinegar or wine, and smear on the breast and head when there is haemorrhage from the organs of respiration, and on other parts of the body from which there is haemorrhage, or in which there is any other ailment, and they will afford relief; they have been well tried.

The above form the mass of medicines which are good for those who suffer from haemorrhage in the organs of respiration.
Of the healing of [the disease called] "'alakěthá". Now if the patient be suffering from that kind of spitting of blood which hath already been mentioned, and which is caused by a leech that hath been swallowed, set the sufferer in a position opposite the sun, and let the physician press down his tongue with a specillum (σπηθομήλη), and look into him very carefully, and if thou seest a leech clinging to the oesophagus, lay hold of it with the instrument with which the uvula is held. Do not lift it off suddenly, lest the creature break, but take hold of it gently and lift it up until its mouth letteth go its hold upon that to which it is fastened, and then take it out. If the creature doth not fall within the range of vision [the following] medicines are good for it:

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vinegar</td>
<td>2 measures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitre</td>
<td>3 drachms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garlic</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Work up the garlic and the nitre well together, shake them up well in the vinegar, and let the patient use this as a gargle, and the creature will come out.

Or crush into a powder two drachms of mustard, and four drachms of nitre, and blow it into the mouth in a dry form.

Or crush to a powder absinthium and garden nigella, and blow [into the throat].

Or take one part each of garden nigella, absinthium, artemisia abrotonon, lupins (or, chick-peas), costus, and the inside of orichalchum (يِزْنُج), and sarkash (?), and two drachms of garlic. Make a strong infusion of these with vinegar, and let the patient use it as a gargle. If the leech be in the stomach, let the patient drink glaucium pheniceum, and it will fall out.

Or let a man eat garlic in large quantities, and let him drink no water. And let him set before himself a tank of cold water, and bend over it, and then let him stir up the water, and open his mouth above it, and the leech will go forth. Let him do this in the sun.

Or let him pound up vitriol, and blow it into the patient's mouth, and the leech will go forth.

Or pound mountain hyssop and madder and blow them into the patient's mouth, and it will go forth.
Or pound nitre and salt, and mix them with urine, and let the patient take the mixture in his mouth and gargle, and it will go forth.

If after the blood-sucker hath gone forth from its place there be haemorrhage, | make use of the medicines that are of an astringent nature, such as surantikon¹ (collyrium refrigerans) and many others that are equally good. And let the patient eat foods which are of themselves strengthening.

Now, concerning all kinds of haemorrhage, and their symptoms, and the means to be employed in healing them, sufficient hath been written, and these things must suffice for the Twelfth Chapter.

¹ It contained arsenic.

HERE ENDETH THE TWELFTH CHAPTER.
CHAPTER XIII.

Of the symptoms of the injuries that take place in the lungs, and in all the organs of the breast.

Now the path of those who are skilled in [the knowledge of] the symptoms of the places which are diseased is of two kinds: the one is the path that ariseth from happenings which are visible, and the other ariseth from the places in which these things happen. If now a man be trained in both paths, he hath two wherein to walk, and I say that these are not the same, but two entirely distinct paths. Behold, we have already spoken a little about the diseases of the lungs in the Chapter on shortness of breath, and also in the Chapter on haemorrhage, but we must also speak again about them here, since the subject of the present Chapter is all the members of the chest. Now severe pain never taketh place in the chest without there being a feeling of weight in it. Sometimes there is also a kind of tension of the chest that reacheth to the spinal column, because it is there that the membranes which envelop it are made fast. Moreover, those who suffer often feel oppression, and for this reason they gasp frequently and rapidly, and they move their chests greatly, but do not draw into them much air. If these symptoms take place, except when there is fever, they indicate that there is in the chest an ulcer (or, abscess), or an excess of thick and viscous chymes, or something else of this kind, or that the parts round about it are clogged with pus or with thick or viscous chymes, or they indicate that there is an excess of some kind.

Now all these may be defined by means of the happenings which precede them. If a man, who is in good health and
performing his ordinary duties, beginneth to feel a shortness of breath and a pain increasing in him, in addition to the appearance of a certain restraint in his breathing, it is meet to think that there is some hard ulcer (or, abscess) in his lungs; and if, besides these things, he hath a wheezy sound in his breathing, and the matter which he expectorateth is copious and thick, or viscous, these shew that the ulcer clingeth to the oesophagus of the lungs. If, however, shortness of breath cometh upon him suddenly, together with a feeling of oppression, then these things must be to thee a proof that rheum descendeth to the lungs, either from the head, or from some of the other members that are near to it. When these things take place through the excessive effusion of some viscous or thick fluid, which descendeth to the lungs—I mean shortness of breath in a man—it is to be understood that the fluid is confined in the oesophagus of the lungs. Now the oesophagus, which is situated in the throat and is also called the "rough artery", is distributed throughout the lungs in the same way as the artery that cometh to it from the heart, for it is well known that the nature (i.e., substance) of the little oesophagi is in all the lungs. Now those who dissect the body call the little tubes (or, canals), which are composed of cartilages, "little oesophagi", and they have a kind of circular [form].

And if perforation (i.e., pleurisy) seemeth to progress, and if the strength of fever maketh itself manifest therewith, and if there remaineth a certain amount of sensitiveness in the ribs at the bottom of the chest, in addition to that which accompanyeth a sudden change in the position of him that is lying down, and as some liquid floweth from this side to that, especially at the time when patients are turned from one side to the other, and as there is a certain superfluity, and they appear to have [inside them] water pots possessing the faculty of feeling, and as moreover a certain sound is heard perceptibly in their chests, this, and the things which have been already mentioned, show that nothing of that which cometh up from the great perforation, which was originally in the ribs, is ejected in expectoration. Now, if some other inert or phlegmatic chyme, in addition to the fever, transferreth itself
suddenly to the empty places of the chest and causeth shortness of breath, then patients spit up something which is not thick; what they spit up is at first little, and the spitting is accompanied by violent coughing, but when it is dissolved to a moderate degree, they spit copiously, and the matter expectorated is copious, and is accompanied by violent coughing. Now patients spit little for two reasons when there is violent coughing; some because of the thickness and viscosity of the chymes, and some because of their extreme thinness. When the chyme which cometh up during coughing is extremely thin, it is emptied out by the breath which presseth upon it, and it floweth downwards and doth not go up. When the chyme is thick and viscous, it goeth up with difficulty, because it cannot separate itself easily from those bodies to which it adhereth, and it is impossible for it to be expelled by a little (i.e., weak) breath; for, if the breath which is coughed up be abundant and frequent, it is unable to drive up anything with it. When then the chyme is not very moist or watery, and also when it is not very thick or viscous, it goeth up easily, and especially when the strength of the patient is in a healthy condition; for unless the chest be contracted to a great degree it is impossible for there to be much coughing, and, unless there be frequent coughing, it is impossible for the thick and viscous chymes to go up.

When there is shortness of breath accompanied by oppression and weight, and fever, and inflammation, there is an inflamed abscess in the lungs; but if there be very much inflammation and the sensation of weight and oppression be little, there is a hard, red abscess in the lungs. And because these two states can be clearly defined, it is not difficult to recognize whether that which is in the lungs be a hard, red abscess, [or not].

Now there are other diseases that attack the lungs besides the effusion of chymes during the regular or irregular change in the composition of the body; that change which is irregular produceth coughing, whilst that which is regular and even, when it is moderate, only changeth the regularity of respiration, even if it becometh strong and increaseth. If there be great
heat (or, inflammation) in it, it produceth an eager desire for cool air and for cool drinks, and sometimes this also clingeth to fever. And the change in the composition of the body which is cool, and which is the opposite of the things that accompany it, that is to say, the desire for warm air [and warm drink, is good] so long as it is moderate; but if even this increaseth, air filleth the lungs.

All the diseases, then, which I have enumerated hitherto, and which take place in the lungs and in the empty places of the chest, and also in the oesophagus | and in the throat, as we have seen them often, even so have we described them; but the following diseases, about which I am now going to speak, have been only seen by me on very rare occasions. Now, a man [beginneth] to cough suddenly, and he bringeth up chyme which is like fresh bile, and the colour of which is between red and yellow (i.e., reddish-yellow), and which containeth no acidity whatsoever. From this time onward the man spitteth more and more each day, and at length attacks of subtle fevers seize him, his body beginneth to diminish, and he beginneth to spit pus, and after a period of about four months he bringeth up a little blood with the pus, and he is attacked by fever and inflammation. And again, after a little, he spitteth copiously, and he also wasteth away rapidly, and after this the fever increaseth, and in this way his strength is turned into weakness, and he dieth, in the same way as those who are attacked by the sickness of phthisis die.

I saw another man also who was ill in exactly the same way for six months, and I saw another man also who was ill in exactly the same way, only more seriously. He whom I had seen first of all did not seem to me in the beginning of his illness to have anything bad in his condition, but subsequently it became well known that he had, and I knew only too well that he was in evil case. When, however, I saw the second man I knew at once, from the very beginning, that I must treat him with the greatest possible care, | and henceforth I treated both of them with the greatest care. Neither of them lived, however, nor any other man after them who was attacked by the same disease, for they all spat [blood]
before their end, and they brought up portions of the lungs that had become rotten. Therefore I knew well that a certain disease had attacked them which was like unto that which taketh place in the external members when they become saturated and decay through the fluid of corruption; only, in the case of the external members it is possible for the physician to cut them off, and, before this, to cauterize them, but with the lungs it is not possible for him to do either of these things, and therefore they all perish.

Now when I saw the second man, it seemed to me that I might be able to dry up the lungs forcibly by means of the aromatic drugs and draughts that were good for them, and I therefore ordered him to draw in the odour of that drug which is called "hedrōkhnōn" (ὑδράργυρος, hydrargyrum) the whole day long, and I held it to his nose, and he inhaled the odour of it continually. And I also ordered him to keep his nostrils anointed at all times with one of the unguents that are compounded of drugs of very sweet smell, namely, that which they call "Pōrātōsipiša". And I gave him to drink draughts of the potion which is called "Metdōrišōs", and "Ambrosia", and "Immortality”, and “Türkē”, but even with these things and drinking these drinks he only lingered for a year, and at length, in the same manner as those who have phthisis, he too died. Now he lingered a long time because of the course of treatment which we have described.

And I saw also another case of disease in the lungs which resembled this. This man had been coughing for a very long time, and he used to spit up a small quantity of thick matter which was like unto small hailstones, and he coughed some of them up and brought [them] and shewed them to me. And again, after a few days, he coughed up some more, and these also he brought and shewed to me. Now, I thought that what he had coughed up the first time was some viscous chyme, and when it was dry it resembled this. However, through drinking a certain medicine which I gave him [to Fol. 106b. drink, and which contained the things that were good for shortness of breath, he coughed much less, and brought up much fewer of the things like hailstones, in fact, he only
coughed them up after intervals of many days; but for many years he never ceased to suffer in this manner, and he did so until the end of his life. Now, the size of the greater number of the hailstones which were coughed up was about that of chick-peas, but sometimes they were larger, and sometimes they were smaller. And I have also seen many other men who spat up matter as did this man, and they lived for many years, and I have also seen many who died. And I have also seen others who had some kind of disease in their organs of respiration, but not one of them spat blood. Concerning the bleeding that taketh place in the lungs and the wounds that appear in them, we have already spoken in the preceding Chapter, wherein I have spoken about all kinds of effusion of blood which take place in the organs of respiration. It is now meet for us to speak about the natural mixings of the lungs.

Of the natural mixings of the lungs.

Now the lungs do not make the belly only to thirst or not to thirst, and to crave for drink, hot or cold, but they act on the chest in a similar manner, and they change each of the mixings when it is in excess. Those who drink are not immediately satisfied, and a cold drink quencheth their thirst more than a hot one, and also cold air refresheth them through being drawn into them, but this in no way relieveth the thirst which ariseth from the stomach. Similarly also those which are felt by the senses to be the opposites to these cause pain through the indrawing of cold air, and this is a great sign (or, symptom), namely, that they spit up and bring up by means of coughing and speaking the cold matter which is in the lungs and the excess of phlegm. Now dryness of the lungs doth not produce superfluity of and freedom from phlegm, just as also this superfluity increaseth moisture, and produceth uncleanness and dryness of the voice, and superfluity preventeth men from speaking in a clear, high voice, when they wish to do so. These are the symptoms of the mixings of the lungs.
Of the diseases of the chest.

In this member, as also in all the other members, some diseases exist independently, and some by virtue of sympathy with other diseases which exist in it, but they all most certainly tend to the injury of the faculty of breathing, because the breast maketh manifest that it is the true organ of respiration. The painful diseases which appear in it cause respiration to be feeble and gasping (or, frequent), even as we have already shewn in the sections on shortness of breath, just as they do in each of the other members that are closely connected with it and move with it. And we have described in the preceding sections how respiration is injured also by the diseases of the spinal column, although the chest itself is in no wise diseased, but only one of the nerves which come forth from the spinal column, or the spinal column itself. Now as concerning the diseases of the chest, some of them arise through the muscles, and some of them subsist in the membrane that is attached firmly to the ribs. Concerning those other diseases that arise in the skin, or in the bones of the ribs, it is not our intention here to speak, because the places in which they exist are beyond our faculty of perception. As concerning the muscles thereof, some of them ascend to places that are between the ribs, and some of them are outside these, and are situated outside. Therefore when they are attacked by painful diseases, or when they are crushed, or when they have in them wounds, or pustules, or a hard, red ulcer, or abscesses, these are clearly visible to the physicians, and they can lay their hands upon them. On the other hand, the inflamed abscesses which exist in the muscles that are between the ribs, and especially in the lower part of the back, are, as ye are well aware, full of inflammation, yet they do not fall under our power of inspection. Now, these are very much more painful than those that are external, and they drain inwards, as doth also some portion of that rheum which formeth the abscess, through that membrane which is firmly fastened to the chest, and which must, of sheer necessity, become thick with them, just as with this membrane, when, as sometimes
happeneth, it is diseased beforehand, there doth also thicken
the inner portion of the muscles which is between the ribs. And true perforation (i.e., pleurisy), when it becometh an abscess, taketh place in this membrane, and therefore extendeth to the clavicle or to the epigastric region. Now, fever accompanyeth all abscesses of this kind, inasmuch as the region that is diseased is near the heart, and the heart itself is the machine (i.e., motive power) of that membrane, as it is also of that other membrane (diaphragm?) which is called the "digestive apparatus". And the throbings (i.e., the pulse) of the arteries especially shew thee if the membrane that is firmly attached to the ribs is diseased, or if the muscles that cleave to it are diseased, for the muscles stretch to a very small degree, but the membrane which moveth (diaphragm) stretcheth to a very large degree, and it hardeneth the arteries, just as in the diseases that take place in the lungs hardening of this kind never appeareth at all.

Now that putridity, which is poured out into the empty places of the chest, being taken into the oesophagus of the lungs, and spit up as by the oesophagus, maketh known what kind of chyme it is that hath produced the abscess of the perforation (or, pleurisy), that is to say, whether it is red bile, or black bile, or phlegm, or blood. When the abscess is caused by red bile, patients spit up matter which is reddish yellow; they spit up what is black when the abscess is caused by black bile; and they spit up yellowish-white rheum when the origin of the abscess is phlegm in excess; and when the cause of the disease is blood, they spit up matter which is whitish-red. In coughing there cometh up something which is, manifestly, from the empty spaces of the chest. And it is possible to know by those diseases that [extend] from the outside to the inside, when a wound hath been hollowed out in them, or when the chest itself is torn and the wound will not close, or concerning some great abscess which hath broken inside and outside, or hath been cut so that it may discharge externally when it is able to do so. But when the membrane

that moveth hath been eaten into | by gangrene (or, cancer), or, when a rib hath been cut off | by gangrene, the physicians
are unable either to keep the membrane free from disease, or to find out when it hath gangrene and is rotten. For in all diseases [of the chest] when honey water is poured into the chest from outside, it is immediately spit up by the process of coughing, and it is known to the patient by means of the taste that what hath been poured into him is honey water. Now how this happeneth, and by what paths the liquid cometh to the oesophagus, is easy to learn for him that wisheth [to do so]. Therefore it is manifest that the operation of breathing hath its origin in the chest, and that the lungs possess no independent motion; but at the time in which they are inflated, the breast also by the attraction towards the emptying out of its breath is inflated outwardly. Now by the contractions of the lungs the breast also is contracted, and it is squeezed together just like sponges that we hold in our hands and squeeze. In this way, then, there appeareth the throbbing through that which goeth forth from the membrane of the diaphragm which [is felt] in the large members. Nevertheless, even when it throbbeth not, and the chest is contracted greatly, it presseth upon the lungs, and driveth it inside the oesophagi which are in the lungs; but not as it cometh shalt thou hearken to that which we have spoken at great length in our discourse. For, if the chest doth not on all sides press with very great force on the lungs, the pus is not taken into the mouths of the oesophagi, and for this reason there hath been given to the animal creation a power of pressure that is called "coughing", which is a natural happening and is like unto sneezing, and hiccupping, and vomiting. Now as regardeth the cause of this natural happening, because those who are sufferers have need of strength, rightly [do we say from our experience] of many who have coughed up pus, that this taketh place before their strength hath declined; because it is the healthy and frequent contraction of the chest that produceth coughing, for when the strength hath become weakness, a man cannot cough immediately, or healthily, or frequently. Now as for the spittings that come from the empty spaces of the chest what hath been said here must be sufficient.
Of the disease which is called "perforation" (pleurisy).

Now the abscesses that appear in the moving membrane of the chest, and in those muscles that are joined thereunto, produce the ailment called "perforation" (pleurisy), and there accompany it happenings which are not remote from it, that is to say, acute fever, and stabbing pain, as if the parts in which it taketh place were being stretched out and stabbed through. And the breath is little, and is drawn in gasps, and the pulse maketh the artery hard, and distendeth it, and there is coughing which often produceth expectoration that is coloured. Sometimes, besides the expectoration, there are perforations from which nothing cometh up, and these physicians call "indissolvable"; these either kill the sufferer quickly, or are only disposed of after a very long time. Now the pain that patients suffer, in the majority of cases, either ascendeth to the clavicle, or descendeth to the epigastric region. There are also pains of the ribs which arise with the fever, and in such cases the breath is, necessarily, very little and is drawn in gasps; but nothing is expectorated. For this reason they resemble those perforations that are indissolvable, but they are easily distinguished from them, since during their existence patients do not cough at all, for when indissolvable perforations exist, although the sufferers from them do not spit at all, yet they have a dry cough, and moreover, in pains of this kind, there is no extended, or hard, pulse at all. And in addition to these things also, the fever in them is not acute, and the shortness of breath vexeth them in a very slight degree. Now some patients of this class suffer pain immediately the part of the body which is outside the diseased part is touched. Such patients, moreover, do not expel their pus by means of spitting, because there doth not come to the empty places of the chest at all any of the chyme that produceth the abscess; but if this abscess become ripe, and the pus that is formed therein do not abate beforehand, it goeth forth to the skin outside, and is cut off and emptied out.
Of disease of the membrane which discerneth.

All the early physicians have called the lower boundary of the chest "parnôs", because when an abscess existeth in it the understanding (or, knowledge) of those who suffer becometh injured. Now [the word] "parnôs" (πρόνοος), being translated into Syriac, means "that by which we carry on the process "of thought and the process of making calculations (or, ar- rangements), and that by which we understand." Others have called it the "diaphragm", and others the "understanding", for they thought that this filled the need for boundaries in animals, because it distinguisheth and defineth the ferocious (or, wrathful) part of the soul, which is situated in the heart, from the lustful portion, which dwelleth in the liver. The word "dia- phragm" (διάφργμα), being translated into Syriac, meaneth "barrier" (or, "boundary"), and for this reason physicians have acquired the habit of naming the "discerning" membrane "diaphragm", [a name] which [hath] also [been applied to the membrane of] the spinal column. Now, the correct name of this membrane is "marrow", and at length physicians have distinguished it by the name of "marrow"; and this membrane of the spinal column is the most important member of the organs of respiration. Rightly then is the breathing impeded when [the marrow] is diseased, even as we have said above in the section that treateth of shortness of breath. Now, we have also spoken in the Chapter on the nerves which are diseased about the diseases that take place in the marrow when it becometh diseased in sympathy with the spinal column, and also about the diseases that take place in it independently; therefore we will here speak concerning the happenings that take place in it independently, and concerning those that take place in it when it becometh diseased with the marrow. Before, then, the understanding is changed¹ by inflammation of the brain, it produceth gasping and a short supply of breath to the organs of respiration; and even when there hath been inflammation of the brain before, it doth not produce in them

¹ I. e., before a man goes out of his mind.
uniformity in various ways, even as [Galen] hath shewn in the Discourse on shortness of breath.

There taketh place also a change in the understanding through the mouth of the belly, when it is diseased, and in cases of fiery fevers, and during pleurisy, and when there are abscesses in the lungs; but the attacks of inflammation of the brain that take place through this membrane (i.e., the diaphragm), are so severe that they may be compared to those that come upon the insane, and also to those that appear in the diseases of the other members. When in fiery fevers the violence of the diseases passeth away, immediately the attacks of inflammation also become quiet. It is a characteristic of the attacks of insanity, which supervene only during fevers, that they do not subside; neither doth the violence of the fevers persist, because the brain doth not suffer sympathetically in that disease, but independently. Now, in the early stages of this affliction, the disease is established little by little (i.e., gradually), and men do not get attacks of inflammation of the brain quite suddenly, as they do when there existeth disease in the other members which I have mentioned above. And happenings not a few precede the coming into being of this disease, and they are all called "signs of inflammation of the brain" (phrenitis?), which are, light sleep, or a little sleep which is disturbed by visions so vivid that the sufferer sometimes crieth out and leapeth up [in bed]; first of all, there is seen in such patients forgetfulness which is unusual, as for example, when they ask for a vessel into which they may void water, and they forget to do so; or they void water and forget to do it in the vessel. And again, we have the case of the man who, having been hitherto of a peaceful disposition, will utter threats of violence in a fierce and truculent manner. Moreover, all patients of this class drink very little, and their respiration is short and feeble, and their pulse is weak and hard, and sometimes they feel pain in the place which is between their head and their neck.

And when the time draweth nigh that their understanding is to be changed, | their eyes become exceedingly dry, or from each of them is squeezed out a tear of a very acid nature,
and afterwards they are covered with a film, and the veins in them become filled with blood. Now, when this condition of things happeneth, such patients are unable even to answer a question properly; moreover, they imagine that they are gathering grass and woolly plants from their beds. And very acute fever overtaketh them, but there are no great variations in it from one phase to the other, as there are in other fevers which have in them frequent accesses of violence, and after the violent attacks are over, the patients have relief. What now is it meet to say? And moreover, as concerning the tongue, it is parched (or, rough) exceedingly; at one time they begin to babble gladly, and at another they are cast down and miserable, and will scarcely answer a question. Sometimes when they are suffering from a disease in one of their members they are unconscious of the pain, even if one press upon the member very hard.

Of the various kinds of inflammation of the brain.

Now the attacks of phrenitis which take place when the membrane of the diaphragm is diseased are different from those that arise through the brain or through the other members. When the brain is diseased the attacks are slight, but when another member is diseased, the attack doth not last continuously, the only exception being when the membrane of the diaphragm is diseased. In diseases of the diaphragm the attack lasteth for no short time, although it doth not last so long as when the brain is diseased. For this reason it appeared to the early physicians that the great attacks which take place were caused by abscesses in the diaphragm, and they gave the diaphragm the name of “parnōs” (πρόνοος) because of this opinion, inasmuch as it helped in no small degree that member through which we have understanding (or, knowledge). Now the attacks which take place through this disease are defined (or, declared) by the other severe attacks which occur during the happenings that take place in the eyes, and by the droppings that flow from the nose, and by the character of the respiration. Respiration [becometh]
Page 229 full and | easy to those who, because of disease of the brain, suffer from attacks at all times; in the case of those who suffer from disease of this membrane (i.e., the diaphragm), the respiration becometh so irregular, that at one time it is feeble and gasping, and at another it is very full and resembleth the heaving of sighs. Now, in the early stages of the abscess that appeareth in this membrane (i.e., diaphragm) and before the attack cometh, patients draw their breath feebly and in gasps, which is the exact opposite of that which taketh place when there is disease in the brain, for before such abscesses burst, patients draw their breath easily, | and take deep breaths. And, to speak briefly from the things which have been said here, either small matters precede the attack of delirium which cometh through disease of the brain, or none at all. Now they happen when abscesses begin to appear in this membrane (i.e., diaphragm), just as it happeneth also that the epigastric region is distended, and this is a sure symptom of the beginning of disease in the diaphragm. When the disease is in the brain, these things appear at the end and not at the beginning of the disease; and heat increaseth in the head and face when the cause of disease is in the brain. Now the other diseases of the diaphragm, both those that are sympathetic, and those that are of independent origin, have been described by us in the preceding Chapter, and it is therefore now meet for us to append some account of the means to be employed in healing the diseases that have been mentioned.

Of the healing of ailments of the lung, and of all the members of the chest.

Now the healing of these is very difficult, as it appeareth, both in theory and in practice. This is manifest in theory, because the lung is always in a state of motion through respiration and coughing. If there be in the lung a wound, or an abscess, or any other kind of disease whatsoever, when it is about to be healed it hath need of coughing. And it is also manifest in practice, because no man, who hath actually been through serious diseases of this kind, hath ever been
cured. Now in treating all the various kinds of abscesses which come in the lungs, and in all the organs of the chest which have been described, the most helpful thing to do first of all is to let blood and to clear out the belly. The second part of the beneficial treatment is to administer the foods that are good and suitable for the ailment; the third is to administer, in the form of draughts, the medicines which are suitable for the diseases; and the fourth is to apply to the chest externally plasters, and cataplasms, and fomentations, and unguents (or, salves). Now if there be an abscess in the lung, we let blood from the left forearm, and from the middle vein or from the third. If there be an abscess of the muscles that are between the ribs, or in the membrane that surroundeth the ribs on the inside, and there be the disease of perforation (i.e., pleurisy), we let blood from one of the arms of him that is diseased, from the lower vein of the curve of the forearm, or from the self-same vein in the palm of the hand. One findeth continually [that the place chosen] is above the little finger, close to the third finger. If the perforation is on the right side we let blood from the right arm, and if it is on the left side, we let blood from the left arm. Great care, however, must be taken to enquire into the strength of the sick man, and his constitution, and his age, and the season of the year, and the country, and the condition of the air (i.e., climate), and the kind of life which the man hath led hitherto, and the nature of the sickness, and time [of its duration]. The most important of all these is the strength of the sick man, and the time of the sickness; there are occasions (or, cases) in which it is unnecessary to consider the other matters, because of the serious nature of the illness. Similarly we must make enquiries as to the clearing out of the belly; there are cases in which this must be effected by the foods which are of a purgative nature, and there are others when it can only be done by means of strong drugs or clysters. We must use the means which, in accordance with our observation of the sick man, appear to be suitable.

The second aid in these diseases are those foods which are beneficial, according to the time and character of the sickness.
There are occasions during the early stages of the illness when there are fever and thirst, and we administer foods which are cooling and light and easily digested, such as extract of barley, or pieces of bread soaked in water, or broth of mallows, or broth of spinach (\textit{hosay}), or broth of gourds, or broth of orach, or broth of mallows (\textit{?), or broth of sorrel, [made] with chickpeas and sesame oil, and we administer draughts of hot water if the season of the year be that of winter. There are cases in which it is good to give patients honey water or new wine (must), in order to reduce the sickness, provided there be no fever (or, inflammation).

The third aid in such diseases consisteth of medicines which are good for producing coughing and for bringing up the pus, and which are prepared with two objects in view. The medicines which effect the first object are those that relieve roughness, and soften, and give warmth in the first place, and that check the abscesses; and the second is effected by those that incite the patient to cough, and that cleanse and purify the oesophagi of the lungs and the empty places of the chest, and that open and cleanse pustules. The first that have been mentioned are given in the early stages of the illness, when as yet the abscesses are not ripe, and when they are still unopened, and the substances of these medicines are such things as licorice juice and licorice root. Now if one administereth to the patient any of the following it will procure for him relief: "hair of the warrior" (or, Venus's hair), and "teats of the bitch" (myxa, or plum tree), seed of asparagus, gum Arabic, gum tragacanth, seed of poppies, an infusion of figs, grapes, dates, and pepper, roasted flax seed, beans and chickpeas and everything of this kind. The following, however, soften and warm [the chest] more than the preceding medicines: extract of fircones, extract of sweet and bitter almonds, galbanum, myrrh, styrax, and gum of the terebinth tree. The following warm and cleanse [the chest] more than these, and are more efficacious in bringing up pus; and they open [the passages] and cleanse [them], and stimulate coughing: flour of the bitter vetch, asarum (asarabacca), aristolochia (rhubarb) of both kinds, and peppercorns, the three kinds (white, round, and long),
mustard, pepperwort, cardamoms, root of ferula opopanax, costus, cassia, cinnamon, and spikenard, and every other drug of this kind.

Now there are other kinds of drugs that are mixed with the above, and they deaden feeling (narcotics), and are very helpful when there is much coughing, and when there is sleeplessness, because they produce sleep, and they relieve pains when they exist in excess.Strictly speaking, the physician should not use them, for they cause injuries through their excessive coldness in the persons to whom they are administered, for they cool and quench the natural warmth of the members. Now these are: opium, hyoscyamus, the bark of mandragora Fol. 112 a. root, and hemlock, and all the other drugs of this kind.

In the fourth kind of treatment which is helpful there are used plasters, cataplasms, and ointments, which mollify and warm, and which are applied to the chest externally. Sometimes we make infusions of herbs which soften and warm, such as chamomile, and dill (anise), and the seed of flax, and trigonella, and leaves of marsh mallows (hibiscum); and we sponge the chest with such infusions. And sometimes when these have been pounded, and pressed, and mixed together, we boil them in water and add the oil that is good for the particular kind of sickness, and we apply them on the part of the breast that is affected, after the manner of cataplasms. And sometimes we make use of those famous plasters which are compounded with wax, and which we are about to describe in this Chapter, according as the order demandeth. Thus, although only one in eight of those irregular conditions be in the members [of the chest], we heal it by means of that [drug] which is opposite in character. Moreover, if we suspect that there is some inflating wind confined therein, we heal it by means of those [drugs] which check it, and ease it, and open the pores [of the body], that is to say, by means of plasters, | and Page 233 washings, and unguents, and fomentations. This, then, is the art of healing diseases of the lungs and chest; but because the medicines that are good for coughing and the bringing up of pus must be set down in this Chapter [we give them further on].
Now coughing is a natural action which giveth information concerning the diseases that arise in the organs of respiration, and the pus also, according to the rule of the things that are to be ejected [from the body], indicateth the places from which it cometh up. Let us therefore collect in a brief form all the causes thereof, and also say what the places are from which pus is brought up by means of the action of coughing. Now the bringing up of pus taketh place in those in whom fluid floweth down from the head to the lungs and throat, whereby the oesophagi of their lungs are filled, according to what hath been said in that Chapter on shortness of breath. And the bringing up of pus also taketh place in those who have on some former occasion suffered from haemorrhage of the organs of respiration, which hath not been healed completely, even as it hath already been said in that Chapter on the bringing up of blood. The bringing up of pus therefore taketh place in those who have an abscess, which produceth a pustule in the organs of respiration, and it becometh perforated, and [the pus] falleth round about the lung. And the bringing up of pus also taketh place in those in whom fluid in excess is collected in the empty spaces of the chest or in the lungs; and it also happeneth through some irregular condition (or, mixture), or from some inflating wind when it is confined in the organs of respiration. These things cause the action of coughing, but they do not cause any [pus] to come up. And again, caused by the atmosphere by which we are surrounded, how often doth coughing arise through the cold condensation of dampness and the excessive fieriness of the heat therein! Now, we will indicate the places, and the causes, which have been described, of the actions (or, happenings) that accompany them, together with | the sensations in them.

If there be an inflamed abscess in the viator membrane of the ribs (i.e., diaphragm), or in the membrane which effecteth digestion, or in the muscles between the ribs, burning fever, and stabbing pain, and difficulty of breathing, and coughing, will be closely associated with it. Again, if there be in the lung the abscess which is called "περιπλευμονία" (i.e., tumour), it is accompanied by a fiery fever, and difficulty of breathing,
and redness of the cheeks, and the ticklings of coughing, and loss of feeling in the region of the chest, for the whole of the chest of patients of this class is inflated. And the fluid, which descendeth from the head to the throat and to the oesophagi of the lungs, is accompanied by constant coughing, and change of voice, and difficulty of breathing, and asthma, and sometimes also by running of the nostrils, and sneezings, and ulcers in the lobes of the ears. These are the causes that produce coughing, and these are also the places from which pus is brought up, and these are the actions (or, happenings) that accompany them, summarized briefly. Now, the cures of all the diseases that arise in the organs of respiration have one mark in common, even as hath already been said in the Chapter in this treatise on the diseases of the head; for if there be diseases in the brain, or in the empty spaces which are in the head, or in the membrane, or in the veins, or in the arteries, the various means which are employed in curing them possess one mark in common, for it is necessary to apply all kinds of relief to the head. And thus also is it in the case of the organs of respiration, for since these are all placed inside the chest, it followeth of necessity that every possible relief (or, assistance) must be applied to the chest, either internally or externally. Only in the case of the bringing up of blood, or pus, which taketh place through that fluid that descendeth from the head to the lungs and throat, doth the head participate in the helps [given], i.e., in the form of plasters which give warmth and which are applied to the head, and the bathing with aromatic compounds, and the fomentations. Sometimes we use the medicines that impart warmth slightly, and produce dryness, and strengthen the head, and sometimes those that are pungent (or, acid), such as nitre, and mustard, and euphorbium, and Thapsia Asclepium, and aromatic herbs, and spices which produce exceeding dryness. Now, in the other diseases, besides taking due care for the head, it is meet that all the remedies (or, helps) should be applied to the chest, and if there be disease in the lungs or in the diaphragm, [we must effect healing] by means of draughts, and pills that are to be placed under the tongue, and plasters, and by the foods
that are beneficial. And the compound medicines that are
good for coughing and for bringing up pus are these:
A medicine which is called "Diyâkôdâ" (i.e., "Syrup of
Poppies"), and which is good for coughs and for the run-
ings that flow down from the head to the chest; and it
is beneficial in cases of sleeplessness and diarrhoea.
Two hundred Egyptian poppies of moderate size

[Two] measures of rain water.

Crush the poppies and macerate them in the water for one
day and one night, then boil the mixture until one half of it
hath evaporated. Strain the liquid and squeeze out the juice
of the poppies and throw them away. Pour into the liquid
two measures of honey and two measures of new wine (must),
and boil the mixture until it becometh thick. Then take one
drachm each of acacia, sumach, crocus, myrrh, extract of
goat's beard (tragopogon pratense), purple βαλάψτιον, and
gum tragacanth, and pound them to a powder, throw it into
the mixture, and stir it up, and boil it until it becometh like
honey. Then pour it into a glass vessel and administer as a
linctus, one spoonful in a draught. If there be fever and thirst
dissolve it in extract of barley, and administer it in the morn-
ing and in the evening at bed time.

Another common Syrup of Poppies which is good for the
diseases. Take fifty Egyptian poppies and one hundred
and fifty measures of rain water, or water from a spring.
Break the rûmânē (poppies), which are also called maykûnê,
and steep them in water for one whole night and day. Boil
the water and the poppies in a metal pot until one half hath
evaporated, then take the pot off the fire. Pound up the
poppies, and having squeezed out their juice throw them away.
Pour the liquor into the metal pot, and add to it thirty-eight
measures of honey and new wine (must), then boil the mix-
ture until it acquireth a good consistency, and use it in the
same way as the preceding medicine.

Another [medicine] which is called "Akûmli", and which
is good for coughs, and it reduceth fluid in the chest when
it is in excess. Pour fifteen measures of rain water, or spring
water, into a metal pot, and boil until only five measures
remain; then pour two measures of honey into it, boil the mixture down to one half, and then take it and pour it into a glass vessel, and administer one spoonful in a draught.

Another linctus, which is good for phthisis, and for those who bring up much pus.

Crocus 3 drachms
Asaron (ἀσαρόν) 3 "
Enkath aylà (tragacanth) 3 "
Seed of hyoscyamus 3 "
Myrrh 2 "
Fir cones 2 "
Starch 10 "
Fat dates, cleaned, 4 ounces
Dry dates, | cleaned, 4 "
Styrax 1 ounce
Honey 35 measures
New wine 35 "

Pound and mix together, and administer a portion the size of a chestnut as a linctus.

Another [medicine] which is good for the diseases.

Crocus 4 drachms
Frankincense 4 "
Myrrh 4 "
Cinnamon 4 "
Amomum 4 "
Licorice juice 4 "
Gum of terebinth 4 "
Fir cones 4 "
Dates of Hírón 4 "
Poppy seed 4 "
Bark of cinnamon 2 "
Spikenard 2 "
Costus 2 "
Tragacanth 3 "
Galbanum \( \frac{1}{2} \) drachm

Steep these when moist in new wine for a whole night and day, then pound them and work them up in honey, and give the patient a portion | about the size of a dried
grape, and let him take the dose both morning and evening.

Another linctus which is good for coughs, and for those who bring up pus.

Fir cones 2 ounces  
Flax seed, roasted, 1 ounce  
Sweet almonds 1 "  
Round peppercorns $1/2$ "  
Honey as much as is necessary.

Pound and mix with honey, and use.

Another, which is good for phthisis.

Dried roses 2 drachms  
Frankincense 2 "  
Laurus malabathrum 2 "  
Resin 2 "  
Myrrh $1^{1/2}$ "  
Oil of balsam $1^{1/2}$ "  
Bdellium $bïyôrâ$ 1 drachm  
Amomum 1 "  
Spikenard 1 "  
Estûmkâ (stomachic?) 1 "

Dissolve the bdellium in wine, add as much honey as is sufficient, mix together, and use.

Another linctus, which is made of bamboo sugar, and which is good for those who bring up pus, and for those who suffer from dry rheum on the chest.

Incense bark 3 drachms  
Shûshmir (amomum, $\text{أَموُمُ}$) 3 "  
Long peppercorns 6 "  
Bamboo sugar 200 "  
Sugar 30 "  
Sheep oil  } as much as sufficeth.

Honey  

Pound together and administer for a cough, old or new, and for hardness of the breast and lungs, and administer to him that bringeth up dry rheum, and for weakness of the liver and stomach, and for phthisis, a draught containing a portion the
size of a gall nut in an infusion of licorice juice, or of Venus's hair, or in extract of barley, or in ass's milk, or in hot water. Fol. 1146.

Another, which is made of fir cones, and which is good for those who cough with difficulty and bring up pus.

Flax seed, roasted, 4 ounces
Sweet almonds 4 "
Gum Arabic 4 "
Fir cones 4 "
Enkath aylà (tragacanth) 4 "
Fat dates, cleaned, 20 in number
Honey
Sheep oil as much as sufficeth.

Pound and mix together, and administer.

Or pound and work up together in honey roasted flax seed, and administer as a linctus a portion as large as a gall nut, morning and evening, for a dry cough.

Another, which is made with licorice juice, and which is good for him that bringeth up thick pus and blood, and which cleareth the chest. Take in equal quantities juice of licorice root, enkath aylà, galbanum, and bitter almonds peeled, pound and mix together in as much honey as is sufficient, and administer.

Another, which is made of vetches, and which is good for those who bring up pus, and for ulceration of the bowels.

Flour of vetches 4 ounces
Asaron (ἀσαρόν) 4 "
Mountain mint, or } 4 "
River mint
Mint 4 "
Peppercorns 4 "
Dried hyssop 3 "
Spikenard 5 "
Gum of terebinth 5 "
Oil of roses, or } 3 litre
Cow oil, fresh }

Pound and mix together, and administer a portion as large as a gall nut in a suitable draught, or let the patient use it as a linctus and gargle. Or crush the frankincense, and boil it in
honey, and let the man, from whose head rheum descendeth to his chest, use it as a linctus.

Another, which is good for pains in the chest and for phthisis, and which produceth sleep.

Flour of vetches 5 litre
Opium 5 drachms
Myrrh 5 ”
Peppercorns 20 ”
Dried hyssop 40 ”
Frankincense 1 drachm
Madder 40 drachms
Licorice root 40 ”
Honey as much as sufficeth.

Administer in the morning and evening a portion as large as a chestnut.

Another, which is good for a cough and for hoarseness (or, sore throat) of long standing, and for a sudden attack of the ailment. It hath been well tried: do not despise it.

Cassia 1 ounce
Frankincense 1 ”
Licorice root 2 drachms
Myrrh 4 ”
Spikenard 4 ”
Enkath aylâ 4 ”

Pound and work up with honey, and administer.

Another, which is made of fir cones, and which is good for coughs, and asthma, and for the rheum that descendeth from the head to the chest.

Dried hyssop 4 drachms
Peppercorns 10 in number
Fir cones 2 ounces
Oil of nard 10 drops
Honey as much as sufficeth.

Pound well together, and administer.
Galbanum 4 drachms
Styrax 4 "
Fir cones 4 "
Crocus 2 "
Opopanax 3 "

Pound and mix together with honey, and administer a portion about the size of a gall nut.

Another, which is made of lupins, and which removeth obstructions of the liver and stomach, and relieveth a cough of long standing.

Lupins 1 ounce
Cyperus 1 "
Trigonella 1 "
Seed of fennel 1 "
Flax seed 1 "
Rhubarb 1 "
Laurel berries 1 "
Stacte 1 "
Aloes 1 "
Petroselinum (rock parsley) 1 "
Pulp of colocynth 1 "
Extract, or juice, of agrimony 1 "
Spikenard 1 "
Costus 1 "
Long peppercorns 7 drachms

Honey as much as sufficeth.

Mix well together, and administer a portion as large as a chestnut in some convenient draught.

Another, which is used by the Indians, and which is good for fluid in excess in the lungs and chest.

Root of the thorny caper 100 drachms
Dür 100 "
Sesame seed 100 "
Cyperus berries (?) 100 "
Orichalchum 100 "
Sugar 100 "
Myrobalanus chebula (black) 3 "
Fennel (?) 3 "
Amlag 3 drachms
Round [peppercorns] 3 ,,
Ginger 3 ,, 
Long [peppercorns] 3 ,, 
Honey } as much as sufficeth. 
Oil 

Mix well together and administer a portion as large as a gall nut, and it will relieve wonderfully.

Another, which is made of mint (or, calamint), and which is good for the thick viscous chymes that ascend from the chest, and it will bring on the menstrual flow in women.

Mint of the river 200 drachms
Mint of the mountain 200 ,, 
Petroselinum (rock parsley) 200 ,, 
Parsnip 200 ,, 
Parsley (water?) 4 ,, 
Epithymum (ἐπίθυμον, thyme) 4 ,, 
Peppercorns 20 ,, 
Ligusticum 6 ,, 

Fol. 115b. | Honey as much as sufficeth. 
Mix well together and use, [administering] a portion the size of a gall nut in [some convenient] draught.

Another, which is good for those who cough and who bring up watery and frothy pus.

Sweet almonds 4 drachms 
Flour of beans 2 ,, 
Trigonella 1 drachm 
Sheep oil 1 measure 
Honey 1/2 ounce 

Page 240 Mix well together and administer | one spoonful in a draught.

Another which is made of licorice, and is good for a cough and sore throat.

Llicorice juice 10 drachms 
Bitter almonds 4 ,, 
Pulse 4 ,, 
Cotton wool 4 ,, 
Herbs 4 ,, 
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Cooked eggs
Cream as much as sufficeth.
Honey

Mix well together, and use.

Another which is made of gum of terebinth, and which is good for sore-throat, and for the throat, and for loss of voice, and for the bringing up of pus, and for tightness of the chest, and for the removal of obstructions.

- Flax seed, roasted, 3 litre
- Raisins, cleaned (stoned?) 3 ”
- Fir cones 6 ounces
- Almonds, sweet, 6 ”
- Almonds, bitter, 6 ”
- Roasted chestnuts 2 ”
- Gum of terebinth 2 ”
- Licorice juice 2 ”
- Gum Arabic 2 ”
- Flour of trigonella 3 ”
- Enkath aylâ (tragacanth) 3 ”
- White peppercorns 1 ounce
- Flour of beans 1 ”
- Flour of chick-peas 1 ”
- Rhubarb 1 ”
- Starch 1 ”
- Mint 1 ”
- Iris 1 ”
- Pepperwort 1 ”
- Styrax 1 ”
- Myrrh 1/2 ”
- Crocus 1/2 ”
- Frankincense 1/2 ”

Pound and work them up in ass's milk, make into pills and dry them in the shade, then crush them and work up with honey, and administer as a linctus. And in the evening let the patient put some of the medicine under his tongue, and it will give relief.

Another, which is made of starch, and which is good for a cough, and it purifieth the chest.
Sweet almonds 20 drachms
Bitter almonds 20 „
Starch 20 „
Sugar 20 „
Amomum 3 „
Cinnamon bark 3 „
Honey as much as sufficeth.

Pound well together, and use.

Another, which is made of the juice of fennel (μάραθος),
and which is good for a dry cough, and for hoarseness.

Almonds of both kinds 2 drachms
Styrax 2 „
Flax seed 2 „
Aniseed 2 „
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| Tragacanth 2 „
Gum Arabic 2 „
Licorice juice, or root, 1 drachm
Sugar 4 drachms
Panid 4 „

Pound and work up in juice of fresh fennel, and administer.

Another, which is good for coughs, and for difficulty of
breathing, and asthma.

Fir cones
Chestnuts
Sweet almonds
Stacte
Gum of terebinth in equal quantities.
Peppercorns
Thyme
Persian pot-herbs
Calamint
Honey as much as sufficeth.

Pound together and administer.

Another medicine which is called "Bákiás" (βακίας, calf’s foot), and which is good for frequent and violent
coughing (i.e., a racking cough), and for sleeplessness, and
it produceth sleep.
Galbanum (χαλβάνη) 1 ounce
Honey 1 "
Seed of fennel 2 ounces
Opium 1/2 ounce

Pound and mix together, and administer a portion about the size of a chick-pea in hot water.

Another, which is good for a frequent cough, and which will quiet it immediately.

Aniseed 8 drachms
Styrax 6 "
Opium 6 "

Boiled honey as much as sufficeth.

Mix well together, and administer for a dose a portion the size of a bean at bed time.

Another [medicine] which [is to be placed] under the tongue, and which is good for a pain in the chest, and for a cough which is caused by inflammation (heat?).

Juice of licorice root 3 drachms
Fat dates, cleaned, (stoned?) 3 "
Starch 1 drachm
Crocus 1 "
Tragacanth 21/2 drachms

Pound and work up in ass’s milk, and make into pills the size of chick-peas, and administer as a dose one, which the patient is to place under his tongue at bed time.

Another, which is good for pain in the throat (sore throat?), and roughness of the vocal cords, and for bringing up blood and pus.

Fir cones 6 drachms
Pulp of pulse (or, carobs) 4 "
Cotton wool 4 "
Myrtle berries 4 "
Sea gems or, 
Viscous red mud 
Frankincense 4 "
Tragacanth 4 "
Goat’s beard (tragopogon pratense) 4 "
Gum Arabic 1 drachm
Crocus 1 "
Poppy seed 8 drachms
Scoria of the furnace 1½ "
Myrrh 1½ "
Pound and work up in licorice juice, and make into pills the size of beans, and give one to the patient to put under his tongue.

Another, which is good for frequent coughing, and for excessive dryness of the chest (or, tightness of the chest).
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| Almonds, sweet | 4 drachms each |
|----------------|
| Almonds, bitter |
| Roasted flax seed 4 " |
| Fir cones 4 " |
| Aniseed 1 drachm |
| Tragacanth 1 " |
| Gum Arabic 1 " |
| Licorice juice, or root 1 " |
| Panid 4 drachms |
| Sugar 4 " |
Pound and work up in juice of fresh fennel, and make into pills the size of beans, and administer.

Another, which is called "Pôniká", and which is good for phthisis of long standing, and for those who cough and bring up blood and also pus, and for pains in the ribs, and it is a very fine medicine indeed.

Opium 4 ounces
Crocus 4 "
Acacia, black 4 "
Iris 4 "
Purple βαλαύστιον 4 "
Costus 2 "
Gum of terebinth 6 "
Styrax, dissolved, 4 "
Galbanum (χαλβάνη) 6 "
Starch 6 "
Choice dates, cleaned (stoned?) 6 "
(stoned?)
Dried fruits (?), cleaned (stoned?) 6 ounces
Break up the dry constituents and reduce to a powder, then pound them in a mortar and pour them out on honey from which the scum hath been removed, and work up, and use. Administer as a dose a portion as large as a bean in a draught made of an infusion of licorice root and hyssop.

Another, of Menestius, which is good for pleurisy, and difficulty of breathing, and coughing, and pain in the belly, and for the liver and spleen.

Gentian 2 drachms
White peppercorns 2 "
Crocus 3 "
Opium 3 "
Aniseed 3 "
Honey as much as sufficeth.

For coughs take a dose equal to one bean in a suitable draught made of an infusion of licorice root; for pain in the liver take a dose in an infusion of rue, and for pain in the belly take a dose in an infusion of myrtle berries.

Another, which is made of madder, and which is good for coughs, and for pain in the throat, and for pain in the lung, and in the breast, and for the voice, and for bringing up of pus, and for removing obstructions of the liver, and it relieveth a wet or a dry cough.

Madder 20 drachms
Plantain 20 "
Mountain mint 20 "
Dried hyssop 20 "
Eşkil (squills) 20 "
Iris 20 "
Fir cones 20 "
Aristolochia, both kinds 20 "
Licorice root 20 "
Poppy seed 20 "
Rain water 16 (?) measures

Crush the dry drugs to a fine powder, and put it into a metal pot. Pour water on it until the mixture hath evaporated to
five measures. Then strain the liquor, squeeze the drugs dry and throw them away, and pour two measures of honey water into it until it becometh as thick as honey. Add ten drachms of starch to it, and mix [the whole] together. Take the mixture off the fire, and when it hath ceased boiling a little time, pour into it five estirè of gum of terebinth; work up and take and use. Administer one spoonful to the dose as a linctus, or let the patient swallow it in a draught.

Another, which is good for every kind of cough, and for excessive rheum of the chest, and for pain in the interior of the body.

Sagapenum (σαγαπένιον, sacapenum) 4 drachms
Gentian 4 "
Myrrh 4 "
Jackal fat (or, fat of ferula opopanax) 4 "
White peppercorns 4 "
Laurel berries, clean 4 "
Crush them, and work up with new wine (must), and administer as a dose one drachm, in a suitable draught, to the patient when fasting.

Another, which is made of mandragora, and which is good for phthisis, and for those who bring up much pus.

Rind of mandragora root 4 drachms
Seed of wild parsley 4 "
Myrrh 4 "
Crocus 4 "
Aniseed 4 "
Carrot (or, parsnip) 4 "
White peppercorns 4 "
Castoreum 4 "
Sagapenum 4 "
Jackal fat (or, fat of ferula opopanax) 4 "
Honey as much as sufficeth.

Give a dose in amount equal to a chestnut, in some convenient draught.
Another, which is good for those who bring up pus or blood, and for coughs, and for pain in the lungs, and for pleurisy, and for turning of the stomach (nausea), and for pain in the belly, and for diarrhoea, and for pain in the bladder, and for pain of the womb, and for intermittent fever, if drunk one hour before an attack, and it relieveth those whose condition is destroyed (i.e., those who need a tonic), and it is an antidote to poison, and for the bites of wild animals.

Cinnamon 1 ounce
Costus 1 "
Galbanum (χαλβάνη) 1 "
Castoreum 1 "
Poppy juice 1 "
Round peppercorns 1 "
Long peppercorns 1 "
Styrax 1 "
Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose, || one portion as large as a bean, in some convenient draught.

Another, which is made of sulphur, and which is good for intermittent fever with shivering, and coughs of long standing, and for those who bring up blood and pus, and for difficulty of breathing and ague, and for swollen sores, and for the liver and spleen, and for dropsy, and for the colon, and it bringeth down the stones that come in the kidneys, and it serveth as an antidote to poison, and to everything that produceth weak health.

White peppercorns 5 drachms
Seed of hyoscyamus 12 "
Cardamoms 12 "
Myrrh 12 "
Frankincense 12 "
Opium 10 "
Crocus 10 "
Sulphur, unroasted, 6 "
Aristolochia, the long 3 "
Fat of ferula opopanax 3 "
Euphorbium 3 drachms
Run honey as much as sufficeth.
Mix well and administer in hot water to those who suffer from intermittent fever one hour before the attack seizeth them. Dose, as much as a chestnut, dropped on thy finger which hath been dipped in a little vinegar. Administer in some suitable draught to those who bring up pus.

Another, which is made of Cyrenian gum, and which is good for the diseases [of the chest].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peppercorns</td>
<td>3 ounces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gum from Cyrene</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gum from Syria</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gum of poppies</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulphur, unroasted</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White hyoscyamus seed</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandragora apples</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardamoms</td>
<td>1 ounce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Honey as much as sufficeth.

Mix well together, and administer in doses similar to those of the preceding medicine.

Another, which is called "Metdóritós", and which is good for those who suffer from shortness of breath, and for coughs of long standing, and for excessive rheum of the chest, and for obstructions of the liver, and for the putrefying of the chymes, and for diarrhoea, and it stirreth up the desire for food (i.e., createth an appetite), and beautifieth the colour of the face (i.e., complexion), and purifieth the body, and dissolveth stones of the kidneys, and cureth retention of the urine, and abateth the affliction of the soul (i.e., depression), and preventeth the black bile from smiting the body, and protecteth the child in the womb, and cureth the greater part of the diseases incidental to women, and it produceth keenness of vision, and doth not permit a man to be injured by drugs which kill, and it delivereth from poison. Every one who hath tried it calleth it "immortality".
Myrrh 10 drachms
Crocus 10 "
Agrǐkōn (ἀγρικόν, fungus?) 10 "
Ginger 10 "
Cinnamon 10 "
Spikenard 8 "
Frankincense 8 "
Tragacanth 8 "
Babylonian pepperwort 8 "
Pistacia lentiscus 8 "
Balsam 8 "
Lavender (στοιχάδος, استطهاجدرس) 8 "
Meadow saxifrage (seseli officinale) 8 "
Costus 8 "
Galbanum (χαλβάνη) 8 "
Gum of the terebinth 8 "
Long peppercorns 8 "
Castoreum 8 "
Juice of Tragopogon (goat’s beard) 8 "
Styrax 8 "
Opopanax 8 "
Laurus malabathrum 8 "
Black cassia 7 "
White peppercorns 7 "
Sùringān (colchicum autumnale) 7 "
Poley-germander (teucrium polium, spleenwort) 7 "
Water-germander (scordium) 7 "
Carrot (or, parsnip) 7 "
Incense berries 7 "
Berries of ḫūpiōn 7 "
Mǔ (μῆον, meum athaman-ticum, or, bear-wort?) 5 "
Stacte 5 "
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Gum Arabic 5 drachms
Opium 5 "
Rock parsley 5 "
Cardamoms 5 "
Seed of fennel (μάραθρον) 5 "
Roses 5 "
Gentian 5 "
Dittany (δίκταμνος) 5 "
Aniseed (or, dill) 4⅓ "
Valerian (phu) 4⅓ "
Eupatorium 4⅓ "
Acacia 4⅓ "
Belly of the Egyptian crocodile (σκίγκος) 4⅓ "
Asarum (wood nard) 3 "
Sagapenum 3 "
Old, good wine, wherein the drugs which are soluble may be macerated . . . . .
Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose, a portion as large as a chestnut in a suitable draught.

Another, which openeth the pustules that appear in the internal organs, whether they be in the organs of the chest, or in any other place.

Ammoniac 1 drachm
Sarcocolla (Persian gum) 1 "
Galbanum (χαλβάνη) 2 drachms
Panîd 3 "
Honey 1 spoonful
New wine 2 measures

Crush and mix up with honey and pour into a shallow metal pan, and then pour in the wine and boil until they are all melted and mixed together; then strain the liquid, and let the patient drink it all in two days. And let him give some soothing, fermented drink, and it will help [him].

Another, which is good for coughs of children.

Boil some mint in goat's milk, and use it as a linctus.
Or melt tragacanth and sugar in milk, and give it to the patient to drink.

Or mix fennel juice with goat's milk, and warm it, and give it to the patient to drink.

Another, which is good for a cough of long standing, and asthma.

Steep mint, rue, and fleshy figs in water until the liquid becometh thick, then strain, and administer in the form of a draught.

Or crush and work up irises with honey, and administer in doses of one spoonful, to be taken as a linctus.

Or pound and work up wood of the balsam tree in honey.

Or pound and work up ekrôn in honey, and let the patient take it morning and evening, in doses of one spoonful in hot water.

Or take three fresh eggs and double their bulk in honey, and the bulk of one egg in the cream of sheep's milk, and forty peppercorns; pound the peppercorns and mix with the other ingredients, and heat up, and administer in the form of a linctus.

Or crush sweet cyperus berries, and work up in honey, and let the patient take as a linctus every day four drachms, and it will cleanse and purify the chest.

Or make an infusion of cardamoms, and administer in draughts.

Or crush cardamoms, and work them up in honey, and use as a linctus, and [it will be found to be] beneficial for a cough which ariseth from cold, and for runnings [from the head].

For a cough which is due to stoppages in the organs of the chest.

Pound asarum and spikenard, and work them up with honey, and use as a linctus.

For pleurisy and pain in the side.

Pound costus, and administer one drachm in an infusion of dill and one spoonful of sweet oil, and it will be helpful.

For a cough caused by chill.

Administer oil of balsam in a draught of hyssop water, and anoint the breast therewith externally.
For a cough of long standing.
Let the patient place under his tongue each evening a piece of myrrh as large as a chestnut, and it will be [found] beneficial.

For a cough, and a running from the head caused by cold, and for huskiness of voice (or, hoarseness).
Melt together honey-like styrax and honey, and use as a linctus; let the patient inhale the same for runnings at the nose, and it will be helpful.

For ulcers on the lungs of long standing.
Let the patient be rubbed with oil of tar every morning, and it will heal pains of long standing.
Or melt down honey-like gum of the terebinth with honey, and administer one spoonful as a linctus in the morning and evening.
Or melt down honey-like galbanum and honey, and administer as a linctus in the morning and evening.

An infusion which is good for a pain in the chest and for coughing.

Venus's hair
Dried hyssop
Seed of fennel
Root of pistacia lentiscus
Root of licorice
Dried irises

Infuse well in water, and administer two measures fasting. This medicine is also good for the reduction of acute sicknesses.

Another, which is good for fever and cough, and it purifies the stomach and chest.

Dried hyssop
Irices
Venus's hair
Teats of a bitch (myxae)
Licorice root
Stacte
Aniseed

Infuse in water, and administer in draughts.
Another, which sootheth the chest and refresheth.

Licorice root       
Figs
Dried hyssop
Black thorns       in equal quantities
Myxae
Husked barley, cleaned,
Venus's hair

Infuse in water and administer, either with syrup of poppies or by itself.

Another, which is good for coughs, and pleurisy of long standing, and which purifieth the breast.

Licorice root       I hand
Asarum       "
Resin       "
Root of pistacia lentiscus        "
Thyme       "
Mint       "
Teats of mouse       "
Fat figs       "
Dried herbs, cleaned,       "
Dates       "
Hírón, cleaned,       "
Husked barley a little.

Boil well in water, and administer with one of the lozenges that have been described above.

Powders for burning which are good for those who have phthisis and a cough of long standing.

Green arsenic       I spoonful
Peppercorns   10 in number

Crush well and pour on them a little white of an egg and sesame oil, then mix them all well together, and spread out the mixture on a piece of new cotton wool and dry in the shade. And, when it is required, bring a vessel like a thurible with a cover, and make a hole in the cover, and fix a reed therein, and put hot coals in the thurible, and cut off a piece of the cotton wool on which the medicine hath been spread, and throw it on the fire. Then let the patient take the reed
in his mouth and inhale as much of the smoke as he is able to bear for seven days. Let him eat bread [soaked] in fatty broth, and nothing else, and he will become well.

Another, which is good for the diseases of the chest although they bring up nothing foetid.

Leaves of the sweet service tree (sorbus)
Pig's excrement
Fat of the kidneys of the antelope
Arsenic
Hare's excrement

Pound and work up into a paste with sweet wine, and make into pills the size of a bean, and when the need demandeth, put in a fire and do according to what hath been prescribed above. And afterwards let the patient partake of fine flour boiled in water with sheep oil and honey.

Another, which is good for diseases of the chest.

Take bark of the service tree (sorbus), and arsenic, and kidney fat, and mix them together, and use in a similar way.

Or reduce red arsenic to a powder with sheep oil, and spread it on the leaves of the service tree and dry [them]. When a case of need ariseth make a fumigation with them according to what is prescribed above.

Another, which is good for a cough of long standing, and for foetid pus which is mixed with blood.

Take green arsenic, and long aristolochia (rhubarb), and the bark of camphor root in equal quantities, pound them and work into a paste with cow oil, and make into pieces the size of a chestnut. For use, take one of these and wrap it up in cotton wool, and let the patient burn two or three under his mouth every day. And let the patient take after it ardalagh boiled in sheep oil.

Another, which is good for the diseases of the chest.

Take in equal quantities fir cones, galbanum, and gum of the cedar, and pound them and mix them together, and make into tablets, and burn as before.

Another. Take a very little arsenic and thyme, and
pound and work into a paste with sesame oil, and burn as before.

Plasters which are good for pain of the chest, and for pleurisy and phthisis of long standing.

The plaster which is called "Môtn", and which is good for pleurisy, with or without fever.

Dill, or anise, 1 hand
Chamomile 1 "
Flax seed 1 "
Trigonella 1 "
Beans 1 "
Vine flowers 1 "
Barley flour 2 portions

Crush, reduce to a powder, mix together, and boil in water with some convenient oil, and spread on a piece of linen, and bind it on the part that is affected. When inflammation, and fever, and excessive thirst | are not present, we add to it honey or Fol. 120a. one of the medicines that are especially good for allaying the disease, and we also add oil, which giveth warmth.

Another, [which is good] for pleurisy and coughs.

Wax 10 drachms
Resin 20 "
Pitch 4 "
Oil of sheep, or } as much as sufficeth.
Sesame oil

Melt the wax and oil over a fire, then take them off and add the other ingredients when crushed and reduced to powder; work up and spread on a strip of linen and use as a plaster.

Another, which is good for acute pleurisy accompanied by fever. Take wax, and resin, and pitch, all in equal quantities. Melt the wax with oil of jasmine or oil of narcissus, mix with them the resin and pitch, and stir up well, and use as a plaster.

Another, which is called "Dekhir", and which is good for pain in the chest; and it softeneth the nerves.

Wax 20 drachms
Cow oil 16 "
Sheep oil 12 drachms
Fresh hyssop 18 "
Gum of the terebinth 4 "
Oil of dill, or 
Oil of narcissus as much as sufficeth.

Melt and stir up well, and use.

Another, [which is good] for the diseases [of the chest].

Wax 8 drachms
Gum of terebinth (?) 3 "
Galbanum | 6 "
Flowers of dill 2 "
Irices 2 "
Fresh hyssop 2 "
Laurel berries 2 "
Bean flour 4 "
Trigonella 4 "
Oil of dill as much as sufficeth.
Honey

Melt the ingredients that can be melted, and mix the dry ones with them, and stir up well, and use as a plaster.

Another, which is made of figs, and which is good for pain in the ribs, and for pleurisy, and which softeneth the hardness of blains in every part of the body.

Bdellium 8 drachms
Ammoniac 4 "
Flour of beans 2 "
Flour of chick-peas 2 "
Flour of vetches 2 "
Flour of trigonella 2 "
Flax seed 2 "
King’s crown (melilotus officinalis) 2 "
Dill 2 "
Anise 2 "
Flour of lupins 2 "
Figs 24 estirê

Macerate the figs in new wine one whole day and night, and then boil them until they become a pulp. Crush the hûshâk (?)
and the bdellium, and macerate in new wine, | and crush them Fol. 120\textdegree.. until they are dissolved, and pound the dry ingredients and reduce them to a powder. Then stir up the figs, and mix the ammoniac and the bdellium with the powder of the dry ingredients, and work them up in the new wine and oil of dill until they become moistened and are one mass, and apply as plasters to the parts that are affected.

Another, which is good for consumptive folk and for a cough of long standing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flax seed</td>
<td>12 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigonella</td>
<td>12 „</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flour of barley</td>
<td>12 „</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resin of shells (?)</td>
<td>4 „</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch</td>
<td>4 „</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wax</td>
<td>5 „</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil of jasmine, or</td>
<td>8 „</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil of nard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Melt and mix together, and use as a plaster.

Another, which is made of laurel, and which is good for diseases of long standing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wax</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gum of cedar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumach</td>
<td>in equal quantities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurel berries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammoniac</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bdellium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goat’s fat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil of narcissus as much as sufficeth.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Melt and stir up well together, and use as a plaster.

Another, which is made of flax seed, and [which is good] for pain in the chest, and for pain in the foot, and in the excretory organs, and for all pains of the nerves.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flax seed</td>
<td>4 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flour of barley</td>
<td>3 „</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resin of shells (?)</td>
<td>30 „</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresh pig oil</td>
<td>30 „</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Wax 4 drachms
Gum of cypress 4 "
Flowers of dill 40 "
Fruit of cypress 40 "
Crush the dry ingredients and reduce them to a powder, melt the wax, and gum, and resin, with oil, over a fire; take them from the fire and let them cool. Then mix the other ingredients with them, and stir up well, and use as a plaster.

Another, which is called "Kenár", and which is good for excessive dryness of the chest, and for coughs of long standing, and for torturing pains and paralysis of the nerves.

Wax 40 drachms
Fresh hyssop 4 ounces
Gum of terebinth 4 "
Resin of shells (?) 4 "
Stacte 1 ounce
Goat's oil
Pig's fat (lard) \{ a very little of each.
Oil of nard
Oil of dill \}
Melt down, mix together, stir up well, and use as a plaster.

Another, which is made of myrrh, [and which is good] for the diseases.

Myrrh 16 drachms
Gum of terebinth 16 "
Ammoniac 16 "
Bdellium 16 "
Dry pitch 16 "
Styrax 16 "
Irices 16 "
Wax 18 "
Oil of irises, or \} as much as sufficeth.
Oil of nard \}
Dissolve the soluble ingredients in wine with a strong odour, and melt down the wax, and pitch, and styrax with oil, and mix together and stir up well, and use as a plaster.

Another, which is made of terebinth gum, and which is good for pains of the chest of long standing, and for pleurisy,
and for the viscera, and it softeneth the hardness of abscesses, and healeth pain in the excretory organs of long standing, and it is good for all protracted diseases due to colds.

Gum of terebinth 4 drachms
Wax 4 "
Galbanum 4 "
Myrrh 4 "
Bdellium 4 "
Ammoniac 4 "
Frankincense 4 "
Stacte 4 "
Styrax 4 "
Dry pitch 4 "
Resin of shells (?) 4 "
Opopanax 4 "
Sagapenum 4 "
Castoreum 4 "
Euphorbium 4 "
Flour of irises 5 "
Flowers of bdellium 5 "
Mallows 5 "
Mint (ammi) 5 "
Seed of parsley 5 "
Aniseed 5 "
Mustard 5 "
Cardamoms 5 "
Doves' droppings 5 "
Nitre 2 "
Pig's fat, unsalted 3 "
Goose fat 3 "
Cow fat 3 "
Chicken fat 3 "
Oil of narcissus, or Oil of irises as much as sufficeth
And wine for the soluble ingredients.

Macerate the soluble ingredients in wine and dissolve [them], and melt with oil those which can be melted, pound the dry
ingredients and reduce them to a powder, mix them all together and stir them up well, and use them as a plaster on every part that is affected, ... and it will check the pain. And the following will also help [patients]: Basiliκόν which is made of four medicines, and the other one which is made of seven medicines, and those plasters which have been written down in the Chapter on protracted diseases. And fomentations also help them, and anointings with unguents which warm and soften when applied to the chest and head, and rubbings of the hands and feet, and foods that are beneficial. These are the means to be employed in healing all the diseases that arise in the chest, and the descriptions thereof must suffice for this, the Thirteenth Chapter.

Fol. 1216. 

HERE ENDETH THE THIRTEENTH CHAPTER.
CHAPTER XIV.

Of the injuries which happen to the heart, and of their symptoms.

It hath already been shewn that the heart is the dominant member of the body, and that from it, as from a fountain, by means of the arteries life is transmitted throughout the whole body, and that, as it were by a kind of hands, the throbbing of the arteries (i.e., the pulse) which proceed from it maketh manifest to us all the diseases that happen in the body. The heart is a kind of nervous substance, and it hath in it two hollows, which are filled with fine blood and living spirit. It is suspended in the lungs in the middle of the chest, and a nervous tunic surroundeth it. It hath two "ears" which are opposite to its two hollows, and it is inclined rather to the left side than to the right, and the fine point (or, head) thereof is opposite to the spleen; for there cometh to it from the liver that great vein which is filled with blood, and then it entereth the lungs, and [both] are nourished by it. And as it is with all the [other] members of the body, so is it with the heart, and it is meet that we should define what happenings take place therein, either through independent suffering, or through suffering to which it is predisposed, whatever may be the name by which a man is pleased to call it, and those that take place therein when it suffereth because other members are suffering.

Now there are three "heads" by which the whole body is governed: the heart, which is also a kind of head, and the brain, which hath been shewn to give sensation and motion to all the members of the body, and also the liver which is the "head" of the faculty of nourishment; but with any immoderate
change of condition (or, composition) of the heart, death is always associated; for all the [other] members are so constituted that they must suffer with it, because, as we can show, they all work through the regular conditions of the heart. And consequently, it is necessary that, when the measure (i.e., balance) of its condition is destroyed, the operations (or, faculties) of [all the other] members are destroyed likewise, and with them also [those of] the brain and the liver; with the operations of these two, however, the destruction of the operation of the heart is not closely associated. And although a man may not be in possession of these faculties of action and sensation, and his nutritive powers may be inactive, as is the case with creatures that hibernate, it is possible for a man to think that he is alive so long as the heart is in no way diseased. Moreover, it is often seen that for several consecutive days a man knoweth nothing, and suffereth no pain, and remaineth without sensation and motion, yet he is alive notwithstanding. And it also happeneth sometimes that a man liveth for a long time, even when, owing to the failure of the power of the liver, he remaineth without nutrition; but if one depriveth the heart of breath, the man is destroyed immediately.

All those, then, who think that the chest is wholly useless in the operation of breathing, are incapable of discovering the reason why those men who fall quite suddenly into violent apoplectic fits, through some injury to the upper “head”, die immediately. To you, however, this is not a matter of difficulty, for you are correctly acquainted with the fact that the chest is set in motion by the muscles that derive the source of motions from the nerves which come to them from the [part of the] spinal column that is close to the neck, because the chest is then opened by that power which descendeth from the brain, and setteth in motion the muscles. And even if these two “heads” were held fast together, it would still be possible for a man to live, although they were deprived of the upper “head”.

Now perhaps through this thing wherefrom we find the cause whereby the heart is injured, when the brain is suffering from great and violent fits of apoplexy, perhaps, I say, from this
same thing, the enquiry falleth upon us in another manner, so that we have to discover what is the reason why the man who suffereth from slight attacks of apoplexy, and "fallings", and faintings (?), and long periods of unconsciousness, doth not perish. And, when considering this matter, a man must also find out how it is that those who are attacked by these diseases succeed in drawing their breath; for the breast, which is as it were bound tightly with some cord, and can only exhale its breath with the greatest difficulty, ejecteth mucous matter. (Now we have already spoken sufficiently about this question in the Chapter on difficulty of breathing). Inasmuch as men draw their breath in times of fever, although all the other muscles of the body are in a state of rest, and we say that their breathing power is in operation, even so during those attacks of exceedingly violent apoplectic fits, and also during those other attacks of the diseases which are akin to them, do we declare that their breathing power is in operation. But, if the fit of apoplexy, or the attack of some other disease, be so severe that the operation of the muscles that are in the chest is destroyed, the power of breathing is necessarily brought to an end, and with it also the natural condition (or, state) of the heart, for with this state also is necessarily closely associated the destruction of the whole man. Therefore through these causes doth a man perish, namely, through injury to that upper "head".

And he perisheth in another way, that is to say, when that lower "head", which is the liver, is diseased, for he then dieth because the liver faileth through lack of nutrition; now animals suffering from diseases of this kind last a very long time [before they die]. And there is yet another way in which a man can die, that is to say, when he suffereth from serious diseases of the stomach, and from oft-repeated sicknesses; and he also dieth through great fear, and others die of over-great joy. In all those whose life-giving power is weak, if they suffer to a very serious degree through want of knowledge by reason of some mental disease, the substance of their soul (or, mind) is dissolved very quickly. Now some men of this class have died of grief, though not immediately after the manner of those
who have been mentioned here; for the man whose mind is intelligent and great doth neither die of grief nor of any other mental ailment, for he who is mightier than grief never falleth [by reason of it] into death, for the power of the mind of those who are of this class is exceedingly healthy, and their diseases are slight.

Of the special diseases of the heart.

Now, the special disease which taketh place in the heart is that which subsisteth often through a simple change of condition, whether it be regular or irregular. If an abscess or a hard, red sore beginneth to grow in the heart, straightway, before the disease increaseth, the man is destroyed. And there also accompany diseases of this kind very strong involutions (cramp?), which resemble those that are closely associated with pains (or, ailments) of the stomach; but happenings of this kind in the heart are due to diseases of both the mouth of the belly and | the heart. The diseases themselves are caused either solely through a severe change in the condition, or through the moisture produced by foul chymes. Sometimes, however, they are produced by a hard, red sore, or by some other abscess, whatever its nature may be. Now the small changes of condition which take place in the heart change the throb of the arteries (i.e., pulse) according to their nature at every time (or, season). In severe diseases when the change in the condition of the members becometh one that causeth heat (or, inflammation), and it reacheth the heart, death doth not accompany it sharply (i.e., immediately); when it taketh place in the organic members, death rusheth in suddenly, but it is accompanied by premonitory signs. One of these signs hath been mentioned by Hippokrates thus:—"To those who "are doubled up violently, very often doth death come suddenly, "and without any clearly understood cause." Another symptom is palpitation of the heart, which taketh place either by itself, or, using a simile, like that which is in troubled waters. And it is not a thing to wonder at that the quantity of liquid, which is collected in the tunic that holdeth the heart, is sometimes
so considerable that it abateth (or, destroyeth) the motion of the heart externally. For behold, we often see in the animals which we dissect that there is a very considerable quantity of liquid in the membrane that surroundeth the heart. There was once an ape the body of which began to dwindle away by degrees, and we did not order him to be dissected because of our complete incompetence to do so. When he was dead, all the other members of his body were without disease, but there was seen on the tunic of his heart something that was like an abscess of some kind, which was filled with a bloody liquid, similar to that which is confined within the cysts that come forth under the eyes. And again in a cock that we once dissected we found a thing like this abscess, and it also was placed on the tunic of the heart, and it was hard, and resembled many layers of fat placed one above the other. Therefore it seemeth likely that something of the same kind may take place also in men, and that an inflamed abscess may exist in the heart. And we have sometimes seen in cases of those persons who contended each against the other in a contest (or, war) that death hath supervened immediately, and that it resembled the deaths of those into whom stones entered, that is to say, through pains of the heart. If, then, that which cometh to (or, attacketh) the heart reacheth one of the [two] hollows (sinuses) that are in it, we agree that blood must be let immediately, especially when the left hand hollow happeneth to be attacked. If, however, that which attacketh doth not reach the hollow, but is retained in the body (or, substance) of the hollow, men will not suffer only on the day whereon they were attacked, but also in the night that followeth, and if they have an abscess death will supervene straightway. Now all such men are able to use their faculties of understanding and to think so long as they are alive, and therefore it is evident, a fact which testimeth to [the correctness of] the confession of the ancients, that the reasoning and thinking powers of the soul are not situated in the heart.

Now palpitation of the heart appeareth both in the young and in those of mature years, and it cometh to them when they are in a healthy condition, quite suddenly, and without
any [apparent] cause whatsoever. All such are greatly benefited by the letting of blood, and many of them have been completely freed from this occurrence thereby. [Others again,] who after the letting of blood have lived very carefully and employed helps of this kind, have been cured, and some of them, even though the disease hath returned to them sometimes, have been [ultimately] cured. I once knew a man, to whom this disease of palpitation of the heart used to come every year, in the spring, | who had learned by the experience of many times that the letting of blood helped him. Early in the fourth year he had himself bled before the disease attacked him, and this he did with the best results for many years. | But though in addition to the other remedies which were good for his disease he employed the letting of blood, his health failed and he too died before he became an old man, even as died all the others. Some of these fell into bad health through violent (or, sharp) fevers, and died suddenly, and some of them [died] through [this] method of healing, but one or two of them died from a cause other than that of weakness (heart-failure?). Now, many of the men who suffered in this way were over forty years of age, and less than fifty.

The covering of the heart is [one] of the important members, whatever may be the kind of disease by which it is affected; but if there be in it an inflamed abscess, and it reacheth the heart itself, the heart will suffer sympathetically. When it (i.e., the covering of the heart) suffereth by itself it doth so in the same way as all the others which are made to suffer; when there is disease in it through the protective tissues and covering of the principal members, it causeth no danger [to life]. Now the heart doth not produce any other shortness of breath, or any other ailment besides those that are mentioned in the preceding Chapter, and in that which is on shortness of breath. When the heart is hot (or, inflamed) it causeth the breath to be drawn in very deeply and rapidly, and it also causeth the expirations to be hot; and it causeth the exact opposite of these things to take place when there is cold in the heart, for by reason of it the breathing becometh short and light. Now, it hath been said above that if there be in
the heart an inflamed abscess, or a hard, red ulcer, or if there be in it anything that causeth a division in its substance, or cancer, a speedy and sudden death over taketh a man. Therefore it followeth that the heart itself alone receiveth a change of condition, when in addition to a certain [amount of] liquid some deadly chyme either is collected therein, or in the space between it and the tunic that surroundeth it, and that through this there ariseth either palpitation of the heart, or the torture of the whole body that hath been mentioned a little way back; but, inasmuch as the whole body suffereth together with the heart, when the condition of the heart is bad, and we are about to bring forward the means for healing, it is necessary for us to diagnose what are the natural conditions of the heart from the unnatural conditions which arise in it.

Of the symptoms of the conditions of the heart.

The simple conditions of the heart. Now, the symptoms of the hot condition of the heart are made known by the greatness (i.e., depth) of the breathing, and by the lightness and rapidity of the feel of the arteries, and by truculence, and wrath, and boldness, and by the hair that is on the breasts of [men of] this kind, and especially by a whistling sound over the heart, and by [the state of] the members which are by the side of it; and in the majority of cases the whole body is hot; but, if the liver standeth much against it, and there is breadth of chest, it is a sign of the heated condition of the heart, and if in this case the brain standeth against them to a great extent [it is also a sign of the heated condition of the heart].

Now an immoderately cold condition of the heart diminisheth the touch (or, feel) of the arteries, and the men who possess this temperament are naturally timid, and languid, and careless, and their breasts are smooth.

A dry condition of the heart maketh the feel of the arteries hard, and causeth a man to be slow to anger, but when his anger is roused up it becometh a savage passion, and in the majority of cases such anger subsideth with difficulty. And the whole of the bodies of men possessing this temperament
is dry, provided that the liver be not found to be standing against it.

A wet condition of the heart causeth the arteries to feel soft to the touch. Those who possess this temperament are stirred up quickly to wrath, and this wrath subsideth quickly; and the whole of their bodies is moist, provided that in this case also the liver doth not stand against it.

A hot and dry condition of the heart causeth the arteries to feel hard, and large, and rapid, and light, and the breathing of men who possess this temperament becometh great, and light, and frequent. Their breasts and the upper parts of their bellies are hairy, and their actions are fierce and savage, and they are disposed to wrath, and are truculent, and tyrannical, and they are swift to wrath, and their anger doth not quickly subsideth. If heat and moistness be present in the condition of the heart, they are less hairy than the class of men that hath just been mentioned. Men possessing this temperament are prompt in action, and their wrath is not followed by cruel acts, for they are only prone to be angry, and their arteries are large, and full, and light, and rapid to the touch.

If cold and moistness be present in excess in the condition of the heart, they cause the arteries to feel soft to the touch. Men who possess this temperament are timid, and languid, and careless in their works. And their whole body shaketh with their chest, and they do not nurse their wrath, because they are not prone to anger.

If cold and dryness be present in excess in the condition of the heart, they cause the arteries to feel hard and small. Men who possess this temperament do not become angry on small provocation, but when once they are moved to anger, their wrath endureth for a long time, and they nurse their ire. And their bodies and breasts are wholly without hair. These are the distinguishing marks of the natural conditions of the heart, and if there be found characteristics which are contrary to these they must be described as unnatural (i.e., abnormal).
The compound conditions of the heart.

The rectification of the hot, evil condition of the heart and of the whole body. Now the hot and bad condition of the heart is caused through the red bile being in excess. When this goeth downwards it is not right to fear, but when it descendeth into the stomach it is necessary to bring it up by means of vomiting after exercise, before food, and after food, and after bathing. Now it is good for those who suffer in this manner to undergo a course of exercises (or, training) which is not violent and severe, but gentle and easy. Those who possess a very ardent temperament do not need any course of treatment, but easy walking and bathing are sufficient for them, and they will therefore rejoice in bathing after meals. Those who possess an exceedingly dry temperament need abundant nourishment, and they must abstain from violent and excessive exercise, such as it is well known that men abstain from in the season of summer. And frequent washing (or, bathing) is beneficial for them, and especially draughts of cold water after a meal, for these are the opposite of dry constitutions. And frequent copulation injureth them, and consequently it is meet for them to guard themselves against anger, and fatigue, and anxiety, and sleeplessness.

Now a constitution that is moist naturally during the period of youth casteth its possessor into the pains of rheum, and of superfluity, and into the sicknesses of fluxes, and therefore young folks require much exercise, and complete digestion by the stomach; and they should make water once, twice, and thrice when they wash before taking a meal, and they will find themselves much benefited if they use water that is warm naturally. Now it is meet that we should be most careful about their evacuations which are to be brought about by means of frequent bathing and a purgative, or about the emptying of their bodies by means of the urine and faeces. And there is nothing to prevent them from making use of the helps that bring down phlegm, and purgative medicines, and foods that contain good chymes, and they may drink wine that will cause them to make water.
The rectification of the cold, evil condition of the heart.

There are three changes of the cold, evil condition of the heart, but the most evil of them all is the dry change, when it hath existed for a long time in those who possess a cold, dry constitution; therefore it is necessary to moisten and warm such men. This may be brought about by moderate exercises, and by the foods that are moistening and warming in character, and by the drink of hot, vinous drinks, and by abundant sleep, but we must take care that the body is emptied each day of the superfluity that is produced in their bodies. And copulation is injurious to all men with dry constitutions, and especially to those who possess coldness as well as dryness; and it is only good for those who possess ardent and moist constitutions.

Now, the cold constitution is evil, even when moistness predominateth in it, and it casteth the possessor thereof into the pains of rheum. Abundant and light exercise, and the abstaining from washing, and the use of warming unguents, help men of this kind; but as to those who are constitutionally of a cold nature, and who possess a constitution which is moderately dry and moderately moist, it is meet to stimulate their warmth and strength by means of the moistness and dryness of nutritious agents, and it is meet to select those that are intermediate in nature.

Of the healing of the diseases peculiar to the heart.

For palpitation of the heart, which hath been mentioned above, the writer declareth that the letting of blood from the left arm, and from the middle vein, is good, and in addition to this, the patient must take careful and exceedingly easy exercise. Now the means to be employed in healing the changes of condition that take place in him have been mentioned a little way back. The evil moisture, which is collected either in the heart, or in the covering thereof, or any dense and flatulent wind, or any obstructions, if there be such in him, may be healed by means of bathings, and aromatic unguents and cataplasms, and by foods that possess health-giving chymes.
And to the patient will be useful also the medicines which are gentle in their nature and are transmitted to the heart; such are the following:—

A medicine which is made of musk, and which is good for palpitation of the heart, and for shortness of breath, and for all the diseases that arise through black bile.

Zörbadh (amomum zedoaria, or amomum zerumbeth) 1 . . . . . .
Dornâgh
Unpierced pearls 1 drachm
Electrum 1 ",
Coralium 1 "
Living silkworms (?) 1½ "
White Behmân (centaurea behen, or salvia haematodes) ½ "
Red Behmân ½ "
| Laurus malabathrum ½ "
| Spikenard ½ "
Cardamoms (cardamomum vulgare) ½ "
Caryophyllus aromaticus ½ "
Tree moss (?) 2 denkê
Castoreum (?) 1 denkâ
Long [peppercorns] 2 denkê
Ginger 2 "
Musk ½ gramma

Crush and work up into a paste with unboiled honey, | and Fol. 1266. administer in doses [the size] of one chick-pea, in strong-smelling wine.

The Caesar Antidote, which is good for palpitation of the heart, and for evil winds, and for fevers of long standing, and for the stomach which doth not digest food, and for those who bring up blood, and for shortness of breath, and for violent hiccoughs, and for pain in the liver and spleen, and for griping in the belly, and for delayed menses, and for headache, and for the medicine of death (i.e., poison), and for the bites (or, stings) of noxious reptiles and insects.
Castoreum 3 drachms
Licorice juice 3 "
Cassia 3 "
Costus 3 "
Peppercorns, round, 3 "
Peppercorns, long, 3 "
Styrax 3 "
Opium 3 "
Crocus 3 "
Spikenard 3 "
Opopanax 1 drachm
Musk $\frac{1}{2}$ "
Zôrbadh $\frac{1}{2}$ "
Dornagh (doronicum scorpioides) $\frac{1}{2}$ "
Unpierced pearls $\frac{1}{2}$ "
Myrrh 8 "
Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose: one [the size of a] chick-pea in a draught as convenient for the disease.

The Gold Antidote, which is called "Question"(?), and which is good for all diseases of the heart and head, and for shortness of breath, and for continued fear (or, apprehension, or nervousness), and for grief (depression?) which is without cause.

Euphorbium 20 drachms
Opium 20 "
Peppercorns (round?) 4$\frac{1}{2}$ "
Cypress seed 4$\frac{1}{2}$ "
Black cummin 4$\frac{1}{2}$ "
Coralium 4$\frac{1}{2}$ "
Pearls 4$\frac{1}{2}$ "
Peppercorns, white, 4 "
Peppercorns, long, 4 "
Pyrethrum 4 "
Caryophyllus aromaticus 4 "
Mandragora seed 2 "
Gold and silver 4$\frac{1}{2}$ denkê, each
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Jackal fat 2 drachms
Sagapenum 2 "
Laurus malabathrum 4 "
Zrōbadh 2 "
Drōnāgh 2 " and 4½ denkē
Crocus 3 "
Camphor 3 "
Castoreum 3 "
Spikenard 4 "
Seed of wood rue 4 "
Costus 2 "
Alpūrā (Alpaohrā, "bryony") 4 "
Pasharshtin (FAŞERSTEIN, i. e., black bryony, or dioeca) 4 "
Aristolochia, round 7 "
Amomum (grain of Paradise) 4 "
Spikenard 4 "
Asarum 4 "
Stacte 2 "
Paeonia (peony) 2 "
Seed of dill 2 "
Cabbage stalk 2 "
Seed of the Egyptian myrtle 2 "
"King's crown" 2 "
Incense berries 7 "
Cinnamon 7 "
"Stag's horn" 1 drachm
Greek sulphur 6 drachms and 4 denkē
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Crush the dry ingredients and reduce them to a powder, and dissolve those that can be dissolved in strong-smelling wine. Rub down the gold and the silver in a mortar, and mix the powder with the dry ingredients, then mix them all together in honey from which the scum hath been removed, stir up well together, and pour the mixture into a vessel made of lixivium, or glass. After a year hath passed since the compounding of this medicine, administer as a dose a quantity equal in bulk to that of a bean, in wine mixed with water. And place some of it in the nostrils of those who suffer from
headaches of long standing, and to those who have attacks of the falling sickness administer about half the size of a vetch, mixed with the milk of a woman and oil of jasmine.

**The Wild-rue Antidote, which is good for diseases of the heart.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wild rue</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigella sativa</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camphor</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castoreum</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aristolochia</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cypress</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed of hyoscyamus</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryony</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black bryony</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrethrum</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppercorns</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian thyme</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serpent medicine, which is, in my opinion, gentian</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spikenard</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wild parsley</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed of rue</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Killer of its father&quot;</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carraway seed</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opium</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incense berries</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassia</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costus</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sagapenum</td>
<td>4 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opopanax</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar (?)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose: for delicate folk, one drachm; for healthy folk one drachm and two denkè.

**The Musk Antidote, which is good for fear (nervousness?), and for those who suffer from attacks of the falling sickness at the beginning of each month, and for palpitation of the heart.**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cassia</th>
<th>2 drachms</th>
<th>Page 265</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spikenard</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurus malabathrum</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amomum</td>
<td>1½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costus</td>
<td>1½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resin</td>
<td>1½</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>2 carats</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musk</td>
<td>3 drachms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camphor</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leeks</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coralium</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrum</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honey as much as sufficeth.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dose: a portion as large as a bean in wine and water, at the beginning of the month, at the middle of the month, and on each of the last three days of the month. And place some, mixed with beet juice, or with the juice of conyza odora (elecampane, or fleabane), in the nostrils of those who suffer from attacks of the falling sickness, and they will be restored to health.

**The Pearl Antidote, which is good for diseases of the heart.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zrôbadh</th>
<th>3 drachms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drônâgh</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Sea seals”</td>
<td>1½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unpierced pearls</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stony plant</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caryophyllus aromaticus</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silk (?)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bamboo</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castoreum</td>
<td>1½ denkà</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar (?)</td>
<td>3 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honey as much as sufficeth.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dose: about a drachm and a half.

**Another Pearl Antidote, [which is good] for every pain of the heart, and for all the diseases which are produced by black bile.**
Unpierced pearls 1 grammà
Musk 1 "
Camphor 1 drachm
Marmahôz (origanum) 1 "
Electrum 3 drachms
Coralium 3 "
Gold 1 carat
Silver 2 "
Zûrembâr (sic!) 1 drachm
Drônâgh 1 "
Laurus malabathrum 1 "
White hellebore 1 "
Cassia (or, cinnamon bark) 1 "
Costus 1 "
Castoreum 1 "
Incense seed 2 drachms
Mountain pepperwort 3 "
Rock sugar (i.e., loaf sugar) 4 "

Crush and mix together, and administer dry in doses of one drachm, or half a drachm, in wine mixed with water, when the patient is fasting, for three days.

Another [antidote] for fear and palpitation of the heart.
Dried ox-tongue, pounded 1 drachm
Amomum zerumbeth . . . . .
Drônâgh . . . . .

Crush and mix together, and administer at the beginning, and middle, and end of each month, one drachm, in wine and water when the patient is fasting. And if it be found that the ox-tongue is stale, put it in wine without water, and let the patient drink the wine very frequently for seven days.

Another [antidote] for palpitation of the heart, and for fear, and for attacks of the falling sickness.
Spikenard 2 drachms
Cardamoms 2 "
Amomum zerumbeth 2 "
Drônâgh 2 "
Dried ethróg 1 drachm
Seed of dill 1½ drachms
Pound, and administer in doses of one drachm in one and a half measures of wine wherein the tongue of an ox hath been macerated, and let the patient drink it at the beginning of the month for three days.

Or crush samsikôn (sampsuchum) and administer one drachm in warm water.

Or crush three gramma of caryophyllus aromaticus, and administer one measure of goat's fat.

Or crush the root which is called "gahzîr", and administer the dose in wine mixed with water.

The Coralium Antidote which is good for palpitation of the heart, and for fear, and for the winds which hide in the members, and for meagreness of body, and for fevers of long standing, and for all obstinate pains.

Laurus malabathrum 2 drachms
Polium 2 "
Abrotonum of the field 2 "
Gahzîr 2 "
Mountain rue 1½ "
Cassia 1½ "
Pistacia lentiscus 1½ "
Dill 1½ "
Stacte 1 drachm
Electrum 1 "
Caryophyllus aromaticus 1 "
Silk (?) 1 "
Fennel 1 "
Unpierced pearls 3 drachms
Castoreum 1 drachm and 4 denkê
Seed of hyoscyamus 1 " and 4 denkê
Rue, wild, 1 "
Rue, garden 1 "
Bamboo 8 drachms
Loaf sugar 15 "
Behmân, white, 1 drachm
Behmân, red, 1 "
Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose: as much as a bean in an infusion of rock parsley, or in
wine mixed with water, three times in the month. And for those who suffer in this way are also beneficial the medicines that expel from the body the chymes of black bile and of the living phlegm that is not digested. And great care must be observed about the whole body. It is now meet that we should pass on from this point to the diseases of the stomach, for so the ordering of our work demandeth. What, then, we have said about the diseases which attack the heart, and about their distinguishing features, and about the means to be employed in healing them, must suffice for this the Fourteenth Chapter.

HERE ENDETH THE FOURTEENTH CHAPTER.
CHAPTER XV.

Of the diseases which attack the stomach, and of their distinguishing features, and of the means to be employed in healing them.

Now this member of the body was divided by the ancients into three parts, each of which had its own name. The first part, which beginneth with the palate and goeth down to the stomach itself, they called "stomach". The [second] portion, which is annexed thereto, they called "belly", or "heart". And they call "belly" the whole of that part of the body that extendeth to the end of the lower mouth, which is attached to that upper fullness which is named "sàumâ". Now, here are attached the veins that come from the liver, and that are called "màsriké" (i.e., those that are connected with the mesentery, or, the membrane to which the intestines are attached), and by the operation | of the natural power that is called "attraction" they draw and bring up that juice, which the stomach maketh from the food, to the liver, and there it is changed into blood. It is a natural product, and by means of the nerves it is associated with the head, and it hath a function that concerneth all the members, for if it be supplied with nourishment, and if it be in a sound condition, the whole body is developed thereby through the food [taken]. The food entereth first of all the stomach, wherein it is cooked (i.e., digested) until it becometh fit for absorption by the liver. Now, it is well known that this member performeth a very important function in us, and as concerning the statement which hath been made that its operation is general, this is so truly the case that when it is injured all the members suffer.
Let us, however, speak first of all about the injuries that attack that first portion of the body which is called "stomach". Now the stomach hath two kinds of use: in the one it is the path taken by everything that is swallowed, and in the other it operateth in the two following ways, that is to say, it taketh down into the belly the things that descend from the mouth, and it bringeth up to the mouth the things that ascend from the belly. The stomach hath two parts, which are called tunics (or, "coats") by the dissectors of the body. With one of these it lifteth up and bringeth down food and drink into the belly, and with the other it bringeth up that which is ejected when men vomit. Therefore rightly are the diseases of the stomach of two classes; one class ariseth in connection with the bringing up of things that have been swallowed, and the other ariseth in connection with it as the organ of those things that are evacuated. Now this also is well known to every man that of the two needs which it supplieth [that is to say, of vomiting and of evacuation, that it performeth the latter frequently], and the former only occasionally. The class of diseases which I have referred to as arising in connection with the bringing up of things swallowed, is the result of the stoppage of the passage of the stomach through an abscess of some kind, and the other ariseth because the body itself is in an enfeebled state, and is unable to perform the operations whereby it is maintained in a sound condition. Now, it hath been said by us | in the Chapter on the Strangles, that with the change which taketh place in the vertebrae of the neck is associated another affliction (or, disease), which taketh place from without when they are afflicted by these things; let us keep this fact in mind in the present case. And let us remember also the abscesses which arise in those muscles that resemble the lower part thereof, in whatever form they may exist therein. Now, all the abscesses which arise therein are known when there cometh upon them, from the inside, that condition, wherein if patients swallow anything, they often experience such a feeling of compression that their drink is cut in twain, and it riseth up through their nostrils. When, then, there is an abscess in it, and the affliction ariseth from
this, and not from any other place, severe pain ariseth therein when they swallow anything, and there is difficulty in making the food to go down into the belly, more especially when the patient wisheth to swallow anything whilst he is lying on his side, and they therefore desire to change the position in which they are lying, and to sit up. Then, having learned from that which happeneth to them that they are able to swallow easily in their [new] position, it seemeth that their act of sitting up helpeth in no small degree their power to pass down the food into the belly, and [in this position] it is often possible for this to happen solely by pressure from the mouth to the stomach. And no help cometh from the proper descent [of the food], for the operation of swallowing is due to the power that is inherent in the stomach.

Now, ye know that when all the members that have abscesses in them are in operation they feel severe pain, and that when they are in a state of rest they feel refreshed. And, because there is in the stomach the faculty of sensation, we also make more use of this, which overcometh in the [diseased] member, as a symptom of the diseases which exist therein, than of the judgement of the sufferer when he doth not understand [his case] sufficiently well to be able to explain (or, describe) it. | When the patient suffereth severely, the faculty of sensation that is in the stomach is of very great value, and it helpeth us powerfully in obtaining symptoms of the diseases from which he is suffering. Now, very often in cases wherein men suffer from a certain debility they say that they possess sensation and, after a long time and with difficulty, they make to pass over to the stomach foods which descend into it; but there are times when at the first attempt they go down easily, and they straightway remain there so firmly that they might be thought to be held there by pressure; and in like manner they descend without trouble to the lower region. Now, the first kind that hath been mentioned maketh known weakness in working [of the stomach], and the second maketh manifest some trouble in one of its parts; but we are able to define each of them by means of the other happenings. We recognize weakness, then, when there is in it a
change of condition only, besides an abscess, from the superfluity of the descent of the things that they swallow, when this existeth simply without any pain whatsoever; and this descent is delayed very much by lying on the side, but it is lessened when the neck is in upright positions, for then, without any feeling of oppression, the descent of the food is ready to take place. Therefore the weakness, which existeth conjointly with an abscess of some kind, causeth more oppression in one of the parts of this member (i.e., the stomach) than its companion in the stomach; moreover, the descent of the food is delayed more by it than by the abscess. And if the abscess is hot, or if it is hard and red, there are associated with it pain, and thirst, and a feeling of great heat, and fever which doth not burn overmuch, for its intensity is not in proportion to the thirst. And if the abscess be not hot, in addition to the fever, and inflammation, and thirst, very great delay in swallowing taketh place in one of the members [of the stomach], and foods are held back, especially when the patient swalloweth something that is hard and that hath not been thoroughly well cooked, but there is little pain. And when attacks of this kind have taken place for a long time, and these have been accompanied sometimes by daily fever, and sometimes by shiverings, then we conclude that there is a pustule which is hard to abate. Now, after a time, there cometh in the patient a feeling of rupture, and immediately he vomiteth pus, and he doeth this the next day and on the day after; moreover, there follow closely other indications, all proceeding from the stomach, which shew that there is a wound in it. And he feelleth a biting sensation, or one of compression, whenever he swalloweth anything of an acid, or salt, or pungent nature, and he feelleth pain in that region in a moderate degree, even though he swalloweth nothing at all. Now, the foods that bite (i.e., are acid), and are pungent are especially liable to produce this sensation and pain. A patient of this kind can only be cured after a very long time (i.e., course of treatment), and with the greatest difficulty, even though his time of life be in his favour; all such patients who are old die.
Now all those who have had a painful disease in the stomach, have also had immediately in the region that is between the shoulders a pain which is the cause thereof; and it is known to us, for we have seen it in dissections, that the stomach is extended by the side of that part of the spinal column which is in the neck, and that it goeth downwards. And this also is evident from the same considerations, that when patients vomit pure blood, the blood cometh from the veins that are in the stomach; but when a coughing up of blood taketh place because of some rupture of the veins, the pain which ariseth from this indicateth the place in which the rupture hath occurred. Similarly, when blood cometh up through cancer of some kind, or some tear [in the veins], the place where either of these things hath happened is well known. Now, when some vein hath opened of its own accord, and blood cometh up, the stomach feeleth no pain whatsoever. And in like manner may be distinguished: that which is not the result of a severe blow, and that which is not the result of a great fall, according to what usually happeneth in ruptures [of the veins]. Sometimes ruptures of the veins take place through some external cause and through excess of blood. The bringing up of blood which taketh place through a cancer indicateth that there was originally a wound on the spot wherefrom the blood came up. And ruptures of the veins usually produce such a wound, as doth also the transference of the evil chymes which come to the spot, even as we see this frequently happen externally in the skin.

Now, that second portion of the stomach, which cometh after this and which was called by the ancients "mouth of the belly", or "heart", was thus named by them because of the effect that it produced on the diseases of the stomach; for men are not only attacked by the fatigues that extend to the heart because of the diseases thereof, but also by fits of apoplexy, and fits of deadly unconsciousness, and insanity, and by the disease that is called "the falling sickness", and also by fits of dimness of vision, even as we have already said in the Chapter on the Eyes, "when all these suffer, the other members
"suffer with it." Now, when the "mouth of the belly" is itself diseased, no appetite existeth, and it turneth to corruption the food that is in the stomach, and this becometh exceedingly like unto the matter that is ready to settle down in the fundament of the belly; when the foods are difficult to reduce to this condition, nothing of this kind happeneth to them.

It is very right, then, that we should examine most carefully the diseases that take place sympathetically, and that we should distinguish them from those arising from independent disease in those members of which the operative power is defective through the inaction of the "mouth of the belly." As in old times the physicians were accustomed to call the heart the "mouth of the belly", so now all the physicians call the stomach the "mouth of the belly"; but the boundary line between the diseases of the heart and those of the stomach is extremely well known to him that is practised | and trained in the art of making diagnoses (or, the art of symptoms). For certain kinds [of symptoms], which cannot possibly be described, are intermixed with others which it is quite possible to explain, and these confirm the symptoms of the members that are diseased. Now of these every man can discover the symptoms for himself; but those symptoms, which form, as it were, the general foundation of all symptoms, and of which there are some of the same kind as the effects that cannot possibly be described, the lovers of learning can learn. Now, I will myself describe the case of a certain sophist who, before he had tasted any food at all, used to be seized with a fit of the falling sickness, more particularly when he was engaged in teaching strenuously, or when he was studying, or during a prolonged fast, or when he was angry. Thereupon I thought out the matter carefully, and concluded that the "mouth of the belly" was diseased to such an extent that it had become exceedingly sensitive, and that in addition to this the brain was diseased, and that this caused his whole body to be affected by the falling sickness. | Therefore I ordered him to be very careful about the proper digestion of his food, and to eat meat, which had been prepared with the greatest care, every two or three hours, and if he was not thirsty to eat it without drinking, but
that if he felt thirsty he was to drink some wine mixed with water, but that the wine must be one of those that are wholesome, for these strengthen the belly and do not make the head hot, as do very strong wines. And having obeyed these orders, it fell out that the sophist did not suffer any more, and in this way I acquired certain knowledge about those things which I had only imagined before. And I used to give him doses of the medicine that is made of aloes and is called "pikrà," in draughts, twice or thrice every year, because it cleanseth the whole belly of the superfluity that is therein, and strengtheneth it to perform its functions. By these means this man lived for a period of about twenty years, and enjoyed good health the whole time; but if it happened, as it did now and again, that, owing to pecuniary needs he remained for no short time without eating anything at all, he was seized immediately with slight shiverings. And I have also seen other men who fell down and had attacks of the shiverings caused by the "mouth of the belly," when they did not digest their food satisfactorily, or when they drank too much wine without water in it, or when they indulged in copulation immoderately.

And I have seen other men who were attacked by the disease of the shiverings during fevers, without any symptom of apoplexy or of the shiverings appearing before the attacks, and immediately they had vomited gall, at that same moment they were delivered from all the things that were vexing them. Now, some among those who suffered in this manner vomited something which was of a pale colour, and others something which was like unto the colour of leeks. And others again, through an excess of bad (or, unsuitable) foods, whose stomachs were chilled (i.e., were inactive) fell into a stupor, which continued until they had vomited the things that were causing trouble to the "mouth of the belly." And of all these things no man could think that any one of them was caused by the "mouth of the belly," or by serious failures of strength, and we ourselves should not have done so unless we had seen them happen many times.

There is a very large number of nerves in the stomach which come down from the brain, but they are not so many that a
man should think that it is because of them that the brain arriveth at such a state of sympathy with the stomach that fits of apoplexy and shiverings take place. Neither as concerning the heart must a man think that it suffereth so specially with the “mouth of the belly” that a severe failure of strength taketh place thereby. Now, there take place in very many patients not only deep sleep and visions that startle (or, disturb) them, but also change of mind (i.e., they go out of their minds), because of the noxious chyme that is collected in the “mouth of the belly.” And as concerning the disease called “epigastric”, and “flatulent”, there is no man [living] who could not tell how great is the number of those who suffer from it, and whom it hath turned into miserable, afflicted, and ob-

Fol. 132a. stinate-minded folk, | who are only a very little short of being insane; and these are also seen to be attacked violently after digestion [hath begun] by the fits which have been mentioned. Now, very many of them are so splenetic that a man must think, having regard to this fact, that some noxious, foetid matter floweth from the spleen and goeth down into the belly, for all the attacks that are caused in the brain or in the eyes by the belly are followed closely by the smoky vapours of the chymes. Now those failures of power, which take place because of the stomach, produce quaking through some kind of pains which arise in it; but perhaps when this change of condition which hath arisen therein passeth over, | and arriveth at the heart, in order to operate on it also by means of a great change of condition, it is at that movement perhaps, I say, that a sudden failure of the strength followeth. The absence of craving, and asthma, and also lusts for abominable things doth the stomach itself create. Now I call “absence of craving” the state wherein it doth not desire foods at all; and I call “asthma” the state wherein it lusteth for them darkly (i.e., secretly); and I name “abominable lusts” the state wherein it lusteth for meat and drink to an inordinate degree, and wherein it longeth with a greedy longing for abominable and varied kinds [of food]. We will now describe all these, one after the other, beginning with the happenings that take place in the stomach itself.
Now all these things take place in the stomach itself, and they follow very closely its natural operations, because of which it hath need of the great nerves, which come to it from the brain, and through which it possesseth this faculty of sensation to a degree that is far greater than that possessed by any of the other members. For when any body, no matter of whatsoever kind it may be, is deflated by means of the skin into the air whereby we are surrounded, those members that are under the skin are first of all emptied, for the power of these members, even as that book on "Natural Powers" sheweth us, draweth the foods from those members | that are close to them, and filleth therewith the place that hath been made empty. And they also derive [their] foods from the members that are near them, and in this way this process taketh place at all times, as it were according to a certain plan, and thus this food is made to reach quickly the veins that come to the belly, in order that they also may be emptied out. Now these veins are at the same time constructed to draw the foods from the belly, and they resemble the roots of plants that descend into the earth. All this work doth not appertain | to the soul (or, mind), but to the nature of the body, and it is performed therein as it is in plants and animals. For the earth ministereth at all times to plants, and it giveth to them, as from a belly, food in abundance; and it is always ready to give generously, according to the natural revolution of the seasons, which is ordered by God. If sometimes through an excess of drought moisture is lacking in it, then through [want of] nourishment the plants dry up. Now, in animals, because they are not directly akin to the earth, Nature fashioneth, though certainly in a very few of them, moisture of the belly which is the storehouse of food, even as the earth is for plants, and giveth unto them a feeling when food is lacking which maketh them to feel hunger, and to run in quest of the meat and drink, whereby they may be filled at one and the same time. And this craving after fullness is called "appetite". Now [this] taketh place in the faculty for feeling want when the veins require food to be given to them from the belly, and when they wish to suck in nourishment and to have power over the
same. The destruction of this sensation taketh place either when the power of suction (or, absorption) is destroyed, or when the members are not empty. And in the very same way injuries to their operative faculties arise, not when they perish wholly, but when they become near (or, akin) to nature.

Now abominable lusts arise when the lust [for food] increaseth in the intensity of the greedy craving, and this is called the "lust of the dog", which taketh place when the bitter, noxious chymes gnaw the belly, and when the whole body is deflated beyond measure. For the cold, noxious chyme produceth lust by means of its gnawing after the manner of the suction of the veins, and it stirreth it up in the similitude of natural disease, which, because of coldness, craveth greedily for food. Now, when a saltish and bitter kind of noxious chyme gnaweth at the belly, then they lust for drink more than food, and at the same time the belly becometh hot and dry, and these two things are the cause of thirst; and, when these chymes are discharged in the belly and in the veins, the same thing happeneth. And the discharge of the chymes filleth the veins that are round about it, just as an attack of cold, according to my own opinion, emptieth them. Therefore cold in the belly and in the adjacent parts of the body induceth hunger which is not little, because the cold emptieth the bodies (i.e., organs), and contracteth their coatings, and condenseth them, and inciteth them to sensitiveness. And as concerning the fact that no hunger to an excessive degree accompanieth the other [organs], of this result heat is the cause; for it softeneth the bodies that are hard, and it dissolveth them, and it maketh them to cleave to them weakly. Heat disperseth substances that are moist, because it is near akin to them. Now, one cause that produceth this "lust of the dog" is a kind of bitter and noxious chyme; but a second cause that produceth it, even as we have said, is excessive emptiness, which taketh place through the exhaustion of the whole body, and which ariseth either through the intensity of heat, or through the healthiness of the attractive power. Now, in the first disease it happeneth that evacuations from below of the foods that have been received into the body take place.
In the second disease, according to what happeneth through the exhaustion of the whole body, the food itself goeth up from the belly into the body, but this happeneth because of the lust for meats and the hunger which ariseth and cannot be measured. Now the foul things which are craved for are caused by those substances that are in the coats of the belly, whereto the noxious chyme adhereth, or those that are between the coats thereof, which have in them some foul kind of residuum. For this reason this longing is common, at least in the majority of cases, among women, whose chyme is noxious, because they are bearing children, and this disease, which attacketh them, is called "ḳiṭā", (i.e., a large, voracious fish, or, whale), and whilst it is on them they long for everything that is sour and acid, and sometimes also for anything that is pungent, and at others they long for St. John's bread, or dust, or potter's loam, or cinders, or something else of this kind that is nasty. In the case of the majority of women this longing attacketh them right on to the end of the period of gestation, but some of them feel it during the second or third month [only]. In the fourth month they [usually] cease to feel it, because the noxious chyme is ejected in vomitings, and because she passeth it in her water, the woman herself being emptied thereof because of her emptying, and because she is emptied of the noxiousness of the chyme. For during the first two months of her gestation the child draweth to himself (i.e., absorbeth) but little [nourishment] from the blood; inasmuch as he is yet small, for at that time he cannot, strictly speaking, be called a "child", only a "foetus"; but when he increaseth in size he useth up a large quantity of nourishment, and not only doth he absorb the blood (?) in the veins that is exceedingly good, and draw it to him, as I have already said above, but because he feedeth abundantly he absorbeth and sucketh in some of the foul matter that is in the veins. Therefore the body of the woman hath rest from the longing caused by the excess of the foul matter of the chyme that is in her, which itself diminisheth therein.

Now, as concerning the child, the residuum of the foods (i.e., nourishment) that he draweth to himself he collecteth in two membranes, and there existeth in him, that is to say, in
the majority of cases, the noxious chyme and a foul state, just as if he were being nourished on foul blood, when the woman who is pregnant useth foods that are not beneficial during the whole time of her pregnancy. Now this disease sometimes attacketh men, whereupon there becomeeth collected in them the noxious chyme in the "mouth of their belly", and all such attacks make the lust for food to subsist. In a similar manner other men are attacked by the lust (or, craving) for drink, and the number of those who are attacked by this lust is as large as the number of those who are attacked by the lust for food. And in this case also the removal of the lust taketh place when the body hath no need whatsoever of drink because of moisture, or because of an excess of cold, inasmuch as the belly doth not feel the disease that is therein; now this feeling taketh place in a small degree when these things attack the body in a lessening degree. And the abominable lust for drink existeth in the same degree as the abominable lust for food, which also taketh place sometimes when we long for drink in immeasurable quantities, because the noxious salt or bilious chyme is collected in the coats of the belly, and sometimes because the natural moisture which is therein becometh hot and burning. Now [some] men crave for foul drinks, just as they do for foul meats, in proportion to the [amount of the] noxious chyme that is in them, and as such men are badly constituted, the attacks [of such cravings endure] for a long time; and others fall into a condition of unquenchable (or, never-ceasing) thirst, and some of these perish.

Now I know of men who have eaten vipers of the kind called "danpasdès", that is to say, "producers of thirst", and also reapers who have drunk wine wherein a viper of this kind had been drowned, and of others who drank old wine and became drunk, and of others who wished to endure thirst without drinking at all, and of those who were in a ship and who were so short of water that they were driven to drink sea water. And I have known of other men who did not drink at all, and of whom some were attacked by violent thirst to such a degree that their bellies dropped, and they were severely bitten by their thirst, and they died deaths that
were far more agonizing than those of the above-mentioned men. And I have also known of others, that is to say, of some of those who were attacked by a burning fever, and who, even though their malady had not reached the gravest stage, craved greedily for cold water to drink, and who up to the time of their death [the cold water having been given to them], were never filled (i.e., satisfied). These, and other things like unto them, happen in connection with the appetites (or, lusts) of the belly, and besides these also [must be mentioned] the attack that is called "pain of the heart", which is also an attack that subsisteth in the mouth of the belly, and that causeth a painful sensation because of the chymes that are therein and that cause pain.

Besides these diseases there existeth also that disease called "Bólimós" (βούλιμος, bulimy, that is to say, faintness of the stomach), which ariseth through cold, and through weakness, and through emptiness of the stomach. And it is not a matter to wonder at if debility and failure of strength are associated with pains of the mouth of the stomach, for men are sometimes seen to lose their strength even through a stumbling of the toes, and therefore it is not wonderful if this happeneth also through the stomach, because of the sharpness of the sensation, and because of the close proximity of the stomach, for because of these the two "heads" of the body are easily made to be in sympathy therewith.

Now, we find that great attacks take place in the stomachs of those in whom the sense of feeling is great, and that this causeth them to suffer more acutely, and to feel more keenly the gnawings of the stomach caused by painful diseases, than other folk in whom the sense of feeling is not so great. Therefore we see that injuries are transmitted to the two "heads" of the body, that is to say, to the brain and to the heart, when a particular class of nerves in man is exceedingly sensitive, or when it feeleth pain with great readiness, and that when it is in this condition, it bringeth, with the greatest ease, the two "heads" [of the body] into sympathy with the stomach, Fol. 135a. especially when by reason of some disease, or through some natural quality, they are found to be in a weak state. Now,
when these four things are gathered together serious disease must necessarily be the result; and the four things to which I refer are the following: [1.] The disease which afflicteth the stomach when it is severe. [2.] The sensation in the stomach when it is clearly defined. [3.] A disease of special nerves and arteries. [4.] A weak condition of the brain, or heart. For the disease of the falling sickness also attacketh many because of the stomach, and, because of the sympathy of the brain, the source of the nerves, with the stomach, a man is attacked by silence (i.e., insensibility), stupor, delirium, and madness. These diseases are called "weaknesses (or, faintings) of the stomach" when that "head", that is to say, the heart, and the arteries suffer sympathetically with the stomach; and when the two "heads" (i.e., the brain and the heart) are in great sympathy with it, there take place neither throbblings of the veins, nor slight throbblings, nor severe throbblings.

Difficulty of breathing (or shortness of breath) taketh place for various reasons, that is to say, sometimes it is due to compression of the viator membrane of the chest, and sometimes through sympathy with these two diseases. Now, the causes that produce these diseases in the body are not a few in number. Thus severe cold will cause these diseases, sometimes by itself, and at other times in conjunction with the phlegm that is very cold, and of this class is the chyme that resembleth glass; but they are more especially caused either by winds that are flatulent and cold, or by cold foods, or by some medicine that is exceedingly cold. When the mouth of the belly is cold, in no small degree the brain also, through the nerves, becometh cold along with it, and the heart becometh cold through the great artery; for then, through the participation of the family of nerves, the stomach maketh cold the brain, and, because the heart is placed in close proximity to the stomach, it maketh that cold also.
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Fol. 1356. For when the great artery goeth forth from the heart, it cometh first to the spinal column, and thus is immediately joined to and united with the oesophagus by means of the membrane [thereof], and after this it is extended lengthwise in a downward direction over the stomach and belly. And by
means of this great artery, which is extended in this wise downwards, and which goeth forth from the heart, this "head" of the body, together with the mouth of the belly, feeleth pain, and the brain, through the nerves, suffereth in sympathy. Therefore it is not a thing to be wondered at when in the course of its ailments great and violent attacks overtake the whole body. In like manner those attacks, which are called "vomitings" and "hiccoughs", are diseases of this member. Now all the diseases that attack it and are called "organic" possess symptoms which are clear and well-defined. And it is quite impossible for you to make a mistake about any one of them if ye keep in mind the general indications that have been described above in this treatise, and that we have also mentioned in other places. For neither pustules, if they happen to exist in this member, nor inflamed abscesses, nor hard red blains, are able to lead us astray, any more than can wounds if they happen to exist in it, because their symptoms are general, and also they exist in addition to those that have been described above with that other [member] the stomach. Now, the symptoms which appear in this are clearer, inasmuch as this member is more sensitive, and it falleth more under the sense of feeling [than the other]. In like manner is it also with the blood that goeth up therefrom, for this is an indication of a general symptom, and, in addition to the various kinds of symptoms which have been mentioned above in connection with the stomach, is in itself a clear and well known symptom. And it seemeth that in the sinus also of the whole belly diseases arise which are like unto these.

Now, the fact that when diseases arise in the mouth [of the belly] they are exceedingly severe, is one which hath been scornfully neglected by the physicians, who, as if such a thing never happened in the lower regions of the belly, have one and all confessed that it is due to the inactivity of the digestion which happeneth in the parts (or, regions) that are below the mouth [of the belly]. Therefore the cause of this indigestion is the lower sinus of the belly, when it is not well constructed (or, placed), that is to say, when through irregular foods, or through excess of food, or through various causes, it happeneth
that a man cannot digest them. Now, all the other diseases that are common to all the organic members, and those also that occur through a change of condition, and that possess indications of the diseased places, are exceedingly well known to every man.

Now, about the blood that is vomited from the belly, many physicians disagree among themselves. Certain of them have thought it to be impossible that through it should take place the emptying of the blood of the lung from the liver and from the spleen, similar to that which taketh place, namely, the emptying of the pus which floweth from these [two members]. And because I have tested the statement (or, confession) of both sides on the subject, I am of the opinion that the emptying of the liver and of the spleen taketh place sometimes through it. Since, then, all the symptoms of the unnatural attacks that take place in the stomach have been described, it is necessary to speak now about the symptoms of the natural conditions of the stomach, in order that they may be distinguished from those that are unnatural.

Of the natural conditions of the belly.

Now if the belly be of a dry nature, it quickly thirsteth, but a small quantity of drink sufficeth it, and an excess of drink weigheth heavily upon it, and it is made putrid thereby; and it rejoiceth in dry foods. A moist (or, wet) belly is known by the fact that it doth not thirst quickly, and it receiveth much fluid without injury [to itself] and it rejoiceth in wet foods. The belly that is hot by nature digesteth more than a wet one, and especially the things that are hard and difficult in their transformations (or, changes). It rejoiceth in foods and drinks that are hot, but it remaineth uninjured by those that are cool provided that it maketh use of them in moderation. The belly which is cold by nature digesteth more than a wet one. It digesteth but little, especially the things that are difficult in their transformations and are cold, for they turn sour in it easily, and therefore eructations with a sour taste take place in this kind of belly. It rejoiceth in cold foods, but it is easily
injured if it maketh use of them immoderately. The evil conditions of the belly that occur through sicknesses are different from its natural conditions, because they lust for the opposites of them and not for those like unto them. If the belly digesteth satisfactorily it is well known that its condition is satisfactory, but if it belch forth smoky or hot eructations, it is well known that the heat thereof is great, and that it exceedeth the normal. If the eructations thereof have a sour taste, it indicateth that cold is in excess therein, and also that the things are difficult to digest. The belly, the hot condition of which exceedeth the normal, digesteth much, but the belly that is cold will not digest [much]. Now, it is meet to examine and see lest, peradventure, this condition attack it through the chyme which moveth about and cometh to it from the other side; for in the belly wherein phlegm is in excess eructations with a sour taste take place. The eructations of the belly wherein is bile are smoky and stinking, and with these there cometh also depression of spirit (or, soul); but if the evil chyme be opened and it escape into the belly, it will immediately be vomited. The patients who suffer in this manner are moved in vain to the retchings of ordinary vomiting, because of the chyme that is confined in the coats of the mouth of the belly, and they bring up nothing. Now therefore, inasmuch as the differences which exist between the natural conditions of the belly, and those which occur therein unnaturally, are well known, let us take the belly as a proof thereof, and let us heal all the changes of condition that take place therein after the manner of skilled physicians.

The correction of the dry, evil condition of the belly.

Now, if the dry, evil condition of the belly existeth when the members that are of a firm nature and that resemble each other are dry, it cannot be healed. When the wet nature perisheth with these entirely, together with the moisture (or, liquid) whereby the members are nourished, which is confined in all the members of the body, and is dispersed in them like dew, it is impossible to restore to a man [these] members without food,
and the healing of ailments of this kind is difficult, and the means of healing can only be applied through the small veins and arteries. It is, then, right to heal dryness of this kind by means of moist food, and by filling each one of the members that resemble one another with its essential moisture, and by contriving for him baths of a moderate temperature, wherein the patient must remain for a considerable time. And after a bath ass’s milk mixed with honey must be given to him immediately, and he shall be made whole forthwith. And after this he must be allowed to repose in peace until the time for the second bath, and then he must be rubbed gently and softly (?) And if he retaineth the milk that he hath drunk, the digestion is complete, of which fact he receiveth an indication from his eructations and from the size of his belly. It is meet that between his first and second bath a period of four or five hours shall elapse, | provided that thou art prepared to give him three baths, but if not, then the period between the baths may be a little longer. And the patient must be anointed with oil after each bath before he putteth on his clothes. And if he retaineth the milk [after his first bath], let milk be given to him to drink after the second bath also, but if not, | let the physician give him sweet barley water properly boiled, or meal boiled in water like barley. Then let him partake of a meal composed of pure bread from the oven and of rock-fish stewed in white sauce, and, to speak briefly, let the food on which he feedeth be easy to digest and nourishing, and let it not be either thick (or, viscous) or over-rich; let the wine which he drinketh be white, and pure, and insipid (dry?), and sharp. The above is a great cure for over-dryness of constitution. Now, the constitution that lacketh dryness hath no need of all this careful dieting because the patient may eat much or little [as he pleaseth].

Now we may note another kind of dryness, which is due to some cold substance, and which resembleth the preceding. And we must add the following to the things that we have said about the use of milk and honey and wine: Let not the physician give the patient wine that is too insipid (dry?), and let him not give to him foods that over-heat in their natural
state, but let newness of flavour be imparted to them, and let
the physician cause the patient to be anointed continually with
oil of nard or with pure oil.

Now when cold in excess existeth in conjunction with dry-
ness, we consider this state to constitute a serious ailment
which cannot be corrected, and we employ the very same
things, and also pure, unboiled honey, and very old wine, for
this is the principal medicine for one who is in this state. And
we anoint the belly with oil, and we moisten it, | and we lay on Page 287
it a plaster made of hot pitch, which we remove frequently
[and replace by a new one]. And it helpeth the patient greatly
if a well-grown, plump child sleepeth with him and lieth con-
tinually close to his epigastric region; but if a little warmth be
mingled with the dryness it is meet in this case to be exceed-
ingly careful in respect of the treatment mentioned first of all,
for honey is quite | useless. Wine that is not old is beneficial Fol. 138a.
for such patients, and foods that are milky and digestible. And
we must anoint the belly of the sick man with oil of roses or
oil of incense, for this cooleth this pain, especially when there
is heat in excess therein.

Let us assume that the evil effect of a hot condition is in
excess in the belly, and that moisture is mingled therewith;
now, an evil condition of this kind can, without fear, be healed
by means of draughts of cold water, and by the use of acid
foods that are not hot. When the moist, evil condition is in
excess, foods that are dry and that neither over-heat nor over-
cool are helpful to the patient, who must at this time abstain
from his ordinary drinks. The moist evil condition wherein
cold is in excess is healed by means of pungent [foods] wherein
are mixed constituents that are acid but not cold. Patients
of this class also may use sparingly wines that are warming
and strengthening. Now the means to be employed in healing
these are different, for very often an evil condition of the
stomach ariseth through some fluid, which is confined in the
stomach, and which hath been sucked out from the coats
thereof. Therefore it is meet to speak concerning these things.
If it happeneth once, it is meet to purify the stomach by
means of vomiting; but if the fluid be from the other members,
it (i.e., the stomach) hath need of the symptoms with which healing is associated. Now, it is meet for us to apply the means of healing to the member that giveth pain, and to take the greatest care that the members that receive the fluid when it dischargeth itself suddenly are not injured. Injury of this kind taketh place through the things that are sharp (i.e., acid), and through those things that are administered to the body in connection with the condition that existeth in the coats of the stomach. For the stomach hath need of the medicines that purge gently, as for example, something that hath aloes in it, and of the medicine called “pikrá” (ιερά πίκρα, or bitters (?)), which is made of aloes. When the stomach is filled with viscous phlegm, it hath need of the medicines that cut this, and then it becometh cleansed; but, if it be convenient, let the patient eat radishes and honey, and vomit. If the chyme that is confined in the stomach be neither viscous nor thick, let the patient imibe sweet barley water, and vomit, or honey water, or a decoction of absinthe with honey. And, similarly, we must find [other] exits by means of which the liquid that is imprisoned behind them may be disposed of. If we cannot find the mouth or some [other] exit that is suitable, it is meet to expel that excessively evil chyme in the same way as windy flatulence, when it is confined [in the body], is expelled, until the whole body is healed.

Let us once more briefly summarize the things that have been said, in order that we may know how to cure each of the evil conditions that have been described. It is meet to cool the hot condition, and to warm the cold condition; similarly it is right to dry that which is wet, and to wet that which is dry. If the condition be compound in nature, it is meet to mingle the two diseases; that which is both wet and cold we must warm and dry, and in the same manner we must moisten and cool that which is hot and dry. That which is dry and cold we must moisten and warm, and that which is hot and wet we must cool and dry. It is right for us to know that the condition which is by far the most serious of all the simple conditions is the dry one, and of the compound conditions that which is dry and at the same time hot. These,
then, are the eight evil conditions, and this is the art of healing them briefly described. If they arise because of diseases of the stomach, or of one of the other members, which induce an evil condition in the whole body, then it is meet to come to the healing of the other diseases of the stomach that are followed by other attacks, as, for example, bestial (or, dog-like) lust for food, and hiccoughs, and nausea (or, vomiting), and eructations, and the other diseases, the symptoms of which have been described above.

The healing (or, cure) of the bestial lust for food.

Now to those who have that lust for food which is called "bestial" (i.e., dog-like), provided that they hunger at all times unceasingly, it is meet to give to drink as the chief medicine wine that hath been heated sufficiently; a wine suitable is that which is deep red or purple in colour, and which is not acid, for it is right that wine of this kind should cure the bestial lust for food which, as hath been said above, ariseth through the excessive coldness of the whole stomach. And it is meet when patients sit down to eat that first of all should be given them to eat a larger portion of the food which is fat and greasy, than of the other foods which form the meal. And to speak briefly, all their food must contain a very large proportion of oil, and it must have in it nothing sour and acid, and after this they must drink wine, even though they are not as yet thirsty; for their hunger (or, craving) will be diminished by the use of such a diet as this, and after the lapse of much time it will be entirely abated. And they must eat flesh of every kind that is fat and nutritious, and every kind of vegetable that is pungent and moist, and all kinds of seeds that possess the same characteristics. In the case of that lust for food which is due to evaporation of the whole body, it is meet to fine down the body from without, by means of the plasters (or, medicaments) that restrain it and cool it, and by bathings in cold water, provided there be nothing to prevent this, and by foods of a delicate character, which are its opposites. Let them eat everything that is fatty and difficult to
digest internally, and [let them apply] everything that restraineth the evaporation externally.

The cure of hiccoughs.

Fol. 139b. Now, to those who have hiccoughs, which are due to fullness (i.e., excess) of cold chymes, it is meet to give seed of rue [mixed] with wine, or natron [mixed] with honey, or that medicine which is called "Dispôliṭos" (i.e., a preparation of cummin), or a medicine containing three peppercorns, or the seed of petroselinum (rock parsley), and cummin, and aniseed, or vinegar of squills, or calamint, or nard, or esrôn (asarum). These may be administered separately, or mixed together, after they have been crushed, and pounded, and worked up well in honey. And castoreum given to the patient in vinegar and water is good for the hiccoughs, or a dose of flônâyâ (betel, or areca nut?) about the size of a chick-pea given in wine, and this medicine is good also for the hiccoughs that arise through windy flatulence. And strong purges, which clear out the chyme that vexeth them, are also very good for those who suffer from hiccoughs. In many cases sneezings will put an end to the hiccoughs that are due to the overfullness of the stomach, and these may be brought about by setting the nostrils in motion by means of some medicine that provoketh sneezing.

The cure of the turning of the stomach (i.e., nausea).

Now, the turning of the stomach is due sometimes to the weight of the chyme, which causeth discomfort, and sometimes to the bitings of its acidity. Some people are moved to vomit, but they vomit nothing, for the chyme, which causeth the discomfort, is confined in the coats of the stomach, but in others it is fixed [in the stomach] like water in a sponge, and in others it clingeth tightly, and is very hard to clear out from the stomach. The cure of nausea may be effected in three ways: [1], by fasting, and toil, and sleep, whereby digestion is produced; [2], by the emptying of the fatty membranes of the
The cure of abscesses (or, ulcers) which attack the stomach.

If there be an abscess (or, ulcer) in the stomach, and it be hot (or, inflamed), and fever, and thirst, and if a sensation of great pain be associated therewith, these, in addition to the sensation in the abscess itself, give a sure indication [that the abscess existeth]. Now, for an abscess in the stomach which doth not make its presence known either by nausea or by the “coming of the belly”, it is useful to administer, during the early stages of its growth and in the later stages of its development, cooling medicines and foods that cool (i.e., refresh) and that soften the belly, and ointments, and plasters made of medicines that are slightly acid, and that purge, and those that soften slightly, in such a way that whilst we employ a complete course of softening treatment, we may not destroy the natural power of the stomach. Now, the liver and the stomach, because they are the organs of digestion and of nourishment, require to have applied to them the medicines that are purgatives, and are bitter and aromatic, when it happeneth that they become thick. | Such are, for example, Page 292
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absinthe and oil of nard, or asparagus soaked in wine and mixed with chalk; and among plasters (or, ointments) may be mentioned the plaster made of anantis, and aloes, and wax, and oil of nard. Sometimes, according as the occasion demandeth, we mix therewith drugs that purge and are extremely acid in nature, and sometimes those that soften, according to the weakness, or strength, of the stomach. | Now, if the abscess lasteth for a long time, and becometh hard, it is more proper to apply to it those medicines that are aromatic and that will soften [it], as, for example, some preparation that containeth "king's crown" (μελίλιωτον, melilotus officinalis).

He whose stomach burneth, or hath nausea, or loatheth [its] food through the hot and bad condition thereof, or from any cause whatsoever except fever, is helped by cold water mixed with the juice of meat (extract of meat), or by extract of asparagus, or by [the extract of] the seeds of cucumbers mixed with cold water, or by fresh branches of wood mint, which are to be crushed and laid upon the stomach, or by a vessel (or, bag) filled with cold water [laid upon the stomach], or by snow, or by the shell of a fresh gourd being filled with water and placed upon him. And the following also help those whose stomachs burn and who thirst greatly; tablets (or, pills) made of fresh roses, and those made of cucumber seed, and those made of gum tragacanth, and wine of roses, and oxymel, when it is mixed with aloes. As concerning the stomach that produceth black bile and is flatulent (or, inflated), place on its outside, especially when the pain is most intense, sponges dipped in strong vinegar. And afterwards, if the pain continueth, take wet dross from the furnace and burnt copper (i.e., oxide of copper), and crush them, and work them into a paste with honey, and lay the mixture upon it. Or give the patient a draught made with an infusion of calamint, mixed with a little honey, and one drachm of peppercorns. For the stomach that is loose | and weak, and that vomiteth from the mouth, or that letteth down the food below because of its weakness, are good the ordinary tincture or preparation of asparagus, and the juice of apples, and tight bandages applied externally, and foods that are acid and purgative. As concerning
the stomach that produceth much wind and flatulence, thou must know that the [cause] thereof is lack of warmth, for much warmth, or much cold, doth not produce wind. Cold, because it is not able to rub down small and to dissolve [the food], is incapable of producing wind, and great heat, because it rubbeth down small, and relieveth [the stomach] setteth free wind. But the heat that is feeble is capable of producing wind because it is able to produce partial digestion, but it is unable to rub [the food] down small and to relieve [the stomach]. Wherefore it is right to rub the food down small by means of warming medicines infused in oil, as, for example, some preparation of cummin, and the seed of rock parsley, and mint (or, aniseed, *ammi copticum*), and parsnip, and rue, and laurel berries, and seed of dill, and garden nigella. Infuse these in oil and anoint the patient therewith, or mix some of it with the plasters (or, ointments), which are laid on the body externally. Or pour some of it into a purge, with a little castoreum, and give the patients draughts of an infusion of *teucrium polium* (i.e., the germander plant, or spleenwort), or calamint, mixed with a little honey. Now, for diseases [of this kind] anointings with oil are good, and warming unguents prepared from millet and the seed of flax, and large cupping glasses which draw up the navel and draw suddenly by means of fire (?)। The following are helpful in cases of flatulence of the stomach and gripings of the belly; aristolochia, both kinds, the round and the long, and castoreum, when macerated in vinegar. Now, these are to be applied externally, together with the other medicines that are good for these diseases. This is the [simple] system of cure of the diseases of the stomach, wherefore it is necessary for us to write down the compound medicines that are good for the diseases thereof.

A medicine prepared from wild mint, which is good for nausea, and for looseness of the bowels, and for burning of the stomach.

- Juice of sweet and bitter pomegranates, pounded with the inside of their rinds \(2 \, kestê\)
- Juice of wild mint \(1 \, kestâ\)
- Honey, with the scum removed \(1 \, "\)
Boil together until the mixture acquireth a tolerably thick state of consistency, and administer a spoonful with cold water or with extract of barley.

**A medicine made of fruits, which is good for turning of the stomach, and for diarrhoea and burning (heartburn?).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fruit</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bitter pomegranates</td>
<td>10 in number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asparagus</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Güîkhsaḵ</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shîkê</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumach</td>
<td>1 kestâ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kûmathrê</td>
<td>50 in number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrtle berries</td>
<td>5 kestê</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Remove the outer rind of the pomegranates, and pound the fruits, and then pour them all into a stone pipkin with water, and boil them up together thoroughly, and then squeeze out the solid matter and throw the refuse away. Strain the liquor, then add to it one litrâ of honey, and boil it until it acquireth the consistency of honey. Administer in doses of one spoonful, with cold water.

And in like manner the juice of asparagus, or of apples, or of pomegranates, or of myrtle berries, will help patients, when it hath been boiled in the manner that hath been described.

**A medicine made from a preparation of asparagus, which is good for weakness of the stomach, and for looseness of the belly, and for thirst.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extract of asparagus</td>
<td>2 dûlkê</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honey</td>
<td>1 dûlkâ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Boil these together until they are reduced to one half, take the mixture off the fire, and pour into it two drachms of amomum (shushmir), and twenty drachms of round peppercorns, and twenty drachms of long peppercorns; pound, and mix together, and use. Add also to this ten drachms of ginger, and administer as a dose one spoonful.

**A medicine made of a preparation of asparagus, which is good for weakness of the stomach, and for cold (or, chill).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extract of asparagus, boiled and well strained</td>
<td>4 kestê</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gum (?)</td>
<td>1 kestê</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mix together, and boil until the mixture becometh thick; then pound

Caryophyllus aromaticus 2 ounces
Peppercorns 3 "
Cinnamon 1 ounce
Ginger 1"

and pour them into the liquid, and let it simmer for a little time. Then set aside and use [when necessary].

Another medicine, made of wild mint, which is good for excessive looseness of the stomach (bowels), and for nausea, and for cramp (?).

Juice of sweet pomegranates 20 kēstê
Juice of bitter pomegranates 20 "
Juice of wild mint 2½ "

Mix these together and boil them until they are reduced to one half, add one kēstā of honey, and boil the mixture until it becometh thick. Then pound one lētrā of aniseed and one lētrā of stacte, and pour into the mixture, stir all up together, Fol. 142a and set aside, and use [when necessary].

Another medicine which is made of pomegranates, and which is good for cramp (?) and for violent nausea. Take ten dūlkhē of sweet pomegranates, boil them, and strain the juice. Pour into this three dūlkhē of honey, and boil the mixture until it is thick. Crush together three ounces each of peppercorns, and ginger, and bark, and spikenard (?), and two drachms each of long peppercorns, and cardamoms, and cinnamon, and cassia, and mix with the honey and pomegranate juice, and having taken the mixture off the fire, stir it up well and pour into a vessel, and administer in doses of one spoonful.

Tablets made of a preparation of cucumber seed, which are good for burning of the stomach (heartburn?), and for thirst, and for a burning fever.

Seed of garden cucumbers 8 drachms
Seed of purslane 8 "
Licorice root 8 "
Tragacanth 8 "

Crush and work up into a paste with the whites of fresh eggs, and stir up well and make into tablets, each containing [one]
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drachm. Administer in cases of acute sickness with extract of barley, and make this paste also into pills, and let the patient keep them under the tongue.

**Pills, which are made of roses and spikenard, and which are good for the diseases.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fresh roses</td>
<td>20 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licorice root</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spikenard</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Crush and work up into a paste with new wine, and make into | tablets and pills, and use in the same way as the preceding medicine.

**Tablets made of a preparation of the bamboo, which are good for a burning fever, and for heat in the stomach, and for the heat that appeareth in babes when they suck.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bamboo</td>
<td>8 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresh roses</td>
<td>8 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed of garden cucumbers</td>
<td>20 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agrimony</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound and work into a paste with the juice of fresh coriander seed, and make into tablets, each containing half a drachm, and administer in some convenient draught.

Others, however, take three drachms of fresh roses, and one drachm of bamboo, and mix them together and make into tablets, which they administer to patients suffering from these diseases with beneficial effects.

**Tablets made of roses, which are good for fever and burning.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fresh roses</td>
<td>6 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spikenard</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licorice root</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cucumber seed</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid honey (manna, <em>i. e.</em>, طرطيس, or مَرَضِي, Pers.)</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tragacanth</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gum Arabic</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pound, and work up into a paste with new wine, and make into tablets, each containing one drachm, and also into pills. Administer in cases of acute sickness with extract of barley, and in cases of fever with oxymel, and in cases of burning heat with tincture of chicory, or tincture of fennel.

Amazon tablets, which are good for the natural turning of the stomach that ariseth from stoppage (?) of the bowels; and they are beneficial in cases of disease of the sun (sun-stroke), and for every general sickness.

Seed of petroselinum (rock parsley)  6 drachms
Aniseed  6 „
Cinnamon  6 „
Absinthe  4 „
Myrrh  2 „
Peppercorns  2 „
Opium  2 „
Castoreum  2 „

Crush and work up into a paste with water, and make into tablets, each containing a drachm, and administer as a dose one in some draught that is suitable for the disease.

Tablets made of a preparation of costus, which are good for pain in the stomach caused by burning, and for nausea caused by stoppage (or, twisting of the bowels), and for violent hiccoughs, and for the thin watery saliva that is produced in the stomach.

Costus  4 drachms
Spikenard  4 „
Cassia  4 „
Fresh roses |  4 „
Stacte  4 „
Crocus  4 „
Asarum  2 „
Aloes  2 „
Opium  1 drachm

Work up into a paste with extract of psyllium (plantain), and make into tablets, each containing one drachm, and administer [one] in some draught that is convenient and is good for the disease.
Tablets of the Invincible Star; they have been well-tried, and they cause no pain, and produce sleep. They relieve sufferings, and they cure in a most marvellous manner pain of the stomach, and eructations that leave a bitter (or, sour) taste, and difficulty, and colic, and gripings, and flatulence; and pains in the head of long standing, provided that they are macerated [in water] and rubbed on the forehead,—now when they are macerated in vinegar they are very beneficial—; and pain of the ears (ear-ache), when dissolved in tincture of origanum majorana, or tincture of origanum pulegium; and [tooth-ache] when they are placed on decayed teeth, having been worked up into a paste with galbanum (χαλβάνη). They are also good for a flow of blood, and for colds and coughs of long standing, and for dysentery, and for intermittent fevers, and for attacks of deadly diseases.

Fol. 143a.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Castoreum</td>
<td>4 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spikenard</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassia</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Sea-seals”</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rind of the bark of the mandragora</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costus</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opium</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed of poppies</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aniseed</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed of rock parsley</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Đökôn</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meadow saxifrage (tordylium officinale)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed of white hyoscyamus</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estümka (Stomachic?)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Crush and rub down the dry substances to a powder, and dissolve those that are dissolvable in wine with a pungent smell; add the powder to the liquid and stir up well together, and make into tablets, each containing half a drachm, and administer in some convenient draught.
Tablets compounded of aromatic herbs, which are good for violent Turning of the stomach, and for the bile that clingeth to the coats of the stomach, and for all the diseases for which the drug called “Piḳrå” (ἱερᾶ πίκρα) is prescribed, and which are described [in the Chapter on] headaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cinnamon</td>
<td>3 ounces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reeds of the incense plant</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinnamon bark ((Dictionary)</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balsam wood</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flowers of pistacia lentiscus</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incense bark</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound and crush exceedingly fine, and pour them into a new earthenware vessel, and pour over them six measures (κεστῇ) of water, and boil until only three measures remain. Then take one ἵπτρα of the finest aloes, and pour as much rain water as is necessary over it, and crush it up at noon, when it is very hot, until the mixture is dried. Wash the powder until it is clean, and then leave it so that the liquor may become clarified, and pour it off. Dry the aloes, and when they are dried pour the infusion of aromatic herbs over them, and crush them in the sun until they are dry. Then crush and mix with them three ounces each of myrrh, crocus, and stacte (now some add only one ounce of each), then crush them up all together and put into a vessel, and use when dry. The dose is one or two drachms in some draught that is convenient for the kind of the disease. Others, however, make the mixture into tablets, and use | according to what is written.

For this medicine cutteth through, and cleareth away, and removeth stoppages, and cleanseth the coats of the belly from the evil chyme. Especially good for such diseases is the drug πικρα, which hath been described in the Chapter on the head. Now for a burning pain in the stomach, which is accompanied by fever, oxymel prepared in the following manner is extremely beneficial.

**Oxymel, which is good for a burning pain in the stomach, and for a burning fever.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Root of rock parsley</td>
<td>1 ἵπτρα</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bark of the root of anethum foeniculum (dill)</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Seed of rock parsley 5 estirè
Seed of dill 5 "
Root of pistacia lentiscus 5 "
Vinegar 8 dulki
Honey, with the scum removed 2 "

Steep the roots and the seeds in vinegar for one day and one night; then boil the vinegar down to one half; squeeze out the roots and the seeds and throw them away, mix the honey with the vinegar, and boil the mixture until it acquireth a stiff consistency. Administer in doses of one spoonful with cold water, or with extract of barley. Now, some mix with it a little crocus, in order to improve the colour and to relieve the patient.

Oxymel prepared with squills, which is good for the stomach, and for shortness of breath, and for pain in the sides, and for those who do not digest their food, and for eructations that leave behind a bitter (or, sour) taste, and for pain in the liver and spleen.

Inside of squills 2 lité
ginger 1 ounce
Seed of dill 1 "
Aniseed 1 "
Rock parsley 1 "
Silphium (ferula asa foetida) 1 "
Pyrethrum 1 "
Costus 1 "
Dried hyssop 1 "
Origanum pulegium 1 "
Peppercorns 2 ounces
Seed of rock parsley 2 "
Cummin 2 "
Dátkón 1/₂ ounce
Ammi copticum 1/₂ "
Ligusticum 1/₂ "
Laurus malabathrum 1/₂ "
Amomum (grain of Paradise) 1/₂ "
Spikenard 1/₂ "
Cardamoms 4 drachms
Fresh rue 4 "
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Wild mint
Strong white vinegar

I bundle
6 kestê

Pound and throw them all into vinegar, and leave them there for seven days; then boil for a short time, and strain and squeeze out [the roots], and let the patient drink it fasting. Fol. 144a.

After food give a dose of one spoonful in cold water.

**Oxymel catharticum, which is good for fever, and for thirst, and for pain in the stomach.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Licorice root</td>
<td>4 litre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warrior’s hair</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root of dill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dried hyssop</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absinthium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root of rock parsley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calamint (?) of the river</td>
<td>9 ounces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agaricum (ἀγαρίκον) fungus (?)</td>
<td>1 litre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squills</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vinegar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Crush to a fine powder, and boil in vinegar, and clarify, and strain; and mix the vinegar with the honey, and boil until the mixture becometh thick, then throw in four ounces of scamonia (convolvulus) and nine drachms of euphorbium, and mix with them the kind of agaricum (fungus) that is written down among the medicines. And administer as a dose one spoonful in some convenient draught.

**Rose water, which is good for fever, and for excessive thirst, and for a burning pain in the stomach.** Take two litre of fresh rose leaves, with the thick stems removed, and throw them into a well-made metal vessel, and pour on them rain water, or water from some pure fountain, [and set the vessel on the fire to boil]. After the water hath become greatly reduced over the fire, [add] ten measures (kestê) of water whilst the leaves are still boiling. Cover the vessel carefully, and let it stand for one day and one night, then strain out the rose leaves, and squeeze them dry, and throw them away. Then pour into the water two measures of honey from which the scum hath been removed, and boil it over the coals until
it is reduced to one half, and then pour into a glass vessel, and set it in the sun for forty days. Administer as a dose one spoonful in cold water, or with extract of barley.

Rose wine, which is good for fever and thirst, and for pain in the stomach.

Extract of roses 5 measures
Old wine, with a strong odour, 3 "
Honey, with the gum removed 4 "
Seed of rock parsley 2 drachms
Cummin 2 "
Crocus 6 "
Spikenard 6 "
Incense bark 6 "
King's crown (melilotus) 6 "
Laurus malabathrum 5 "
Stacte 5 "
Dried roses 17 (?) "
Cummin 4 "

Pound, wash, and mix well together when wet, then put in a glass vessel, and hang it up in the sun for forty days. And wash it every other day, and after six months administer as a dose two drachms to those who suffer from ulceration of the bowels, and from fever, and from thirst that ariseth from a burning pain in the stomach.

Another kind of rose wine, which is good for the disease.

Fresh red roses 5 litre
Honey, with the scum removed 10 "

Pound the roses and mix them with the honey, put the mixture in a glass or metal vessel, and set it in the sun for forty days, and shake the contents thereof once each day. Administer as a dose a portion as large as a nut, in extract of barley or in cold water.

Apkûmlî, that is extract of gûrkâ, which is good for fever, and for thirst, and for nausea, and for cramp (?) in the stomach. Boil ten measures of the juice of the flesh of grapes until they are reduced to six measures, then add to it one measure of honey and let it boil on the coals gently until the mixture is reduced to four measures. Take it off the fire
and pound two drachms of cardamoms and two drachms of crocus, and add to it, then mix all these well together, and administer as a dose one spoonful.

**Another common [medicine].** Mix five parts of meat juice, which hath been boiled and clarified three times, with one part of honey from which the scum hath been removed, and boil them together until they acquire consistency, then put the mixture in a vessel and set it in the sun for forty days, and administer in doses as above.

**Common extract of asparagus which is good for fever, and turning of the stomach, and for thirst and for looseness (or, cramp?).** Mix ten measures (dûlkê) of asparagus juice, which hath been boiled and clarified, with one measure of vinegar, and one measure of honey, and boil until they acquire consistency, and administer as a dose one spoonful in cold water.

| Extract of myrtle berries, which is good for debility of the stomach, and for looseness of the bowels, and for nausea, and for acute sicknesses. **Mix** ten drachms of extract of myrtle berries, which hath been boiled, and from which the scum hath been skimmed, with one measure (dûlkâ) of honey, then boil until the mixture becometh thick, and use. **Wine of lilies, which is good for irregular throbbing of the arteries, and for great debility of the stomach, and for chill on the liver, or heart, and for those who faint from emptying (i.e., the loss of) blood, or for the turning of the stomach and sudden pains therein. When drunk or when used in anointing the body, or when used as a liniment, it produceth great benefit for the patient. When mixed with extract of . . . . . it is used in fomentations, which are good for the liver, and the spleen, and the stomach.**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Costus</td>
<td>2 ounces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurus malabathrum</td>
<td>2 „</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caryophyllus aromaticus</td>
<td>2 „</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reed of incense</td>
<td>2 „</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassia</td>
<td>3 „</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bark</td>
<td>3 „</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt of Cappadocia</td>
<td>3 „</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balsam wood</td>
<td>4 „</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Amomum (grain of Paradise)  1 ounce
Fennel  1 "
Crocus  4 ounces
Musk  2 drachms
Oil of balsam  1 ounce
Styrax, liquid,  3 ounces
Lilies  4oo [in number]
Mountain wine, which hath  4 measures.

Remove the thick stalks of the lilies, wipe their heads with a piece of thin, clean linen, lay them out on a clean cloth in the shade, spread a clean cloth over them, and let them remain there for one day and one night. Pound the dry drugs very small indeed, pass this powder through a sieve with wide meshes, and work up all the [other] medicine with styrax and oil of balsam. Bring a glass vessel with a mouth sufficiently large to admit the hand, and arrange in it the drugs and the lilies alternately, and cover the mouth of the vessel, and leave it for one night and one day. On the second day dissolve the musk and crocus | in wine, and pour it over the lilies and the drugs and mix them well together, and smear the mouth of the vessel, and the whole rim of it, with mud which hath been made into a paste with strong-smelling wine, and then set the vessel in the shade, in a place where there is a moderately good supply of air, and which faceth the north. After six months use, and administer in doses of one spoonful in some convenient draught, in cases of sicknesses of every kind which have been described above.

Myrtle-berry wine, which is good for great debility of the stomach, and for looseness of the bowels, and for the turning of the stomach.

Wine, sour and black  4 kèsè
Crushed myrtle berries  2 "

Put the berries into a glass vessel, pour the wine over them, and let them remain in it seven days. Then strain out the berries, and squeeze them dry, and throw them away, and pour the wine into a vessel and keep. Administer in doses of one spoonful in some useful draught.
Wine of Demakräṭis, | which is good for weakness of the stomach, and for an uncomfortable feeling therein.

Fine irises 9 drachms
Seed of rock parsley 2 ,, Cinnamon 2 ,, Bark of cinnamon 4 ,, Laurus malabathrum 3 ,, Myrrh 3 ,, Twigs of apsentin 3 ,, Pound all these to a very fine powder, pour six measures of strong-smelling white wine over it, and put the mixture into a glass vessel and seal it with lime plaster (gypsum). After a month of days administer one cup of it before and after food. Now, it is said that Demakräṭis (Democrats) kept this wine fit for use all the days of his life.

Wine of absinthe, which is good for sluggishness and weakness of the stomach, and for the evil condition thereof, and for the liver and spleen that have become hard, and it softeneth the belly.

Strong-smelling sweet wine 8 keste Honey, with the scum removed 2 ,, Laurus malabathrum 2 drachms Fennel 2 ,, Dried roses 2 ,, Aloes 2 ,, Agaricum 2 ,, Pistacia lentiscus 2 ,, Costus 4 ,, Stacte 4 ,, Twigs of Greek absinthe 7 ,, Crocus 1 drachm

Pound the drugs to a very fine powder, tie up in a clean linen rag, steep in wine, and let it stand for seven days, but each day squeeze the bundle in the wine once, the wine being placed in the sun. Then take, and administer as a dose one measure before and after food.

Wine of squills, which is good for an evil condition of...
the liver and stomach, and for those who collect water (i.e., the dropsical).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Squills</td>
<td>2 ounces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bark of pyrethrum</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed of nettles</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock parsley</td>
<td>1 ounce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurus malabathrum</td>
<td>4 ounces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fennel</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White peppercorns</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old, strong-smelling wine</td>
<td>3 dùlkè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honey</td>
<td>1/2 kestà</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mix well together, and boil, and administer as a dose one measure in hot water.

---

Wine of roses, | which is good for fever, and for burning in the stomach, and is exceedingly beneficial. Pour as much honey, from which the scum hath been removed, as thou wishest, into a vessel, add to it as many red roses, partly crushed and with their roots removed, as the honey will cover, mix them together well, and place in the sun for forty days. The wine that thou makest this year shall be for use next year. When necessary bring ten flasks of black wine, and put into it eight litré of the roses and honey which thou hast prepared, and set it aside in the shade for seven days, and shake the vessel with thine hand each day twice. On the seventh day, open the vessel carefully, and squeeze the roses dry and throw them away. Then strain the liquid through a piece of clean linen, and pour it into a vessel, and administer one measure as a dose.

Wine of atrughé fruit (quinces?), which is good for cold in the stomach and debility. Take the leaves of fifty atrughé, and wipe the dust (bloom?) off them carefully with linen rags, and pour six flasks of strong-smelling wine over them, and let them steep therein for seven days. Then strain out the fruit, and squeeze it dry, and throw it away. Then bring one measure of honey, of which the scum hath been removed, stir it up well with thy hands until it becometh white (frothy?), pour on it good wine, stir them up together, and boil them very carefully. Pour it into a vessel, and administer one measure as a dose.
Now the above are all medicines that are prescribed as suitable for hot diseases of the stomach, and for those that arise both with and without fever. It is meet that we should now compile a list of the medicines that are good for cold diseases of the stomach, and for those that turn the foods sour in the stomach.

The medicine called "Dispólitis" (i.e., "Heliopolitan"), which is good for excessive cold of the stomach, and for eructations which leave a bitter taste, and for the lust of the dog, and for hiccoughs due to over-fullness, and for protracted fevers. And it hath been handed down by tradition from the priests and old men (or, sages).

Cummin steeped in vinegar
and roasted
Round peppercorns 16 estirè
Ginger 20 drachms
Rue 20 "
Natron 20 "

Pound, and reduce to a powder, and work up into a paste with honey from which the scum hath been removed, as much as sufficeth. Administer as a dose a portion as large as a chestnut with hot water, or with wine mixed with water. Now, some add to this two drachms each of cinnamon bark, cinnamon, incense bark, myrtle berries, fennel, and stacte, and it then becometh a most excellent medicine.

A medicine which is made of the three kinds of peppercorns, and which is good for the diseases.

Peppercorns, round 3 ounces
Peppercorns, long 3 "
Peppercorns, white 3 "
Wood of balsam 1 ounce
Spikenard 4 drachms
Amomum (grain of Paradise) 4 "
Ginger 1 drachm
Seed of rock parsley 1 "
Seseli officinale 1 "
Bark 1 "
Asarum 1 "
Resin 1 drachm
Honey as much as sufficeth.
The dose and manner of use as before.

**A medicine composed of seeds, which is good for the diseases.**

- Bark
- Amomum (grain of Paradise)
- Spikenard
- Ammi copticum
- Seed of dill
- Seed of rock parsley
- Aniseed
- Lacerpitium (silphium?)
- Castoreum
- Aristolochia (rhubarb?), long
- Stacte
- Asarum
- Seed of fennel
- Cummin

Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose: two drachms in wine mixed with water, or with honey water. This medicine is also good for the cold pains that take place in the liver.

**A medicine made of asparagus itself, which is good for cold in the stomach, and debility thereof, and for sudden diarrhoea (?) and for the rapid turning of the stomach which is due to indigestion.**

- Fine asparagus, peeled inside and outside 2 manahs
- Honey, with the scum removed 1 manah
- Peppercorns, long 5 drachms
- Peppercorns, round 5 "
- Amomum (grain of Paradise) 4 "
- Ginger 12 "
- Cardamoms 4 "
- Caryophyllus aromaticus 4 "
- Cinnamon 2 "
- Crocus 1 drachm
Boil the asparagus in new wine (living wine), and crush it and then pour it into a frying-pan in order that all the moisture therein may be dried out of it. Then pour on it honey and boil it, shaking the pan frequently, let it boil until it becometh a round mass and doth not stick to the pan, then take the pan off the fire. Pound the medicines, and reduce them to a powder, and stir up the asparagus with the medicines, and leave it for five days, or for seven, until it is dried. Then cut it up into cakes, each weighing a mithkâl.

Dose, to be eaten four drachms, and let him drink after it wine mixed with water.

A medicine made of myrtle berries, which is good for sudden looseness of the bowels, and for nausea due to cold in the stomach, and indigestion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fine myrtle berries, dried</td>
<td>1 manah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrobalanus chebula, black</td>
<td>4 manahs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bêlikê</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amlagh (depilatory)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castoreum</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costus</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root of the thorny caper</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper (oxide of?)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loaf sugar</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurel berries</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cypress berries</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound well the caper root by itself, and pound and reduce to a powder the dry medicines. Boil oil and honey in equal quantities, and pour upon the medicines as much as sufficeth, and stir them up well together. After six months administer in doses of two drachms, in an infusion of rock parsley and dill. Let the man who taketh this medicine keep himself from much wine, and from | fatigue, and from anger, and from copulation, and let him live on thin soup.

A medicine made of Bêldôr (root of the thorny caper?), which hath been handed down from Solomon. It is good for protracted pains in the stomach, and it maketh the face to shine and brighteneth the intellect. Behold, there is a way of preparing it [mentioned] above, at the side, in addition
to the preparation with myrtle berries. The preparation with myrtle berries is as follows:

Fine myrtle berries, dried 1 manah
Myrobalanus chebula, black 20 drachms
Bēlīkē 20 "
Amlagh (depilatory) 20 "
Ṭalispar 20 "
Caryophyllus aromaticus | 12 "
Bark 12 "
Reed of incense 12 "
Amomum (grain of Paradise) 12 "
Incense berries 12 "
Peppercorns, round 10 "
Peppercorns, long 10 "
Ginger 10 "
Stacte 6 "
Cardamoms 6 "
Cummin (karwāyā) 6 "
Aniseed 6 "
Cummin 6 "
Spikenard 6 "
Bark 6 "
Cardamoms (kākōlāgh) 6 "
Costus 6 "
Nuts of incense 5 "
Seed of rock parsley 5 "
Ammi Copticum 5 "
Laurus malabathrum 4 "
Amomum 4 "

Pound all these and reduce to a powder, and steep the myrtle berries in mountain wine for one night and one day, then pound them well, and mix with them all the medicines, and pour on them honey, from which the scum hath been removed, as much as sufficeth.

A medicine made of Ṭalispar, which is good for great cold of the stomach, and for those whose food turneth

---

1 Meaning unknown.
sour [therein] and doth not digest, and for flatulence in
the stomach and liver.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ṭalisper</td>
<td>3 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bark</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amomum (grain of Paradise)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppercorns, long</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginger</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cummin</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed of rock parsley</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed of dill</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammi Copticum</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinnamon</td>
<td>2 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound, mix together, and administer in doses of two drachms in
wine mixed with water.

A medicine made of amomum (grain of Paradise), which
is good for the diseases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amomum (grain of Paradise)</td>
<td>4 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bark (of cinnamon?)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagbûsht (ناومشک)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppercorns, long</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppercorns, round</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginger</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caryophyllus aromaticus</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinnamon</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dose, one drachm.

Gasrashán, which is called “Hûzâyâ”, which is good
for indigestion of the stomach, and is very helpful.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Costus</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incense berries</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spikenard</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bark of incense</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bark (of cinnamon?)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuts of incense</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardamoms</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Here follow the figures 50, 700.
2 Here follow the figures 30, 70.
PRESCRIPTIONS FOR THE STOMACH.

Caryophyllus aromaticus 4 drachms
Aniseed 4 "
King's crown (melilotus) 4 "
Sitragh (lepidium latifolium) 4 "
Oil of cypress | 10 estiré
Peppercorns, round 5 "
Peppercorns, long 5 "
Ginger 10 "
Bēlīkē 6 drachms
Myrobalanus chebula, black 10 estiré
Myrtle berries 1 litra

Pound and reduce to a powder, and make up into a paste with honey; dose, two drachms in hot water.

Paddikon¹ (παθαντικόν), which is good for the liver and for weak stomachs that produce wind and indigestion.

Ginger 6 drachms
Seed of rock parsley 6 "
Spikenard 6 "
Aniseed 6 "
Peppercorns 6 "
Stacte 6 "
Wild mint, or calamint 5 "
Cummin 2 "
Berries of incense 2 "
Bark (of cinnamon?) 2 "
Pyrethrum 2 "
Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose, one drachm in some convenient draught.

Estamkikon (σταμκικόν), that is, a stomachic, which is good for hardness of the stomach and the liver, and the spleen, and for protracted fever, and for internal wind.

Ambrosia, which is good for the stomach that will not digest, and for a hard liver and spleen, and for excessive inflation of the whole body.

Dökôn 1 drachm
Cummin, Indian, 1 "

¹ A medicine called after the name of its first maker.
PRESCRIPTIONS FOR THE STOMACH.

Wood of balsam 1 drachm
Myrrh 2 drachms
Peppercorns, white \( \frac{1}{4} \) drachm
Costus \( \frac{1}{2} \) ”
Peppercorns, long \( \frac{1}{2} \) ”
Bark 1 ”
Cardamoms 1 ”
Flowers of the pistacia lentiscus 1 ”
Seed of rock parsley 1 ”
Akrôn (άκορος, acorus calamus) 2 drachms
Crocus 2 ”
Laurel berries 10 in number
Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose, a portion as large as a chestnut, in hot water or in wine mixed with water.

A medicine made of κόρνιθά (origanum pulegium?), which is good for cold diseases of the stomach and liver, and for protracted fits of shivering, and for fever.

Κόρνιθά of the river 12 drachms
Κόρνιθά of the mountain 12 ”
Rock parsley 12 ”
Meadow saxifrage 12 ”
Seed of rock parsley 4 ”
Thyme 4 ”
Lybasticum | 16 ”
Peppercorns 48 in number
| Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose, twenty drachms.

A medicine made of Ankârdyá, that is to say, Bêldôr, which is good for every ailment of the stomach, and for those who are delirious, and who are attacked by vertigo by reason of the stomach, and for delirium, and for the spleen and kidneys, and for an evil condition of the stomach, and for the malady of the gout, and for pain of the womb, and for elephantiasis, and for all the ailments that are produced by the black bile.
Spikenard I ounce
Bear-wort I „
Cassia I „
Laurus malabathrum I „
Crocus I „
Epithymum (ἐπίθυμον) I „
Pistacia lentiscus I „
Rhubarb I „
Myrobalanus (palma unguentariorum) I „
Caryophyllus aromaticus I „
Stacte 8 germê
Honey of bêldôr, that is, anêkardyâ 8 „
Incense berries I ounce
Ginger I „
Aloes I „
Bdellium I „
Myrrh I „
Oil of balsam I „
Irises 2 ounces
Bark of the root of shamrâ (mint?) 2 litre
Vinegar . . . . . . . . .

...... three days, and then put in a saucepan and boil a little; strain out the root, squeeze it and throw it away. Then pour one and a half litre of honey on the vinegar, and boil gently over the coals until the mixture becometh thick, then mix with it all the other medicines. Administer in doses of one drachm in some convenient draught.

A medicine in which pearls are compounded, which is good for those who suffer from phthisis, and it strengtheneth the stomach, and fatteneth the body, and it is good for fistula, or haemorrhoids in the anus.

Unslit pearls 5 drachms
Caryophyllus aromaticus 5 „

1 Some words have been left out here.
Peppercorns, white 5 drachms
Cummin 6 "
Armenian bános (βώλος Ἄρμενικὸς) 7 "
Cinnamon 7 "
Amomum (grain of Paradise) 8 "
Kólighán 8 "
Lekâ 8 "
Hellebore, black 9 "
Hellebore, white 9 "
Stacte 10 "
Bamboo 10 "
Cummin (karwárá) 11 "
Coriander 12 "
Bark 12 "
Chinese ginger 16 "
Gum Arabic 2 "
| Loaf sugar 30 estirè

Pound, and mix well together, and administer in doses of one drachm in some draught which is convenient.

A medicine which containeth oxide of iron, and which is good for cold of the stomach, and for fistular wind, and for the kidneys, and it increaseth the seed which is insufficient, and it beautifieth the complexion.

Myrobalanus chebula, black 2 drachms
Bēlílkē 2 "
Amlâgh (deparatory) 2 "
Peppercorns, round 2 "
Peppercorns, long 2 "
Ginger 2 "
Seed of rock parsley 2 "
Seed of dill 2 "
Coriander seed 2 "
Sesame 2 "
Sea spume 2 "
Cummin 2 "
Sal ammoniac (نَارُشَادُر) 2 "
Convolvulus turpethum 6 "
Sandaracha (σανδάρακη) white 6 drachms
White clary (sage?) 6 ”
Seed of leeks 6 ”
Seed of gourds 6 ”
Seed of malva officinalis 6 ”
Seed of parsnips 6 ”
Daucus (a kind of parsnip) 7 ”
Inside of copper (i.e., pure copper) 10 ”
Leaves of the caper plant 14 ”
Oxide of iron 10 ”
Panidh 10 ”

Pound and reduce to a powder, and work into a paste with honey, and administer in doses of two drachms with extract of leeks. This medicine hath been well tried.

Another medicine which was [prescribed by] Galen, and which is good for protracted fevers accompanied by attacks of shiverings, and for cold of the stomach and of the liver and kidneys.

Peppercorns, long 12 drachms
Seed of rock parsley 12 ”
Ferula asa foetida 8 ”
Rock parsley 6 ”
Origanum of the mountain 4 ”
Origanum of the river 4 ”
Thyme 4 ”
Seseli 4 ”
Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose, a portion as large as a chestnut, in some convenient draught.

Paránōsh, a medicine which containeth iron oxide, and is good for fistular winds, and for cold of the stomach.

Myrobalanus chebula, black 10 drachms
Bėlilkê 10 ”
Amlāgh (depilatory) 10 ”
Ginger 10 ”
Daucus (a kind of parsnip) 10 ”
Peppercorns, round 10 drachms
Peppercorns, long 10 "
Spikenard 10 "
Cypress berries 10 "
Seed of fennel 4 "
Iron oxide 11 "
Pepperwort, white 12 "

Pound the iron oxide and reduce it to a powder, steep it in vinegar for one night and one day, wash it in vinegar twice and in water ten times, and dry. Pound and reduce to a powder all [the other medicines], and mix them with as much cow oil and honey as suffice [to make them into a paste]. Administer in doses of two drachms in wine mixed with water. Let the patient partake of fatty broth, and it will do him good, and let him keep himself from everything that is acid or salt.

A medicine which is made from roasted berries (?), and which is good for looseness of the bowels that ariseth from debility of the stomach.

Roasted berries 8 drachms
Sumach 8 "
Flour of sorbus (service tree) 10 "
Ginger 4 "
Coriander seed 4 "
Ammi Copticum 4 "
Seed of dill 4 "
Loaf sugar 4 "
Peppercorns, long 1 drachm

Pound and mix together, and administer in the form of a dry powder with extract of asparagus, or in cold water.

Tarsûm, a medicine which is good for indigestion, and for want of power in the stomach, and for colic, and for straining at stool.

Myrobalanus chebula, black 12 drachms
Sugar 12 "
Ginger 6 "

Dose, one spoonful in wine mixed with water, or in hot water.
The Little Tripal, which is good for want of power, and for liquid in the stomach, and for fistular wind, and it beautifieth the complexion.

Myrobalan us chebula, black \[ \text{in equal quantities} \]
Bēēlīkē
Amlâgh (depilatory?)

Pound and mix together in as much cow oil and honey as are sufficient to make them into a paste, and administer as a dose a portion as large as a nut in wine mixed with water.

Barnagsar, a medicine which containeth Panid, and which is good for cold and liquid in the stomach, and it restoreth the belly to a normal condition, and cleanseth the stomach. It is to be taken before and after food.

Myrobalan us chebula, black 3 drachms
Bēēlīkē 3 ,, Amlâgh 3 ,, Peppercorns, long 1 drachm Copper 1 ,, Scamonia 1 ,, Convolvulus turpethum, white 8 drachms Panīd 12 ,,  

Pound and mix well with the panid, and make into portions the size of small nuts. Administer one as a dose to be swallowed. And after it let the patient drink wine mixed with water. If he be in sore pain let him take a spoonful.

A medicine made of myrtle berries and ferula asa foetida, which is good for protracted inflation of the stomach, and for prolonged looseness of the bowels.

Ferula asa foetida, black 4 drachms Ammi Copticum 4 ,, Black cummin 4 ,, Crocus 3 ,, Myrtle berries 5 estirē Stacte 2 drachms

Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose, a portion the size of a raisin, in some convenient draught.
A medicine made of irises, which is good for an evil condition of the stomach, and for dropsy, and for dropping of the belly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Irises</td>
<td>44 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppercorns</td>
<td>20 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginger</td>
<td>12 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aniseed</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacte</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed of dill</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferula asa foetida, black</td>
<td>12 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammi Copticum</td>
<td>8 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed of rock parsley</td>
<td>8 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honey as much as sufficeth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dose, a portion as large as a raisin, in wine mixed with water.

The medicine Angabhdigh, which is good for cold of the stomach and liver, and for pleurisy, and for pains in the back, and for fistular wind.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Costus</td>
<td>8 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acorus calamus</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginger</td>
<td>5 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lepidium latifolium</td>
<td>7 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrobalanus chebula, black</td>
<td>7 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian salt</td>
<td>5 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammi Copticum</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honey as much as sufficeth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dose, two drachms in wine mixed with water.

Pelpelmôr (Pepperroot), a medicine which is good for pain of the stomach, and it restoreth the tone of the belly, and increaseth the seed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Myrobalanus chebula, black</td>
<td>3 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bêlîkê</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scamonia</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammi Copticum</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed of rock parsley</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cunimin</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incense bark</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pepperroot</td>
<td>2 drachms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sugar 2 ounces
Panid 2 "

Dose, one spoonful, in wine mixed with water.

Another medicine which is good for pain of the stomach, and for protracted fever.

Green myrobalanus chebula, peeled 20 drachms
Greek absinthe 20 "
Eupatorium 20 "
Epithymum 20 "
Parsnip 20 "
Dâûradh 20 "
Root of rock parsley or, one hand of each
Root of pistacia lentiscus 1 hand each
Thyme 1 "
Persian thorns 1 "
Dried herbs 3 estirê

Infuse all these in water, and administer two drachms for a dose.

[Another medicine which is good for] fits of shivering, and for flatulence of the stomach and belly.

Make an infusion of thyme and ginger, and give to the patient to drink.

Or make an infusion of the berries and root of rock parsley, and coriander seed, and ammi Copticum, and administer as a fol. 150b. dose two measures to the patient when fasting.

Or dry a gourd, and pound it fine, mix it with water and administer it in draughts, in doses of one spoonful. It is very helpful in inflations of the belly and colon, and for . . . . . . .

This is a well tried medicine.

Now, for stomachs in which bile is frequent, or phlegm, and it is necessary to clear them out by vomiting, the medicines which are written below are useful.

Medicines which produce vomiting.

Common salt I part
Elaterium (a purgative) I "
Natron I "
Mustard 1/2 "
Pound, and administer it in a draught made of an infusion of fennel and honey, and the patient will vomit.

Or take saponaria officinalis (or, ptarmica), which is kindôsh (كندس, gypsophilla struthium), and cucumber seed in equal quantities, pound them, and mix with an infusion of fennel, and administer a draught, and the patient will vomit.

Or pound up black hellebore, and roll a radish in it, and let the patient eat it, and he will be violently sick.

Or take two drachms of “kangris”, which is the gum of artichokes, pound them, and administer them in an infusion of fennel, and it will clear out the stomach by means of vomiting.

Or take three or four roots of narcissus, cut them up and steep them in water with fennel, and let the patient drink two measures of the infusion, and they will clear him out by vomiting.

Or take two drachms of the nuts used for producing vomiting, pound them, and administer them in an infusion of fennel, and the patient will vomit without trouble, and this medicine will also clear away jaundice.

Or let the patient eat fish which is tolerably salt, or radishes and honey, and let him drink wine with a very little water in it, and let him thrust a feather down his throat, and he will get rid of the thick chyme by vomiting.

Or Mustang 2 drachms
Borax 1 drachm
Saponaria officinalis 2 denkê

Mix and administer in honey water, and it will clear away the chymes that cling to the coats of the stomach.

Or cut up radishes with their leaves, and let the patient eat the mixture with oxymel, abundantly; this medicine will clear away jaundice also.

Or take two drachms of the root of the garden cucumber plant, dry it, and pound it, and administer it in honey water after supper, and it will cleanse the stomach by painless vomiting.

Or crush sixteen dried herbs of the mountain, and administer them mixed with honey water, and let the patient take every hour an infusion of fennel and sweet oil, and it will clear away the thick chymes by vomiting.
Or crush some wild hellebore, and place one drachm of it in a radish; let the patient swallow it, and drink honey water after it. This is to be done before and after meals.

Or let him make from the root thereof pieces like unto oblong pills, and insert them in the anus, and they will produce a stool.

Or cut up in pieces bulbs (ὡσιάζων = βολβός) [of lilies], and make an infusion of them, and administer two measures, and they will cleanse the stomach.

Now if through these medicines, which produce vomiting from the stomach, excessive vomiting taketh place, administer one or other of those drugs that have been written down above, [mixed with] wood mint (or, wild mint), and chopped up pomegranates.

And as concerning the bringing up of blood that cometh from the stomach, thou must cure this by means of the treatment and medicines that are written down in the "Chapter on the Bringing up of Blood". Similarly, use the same means in cases where there is the 'alūkā disease in the stomach; but the means to be employed in these cases are described further on.

Now, as concerning the medicines which are to be drunk for all the diseases of the stomach, it is my opinion that too many of them have been described in this Chapter; but the physician, who is well acquainted with the power (i.e., effect) of simple medicines and with the treatment to be used when certain symptoms of the diseases appear, will find it quite easy to prepare a medicine for himself that will be suitable for use in the case before him. He can use simple medicines, and he can add to or take away from those that are written down, for the means to be used in healing diseases depend upon the symptoms thereof. For it is said, If a man is unable to make a diagnosis of a disease he is unable to effect the cure of it, wherefore it is meet for us to write down also a description of the helps that are to be applied externally in cases of disease of the stomach.
The medicines, and fomentations, and plasters, and cataplasms which are good for pain in the stomach.

If there be an inflamed ulcer in the stomach, the presence of which will be made known by the fever that accompanieth it, and by thirst, and by the sensation of excessive heat, make an infusion of cabbage (κράμβη), and fox-grapes, and solanum halicacabum (or, ἀλκάκτημα), and sponge the patient therewith, and let the physician anoint him with oil of roses.

Or pound these drugs up when fresh, and mix with them flour of barley, and oil of roses, and lay upon the patient bandages dipped in hot water wherein these have been mixed.

Or crush the rinds of pomegranates, and lentils, and dried roses, and husked barley, and make an infusion of them, and sponge the patient therewith.

Or press these thoroughly, and pound them well, and add to them oil of roses, and lay bandages spread with the mixture on the stomach.

Now, if there be a sensation of heat in the stomach without the inflamed ulcer of fever and of bile, pound chicory, and mix therewith barley flour and oil of roses, and bind a cold plaster made of these things on the stomach. Or use purslane in the same way. And if there be much pain present with the inflammation, pound leaves of hyoscymus, or leaves of mandragora, and mix with them flour of barley and oil of roses, and use as a plaster.

Or pound the shell of a fresh gourd, and mix with it oil of roses and flour of barley, and a little malva officinalis (hibiscus), and use as a plaster.

Or steep psyllium (plantain) in cold water, and when the liquor becometh thick, mix oil of roses therewith, and use it as a plaster.

Or steep flax seed in vinegar, and mix them up, and use as a plaster in the same way.

Or mix together polygonum, and flour of barley, and oil of roses, and use as a plaster.

And if, without the presence of fever and inflammation, there be debility only in the stomach, wherefrom arise looseness of Page 316
the bowels and nausea, make an infusion in water of absinthe, chamomile, spikenard, barley, and "king's crown" (melilotus), and sponge the stomach therewith.

Or make an infusion in water of chamomile, absinthe, purple \( \beta \alpha \lambda \omega \sigma \tau \iota \nu \), the rinds of pomegranates, spikenard, cassia, and origanum majorana, and sponge the patient therewith, and anoint him with oil of nard.

Fol. 152a. Or use extract of myrtle, or extract of asparagus, or stacte, or any of the finest unguents which is available, or pour over him hot water in which the following drugs have been dissolved: Take stacte, absinthe, spikenard, frankincense, barley (?), myrtle berries, laurus malabathrum, rinds of pomegranates, dried grapes, dried myrtle berries, clematis, aromatic reeds, wood of aloes, sumach, purple \( \beta \alpha \lambda \omega \sigma \tau \iota \nu \), dried roses, ammi Copticum, cumin, seed of rock parsley, all of them in equal quantities, mix them together, and pour into a vessel one measure of strong-smelling wine, and a little wine of lilies, and oil of jasmine, or oil of nard, let them simmer over the coals for a short time, and then throw into them the dried medicines which thou hast pounded. Then dip into the mixture a bundle of clean wool, and foment the stomach, and also all the belly, if the patient be weak, until the wine is exhausted, and then spread some of the above-mentioned drugs when dried over the stomach until it regaineth its healthy condition. And thou must take care that the patient eateth and drinketh only such things as are healthful, according to the nature of the disease.

And if there be a hard ulcer of long standing in the stomach, make an infusion of chamomile, fennel, trigonella, "king's crown" (melilotus), flax seed, and malva officinalis (hibiscus), and sponge the patient therewith, and anoint him with oils that produce warmth, and cause cessation of the pain. And thou must also remember well this fact: if the disease be in that upper stomach which descendeth from the mouth to the belly, the patient hath need of fomentations, or of plasters, on the back, and between the shoulders, and on the vertebrae of the neck. The
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1 Read \( \dot{\alpha} \psi \kappa \nu \).
writer ordereth these things to be done because the spinal column is situated near [these members].

Now therefore it is meet for us to describe also those well known plasters that are good for the stomach, and also the means to be employed externally in healing diseases of the liver, which are the same as those that are adopted when there are debility and ulcers (or, abscesses) therein.

[The medicine] "Pólkarión of the Kingdom", which is good for pain in the stomach and liver, and for hardness of the same, and for the ulcers and pustules which come therein, or in any of the members.

Wax 3 litre
Incense 2 ”
Ammoniacal extract 2 ”
Cedar gum 1 litre
King’s crown (melilotus) 10 litre
Dry pitch (bitumen) 12 ”
Estùmkâ (stomachic?) 12 ”
Myrrh 12 estîrê
Spikenard 12 ”
Cypress berries 12 ”
Irices 12 ”
Cardamoms 12 ”
Opopanax 12 ”
Crocus 8 drachms
Cinnamon bark 8 ”
Flowers of pistacia lentiscus 8 ”
Stacte 8 ”
Wood of balsam 8 ”
Amomum 8 ”
Oil of nard 1/2 litre

Wine as much as sufficeth.

Dissolve the dissolvable drugs in strong-smelling wine, and rub down in oil those which can be rubbed down, and pound the dry drugs, and mix them, and use for plasters on the stomach and liver, and on every part where there is a hard ulcer.

A medicine made of thorn pods, which stimulateth the stomach, and checketh looseness of the bowels.
Thorn pods
Cummin steeped in vinegar and roasted
Dry myrtle berries
Flour of lotuses
Sumach
Coriander seed
Oak apples
Roasted grain
Roasted berries
Stacte

Pound, and administer [as a dose] one spoonful in extract of myrtle berries, or in extract of asparagus.

The Great Tripal, which is good for cold and dampness of the stomach, and for fistulae, internal and external, and which warmeth the whole body, and beautifieth the complexion.
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Myrobalanus chebula, | black 1 ounce
Belilke
Amlâgh
Shahtragh (parsnip)
Ammi Copticum
Seed of rock parsley
Persian thorns
Spikenard
Amomum (shôshmîr)
Amomum
Cinnamon
Flower of bûsht
Peppercorns, round
Peppercorns, long
Indian salt
Mustard
Pepperwort
Sal ammoniac
Acorus
Iron oxide, washed
Cow oil
Honey

\begin{align*}
\text{Myrobalanus chebula, } & 1 \text{ ounce} \\
\text{Belilke, } & 1 \text{ } \\
\text{Amlâgh, } & 1 \text{ } \\
\text{Shahtragh (parsnip), } & 1 \text{ } \\
\text{Ammi Copticum, } & 1 \text{ } \\
\text{Seed of rock parsley, } & 1 \text{ } \\
\text{Persian thorns, } & 1 \text{ } \\
\text{Spikenard, } & 3 \text{ drachms} \\
\text{Amomum (shôshmîr), } & 3 \text{ } \\
\text{Amomum, } & 3 \text{ } \\
\text{Cinnamon, } & 4 \text{ } \\
\text{Flower of bûsht, } & 4 \text{ } \\
\text{Peppercorns, round, } & 4 \text{ } \\
\text{Peppercorns, long, } & 4 \text{ } \\
\text{Indian salt, } & 4 \text{ } \\
\text{Mustard, } & 1 \text{ drachm} \\
\text{Pepperwort, } & 1 \text{ } \\
\text{Sal ammoniac, } & 1/2 \text{ } \\
\text{Acorus, } & 3 \text{ drachms} \\
\text{Iron oxide, washed, } & 3 \text{ ounces} \\
\text{Cow oil, } & \text{ as much as sufficeth.} \\
\text{Honey, } & \\
\end{align*}
Dose, a portion about the size of a walnut, in wine mixed with water.

Another [medicine] for the consumptive, which is good for looseness of the bowels, and for debility of the stomach, and for the wasting away of the whole body.

- Ammi Copticum, roasted: 2 drachms
- Seed of rock parsley: 2 "
- Peppercorns, long: 2 "
- Ginger: 2 "
- Cummin: 1 drachm
- Carman: 1 "
- Bark of incense plant: 1 "
- Acacia: 1 "
- Dried green grapes: 1 "
- Seeds of dried herbs, roasted: 1 "
- Roasted furnace dross: 1/2 "
- Roasted rice: 3 drachms
- Thorn pods: 3 "
- Caryophyllum aromaticus: 1/2 "
- Dried herbs (?), stoned: 11 estirē

Pound the dry drugs, and mix them with the dried herbs, and make them into Avella balls, about the size of raisins, and administer one as a draught. Let the patient drink after it tincture of asparagus, or tincture of myrtle berries.

[Another medicine] made of sorrel, which is good for torpidity of the stomach, and for looseness of the bowels, especially in children.

- Sorrel seed: 4 drachms
- Seed of dried grapes (?), roasted: 4 "
- Oak apples: 2 "
- Poppy seed: 2 "
- Sugar: 2 estirē

Dose, one spoonful, in some useful medium.

A medicine which is made of laserpitium (juice of silphium?), and which is good for cold in the stomach, and for protracted fits of shivering, and for coughs which are due to cold, and for intestinal worms.
Juice of silphium
Garden nigella
Peppercorns \{ in equal quantities
Mustard
Pepperwort

Pound, and work into a paste with honey, and administer as a dose a portion as large as a chestnut. | If this medicine is required for a cough, make it into tablets, and let the patient hold them under his tongue; if for cold, give it in wine and water, and if for worms, give it in an infusion of nigella, lupins, and costus, in rain water. This is a well tried remedy, and is a sure [cure].

A medicine made of Kôlinghân, which is good for severe cold in the stomach and liver, and it promoteth the digestion of the food, and breaketh up wind.

Kôlinghan (galanga) \quad 4 \text{ drachms}
Incense bark | \quad 4 \quad \text{“}
Peppercorns, white \quad 4 \quad \text{“}
Amomum \quad 3 \quad \text{“}
Peppercorns, long \quad 5 \quad \text{“}
Cinnamon \quad 3 \quad \text{“}
Flowers of bûsht \quad 3 \quad \text{“}
Ginger \quad 8 \quad \text{“}
Seed of rock parsley \quad 1 \text{ drachm}
Aniseed \quad 1 \quad \text{“}
Black cummin \quad 1 \quad \text{“}
Cummin \quad 1 \quad \text{“}
Ţalispar \quad 1 \quad \text{“}
Paníd, or sugar \quad 4 (?) \text{ drachms}

Dose, two drachms in wine mixed with water.

A medicine made of cummin (kârwâyâ), which is good for stoppages of the stomach, and for the liver and indigestion.

Cummin \quad 3 \text{ drachms}
Ammi Copticum \quad 3 \quad \text{“}
Seed of rock parsley \quad 3 \quad \text{“}
Dried herbs (or, grapes) \quad 3 \quad \text{“}
Fennel (seseli) \quad 3 \quad \text{“}
MEDICINES FOR THE STOMACH.

Seed of zûprâ (Pers. ٖ١٣٤) 3 drachms
Bitter almonds, cleaned 6 "
Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose, a portion as large as a bean.

Medicines which are good for pain in the stomach, and which are made into infusions.

Root of rock parsley 1 hand
Bark of shâmrâ root (anethum foeniculum) 1 "
Root of pistacia lentiscus 1 "
Stacte 4 drachms
Aniseed 4 "
Spikenard 4 "
Dried herbs (or, grapes) 12 "
Water 1 ālkhâ

Infuse these until they are reduced to one half, and administer two measures as a draught, and the medicine will warm and purify.

Another [medicine] which is good for the stomach that hath become hard, and for pleurisy and coughs.

Root of rock parsley 1 hand
Bark of shâmrâ root 1 "
Root of pistacia lentiscus 1 "
"Warrior's hair" 1 "
Licorice root 1 "
Fleshy dates 10 in number
Fleshy figs 10 "
Dried herbs (or, grapes) 1 hand
Aniseed 4 drachms
Stacte 4 "
Dog's nipples 4 "

Make an infusion, and administer in doses of one measure.

Another [medicine] which warmeth, and doeth away fits of shivering of long standing.

Stacte 3 drachms
Aniseed 3 "
Seed of rock parsley 3 "
Seed of shâmrâ 3 "
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Thyme 3 drachms
Thorns 3 “
Spikenard 3 “
Bark of cinnamon (?) 3 “
Barley (?) 3 “
Berries 3 “
Ginger 4 “
Kōlinghān (galanga) 4 “
Spikenard 8 “
Root of pistacia lentiscus 1 hand
Root of rock parsley 1 “
Origanum majorana 1 “
Dried wood mint 1 “
Rue 1 “

Make an infusion of these in water, and administer [a dose] with honey for a fit of shivering, and it will give relief.

Another Půlkarión, which is good for pain of the stomach, and for the liver, and for a hardened spleen, and for pain in the lungs, and for the back, kidneys, bladder, and womb when diseased, and for nervous pains.

Wax 1 litrâ
Terebinth gum 1 “
Bdellium 1 “
Incense 1 “
Ammoniacal preparation 1 “
Cardamoms 1 “
Barley 1 “
Amomum 8 litrê
Nard 8 “
Crocus 8 “
Myrrh 8 “
Frankincense 8 “
Balsam wood 8 “
Oil 20 “
Kûprinon 20 “

Strong-smelling wine as much as sufficeth for dissolving the ammoniac, bdellium, frankincense, and myrrh.
Pound these and steep in wine, and crush them until they are dissolved. First melt the wax with oil, then add the gum of terebinth, and, when this is melted, take the mixture off the fire, pound the dry drugs and reduce to a powder, pour them all into a mortar, mix them well together, and use as a plaster.

The Piágyáyás Plaster, which is good for the diseases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>6 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wax</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aloes</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacte</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bdellium</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammoniac</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid styrax</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goose fat</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil of roses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wine for the drugs which are to be dissolved.

Mix well together, and use.

[The medicine] Milițis, which is good for the hard ulcers that come in the stomach and liver. Now the word "Milițis" may be translated "King's Crown" (i.e., melilotus).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>King's crown</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammoniacal incense</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gum of terebinth</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wax</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spikenard</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barley</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardamoms</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irises</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil of nard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound well together, and use.

Adisparmatôn, which is, being translated, "a medicine made of seeds", and which is good for the diseases which have been enumerated, and for dropsy.
Fol. 154b.

Plasters for the Stomach.

Flour of trigonella | 6 estirē
Seed of shāmrā  6 "
Seed of rock parsley 6 "
Ammi Copticum 6 "
Cummin 6 "
Irices 6 "
Root of ferula opopanax 6 "
Aniseed 6 "
King's crown 6 "
Wax 30 drachms
Ox fat, unsalted 30 "
Honey 36 "
Oil of nard as much as sufficeth.

Work up well according to the directions written above, and use as a plaster.

Another Diásparmañōn, which is good for the diseases.

Ammoniac 3 litrē
King's crown 3 "
Spikenard 3 "
Amomum 3 "
Laurel berries 3 "
Origanum majorana 3 "
Seed of rock parsley 3 "
Aniseed 3 "
Natron 3 "
Irices 3 "
Barley 3 "
Crocus 3 "
Cassia (?) 3 "
Frankincense 3 "
Myrrh 3 "
Styrax 3 "
Opopanax 4 "
Wax 12 "
Honey 6 "
Ox fat 6 "

Oil of cedar as much as sufficeth.

Pound well together, and use as a plaster.
Another Pòlkaryôn, which is good for the obstinate (or, severe) diseases that take place in every part [of the body], and for nervous spasms.

Castoreum 1 ounce
Amomum 1 "
Bdellium 1 "
Frankincense 1 1/2 ounces
Peppercorns, round 1 1/2 "
Peppercorns, long 1 1/2 "
Hydrargyrum (mercury) 3 "
Fruit of balsam 3 "
Costus 3 "
Laurus malabathrum 3 "
Cassia (?) 3 "
Spikenard 3 "
Opopanax 3 "
Wood of balsam | 3 "
Flowers of pistacia lentiscus 3 "
Cinnamon 3 "
Pyrethrum 3 "
Crocus 3 "
Cardamoms 6 "
Aristolochia, round 6 "
Aristolochia, long 6 "
Irises 6 "
Barley 3 "
Wax 4 lètrè
Gum of terebinth 2 "
Aphronitrum (?) 3 "
Stacte 3 "
Aloes 3 "
Styrax 3 "
Oil of balsam 3 "
Oil of nard } as much as sufficeth.

Mix carefully, and use.

A Stomachic, which is good for indigestion in the stomach and in the liver, and for wind.
PRESCRIPTIONS FOR THE STOMACH.

Crocus 2 drachms
Stacte 12
Absinthe plant, Greek 4
Spikenard 4
Styrax 4
Aloes 2
Wax 18
Oil of nard 6 estirê

Mix well together, and use.

A medicine made of Ônantis (oînovôîrîς), which is good for ulcers of the stomach, and of the liver, and of every member, and for debility and languor, and severe nausea of the stomach, and for the rheum that cometh down from the head to the belly.

Ônantis (i.e., wine made from the flowers of the wild vine) 6 drachms
Crocus 4
Stacte 4
King’s crown 4
Bark of mandragora root 4
Wine of myrtle berries as much as suffice
Oil of roses
Flesh of dates 3 ounces
Stacte 4 drachms
Aloes 4

Dissolve the dates in strong-smelling wine, pound the dry drugs to a powder, mix them with the wine, and pour on them as much oil as sufficeth, and lay as a plaster on the stomach.

Plaster of Esclapiades, which is good for severe nausea of the stomach, and for acute diarrhoea, and it produceth sleep.

Seed of hyoscyamus 4 drachms
Seed of rock parsley 4
Aniseed 4
Flowers of roses 4
Juice of Hypocistis (trago-pogon pratense) 4
Myrrh 4
Crocus $1^{1/2}$ drachms
Opium $1^{1/2}$ "

Pound the dry drugs to a powder, and dissolve the juice of tragopogon, myrrh, and opium in wine of myrtle berries, and mix the dry drugs with them, and work up into a paste, and make into tablets (or, pills) and dry in the shade. When required for use, pound and dissolve in some suitable medium, and use as a liniment; or dissolve in honey, and smear on a piece of linen and use as a plaster. If the attack of the rheum be severe, add juice of tragopogon and roses to the ὄναντις, and sumach, each one drachm.

Another medicine which is made of ὄναντις, and which is very powerful indeed. It is good for the stomach which is relaxed through the rheum that descendeth into it from the head, and for severe nausea, and for looseness of the bowels, and for debility of the liver.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ὄναντις</td>
<td>1 ounce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anpíκνὸν (cantharides ?)</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roses</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aloes</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green grapes</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furnace dross</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acacia</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flesh of dried pomegranates</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purple βαλαύσιον</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flesh of dates</td>
<td>6 ounces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opium</td>
<td>2 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankincense</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyoscyamus</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandragora root</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wax prepared with oil of</td>
<td>1 ἀλαβάκτον</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pistacia lentiscus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Add as much wine of myrtle berries as will suffice to work the dry drugs into a paste, and to dissolve those that are capable of being dissolved, and prepare and use. This is a very excellent medicine.

The Solon plaster, which is good for hardness of the
stomach and liver, and spleen, and for ulcers in the epigastric region, and for every nervous pain.

Wax 100 drachms
Ammoniacal incense 100 "
King's crown 200 "
Myrrh 8 "
Bdellium 8 "
Cypress oil 1 litra
Vinegar for dissolving purposes
Wine for

Prepare and use.

A plaster made of asparagus and Greek bread, which is used for excessive debility of the stomach, and for emission of blood, or bile, and for diarrhoea.

Asparagus, peeled within and without
Greek bread
Leaves and fruit of the myrtle
Flowers of the vine
Cummin
Santalum
Wood of aloes
Pragnagh (Indian cucumber)
Crocus
Rinds of pomegranates
Acacia
Stacte
Frankincense
Wine of lilies
Oil of roses

Boil the asparagus in strong-smelling wine, steep the Greek bread in the wine, pound all [the other ingredients], and work up, and mix together, and use as a plaster.

A plaster made of dates, which is good for weak stomachs and livers, and for those who vomit their food.

Unripe dates 3 drachms
Asparagus, cleaned 3 "
Dried roses
Absinthe plant
Stacte
Ladanum (λάδανον) gum
Aloes

Boil the dates, asparagus, and wine, and pound them, and pound to powder the dry drugs and mix with them, and add to them oil of jasmine, or oil of nard, and work up well together and use.

**Bread plaster, which is good for ulcers that come in the stomach.** Pound bread made of the very finest flour, and steep it in water, and crush it, and mix with it flour of *Trigonella*, and pig’s fat, and fresh leaves of *hyoscyamus*, and boil over the fire. First anoint the patient with hot oil, and then put on a plaster.

**A plaster made of king’s crown (melilotus), which is good for hard ulcers of the stomach, and liver, and spleen, and it checketh hard pustules and ulcers.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>King’s crown</td>
<td>4 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigonella</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flowers of chamomile</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrtle berries</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid unguent (or, honey)</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root of <em>adam</em></td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absinthe</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammoniac</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bdellium</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fleshy figs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Boil the figs in new wine, dissolve the ammoniac and bdellium in the wine, mix together and work up, pour on them a little cow oil, and use as a plaster. Ligatures and bandages are also very helpful, for they all assist in checking the ulcers.

Now, for the physician who knoweth the medicinal substances that are to be used for external application, and who keepeth in his mind the remembrance of their effects, it is not difficult to make use of them in a proper manner and with understanding. In addition to this, he must be especially careful, if he be unable to help the sick, not to do them harm. Therefore
it is necessary for us to write down a description also of those oils from which the plasters (or, ointments), wherewith patients are anointed, are compounded, and which benefit them, and then we will bring to an end this Chapter also.

Fine oil of nard, which is good for every sickness, and especially for cold in the stomach, and liver, and womb, and nerves, and it openeth (i.e., removeth) obstructions, and it helpeth the colon also. In the case of cold in the stomach or liver, it may be drunk with wine, or used as an unguent. For disease of the womb it must be used as an unguent, and injected, and applied to the vulva by means of a pad of soft rag or wool. For wind, and for the colon it must be used in the bath, that is, a measure by weight of two drachms mixed with an infusion of dill. For protracted pains in the head it must be poured into the nostrils, and it will make the countenance (or, face) beautiful. For cold in the bladder it must be injected into the member that maketh progeny to flourish, and it will diminish the pain therein.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Costus</td>
<td>30 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassia</td>
<td>30 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incense berries</td>
<td>30 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reed of incense</td>
<td>20 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppercorns, long</td>
<td>8 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginger</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardamoms</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain grapes, dried</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barley</td>
<td>10 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root of pistacia lentiscus</td>
<td>200 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irises</td>
<td>200 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaves of incense</td>
<td>10 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaves of myrtle</td>
<td>10 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origanum majorana</td>
<td>10 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Fol. 156 b.] [The first boiling.] Pound them all very finely, and throw them into strong-smelling wine for a whole night and a day. Then pour the mixture into a saucepan, and pour upon them a quantity of water equal to that of the wine in which they have been steeped. Pour in ten measures (kestē) of sweet oil, and boil over a slow fire that produceth no smoke for six
hours, and then take it off the fire and set it aside to cool. Skim off the oil from the water. This is the first boiling.

**The second boiling.** Take

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asarum</td>
<td>5 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spikenard</td>
<td>5 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amomum</td>
<td>5 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurus malabathrum, and</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>10 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound these and steep in wine for one whole night and day, and boil as at first, and let the mixture cool, and then skim off the oil. **The third boiling.** Take

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caryophyllus aromaticus</td>
<td>3 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaves of incense</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bark of incense</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Styrax, liquid, and</td>
<td>30 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil of balsam</td>
<td>(\frac{1}{2}) ounce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound the dry drugs, throw them into wine, and boil as at first. Before thou removest the mixture from the fire, dissolve the chamomile in wine, and pour it into the vessel, and, finally, dissolve the styrax in oil of balsam, and pour it in also, and let it boil for one time (hour?). Take it off the fire, let the mixture cool, separate the oil from the water and the drugs, and put it into a vessel, and use according to the instructions written above.

**Oil of nard, which is good for the diseases, prepared in another manner.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Incense berries</td>
<td>5 estirê</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costus</td>
<td>5 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irises</td>
<td>5 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musk</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood of balsam</td>
<td>6(\frac{1}{2}) &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppercorns, long</td>
<td>5 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil of balsam</td>
<td>5 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bdellium</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spikenard</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain grapes, dried</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asarum</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SHKÎLÂ OIL AND OIL OF LILIES.

Styrax 5 estîrê
Leaves of camphor 5 "

Pound the dry drugs, and steep in wine for a whole night and a day, and dissolve the drugs which can be dissolved and pour them in. Add two measures (dûlkê) of sesame oil, boil over a gentle fire until the liquid of the wine is driven off, clarify, keep, and use.

Shkîlâ oil, which is good for the diseases.

Caryophyllus aromaticus 2 ounces
Spikenard 2 "
Malabathrum 2 "
Styrax 2 "
Irices 2 "
Incense bark 2 "
Cassia 1 ounce
Bark of cinnamon (?) 1/2 "
Myrrh 1/2 "

Pound to a fine powder, steep in strong-smelling wine for a whole night and a day, put in a boiling pot, pour on them sweet olive oil or sesame oil, three measures (hêmînê), boil on the fire for a whole day; and when water is lacking in the pot add to it another boiling thereof. In the evening strain the mixture, and pour on the drugs three more measures of oil, and boil as at first. Before thou takest the pot from the fire, pour the second boiling into the first, and let the mixture boil once or twice. Before thou takest the pot from the fire, dissolve the myrrh in wine and pour into it, and then the styrax, and set it aside to cool. Separate (i.e., skim off) the oil, strain it, put into a vessel, and use.

Oil made of lilies, which is good for pain in the stomach, and for pain of the womb, and it softeneth the nerves and warmth [them].

Cassia 1 ounce
Costus 1 "
Styrax 1 "
Incense berries 1 "
Stacte 1 "
Caryophyllus aromaticus 1/2 "
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Incense bark $\frac{1}{2}$ ounce
Crocus $1\frac{1}{2}$ drachms

Pound these to a powder, and pour into a glass vessel. Then take one measure of oil, and thirty white lilies, the roots of which have been cut off, with their flowers (?) cleaned and poured into a glass vessel. Then take one measure of oil, and thirty white lilies, the roots of which have been cut off, with their flowers (?) cleaned and pounded. Boil in a double vessel with two measures (këstê) of oil, and take and use.

Asparagus oil, which is good for excessive heat in the stomach and liver, and which may be used for purposes of anointing, and it may be drunk, and it may be mixed with plasters. Take three measures (këstê) of the finest oil, and eight measures (këstê) of cleaned asparagus, place them in a glass vessel and set them in the sun for thirty days, and use.

Pure oil, which is good for debility of the stomach, and for hardness thereof, and for nervous spasms.

Pounded stacte 6 kaisê

Boil in a double vessel with two measures (këstê) of oil, and take and use.

Myrtle oil, which is good for sluggishness and debility of the stomach and liver.

Oil 3 këstê
Fresh myrtle leaves 4 litrê

Pound the leaves and macerate them in wine until the wine barely covereth them. Put them in a boiling pot, and then lay oil over them, and boil over a fire until the wine hath evaporated; take off the fire, strain, and use. Now, some throw into the oil fresh extract of myrtle to [improve] the colour.

Oil of costus, which when used as an unguent, or drunk, is good for cold of the stomach and liver. When used for anointing purposes it is good for the fits of shivering that accompany fevers. And it beautifieth and preserveth the hair.

Costus 20 drachms

Pound to a fine powder, steep in wine for a whole night and day, pour on it one measure (dülkâ) of oil, boil over the fire
[in a pot] or in a double vessel until the liquid of the wine is evaporated, then take and use. And in the same way we may also treat irises, or any other root thou mayest be pleased to boil in oil, when oil properly prepared is not available, either for purposes of anointing or for mixing with plasters. These remarks on the symptoms of diseases of the stomach, and Fol. 158 a. on the means to be employed in healing them, must suffice for this, the Fifteenth Chapter.

Here endeth the Fifteenth Chapter.
CHAPTER XVI.

On the injuries (or, diseases) which attack the liver.

Now the liver is a substance that is charged with blood, and it is placed on the right side [of the body]. A small portion of it is attached firmly to the membrane that effecteth the digestion, but the greater part of it is spread over the stomach, and the whole of it is intersected (or, perforated) by large veins. It receiveth the juice from the stomach by means of the veins which are called "masriḳê" (i.e., appertaining to the mesentery), and which are firmly fixed to the part that joineth the lower mouth of the stomach to the higher intestine, which is called "ṣâwmâ". And it transformeth that juice into blood by means of the natural powers which it possesseth, and it purifieth the substance thereof, and it despatcheth it by that great vein in it which is called "tarʿaṭâ" (i.e., "door"). Some of this juice it separateth above, about the heart, and some of it below, over the spinal column, about the kidneys, and these portions of the juice are distributed and propagated throughout the body, even to the most remote members. Now the function of the liver is a dominant one. As the power that giveth to the body motion and sensation descendeth from the head through the nerves and muscles, and as the blood is sent through the whole body, by means of the arteries, through the living power which cometh from the heart, so doth that nutritive power, which watereth the whole body with blood by means of the veins that go forth from it, come from the liver.

Now, it hath been said that the food is digested three times before it becometh transformed into a substance suitable for
the nourishment of the members. The first digestion taketh place in the stomach, and the residuum thereof is the faecal matter which is ejected by means of the bowel and anus. The second digestion taketh place in the liver, and five different kinds of products are the result. The first, which resembleth the scum on broth, is the phlegm; this is transmitted to the lung, the chest, and the brain. The second, which resembleth the fat on broth, is the red bile; this the bladder (gall-bag?), which is in the liver, draweth away, and it becometh the bile. The third is blood, and it is taken by the veins, which have already been mentioned, and transmitted by them to the whole body. Now, the impurity thereof, which resembleth the impurity (sediment?) in wine, doth the spleen draw away by means of its veins. This is black bile. The fourth is the residuum of the digestion. The fifth is the watery product of the whole digestion, and it resembleth the water which riseth up under the milk that cometh from sour cheese. This is the urine, and the kidneys draw it away and transmit it to the bladder, and it is emptied out by the urinary canal. This is the way in which the liver worketh, and these are the products that result from the digestion that taketh place therein. The third digestion taketh place in all the members that transform the food (or, nourishment) into substances suitable to their natures.

In the stomach food is transformed into a white juice, according to its nature, and in the liver food is transformed into blood, according to its nature, and in each member food is transformed into a substance of a nature similar to its own. The natural powers [first] transform the food, and then they nourish themselves thereon. The residuum of the third digestion, that is to say, of the digestion which taketh place in all the members, is found in the urinary organs, and it is the white substance which is found in the urine. And there is the residuum which is excreted by the nose and palate from the lungs and chest, which cometh up through coughing and spitting. And there is the residuum from the flesh of the whole body, and from the skin, which is excreted by the pores of the skin, that is to say, the sweat, and there are certain fumes
that arise through respiration, which are imperceptible. Fol. 159a.

These, then, are the operations of the natural forces which are in every member. Now, inasmuch as the liver itself doth not keep itself continually in the same regular condition; but subsisteth in one [or other] of the eight irregular states, and as it is sometimes in the condition in which it was originally formed, and at other times in a condition that is quite different, it is necessary for us to speak also about the symptoms of these things, which can be known from those that take place therein in an unnatural manner, and to describe how far remote they are from its original nature.

Of the symptoms (or, indications) of the natural conditions of the liver.

The existence of a hot condition in the liver is known by the flatness of the veins, and by the excess of red bile, which is sometimes strong, and in a smaller degree by the black bile also. And the blood of those who are in this condition is exceedingly hot, unless it happeneth that the heart formeth an obstacle thereto, and their epigastric region, and belly, and their whole body is hairy.

A cold condition of the liver is known by the narrowness of the veins, and by the excess of phlegm, and by the coldness of the blood of the whole body, unless it be made hot by very great heat of the heart.

A dry condition of the liver thickeneth and reduceth the blood, and drieth up the veins and all the body.

A moist condition of the liver increaseth the blood, and dilateth and softeneth the veins, and moisteneth the whole body, always provided that the heart be not in a state which is the contrary to this.

A hot and dry condition of the liver maketh hairy the epigastric region, and diminisheth and thickeneth the blood, and with violence it increaseth the red bile, and, according to the strength, the black bile [also]. It wideneth and hardeneth the veins, and it heateth and drieth up the whole body. For the Fol. 159b. great heat of the heart overcometh the coldness of the liver,
and thus also is it in the case of the other conditions [of the liver]. Now it is well known that when the conditions of [these] two members are united they make all the rest of the body to be like unto them.

The hot and moist condition of the liver maketh the epigastric region to be less hairy than the hot and dry, and, apparently, it maketh the veins wider, and maketh the whole body hotter and moister, always provided that the condition of the heart doth not stand as an obstacle in the way. Now, if all be turned aside in an unnatural manner in these two kinds of stomachs, those who possess these characteristics are easily attacked by the sickness that is due to decay of the evil chyme, and their chymes will be far more evil, especially if moisture be in excess of the heat.

The wet and cold condition of the liver maketh smooth (i.e., hairless) the epigastric region, and maketh phlegm to overcome the blood, and causeth narrowness (or, shrinkage) of the veins and also of the whole body, always provided that it be not drawn from the heart towards a contrary condition.

Now the cold and dry condition of the liver maketh the blood to be little, and the veins narrow, and the body cold, and the epigastric region hairless, always provided that in this case also the heart doth not overcome it.

Of the symptoms (or, indications) of the diseases of the liver.

In this member also, even as in all the other members [of the body], two kinds of diseases arise: one kind is due to a change of condition only, unaccompanied by an ulcer (or, abscess), and the other is due to a change of condition accompanied by some kind of hard, or hot, ulcer or pustule, and the distentions which take place in the liver are due either to this, or to the wind, as also are the obstructions that are due to the thick and viscous chymes which block up the ends of the veins therein, and which grow out of and proceed from the Fol. 160a vein that is called the “door”. Now these are accompanied by a sensation of heaviness (or, weight) which weigheth down
the right side; and when a great quantity of vapoury wind is collected therein, and it hath no means of escape, there cometh not only a feeling of heaviness, but also a feeling of distention. Moreover, of all the hot ulcers, in addition to those that arise in the liver through weakness, which arise in the upper regions of the body, and especially those which are large, thou canst easily obtain indications by the mere touch; whilst those that arise in the lower parts and are deep down, are made known chiefly by the attacks that follow their appearance, and not by the touch.

I will therefore begin to speak about those which arise in the upper parts, and which we call "rounded", but I must first call to your memory the muscles that ye have seen in dissections, and that extend inwards from the skin; these are eight in number, and [are arranged] in four pairs. One of these pairs is situated in a visible position. These two muscles are fleshy, and the pair extendeth from the breast to the bone of the lumbar regions. The three other pairs consist of a fleshy substance until they approach the first, simple pair, but when they come near this pair they turn towards certain nervous membranes. One pair of these muscles, that which is above all the rest, descendeth obliquely, and cometh down in front. The second pair is situated opposite the first pair, for it beginneth below, and goeth upwards in a slanting direction towards the front. Below this pair there is also placed another pair of muscles, the situation of which also is from side to side, and it is attached to the inner membrane itself, and is called "appertaining to the peritoneum".

Now the ulcers (or, abscesses) that arise in these straight muscles are long, and they extend into the middle of all the belly, embracing the region of the navel, even as the pair of muscles embraceth it. Therefore the symptoms of these are well known, both by their position and by the form of the ulcers, and besides these also by the fact that outside these there is no other muscle. Now these are inside, as are also the muscles that descend from the breast in an oblique direction. Of the muscles that underlie these it is difficult to obtain indications (or, symptoms), but it is the most difficult thing of
all to obtain information about the other interior muscles that lie from side to side.

It is well known also that the liver is situated beyond the muscles that appertain to the peritoneum. Therefore, because three muscles are situated above it, it is impossible to obtain any indication as to its condition by touch, unless the ulcer in it is very large indeed, or unless the muscles outside it have become heavy through phthisis. Nevertheless, the feeling of weight that is in the right side of the epigastric region, and the pain that cometh when patients draw in their breath, when this region riseth, and the pain that extendeth to the clavicle of the shoulder, and the frequent little coughings, and the colour of the tongue, which is first red and at last black, and the great sensitiveness [of the skin], and the great thirst, and the vomiting of a certain amount of pure bile, which is [first] like the yelk of an egg in colour, and finally green like verdigris—all these things indicate that the liver is diseased. And the belly of those who suffer from these ailments is constricted, and if this doth not happen in conjunction with weakness of the liver, there must be an ulcer (or, abscess). Now, like unto these things which have been described are also the attacks that arise through a bloody tumour (or, erysipelas), and these are accompanied by fevers and severe thirst. And we also see that the fevers, to which the ancients gave the name of “burning”, follow closely in the track of bilious diseases of the liver and belly. Moreover, burning fevers also arise through bloody tumours of the lungs, just as they arise in every part of the body through the putrefying of the bilious chymes, which result in excessive inflammation. But fevers which are very violent are wont to arise through the belly and through the liver, and in the majority of cases, through these members, the change of these fevers into phthisis taketh place; phthisis, however, we will treat of separately.

Now the ulcers (or, abscesses) that arise in the lower and deep sides of the liver exceed those that arise in the upper parts thereof in respect of want of sensitiveness, and bilious spewings and vomitings, and violent thirst, just as those that arise in the upper parts exceed those that arise in the lower
parts in respect of causing patients very great pain, even as we have said above, and in respect of causing dry coughings, and in respect of making the patient imagine that the pain that goeth up as far as the clavicle inclineth to the lower part of the body. Now, the outside ribs and the parts on each side cause pain in the majority of cases, and this is common in both diseases. This, however, doth not happen in all cases with those who suffer pain, because the livers of all men are not joined to a rib; on the contrary, we see clearly, not only from those of the apes that have been dissected, but also from those of other animals, that the liver in some cases is joined to a rib, and not in others. And it happeneth sometimes that an ulcer will arise in the upper part of the liver only, just as one will arise in the lower part only, but it is not possible for it to rise up and die down in exactly the same place in which it was first of all in such a way that this can be demonstrated, because the whole substance of the member is joined to it in all its parts. When he whose epigastrium is naturally very flat is smitten by some disease, the great ulcers that exist in the liver are seen clearly, for they subsist by themselves out-side the muscles which are situated outside it, and there is a certain limited region within which the groups of ulcers can be easily felt. For each one of the muscles, the long and the short, because the parts thereof are united each with each, little by little acquires ulcers; so then it is not only the liver, which is wholly contained within a kind of circular boundary, that is attacked by ulcers. It is well known that when the liver hath become hard, the indication of the fact is more evident, so far as its touch is concerned, than when it becometh hard through ulcers, and that, for the same reason, the muscles of the body which are outside it become heavy through diseases of this kind. For after a considerable time, even though the ulcer that produceth the hardness thereof hath become very large indeed, it happeneth that it is exceedingly difficult to obtain an indication of this fact by the touch, because some effusion of liquid, such as a gathering together of water, hath taken place therein. For besides the fact that the liver is diseased, it is impossible for there to be in it any
disease of this kind; but no liver existeth that hath always suffered, and because of this fact it happeneth very often. On the contrary, because the liver is the organ of the existence of the blood, it followeth of necessity that this existence perisheth when the liver is smitten with sickness. Therefore it happeneth, as hath been already said, that, when one of the other members becometh exceedingly cold through a change of condition, this coldness extendeth even to the liver. For when well-established changes of condition take place in the spleen, and in the belly, and in all the bowels (or, intestines), and especially in those that are in the upper part of the body, and in those veins that are between the intestines, they cool very easily and quickly with them those veins which are in the lower portions of the liver, and through these there also taketh place a change of condition in the whole body of the liver. Now, in disease of the lungs, and of the membrane of the diaphragm, and of the kidneys, those veins that are in the upper portions of the liver first become affected sympathetically, after a period which is well known, and the liver itself also suffereth sympathetically. Now these facts are even as they are described here, and no man can dispute their accuracy; if there be a man who gainsayeth them, he is not a man of learning at all.

As concerning obstructions, the indication of these is not so clear. Now, the veins in the lower portions of the liver come forth from the vein that is called the "door", and terminate in small very fine ramifications. And this fact is well known, just as it is equally well known that to that region where these veins terminate there come other ends of veins from the vein that is called the "cave", which is situated on the upper, rounded side of the liver, and that they are divided and terminate among the ends of the other veins, but the ends of the two groups of veins are not attached one to the other. Moreover there is no man who can dispute this fact, nay, all the physicians confess as with one voice, that all the food when it goeth up into all the body, having passed through the veins that are in the lower sides of the liver, entereth into the veins that are in the upper side of the liver through
the ends of the veins, which have been already mentioned. Because this is well known, and because it is also well known that the inflamed ulcer, or the hard ulcer, obstructeth the passage of the blood, rightly doth it appear, even as many physicians have also thought, that that matter in the blood which is fine and watery passeth through, and goeth up throughout the body; and that the actual blood itself remaineth, by reason of its thickness, in the lower portions of the liver, and becometh the cause of the ailment of overfullness. Now, when we enquire into this confession (or, statement), it is seen that certain parts of it agree with the things that take place, and that certain parts do not. The part of it that saith that the watery part of the blood cometh to that vein [called] the "cave", and goeth up into the whole body, seemeth to agree with the opinions that have been enunciated above, as also doth the observation about the blood that is thick, for the blood doth not stand and remain inactive in the veins of the lower portions of the liver, but it moveth on, and descendeth to the delicate intestines, and to the colon, and to the blind bowel (or, intestine) and to that lower one also. And perhaps some one will say, "also into the belly", but this doth not appear to take place, either in the case of the ulcers, or of the stoppages which happen in the liver; on the contrary, the whole body [of the liver] is seen to be full of blood charged with phlegm, through the collecting of the liquid that is called "phlegmatic", which formeth in all the flesh. Now, through the belly nothing of the nature of blood is discharged, neither in the case of dropsy, nor in the case of the other kind of dropsy which is called "zeḵḵānā", nor in the kind [called] "ṭeblānā". So then the whole region which is between the membrane of the peritoneum, and the other bodies which are beyond it inwards, are filled with a fluid of a watery nature. Now, it is well known when cold hath attacked the liver that the food which goeth up into it is not transformed into blood, and also that the veins of the whole body become cold when it becometh cold, and especially, as often happeneth, when there can be no ulcer in the liver. But those who are sufferers are attacked by a dropsical discharge when the spleen is in an
evil condition (or, state), or the most delicate of the intestines, or the veins which are called “mesenteric”, or the lungs, or the kidneys are attacked, or when there taketh place a large discharge of blood, or the flux of women, or the retention of the menstrual flow, or some other disease of the womb. For in all these it is seen that, when there is no ulcer whatsoever in the liver, the body is attacked by the disease of dropsy. Especially may it be seen clearly by those who observe, that, through the drinking of cold water at an unseasonable time, the liver becometh exceedingly cold, and that it immediately beginneth to collect water before there is any ulcer in it. Therefore in those who suffer in this manner a great lust for food taketh place, but this is not worth wondering at, because we have already learned that, when the mouth of the belly becometh very cold, the lust for food, which is called “bestial”, attacketh a man. Now, for the purpose of making clear [our] discourse, we will go back and explain the differences that exist between the three kinds of dropsy, and describe the parts of the body in which they take place, and the causes that produce them.

Of the different kinds of dropsy.

Now, the cause of the disease of dropsy is a defect (or, injury) in the power of transforming [food into] blood, which is in the liver. As concerning the places wherein the disease can subsist, it is meet to know that sometimes it subsisteth in the whole body to such an extent that there is no one part of it, large or small, that is free from its malign operation. Sometimes it existeth [only] in the region between the bowels and the membrane which overlieth them, and which is called the peritoneum. When it existeth in this place the water is sometimes very greatly in excess of the wind, but sometimes the wind is greatly in excess of the water; and it is from this fact that the different names which are given to dropsy originate, for the dropsy that attacketh all the members of the body they call “besrânâ” (i.e., appertaining to the flesh). The dropsy that attacketh the part low down, in the region between the
intestines (or, bowels) and the membrane (i.e., peritoneum), in which wind is in excess of water, they call "tablânâ", (i.e., appertaining to a drum), because when thou striketh on the epigastrium there cometh forth from it a sound like that caused by striking a drum, and for this reason they call this kind of dropsy by the name "tablânâ". The third kind of dropsy, wherein water is in excess of wind, and in which the epigastrium when touched shaketh like a wine skin which is not quite full of wine, they call "zekkânâ", because when it existeth in the body the belly resembl eth a wine skin (or, bottle).

The causes, which produce the disease of dropsy, have already been mentioned, but it is meet that they should also be elucidated here. The generic causes of dropsy are excess of cold and immoderate heat, for things which are opposite in their natures are wont to produce [dropsy] in the bodies of the children of men. When the natural heat, which is implanted in the liver, and which is the power that produceth the blood, is destroyed—now it can be destroyed either by cold in excess, or immoderate heat—then dropsy is produced. For as cold, through the condition of its being, killeth and Fol. 163b. destroyeth this natural heat, in whatsoever member it may be, so also in like manner doth immoderate heat strangle and destroy it, and bring it completely to an end. For behold, we Page 340 see that a little flame also perisheth before a great flame of fire and is no more found, and if a large quantity of oil be poured on the flame of a lamp it extinguisheth it, even though oil be the substance by which it is fed; but when it is fed with oil in small quantities, the oil nourisheth the flame, and maketh it to shine brightly. Even so is it with an unnatural excess of heat, for when it attacketh the liver, it strang leth the natural heat which is therein. These are the two common (or, general) causes through which dropsy cometh into being, for they quench the natural heat which is implanted in the liver, and they destroy the power in it which transformeth food into blood, and they do not allow nourishment to be transmitted from the liver to the whole body, for they take away the second digestion from the organ that transformeth food into blood, which taketh place when a man is in a sound state of health.
Further, it is necessary to know that this taketh place not only when there is in the liver one of these two causes which kill the natural heat thereof, and which effect the destruction of the agent that produceth the blood, and which through this act establish the disease of dropsy, but also when one of these two causes existeth in one of the other members that are closely associated with the liver through the veins, or that are nigh unto it by reason of their position in the body, for in a similar way these causes then also destroy the producer (or, source) of the blood, and they produce dropsy when the force of the cause creepeth onward, and arriveth at the liver, and injureth the digestive power which is therein, which we call the producer (or, source) of the blood. For behold, how often do we see the disease of dropsy supervening, not only when there is an ulcer, or a hardening, or bloody tumours, or stop-
 Fol. 164a. pages, or a change of condition, | of whatsoever kind it may be, whether simple or compound, in the liver, but also when one of these diseases subsisteth in the belly, or in the spleen, or in the mesenteric veins, | or in the upper, delicate intestines! Similarly, we have very often seen this disease arise in connection with the letting of blood in large quantities, and with a perpetual flow of menstrual fluid in the cases of women, and with the retention of the menstrual flow also. For this reason no man will ever be so bold as to say that it is possible for dropsy to be produced by any one of these diseases without the intervention of the destruction of the liver. For if the liver hath become cold beforehand, and all those distinguishing characteristics, which have been mentioned above, and which exist through that digestive power, are destroyed, then the disease of dropsy will arise.

Now this power itself, which is situated in the liver, sometimes suffereth independently through the liver, when there is any cause that maketh it to suffer, and sometimes in sympathy with the other members, which are near the liver or which are associated closely with it, when there is any disease in them, and when this reacheth the liver it is injured. For it is right to know that when the liver suffereth sympathetically with the belly, because of its proximity thereto, [the other
members] are associated with it in the disease. And when the liver suffereth sympathetically with the delicate (or, smaller) intestines, or with the mesenteric veins, because of the association that existeth between it and them through the veins, the power that is in the liver suffereth also, and is injured, and the disease of dropsy cometh into being. And when this disease ariseth through the letting of a large quantity of blood, or through the menstrual flow, then the liver becometh cold through the exhaustion of the heat that is therein, and the great abundance of the blood is destroyed and strangled (or, choked) because the heat of the liver is destroyed. Thus also is it in the case of retention of the menstrual flow, and also in the case of the ulcers and bloody tumours, which arise in the liver and injure it, and of those which arise in the other members, for their disease extendeth to the liver, and causeth it to become diseased (or, sick); for some of them, because of excessive cold, and some of them because of immoderate heat, quench the power therein. It is, moreover, meet to know why the disease of dropsy sometimes ariseth in all the members of the body, and why sometimes only in the region that is between the intestines and the peritoneum.

Now we have learned that this digestive power in the liver is sometimes injured greatly, and sometimes but slightly. When the liver is injured greatly, and its operation is rendered idle, the food that cometh from the belly to the liver, being then in the form of certain chymes, remaineth there undigested, and is not transformed into blood; thence it goeth up into the whole body, and each member, which ought to be nourished (or, fed) by it, is impeded in its work, because it is not blood. And it is well known that it doth not only not nourish those members, but that little by little it destroyeth their [normal] condition, and it produceth in them a cold and watery substance, and they become swollen, and their whole substance becometh dropsical. Now when this power in the liver is only slightly injured, it digesteth the food partly and it becometh in part blood, and the part that is good the members draw into themselves and nourish themselves thereon. The part that is useless for this purpose returneth to the veins and to
the intestines, where it is dissolved into watery vapours of some kind, and these watery vapours are emptied out and go forth through the coats of the intestines and of the veins, to the region between the intestines and the membrane that surroundeth them. But, as we have already said, when the wind is in excess of the water, or when there is more water than wind, those varieties of dropsy which we have mentioned above arise. Since then, so far as it lieth in our power, we have explained clearly the distinguishing characteristics of the three kinds of dropsy, let us return to that part of the subject about which it is necessary to speak, and describe also the other symptoms of the diseases that arise in the liver.

Since we know that the work of the liver is the production of the blood, we would say that the direct cause that produceth this effect is the power of the liver alone; this it is that transformeth [the food] into blood, and it is one of the Four Natural Powers, of which mention hath been made very frequently; now ye have learned that they are the substances of all the powers in the natural conditions (or, compositions) of the members. Therefore it happeneth in respect of the liver, when it is in one of the eight changes of condition, that its powers are injured by the injuries that are akin to the change of condition wherein it then is. The hot changes of condition which take place in the liver burn up and consume the chymes which are therein, and also those which ascend into it through those veins that come into it from the region of the intestines. The changes of condition that are cold make thick the chymes which are confined therein, and they move and flow with difficulty; and the living chyme, and that which is half digested, which go up into the liver, these cold changes of condition render phlegmatic. Then as concerning the two other changes of condition, the dry one maketh the chymes dry and thick, and the wet one maketh them to be diluted, and thin, and watery.

When ye see stool that is like the water in which freshly killed meat hath been washed, let this be unto you a sure indication that the disease of the patient is situated in the liver only; the diseases which arise through weakness of the
power of the liver are like unto those that are due to the substance of the liver itself. For ye have learned of what kind is the substance of each one of the bodies (or, organs), and that the first is a mixture of four elements. Similarly, when ye see something, which resembleth the scum of blood, coming from below, know ye that that also is an indication of disease of the liver; but, when that which cometh down is thin and tumid, it is an indication that the liver is too weak to make blood. Now when it resembleth blood, it is an indication of the burning up of the blood. Moreover, we call to mind having seen on many occasions at the beginning of an illness matter excreted which was rotten and bloody; when the illness had lasted some time thick (i.e., clotted) blood, in which was a large quantity of black bile, was excreted; finally, black bile pure and simple was excreted. Sometimes when a disease, which is due to a cold change of condition, with the exception of fever, beginneth, thin rotten matter with blood in it is evacuated. When the disease hath lasted some time, because the blood that is in the liver hath been destroyed, there come into being fevers, which those who have not had experience of the diseases treat with the most utter contempt, and sometimes they even imagine that the patients have no fever at all, and think that this happeneth because of their being in want of nourishment (or, food). This want of nourishment ariseth for the most part from the fact that patients have no desire for food, and not because of the orders of the physicians. Because nothing whatsoever is excreted from the belly in the meanwhile, they imagine that the patients have no fever at all; the physicians have them washed, and then leave them to follow their ordinary course of life, and thus there are excreted from the belly portions of the food that have become putrid, and to these cling some portions of the stool that cometh from the liver. On the other hand, other patients who have begun to suffer from some disease which is due to the cold change of condition, say that not only is their feeling not blunted, but that they feel hunger more keenly than they did formerly. The desire for meats never clingeth to the hot change of condition, on the contrary, there are
associated with it a strong distaste for food, and a violent thirst, and severe fever, and vomitings of watery and disgusting chymes. These, then, are the peculiar characteristics of the diseases of the liver. And they are so called, even as I have said.

Page 345 | Concerning those patients in whom the power of the liver is feeble, many uneducated physicians have erred, and have imagined that the diseases of the liver were characteristics of general disease, and others have thought, even as hath been said, that they were characteristics of an ulcer therein. But sometimes the two kinds of disease are intertwined, since the characteristics of both are seen together; and it is therefore meet that we should be able to hold the memory of them in our minds ready [for use]. For in this way we shall be commended not only by those who are treated by us, but by others who will hold us greatly in admiration, if we are able to examine carefully and to distinguish between the general characteristics of diseases and those other diseases, as, for example, in the cases when the pain stretcheth to the ribs on both sides of the body, and patients imagine that their clavicle is being drawn downwards, and when they breathe shortly and very quickly, and are also able to cough dry coughs with little intervals between. Now the skilful physician, when he seeth one characteristic that indicateth at once the disease, and the place that is affected thereby, will be able to discover many other characteristics wherefrom he can gain a knowledge beforehand; some of these will, necessarily, be always present in every case, and some of them, at least in the majority of cases, will belong entirely to the particular spot that is affected, and the diseases that are therein.

And it is meet that ye should remember especially generic meanings, which are called "general", because it becometh well known, little by little, that they are many, so that ye may train yourselves to recognize them quickly, just as ye do in the case of every drug, of whatsoever substance it may be composed. A general word is one that is known to describe the natural powers which are in every member, and ye have learned that there are four of them generically. The first of
these is that which we call “mettalēyāṇā” (i.e., “which hath the power to draw”), because it draweth to a member the chymes that are akin to it for the nourishment thereof, and it meaneth “desirer”, and “drawer”. Next after this cometh the | “mēshakhekēpāṇā” (i.e., “transformer”), which transformeth that which is drawn to a member and digesteth it, as, in the case of the chyme which is drawn to a member, this is transformed and made to be like unto the member that is nourished thereby. | Fol. 166b.

Now, the other two powers (or, effects?) are servants of these. “Akhūdhā” (i.e., “holder”) always referreth to the chyme that cometh to a member to be transformed to its nature and is still undergoing digestion. “Mēnappesāṇā” (i.e., excretor) referreth to the expulsion of that substance which is useless, and which remaineth over after digestion is accomplished; this is called “superfluity”. I advise, then, the physician always to make an examination of these powers in every member that is diseased, as well as of the disease itself, and to find out what its condition is in weakness, and in strength. Now concerning these things we intend to speak. For when the power which draweth is itself diseased, it leaveth the food in the belly, which is made chylus (χυλός), in order that it may be excreted from below by means of the anus, it being moist, undigested matter. This should be to physicians a sign of disease of this power, for everything that happeneth through something else, as it were, from a cause, is a mark and a symptom of that thing itself. Some have said that this disease is due to the veins that go up from the liver, and therefore they have named the diseases from which men suffer after the names of the veins. Thus they call these veins “mesenteric”, and they also call “mesenteric” those who are attacked by the disease. Such men, however, make a mistake, in the same way as do those who think that the hands are diseased when fainting fits come on through the stomach, or that men have heart disease because they are unable to move them as they did formerly. For the veins that are between the liver and the belly act as hands to the liver, because they draw away | Page 347 and take food from the belly and convey it to the liver. And in like manner do they act when the legs (or, feet) suffer
because of some disease of the lumbar regions, for they bring assistance to the legs (or, feet), and leave alone the part of the spinal column that is affected. For if these veins were affected by any kind of ulcer, or by any kind of ailment whatsoever, one would think, and quite rightly, that this disease appertained to them. Now, if because of disease of the liver, the liver were unable to draw to itself food through the veins that are in it, it would not be the mesenteric veins that would be in need of healing, because it is the liver itself that is diseased. Similarly, the hands and the feet would not require healing if they were paralysed through a disease of the spinal column. But let this be a sure indication to you:—if there be any disease caused by an ulcer or a bloody tumour in those veins, ye will be able to detect it if ye inspect carefully the substances that are excreted from below. Because, not only are the substances excreted by such patients like, in every respect, unto those which men say are excreted when the liver is too weak to draw to it foods of this kind, but they will be seen by you to have mixed with them some foul matter, as it were, which cometh forth from the ulcer. For, from all the members that have ulcers in them, and that are not overlaid by some dense, thick covering, various kinds of thin foul matters exude and flow; when the ulcers begin to get ripe, then foul substances which are thick and pus-like flow. When matter of this kind is seen to come forth in the stool that is from the chylus, there being no ulcer whatsoever in the liver, then it is right to conclude that the mesenteric veins are diseased. So also when these veins are unable, through weakness, to draw to themselves, and to take what they require from the belly, it is well known that their power to draw is impaired; and in like manner when they are unable to hold anything, it is well known that their power of retention is feeble. For this reason the excretions are in the first instance blood mixed with foetid matter, and later they become thick and full of scum. Sometimes evacuations of another kind take place, and these are not due to weakness but to the strength of the excretory power. These are frequently due to excess in the food-supply, the substances which are evacuated being healthy in every
particular. Very often these take place through the purification of a diseased liver which is effected by natural means, the liver itself being strong and vigorous; for when the evil chymes that are in the liver are digested (or, dissolved) then there goeth forth an evacuation, the things that are of use being retained, whilst those that are foul are expelled. Certain men call evacuations of this kind "bloody disease of the inside" (i.e., dysentery). These happen in many of those in whom some member hath become severed, and in many of those who, after leading a strenuous life of athleticism, have settled down to a life of ease and idleness. Sometimes this kind of evacuation is seen to take place in women, it being due to the stoppage of the menstrual flow, and the blood floweth in large quantities from the anus, like stool. Now this happeneth to many persons through other causes. In cases like these pure blood is evacuated, which is like unto that of lambs, [the throats of] which have just been cut, and sometimes it cometh from the lower part of their belly, and sometimes from the upper. Blood, which is bad, and hath a scum, and is putrid, is evacuated during the diseases that are due to bloody tumours and ulcers, when they come in the organs of digestion, but it appeareth now and again also in diseases of the liver, when it is strengthened by the helping medicines that are administered to it, for when the liver is being purified the excretions are horrible both in their colour and in their smell. In like manner there goeth forth in cases of this kind | urine that is exceedingly foul (or, bad), and this hath led astray many physicians so greatly that they imagined that the patient was in very grave danger. For those who without rational enquiry, and who by experience only acquire a simple training, are very remote from the knowledge of those things that only take place at rare intervals, since they only have in their minds those things that are always happening, and in the same way. Now, in conjunction with the indications of digestion, when the illness hath lasted some time, emptyings out of this kind take place, not once, but very often, as ye have learned in the expositions of the books of Hippokrates.

For, as it sometimes happeneth, when the power of retention
becometh so weak that it is unable to hold that which is [unduly] heavy upon it, or when the power which expelleth ejecteth it, the power of retention will retain and hold that which doth not weigh very heavily upon it; for each of these powers, in each of the members, is sometimes strong, and sometimes weak. When we come to the understanding of each one of them, [we find] that this taketh place through their vigour of attack in respect of [their] operations. For as in very truth each member performeth its appointed work at all times to the utmost power of the constitution (or, condition) which it possesseth naturally, and although there are occasions when it forbeareth for a long time together, during which periods it holdeth fast that which vexeth it, it proceedeth straightway to the expulsion of the same. Similarly there are times, when a member is greatly tortured, during which it eagerly desireth to cast out from itself that which vexeth it, but is unable to do so because of the sickness which is in it, and because great weakness hath descended upon it. It is meet therefore for you to meditate upon all these things in connection with each of the natural organs, and in this wise, when ye exercise your minds in the symptoms of each one of them, having carefully examined them in this manner, ye will find that the diseases of certain members have never been investigated, in any way whatsoever, by those who were before us. | Now, inasmuch as the operation of the liver in our bodies hath been already described, with all the various kinds of diseases that arise in it, and the art of understanding the symptoms of these same, it is meet for us to proceed at once to the description of the treatment to be employed in healing them.

Of the treatment to be employed in healing diseases of the liver.

If now an ulcer beginneth to grow in the liver, and its growth is accompanied by symptoms that indicate clearly that it is there, which symptoms have been already described, and if it seemeth to us that the body is over-full, and the strength of the patient, and the season of the year, and other things,
are satisfactory, then we must let blood from the lower vein of the right arm, in the fore-arm, or in the palm of the hand, from the same vein, in order that we may draw away the blood from the liver, and may empty the body of its overfullness. It hath been said very often in this treatise that every ulcer, no matter of what kind, which cometh in a member, existeth through a flow of blood thereto; and the first object to be aimed at in healing it is to draw away the blood to the other members and to empty it, and the second object is to empty it by means of a purge, and we receive the proof of [the correctness of] this [view] from the constitution of the members. So that if there be a hot ulcer in the mouth, we do not employ medicines that draw away phlegm by any means that giveth relief, and if the stomach be swollen (or, thick), it is not well to excite vomiting. So also if the intestines (or, bowels) be swollen it would not be the act of a skilful physician if we were to employ a cathartic to bring down the belly. And even so is it with the liver; if a hot ulcer beginneth to grow in the upper, rounded sides thereof, it is not good for us to administer a medicine which would bring down the belly. Similarly also, if the lower sides of the liver are diseased through an ulcer of some kind, it is not meet for us to make use of medicines which produce urine before the ulcer beginneth to attack the digestion; if we did so this act would constitute a danger to the members. The object of skilful healing is to draw away that chyme, which floweth to the member that is swollen, to other parts of the body, in order that we may empty the body, so that we may be prepared to heal the member that requireth to be healed. And in addition to this, from the time when the ulcer beginneth to grow until the time when it is ripe, it is necessary for us to use things that check and purify it and assistance both internal and external. When the ulcer hath attained to its full strength, we must mix with these things those which quiet and alleviate it slightly; and then, little by little, we must increase the things that relieve and quiet it, and reduce those that cool and check it as the sickness dwindleth, until the helpful means which we are then employing are the exact opposites of those
that were applied at the beginning. And thus also do we act in the matter of the healing of the liver. At the beginning of the disease we apply the plasters that cool and check it, if it be a hot ulcer, and we mix with these medicines that are aromatic, since the nature of the member itself demandeth to be strengthened, such as plasters made of bread soaked in wine, and plasters made of asparagus boiled in wine, and in such plasters we mix spikenard, and absinthe, and other aromatic substances, with fine flour of barley, and warming unguents which possess power of themselves, and anointings with oil of asparagus, or oil of myrtle, and pure oil, and foods that possess refreshing powers and are not difficult to digest, such as extract of husked barley, or gourd soup, or spinach soup, or orach soup, or pulse soup, or sorrel soup, or cabbage soup, or stewed fox-grapes. Use these especially if the ulcer hath the nature of a bloody tumour, and the medicines made with oxymel boiled with root of fennel, and the medicines made with roses and spikenard, the greater number of which have their names written down in the Chapter on the Diseases of the Stomach. And we must treat the patient in this way until the ulcer beginneth to dwindle (i.e., be absorbed), taking good heed at the beginning to avoid a treatment that checketh the ulcer because of the tender nature of the member, and until the signs of the dwindling of the ulcer are seen. Now when the signs of dwindling appear, we apply the medicines which break through obstructions, and clear the mouths of the veins. And if the flanges of the liver and all its upper side be swollen (or, thick), we must reduce the belly by means of foods, such as those that contain carthamus tinctorius (safflowers?) and the seed of nettles, and khēbēlibēlē, or polypodium, or epithymum, or some medicine that is stronger than these. And, if necessary, we must reduce the belly by means of clysters, at first using those that are gentle, and later those that are more severe. And if the ulcer be situated in the küstā (Pers. yavan, “vault”) of the liver, or in the lower sides, the medicines that produce urine are useful, especially after the ulcer hath begun to dwindle away, as, for example, spikenard, and petroselinum (rock parsley), and ammi Copticum, and other such-like medicines.
And when the ulcer hath dissolved itself still more, the medicines that force a way through obstructions and bring down the urine are useful. This is the method to be followed in healing the hot ulcers, which break out in the liver, and which are accompanied by fever and other characteristic happenings that indicate excessive heat.

And if there be a hard and obstinate ulcer in the liver, and especially in the flanges thereof, the writer of the present work saith, we have not ourselves been able to heal such, and we have never seen one healed by other physicians. And according to the evidence of the majority of cases of such ulcers, when the greatest care hath not been used in respect of them, they have, after some considerable time, broken up into corruption and ended in dropsy. For the protracted hardness of the liver all the medicines that break through obstructions, and open the veins which are therein, are useful, and the plasters which are the most softening and which are good for hardness and for excessive flooding, and those which are good for hardness and inflation of the spleen. For the weakness that ariseth in the liver, without ulcer and fever, all the course of healing that hath been prescribed for the healing of the stomach is useful. Sometimes we make infusions in wine of the medicines that are used in hot fomentations, and sponge the patient therewith, but sometimes, when pounded up finely and mixed together with wax, which hath been melted down with oil of nard, we make plasters of them, and lay them over the liver; and we also administer draughts which cause the urine to flow, and strengthen the liver. Now therefore it is meet for us to write down first of all the medicines that are good for the hot ulcer which breaketh out in the liver and for fever.

**Tablets made of roses and eupatorium which are good for hot ulcers of the liver and for fever.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fresh roses</td>
<td>200 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extract of eupatorium</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dew of honey (manna)</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spikenard</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound, and work into a paste with water, and make into
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tablets, each containing one drachm, and administer in extract
\textit{Fol. 170a.} of husked barley, or oxymel. |

**Tablets made of ambarberis** (امبربريس, berberis), which are good for a burning fever, and for ulcers of the liver, and for excessive thirst.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Berberis</td>
<td>4 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed of garden cucumbers</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacte</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bamboo</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absinthe</td>
<td>40 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresh roses</td>
<td>40 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amylum</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tragacanth</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>2 denkè</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Make into tablets, each containing one drachm, and administer in oxymel.

\textbf{Page 354 Tablets made of oil of} | aniseed, which are good for the liver, and for fever, and which break through obstructions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oil of aniseed</td>
<td>3 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absinthe</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asarum</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed of rock parsley</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitter almonds</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacte</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spikenard</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurus malabathrum</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eupatorium</td>
<td>2 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aloes</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Make into tablets with a thick infusion of absinthe, each containing one and two drachms, and administer in one measure of oxymel.

**Tablets made of absinthe, which break through the obstructions that arise in the liver, and in the stomach, and which produce urine.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absinthe</td>
<td>5 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asarum</td>
<td>5 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed of rock parsley</td>
<td>5 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Oil of aniseed 5 drachms
Bitter almonds, cleaned 5 ,, Make into tablets of one and two drachms, and administer in some convenient draught.

Tablets made of lichen, which are good for the obstructions that arise in the liver and stomach, and for pain in the spleen, and protracted fevers, and which produce urine.

Take in equal quantities the following:
Lichen (?)
Madder
Oil of aniseed
Rock parsley
Absinthe
Asarum
Bitter almonds, cleaned
Costus
Rhubarb
Aristolochia, long
Extract of eupatorium, or of the root.
Make into tablets of one drachm, and administer in some convenient draught.

An antidote made of lichen, which is good for hardness of the liver and spleen, and which openeth a way through obstructions, and produceth urine, and mitigateth pains in the kidneys.

Lichen 8 drachms
Bitter almonds, cleaned 5 ,, Cinnamon 5 ,, Caryophyllus aromaticus 5 ,, Laurus malabathrum 5 ,, Meum (bear-wort) 8 ,, Valerian 8 ,, Chamaepitys (χαμαίπιτος, ground pine) 8 ,, Myrrh 8 ,, Spikenard 12 ,, Gentian 7 ,,25
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medicine</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aloes</td>
<td>14 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dûkîn</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed of rock parsley</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black cummin</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock parsley</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginger</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asarum</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valerian</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassia</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incense berries</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacte</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reed of incense</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bdellium</td>
<td>7 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aristolochia, long</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppercorns, long</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licorice root</td>
<td>12 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhubarb</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teucrum polium</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pistacia lentiscus</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppercorns, round</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costus</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil of balsam</td>
<td>3 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seseli</td>
<td>3 1/2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound the dry medicines well, and reduce to a powder, dissolve those that can be dissolved in strong-smelling wine, pour in with them as much honey as sufficeth, mix [all] together and use. Dose, a portion as large as a chestnut in some draught which is suitable for the disease.

Another [antidote] made of lichen. It is a most excellent and marvellous medicine, and no other existeth which is to be compared with it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medicine</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lichen</td>
<td>2 estirè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppercorns, long</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aristolochia, round</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitter almonds, cleaned</td>
<td>5 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinnamon</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meum (bear-wort)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ingredient</td>
<td>Quantity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valerian</td>
<td>4 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamaepitys (ground pine)</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caryophyllus aromaticus</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed of rock parsley</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock parsley</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Důkôn</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cummin</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karmâni</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginger</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dried hyssop</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil of balsam</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil of sweet almonds</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankincense</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gentian</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asarum</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassia</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrtle berries</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ḳirpā (kīrkā = kirkai?)</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spikenard</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rûnd</td>
<td>4 estîrê</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madder</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aristolochia, long</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licorice root</td>
<td>4 1/2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flowers of pistacia lentiscus</td>
<td>4 1/2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppercorns, white</td>
<td>4 1/2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppercorns, round</td>
<td>4 1/2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costus, white</td>
<td>4 1/2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seseli</td>
<td>4 1/2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extract of Abgar (agrimonia eupatorium)</td>
<td>10 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyssop</td>
<td>8 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed of parsnip</td>
<td>8 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil of aniseed</td>
<td>8 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardamoms</td>
<td>8 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extract of mint</td>
<td>5 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fol. 171a.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Socotra aloes</th>
<th>5 estirè</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Good extract of absinthe | 3 "

Pound and reduce to a very fine powder, and work into a paste with honey from which the scum hath been removed. The dose is according to what God shall shew thee.

[A medicine] made of crocus, which is good for debility and hardness of the liver, | and spleen, and stomach, and for protracted vomitings, and for dropsy, and it maketh the face to shine.

- Crocus 2 drachms
- Spikenard 2 "
- Cassia 2 "
- Cinnamon 1 drachm
- Costus 1 "
- Flowers of pistacia lentiscus 1 "
- Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose, one drachm in an infusion of rock parsley, and aniseed, and stacte; it is a helpful medicine.

[A medicine] made of little (?) lichen, which is good for cold of the stomach and liver, and for hardness of the liver of long standing, and it breaketh through the obstacles that exist in the liver and in the kidneys.

- Lichen 2 drachms
- Costus 2 "
- Laurel berries 2 "
- Lupins 2 "
- Trigonella 2 "
- Peppercorns 2 "
- Rhubarb 3 "
- Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose, one drachm in an infusion of absinthe.

[A medicine] made of myrrh, and it is called "Kupár". It is good for hardness of the liver, and for pleurisy, and for coughs.

- Gum of terebinth 4 drachms
- Myrrh 4 "
- Spikenard 1 drachm
- Crocus 1 "
Cinnamon 1 drachm  
Cassia 2 drachms  
Aspàlitòs (harts-tongue fern?) 2 "  
Flowers of pistacia lentiscus 2 "  
Flesh of dried grapes, cleaned inside and out 45 "  
Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose, one drachm. Dissolve the medicines which can be dissolved and the dried grapes in strong-smelling wine, pound the dry ones and clean them, melt the gum of terebinth with the honey, mix them all together, work up well and pour into a vessel, and administer in some drink that is suitable for the particular disease. It may also be burnt like incense before the table, and its smell is very pleasant.

The medicine "Atenasyâ" (ἀθανασία, i.e., "Immortality"), which is made of the liver of a wolf. It is good for pains in the liver, and spleen, and stomach, and for dysentery, and wind, and protracted coughs, and for those who spit blood, and it giveth relief in attacks of such a disease as that of Philo (Pilón). | And the present writer beareth witness to the fact that one dose of it, given to him with extract of chicory and fresh fennel, removed entirely the hot pain in the liver. This medicine is compounded of the following:

| Myrrh | in equal quantities |
| Crocus | |
| Seed of poppies | |
| Opium | |
| Castoreum | |
| Hyoscyamus | |
| Costus | |
| Cardamoms | |
| Spikenard | |
| Root of Abgar (agrimonia eupatorium), or the extract | |
| Wolf’s liver | |
| The right horn of a goat, roasted | |
Honey, as much as sufficeth.
Wine for the medicines to be dissolved.
Mix well together, and give as a dose a portion as large as a chick-pea, in some convenient draught.

The Atenasya of Asclepiades, which is good for pains of the liver, and for wind, and burning, and pain in the stomach, and for dysentery, and strangury, and blows of reptiles (i.e., bites of insects), and for those who bring up blood and pus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medicine</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spikenard</td>
<td>4 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costus</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock parsley</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dûkôn</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asarum</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppercorns</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castoreum</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opium</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aniseed</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed of rock parsley</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed of hyoscyamus</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acorus</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meum (bear-wort)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Styrax</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea-seals</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bark</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root of mandragora</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honey</td>
<td>as much as sufficeth.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound, and administer as a dose a portion the size of a chick-pea, in some convenient draught.

The Little Atenasya, which is good for the diseases. A well-tried remedy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medicine</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Styrax</td>
<td>4 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costus</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spikenard</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassia</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Opium 4 drachms
Extract of eupatorium 8 "
Licorice root 200 "
Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose, a portion the size of a walnut, in some convenient draught.

[A medicine] made of gentian, which is good for hardness of the liver, and for obstructions, and for pains in the stomach, and spleen, and kidneys, and for protracted fever.

Gentian 10 drachms
Peppercorns, round 10 "
Costus 1 ounce
Malabathrum 1 "
Spikenard 1 "
Rhubarb 1 "
Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose, one drachm in an infusion of rue.

Téryáké (Theriaca) [composed of] four medicines which are good for pains of the liver and spleen of long standing, and for diseases of the stomach, and for the falling sickness, and for insanity and delirium, and for the bites of noxious reptiles, and for palpitation of the heart.

Gentian
Laurel berries in equal quantities
Aristolochia, round or long
Myrrh
Honey, with the scum removed, as much as sufficeth.

Dose, one drachm, in hot water. Others substitute costus for the myrrh, and others add a little saffron.

The Antidote Ariston, which is good for a bad condition of the liver, and for phthisis, and for protracted pains of the stomach; it is helpful in every kind of disease, provided that a man useth it with the skill and understanding which are meet.

Euphorbium 6 drachms
Crocus 6 "
Cassia 6 "
Amomum (?) 6 "
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Opium 6 drachms
Acacia 6 "
Costus 6 "
Myrrh 6 "
Nard 6 "
Gum Arabic 6 "
Seed of nettles 6 "
Seed of croton 6 "
Bdellium 6 "
Frankincense 6 "
Sumach 6 "
Gum (or, glue) 6 "
Yellow sulphur 6 "
Dry styrax 6 "
Peppercorns, white 6 "
Dried roses 4 "
Pyrethrum 4 "
Seed of cyclamen 4 "
Seed of rue 4 "
Seed of rock parsley 4 "
Seed of thorns 1 drachm
Seed of lettuce 4 drachms
Wild bitter herbs 4 "
Ammi Copticum 4 "
Seed of hyoscyamus 10 "
Safflower 4 "
Ginger 4 "

Pound the dry medicines very carefully, and steep them in wine for three days. Dissolve the soluble medicines in wine, and melt the glue with honey. Mix them all together, work them into a paste with as much honey as sufficeth, and whilst thou art working them up add to them a measure of oil of balsam. Then pour them all into a vessel and set it on the fire, and let them boil for a little; take and use after six months. Dose, one drachm for every ailment, in some convenient draught.

An Antidote [made of] many kinds of medicine. It is good for pains of every kind, and especially for the hard
liver, and the cold stomach, and it removeth wind from
the belly, and effecteth digestion. | Fol. 172b.

Castoreum 1 drachm
Opium 1 "
Cinnamon 1 "
Meum (bear-wort) 1 "
Valerian 1 "
Dûkôn 1 "
Asarum 1 "
Others (sic!)
Ràmin 6 "
Myrrh 6 "
Peppercorns, round 6 "
Peppercorns, long 6 "
Galbanum 6 "
Costus 6 "
Crocus 6 "
Leeks — "

Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose, a portion the size of a bean, in some draught which is
convenient. Dissolve the soluble medicines in wine, pound the
dry ones and reduce to a powder. Melt the galbanum with
honey, and mix them all together, and administer according
to what is meet.

[A medicine] made of rhubarb, [which is good] for every
ailment of the liver and stomach, and for obstructions (or,
stoppages).

Rhubarb 10 drachms
Greek absinthe 10 "
Gum Arabic 2 "
Malabathrum 1 drachm
Seed of parsnips 5 drachms
Crocus 2 "
Spikenard 2 "
Aloes 5 "
Myrrh 1 drachm
Musk 1 "
Castoreum 4 denkê
Seed of rue 2 drachms
Seed of rock parsley 2 „
Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose, one drachm, in an infusion of trigonella.

An Antidote made of gentian, which is good for protracted hardness of the liver and spleen, and for removing obstructions, and it is helpful in coughs of long standing, and in phthisis.

Gentian
Rhubarb
Pistacia lentiscus
Incense berries
Aniseed
Spikenard
Asarum
Castoreum
Crocus
Seed of rock parsley
Cassia
Costus
Ammi Copticum
Rock parsley
Chamaepitys
Myrrh
Fir cones
Licorice root
Madder (parsiōn)
Σκόρδιον (water germander)
Χαμαιδρυς (Chamaedrys, wall germander)
Madder (pōthā)
Stacte
Aristolochia, long
Aristolochia, round
Arsenic
Irices
Honey, with the scum removed, as much as sufficeth.

Dose, one drachm, in infusions of rue and aniseed.
The Antidote Pikhadótōs, which is good for cold of the liver and stomach, and spleen, and for coughs, and jaundice, and twisting of the intestines, and fistular pains, and for disease of the womb, and difficulty in passing water, and for dropsy, and for all the diseases of women.

Crocus 5 drachms
| Spikenard 4 „
| Malabathrum 8 „
| Seed of hyoscyamus 6 „
| Castoreum 6 „
| Peppercorns, white 4 „
| Ginger 4 „
| Cassia 2 „
| Euphorbium \( \frac{1}{2} „ \\
| Fat of yathmā \( \frac{4}{2} „ \\
Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose, a portion the size of a chestnut.

A Mixture of rhubarb which is good for pains in the liver and spleen, and which breaketh through obstructions and expelleth jaundice.

Rhubarb 6 drachms
Scamonia 6 „
Dried grapes 100 in number
Fir cones 100 „
Peppercorns 100 „
Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose, two drachms.

Another Mixture which is good for protracted fevers, and protracted hardness of the liver and spleen.

Acorus 10 drachms
Ammoniac 10 „
Rhubarb 8 „
Cassia 8 „
Lichen 8 „
Castoreum 200 „
Amomum 3 „
Aniseed 6 „
Bdellium 200 drachms
Honey as much as sufficeth.

[Dose,] one drachm.

Another Mixture.

Root of ferula asa foetida 1 drachm
Ginger 1 "
Rhubarb 2 drachms
Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose, two drachms.

Another Mixture, which is good for the person who falleth down and injureth his liver, and for him that bringeth up blood.

Rhubarb 10 drachms
Ginger 20 "
Lichen 5 "

Pound, and administer one spoonful dry with some convenient draught. Others add to the above two drachms of yellow arsenic.

Another [Mixture] which is good for those who are smitten, or whose livers are injured, and for those who bring up blood. Take camphor leaf, and smelters' dross, and myrrh in equal quantities, pound them, and administer dry, or infuse them in water, which is to be given to the patient in draughts.

Another Mixture made of rue, which reduceth the belly and is good for tumidity, and for pains of the liver and stomach.

Rue 10 drachms
Cummin 10 "
Peppercorns, round 8 "
Peppercorns, long 8 "
Amomum 8 "
Talispar 8 "
Seed of ammi Copticum 8 "
Seed of gourds 8 "
Scamonia 5 "
Pulp of colocynth 7 "
Convolvulus 7 "
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bark of incense</th>
<th>2 drachms</th>
<th>Fol. 173b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seed of rock parsley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White sugar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honey as much as sufficeth.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dose, one drachm, in wine mixed with water.

Gughershán Shahrirán, which is good for severe cold in the liver and stomach, and for dropsy, and it cleareth out the belly.

- Lepidium latifolium: 6 drachms
- Ginger: 6
- Peppercorns, long: 6
- Peppercorns, round: 6
- "Many feet", i.e., polypodium: 6
- Incense bark: 6
- Amomum (shôshmir): 6
- Caryophyllus aromaticus: 6
- Nadh-bûsht (= nagh-bûsht): 6
- Laurus malabathrum: 6
- Amylum: 6
- Cardamoms: 6
- Cinnamon: 6
- Stacte: 6
- Spikenard: 6
- Bark (cinnamon?): 6
- Seed of rock parsley: 6
- Ammi Copticum: 6
- Seed of fennel: 6
- Aniseed: 6
- Castoreum: 2
- Epithymum: 12
- Convolvulus: 16
- Panîd (sugar?): 60 estirê

Melt the loaf sugar (?) with the wine, mix all the other things with it, add as much honey as sufficeth, and administer a portion as large as a walnut to him in whom thou wishest to produce a motion of the bowels. If, through the cold in the liver and in the stomach, it is necessary for thee to administer this medicine daily, then give him a portion as large as a
Pontic nut, either in wine mixed with water, or in an infusion of aniseed and stacte.

A medicine which is made of black ferula asa foetida, and is good for hardness of the liver, and for dropsy, and for cold in the stomach and kidneys.

- Black ferula asa foetida: 10 drachms
- Seed of gourds: 8 drachms
- Seed of leeks: 8 drachms
- Ginger: 7 drachms
- Bēlīlḵē: 7 drachms
- Amlāgh: 7 drachms
- Ammi Copticum: 5 drachms
- Seed of rock parsley: 5 drachms
- Aniseed: 5 drachms
- Amomum: 5 drachms
- Cardamoms: 5 drachms
- Cummin: 5 drachms
- Cinnamon: 5 drachms
- Black hellebore: 7 drachms
- Bark of incense: 7 drachms
- Peppercorns, long: 4 drachms
- Peppercorns, round: 4 drachms
- Spikenard: 2 drachms
- Caryophyllus aromaticus: 1 drachm
- White sugar (?): 10 drachms
- Honey, with the scum removed, as much as sufficeth.

Dose, two drachms, in wine mixed with an infusion of aniseed, stacte, and spikenard. This medicine will strengthen the liver and stomach, and will make beautiful the colour of the face.

Another, which is good for the liver and spleen which have become hard.

- Dry pitch
- Myrrh
- Costus
- Trigonella
- Peppercorns

in equal quantities
Pound them and administer two drachms in a draught of wine mixed with water, but if fever be present administer in pure water.

The simple medicines which are good for protracted hardness of the liver.

Two spoonfuls of the finest oil of nard in an infusion of rue and dill, to be taken in a draught daily for seven days.

Or oil of balsam, in the same way.

Or oil of costus, in the same way.

Or make the patient drink one measure of oil of nuts in an infusion of trigonella, and rue, and spikenard, and cypress berries.

Or pound up two drachms of costus, and let him drink it in wine mixed with water.

Or make an infusion of costus, twigs of agrimonia eupatorium, trigonella, and grapes, and make the patient drink it, in draughts, each of which containeth one measure of oil of walnuts. Let the patient sleep on his right side, and drink a draught daily for three days.

Or make an infusion of absinthe, rhubarb, costus, rue, pistacia lentiscus, peppercorns, and grapes, and make the patient drink draughts of the same [mixed with] lichen, or crocus, or "athanasia" (ἄθανασία), or malabathrum.

If there be fever, with thirst, and an ulcer on the liver, administer draughts containing extract of chicory and extract of fennel.

Or fox-grapes pounded to a fine powder with one of those medicines compounded with roses, which have been written down in the beginning [of the Chapter].

Or infuse a piece of malabathrum about the size of a chick-pea in water of absinthe, asarum, lupins, and costus, and make the patient drink draughts of the same, each containing one drachm of myrrh.

Or crush half a drachm of dry pitch, and mix it with any one of these infusions, and let the patient drink it in the form of a draught.

Or take in equal quantities gentian, absinthe, asarum, costus, twigs of agrimonia eupatorium, root of camphor, madder, root
of rock parsley, bark of fennel root, rue, pistacia lentiscus, thyme, lentils, trigonella, ashdahân (?), and dried grapes, and steep them in water until one half of it hath evaporated, and let the patient drink a draught of two measures daily, [mixed] with one of those medicines which are good for the ailment, and which have been already mentioned above.

Or make an infusion in water of spikenard, and stacte, and aniseed, and asarum, and cypress berries, and cinnamon, and kölüghân, and lichen, and absinthe, and administer two measures as a draught daily for three days.

The foods that are good for those who have fever, and inflammation and disease of the liver, have been written down above, and the patient must abstain from animal food, and from drinking wine.

If there be in the liver hardness and obstructions, without fever and inflammation, medicines that break through the obstructions, and open the veins of the liver, and cleanse them painlessly, are useful, as, for example, aristolochia of both kinds [i.e., round and long], costus, lichen, madder, absinthe, asarum, and all medicines of this kind. In short, all the medicines that have a bitter taste, and are, at the same time, slightly astringent, are good for the hardness and the stoppages, which take place in the liver, and spleen, and stomach. Sometimes we steep them in wine, which we heat and then use to foment the parts of the body that are over the liver. Finally, we anoint these parts of the body with one of the unguents that are good for the purpose, such as oil of nard, or oil of asparagus, or we lay on them one of the well known plasters that have been mentioned in connection with diseases of the liver, such as pôlrakhnôn (?), or one of the others that are good for hardness of the liver. And [we prescribe] food which is easily digested, and soft wine which is not very old, and from time to time baths in sweet (i.e., fresh) water.

If there is in the liver such great weakness, although it is not accompanied by hardness and an ulcer, that, owing to some member which is situated near to it, it falleth into an evil condition, and there ariseth from it a bloody flux of the belly, or one of those watery, undigested fluids which have been
mentioned above, all kinds of aromatic herbs are good for it, as, for example, spikenard, and cassia, and such like, when steeped in water. And in infusions of these herbs must be placed one of the medicines that are good for over-fullness of the liver and stomach. | Sometimes these must be steeped in wine that is slightly astringent, and fomentations must be applied as in cases of hardness of the liver. And sometimes these medicines must be crushed and pounded, and thrown into strong-smelling wine and oil of nard, or into a preparation of jasmine, or of aromatic reeds, and then heated over the coals and boiled; and into this rolls of wool must be dipped and spread out on the body above the liver. After the application of these plasters patients must be made cool (or, refreshed), and as dry food they must eat things made of meat and asparagus, and they must drink wine made of the flowers of the wild vine; and they must eat food that possesseseth strength and which will strengthen the liver, and they must drink strong-smelling wine, and they must abstain from everything which is difficult of digestion.

Now if the liver be so much destroyed that dropsy ariseth through it, in attempting to heal it, it is meet to multiply the use of the medicines that will produce urine; and from time to time we must use the medicines that produce evacuations, and that purge gently without being sufficiently strong to injure the liver. And there must be frequent washings and batheings, and anointings with hot and stimulating oils, and sprinklings of natron and sulphur on the epigastrium, and plasters that make the water to run out of the body, such as those composed of the dung of oxen, or the dung of goats. Other things good for this disease are, the | drinking of the fat of camels [which have passed] many days without food and drink, or let the patient drink each day three measures of the urine of camels, or of goats, and a spoonful of green hellebore pounded and powdered. Or take in equal quantities dill, and seed of rock parsley, and aniseed, pound them to a powder, and administer each day one spoonful in the urine of a camel. Or let him throw into his mouth one drachm of sagapenum, and drink afterwards the urine of camels, or of goats. All
kinds of dropsy are, however, difficult to cure. The kind of dropsy that is called "fleshy" can, perhaps, be cured, provided that the sick man, and the physician who ministereth to him, and the season of the year, and the period of the patient's life, all suit each other, and the physician treateth the case with the proper skill and understanding. It is now meet that the compound medicines, which empty the belly, and bring down the water, and break through obstacles, be written down.

Pills made of rhubarb which are good for obstructions of the liver, and stomach, and spleen, and for the dropsical, and which purge gently.

Rhubarb 7 drachms
Barbarikon (a foreign drug) 7 "
Sagapenum 5 "
Bdellium 5 "
Ammoniac 5 "
Lichen 7 "
Opopanax 3 "
Tithymalus (a kind of euphorbium) 4 "
Convolvulus 12 "
Spikenard 5 "
Polypodium 5 "
Aloes 5 "
Stacte 2 "
Green hellebore 10 "
Amlagh 4 estër

Dissolve the soluble drugs in wine, pound the dry ones to a fine powder and mix with them, make pills the size of peppercorns, and administer as a dose two drachms in wine mixed with water.

Pills made of spikenard, which break through the obstructions that arise in the liver and stomach, and which help the dropsical, and reduce the belly gently (i.e., cause painless evacuations).

Spikenard 3 drachms
Agaricium (larch fungus) 3 "
Rhubarb 3 "
Amomum 3 drachms
Stacte 3 "
Epithymum 3 "
Crocus 3 "
Costus 3 "
Semadrēós (Chamaedrys?) | 3 "
Myrrh 1 drachm
Bark of incense 1 "
Pistacia lentiscus 1 "
Aloes 7 drachms

Make into pills with old wine, having [first] anointed thy fingers with oil of jasmine, and administer as a dose two drachms in wine mixed with water, before and after food.

Another well tried medicine which is good for the drop-sical (?), and also for the healthy.

Green hellebore 10 drachms
Bēlikê 2 ounces
Convolvulus 10 drachms
Indian salt 4 "
Mâzriôn 1 ounce
Peppercorns 5 drachms
Ginger 3 "

Pound, work into a paste with honey, and administer as a dose one drachm, in strong-smelling wine mixed with water.

Pills made of agaricum (larch fungus), which break through the obstructions, and purge the diseased, to whom they must be administered with camels’ fat (or, milk). And they help the liver and stomach.

Epithymum 6 drachms
Aloes 6 "
Agaricum (larch fungus) 4 "
Scamony 2 "
Rock parsley 2 "
Nettles 2 "
Aniseed 2 "
Seseli 2 "
Seed of rock parsley 2 "
Dûkôn 2 "
Fol. 176a. | Pound, and administer in the form of a dry powder, a dose being two drachms, or if taken in wine mixed with water, one drachm.

A medicine made of Khamáliá (χαμελαία or, dwarf olive?), that is to say, mazrión, which is good for the dropsical, and which cleareth out the water in large quantities.

Mazrión, steeped in wine and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dried</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convolvulus</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epithymum</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aniseed</td>
<td>1/2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed of rock parsley</td>
<td>1/2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green hellebore</td>
<td>1/2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound, and administer as a dose two drachms.

Another medicine made of sagapenum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sagapenum</td>
<td>2 estirè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gum ammoniac</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opopanax</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aristolochia</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convolvulus</td>
<td>2 drachms'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazrión</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agrimonia eupatorium</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaľharagh (?)</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulp of wild cucumbers</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calamint (?)</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squills</td>
<td>2 drachms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound all these, and steep in sugar (syrup?), and set in the sun for seven days; clarify (or, strain) and administer daily a dose of three measures. | Let the patient drink it for seven days and he will be better.

A medicine made of figs, which is good for the dropsical, and it will expel the water. Soak fine fleshy figs in sweet oil for one whole night and day. Then take them, and open them, and fill them with either the root or pulp of wild cucumbers well crushed, and administer two or three figs as a dose. Give the rest according to the strength [of the patient], who, after them, must drink tepid water. And afterwards let him be well rubbed with nitre, olive oil, and wine, and let his whole
body, from head to food, be bandaged, and he will become well.

Pills, made of sagapenum, which are good for the dropsical, and for pains in the stomach, and for fistula (?), and for the wind that goeth about in the intestines, and for pains in the back, and they strengthen the liver.

Sagapenum
Aloes
Bdellium
Gum Arabic
Larch fungus (agaricum)

Make into pills with wine, or with extract of kakang (Pers. ṣənū, solanum halicacabum, or vesicaris, i.e., bladder-wort), and administer as a dose two drachms.

Pills made of Khamelaia (dwarf olive?) which are good for the dropsical, and they expel water from the body freely. Steep khamelaia, that is to say, marziön, in strong vinegar for a whole night and day, and then dry it in the shade. Crush it and work it into a paste with vinegar, and make it into thin (small?) pills, and dry them in the shade. Then take some of these pills, and burnt copper and aniseed in equal quantities, pound them and make into a paste with extract of kakang, and make into pills. Administer as a dose one or two grammes in dill water.

Pills made of bdellium, which are good for the dropsical, and also for healthy folk, and they expel the water freely.

White bdellium
Pulp of colocynth
Larch fungus (agaricum)
Scamony

Make into pills with wine, and administer as a dose two drachms in wine mixed with water, before and after food.

Pills made of rhubarb, which are good for pains in the liver, and stomach, and spleen, and they break through obstacles, and make patients to micturate freely.

Myrrh
Bdellium

1 ounce
1 "
Ammoniac 1 ounce
Sagapenum 1 "
Stacte 1 "
Frankincense 1 "
Aloes 1 "
Castoreum 1 "
Cinnamon 2 drachms
Crocus 2 "
Spikenard 2 "
Peppercorns 2 "
Seed of rock parsley 1 drachm
Aniseed 1 "
Cummin 1 "

Make into pills with extract of cabbage, and administer as a dose two drachms.

Pills made of mazrión, which are good for the dropsical.
Mazrión tablets soaked in vinegar 20 drachms
Green hellebore 20 "
Peppercorns 2 "
Ginger 2 "
Cummin 2 "
Ammi Copticum 2 "
Root of fennel 2 "

Make into pills with extract of cabbage, and administer as a dose four drachms in cold water; if taken in hot water the passage of the water will be prevented.

Pills made of euphorbium, which are good for the dropsical and for pains in the back, and for fistular pains, and for gout, and they help the healthy, and those whose members are sluggish. Now they must be taken before and after food.
Euphorbium 2 drachms
Stacte 2 "
Scamony 5 "
Larch fungus 5 "
Aloes 10 "
Epithymum 10 "
LIVER MEDICINES.

Extract or flower of absinthe  5 drachms
Bdellium  5  
Salt  $1^1/2$ 
Ammoniack  $1^1/2$ 
Peppercorns, long  2 
Aniseed  4 
Spikenard  10 

Make into pills the size of peppercorns with extract of cabbage, and administer [as a dose] ten, and let the patient drink hot Fol. 177 a. water after taking them.

Pills made of dates, which are good both for those who are sick and those who are well. They may be taken in winter and in summer, and at all seasons of the year, and they are beneficial in cases of fever.

Fleshy dates, cleaned inside and out 10 [drachms]
Soak them in strong, pungent vinegar from evening till morning, and then pound them well. Then take

- Fresh rue  9 drachms
- Scammony  9 
- Peppercorns  200 in number
- Armenian nitre  2 drachms
- Ginger  2 
- Seed of rock parsley  1 drachm
- Bitter almonds, cleaned  50 in number

and pound them all and mix with the dates, and add as much honey | as is sufficient to make them into a paste. Administer Page 369 as a dose two or four drachms, but it is a useful medicine taken in any quantity.

Another medicine made of cinnamon, which is good for a bad state of the liver, and for tumidity of the liver, and it strengtheneth the stomach, and beautifieth the complexion.

Black hellebore  65 drachms
Stacte  65 
Ginger  10 
Cinnamon  10 
Peppercorns, white  14 
Τάλισπαρ (galanga)  3 
Kūlanghân (galanga) 10
Nad-būsht (flowers of būsht) 6 drachms
New wine } as much as sufficeth.
Wine of lilies } Make into pills, and administer as a dose two drachms.

Another [medicine], which is good for the dropsical, and it causeth the water to pass freely.
Wild doves' droppings 4 drachms
Euphorbium 4 "
Burnt copper 7 "
Dry rue 3 "
Make into pills with extract of cabbage, and administer as a dose one drachm.

Another [medicine], which is good for the dropsical, and for pains in the back, and for fever.
Aloes 6 drachms
Epithymum 3 "
Rhubarb 4 "
Asarum 4 "
Agaricum (larch fungus) 4 "
Crocus 3 "
Spikenard 3 "
Rock parsley 1 drachm
Make into pills with extract of kākang; dose, one drachm.

Another [medicine], which is good for the dropsical, and which maketh the water to pass freely.
Burnt copper 4 drachms
Rue 4 "
Aniseed | 4 "
Mazrīōn 3 "
Make into pills with boiled honey, and administer as a dose one gramma, or two, in wine mixed with water.

Another [medicine], which maketh the water to pass very freely. Take in equal quantities burnt copper, the droppings of doves, rue, mazrīōn, and euphorbium, and make into pills with wine or boiled honey, and administer as a dose one gramma, or two, in wine mixed with water.

A medicine made of sagapenum, which is good for an evil condition of the liver, and for the dropsical.
Sagapenum 200 (?) —
Ammoniac 4 drachms.
Aloes 4 ”
Bdellium 4 ”
Myrrh 3 ”
Agaricium 5 ”
Euphorbium 2 ”

Make into pills with extract of Ḫaḵang, and administer as a dose two drachms.

An Antidote of Asclepiades, which is good for pain in the liver, and which removeth obstructions in the veins, and it benefiteth the dropsical greatly.

Gentian
Chamaepitys azuga
Madder
Seed of rock parsley
Colocynth pulp
Mustard
Seed of garden cucumber
Σχολοπένδριον (Venus’s hair)
Root of ferula opopanax
Sea seals
Madder
Cabbage seed
Aristolochia, long
Peppercorns, white
Spikenard
Costus
Seed of gourds
Rock parsley
Eupatorium
Origanum
Fir cones
Garden nigella
Chamaedrys
Origanum dictamnus (dittany)
Dûḵôn
Honey as much as sufficeth.
Dose, a portion as large as a bean, in wine mixed with water. This medicine hath been well tried, and Galen said that it was most excellent.

**Another medicine of the same kind, for the same diseases.**

Rhubarb       1 drachm
Dûkôn         1 "
Pistacia lentiscus 1 "
Incense berries 1 "
Aniseed       1 "
Spikenard     1 "
Crocus        1 "
Cinnamon      1 "
Cassia        1 "
Valerian      1 "
Asarum        1 "
Rock parsley  1 "
Chamaepitys   1 "
Wild mint     1 "
Fir cones     50 in number
Honey as much as sufficeth.

[Make into pills] the size of a chestnut, and administer as a dose one measure in honey wine mixed with water. It maketh the water to pass, and relieveth the pain.

**An Antidote made with crocus, and prescribed by Galen.** It is good for protracted pains of the liver, and is an ex-

 Fol. 178a. cellent check | to the diseases [thereof].

Crocus                   200 drachms
Meum (bear-wort)         4 "
Madder                   4 "
Asarum                   4 "
Dûkôn                    4 "
Rock parsley             4 "
Myrrh                    4 "
Indian nard              6 "
Nard ƙliƙâyâ              6 "
Costus                   1 drachm
Cassia                   1 "
LIVER MEDICINES.

Pistacia lentiscus 1 drachm
Incense berries 1 “
Madder 2 drachms
Extract of licorice root 3 “
Venus’s hair 3 “
Malabathrum 3 “
Eupatorium 3 “
Oil of balsam 6 “
Ardekhron 5 “
Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose, about as much as a chestnut in honey wine.

A medicine made of costus, which is good for protracted hardness of the liver, and for [removing] obstructions in the veins thereof.

Costus
Eupatorium
Lupins
Trigonella
Peppercorns

in equal quantities

Pound dry and reduce to a powder. Dose, two drachms in kandikon, which is mixed with an infusion of aniseed, stacte, and spikenard.

Another medicine for the same disease.

Rhubarb 2 drachms
Costus 4 “
Peppercorns 4 “
Trigonella 4 “
Laurel berries 4 “
Lupins 4 “

Pound and administer in doses of the same size as of the preceding medicine.

Another.

Costus 2 drachms
Eupatorium 1 drachm
Peppercorns \( \frac{1}{2} \) “

Pound and administer in [one of] the infusions which have been mentioned.
Another.

Costus

Resin

Gentian

in equal quantities.

Pound, and administer a spoonful in water to those who have fever, and in wine to those who have no fever.

Another medicine [which is good] for protracted hardness of the liver; it hath been well tried.

Liquid styrax 3 drachms
Costus 4 "
Stacte 4 "
Gum of almonds 4 "
Galbanum 4 "
Laurel berries, cleaned 4 "
Peppercorns 1 drachm
Opium 4 grammes

Pound, and mix with extract of trigonella, and honey, and administer as a dose one drachm in kandikôn, mixed with an infusion of spikenard and stacte.

Another medicine which is good for hardness and obstructions in the liver.

Fennel seed 200 drachms
Rock parsley 6 "
Aniseed 6 "
Bitter almonds, peeled 6 "
Spikenard 6 "
Absinthe 6 "

Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose, two drachms, in kandikôn, which is mixed with an infusion of asarum and absinthe.

Another medicine which is very good for the same diseases.

Madder
Lichen
Origaniun
Eupatorium
Álinôn, or resin
Malabathrum

all of them
in equal quantities
Costus
Caryophyllus aromaticus
Peppercorns
Aristolochia
Venus's hair
Oak-earth, that is chamaedrys
Spikenard
Gentian
Cabbage seed
Gourd seed
Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose, a portion the size of a walnut, in honey wine. [This medicine is] also [good] for jaundice.

Or crush three grammes of aristolochia, round or long, and administer in water to those who have fever, and in wine mixed with water to those who have not fever.

Or make an infusion of blue melilotus flowers in water, and [reduce it by evaporation] to one half, and strain it, and administer as a dose two measures. Let the patient take this dose daily for three days.

Another medicine [prescribed by] Severianus, which is good for the dropsical, and it maketh the water to pass very freely. Crush one drachm of euphorbium, and administer in an egg which is to be sucked.

Another medicine made of squills, which is good for the dropsical.

Roasted squills 1 litrâ
Strong-smelling wine 4 measures

Boil in an earthenware vessel until only one measure remaineth, then strain, and administer to the patient a spoonful at first, and add to the dose gradually until it becometh five spoonfuls. Then diminish the dose until it becometh one spoonful only.

Another medicine which maketh the water to pass freely, and which is good for the dropsical. Take in equal quantities euphorbium, mâzrîôn, doves' droppings, and rue, pound them, and administer as a dose one drachm in wine, mixed with water.
Another medicine which maketh the water to pass. Take in equal quantities copper rust, costus, māzriōn, and aniseed, pound them, and administer as a dose two drachms in hot water.

Another medicine for the same diseases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medicine</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Euphorbium</td>
<td>4 grammes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cummin</td>
<td>4 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppercorns</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rue</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound, and administer as a dose one drachm in honey wine.

Or take in equal quantities māzriōn, calamint, and spikenard, and make an infusion of them in water, [reduce by evaporation] to one half, and let the patients drink this infusion daily in doses of one measure, and thou wilt marvel.

Or make the patient drink daily for seven days a hot draught containing two measures of fresh extract of calamint, and thou wilt marvel.

Or let patients drink daily for forty-one days a draught containing a portion of "teryākē"; about the size of a chick-pea, in an infusion of calamint and rock parsley, and at the ninth hour let him eat meat stewed with olive oil, or with sesame oil. And make them bathe daily in baths of natron, or sulphur, or some astringent substance [e.g., alum]; and thou shalt throw into the water the roots that reduce the body, and a large quantity of alum, and natron, and sulphur, and bitter salt. Or let the patient go to the baths and have his whole body rubbed with sulphur, and natron, and olive oil. And when he hath sweated profusely, let him bathe in those waters. In the morning let him take teryākē, and at night let him bathe [again], after he hath digested his food, and at the ninth hour let him partake of a meal, and pass water.

Now if there be hardness and stoppages in the liver, and there is as yet no water in the epigastrium, make an infusion in water of chamomile, dill, flax seed, trigonella, origanum majorana, spikenard, cypress berries, king's crown (melilotus), absinthe, pistacia lenticus, dried roses, cassia, balsam, and all

1 I. e., theriake.
other medicines of this kind, and apply with sponges fomentations of these infusions to the parts of the body that are over the hardened liver and spleen, and anoint the patient with some suitable oil, and lay on the body one of the plasters that have been written down, and that appeareth to thee to be that which should be used. And if there be in the liver weakness as well as hardness, let infusions of the above-mentioned things be made and applied to the body, provided there be no fever. If there be weakness or hardness, but no fever, make infusions in strong-smelling wine of spikenard, root of pistacia lenticus, dried myrtle, cypress berries, bark of the incense tree, and absinthe, and apply them in the form of fomentations with sponges. And anoint the patient with oil of nard, or oil of stacte, or oil of asparagus, and sprinkle over him, when pounded and reduced to powders, stacte, frankincense, absinthe, roses, cypress berries, and any kind of herbs that are used in making fomentations. And thou shalt do this every day until the patient is better, and thou shalt apply to him the following

Plaster, which is good for great weakness of the liver and stomach, and which softeneth the hardness and relieveth the pain in the belly that beginneth through weakness of the liver and stomach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greek bread</td>
<td>4 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absinthe</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacte</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankincense</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aloes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pargenag</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aromatic reeds</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awlòg</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acacia</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladhna gum</td>
<td>2 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peeled asparagus boiled in wine</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dates of dactylus</td>
<td>5 in number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wax</td>
<td>8 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil of nard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil of roses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Oil of nard as much as sufficeth.
Steep the dates and bread in wine, crush and peel the asparagus and boil in wine, pound up and mix with the dactylus dates, melt the wax with the oil, pound the dry drugs to a powder, mix everything together, and stir up well and make into a well compacted paste, and lay it as a plaster on the belly, over the liver and stomach.

A plaster made with wine from the flowers of the wild vine, which is good for weakness of the liver, and for the bloody discharge from the belly, which is caused by the rheum that is sent into it from the head, or from any other part of the body.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oleum omphacinum (green oil)</td>
<td>3 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wine made from wild vines</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dried roses</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aloes</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alum</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dried grapes</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acacia</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purple βαλαῦστιον</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacte</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absinthe</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spikenard</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cypress berries</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flesh of dates</td>
<td>18 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wax</td>
<td>36 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil of myrtle</td>
<td>as much as sufficeth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil of asparagus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound, and use as a plaster.

Another plaster, which is good for the same diseases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cummin</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purple βαλαῦστιον</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek bread</td>
<td>20 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acacia</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dross of the smelter's furnace</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladhnā gum</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LIVER PLASTERS.

Stacte 2 drachms
Frankincense 2 "
Wax 2 "
Oil of asparagus | as much as sufficeth.

[The directions for use are wanting.]

Another medicine, which is good for the hot ulcer of the liver and stomach, and for fever.

Aloes 4 drachms
Frankincense 4 "
Dried roses 4 "
Stacte 2 "
Absinthe | 2 "
Spikenard 2 "
Crocus 2 "
Wax 8 "
Oil of roses as much as sufficeth.

[Directions for use are wanting.]

A plaster made of laurel, which is good for hardness of the liver and spleen, and for the dropsical.

Laurel berries 8 drachms
Wax 4 "
Tincture of bark (?) 4 "
Ox fat 1 measure
Καισὲ (aromatic woods?) 4 measures
Γαλβανο (χαλβάνη) 4 "
Bdellium 4 "
Pig fat 2 "
Ammoniaca 6 drachms
Aphronitrum 5 measures
Oil of cedar, or oil of olives, as much as sufficeth.

[Directions for use are wanting.]

A plaster made of Glůskā (i. e., the finest flour), which is good for hardness of the liver and spleen, and for the abscesses that come in any part of the body, and it checketh, and scattereth them, or transformeth them into pus.

Glůskā, or Greek bread 20 drachms
Cypress gum 26 "
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Ammoniac 10 drachms
Bdellium 10 "
Oil of olives, or oil of nard 20 "
Wax 20 "
Kaḷpûnyâ 20 "
Dill 2 "
Chamomile 2 "
Flax seed 2 "
Trigonella 2 "
King's crown (melilotus) 2 "
Dates 2 "
Liquid myrrh 2 "
Fleshy figs 7 "
Wine 1 ḱestâ

Steep all the dry medicines in wine for a whole night and day, and infuse them well, and crush and squeeze dry all the solid ingredients and throw them away. Pound the Greek bread, and soak it in the wine that hath been squeezed out of the medicines, work it up with it, and make it into large tablets, and dry them. Dissolve the bdellium and the ammoniac in the same wine, and mix with them the tablets which thou hast dried. Boil the dates and figs by themselves in new wine, pound the tablets, and melt the wax, and gum, and Kaḷpûnyâ in oil, then mix them all together, and work up into a paste, and use a plaster.

A plaster made of wild cucumbers, which is good for Fol. 180b the dropsical, and when it is placed on the belly it produceth a motion of the bowels in the healthy as well as in the sick.
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Pulp of wild cucumbers 8 drachms
Convolvulus 8 "
Scamony 8 "
Euphorbium 8 "
Bdellium 7 "
Ammoniac 7 "
Opopanax 7 "
Sagapenum 7 "
Seed of dill 22 "
Indian salt 22 drachms
Aloes 22 "
Ox gall 22 "
Bitter salt 22 "
Garden nigella 22 "
Mountain grapes, dried 22 "
Peppercorns 22 "
Ginger 1/2 22 "
Green hellebore 22 "
Mâzriôn 22 "
Bêlilkê 22 "
Epithymum 26 "
Natron 26 "
Sulphur 26 "
Trigonella 10 "
Chamomile 10 "
Flax seed 10 "
Liquid styrax 10 estirè
Wax 10 "
Ox oil } as much as sufficeth.
Honey 

Dissolve the soluble ingredients in wine, melt with oil those that can be melted, pound to a powder the dry ones, mix all the others with them, work up into a paste, and use as a plaster, and it will make the water to pass. If a man wisheth to have a motion of the bowels, and he cannot take medicine, let him put this plaster on his belly, and he will be purged.

A plaster, which is good for the dropsical, and especially for those whose bellies are swollen tight like drums.

Rust of copper (verdigris) 2 ounces
Ox fat 1 ounce
Droppings of goats 3 ounces

Pound the goats' droppings and the verdigris together, boil them in the urine of goats until the mixture becometh thick, mix the ox fat with them, pour olive oil, honey, and vinegar on them, work up well into a paste, and use as a plaster on the belly.
Another, which is good for pain in the liver and for the dropsical.

Flour of trigonella  2 kēstē
Yellow sulphur  2½ litrē
Red nitron  2 "

Pound all these, and work into a paste with honey, and use as a plaster.

Or take two litrē of wax, and melt with as much olive oil as is sufficient, and mix with them, and work up into a paste, and use as a plaster.

Another [plaster, which is good] for the dropsical. Take ox-dung, or the droppings of goats that pasture in the mountain (i.e., desert), dry and crush, and boil in vinegar mixed with water, add to them of yellow sulphur one-third of the quantity of the dung, and mix all together, and work into a paste, and use as a plaster.

Another plaster made of absinthe, which is good for excessive debility of the liver and stomach.

Absinthe  4 drachms
Stacte  4 "
Bark  4 "
Frankincense  4 "
Spikenard  4 "
Styrax  4 "
Myrrh  1 drachm
Asarum  1 "
Incense berries  1 "
King’s crown (melilotus)  1 "
Cassia  1 "
Crocus  1 "
Wood of balsam trees  1 "
Aloes  5 drachms
Bdellium  5 "
White wax  5 ounces
Oil of nard as much as sufficeth.

Melt down, mix together, make into a paste, and apply as a plaster.
Another plaster, which is good for the dropsical.

Roots of rape
Natron
Black mustard
Wax
Gum of cypress
Stacte

\{ all in equal quantities

Pound and mix together, and use as a plaster with olive oil and wine.

A plaster made of figs, which is good for hardness of the liver, and spleen, and stomach, and for abscesses.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Figs} & \quad 40 \text{ drachms} \\
\text{Bdellium} & \quad 8 \quad " \\
\text{Ammoniac} & \quad 8 \quad " \\
\text{Flour of beans} & \quad 3 \quad " \\
\text{Flour of chick-peas} & \quad 3 \quad " \\
\text{Flour of trigonella} & \quad 3 \quad " \\
\text{Flour of bitter vetches} & \quad 3 \quad " \\
\text{Flour of lupins} & \quad 3 \quad " \\
\text{Flour of flax seed} & \quad 3 \quad " \\
\text{Flour of King's crown} & \quad 3 \quad " \\
\text{Flour of chamomile} & \quad 3 \quad " \\
\text{Flour of fennel} & \quad 3 \quad " \\
\text{Oil of chamomile} & \quad \text{as much as sufficeth.} \\
\text{New wine} & \quad \text{as much as sufficeth.}
\end{align*}
\]

Steep the figs in the new wine for a whole night and day, and pound, crush, and boil them thoroughly. Dissolve the soluble ingredients in the new wine wherein the figs have been infused, add the dry ingredients to them, work them all up well together with oil, and apply the mixture as a plaster to the diseased part of the body.

A plaster made of cardamoms, which is good for protracted pains of the liver and stomach, and for a hard spleen, and for the dropsical, and for excessive cold.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Cardamoms} & \quad 4 \text{ drachms} \\
\text{Amomum} & \quad 4 \quad " \\
\text{Spikenard} & \quad 4 \quad " \\
\text{Peppercorns, long} & \quad 4 \quad "
\end{align*}
\]
Peppercorns, round 4 drachms
Costus 4 "
Frankincense 4 "
Cassia 4 "
Pyrethrum 4 "
Bdellium 4 "
Ammoniac 4 "
Myrrh 4 "
Aloes 4 "
Styrax 4 "
Incense berries 4 "
Aristolochia, long 4 "
Aristolochia, round 4 "
Cypress berries 4 "
King's crown (melilotus) 4 "
| Bark 4 "
Caryophyllus aromaticus 4 "
Ladhnâ gum 4 "
Crocus 1 drachm
Gum of cypress 12 drachms
Wax 12 "
Irises 5 "
Stacte 5 "
Oil of balsam 5 "
Ox fat, or goose fat 5 "
Oil of nard, as much as sufficeth.

Melt down the ingredients that can be melted, dissolve those that are soluble, pound the dry ones to a powder, mix all together, and work up into a paste, and apply as a plaster. This plaster is also good for protracted pains in the ribs, and lungs, and for pains in the loins and excretory organs, and for pains in the kidneys, and it healeth obstinate ailments [of all kinds].

A plaster made of euphorbium, which is good for cold diseases in every part of the body, and for the retention of the menstrual flow in women.

Euphorbium 2 ounces
Thapsia Asclepium 1 ounce
LIVER PLASTERS.

Seed of gourds 1 ounce
Cardamoms 1 "
Opopanax 1 "
Ardančis 3 ounces
Wax 3 "
Pyrethrum 1 ounce
Peppercorns, white 3½ ounces
Pulp of squills 2 "
Oil of nard, or 1 riters
Oil of roses

Mix well together, and apply as a plaster to the places that require to be made very hot.

Another plaster, which is good for great weakness of the liver and stomach, and for fever.

Aloes 4 drachms
Stacte 4 "
Juice, or flowers, of absinthe 4 "
Dried roses 3 "
Spikenard 2 "
Crocus 2 "
Oil of nard } as much as sufficeth.
Wine of lilies }

Mix well together and use as a plaster.

A plaster made of droppings of goats, which is called "Espūgē", and which is good for the dropsical, and for great turbidity of the liver and stomach.

Moist pitch 2½ riters
Natron 1½ "
Pulp of wild cucumbers 3 ounces
Pyrethrum 3 "
Opopanax 3 "
Nettle seed 3 "
Bark of camphor root 6 "
Frankincense 6 "
Irices 6 "
Ox fat 6 "
Rust of copper (verdigris) 6 "
Seed of rock parsley 6 "
The substance that is between
the bones of sheep, which
they form in the time of
Nisân  6 ounces
Droppings of goats that feed
in the desert  6 ”
Cardamoms  6 ”
Garden nigella  6 ”
Cypress berries  6 ”
Laurel berries  ½  kesṭâ
Flour of trigonella  1/2 ”
Oil of cedar  1/2 ”
Juice of flowers of wild cu-
cumbers, or of cucumbers,
which is called Alîṭrîṅ  1½ ounces
Wax  1 litrâ
Gum of cedar  2 litrè
Pound, dissolve, melt, stir up together, and use as a plaster
on the belly. This plaster is also good for great pain in the
excretory organs, and for gouty pains.

A plaster made of castoreum, which is good for protracted
hardness of the liver, and spleen, and for the dropsical, and
for those who emit watery fluids with the urine.

Castoreum  1 ounce
Peppercorns, round, long, and
white  1½ ounces each
Myrrh  3 ”
Ārdākhṛṅ  3 ”
Oil of balsam  3 ”
Incense berries  3 ”
Laurus malabathrum  3 ”
Costus  3 ”
Opopanax  3 ”
Cypress (or, juniper)  3 ”
Gum of cedar  3 ”
Stacte  3 ”
Sampsuchum marjorana  3 ”
Aloes  3 ”
LIVER PLASTERS.

Styrax . 3 ounces
Spikenard 3 "
Wood of balsam 3 "
Cypress berries 6 "
Aristolochia 6 "
Irices 6 "
Ammoniac 6 "
Bdellium 6 "
Wax 4 litre
Oil of nard 3 "
Wine as much as sufficeth.

Pound the dry ingredients to a fine powder, dissolve the soluble ones in wine, melt with oil those that can be melted, mix all together, work up into a paste, and use as a plaster.

A plaster made of goats' droppings, which is good for the dropsical, and it clear eth out the body thoroughly by means of the urine.

Droppings of goats that feed in the desert 1 litre
Yellow sulphur 20 drachms
Natron 20 "
Garden nigella 20 "
Ox gall 20 "
Doves' droppings 20 "
Pulp of the wild, bitter cucumber 20 "
Bark 20 "
Bitter salt 20 "
Alum 10 "
Flour of trigonella 10 "
Flax seed 10 "
Liquid myrrh 10 "

Crush all of them and mix together. If the plaster is required over the liver, work them up with wine and oil | of nard; and, if over the spleen, with vinegar and olive oil; and, if on the whole belly to clear out the water, mix with the urine of goats, or with sugar and olive oil. These remarks on the symptoms of all the diseases that attack the liver, and on the means to be employed in healing them, must suffice for this the Sixteenth Chapter.

HERE ENDETH THE SIXTEENTH CHAPTER.
CHAPTER XVII.

Of all the diseases of jaundice.

It hath already been said in the preceding Chapter that there is in the liver a certain fountain (or, source), which produceth all the various chymes whereby our bodies subsist, and that each one of these chymes is absorbed (or, drawn) by the members that are destined to receive it, together with the blood that remaineth in the liver, and that each chyme is sent forth by means of the veins into the whole body, in the proper proportion. Also, as concerning the other chymes, the use of each one of them in the body is seen clearly. Now the blood nourisheth and strengtheneth the members, and beautifieth the colour of the body, and maketh it ruddy. The power of the blood is hot and moist, and its colour is red, and the natural taste thereof is salt.

And the red bile maketh hot the liver and stomach, and produceth digestion, and by means of its pungency (or, acidity) it stimulateth the expulsion of urine and of the faecal matter; and it openeth the pores of the skin, and reduceth the superfluity of the body by means of the sweat thereof. The power of the red bile is hot and dry, and its taste is bitter, and it hath three colours, namely, red, yellow, and green.

The phlegm also is of a moist nature, and it nourisheth the bones, and the nerves, and the membranes, and the tendons, and the ligaments, and the joints, and the lungs, and the brain, and it cooleth the heating power (or, flame) of the red bile. Now its power is cold and moist, its colour is white, and its taste is sweet; if it changeth, it becometh acid and salt.

Fol. 183a. The black bile is, so to speak, the foundation of these, and it knitteth together firmly the bodies (i.e., organs), and it maketh
firm the skin and the members, and it produceth the desire for food in the stomach, and it brighteneth the intellectual (or, mental) powers of the brain, and it maketh the heart to be bold and courageous. In its effect the black bile is cold and dry, and its colour is black, and its taste is acid (or, sour, or, bitter).

It hath been already shewn that all these chymes are separated from the liver as from a single source, and with the destruction of the liver all these chymes are destroyed. Now, it sometimes happeneth that the source of these chymes is destroyed, and that with itself it destroyeth the members that receive them. And it sometimes happeneth, when there existeth any disease whatsoever in them, that they destroy the liver, and this taketh place either when they become enfeebled and are unable to draw [the chymes] from the liver, or when the veins whereby they draw the chymes to them are blocked up. And the chyme doth not destroy the member that receiveth it, which is one of these organs (or, vessels), namely, the gall-bladder which is opposite to the liver, for that it is which receiveth the black bile, and that it is which inflameth the liver in the manner which hath been described, and that it is which draweth away the black bile from the blood by means of the veins which are in it, and clarifieth it. Now, when this vessel (i.e., the gall-bladder) becometh weak, or the veins thereof be stopped up, and this bile remaineth in the blood, fouling the nature of its substance (or, being), and it existeth together with the blood in the whole body, the disease that ariseth through it is called "yarkânà" (i.e., jaundice). But it is meet for us to examine very carefully and see whether the liver itself had been diseased in every case when the disease of jaundice appeared, or whether the sickness of jaundice is caused by any other disease, for we can always see when the liver is not in any way diseased. Now, the discharge of the yellow bile into the whole body taketh place at the time of the crisis, just as other discharges take place in other crises. And we also see that, without any crisis, the whole of the blood can become bilious through some destroying agent, as, for example, in cases of snake bite. For behold, among the royal slaves whose duty
it was to catch vipers, there was a certain man who was bitten by a viper. Up to a certain time he drank one of the drinks which he had been in the habit of drinking, but when his whole body had become changed, and he had become yellow (or, green), he came to me and related to me everything that had happened to him. Having drunk draughts of “téryáké”, in a short time his body returned to its proper state. And the physicians debated among themselves whether any particular signs followed [the absorption] of the poison, for we see always that, without poison, the chymes in the bodies are destroyed, like the milk which is in them, by the poison. Therefore it is not a matter for wonder if the chymes that are in us are changed, and assume such a variation of this kind that the whole body becometh yellow through them, and through the change in the natural condition of the liver, and that same kind of evil condition happeneth without the presence of stoppages, or ulcer, or hardness of the liver. For it is clearly seen that sometimes the whole body becometh like grass which becometh white and yellow, and that sometimes its colour becometh like that of lead, or even blacker than lead. Moreover, other mixtures of colours, which are indescribable, occur in men during the other diseases of the liver, even when there are no ulcers at all in it, just as when disease of the spleen is present other kinds of colours, which are blacker than those caused by the liver, appear in the body. These are very difficult indeed to explain (or, describe), but they are very easily recognized by those who have seen them | many times.
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Fol. 184a. Now, when Saṭṣinóš was lying sick,—I know not wherefore many of the physicians who used to visit him came to imagine that he had an abscess | on his liver—and much time had passed by and he had made no progress [towards a recovery], he called in me, even me. And having seen him, immediately I entered the chamber (or, house) wherein he was lying, I said this to him:—“Know thou that there is nothing bad in thy “liver. As for the other things, when thou hast uncovered “thy epigastrium, I shall be able to know what they are.” What in truth he had was a pustule (or, abscess) in the deep-seated muscles, and pus was already flowing between the
muscles that lie from side to side, and those that go upwards from below obliquely; but these ye know are placed between those that are attached to the peritoneum, and that lie from side to side, and those other external muscles which are below the skin, and that go downwards in an oblique direction. And ye know that I have had many other similar cases in which I have diagnosed the disease from the colour of the patient only, and that by it alone I have been able to decide immediately when it was the liver which was diseased, and when it was the spleen, and not by the answers of the patients to the questions that I had asked them beforehand, and it was not by touch that I had ascertained what was the disease of the member. It is for this reason that ye have also heard me on many occasions curse those men who dared to call themselves pillars of the art of healing, when they had no wish to help those who were sick; but it is not our intention to speak of these men on the present occasion. And for this reason we proceed to discuss the other kinds of jaundice that arise through injuries of the gall-bladder, which receiveth the bile which is fixed in the liver. Now, it is proven in our opinion that the bile is absorbed by this bladder from the bilious liquid, just as the kidneys absorb the watery part of the blood, and as the spleen also absorbeth | from the blood that substance which is to it as scum is to wine. Therefore, if this bladder which absorbeth the bile becometh weak, the blood must sometimes become polluted. And there are other kinds of jaundice besides the three | kinds that have been mentioned above. Now it is possible also that the gall-bladder may sometimes become full (i.e., overfilled), just as that other bladder for the urine becometh filled, and that it may not be able to empty itself because of certain obstructions, or because of the weakness of its emptying power, or again, because of obstructions, or because of the weakness of the veins that are situated close to it in the liver, and that it is therefore not permitted to absorb into itself the bilious moisture. Now it is absolutely necessary to enquire into these diseases of jaundice, and to examine carefully the substances that are excreted, for through this method of procedure we shall gain no small benefit in respect of
indications (or, symptoms) of the diseases. As for myself, I have understood this, and I have observed and seen that the stools of certain men, who were attacked by the disease of jaundice, were sufficiently coloured by red bile as to be distinguishable; and the same was the case with the urine of some of them. And I have looked at the water in which some of them have had a bath, and found it to contain bile [which hath come into it through the pores of] their skin; in some of them, however, the bulk of the bile was kept back, [and in the water] only a very little of it [appeared]. Now as we were wishing to obtain exact information on the subject, having anointed the bodies of those who were sick with absinthe, we ordered [them to be bathed, and] their sweat [to be scraped off them with a leathern scraper], for thus have ye seen before all men their sweat collected in the lower part of the scraper (i.e., strigil). And the sweat of some of them was found to be watery, and that of some of them to contain bile. Therefore from these [experiments], which were performed some time ago, there shall be unto you | an obvious indication of the spot that was diseased. And to [the results of] your investigation ye may add the following also.

Behold, a certain man, having been attacked by an acute bilious fever, came out of this on the seventh day, and a very large quantity of the red bile had been discharged into all his skin. And since during the days that followed the jaundice remained on him, whilst we were visiting him, | we inspected his stool and his urine, and because both of these were natural (i.e., normal) they shewed that the jaundice was not due to disease of the liver. Now, the thought entered my head that it was possible that the bile, which was poured out into all his skin, was so thick that it remained therein, and guided by this thought I believed that it was possible for me to learn what was the spot that was affected. Having seen that [the water in which he washed was bilious], I understood that the bile was thick and difficult to dissolve. Thereupon I ordered the patient to use in bathing the water that cometh forth hot from the earth, since it is very good for reducing and dissolving [bile], and a course of treatment that was wet and was at the
same time moderately reducing, and was capable of diluting the thickness of the chymes. Now, this man was by these means healed of this disease, and the indication thereof being confirmed became a help [to him], and his healing was also established.

And in the case of another man I found a large quantity of bile in the scraper, and I therefore understood that bile was discharged into every part of his body in large quantities, and having made use of the helps which were suitable for his disease I cured him. Now, in all those patients who, though having no fever, had nevertheless a feeling as of some weight resting on the right side of the epigastrium, there was jaundice. When in all these I had broken a way through the obstacles (or, stoppages) which they had by means of foods, and draughts, and helps that reduced them, and had afterwards administered to them a medicine that caused them to have a motion of the bowels, I healed them all in about one day. Now, in the cases of those on whom the [aperient] medicine had no effect, I used to give them in addition a draught which broke with violence a way through the obstacles, and similarly, when it was necessary to do this a second time, I used to give them a medicine which was very much stronger than that which I gave on the first occasion, so that at the conclusion of the purging, the bile that was lighter in colour than the red was expelled with severe griping.

Now, from these things one would imagine that the bladder that receiveth the bile is suffering from some disease which is like unto that from which the other bladder that collecteth the urine suffereth. For in this also the quantity of the water which is sometimes collected therein is so great, that the bladder becometh greatly stretched, and is unable to empty out that which is contained therein. In the case of the bladder that [collecteth] the urine, this taketh place for two reasons, namely, through weakness of the emptying power,—now there are also times when it happeneth through deep sleep—and through the retention of the urine owing to non-emptying. For this reason the bladder becometh distended to so great an extent that it becometh the cause of disease in its voiding power. Now as
concerning the bladder which receiveth the gall, since it cannot in any way be helped to empty itself by the mental powers, there is one source and cause of its weakness, just as is the case with the other natural organs, and this weakness taketh place through a change in the condition of the member (or, organ). But since it is necessary for us to write about the means to be employed in healing jaundice, it is meet for us to collect [the facts] about all the various kinds of jaundice, which we mentioned a little way back very briefly, in order that the means to be employed in healing them may be elucidated.

Now, the first kind of jaundice is that which taketh place in the crises of fevers, when the yellow bile is poured out into all the body. The second kind of jaundice is that which cometh through the bite of a viper or of some other noxious reptile, which ejecteth his bile (or, venom), [into a man] and changeth the colour of his body. The third kind of jaundice is, as hath been said, that which ariseth through a change in the condition of the liver. The fourth kind of jaundice is that which occurreth in sympathy with the spleen, when it doth not absorb the chyme of the black bile, and it produceth in the body the various colours that have been mentioned above. The fifth kind of jaundice is that which ariseth through some injury to the bladder that receiveth the gall, and when it doth not absorb the chyme of the red bile from the liver. Now, this happeneth when the gall-bladder becometh full, just as the bladder for urine becometh full, and is unable to absorb the bile because of its weakness, or because of stoppages, or because of some ulcer (or, abscess) in the veins, which are hollowed out from it into the liver. And the bile remaineth with the blood, and it changeth the colour of the body to that of its own substance. These are all the various kinds of jaundice, and these are also the causes that produce them, and it is now therefore meet for us to proceed to the description of the means of healing that are suitable for them.
The means to be employed in healing jaundice.

Now, if we follow the opinion of the writer of this treatise, the means to be employed in healing jaundice are the following: the first kind of jaundice mentioned, namely, that which ariseth during the crisis of a fever, is to be healed by means of constant bathing in baths, and by anointing with some aromatic oil that dissolveth, and by rubbing the body with natron, and by suitable food and drink. All these must be used until the bile, which hath been poured out into the body, becometh dissolved, and the body returneth to its natural state.

The second kind of jaundice, namely, that which cometh through the bite of a reptile, or through some deadly drug, can be healed by "Téryáké", and by suitable medicines.

The third kind of jaundice, namely, that which ariseth through a change in the condition of the liver, can be healed by the treatment that hath been described in the Chapter preceding this, and the jaundice that ariseth through some injury to the spleen can also be healed by the means already described in the Chapter that treateth of the spleen.

Therefore it now remaineth for us to describe in the present Chapter the means to be employed in healing the kind of jaundice that ariseth through the injuries that attack the bile that is fixed in the liver; this disease is very serious indeed when it happeneth to exist in conjunction with hardness of the liver. Now, if it should arise in connection with an abscess in the liver, and a burning fever, and the patient's strength is well sustained, it is, first of all, an excellent thing to let blood from the vein that hath been mentioned in connection with disease of the liver, and next we must administer draughts of pure oxymel with extract of husked barley. And if, as it doth happen, there are present much inflammation, and [a raging] thirst, and very hot urine, administer also extract of chicory, and stewed orach (or, spinach), or stewed sorrel, or stewed gourds, and the emptying out of the belly is very useful. And if the disease of jaundice arise, unaccompanied by fever and [a raging] thirst, but with hardness and obstructions [of the liver], then all the drugs that are bitter, and that break through
the obstacles, are useful, and also frequent emptying of the belly, which is produced by aganicium (larch fungus) and scamony, and the application to the parts of the body over the liver of the plasters that have been already described (or, written down), and into which enter largely, as ingredients in their composition, aloes, and absinthe, and stacte, and crocus, and asarum, and everything of the same kind.

A medicine which is good for jaundice, and which breaketh through obstacles of the liver, and produceth a motion of the bowels.

Aloes 6 drachms
Stacte 4 "
Agaricium 2 "
Manyfeet (polypodium) 2 "
Epithymum 2 "
Carthamus tinctorius 2 "
Bark 1 drachm
Laurus malabathrum 1 "
Spikenard 1 "
Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose, two drachms, if there be no fever, in wine mixed with water, and if there be fever, in hot water.

Another medicine which is good for the same diseases, and which produceth a motion of the bowels.

Fir cones, cleaned 2 drachms
Peppercorns 1 drachm
Fleshy dried grapes, cleaned \( \frac{1}{2} \) "
Scamony \( 1 \frac{1}{2} \) drachms

Pound, and administer as a dose one drachm, in a tincture containing three parts of vinegar and one of myrrh, mixed with an infusion of dill. Roast the scamony in bread, or in a double vessel, and then mix it [with the other medicines].

Another well tried medicine which is good for the diseases of jaundice.

Dried grapes, cleaned 6 drachms
Cummin 6 "
Peppercorns 4 "
Roasted scamony 3 drachms
Seed of dill 2 "

Pound, mix together, and administer as a dose one and a half drachms in vinegar, and mòryà (wild myrtle, or basil?), and an infusion of asarum and absinthe.

Another.

Aloes 3 drachms
Sulphur | 3 "
Bark 2 "

Crush, mix together, and administer two drachms in a kandikon mixed with an infusion of dill.

Another.

Sulphur of the sea 4 drachms

Crush, and let the patient suck it out of an egg.

Another [prescribed by Galen], which expelleth the jaundice powerfully.

Euphorbium
Epithymum in equal quantities
Aloes
Rock parsley

Dose, one or two drachms in an infusion of aniseed, or in cheese water.

Cheese water of milk, which is good for the jaundice that ariseth from heat of the liver. The cheese water of milk is prepared in the following manner:

Milk of goats 3 litre
Orach (or; spinach) 1 handful

Pound the orach, add the milk to it, and stir it up with thy hands for a time, strain and squeeze out the juice from the rinds of the orach, and throw them away, and set the milk aside for a whole night. In the morning when thou hast worked it up together as in making cheese, strain off the water, add to it a little honey, and two drachms of Indian salt, and one gramma of roasted scamony. It will expel bile freely. Let the patient drink this for three days.
[A list of] the simple medicines which are good for jaundice.

All the bitter herbs that produce painless motions of the bowels, such as absinthe, asarum, aniseed, spikenard, acorus reed, gysophilla struthium (or, saponaria officinalis, ptarmica, or gum ammoniac), agaricium (larch fungus), madder, balsam wood, gentian, costus, aristolochia, centaureum, and every herb of this kind, singly, or together. They are to be pounded, and infusions are to be made from them, and these, when drunk with honey water in hot water, clear away the jaundice, and break through the obstructions in the liver. And, in cases of jaundice, the tablets for breaking through obstructions, which are described in connection with diseases of the liver, are very useful, and those that have roses in their composition are useful in cases of jaundice with fever and in cases where there is excessive heat in the liver, and they must be drunk with extract of orach (or, spinach).

Another medicine which is good for jaundice, and for expelling [the bile].

Scamony
Aloes
Agaricium (larch fungus) in equal quantities
Roasted Armenian nard

Dose, one drachm, in hot honey water.

Another medicine which breaketh through obstacles.

Bitter cypress berries, cleaned 2 drachms
Absinthe
Asarum
Spikenard
Aniseed | 1 drachm each

Pound, and administer one drachm in honey wine if they have no fever, and, if they have fever, in honey water.

Another.

Asarum 8 drachms
Absinthe 8 "
Seed of dill 4 "
Aniseed 4 "
Seed of rock parsley 4 drachms
Bitter cypress berries, cleaned 4 "

Make into tablets with water, and dry, and administer as a dose one drachm in an infusion of ὀδαντόν (warrior's hair).

Another. Take "Adianton", that is, hair of the warrior, dry it, pound it up, and administer four drachms of it in an infusion of aniseed. Or steep a very large quantity of adianton in water, and make a strong infusion of it, and let the sick man wash in it, and thou wilt see the jaundice floating on the top of the water.

Another.

Rinds of pomegranates 4 drachms
Yellow arsenic 2 "

Crush, and administer as much as will lie on thy thumb nail in ass's milk, three measures. Or give the patient to drink two measures of extract of sorrel, with milk. Or give a dose of extract of radishes, two measures. Or half a drachm of natron in one measure of "living" | wine, mixed with water, and let the patient drink this when he is seated in his bath, and thou wilt see the jaundice float on the top of the water.

Simple medicines for jaundice.

Take gypsophilla struthium and madder in equal quantities, pound them, and administer a spoonful in honey, and insert some of it into the nose.

Or pound ἄνδαρ (veratrum album, or white hellebore?), and give as a dose one drachm in honey water, and it will act as an emetic, and will break through the obstructions [in the liver].

Or pound madder, and administer one spoonful in a measure of wine, and half a spoonful separately.

Or take cypress nuts, two drachms, and a drachm of bark of cinnamon (?), pound them, and administer in old wine, and let the patient run about until he getteth rid of the jaundice in his sweat and urine.

Or take in equal quantities myrrh, and peppercorns, and the excrement of a dog, and pound them, and administer one spoonful with wine, and let him wash daily | in a bath, even Fol. 188a, though he have fever.
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Or pound three drachms of orach (or, spinach) seed, and one drachm of ḳandūsh (white hellebore ?), and administer the whole as a dose in a draught of honey water, and it will expel the jaundice by vomiting.

Or pour wine into a wild cucumber from which the seeds have been withdrawn, and heat it over the coals until it boils, and clarify, and give it as a draught. It will produce a motion of the bowels, and will clear out the jaundice; now this medicine is good also for dropsy.

Or take the droppings of a dog which are white, and which contain a large quantity of bones, and they must be collected when the Mighty Man (or, Warrior, i.e., Orion) is in the ascendant, and pound them, and give four drachms to the patient worked up into a paste with honey, and let him use it as a linctus each day until he is cleansed of the jaundice.

Or take ḳandūsh and irises in equal quantities, pound them and work them into a paste with vinegar and honey, and give the patient three drachms, and let him use it as a linctus, and afterwards let him drink hot water, and it will cleanse him by means of vomiting.

Or pound up gysophilla struthium and eupatorium, and administer one spoonful in honey; and let some of it be blown up into his nostrils.

Or dry river calamint, and pound it, and administer four drachms in wine mixed with water, and let the patient drink a dose daily for three or four days. Or make an infusion of it in water when it is in an unpounded state, and let him drink the infusion [daily] for seven days.

Or pound the horn of a stag, which hath been burned, take four grammas, and one gramma of sulphur, and work it into a paste with honey, and administer the whole of it to the patient in a draught.

Or pound a radish, with its leaves, squeeze out the juice, and take two measures of it, and add thereto one measure of wine, and let the patient drink half a drachm. Heat it a little, and let him drink it whilst he is sitting in the basin (?) of the bath. It hath been well tried.

Or pound one drachm of peppercorns, and administer to the
patient in honey water, and let him be sitting in a basin (荏) of cold water [when he drinketh it].

Or crush two drachms of crocus, and give it to the patient to drink in two measures of asses’ milk. It is a sure cure.

When the whole body is languid, and the eyes become yellow, the following medicines are useful.

A medicine which is ejected into the nose, and which driveth jaundice out of the eyes.

[Take] extract of *anglidox,* | (άγγελοιδης?) and inject.  
Or inject extract of the root of leontice *leontopetalon* (cyclamen).
Or pound the root thereof, and steep it in the milk of a woman for a whole night, and squeeze it out in the morning; then warm it up, and inject it, and it will clear away the jaundice. This is a well tried medicine.

Or dissolve one *kertà* (Arab. Λήθ, carat = 1/3 rd of an obolus) of *alitrion* (*i.e.*, elaterium, a preparation of wild cucumbers) in the milk of women, and inject. Or crush it, and blow it in the form of a dry powder into the nostrils.
Or warm the extract of the leaves of wild cucumbers, and inject it.
Or dry the leaves, and pound them, and blow them into the nostrils. This is a well tried and certain cure.
Or pound up sorrel, and dissolve in the milk of women, and inject into the nostrils, and it will break through obstructions, and will remove the jaundice from the eyes.
Or heat up the milk of women and vinegar, and inject.
Or pound the root of clover (*espestà*), squeeze out the juice, and mix with it oil of *yasmengh* (jasmine?) and sugar, warm, and inject.
Or let the patient snuff up into his nostrils strong vinegar, and he will be freed from jaundice.
Or warm up extract of beetroot (or, plantain), and inject into the nostrils.

Now, it will help those who have jaundice to drink an infusion of absinthe continually (*i.e.*, regularly), and to eat food that is pungent, and delicate, and purifying, and to take baths
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Another Gurgarshan, in which the broad-leaved pepperwort is an ingredient. This is good for internal and external fistulas, and for the cold winds which arise in the belly, and it gripeth (or, inundateth) the stomach, and produceth a motion of the bowels.

Hellebore 10 mathkâlê
Bêllîkê 10 “
Amlagh 10 “
Pepperwort 10 “
Seed of rue 10 “
Seed of leeks 10 “
Seed of radishes 10 “
Seed of gourds 10 “
Seed of rock parsley 10 “
Seed of ammi Copticum 10 “
Mustard 10 “
Pepperwort (tâhlê) 10 “
Seed of bâshôshâ 10 “
Wild rue 10 “
Angabûsh (flowers of bûsh) 10 “
Doronicum scorpioides 10 “
Amomum zerumbeth 10 “
Cinnamon 10 “
Peppercorns, long and round 10 “ each
Seed of marzangûsh (origanum majorana) 10 “
Seed of shablîlta 10 “
Seed of fennel 10 “
Zêrîwand 10 “
Iron rust (i.e., oxide of iron) 12 + 30 + 30 “
Honey 1 litrâ
Cow oil 1 “
Sugar 12 + 30 + 30 mathkâlê
Pound the dry ingredients, make into a powder, dissolve in honey, mix together, and use. Dose, a portion the size of a walnut, in wine mixed with water. Let him take one naflà ( = two estirê = one menêkithà = one spoonful) after food and before food. It is a sure cure.

Another Ṭarsûm.

Sugar 12 drachms
Black hellebore 12 "
Ammi Copticum 12 "
Seed of rock parsley 12 "
Ginger 6 "
Cinnamon 6 "

Pound to a fine powder. Dose, one spoonful with hot water, and it [will be found] helpful. Or let the patient take seed of ammi Copticum, and seed of wild rue, and when using add a little salt. These things must suffice for the Seventeenth Chapter.

Here endeth the Seventeenth Chapter.
CHAPTER XVIII.

Of the symptoms of the diseases of the spleen.

Now it hath already been shewn above in respect of the spleen, that, by means of its veins, it draweth away the scum (or, impurity) of the blood, namely, the black bile, from the liver, and that it sendeth a little of it into the stomach, as thou mayest see from the desire for food [which is in] the stomach. This organ is situated on the left side, below those ribs called the "alien (i.e., external) ribs", and it is surrounded, with the belly and with the membrane that envelopeth the intestines, by the arteries that nourish it, and with its diseases are associated constantly the liver, and the stomach, and the kidneys. Now, from the things that have already been said about the liver and the gall, it is easy for us to discover by what signs it may be known that the spleen is diseased, and also from the fact that the ulcers that arise therein are easily known by the touch; but because it hath the greater number of them in conjunction with the liver, for this reason they become large, and diminish and change. In the disease caused by the weakness of the spleen, the colour of the whole body | inclineth to black, because its natural function is to draw away and to absorb from the liver the chyme of black bile; for by this, it seemeth, it is nourished. When, then, the absorbing power of the spleen is weakened, because this black bile is not cleared away, it goeth up from the liver into the whole body, and because of this the colour of those who suffer from disease of the spleen becometh black. Moreover, it poureth out oftimes a superfluity of black bile, just as the liver doth in certain vomitings and retchings when it poureth out the blood of black
bile; similarly also it goeth downwards to the bowels, and if the black bile is not emptied out in some such manner, a change of mind (i.e., mental dérangement) taketh place, and it produceth sickness and distress. There are occasions when it also produceth a violent desire for food, especially when the excess of black bile that cometh into the belly is sharply acid [in taste]. Sometimes, however, it effecteth the destruction of the craving for meats, and when it happeneth that the blood is destroyed and putrid, the patient loatheth them. When the spleen becometh hard it produceth dropsy, because the liver suffereth in sympathy with it, as we have already said above. Moreover, when both the liver and the spleen are diseased, the diseases of jaundice appear, and the colour of the sufferers inclineth so much to black, that thou mightest think that the red bile had been mixed with a certain quantity of soot. Thus certain physicians have thought that the liver was not diseased in jaundices of this kind, and therefore they enquired how jaundices could arise sometimes through the spleen. Similarly, certain other physicians thought that, without disease of the liver, men could become dropsical, because the spleen alone was hard. Let them, however, keep to their enquiry as to jaundices. And also as concerning the dropsy that ariseth in acute illnesses, in some of these the liver suffered so violently through the hot change of condition, and perhaps also through the dry change of condition, that it was unable to change food into blood, and yet even in such illnesses these physicians would not believe that the liver was diseased. If, because there is no ulcer whatsoever in the liver, they think that it cannot be diseased, let them consider that there is no other member which is diseased in those who have suddenly drunk very cold water, and have been attacked through this by dropsy. Now, that cold water, drunk in this manner, doth from time to time injure other members, and other members of the internal group, is well known; sometimes it injureth one more than its neighbour, and sometimes it attacketh one before it attacketh its neighbour to such an extent because it happeneth that one member is found to be weaker than its neighbour at that time. But if dropsy is about to arise, it is necessary for the cold to
 Page 396 go up from the member that is injured to the liver. Thus sometimes dropsy ariseth because of the spleen itself, or when it becometh chilled in conjunction with an ulcer of some kind, as, for example, when it is exceedingly hard; or also without an ulcer, when it becometh chilled through the drinking of cold water suddenly and unseasonably. Now, disease and derangement of the mind, which are closely connected with insanity, arise when any excess of black bile of this kind is transferred to the mouth of the belly, a fact which hath already been mentioned by us in the section treating of the mouth of the belly. It is therefore not meet to say anything more about it here, because the organic ailments, which take place therein, do not need mental symptoms [to reveal their existence]. As concerning the other diseases, which take place in the spleen through a change of condition, their symptoms are well known from the things that have been said [here], and also from those things that have been said in the sections that treat of the liver. Some of them have been described with exactness and have been mentioned by name, and like unto these some of them have been established, and therefore the symptoms of the latter resemble those of the former. And, as we know well what the function of the spleen is, and as we have learned also what happenings are attached to the diseases thereof, it is necessary for us to approach the [considerations of the] operations thereof also with great care. Now therefore also all the medicines that are bitter—with some of them those that are acid must be mixed—are good for the spleen, and, as things that are also good for it, we apply to it oil, and plasters, and draughts of oxymel. And to these we add also other kinds of medicinal draughts, which are compounded with drugs that are well known to be good for it, and that do not heat it overmuch, and that do cut and destroy the various kinds of thick chymes that arise in it.

An Antidote compounded with spikenard, which is good for hardness of the spleen and liver, and which breaketh through obstacles, and maketh the urine to flow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spikenard</td>
<td>3 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Aristolochia, long 3 drachms
Ammoniac 4 "
Bark 4 "
Camphor root 12 "
Costus 12 "
Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose, one drachm, in an infusion of the leaves of the camphor tree and absinthe.

Another compounded with spikenard, which is good for pain in the spleen, and for livers that are tumid, and for dropsy, and for pain in the stomach and kidneys, and for jaundice, and for coughs of long standing, and for the bites of noxious reptiles.

Spikenard 2 drachms
Costus 2 "
Bark 2 "
Arsenic 3 "
Peppercorns 1 drachm
Seed of rock parsley 1 "
Acorus reed 1 "
Trefoil (blue melilotus?) 1 "
Irises 1 "
Balsam wood 1 "
Camphor root 4 drachms
Dried grapes, cleaned 5 "
Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose, two drachms, in an infusion made from the leaves of the camphor tree, calamint, and oxymel.

An Antidote compounded with nightshade, which is good for obstructions of the liver, and spleen, and for cold in the womb, and for third-[day] fever, and for wet coughs, and shortness of breath, and jaundice, and palsy of the limbs.

Seed of wild rue 1½ manya
Frankincense 10 drachms
Stacte 10 "
Incense berries 10 "
Bark 10 "
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>King’s crown (melilotus)</td>
<td>10 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spikenard</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aristolochia</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhubarb</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amomum zerumbeth</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doronicum scorpioides</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginger</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costus</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opium</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caryophyllus aromaticus</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White hellebore</td>
<td>6 estirê</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dried roses</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cypress berries</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aloes</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigella sativa</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppercorns</td>
<td>13 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honey</td>
<td>as much as sufficeth.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dose, one drachm, in some convenient draught.

**Another Antidote which is good for the spleen, and stomach, and liver.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aristolochia, long</td>
<td>13 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root, or leaves, of the camphor tree</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pepperwort</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose, one drachm, in oxymel mixed with water. Or make into tablets with strong vinegar, each containing two drachms, and dry them, and administer [to the patient].

**Tablets compounded with madder, which are good for hardness of the spleen, and for pain in the liver, and for protracted fever.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Madder</td>
<td>12 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bark of camphor root</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aristolochia, long</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irises</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Make into tablets with oxymel. Dose, two drachms, in an infusion of absinthe and leaves of the camphor tree.
Tables compounded with squills, which are good for the same diseases.

- Roasted squills: 4 drachms
- Cardamoms: 4 "
- Jackals' milk: 4 "
- Gum ammoniac: 2 "
- Pyrethrum: 1 ounce
- Rape seed: 2 drachms
- Gypsophilla struthium (sapo-naria officinalis): 2 "

Make into tablets with vinegar; dose, one drachm.

Another.

- ḫandûṣh: 5 drachms
- Roasted squills: 5 "
- Opopanax: 5 "
- Camphor root: 5 "
- Crocus, cleaned: 2½ "

Make into tablets with oxymel, and administer as a dose one drachm.

Another.

- Seed of agnōs (the chaste tree, Abraham's balm): 4 drachms
- Peppercorns, white: 2 "
- Spikenard: 2 "
- Gum ammoniac: 2 "
- Camphor leaves: 2 "

Make into tablets with vinegar. Dose, two drachms in oxymel.

Another.

- Ammoniac: 8 drachms
- Fresh senna twigs: 8 "
- Camphor root: 4 "
- Seed of tamarix (μυρίκη): 4 "
- Scolopendrium vulgare (Venus's hair?): 4 "
- Roasted squills: 4 "
- Peppercorns, white: 4 "

Make into tablets with vinegar; dose, two drachms.
Another.

Myrrh 6 drachms
Costus 6 "
Spikenard 4 "
Camphor root 4 "
Ferula opopanax (panaces heracleum) 4 "
Madder 4 "
Dittany 4 "
Ammoniac 4 "

Make into tablets with vinegar; dose, two drachms.

Fol. 191b. | Shlábbè, which are good for a spleen which is much thickened, and for fever.

Irices 6 drachms
Camphor root 8 "
Myrrh 1 drachm
Dried grapes 1 "
Rape seed 1 "
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Another.

Seed of garden nigella (شونين) 10 drachms
Seed of myrica 10 "
Flowers of senna 10 "
Camphor leaves 10 "
Calamint 10 "
Derotho [Aegyptiaca] (cyclamen?) 10 "
Absinthe 10 "
Agrimone eupatorium 10 "
Strong vinegar 2 litre

Boil down to one half, and let the patient drink daily two measures for seven days.

Or steep terebinth [seeds] in strong vinegar for seven days. Then let the patient eat three spoonfuls of them daily, and afterwards drink the vinegar.

Or pound four drachms of pepperwort and two drachms of garden nigella, and work them into a paste with honey, and
administer daily three drachms in vinegar and water; let the patient drink this draught daily for seven days.

Or pound acorus reeds, and administer one spoonful daily, in oxymel with which camphor is compounded.

Or boil in strong vinegar unboiled cypress nuts and juniper berries, until the vinegar is reduced to a third. Administer this to the patient, and let him drink it, according to his strength, and let him sleep on his left side, and with the scum of the vinegar make plasters, and bind one on his left arm for three days.

Or administer a draught containing two drachms of the seed of purslane (Pers. ُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُُِّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّّ
Or let the patient drink daily for seven days two measures of water wherein the blacksmiths have cooled their red-hot iron.

Or take in equal quantities camphor leaves, ammoniac, centaureum, eupatorium, cypress leaves, juniper berries, ears of barley, or husked barley, and steep them in vinegar and water, and let the patient drink every day one measure, and let him apply fomentations of the same to the part over his spleen, and let him apply also plasters that soften, and take the foods and drink that are good for him.

And if patients be in a good state of health, the letting of blood from the lower vein of the left fore-arm, or from the palm of the hand of the same arm, and from the same vein is useful. Most useful of all, however, in cases of pain in the spleen is cautery above the lower vein of the left arm. And useful also are fomentations with medicaments which are to be prepared in the following way:—

**Spongings which are good for protracted hardness and tumidity of the spleen.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medicine</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chamomile</td>
<td>1 hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fennel</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flax seed</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigonella</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bran</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid myrrh</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camphor leaves</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calamint</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juniper berries</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cypress leaves</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabbage leaves, or leaves</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of beet</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong vinegar</td>
<td>2 measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>1 measure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Soak until the liquid is reduced to one half, foment the patient with it, anoint him with oil of fennel, or oil of chamomile, and let him apply the following plaster:—

**A plaster which softeneth.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medicine</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fleshy figs</td>
<td>4 ounces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammoniac</td>
<td>1 ounce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Bdellium 1 ounce
Aloes 1 "
Opopanax 4 drachms
Sagapenum 4 "
Asa foetida 4 "
Flour of trigonella 4 ounces
Droppings of goats 4 "
Pungent vinegar as much as sufficeth.

| Boil the figs and vinegar together, dissolve the soluble in-Fol. 192. ingredients in the vinegar wherein the figs have been boiled, pound the dry ingredients to a powder, mix everything together, work into a paste, and use as a plaster. Thou must first use fomentations on the patient, and then apply the plaster, which thou must keep on until the spleen is softened and it returneth to its natural state.

Another, which is good for excessive hardness of the spleen.

Ammoniac 12 drachms
Irices 12 "
Bdellium 12 "
Ox fat 12 "
Styrax 8 "
Frankincense 8 "
Opopanax 8 "
Galbanum 8 "
Greek ligusticum 8 "
Peppercorns 70 in number
Wax 6 estirê
Cypress gum 6 "
Oil of irises } as much as sufficeth.
Wine

Mix well together, and use as a plaster.

Another, which is good for excessive hardness of the liver and spleen.

Rhatany 58 drachms
Wax 20 "
Dry pitch 20 "
Smelters' dross 10 "
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Sulphur 10 drachms
Frankincense 10 "
Myrrh 10 "
Pyrethrum 5 "
Camphor root 5 "
Gum ammoniac 3 "
Chamomile 3 "
Glue (or, gum) 3 "
Aristolochia 3 "
Crocus 3 "
Cardamoms 3 "
Amomum 3 "
Oil of nard 3 "
Vinegar as much as sufficeth.

Mix together well, and use as a plaster.

Another, which is good for protracted hardness of the spleen, and for pain in the excretory organs.

Cardamoms Amomum
Pyrethrum [in equal quantities]
Mustard
Flour of trigonella

Pound, work into a paste with vinegar and oil, and use as a plaster, and if a bath be near, let the patient wash daily and then apply the plaster.

Or crush equal quantities of ammoniac, bdellium, myrrh, and frankincense in strong vinegar, dip a piece of cotton-wool into it and wet it well, lay it over the spleen, and let it stay there until it cometh away by itself. When it falleth off, dip another piece of cotton-wool in the vinegar and apply it.

Another, which is good for hardness [of the spleen], and is very powerful.

Rape seed 2 drachms
Camphor root 2 "
Pyrethrum 2 "
Cardamoms 1 drachm
Glue, prepared 2 ounces
Gypsum (lime) 4 drachms
Pound the dry ingredients, and mix them with the glue, and finally add the lime (plaster of Paris), work into a paste, and use as a plaster.

**Another.**

- Trigonella
- Mustard
- Flour of barley

Pound, boil in vinegar, and use as a plaster.

**Another.** Take ten large, fleshy figs, soak them in vinegar, boil them, crush them and pound them, add to them a quantity of mustard and camphor root, pounded to a powder, equal in weight to that of the figs, and work up into a paste, and use as a plaster. Let the plaster remain on the patient as long as he is able to bear it, and then let him go into a bath, taking the plaster on him, and let him sit in a vessel of hot water.

Or boil wine with the vinegar, or liquid myrrh, or flax seed, or trigonella, or barley-flour, and use as a plaster. Boil each by itself, with vinegar, and smear him with it.

Or boil fleshy figs with strong vinegar, pound them together, and mix with them equal quantities of ammoniac, and bdellium, and camphor root, and mazrîûn (or, mazerîôn, or, mâzriôn), and work up into a paste, and use as a plaster.

**Another, which is very good, and which is called the “Idiot’s medicine”.**

- Oak glue 2 lîtrê
- Unslaked lime 1 lîtrâ

Pour the glue into a potter’s vessel, set it on the fire until it is melted, then sprinkle the lime over it, and mix them together. When it is hot smear it on the skin of the patient, like a plaster, and afterwards let him take a bath.

**Another.**

- Oak glue 1 lîtrâ
- Unslaked lime 6 ounces
- Flowers of “Asia stone” 4
- Resin 1 drachm

Mix and work well together, and use.
Another, which is called the "Flower", and which is very good for pain in the spleen, and for dropsy, and for distention of the epigastrium, and for pains in the excretory organs, and for gout, and for every protracted pain.

Wax 2 ounces
Cedar gum 2 "
Dry pitch 2 "
Dross of the furnace 2 "
Arsenicum 2 "
Unslaked lime 2 "
Myrrh 2 "
Glue 2 "
Vinegar and oil as much as sufficeth.

Pound up and use as a plaster.

Another, which is exceedingly powerful, and is good for the dropsical, and for fistulas of long standing.

Pepperwort
Trigonella
Unslaked lime
Natron in tablets

Fol. 193b. | Crush, and work into a paste with honey, and smear on the skin which is tender, and use as a plaster (or, bandage). Let the plaster remain on the patient as long as he can bear it, and when he beginneth to suffer great pain let him go into a bath, and having taken off the bandages, let him sit in a vessel of hot water, and stay there for some time. In doing this men suffer a great deal, but they go out of the bath healthy and well.

Another, which is good for hardness of the liver, and for dropsy.

Wax 1 ounce
Ammoniac 1 "
Gum of terebinth 1 "
Irices 2 drachms
Sampsuchon 4 "
Ferula opopanax 4 "
Ox fat 4 "
Aniseed 4 "
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Anmi Copticum 4 drachms
Ox gall 4 "
Peppercorns 4 "
Flax seed 5 "
Trigonella 5 "
Honey 4 "
Wine 1 measure

Old oil as much as sufficeth.
Mix together, and work up, and use as a plaster.

Another, which was prescribed by Galen, and is very useful.

Moist pitch . 1 lítrá
Wax 40 drachms
Sulphur 3 ounces
Natron 3 "
Smelters’ dross 3 "
Wine \ as much as sufficeth.
Oil \ as much as sufficeth.

Mix together, and work up, and use as a plaster.

Another, which was prescribed by Asclepiades, and which is exceedingly useful for obstinate pains, and pains of long standing of all kinds.

Moist pitch 40 drachms
Wax 1 lítrá
Gum of cedar 1 "
Natron 1 "
Sulphur of the sea 1 "
Wild grapes of the mountain 4 ounces
Pyrethrum 4 "
Dregs of burnt vinegar ½ kestâ
Galbanum 4 ounces
Pepperwort 1 kestâ
Wine and oil as much as suffice.

Mix well together, and work up, and use as a plaster.

Or dissolve ammoniac in vinegar, and smear it over the spleen, and dip cotton-wool in it.

Or dissolve frankincense in extract of cabbage, and use it as a liniment.
Or boil beet in vinegar, crush, pound, and mix with it cow oil, and use as a plaster.

Or boil cabbage in strong vinegar, and bathe the body with the vinegar; fry the cabbage with oil, and use it as a plaster.

Or make an infusion of fresh gourd leaves in vinegar, then fry the leaves, and use as a plaster.

Fol. 194a. Or treat the leaves of the croton plant in the same manner.

Now concerning the symptoms of the diseases of the spleen, and the means to be employed in healing the same, the above must suffice for the Eighteenth Chapter.

[HERE ENDETH THE EIGHTEENTH CHAPTER.]
CHAPTER XIX.

Of the symptoms of the diseases which take place in the bowels, and of all the various kinds of looseness of the belly.

Since it is meet for us to write in this Chapter concerning the different kinds of diarrhoea which exist, it is necessary first of all to state in what different forms it existeth, and what are the causes that produce them. Diarrhoea ariseth naturally from the stomach, and from the liver, and from the bowels. The diarrhoea that ariseth from the stomach is due either to the weakness of the natural powers that are therein, when they are unable to digest the food, and when they retain it, and it is subsequently cast forth undigested, or to some collection of the chymes in it, and these are emptied out by nature as the result of some critical happening, as, for example, by vomiting, or by a loosening of the belly, or through some evil quality of the food, or through insufficient preparation of it, or through excess in the quantity thereof, when it doth not digest well and is expelled alive (i.e., in the state in which it was eaten), or through some heat in the belly, which destroyeth the food and dissolveth it, or through excessive cold, through which the liver is unable to digest it. Now, diarrhoea ariseth from the liver also. When there are obstructions in the liver, or in the mesenteric veins, and it cannot absorb the juice from the intestines, then this juice goeth down undigested, and produceth diarrhoea. Or when there is feebleness in the liver, it produceth bloody diarrhoea which hath been mentioned, and which is like unto the water in which meat that hath just been killed hath been washed, or that other kind which is like unto filth.
And diarrhoea ariseth also from the intestines (or, bowels), either from weakness of their natural powers, or when they
"cough" through the natural roughness that they possess, and
there taketh place in them that which is called a "passage", Fol. 194. or when the chyme of bile or of phlegm | becometh collected
in them and inciteth them to evacuation, or when there is griping
of some kind, or when some opening of the veins, or arteries,
which are between the intestines, taketh place and produceth
a discharge of blood, or when there are boils and fistulas in
the anus, and these incite the belly to make a motion. These
are, in brief, all the causes that produce a discharge of the
belly, and these are the places in which they subsist. Now,
their exact symptoms are well known, both from the canons
of the art of medicine, which have been written down in the
Second Chapter of this treatise, and from the indications that
are here laid down.

Now, in the description which hath been given above of the
diseases of the belly, we have in our discourse divided the
belly into two portions. The upper portion thereof, which is
united to the channel (or, tube) that bringeth down the food,
they call "stomach", and it is composed of very many sensitive
nerves; the other portion, which is attached thereto, descendeth
as far as the exit of the bowels (or, intestines). As each of
these portions filleth the need of the use [thereof] in animals,
and in proportion to its need produceth also happenings, which
are different from [those of] its companion, so also all those
diseases that arise in the interior, that is to say, from the
members that are similar in their parts (i.e., homogeneous),
and from the organs, are common to these, and to the others,
and to all the intestines. Now, the similarity of the things
that happen to the members is the same not only in the case
of those that resemble each other, | but also in the cases of
the other members which are associated with them, even as
it is also in the case of the kidneys in respect of the disease
that is called "disease (ἰλασξε) of the colon" (i.e., colic). And
from many of the happenings (or, attacks) it is easy to diagnose
the position of the place that is diseased, even as in the case
of the internal pain caused by haemorrhoids. Now, it is meet
for you to hearken to a description of a disease of the interior, which is accurately thus named as this appellation indicateth that there is a wound in the intestines.

Of dysentery, that is, ulceration of the bowels.

Now, this disease doth not come into existence suddenly, like that other disease from which, as we have said, the liver suffereth, and when it beginneth there are associated with it also particular symptoms, such as evacuations of bile in large quantities which cause griping pains and afterwards there come forth pieces scraped off the bowels, and at the same time there cometh forth also a little blood. Now, inasmuch as the pain in the interior is a symptom of the disease, when the pieces scraped off the bowels are evacuated, it is meet to examine [them] and see lest peradventure something that resembleth a kind of oil is evacuated with them. If thou seest that such is the case [then it is clear] that the ulcer is in the thick intestines. When something is evacuated with the portion scraped off the bowels, it is right to examine closely in order to find out if this something is attached to all the matter of the stool, or whether it occurreth in one part of it only. If it be attached [to the whole stool], it sheweth that the ulcer is situated in the upper intestines; if it occurreth in one part only, and is not attached [to the whole] stool, it sheweth that the ulcer is situated in the lower intestines. Now this seemeth to take place also in those evacuations of detached membrane, but if it be known that it is not thus, it resembleth that which taketh place when blood is passed. So likewise is it when skin is evacuated, for it indicateth in which intestines the ulcer is situated, and the fact that it is attached to the things that are evacuated indicateth also some commotion in its substance. | Fol. 195a

If the disease be situated in one [member, or part] only, it will be benefited in no small degree by a course of healing treatment, and this treatment will be indicated to us when we know in which of the intestines the ulcer is situated. For when the ulcer is in the upper intestines, it may be healed by the remedies that are drunk, but, if it be in the lower intestines,
it will be benefited by the remedies that are transmitted to it from below by means of washings (or, bathings). Now, internal ailments of this class are defined by the evacuations that are caused by the liver, because, in the initial stages of diseases of the liver, a thin, bloody, putrid fluid is evacuated, and likewise, when the disease hath gained strength, a thick chyme, which resembleth the scum (or, sediment) of wine, is evacuated, and also by the fact that during such diseases no pieces of abraded membrane of any kind are evacuated, and by the fact that the emptyings out, which are due to the liver, frequently take place only after intervals of two or three days, and then, when patients have evacuated, the distress returneth to them in a more aggravated form than before.

As concerning ulceration of the bowels, this doth not seem to arise suddenly, moreover, in the evacuations that are seasonable blood is not evacuated. The ulcer that is below, inside the anus, and that is called "haemorrhoid", produceth great straining at stool, and an exceedingly frequent desire to evacuate. In the initial stages of its growth patients evacuate a small quantity of some substance that resembleth phlegm, or a kind of fatty matter; but if the ulcer hath been in existence for a considerable time, pieces of detached membrane appear. Now, all these appear, during the whole period of the disease, not to be mixed in any way with the things that come from above. And certain physicians have written to this effect:—"In cases "where strong haemorrhoids have existed, certain men have "sometimes evacuated from the anus stones, full of holes, and "they resemble those that exist in the bladder." But this I myself have never seen, moreover, I never heard any man say [that he had seen such]. The above remarks on the symptoms of ulcers in the bowels must suffice, and we must append here a description of the course of treatment suitable in each kind of disease that hath been enumerated above.

Of the healing of looseness of the bowels.

Now, we have already said above that emptyings out (or, discharges) of the chyme, which is confined in the stomach
or in the intestines, take place during some natural crisis. This kind of discharge it is not meet for the physician to restrain, on the contrary, he should assist nature, and he should make the patient to empty himself through that part of the body to which the matter inclineth. Thus, if he see the patient emptying himself by vomiting, he should administer to the patient such things as will help him to effect the act of vomiting. And if he see that the patient hath looseness of the bowels, in this case likewise he should assist him by administering to him that which appeareth to him to be capable of making him able to empty himself of superfluous matter, either in the form of food or in the form of medicine. In the case of Fol. 196a.

excessive heat, which transmitteth the food too rapidly, we administer the kind of food that is difficult to digest, such as ox flesh, or something similar, in order that the heat may be concentrated upon the difficulty of digesting the food. Now, as concerning the cold and heat of the belly, a description of the treatment to be employed hath been already written in the Chapter on the belly. An unsuitable kind of food we replace with one that is good, and the foods that are irregular we replace by those that are regular, and we diminish the quantities of the food, which hath been given hitherto in excess, and thus healing followeth by the exercise of medical skill. The means to be employed in healing the looseness of the bowels, which ariseth through weakness of the liver, and through obstructions in the veins, hath also been very fully described in the Chapter that treateth of the diseases of the liver. It now remaineth to write down in this Chapter a description of the means of healing that are to be employed in cases of injuries in the intestines, and we will first of all write down the medicines that are to be drunk, and that are beneficial in cases of ulceration of the intestines.

Disparmaţon Tablets, which is, being interpreted, tablets compounded of seeds, which are good for ulcers of the bowels, and for those whose food doth not digest, and for violent colic, and for violent straining at stool.

Myrtle berries 2 ounces
Seed of dill 1 ounce
Aniseed 1 ounce
Ammi Copticum 1 "
Seed of hyoscyamus 1 "
Opium 6 ounces

Pound and work into a paste with wine, and make into tablets, each containing half a drachm, and use after seven months.

Aromatic tablets, which are good for gripings of the belly, and for diarrhoea, and for nausea, and for pain of the stomach.

Cassia 2 ounces
Purple βαλαχίας 2 "
Spikenard 2 "
Bark 2 "
Cypress berries 3 "
Pyrethrum 1 ounce
Ginger 1 "
Peppercorns, white 1 "
Peppercorns, long 1 "
Caryophyllus aromaticus 1 "
Frankincense 1 "
Crocus 4 drachms
Costus 4 "
Dried roses 20 "
Styrax 4 "

Pound and make into tablets with water. Dose three (?) drachms.

Fol. 196b. Some add to the above ingredients | myrtle berries two drachms, sumach two drachms, and malabathrum half a drachm.

Tablets compounded with opium, which are good for looseness of the bowels, and for straining at stool, and for gripings. They can be swallowed, and when dissolved in tincture of lamb’s tongue may be administered in the form of an injection.

Opium 8 drachms
Myrrh 2 ounces
Aristolochia 2 "
Crocus 2 "
Myrtle berries 2 "
Sumach 2 "
Hellebore stalks, roasted  2 ounces  
Burnt paper  2 "  
Seed of thorns  2 "  
Seed of hyoscyamus  2 "  
Flowers of thorn  4 "  
Frankincense  4 "  
Amomum  4 "  
Garden abrotonum (southern-wood)  4 "  
Oak bark  1 ounce  
Acacia  1 "  
Madder  1 "  
Bamboo sugar  1 "  
Ṭarmāgbīn (a kind of manna)  1 "  
Purple βαλαύστιον  1 "  
Cassia  1 "  
Sea seals  1 "

Make into tablets with strong-smelling wine, each containing a drachm, and administer to every man according to his strength, in some convenient draught.

**Tablets compounded with hypocistis (tragopogon pratense, goat's beard) which are good for protracted looseness of the bowels, and for pain in the intestines.**

Extract of hypocistis  6 drachms  
Purple βαλαύστιον  6 "  
Acacia  6 "  
Pulp of pomegranates  6 "  
Glaucium phoeniceum  4 "  
Myrrh  2 "  
Frankincense  2 "

Make into tablets with extract of myrtle. Dose, one drachm, in extract of asparagus.

**Tablets compounded with Μῦσχακτόν (moschatum, or odoramentum Romanum), which are good for diarrhoea and gripings.**

Gum Arabic  3 drachms  
Purple βαλαύστιον  3 "  
Acacia  3 "  
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Extract of hypocistis 3 drachms
Glaucium phoeniceum 1 drachm
Styrax 1 "
Moschatum 1 "
Fresh extract of roses 1 measure
Myrtle berries 4 drachms

Make into tablets with extract of roses, each containing a drachm, and administer in an infusion of myrtle berries.

Pills compounded with castoreum, which are good for gripings, and diarrhoea, and severe strainings at stool, and for intermittent fevers.

Castoreum 2 drachms
Myrrh 2 "
Opium 4 "
Aniseed 4 "
Seed of rock parsley 8 "
Seed of white hyoscyamus 3 "

Make into pills about the size of peppercorns with wine mixed with water, and administer seven, or six [as a dose]. And after [taking] them let the patient drink extract of asparagus, or extract of myrtle berries. If thou givest them for fever, let the patient drink hot water after them, and let him take them one hour before the period of the fever.

Another [medicine which is good for] the same diseases, and which is to be taken in the same way.

Seed of hyoscyamus 4 drachms
Seed of rock parsley 4 "
Aniseed 4 "
Styrax 4 "
Crocus 3 "
Opium 3 "
Myrrh 2 "
Castoreum 2 "

Make into pills with wine, and administer six or seven drachms in an infusion of aniseed and cummin.

Another [medicine which is good] for the same diseases.

Seed of rock parsley All in equal
Ammi Copticum quantities
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Seed of hyoscyamus  
Cummin
Seed of poppies  All in equal
Aniseed  quantities
Myrrh
Opium

Pound, and make into small pills, and administer seven or five according to the directions given above.

Another medicine which is compounded with mandragora, and which is good for severe gripings, and for strainings at stool, and for intermittent (or, periodic) fevers, and which restraineth the bowels, and relieveth the pains.

Bark of mandragora root  4 drachms
Seed of hyoscyamus  4 "
Crocus  5 "
Myrrh  5 "
Frankincense  5 "
Opium  5 "
Castoreum  5 "

Pound, and work into a paste with wine, and make into tablets, each containing two denkê, or, make into small pills, and administer according to the directions given above.

Tablets compounded with dried grapes, which are good for protracted looseness of the bowels, and for the passing of excremental matter.

Dried green grapes  
Pulp of small pomegranates
Purple βαλαύστιον
Pulse
Sumach
Frankincense
Myrrh
Gum Arabic
Crocus

Pound, and make into pills with fresh myrtle juice, and administer two drachms [as a dose]; and afterwards let the patient drink two measures of an infusion of myrtle berries.
Pills compounded with myrrh, which are to be placed in the anus, and which will arrest the looseness, and relieve the straining at stool.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Myrrh} & \\
\text{Frankincense} & \\
\text{Crocus} & \\
\text{Opium} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

Pound and work into a paste with the yolks of fresh eggs, and make into pills as long as small acorns. Place inside each a thread, smear them with oil of roses, and place them in the anus, and let them remain there for a whole night. If thou wittest to remove them, take hold of the threads which are in them and pull them out.

Another [kind], which is to be placed in the hollow beyond the anus in the straight intestine, and which is good for protracted diarrhoea, and for gripping firmly the belly which is loose.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Alum from the furnace} & \\
\text{Frankincense} & \\
\text{Crocus} & \\
\text{Powdered frankincense} & \\
\text{Styrax} & \\
\text{Castoreum} & \\
\text{Indian goat’s beard} & \\
\text{Opium} & \\
\text{Gum Arabic} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

Pound and work into a paste with extract of lamb’s tongue, or extract of polygonum. Dip wads of wool in it, and dry them, and place them in the anus, and let them remain in the patient the whole night. Now, to each of these wads, as to each pill, a long thread must be tied, so that if it be necessary for us to draw them out we may be able to do so by means of it.

An antidote for flux of the belly, which is good for looseness of the bowels, and for gripings, and for straining at stool, and for frequent "coughing".

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Castoreum} & \\
\text{Styrax} & \\
\end{align*}
\]
Opium
Seed of hyoscyamus
Crocus
Asarum
Myrrh
Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose, a piece about the size of a vetch.

Roasted drugs, which are good for straining at stool, and for the discharge of blood.

White pepperwort, roasted 5 estirè
Cummin steeped in vinegar
and roasted 12 drachms
Flax seed 12 "
Seed of leeks, roasted 12 "
Stacte 4 "
Black hellebore steeped in cow oil 8 "

Pound and mix together, and administer in the form of a dry powder; dose, one spoonful in extract of asparagus, or hot water.

Tablets compounded with crocus, which are good for pain in the inside, and for gripings, and for those who cough and bring up blood, and for the flow of the menstrual fluid.

Crocus 3 drachms
Castoreum 4 "
Myrrh 4 "
Seed of rock parsley 4 "
Hyoscyamus 4 "
Dūkōn 4 "
Opium 4 "
Styrax 4 "

Make into tablets with water, and administer half a drachm in extract of myrtle berries.

Tablets compounded with βαλαύστιον, which are good for gripings, and for diarrhoea.

Βαλαύστιον 8 drachms
Kardtīnà 8 "
Sumach 8 drachms
Roasted acorns 8 "
Polenta of the service tree 8 "
Cummin steeped in vinegar and roasted 4 "
Dried grapes, roasted and cooled in vinegar 4 "
Myrtle berries 8 "

Make into tablets with extract of Persian apples, or extract of lamb's tongue, each containing a drachm, and administer.

Tablets compounded with roses, which are good for diarrhoea, and for those who bring up blood.

Rose blossoms 1 ounce
Opium 1 "
Acacia 1 "
Gum Arabic 1 "
Extract of hypocistis 1 "
Purple βαλαύστιον 1 "
Dried grapes 2 ounces
Fleawort (or, fleabane) 2 "
Extract of lamb's tongue 2 "
Indian goat's beard 2 "
Extract of roses 1 ounce

Make into tablets with extract of roses, and administer in some convenient draught.

Another kind of tablet, which is good for protracted diarrhoea. And I use it myself. Take in equal quantities dried grapes, fruit of "irâḵânê", and opium, and make into tablets, or pills, each containing one denkâ, and use.

Tablets compounded with purple shell-fish, which are good for diarrhoea, and for pain in the belly, and for those who bring up blood. After one dose the flow is arrested.

Shell-fish, roasted and washed 12 drachms
Dried grapes, roasted 12 "
Cedar bark, burnt 12 "
Extract of sumach 12 "
Root of mandragora 12 "
Gesamyâ (γῆ Σαμία, or talc) 12 "
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Stag's horn, roasted 6 drachms
Vine-flower wine 6 "
Extract of hypocistis 6 "
Opium, roasted 6 "
Acacia, roasted 6 "
Black myrtle berries 15 "
Sumach 14 "
Pomegranate rind, roasted 7 "
Frankincense 8 "
Seed of rock parsley 14 "
Seed of hyoscyamus, roasted 4 "
Sumach of the leather-workers 2 kestê
Black wine as much as sufficeth.

Boil the sumach with the wine until the mixture becometh thick, strain out the sumach, mix up the drugs in the wine, and make into tablets, each containing one drachm, and administer.

Tablets compounded with mórikâ (tamarix), which are good for looseness of the bowels, and which will restore them to a proper condition.

Tamarix fruit, that is, 'ărâ 4 drachms
Edible sumach 4 "
Black myrtle berries 4 "
Acacia 2 "
Opium 1 drachm

Make into tablets with extract of Persian apples, each containing one drachm, and administer, with extract of asparagus, or with an infusion of senna and an infusion of myrtle, two measures.

The Medicine of Asclepiades, which is good for looseness of the bowels.

Myrtle berry wine 6 kestê
Sumach 1 lîtrà
Honey 1 "

Boil the sumach with the wine, stir up with a senna stick until the mixture is thick, strain out the sumach, pour in the honey, and boil until the whole obtaineth consistency, and administer as a dose one spoonful fasting.
Another medicine of Asclepiades, which is good for the same diseases. Crack a newly-laid egg, pour the contents thereof into a vessel, add to them an equal quantity of sweet oil, an equal quantity | of omphacium, an equal quantity of crushed peppercorns, an equal quantity of pounded raisins, and an equal quantity of wheat-flour, and work into a stiff paste, and make into large pills, and give them to patients to swallow fasting. Let them swallow as many of them as they can, and let them not drink anything after them.

Another medicine for the same diseases.

| Green dried grapes | in equal quantities |
| Rind of pomegranate |
| Sumach |
| Peppercorns |

Crush these, and work them into a paste with the yolks of eggs, pour the mixture into the shell of a pomegranate, smear the edge thereof with fat, and roast on hot coals. Then crush and pound the shell of the pomegranate, and give to patients as much as they can eat, and let them drink nothing. Very many [sufferers] have been benefited by this medicine.

Pills which are compounded with raisins, and which are good for pain in the belly and diarrhoea. Take in equal quantities green, unslit raisins, and opium, and rock parsley, pound them, make into pills, with water, about the size of peppercorns, and administer seven or ten as a dose.

Another kind which is very powerful indeed. Take rock parsley, fruit of ḫrānāḵē, sumach, and opium, in equal quantities, make into pills with extract of myrtle berries, and administer.

[A medicine] which is good for those who have diarrhoea, and protracted looseness of the bowels. [Take] milk of goats or of cows, drop into it red-hot stones until one-third of it hath boiled away, let it | cool a little, but keep it stirred all the time it is cooling, and when it is cold, let the patient drink it, and let him do this for seven days. This will form an excellent medicine for looseness of the bowels if physicians will pour into it the white droppings of dogs which are costive

1 Oil made from unripe olives, and mixed with aromatic substances.
in the season of summer, provided they contain many bones. These droppings must be pounded and reduced to a powder, together with the bones in them, and then poured into the milk which hath been boiled by means of hot stones. Dose, one or two spoonfuls. Let the patient take this dose seven, or five, days, and the droppings will assist the rheum of the belly.

Or eggs boiled | in vinegar and eaten. These will be much more beneficial if there be mixed with them some astringent drug. The following medicine is good for those who have obstinate (or, protracted) dysentery.

| Ashes of roasted shell-fish | 4 parts |
| Raisins | 2 | " |
| Peppercorns | 1 part |

Crush and reduce to a powder, and sprinkle some of it over the food of the patient, and make him drink also weak white wine, or wine mixed with water.

For those who have severe gripings and diarrhoea the following medicine is good:

| Psyllium | 2 drachms |
| Oil of roses | 1 measure |
| Water | 2 measures |

Mix together and administer in the form of a draught.

Or administer extract of purslane and let patients drink it, or let them eat it raw instead of vegetables.

Or let them drink two measures of extract of lamb's tongue daily.

Or let them drink extract of polygonum in the same way.

Or let them drink one measure of extract of asparagus, and two drachms of gum Arabic. Dissolve the gum in the extract, and mix with water, and administer.

Or pound the skins of grapes, roasted, and administer two spoonfuls in cold water.

Or let the patient drink two drachms of pepperwort, roasted, one drachm of roasted cummin, and two drachms of sugar. Administer these in one dose with cold water. If it seemeth to thee that there is some kind of bile eating into the bowels, and producing the diarrhoea, mix two parts of yellow hellebore
with the pepperwort, and administer one spoonful as a dose. If there be severe straining at stool, and also continual griping, mix therewith psyllium seed with cold water and oil of roses, and administer in the form of a draught. And let the patient anoint his anus with warm oil of roses, and sit in an infusion of fennel, flax-seed, trigonella, and liquid myrrh. If there be dysentery, and it produceth a discharge without blood and griping, an injection of salt water will be very good for the patient; the bowels must first of all be washed with honey water, and after this the salt water may be injected. Or inject salt water in which olives have been soaked, with sea-seals, and it will prevent the bleeding. Now, for severe griping, and straining at stool, and intense gnawing pains, an injection made of husked-barley water, and oil of roses, and the yolks of eggs, is very good.

Or rice [mixed] with the fat of the kidneys of stags. Take the juices of these, and mix with them sea-seals, and inject the mixture.

Or inject the extract of [lamb’s] tongue with one of the tablets that are compounded with paper, and that have been written down.

Or mix extract of polygonum in the same way, and inject. Or infuse in strong wine dried roses, rinds of pomegranates, sumach, raisins, senna leaves, and root of thorns, until the wine becometh thick. Then strain and mix it with oil of myrtle, and one of the tablets that are compounded with paper, and inject it after the patient hath eaten his supper. It is a helpful medicine in cases of protracted diarrhoea, and of pain in the bowels that is due to great putridity.

**Tablets compounded with paper, which are good for severe ulceration, and for the putridity that ariseth in the bowels, and for protracted diarrhoea.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burnt paper</td>
<td>10 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandarach (σανδαράκη)</td>
<td>5 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnt copper</td>
<td>5 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verdigris</td>
<td>5 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smelters’ dross</td>
<td>5 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil of unripe olives (omphacium)</td>
<td>5 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tincture of arsenic 5 drachms
Unslaked lime 5 "
Crocus 2 "
Opium 2 "

Crush thoroughly, mix with extract of lamb's tongue, and make into pills, each containing four drachms, dry in the shade, and use according to the strength of the patient. Thou shalt inject it mixed with one of the extracts that have been described above. To patients of full age (i.e., over forty) give three drachms, to those of middle age (i.e., about thirty-three), two fol. 200 a. drachms, and to children (or, youths), one drachm.

Another medicine, which is compounded with paper, page 417 and which will assist immediately those who have no fever.

Burnt paper 10 drachms
Acacia 5 "
Hypecistis 5 "
Unslaked lime 5 "
Sandarach 5 "
Tincture of arsenic 5 "
Copper rust 5 "
Smelters' alum 5 "
Oil of unripe olives 5 "
Lycium 5 "
Opium 2 "
Crocus 2 "

Pound and work into a paste with myrtle-berry wine, and make into pills of four drachms each. Mix with new wine, and inject according to the strength of the patient. Or mix it with extract of lamb's tongue, or strong wine in which sumach hath been steeped with myrtle, and rinds of pomegranates, and dried roses, and the yolks of eggs, and oil of roses.

Another very useful medicine.

The outside of burnt copper 8 drachms
Burnt paper 16 "
Unslaked lime 16 "
Acacia 6 "
Oil of unripe olives 3 "
Sediment of burnt wine 1 drachm
Make into four-drachm tablets with myrtle-berry wine, and inject with strong wine two drachms, either in extract of lamb's tongue, or in extract of polygonum, four drachms.

Another medicine, which is most excellent.

- Burnt raisins: 16 drachms
- Burnt paper: 16 "
- Burnt Greek bread: 16 "
- Sandarach: 16 "
- Tincture of arsenic: 20 "
- Acacia: 5 "
- Oil of unripe olives: 3 "
- Sediment of burnt wine: 5 "
- White lead: 5 "
- Unslaked lime: 10 "
- Lithargyrum: 3 "

Pound and make into four-drachm tablets with old wine, and use when the pains are violent, mixed with an infusion of trigonella, or of flax seed, or yolks of eggs, and oil of roses. After the violence of the pains hath passed use the medicine mixed with an infusion of senna and myrtle, with strong wine in which sumach hath been steeped.

Another medicine, which I myself use, because experience of its use proveth that it is a sure remedy.

- Tincture of arsenic: 12 drachms
- Sandarach: 6 "
- Unslaked lime: 26 "
- Burnt paper: 30 "

Make into tablets with extract of lamb's tongue, and use according to the instructions that are written above.

Another medicine, which is exceedingly powerful.

- Opium: 6 drachms
- Crocus: 6 "
- Burnt paper: 30 "
- Smelters' alum: 2 "
- Tincture of arsenic: 2 "
- Sandarach: 8 "
- Verdigris: 8 "
- Oil of unripe olives: 8 "
Extract of grape pulp 8 drachms
Unslaked lime 15 "

Make into large tablets with myrtle-berry wine, and mix with some useful extract, and administer in quantities according to the strength and age of the patient.

The above medicines may be injected in cases of cancer (or, gangrene) and ulceration of the bowels, sometimes with an infusion of dry myrtle, or with extract of roses, or with extract of husked barley which hath been melted down with goats' fat, or with extract of lamb's tongue, or with strong wine, wherein astringent substances have been boiled, and oil of roses, and extract of husked barley.

Now, the simple medicines, which may be injected with the extracts that have been mentioned, are, for example, sea-seals, acacia, lithargyrum, white lead, amyylum, goat's beard, frankincense, hypocistis, dirty wool which hath been burnt, paper, burnt raisins in vinegar, electrum (i.e., amber), and coralium. Very useful also for those who suffer from looseness of the bowels and diarrhoea are washings in infusions made from roots and twigs of plants that possess astringent properties, now, the infusions must be made with strong wine, and he who suffereth must wash himself therewith. If the patient be very weak let physicians add to them unleavened bread, and strong-smelling wine, and wine of lilies, and all those substances which are sweet-smelling. And on each occasion when the patient is sitting in the bath, let them pour on his head a little cold water. Now, for those patients who are very weak the following plaster will be found to be very beneficial.

A bread-plaster (poultice), which is good for looseness of the bowels, and which will greatly strengthen those who are weak.

Greek bread
Leaves and berries of myrtle
Crocus flowers
Asparagus
Apples, cleaned
Cummin
Sandal-wood

\[ \text{in equal quantities} \]
PRESCRIPTIONS FOR THE SPLEEN.

Wood of aloes
Aromatic reeds
Crocus
Rind of pomegranates
Acacia
Gum of ladanum
Frankincense
Myrrh
Wine of lilies
Oil of jasmine

Mix these well together, and apply as a plaster to the belly after bathing.

Another medicine, which is good for diarrhoea, and thirst, and for excessive burning.

Peeled asparagus boiled in vinegar
Myrtle berries and dactyl grapes boiled in strong-smelling wine
Flowers of crocus
Origanum majorana
Myrrh
Greek bread
Stacte
Aromatic reeds
Oil of roses and vinegar

Mix together skilfully and carefully, as is meet, and use as a plaster.

Another medicine, which is good for diarrhoea, and for looseness of the bowels; this medicine hath been well tried and is a sure remedy.

Myrrh
Frankincense
Stacte
Acacia
Alum
Gum of ladanum
Aloes 4 drachms
Crocus 2 "
Fine flour of barley 8 "
Dried roses 7 "
Purple βαλαύστιον 7 "
Extract of hypocistis 7 "
Yellow raisins 7 "
Glaucium 7 "
Lycium (πυξάκανθα) 7 "
Opium 4 "
Bark of mandragora root 4 "
Seed of hyoscyamus 4 "

Pound all these, and dissolve in vinegar, or in wine, and smear with it all the epigastrium, and the back and loins. And place on the patient a layer of cotton-wool, which hath been soaked in the mixture, and let it remain there until it falleth off of its own accord. It is an exceedingly powerful remedy. Other physicians mix with this medicine wax and oil of roses, and then use it as a plaster. Now, for looseness of the bowels and for diarrhoea, the plasters that have been prescribed for weakness of the liver and stomach are also useful. And this Chapter, which is the nineteenth, must come to an end at this point.

HERE ENDETH THE NINETEENTH CHAPTER.
CHAPTER XX.

Of the symptoms and distinguishing characteristics of the diseases that subsist in the intestines of the colon.

Now, it seemeth that there exist in the intestines other diseases, which are the opposites of those that have been mentioned above, as, for example, the disease called "disease of the colon". It hath been demonstrated that, after (i.e., beyond) the lower mouth of the belly which is called "the fingers", there is situated the intestine called "Ṣâwmâ", and it is so called because it appeareth always to be empty. From the mouth of this intestine the mesenteric veins (or, arteries) receive juice and convey it to the liver. After the intestine Ṣâwmâ is the "little intestine", and after the "little intestine" is the intestine called "'awirâ" (i.e., Blind). At the mouth of this [last-named intestine] is situated the thick intestine that is called "Colon", and it extendeth downwards as far as the intestine that is called "Tèrîṣâ" (i.e., Straight), and after this there is the intestine that is close to the anus.

Now, the casings of the colon extend right and left, to the liver, to the spleen, to the loins, and to the region above the kidneys, and for this reason men have come to call every ailment that attacketh the other intestines, and also the kidneys, and that causeth effects resembling those that take place in the colon itself, a "disease of the colon". For the causes of the ailment which arise in the intestines, and which produce the effects of retention of the belly (i.e., costiveness), and severe pain, are, to speak briefly, the following:—ulcers which are hot and firm, ulcers which are hard and cold, the chyme of some kind of bile, or phlegm, dense wind, which produceth
inflation [of the belly], some kind of faeces which have become dry in the intestines, and round or flat clots of blood; now, some men have said that a stone is produced in the intestines of the colon. These are the causes that produce constraint in the belly, and severe pain in the intestines, and the other effects that follow diseases of the colon. Now, violent pain appeareth very often in the colon, which is thought by physicians not to arise from the colon, but from the kidneys, just as they have also thought that pain of the kidneys arose | in the colon; Fol. 202a. and certain of these physicians thought that pain of the colon never appeared in the left side. These diseases are, in their initial stages, very hard to diagnose, and there is likewise very little difference between the various kinds of assistance which they require; therefore it is meet to examine carefully the effects that are predominant in each one of them. Now, spewings and vomitings take place in very many cases of disease of the colon, and they are constant in those who suffer therefrom, and they pour out in large quantities some substance which is decayed and full of phlegm. On the other hand, their stool is restrained to such an extent that they cannot expel wind, not even small puffs; so long as they retain it they feel as if the pain were a fire burning in their inside, and as if it were occupying a very large space. And sometimes, when the pain increaseth, it seemeth to be in many other parts [of the belly], but when pains arise in the kidneys they seem to be fixed in one place. When, then, the pain is fixed in one place, above the seat of the kidneys, it is impossible from this to derive any indication (or, symptom) of the disease, but in addition to the directions which I am now going to enumerate, let us look also at the urine, because in the initial stages of diseases of the kidneys the urine is clear and watery, whilst a few days later there appeareth in it a substance of unequal density, and still later grains of sand appear | in it visibly. And even though the bowels may make motions during disease of the colon, the stool is windy, and very often the faeces that are expelled have the appearance of having been dipped in water. Moreover, the diseases of the colon are relieved by injections which contain substances
that soften, whilst those of the kidneys are aggravated thereby. Now, there are times when if some kind of cold chyme be evacuated, patients are relieved immediately, and in such cases the assistance that giveth refreshing becometh not only a means of refreshing, but also a well recognized healer.

Now, inasmuch as the cold chyme, when it is evacuated, delivereth patients from pain, and indicateth the part that is diseased, | so that henceforward we may also occupy ourselves carefully with the part that is not diseased, and inasmuch as sometimes the frequency of the pains [in] the two organs [sheweth] that they require the self-same remedies, so also during the later stages of the diseases these organs require remedies that are different. Therefore we think 'also that nothing is of use as concerning healing or injuring, since the first difference in their initial stages is difficult to distinguish, because at that time they do not require remedies which are different, neither external nor internal, for the medicines which give relief are alone sufficient.

Since, then, all the intestines are situated after the belly, that is to say, the upper intestine which is called “Sàwmâ”, and after that the “Little” intestine, and after that the “Blind” intestine, which separateth from it, and looketh in a downward direction,—now the colon is the intestine which goeth in an upward direction until oftentimes it toucheth the liver and the spleen,—for this reason, I say, it cometh to us to wonder how it is that physicians, as well as simple folk also, have been persuaded to call all the diseases that arise in these intestines, which are parts of the belly, “diseases of the colon”. Now it seemed to me also that | I ought to be persuaded of the truth of this opinion, but when I sought out the cause of the stability of the pain, I was not, as it happened, convinced of its truth by the things which had been said. For it is not with the colon as it is with the kidneys, or with the veins that are between the kidneys and the bladder when there is a stone in them, and when an insistent pain ariseth in their exits; and one must think that it is the wind that is confined, or the cold chymes like them that produce the pains. For the texture of the coats of the little intestines, because it is exceedingly light
and fine, is incapable of holding for a long time such causes [of pain] as these; therefore it is clear that when a cold, thick, and viscous chyme is generated in a thick, dense body (or, organ), or a wind that produceth swelling, and when it cannot find a place of escape, it causeth a violent pain for these two | reasons, namely, a change of composition (or, constitution), Fol. 203a. and the distention of the bodies (i.e., organs) in which the wind is confined. Moreover, this pain becometh continuous also, because, owing to the fact that it is kept in by the thickness and density of the bodies wherein it is confined, it cannot be evacuated sufficiently.

Of the disease which is called Ἰλεῶς (εἰλεῶς).

Now there arise also at times in the chest pains .......... sufficiently, and they excite vomitings [which are so severe that the man who is attacked] by this disease can only live with difficulty, and this disease they call "Ἱλεῶς". [Now, it ariseth] when there is an ulcer that dischargeth itself outwardly in the region of the Little Intestine, and one thinketh that it is like unto the string of a harp which is fastened to the intestine. And to the physicians who were before us it hath seemed, and rightly, that this disease is due to the stoppages that are caused by the faeces, and that the diseases, which arise in the little intestines, and which are like unto it, are due to a kind of hardening [in the faeces]. Now, the physicians of olden time believed, and rightly, that other diseases arise when all the intestines are diseased together, and also the belly with them, just as arise the diseases of the intestinal canal, and of the entrance to the belly, when they are not of a gnawing character. The diseases that gnaw are closely connected with weakness of the intestines, because they are unable to hold fast that which is confined in them, even for a short time, but they expel it immediately, as if it were some weight that was pressing upon them, even as it is in the disease called strangury. For it appeareth that this happeneth also sometimes when the bladder is emptied continually because of the acidity and the erosive character of
that which entereth it; and there are also times when it cannot bear the weight thereof, and although this be small, it ejecteth it. Now, the causes that produce [disease of] the intestinal canal, and the course of healing treatment that is suitable for them, have been described above. For the pustules, and the ulcers, and the hard sores, and the hard red abscesses, which arise in the various regions of the belly, | are well known, and they make manifest the place that is diseased as well as the disease itself, and these have been sufficiently described in the preceding sections [of this work].

Now, when the round and flat maw-worms become many in the intestines they produce severe pain. These we are able to recognize from that which patients evacuate before us in the time of health, just as the gourd-seeds which come forth with the stool form indications for us that maw-worms actually exist in the intestines. Similarly also people eject round maw-worms in the season of health in the vomit from the mouth, and sometimes in the stool from the anus, either because of the heat of fever, or through some medicine. Let this be a sure symptom to thy mind: maw-worms do not produce serious disease like unto the diseases of the colon, and they do not remain fixed in one place continually. And when thou layest thy hand [on the belly] the position of them will become well known to thee, for when thou hast held thy hand there for some time, and hast pressed it lightly upon it, | the maw-worms will seem to thee to be moving away from under it. They also produce languor of the mind, and vomitings, and spewings, especially before food, and they fill the mouth with saliva.

Now, therefore, having described the symptoms of all the diseases that arise in the intestines, it is time to append a description of their treatment, even as the plan of this work demandeth. First of all we will write down a list of the medicines which are good for them, and then, one by one, we will enumerate the other helps (or, remedies) that are useful.

The medicine called "Pilónyá Antíditós" (Φιλονείον Φάρμακον), which was prescribed by Philo, and which is good for many ailments, and especially for pain in the colon, and it giveth relief to the pain.
MEDICINES FOR THE COLON.

White peppercorns 1 drachm
Seed of hyoscyamus 1 "
Opium 10 drachms
Crocus 5 "
Euphorbium 1 drachm
Spikenard 1 "
Pyrethrum 1 "
Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose, a portion as large as a chick-pea.

Greek Antiditós Pilónyá, | which is good for the colon, Fol. 204a.
and for pain in the liver, and in the spleen, and in the kidneys, and for a cough of long standing, and for the uterine asthma of women who are pregnant.

Peppercorns, white 20 drachms
Seed of hyoscyamus 20 "
Opium 1 drachm
Crocus 5 drachms
Rock parsley, or 4 "
Seed of rock parsley 4 "
Spikenard 4 "
Bark 1 drachm
Laurus malabathrum 1 "
Euphorbium 1 "
Pyrethrum 1 "
Incense berries 1 "
Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose, a portion as large as a chick-pea. For disease of the colon administer in an infusion of fennel; and for pain in the liver, in an infusion of polium Teucrium; and for pain in the spleen, with oxymel compounded with camphor; and for pain in the kidneys and strangury, in an infusion of dill and rock parsley; and for [uterine] asthma, with the vinegar of squills; and for a hacking cough, in extract of husked barley.

Persian Pilónyá, which is good | for diseases of the colon, Page 426
and for looseness of the bowels, and for the menstrual flow, and for pregnant women whose courses still flow, and for winds that are held fast in the womb, and it
protecteth the child in the womb and preventeth him from being destroyed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peppercorns, white</td>
<td>20 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed of hyoscyamus</td>
<td>20 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea seals</td>
<td>10 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opium</td>
<td>10 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>5 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euphorbium</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spikenard</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrethrum</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castoreum</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zûrbadh (zerumbeth)</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{2} ) &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drônag</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{2} ) &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unpierced pearls</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{2} ) &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musk</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{2} ) &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camphor</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{2} ) denkê</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honey, skimed and clarified</td>
<td>as much as sufficeth.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dose, one drachm, in some draught which is suitable for the disease.

The antidote Pîroz (Pers. پرۆز) -anôsh (i. e., Pîroz the Good), which is good for severe disease of the colon, and for flatulence and wind, and for diarrhoea, and for women who are held by wind.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peppercorns, white</td>
<td>20 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opium</td>
<td>20 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed of hyoscyamus</td>
<td>20 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euphorbium</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrethrum</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spikenard</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honey as much as sufficeth.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dose, a portion as large as a chick-pea. It is good for every kind of pain, not that it doeth away with it entirely, but it produceth relief from the disease.

Another, which is good when the pains are intense, and which produceth sleep, and affordeth relief.
MEDICINES FOR THE COLON.

Seed of rock parsley 8 drachms
Peppercorns, white 8 "
Crocus 6 "
Seed of dill 20 "
Seed of ammi Copticum 20 "
Opium 20 "
Stag's horn, burnt 20 "
Bark of mandragora root 10 "
Honey as much as sufficeth.

Dose, a portion as large as a chestnut, in some convenient draught. It will give relief in the disease immediately.

Tablets, which are good for the disease which is called Îlēós (εἰλέος).

Seed of rock parsley 6 drachms
Aniseed 6 "
Absinthe 4 "
Bark 12 "
Myrrh 2 "
Peppercorns 2 "
Opium 2 "
Castoreum | 2 "

Make into tablets with water, and administer as a dose one drachm.

Now these medicines, which are compounded of opium, and hyoscyamus, and mandragora root, and which are prescribed for diseases of the colon, do not put an end to the pain, and they only afford relief in these diseases. For this reason they are useful in diseases of all kinds, provided that a man maketh use of them with the skill that is meet; but if a man maketh use of them in an immoderate degree, and without skill and understanding, they produce very serious ill-effects in the bodies of the children of men, for through the great coldness which opium, and hyoscyamus, and mandragora root possess, they kill the natural heat of the ordinary member of the body, and bring the sick man into great and inconceivable peril. Now, we make use of the medicines only of necessity, and only in cases where the diseases are accompanied by great pain, or in severe attacks of sleeplessness, once every few days, in
order that we may have an opportunity of making a plaster [and applying it to the patient] .......... Now, often it is as it were caused by some hot wind .......... or when diseases arise in one of the member through the hot, wet chymes, these medicines destroy the diseases entirely.¹

Another medicine, which is good for disease of the colon; it hath been well tried.

Fol. 205a.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Willow bark</td>
<td>4 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginger</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuts</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dates</td>
<td>6 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>1 measure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Boil until the mixture is reduced to one-third, stir up with a branch of rue, and administer as a dose two measures daily for three days. Now when the disease of the colon is due to some bilious chyme, or phlegm, or to faeces which have become hard in the intestines, the following are good:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hiera pikrà</td>
<td>2 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croton oil</td>
<td>7 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Administer as a dose two measures in an infusion of fennel, galanga, and rue. If, however, thou thinkest that there is some kind of hot ulcer, | or erosive chymes in the intestines, administer four drachms of psyllium, and half a measure of oil of roses, and two measures of tepid water, mixed together. And use also the pills compounded with sagapenum, which are prescribed in the section on dropsy, and give the patient two drachms in an infusion of fennel. And apply fomentations also to the belly, and use infusions of medicines that are of a quieting and softening character, such as spikenard, chamomile, flax seed, liquid myrrh, and every drug of this kind. And for flatulence and wind in the colon the white droppings of a wolf swallowed with honey, or tied up in the skin of a stag or wolf, and drawn over the belly, are useful. Concerning these droppings it hath been stated by Galen that they assist disease of the colon because of their natural properties. The white droppings of a dog, smeared over with honey, also assist flatulence

¹ The gaps in the text make it impossible to give a connected rendering.
of the belly and colon. And small gourds when dried and swallowed assist the colon and also the severe gripings that take place in the intestines. An infusion of wild mint, drunk daily for three days, will often remove disease from the colon. Now, it is also useful for them to take an old cock, and to Fol. 205 kill him, and cut him up, and fill his inside with salt, and to boil him thoroughly with fennel, and rue, and ground-ivy; and if the patient be given three or four measures of the water in which the bird hath been boiled to drink, it will remove disease from the colon. Or crush galanga, and steep it in water, and give the infusion to patients and let them drink it. Or kill white, fig-eating wagtails (motacilla ficedula), boil them in salted fennel water, and let patients drink the liquor and eat the flesh of the birds, and he will be helped. Or take the other kind of wagtail, with coloured wings, which is called "cock of the desert", and kill one, and soak it in salted fennel water, and let the bird be eaten [by the patient], and the liquor be drunk by him. Concerning this medicine, the writer testifieth that the patient is helped naturally, and not by any mixture whatsoever. It is also said that, if the red worms, which are found in the ground wherever there is mud, be dried, and pounded, and swallowed in an infusion of fennel, they remove disease from the colon. Or mix together two drachms of pepperwort and one measure of sesame oil, in seven drachms of tepid water, and let the patient drink it. Or pound four drachms of irises, and administer in the water of curdled milk. Very beneficial also are baths and washings in infusions of drugs that possess quieting and softening properties, and also hot water poured on the epigastrium, for it giveth relief in cases of disease of the colon, for it breaketh up the ..................... And if thou thinkest that it is worms which produce this disease in the colon, then make use of the medicines which bring down worms.

Now the simple medicines that kill worms are these:
Abrotonon, absinthe, | senna, lupins, costus, garden nigella, Fol. 206a. pepperwort, compound of aromatic spices, bark of mulberry root, bark of the root of the pomegranate tree, both of the bitter and sweet kinds, saponaria officinalis (or, gypsophilla
struthium, or ptarmica, or gum ammoniac), leontice leontopetalem (European cyclamen), copper, ferns, ḳambīlā, coriander seed, thorns, copal, and the medicines that are called "alterative". All these medicines will kill worms if they be soaked in water until two-thirds thereof have been absorbed, and if patients drink the infusion, and they will also kill worms if the water in which they have been boiled with salt and natron be injected through the anus into the belly. Similarly, if they be pounded and be drunk by patients with vinegar, or with wine, or with goat's milk, they will expel worms both flat and round. And if they be mixed with ox gall and laid upon the region of the navel, and on the whole epigastrium, they will expel the worms and bring them down in the stool. And especially useful in cases of worms is the following medicine:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Costus</td>
<td>4 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garden nigella</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inside of copper</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferns</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copal</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convolvulus</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound these well, and administer as a dose four or seven drachms in vinegar and tincture of myrrh, or in pure wine, or in goat's milk. The night before the medicine is to be taken, let the patient fast, and in the morning let him drink it, taking care not to smell the odour thereof.

Or let the patient drink the following well tried medicine:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inside of copper</td>
<td>4 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convolvulus</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferns</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian salt</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costus</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound these well together, and administer as a dose four or five drachms. For three days before the patient is to take the medicine, let him drink one cup of goat's milk each morning, and on the fourth morning let him drink the medicine in milk, and evacuation of the bowels will follow. In diseases of the colon injections are useful, the drugs employed being
sometimes aromatic and sometimes bitter; and sometimes the medicines that produce vomiting are useful.

**Injections, which are good for pains in the colon.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cyrenean ointment</td>
<td>4 ounces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackal fat</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacte</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrethrum</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galbanum</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sagapenum</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moist pitch (bitumen)</td>
<td>5 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honey</td>
<td>as much as sufficeth.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound all the drugs and mix them with the honey, dissolve the mixture in sweet wine and oil of irises, and inject into the body.

**Another.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aloes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrrh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cream of goat's milk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castoreum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Crush them, work into a paste with sweet wine, dissolve in four drachms of wine, by weight, and oil of rue, or oil of fennel, and inject into the body.

**Another.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moist pitch (bitumen)</td>
<td>3 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aromatic herbs (or, incense)</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opium</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound, mix together, and inject with wine, and oil of rue, and the cream of goat's milk. First give the patient food, and then administer to him the injection.

**Another.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aloes</td>
<td>2 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opium</td>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cream of cow's milk</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moist pitch</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aromatic herbs (or, incense)</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castoreum</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mix these together, and dissolve them in wine and oil of rue, a *mathkal*, four drachms, and transfer to the body in an injection.

Another, which is good for pain in the colon, and for protracted pain in the excretory organs, and for rigidity (paralysis).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fennel</td>
<td>1 hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamomile</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land-caltraps (or, water-caltraps)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King's crown</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground-ivy</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabbage</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beet</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flax seed</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigonella</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bran</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid myrrh</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fleshy figs</td>
<td>10 [in number]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heriôn dates</td>
<td>1 hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulp of colocynth</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calamint</td>
<td>1 hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origanum majorana</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sagapenum</td>
<td>4 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammoniac</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bdellium</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyrenean ointment</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opopanax</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galbanum</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castoreum</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fleabane (?)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convolyvulus</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mâzériôn</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tithymalus (spurge)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed of rock parsley</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lettuce</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INJECTIONS.

Malabathrum  8 drachms
Rue  8 "
Wild rue  8 "
Licorice | root  8 "

Soak all these in water until they have absorbed one half of it, clarify, pour on them one measure of olive oil, one measure of honey, one measure of sheep oil, or cow oil, two drachms of crushed salt and one drachm of natron, mix these together, and inject into the body. Now the quantity which thou shalt inject at one time is two lițrê, and it shall remain in the body of the patient so long as he can bear it, and thou shalt keep his legs well raised in the air. And if no motion of his bowels followeth after the injection hath come out, administer to him a second injection made of the self-same medicine, only add to the quantity which thou didst give the first time. And if even after this the pain be not removed, take one dîlkâ of old sweet wine, and add to it two measures of mulberry water, and three measures of olive oil, and warm them slightly, and inject the whole of it if it be possible, and if the patient can bear it, and the pain will be removed immediately. This medicine is beneficial in cases of pain of the excretory organs, and of sciatica, and it is good for those who suffer from attacks of gout, and from the pain caused by the discharge of thick matter. Now, the suppositories which are placed in the anus, and which are compounded of the following drugs, are very good for the patient.

Pills which are placed in the anus, and which produce motions of the bowels; these are also good in cases of fistula.

Natron  1 drachm
Common salt  2 drachms
Colocynth pulp  1 drachm

Pound these, work them into a paste with honey that hath been boiled solid (or, hard), and make long suppositories of it, and place in the anus.

Another, which is good for the sick and the healthy alike, and for internal fistulas, and disease of the colon, and for the cold winds that are produced in the lower part of the belly.
Injections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sarcocolla (Persian gum)</td>
<td>4 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fleabane</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natron</td>
<td>1 drachm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetable alkali</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuller's earth</td>
<td>3 drachms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulp of colocynth</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aloes</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glaucium phoeniceum</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammoniac</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian salt</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pound, crush, work into a paste with water, and make into oblong pills about the size of small acorns. Anoint them with oil of roses, and place them in the anus, and let the patient bear them [as long as he can]. And if they produce a burning sensation in the belly, inject after them goat oil, or oil of roses, and the yolks of eggs. And very good also for those who are attacked by disease of the colon are the softening plasters (or, ointments) that are enumerated in the section on diseases of the stomach and liver; and the plasters that expel the water in cases of dropsy are also good for protracted diseases of the colon.

The medicines that are good for ailments of the anus.

The diseases that arise in the anus are exceedingly difficult to heal, and this is due, first, to the extreme sensitiveness which this member possesseth, and, secondly, because it is not easy of access. Moreover, owing to the heat and moistness of this member, it requireth medicines that dry it and soothe it at the same time, and it is very difficult to heal disease in it by means of medicines that possess astringent properties, because this member, being extremely sensitive, is unable to bear pain. Therefore it is meet for us to apply to it the medicines that dissipate its diseases, and that are neither very pungent nor drastic in operation. The following are the medicines that effect painlessly what it is meet for them to do.

A medicine that is good for ulcers and cuts (or, tears, cracks, &c.) in the anus.
MEDICINES FOR THE ANUS.

Aspadhkhā (white lead) 5 drachms
Lithargyrum 5 „
Frankincense 3 „
Smelters’ dross (or, alum) 3 „
Crocus 1/2 drachm
Wine }
Oil of roses } as much as suffice.

Another, which is good for the boils and itch [that arise in the anus].

............. 6 drachms
............. 6 „
Frankincense 2 „
............. 2 „
Dried hyssop 2 „
Oil of roses 2 „
Wine as much as sufficeth.

Another, which is good for the boils and cracks that come in the anus.

Incense 4 drachms
Ammoniac 4 „
Blood-stone 4 „
Frankincense 4 „
Alum, round 4 „
Dried grapes 1 drachm
Crocus 1 „
Gum of terebinth 4 drachms
Finest wax 2 „
Oil of roses } as much as suffice.
Wine }

Mix up well together and use.

Another, which is good for the anus that protrudeth fol. 208a.
and for the boils in it.

Lead dross 4 drachms
Flowers of roses 4 „
Myrrh 2 „

Pound these, and, having first washed the anus with strong wine, crush the medicines and sprinkle them on it in the form of a dry powder.
Another, which is good for the anus that protrudeth, and that hath in it boils and ulcers.

- Green dried grapes 2 drachms
- Rind of pomegranate 2 "
- Sumach 2 "
- Lead, roasted and washed 4 "
- Lithargyrum 8 "
- Frankincense 2 "

Crush in wine, and use as a plaster.

Another medicine, which was prescribed by Galen, and which is good for a protruding anus.

- Fruit of ἵρανικε
- Acacia
- Dried grapes
- White lead
- Extract of hypocistis
- Cedar bark
- Frankincense
- Myrrh

Pound, and apply in the form of a dry powder, having first of all washed the anus with old wine.

Another, which is good for the ulcers that come in the anus.

- Wax 4 drachms
- Lithargyrum 4 "
- White lead 4 "
- Goose fat 4 "
- Chicken fat 4 "
- Crocus 2 "
- Oil of roses
- Wine as much as suffice.

Another.

- Lithargyrum 1 drachm
- White lead 1 "
- Lead powder 1 "
- Fresh leaves of hyoscyamus 1 "
- Stacte 1 "
- Wax 2 drachms
MEDICINES FOR BLEEDING.

Oil of roses  7 drachms
Wine as much as sufficeth.

Another.

White lead
Roasted lead
Oil of roses
White of egg
[in equal quantities]
Pound in a mortar to a fine powder, and rub on the anus.

Another, which is good for a protruding anus, and for ulceration thereof, and for a relaxed anus.

Break up dried grapes, boil them well in water, crush and pound them, mix oil of roses with them, and use as a plaster. If there be bleeding of the anus, let the grapes be soaked in wine, and wash the anus with this infusion and then apply the plaster.

Or take two parts of aloes, and one part of frankincense, pound them with the white of an egg, and use as an ointment. Or wash the anus with wine, and sprinkle this medicine on it in the form of a dry powder, until the ulcers be dried up.

Now, the medicines that have been prescribed for bleeding of the nose, or for bleeding of the organs of respiration, are also good for bleeding of the anus, as is also sitting in infusions of substances that possess astringent properties, such as myrtle, dried grapes, rind of pomegranates, senna, olives, roses, and everything of the same kind.

Or soak rinds of pomegranates, and lentils, and roses in water, crush them, pound them, mix with them oil of roses, and apply to the anus in which there are ulcers, or which is relaxed, or which protrudeth. Now, on the occasions when there is bleeding of the fistulas which are in the anus, the following medicines, which burn and prevent the flow of blood, are also useful.

Sharp waters (i.e., acid lotions), which burn and cut fistulas.

Alkali (vegetable)  2 drachms
Lime  2 "
Arsenic  2 "
Vitriol  2 "
Water  2 köyê
Pound the drugs and throw them into a metal pot, and let them steep for a whole night and a day. In the morning boil the mixture down to one half, then strain off the liquor, and keep them in a vessel, [and use]........... necessary, bring unslaked lime, and......... and vegetable alkali, and arsenic, and vitriol, [and ........], three drachms of each. Pound these and work them up in the liquor, and smear the mixture on a piece of cotton-wool, and anoint the fistulas therewith. And when they have been well burnt, take barley flour, and oil of roses, and the yolk of an egg, and mix them together, and work them into a paste, and use it as a plaster on the fistulas until the burns are removed, and then dry them with medicines that possess drying properties. And if there be none of these acid solutions prepared, take unslaked lime, and vegetable alkali, and yellow arsenic, one drachm of each, pound them and reduce them to a powder, work them into a paste with figs hang them in the sun for seven days, and move them once every day, and use. This medicine operateth with very great effect.

Another medicine, which operateth by burning.

Unslaked lime
Vegetable alkali
Cantharides
Yellow arsenic
Red arsenic
Sal ammoniac

Fol. 209a. in equal quantities

Crush, reduce to a powder, work into a paste with water of alkali, and use, but be careful lest thou burn any part unnecessarily. |

Or work up sarcocolla in water, and smear the mixture on strips of wool, and wrap them round the fistulas, and then anoint with the medicine.

Another.

Unslaked lime 5 drachms
Cantharides 4 "

Pound and work into a paste with water of alkali, and keep in a vessel, and use in the same way as the preceding medicine. When the fistulas have been well burnt, roast sesame
seeds, and pound them, and mix them with sheep oil, and use as a plaster until the fistulas are removed, and then dry up the places where they were with kohl and oil of roses. Or crush and scatter over the places, after the fistulas have been removed, the following medicine:

Burnt oyster-shells
Purple βαλαύστιον
Lithargyrum
Glaucium pills
Burnt lead

Crush to a powder, and scatter it over the anus until [the disease] cometh to an end. And if it be necessary, make the patient sit in wine in which thorns, rinds of pomegranates, dried myrtle, and roses have been steeped; and when he riseth up out of the wine let him wash in an infusion of myrtle, and sprinkle some of the medicine on the sore, and lay a piece of linen over it. Or anoint the fistulas daily with olive oil, and pound fuller's earth, and sprinkle it over them, and if thou doest this for seven days it will remove them.

And now, having written a description of the symptoms of all the ailments that attack the intestines, and of the means to be employed in healing them, it is necessary for us to address ourselves to the consideration of the ailments that attack the kidneys, according as the plan of the present work demandeth, and therefore the above must suffice for this the Twentieth Chapter.

Here endeth the Twentieth Chapter.
CHAPTER XXI.

Of the symptoms of disease which appear in the kidneys.

Now, it hath been shewn that the kidneys perform two functions in the bodies of the children of men: first, they draw the urine from the liver and transmit it to the bladder, and secondly, they stir up the organs of the seed that they may transmit the seed to the testicles. The kidneys are situated on the spinal column, near the loins, and they are enveloped in fat, and they are fixed, one on the right and the other on the left, and they and the inner loins of the spinal column are girt about with the veins that bring the seed, and with those that bring the urine. They are nourished by means of the great vein that is called "Halilâ", (i.e., "the cavern"), which bringeth the blood from the liver; and their nature is fleshy and nervous, like that of the heart. Now, the kidneys are attacked by three kinds of diseases (or, sicknesses), namely, those which are organic, and those which are homogeneous, and those in which the unity is done away. They suffer organically when there are in them ulcers, or some kinds of obstructions which are due to the chymes or to stones. They are attacked [by diseases] that are common to all of them owing to their homogeneity, when they become hot, or cold, or dry, or wet; [and they suffer from breach of unity] when there is in them either [a rent], or an opening, or something [of this kind]. Now, the symptoms of the diseases that arise in the kidneys may be thus described:—If fever beginneth suddenly, accompanied by pain in the kidneys, when a stone is deposited in one of the kidneys, or in [one of] the veins that extend from it to the bladder, then the pain resembleth
the pains that belong to the colon. The diseases of the colon are to be distinguished by the frequency and intensity of the vomitings, and by the fact that that which is vomited is saltish, or bilious, or phlegm-like. Now, there are cases in which some portion of the food which hath been eaten becometh detained in them, and this patients often feel through the region of the upper parts [of the belly], when the disease is in the colon. There are times also when [this may be known] from the fact that the pain is not fixed in one place, but it moveth about, and is spread about in no small degree, and also from the fact that patients do not break wind. Now, all these symptoms are closely associated with the pains in the colon | only, some Fol. 210a, of them in a greater degree, and some in a lesser; but when they are due to those that subsist in the urine, or to a stone of some kind which hath gone forth into it, this can be defined in a manifest manner, and in that case not a single question about it can be permitted. Moreover, the pains that arise in the bladder are accustomed to arise during the period of early manhood (or, in youth), but those that arise in the kidneys arise during the period that followeth maturity. And stones are produced when the kidneys possess naturally a hot, burning constitution. Now, very many of those who suffer from this ailment (or, pain), feel in a moderate degree some pain in the depth of their body, which is near their epigastrium, at the beginning, when as yet nothing hath been evacuated that is visibly of a dusty nature. In such cases as these, as ye also well know, when I administer certain of the potions that remove pains of the kidneys, I make an exact diagnosis of the disease itself, and of the place that is diseased, at one and the same time, and [I] thus possess the means for the beginning of the curative treatment, through this same diagnosis. For if things that are like unto sandy particles are found in the urine, after the patient hath drunk the remedy, I recognize immediately that the disease ariseth from the kidneys, and I administer afterwards draughts of the same medicine, and I exercise care in other ways [for] the healing [of the disease], for this testifieth that the disease is due to the kidneys. When the pains appear together with the shiverings due to fever,
after irregular intervals of cessation of them, and the attacks of fever do not come in regular order, we then throw ourself on the belly of the patient, and afterwards we also turn him over on the other side, so that the side that is diseased may be higher [than the other], and besides this we ask him whether he feeleth any weight suspended above and pressing upon the kidney that is suffering. For, if it be found that these things are happening to him, it is meet for us to think that there is a pustule [in the kidney], and if it be ruptured and pus come forth therefrom by means of the urine, the man who is afflicted in this manner will be delivered from the pain. Now, this bringeth the danger of a tumour upon the kidneys, and therefore it is meet to try in every way which is in our power to concern ourselves seriously with the closing up of the rupture; for if we do not close it very quickly indeed, it will be exceedingly difficult to heal it. A very well-known sign whether the tumour persisteth is derived from the urine.

[here the text is broken.]
sometimes [that which passeth] is like unto slough, and sometimes also it is like unto blood, and this maketh known that the tumour itself is checked. Moreover, when a vein bursteth in the kidneys, which sometimes happeneth through excess of blood, or through a fall, or through a violent blow, people pass a large quantity of blood in the urine. And sometimes also a vein will open of its own accord in the kidneys, and this happeneth suddenly. Now, of the tumours that arise in the kidneys a sure symptom is the small thin particles of flesh which come forth in the urine, and these are some portions of the substance of the kidneys themselves. And in the case of cancer, which very often indeed is due to tumours, other very fine (or, thin) particles of flesh, which are like unto strings (or, filaments), come forth [in the urine]. Now, Hippokrates observed them coming forth in the urine, even as he himself wrote in [his] book. Both he and we ourselves have seen them, sometimes as long as a span, and sometimes longer than a span, and on another occasion when seen by us they were so long that we wondered that the kidneys were large enough for anything of the kind to subsist in them. Therefore it seemed
to us that the place where they were produced must most certainly be in the veins. And they are like unto the things which are "dragons", and which, they say, exist in the legs in one of the countries of Arabia; they resemble the nerves in their nature, but in their colour and thickness they are like unto maw-worms. Many people say they have seen them. I have heard of these things, but because I have never seen them it is not my affair to think anything definite about their place of origin, or about their nature. As concerning the [worms which are like unto] strings, and which, as I said, go forth with the urine, as I have seen them and know their substance and colour, I am convinced of the correctness of the opinion of those who say that they consist of thick and viscous chyme, and that they are transmitted to the kidneys, and subsist there. For their length, I have not sufficient knowledge to assign a cause, but from the first time I saw them, I thought that their cure could be effected by means of the medicines that are called "combative", and even so hath it happened to all those who have suffered from this disease. Now, no pain of the kidneys recurred to those who were cured by the urinary remedies, either at first or subsequently. But although the other noxious chyme was cleared away from the vein by means of the urine, I never saw that a man suffered through this, either in his kidneys, or in his bladder, or in those veins which bring the urine, moreover, I have never seen that he was injured in any of these even if he discharged a large quantity of pus by means of the urine. Thus then are all these things, and they resemble the things which happen in the intestines. For neither do the intestines suffer in any way through the discharges that take place from the liver, although they are injured by the acidity of the bile, just as the bladder is injured also by the acidity of the urine, when the exit therefrom remaineth in this state for a long time, for then a tumour breaketh out.

| Of debility of the kidneys.

Now there is a disease [of the kidneys] .......... [Here a large section is wanting.]
Forecast [based] on the test days of the month of Tammûz, from the nineteenth day of the month, on which the Dog (Sirius) of the Giant (Orion) riseth, until the twenty-sixth day at daybreak.

The nineteenth day of Tammûz, in the evening. If thou seest a cloud in the heavens at the beginning of the First Teshri there will be rain. If it be in the middle of the night, in the middle of the month the rain will come. And if it be towards morning, the rain will come at the beginning of the month. And if the cloud appeareth in the middle of the day, the rain will come in the middle of the month. If it appeareth towards the evening, the rain will come at the end of the month. And if there be no cloud [at the times] mentioned above, there will be no rain at all in the month. And if there be cloud scattered over all the heavens that month will be lacking in rain. And if there be frequent cloud in the north, whether in the evening, or at midnight, or at dawn, or in the day-time, [at the periods] which are written above, then understand that the winter will be severe. Whenever there happeneth to be cloud in the north, according as God wisheth, thus will be these days, in each month one day, from the First Teshri until the month of Iyyâr.

Forecast [based] on shooting stars.

If a star goeth from the east to the west, the king of Persia will die in Bêth Hûzâyê (i.e., Hûzistân, or Ahwâz, near Al-Page 442 Başrah), and the children of men will become sick and diseased. And if the star goeth from the west to the east, there will be great wrath, and all men will be in tribulation, and evil words will be spoken, but finally [all] will be well. And if the star goeth from the north to the south, the king will see evil, and women will not become pregnant, and a father will kill his son, and a brother his brother, [for a period of] three years, and then there will be peace. And if the star goeth from the south to the north, and shall be red in colour, or if it fall from the heavens to the earth,
there will be a pestilence in that year. And the king will go to a far country, and war and darkness will prevail, and there will be great sickness, and [leading away into] captivity, but in towns there will be peace.

And if the star goeth from the west to the south, and breaketh up into fragments, towns will attack towns, and there will be pestilence and slaughter.

And if the star goeth from the north to the south, and breaketh up into fragments, there will be pestilence . . . . . and men will increase in their habitation.

And if the star descendeth from the upper heaven to the earth, there will be tranquillity and peace, and glory to God.

And if the star bursteth forth from the east, and is not broken up into pieces, the progeny of animals will flourish, and flowers will bloom, and the cities which have been laid waste will be rebuilt.

Another, derived from the shooting star in the heavens.

When the star shooteth from the west to the east, there will be wrath and tribulation to men, but finally there will be happiness.

When the star shooteth from the east to the west, the king of Persia will wage war on Bêth Hûzâyê, even as it is written in the Book of Andronicus.

When the star shooteth from the north to the south, the kingdom will be disturbed and shaken, and the women who are with child will utter wailing lamentations. And a father will rise up against his son, and a brother against his brother, and there will be division (dissension) for three years, and then there will be peace.

When the star shooteth from the east to the west, and becometh divided into fragments on the south and on the west, it indicateth the many thrones which have been set up on the earth. And many will go in and will seize principalities, and there will be many wars, and they will be in number as is the number of the portions into which the star hath been divided by the force of the atmosphere. Similarly [men] will
lay violent hands on principalities, and powers, and dominions, and thrones.

When the star shooteth from the north to the south, and is divided into portions, the towns will fall upon each other, and there will be pestilence and slaughter, and great countries will be laid waste and desolate.

And when a star shooteth from the heavens, and it is seen to fall upon the earth, man will dwell in peace and prosperity. And God [only] knoweth the truth!

Forecast about the winter derived from the appearance of the sun.

When the sun riseth, and there is splendour (or, a clear sky) before him, and his rays spread abroad a little, and a cloud appeareth in the firmament, then understand that it indicateth dampness in the atmosphere, especially when before he riseth he maketh the firmament red, | and when whilst he is still below the earth (i.e., horizon) his light falleth on the stars and maketh them dark (i.e., invisible). This sheweth, and it is the same in the case of his setting, if a cloud be seen before him, that there will be rain.

And if the year be born in the sign of the Ram, the rain will cut the early seed (crop).

And if the year be born in the sign of the Bull, sow with seed first of all the plain and it will yield good crops.

And if the year be born in the sign of the Twins, sow the dry land.

And if the year be born in the sign of the Crab, the rain will cut first of all the seed [sown] in the high ground.

And if the year be born in the sign of the Lion, the latter crop will not prosper in the plain or yield good crops.

And if the year be born in the sign of the Ear of Corn (Virgo), the beginning of the winter will be hot, and the middle thereof temperate, and at the end there will be heavy snow and ice, and the [spring] rain will be late.

And if the year be born in the sign of the Scales, the early seed and the latter crop will not prosper.
And if the year be born in the sign of the Scorpion, the early seed (crop) and the wheat will be destroyed.

And if the year be born in the sign of the Great Image (Sagittarius), the early seed (crop) in the plain will prosper, and there will be damage to the wheat.

And if the year be born in the sign of the Goat (Capricornus), the early seed (crop) will lack rain sorely, but the plain will have abundant crops.

And if the year be born in the sign of the Water-carrier (Aquarius), sow the high land first of all, and the early seed (crop) will prosper.

And if the year be born in the sign of the Fishes, do not sow seed too early, and the crops will prosper on the mountains, and the early seed (crop) will prosper.

**Of the Malwâshê of the Year.**

**The Sign of the Ram.** The rivers and streams will be filled with water.

**The Sign of the Twins.** There will be languor and scattering abroad among men; one shall go against them, and they shall be put in subjection. Now it is meet for us to sow seed while the earth (or, ground) is dry.

**The Sign of the Crab.** And there will be damage, and the locust, and multitudes of mice, in [the earth]. And man will not threaten (or, attack) man. And the fruit will be destroyed in the country of India, but there will be good crops and great joy in Tibaryâ. At the close of the year there will be misery, and in Media the winter will be severe. It is meet to sow seed from the beginning of the month of the First Teshri until the end of the period, fifty days. If Bel be associated with that year, there will be great peace, and if Aris (Mars) be associated therewith, there will be blood and war.

**The Sign of the Twins.** Great disturbance and rebellion will take place.

**The Sign of the Lion.** That year will be good, and there will be great abundance, and vineyards, and wheat, and barley will thrive. And if Bel | be associated with the year there
will be great rest, and abundance, from the beginning of the First Teshri.

The Sign of the Ear of Corn (Virgo). It is meet for us to sow seed from the beginning of the First Teshri, up to fifty days.

From the "towers".

The Sign of the Scales—and those which are useless to him, the Bull, the Ear of Corn (Virgo), and the Goat (Capricorn); and those which are very useful to him—.

The Sign of the Crab—and those which are useful to him of the towers, the Crab and the Fishes—and those which are not useful to him—the Ram, the Lion, and the Bowman (Sagittarius), and those which are useful to him of the stars, and Mercury.

The Sign of the Bowman—and those which are useful to him of the towers—the Crab, the Scorpion, and the Fishes.

The Sign of the Goat—and those which are not useful to him of the towers—the Twins, the Scales, and the Water-carrier (Aquarius).

The Sign of the Water-carrier—and of the months, Shebât.

Of the marrying of wives.

B (2) Haste to thy house, | to the woman whom thou lovest.
G (3) It will be stupendous if thou marriest now.
D (4) There is no work for thee with women, on the contrary, thou art useless, and canst do nothing.
H (5) Abandon [the idea of] marriage, for thou shalt not attain it for two years.
W (6) Know that everything is from God, and will take place in its season.
Z (7) Thou shalt prosper with the women who are known [to thee], and shalt fulfil thy affair (or, act) at the end.

If thou wishest to know which hand hath something clasped in it, reckon the [letters of the] name of the man, and [those in] that of his mother, and make all thy reckoning
one, and as it ascendeth, cast out every sixth number. If pairs remain (i.e., if the number is an even one), the thing is clasped in his right hand, and if the number remaining is an odd one, it is in his left.

Again, if anything be stolen from thee. Write the [letters of the] name of him whom they accuse of the theft one after the other, and the name of Kronos at the top of them all, and also the name of the thing which is lost [at the bottom of them], and the name of its owner in the middle [of them]. Then reject according to their number, however many they may be, and watch the number that remaineth so that thou mayest not succeed in rejecting them all. Begin with the first letter and assign one to each man. He to whom the lot cometh, and he agreeeth with it, he it is who hath taken the object. | And if the lot cometh to Kronos, and he agreeeth with it, the man is not guilty; but if the lot cometh to the thing stolen, [all] are free from blame. [This means of discovery of the thief] hath been well tried, and is sure, unless, perhaps, he who employeth it maketh a mistake in his calculations.

A List of the numerical signs employed in the prescriptions. Page 446

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7000</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70000</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700000</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7000000</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ f = 100 \]
\[ 8 = 200 \]
\[ 9 = 300 \]
\[ 7 = 400 \]
\[ 0 = 500 \]
\[ 70 = 600 \]
The method of reckoning by the Litrā and Mathkālā.

The litrā containeth twenty estīrē (i.e., 100 drachms).
The estīrā containeth five drachms (sūsē).

\[ \text{\( \varepsilon = \) five drachms.} \]

The kestā containeth one litrā and a half (i.e., 150 drachms).
The mënēkithā (or, mënēkithā) containeth half a kestā (i.e., 75 drachms).

The exact equivalent of the mënēkithā is one spoonful, and the spoonful containeth four mathkālē. They say also that one mënēkithā containeth five spoonfuls, and that one spoonful containeth two mathkālē.

The matfikālā of the sanctuary containeth twenty drachms.
The matfikālā of the sanctuary and the dinārā are the same.
The matfikālā which they use in weighing sūsē (i.e., money), and dinārē, and pearls, is the equivalent of the dirham.

One garmā (i.e., gramma) = a quarter of a sūsā (i.e., drachm).

One kertā (carat) = one half, or one quarter of a denkā.
Eighteen kertin (carats) are equivalent to one half of a matfikālā of the sanctuary.

One kestā, that is to say, the wine measure, containeth one manyā and a half.
The manyā, which is called shāmūnā, weigheth eighteen kertē (carats).
The kertā is four barleycorns, or six.

Fol. 214a. Again, if thou wishest to know whether it is to good or to evil that they are calling thee. Stand in the sun, and measure [the length of] the shadow of thy person by paces made by thy legs, and mix (i.e., add) thy name and the name of thy mother to the number, and count them out two at a time. If thou hast a remainder of two, sit where thou art, and if the remainder be one, go.

Again, if thou wishest to know, in the case of a man and a woman, which of them will die first, count up the names of the two together, and reject the numbers one by one. If
the number which remaineth with thee be even, the woman will live, and if it be odd, the man will live. Or divide the numbers three by three; if three remain in thy hand, the man will live, and if two or one remain, the woman will live.

In the name of our Lord I write down a computation arranged in a tabular form of lunar months. If thou wishest to know on how many days of a solar month the moon will rise, take as many years of Alexander as thou hast in the period which thou art seeking for, and cast out from them one thousand, and seven hundred, and sixty and eight, and what thou hast remaining over, count out (i.e., divide) by nineteen at a time. And that which remaineth in thy hand hold, and add to the number which is written in alphabetical order before thee, in the column with nineteen above it. Then go downwards, opposite to the solar month which thou seekest, opposite the number which goeth forth for thee, [will be found] how often the moon riseth in a solar month. If the year be one with an intercalary month, know that the month of Shebhat passeth with less than the number which goeth forth for thee by one day. And know that in the months which have two numbers, now they are divided by two red dots, in those months, I say, the moon riseth twice, at the beginning and at the end thereof. And that door is empty, in that year the moon doth not rise in Shebhat; but if there be one hour intercalated, it will rise on the twenty-ninth day. When thou hast counted out (i.e., divided) the years of Alexander by nineteens, thou shalt deduct from them as followeth: from twenty, one; and from one hundred, five; and from four hundred, one, and from one thousand, twelve.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Teshir (a)</th>
<th>Teshir (t)</th>
<th>Kanon (a)</th>
<th>Kanon (t)</th>
<th>Shiebhat</th>
<th>Adhar</th>
<th>Nisan</th>
<th>Iyyar</th>
<th>Tammuz</th>
<th>Abh</th>
<th>Hilal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When this table endeth, go back to the beginning, and pray for me.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of days</th>
<th>Names of the months of the Arabs. Muḥarram is the Second Kānōn</th>
<th>Signs of the months of the Arabs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Muḥarram</td>
<td>ז 5 1 4 7 3 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Ṣafar</td>
<td>4 7 3 9 5 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Rabi‘ al-Awwal</td>
<td>5 1 4 7 3 9 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Rabi‘ at-Tānī</td>
<td>4 7 3 9 5 1 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Gamādah al-Awwal</td>
<td>1 4 7 3 9 2 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Gamādah at-Tānī</td>
<td>5 9 5 1 4 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Ragab</td>
<td>4 7 3 9 5 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Sha‘bān</td>
<td>9 5 5 1 4 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Ramaḍān</td>
<td>4 7 3 9 5 1 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Shawwāl</td>
<td>5 1 4 7 3 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dhu‘l-Ka‘dah</td>
<td>3 9 5 1 4 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Dhu‘l-Haggah</td>
<td>5 1 4 7 3 9 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

That thou mayest know the intercalary years of the moon by a second inversion, that is to say, baigō, and by five, that is hayag, and by seven, that is zekhīd, and by ten, that is khahā, and by thirteen, that is yagībah, and by sixteen, that is yōtab, and by eighteen, that is khayinazag.

Now, if thou wishest to know on what day of the week the beginning of the lunar month is born, take the sign of the month, and add to the foundation in red one of the seven [numbers] which are written in the table before thee, and see how much they amount to. If their total be more than seven, cast out seven from them, and the number which remaineth in thy hand is the [number of the day] of the beginning of the solar month in the week. If seven remaineth in thy hand, that is the [day of] the beginning of the month. If one remaineth the month beginneth on the first day of the week; and if two, on the second day of the week; and if three, on the third day of the week; and if four, on the fourth day of the week; and if five, on the fifth day of the week; and if six, on the [Eve] of the Sabbath; and if seven, on the Sabbath.
And if thou makest a mistake in the foundation of the year of the Arabs, or if thou dost not know which it is, add of the years of Alexander nine hundred and fourteen, and what remaineth over with thee cast out, seven by seven (?), that is to say, from thirty take two, from one hundred take two (?), and from two hundred take four, and from four hundred take eight, and from eight hundred take sixteen, and from one thousand take twenty. And when thou hast cast out | those years of Alexander which are in excess of nine hundred and fourteen seven by seven, see how many remain with thee. If seven remain, that number is the foundation. If the total is more than seven, strike out seven. Then what remaineth in thy hand double four times, and see what their total is. Then reject seven by seven and see how many remain with thee. If the remainder be one, then one is the foundation, and if two, two is the foundation, and if three, three is the foundation, and if four, four is the foundation, and if five, five is the foundation, and if six, six is the foundation, and if seven, seven is the foundation.

That thou mayest know in what hour the moon is born, (i.e., the new moon will appear) by night or by day. Consider how many moons there have been from Nisân until the moon under which thou standest, and for every month reckon one moon; count them out six at a time, | and in the number that doth not complete a group of six the moon will be born. If one remaineth over, the moon will be born in the first hour of the night. If two remain over, the moon will be born in the fifth hour of the night. If three remain over, the moon will be born in the ninth hour of the night. If four remain over, the moon will be born in the first hour of the day. If five remain over, the moon will be born in the fifth hour of the day. And if six remain over, the moon will be born in the ninth hour of the day.

In like manner also take the days of the months from the First Teshrî till the day wherein thou standest, count them out six at a time, and see how many remain in thy hand. If one remaineth, the moon will be born in the first hour of the night.
And if two, the moon will be born in the fifth hour of the night. And if three, the moon will be born in the ninth hour of the night. And if four, the moon will be born in the first hour of the day. And if five, the moon will be born in the fifth hour of the day, and if six, the moon will be born in the ninth hour of the day.

And if thou wishest to know how long the moon will shine, and when it will set. Know thou that every day of the waxing moon addeth four minutes (or, measures) to its light until it is full, when it immediately beginneth to diminish, and each day its light diminisheth four minutes (or, measures). If it hath gone one day, or two, or Fol. 216a. however many days it be, double the number four times, and then see how many times four are contained in it, and the number of times will be the number of the minutes (or, measures) which the moon will shine. Every six minutes (or, measures) represent an hour. And if thou hast half a day, reckon to it two minutes (or, measures). And if the moon hath gone up more than fifteen days, then what remaineth to thee double in the same manner, and thus thou shalt find [the answer]. And when thou hast counted fifteen minutes (or, measures), take away from them one minute (or, measure), because on the fifteenth day [the light of] the moon diminisheth one minute (or, measure). Now, an hour containeth thirty se'aryâthâ, and the kanìmâ six. Each day the sun addeth one se'arêthâ, and when diminishing, he taketh away one se'arêthâ [daily]; now, the pôdîthâ (Gr. ποῦς) is one se'arêthâ.

Again a calculation concerning those who are sick. Page 453

First of all reckon up the [numerical values of the letters of the] name of the sick man, and of those of the name of his mother, and cast them out nine by nine (i.e., divide them by nine). If one remaineth to thee, his sickness is from God. And if two, it is caused by the Evil Eye. And if three, it is caused by sorcery (or, witchcraft), but if it be a child who is

---

1 They are measures of time.
sick, he is too young for the disease to be a punishment (or, revenge). And if four, the sickness is caused by an evil spirit. And if five, there is a shîdhâ (i.e., a devil) in it. And if six, the sickness is from heaven. And if seven, it is due to trembling caused by fear. And if eight, the sickness is caused by a blow of Sâṭân. And if nine, it is from his mother's womb (i.e., congenital), or is due to vengeance, or disturbing dreams.

Another calculation concerning those who are sick. Reckon up [the numerical values of the letters] of the name of the sick man, and of those of the name of his mother, and cast them out nine by nine (i.e., divide them by nine). And if one remaineth, and [if his sickness] fell [upon him] on the first day of the week, the day of the sun, his sickness is from his shoulders and head and neck, and he will remain sick for nine days. And if two remain, and if his sickness fell upon him on the second day of the week, the day of the moon, his sickness is from his belly, and his whole body is sick. And if three remain, and if his sickness fell upon him on the third day of the week, the day of Ārîs (Mars), his disease is hot and dry; he bathed in water, and the air smote him. Make thou for him three lamp-wicks | out of his garments. Set one at his head, and one by his right side, and one by his left side, and he will be sick for fifteen days. And if four remain, and if his sickness fell upon him on the fourth day of the week, the day of Harmîs (Mercury), he passed through (or, over) water, and did not call upon the name of God. Let him give alms. He will be ill for seventeen days. And if five remain, and if his sickness fell upon him on the fifth day of the week, the day of Zeus, his sickness is caused by over-eating, and his heart is mad. Let him make an offering (or, give alms) of a hen. He will be ill for sixteen days. And if six remain, and if his sickness fell upon him on the Eve of the Sabbath, the day of Aphrodite, his sickness is from his head and from his body, and is also due to the turning of two periods (?) of his life. He will be ill for twelve days. And if seven remain, and if his sickness fell upon him on the day of the Sabbath, the day of Kronos, | his sickness ariseth from his liver and from his heart, and trembling fell upon him. Bring dust from
seven roads, and from seven cemeteries, and from four fountains of water, and repeat over him ............. And if eight remain, he saw a bad dream on the fourth day of the week. Twenty days he will remain [sick]. And if nine remain, he sat upon the ground on the night of the Eve of the Sabbath and did not call upon the Name of the Living God. He will remain sick for eighteen days, and his illness is due to vengeance.

Thus shalt thou cast out from the letters of the name of a man and from those of his mother, having cast out nine by nine. Take to thee from yòdh (10) one, and from kàph (20) two, and from lòmadh (30) three, and from mìm (40) four, and from nòn (50) five, and from semkath (60) six, and from 'aìn (70) seven, and from pè (80) eight, and from sàdhè (90) nine, and from kòph (100) one, and from rèsh (200) two, and from shin (300) three, and from taw (400) four.

And if thou wishest to cast them out seven by seven, do so thus: Take from khèth (8) one, and from tèth (9) two, and from yòdh (10) three, and from kàph (20) six, and from lòmadh (30) two, and from mìm (40) five, and from nòn (50) one, and from semkath (60) four, and from 'aìn (70) nine, and from pè (80) three, and from sàdhè (90) six, and from kòph (100) two, and from rèsh (200) four, and from shin (300) six, and from taw (400) one.

Another calculation: If thou wishest to know whether a sick man will die or recover: Reckon up the numerical values of the letters in the name of the sick man, and those of the letters in the name of the day in which he became sick, take the total of thy calculation in thy hand, and divide it into three parts, two [representing] the day, and one the sick man. And if one remaineth to thee, the sick man will live; and if two, his disease will prolong itself; and if three, he will die. Now this is a very sure method, but besides dying when three remain of the number made by the letters of his own name, he will die whenever he falleth sick on the day of the number made by the letters of which two remain.
When thou hast counted out three by three the number made by the letters of the names of the days, thus shalt thou reckon: From the first day of the week, two; from the second day of the week, two; from the third day of the week, one; from the fourth day of the week, two; from the fifth day of the week, two; from the Eve of the Sabbath, one; and from the Sabbath, one.

Another indication concerning a sick man. Reckon up the numerical values of the letters of the name of the sick man, and those of the letters of the name of his mother, on the day wherein he cometh to thee, and see how much they make, and then count them out three by three. If he came on the first day of the week, and one remaineth, he will rise up (i.e., recover) quickly, and if two remain, his sickness will last a long time, and if three remain, he is nigh unto death. And if he came on the second day of the week, and two remain, he will recover [quickly], and if three remain, he will be sick a long time, and if one remaineth, he will recover [quickly]. And if he came on the third day of the week, and three remain, he will recover [quickly], and if two remain, he is nigh unto death, and if one remaineth, he will be sick a long time. And if he came on the fourth day of the week, and one remaineth, he will recover immediately, and if two remain, he will be sick a long time, and if three remain, he is nigh unto death. And if he came on the fifth day of the week, and two remain, he will recover [quickly], and if three remain, he will be sick for a long time, and if one remaineth, he will not recover. And if he came on the Eve of the Sabbath, and three remain, he will recover, and if two remain, he is nigh unto death, and if one remaineth, he will be sick a long time. And if he came on the Sabbath, reckon in the same way as thou dost for the Eve of the Sabbath.

Another forecast about the sick. Take some bread, and put it under the head of the sick man, and let it stay there from the evening until the morning, and then cast it to a dog. If the dog eateth it the man will not die, and if the dog will
not eat it, the man will die. This is a sure and well-tried indication.

Or give the sick man water to drink, and that which remaineth after he hath drunk sprinkle on the dog of the sick man's house; if the water runneth off the dog the man will die, and if it doth not, he will live.

Or smear the lower parts of the feet of the sick man [in the evening] with goat's fat, and in the morning throw some of it to the dog; if he eateth it the man will live, and if he doth not eat it the man will die.

Or cut off a nail-paring from the foot of the sick man, and throw it into water in a cup; if it sinketh in the water, the sick man will live, and if it floateth, he will die.

Another calculation concerning a sick man, and something which is lost, and a man who hath fled. Take the days from the seventeenth day of Shebâ' until the day when the sick man took to his bed, or the day when the thing was lost, or the day when the man fled, and see how many they make, and then cast them out by thirty-fives, and then see in which table is the number which doth not go out in thirty-five. If it be in the first table, the sick man will live, and the thing lost will be found, and the runaway slave will return. And if it be in the second table, the patient will remain sick for a long time, but will be healed eventually, although he will be in danger; and the lost thing will only reappear after much delay, and the runaway slave will fall. And if the number be in the last table, the sick man will die, and that which is lost will never be found, and the runaway slave will never return.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I. Of life.</th>
<th>Table II. Of danger.</th>
<th>Table III. Of death.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. 4. 7. 13.</td>
<td>5. 8. 11.</td>
<td>3. 6. 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. 23.</td>
<td>26. 23.</td>
<td>15. 21.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>25. 29.</td>
<td>24. 27. 30.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.</td>
<td>32. 35.</td>
<td>33. 34.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Another way. Every one who is attacked by sickness on
the first day of the month recovereth on the second day. And if he be attacked on the second day of the month, he will be ill for the whole month. If he be attacked on the third of the month, he will be ill equally the whole month, but he will not die. If he be attacked on the fourth day of the month, he will most certainly die. If he be attacked on the fifth day of the month, he will fall into the hands of the physicians. If he be attacked on the sixth day of the month, he will be quickly healed. If he be attacked on the seventh day of the month, he will not die. If he be attacked on the eighth day of the month, he will not die. If he be attacked on the ninth day of the month, the fever will not leave him. If he be attacked on the tenth day of the month, he will die in seven days. If he be attacked on the eleventh day of the month, he will fall into the hands of the physicians, and will live. If he be attacked on the twelfth day of the month, his illness will be slight, and he will not die. If he be attacked on the thirteenth day of the month, he will die. If he be attacked on the fourteenth day of the month, he will die in twenty days. If he be attacked on the fifteenth day of the month, he will fall into the hands of the physicians. If he be attacked on the sixteenth day of the month, he will live. If he be attacked on the seventeenth day of the month, the fever will leave him. If he be attacked on the eighteenth day of the month, he will die in twenty days. If he be attacked on the nineteenth day of the month, he will die. If he be attacked on the twentieth day of the month, he will live. If he be attacked on the twenty-first day of the month, he will live. If he be attacked on the twenty-second day of the month, the fever will depart from him, and he will live. If he be attacked on the twenty-third day of the month, he will die immediately. If he be attacked on the twenty-fourth day of the month, he will die. If he be attacked on the twenty-fifth day of the month, he will live. If he be attacked on the twenty-sixth day of the month, he will die. If he be attacked on the twenty-seventh day of the month, he will subsist (or, recover?). If he be attacked on the twenty-eighth day of the month, he
will fall into the hands of the physicians. If he be attacked on the twenty-ninth day of the month, he will live. If he be attacked on the thirtieth day of the month, he will live.

Again, a forecast concerning a sick man, derived from the days of the moon, whether he will live, or die.

First day of the moon. If he is breathing a little, the son of a day, he will live; and if he is altogether sick, he will not die.

Second day of the moon. He is not very ill.

Third day of the moon. It is manifest that the whole day is bad.

Fourth day of the moon. He will fall into the hands of the physicians.

Fifth day of the moon. He will fall into the hands of the physicians, and will be healed.

Sixth day of the moon. He will live two days.

Seventh day of the moon. Change the place, and he will live.

Eighth day of the moon. The sickness abateth with difficulty, and he will live.

Ninth day of the moon. If he is ill from the first hour of the day to the fifth, he will fall into the hands of the physicians, and will live.

Tenth day of the moon. He will be ill until the evening of the day, and will live.

Eleventh day of the moon. He will fall into the hands of the physicians, and will live.

Twelfth day of the moon. If fever precedeth the sickness, he will die.

Thirteenth day of the moon. He will die.

Fourteenth day of the moon. Change the place, and he will live.

Fifteenth day of the moon. He will die.

Sixteenth day of the moon. Whether he eateth, or whether he eateth not, he will live.

Seventeenth day of the moon. If he passeth (i.e., surviveth) fifteen days, he will fall into the hands of the physicians, and will live.
Eighteenth day of the moon. He will die.

Nineteenth day of the moon. [He will be sick] seven days, and will live.

Twentieth day of the moon. [He will be sick] nine days, and will live.

Twenty-first day of the moon. He will die.

Twenty-second day of the moon. In twelve days he will be healed.

Twenty-third day of the moon. He will die.

Twenty-fourth day of the moon. In twelve days, he will be healed.

Twenty-fifth day of the moon. He will die.

Twenty-sixth day of the moon. He will live.

Twenty-seventh day of the moon. After sickness for eight days, he will live.

Twenty-eighth day of the moon. He will live.

Twenty-ninth day of the moon. After sickness for eight days, he will live.

Thirtieth day of the moon. Whether he eateth, or whether he eateth not, he will most assuredly die.

**Another way.** Enquire when the man was taken ill, and see how many days there were of the moon until the day when he was taken ill. Reckon up the numerical values of the letters of the name of the sick man, and add to them the number of the days that have passed since the new moon, and cast them out nineteen by nineteen. What remaineth over above the nineteens, keep in thy mind, and then enter into the circle which is before thee, and thou wilt find the number that remaineth to thee. [To find out] whether he will die or live. One. He will live. Two. He will die. Three. He will live. Four. He will either live or die. Five. He will live. Six. He will either live or die. Seven. He will live. Eight. He will die. Nine. He will live. Ten. He will either live or die. Eleven. He will die. Twelve. He will either live or die. Thirteen. He will die. Fourteen. If he be left for a little, he will certainly live, but another codex maketh known that he will die. Fifteen. He will die. Sixteen. He will live. Seventeen. He is dead already, but in another place it
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saith that he will live. Eighteen. He will either live or die. Nineteen. He will live.

Another way. See on what day he was taken ill, and how many days have elapsed since the new moon. And thou must learn the name by which the sick man was called when he was born. Then count up the numerical values of the letters of his name, and keep the sum of them in thy mind; add to them the days of the moon’s age, which have been mentioned above, and add to these twenty days. When thou hast added them all together, and made one number, then cast it out thirty by thirty, and see how many are left over in thy hands.

And come to the two tables which are drawn up before thee here, and if the number that remaineth in thy hand is in the first one the sick man will live, and if it is in the second one, he will die.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I. Of life.</th>
<th>II. Of death</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. 2. 3.</td>
<td>5. 6. 12.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. 8. 7.</td>
<td>15. 18. 21.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. 10. 11.</td>
<td>27. 25.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. 29. 20.</td>
<td>4.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another calculation whereby the physician may know which are the days when the moon hath light, and which are those when it hath no light, and whether the sick man will live or die. The days when the moon hath light are the odd days, viz., one, three, five, seven, nine, eleven, thirteen, fifteen, seventeen, nineteen, twenty-one, twenty-three, twenty-five, twenty-seven, and twenty-nine; and the days when the moon is dark are the even days, viz., two, four, six, eight, ten, twelve, fourteen, sixteen, eighteen, twenty, twenty-two, twenty-four, twenty-six, twenty-eight, and thirty. Now, if a man falleth sick when the moon hath light, he will most certainly exist in a weak state for a long time. See then, (i.e., find out) the name of the sick man, and reckon up the numerical values of the letters thereof, and find out the number of the
days since the new moon, and the day wherein the sick man took to his bed; and examine the number that remaineth over with thee, and see whether it is found in [the number of] the day on which the moon hath light, and also [the number of] the day wherein he took to his bed. If the moon hath no light on that day, he will subsist for a long time; but if he took to his bed on a day when the moon had light, and the reckoning as to [his] name remaineth to the day wherein it had no light, even though he may suffer greatly, and pass through much affliction, he will be saved. If, however, the two calculations are seen to apply to the day when the moon had no light, he will most certainly die. And thou mayest use this calculation in making a forecast about any fugitive, or about any thing that is lost, and about everything else.

Another calculation whereby a man is able to know beforehand which of two men who are striving together (or, fighting against each other) will die. It was made by Aristotle for King Alexander, his royal disciple, when he was waging war against Darius the Mede, and Alexander conquered Darius. This calculation is sure, and hath been well tried. It is useful to every one who wageth war against his neighbour, and striveth in respect of matters of business, and to kings, and to all men, both little and great. Observe when thou wishest to know when [two] men are waging war against each other, which will conquer. Take the numerical values of the letters of the name of each by itself, and take from the sum of each as many nines as there are in each, and see how many remain to thee in each case, and bear them [in thy mind]. Then come to the following letters (or, numbers), and from them thou wilt learn which will conquer. One conquereth three, five, seven, and nine. Two conquereth one, four, six, and eight. Three conquereth two, five, seven, and nine. Four conquereth one, three, six, and eight. Five conquereth two, four, seven, and nine. Six conquereth one, three, five, and eight. Seven conquereth two, four, six, and nine. Eight conquereth one, three, five, and seven. Nine conquereth two, four, six, and eight. And if there be two in one name, or the numbers in the two names
are equal, the combatant, that is, the elder, will conquer the younger. This calculation is a very sure one, and it is mentioned by the philosophers. When they made the calculation about Alexander's name there remained eight, and when they made the calculation about the name of Darius, there remained seven; and observe that eight conquered seven, so it cometh in one case after another, with the thing that was lost and was found, and with the man who died, and with the man who was healed, and so on, when thou knowest well the name of the sick man and the name of the day in which he [first] perceived his sickness.

Another calculation about a man who is sick. In this manner shalt thou make thy calculation. Reckon up the numerical values of the letters in the name of the star that ruled the day on which the man fell sick, and those of the letters of the name of the sick man; reckon up both sets of numbers, according to the instructions given above. And in like manner make thy calculation about the thing that is lost (or, stolen), and the man who hath betaken himself to flight. Reckon up the numbers of the name of the thing that is lost, and those of the name of him who hath lost anything; and if the owner's name conquereth, his loss will be discovered, and the thing itself. And if he who is sick, or he who hath lost something, conquereth the star that ruleth the day on which he fell sick, he will rise up from his sickness, and be healed, and the thing that is lost will be found. This calculation is sure, and it hath been well tried.

The Days of the Planets.

Hermes ruleth the night of the first day of the week, and the Sun the day-time.

Zeus ruleth the night of the second day of the week, and the Moon the day-time.

Aphrodite ruleth the night of the third day of the week, and Aris the day-time.

Kronos ruleth the night of the fourth day of the week, and Hermes the day-time.
The Sun ruleth the night of the fifth day of the week, and Zeus the day-time.

The Moon ruleth the night of the Eve of the Sabbath, and Aphrodite the day-time.

Âris ruleth the night of the Sabbath, and Kronos the day-time.

And if thou wishest to know how many will remain over, after thou hast divided the sum of the numerical values of the letters of each of the names of the stars and of the days by nine, the following are the numbers:

Of the Sun two, and of the Moon four. Of Âris one, and of Hermes nine. Of Zeus one, and of Aphrodite five. Of Kronos eight. Of the first day of the week two. Of the second day of the week two. Of the third day of the week one. Of the fourth day of the week two. Of the fifth day of the week five. Of the Eve of the Sabbath four. Of the Sabbath one.

Another forecast concerning the sick. Now, it is right for the wise physician to ask this question:—On what day of the week did the patient take to his bed? | Having made this enquiry he must then make a calculation by means of the following Twelve Houses (i.e., Signs of the Zodiac), and he must find out clearly in each month, in what day the man became sick, and what its relation was in respect of the moon; and it must also be known in what House the moon is. And from the House, or Sign of the Zodiac, in which the moon is, thou wilt learn clearly about those who are sick, whether they will live, or whether they will die; for in this calculation death and life are written clearly. But, whatsoever the Lord wisheth He doeth, in the heavens and on the earth, and He it is Who trieth secret things, and every man is a liar, even like myself, the writer.

Of the months of the whole year in one.

In Êlûl, when the moon is in the Lion. He who is sick will recover.

In the Virgin. His sickness will afflict him a little, and afterwards he will recover.

In the Balance. After fifteen days he will recover.
In the Scorpion. Up to twenty days he will die.
In the Bowman. He will be ill for thirty days, and then will die.
In the Goat. . . . . . . .
In the Water-carrier. Seven days he will be sick, and then recover.
In the Fishes. He will recover.
In the Ram. After nine days he will die.
In the Bull. After a few days he will recover.
In the Twins. After some days he will recover.
In the Crab. Even after a long illness he will not recover.
In the First Teshri, when the moon is in the Virgin. After a few days he will recover.
In the Balance. He will be ill for twenty-five days, and then recover.
In the Scorpion. On the twenty-ninth day he will recover.
In the Bowman, i. e., the Great Image, he will recover.
In the Goat. He will suffer, and after a few days will die.
In the Water-carrier and the Fishes. He will recover.
In the Ram, the Bull, and the Twins. He will be sick for forty days, and then he will die.
In the Crab and in the Lion. He will recover.
In the Second Teshri, when the moon is in Bēkā Shēlāmā, i. e., the Balance, he will be sick for ten days, and then he will recover.
In the Scorpion. He will recover.
In the Bowman. He will remain sick for a long time, and then recover.
In the Goat. . . . . . . . . .
In the Water-carrier. . . . . . . . .
In the Fishes. . . . . . . . . . .
In the Ram. . . . . . . . . . .
In the Bull. He will recover.
In the Twins. He will be sick for eight days, and will afterwards recover.
In the Crab. He will be sick for twelve days, and will recover.
In the Lion. He will be violently ill for nine days and then die.
In the Virgin. He will do badly for thirty days, and he will then rise up from his sickness.

In the First Kânôn. If a man fall sick when the moon is in the Scorpion, he will recover after a few days.
In the Bowman. He will suffer and then obtain relief.
In the Goat. After a few days he will die.
In the Water-carrier. He will suffer and then have relief from his sickness.
In the Fishes. He will be healed.
In the Ram. He will die, unless he remaineth for thirty days, when he will recover.
In the Bull. After eleven days he will recover.
In the Twins, the Crab, and the Lion. He will die after a few days.
In the Virgin. He will recover.
In the Balance. He will suffer, and then find relief.

In the Second Kânôn. If a man fall ill when the moon is in the Great Image (Sagittarius), he will lie on a sick bed for twenty days, and then die.
In the Goat. He will live.
In the Water-carrier. He will live.
In the Fishes and in the Ram. He will die.
In the Bull, and in the Twins, and in the Crab
In the Lion. He will die.
In the Virgin. He will recover.
In the Balance. He will recover.

In the Scorpion. After a few days he will die.
In Shebât. If a man fall sick when the moon is in the Goat, he will recover.
In the Water-carrier, the Fishes, the Ram, the Bull, and the Twins, he will recover after a few days.
In the Crab. After a sickness of fifteen days he will die.
In the Lion, and in the Virgin. He will die.

In the Balance. After a few days he will recover from the sickness.
In the Scorpion. He will die after a short illness.
In the Goat.

In Âdhâr. If a man fall sick when the moon is
In the Water-carrier. He will recover.
In the Fishes and in the Ram. He will recover from his sickness.
In the Bull. He will die.
In the Twins, and in the Crab, and in the Lion. He will recover.
In the Virgin. After a few days he will die.
In the Balance and in the Scorpion. He will live.
In the Bowman and in the Goat. After a short illness he will die.
In Nisán. If a man fall sick when the moon is in the Fishes. He will be healed of the sickness which is in him.
In the Ram, and the Bull, and the Two Images (Twins). He will be healed.
In the Crab, and Lion, and Virgin, and Balance. He will die.
In the Scorpion, and the Bowman. He will recover.
In the Goat and the Water-carrier. He will recover from his sickness.
In Íyyár. If a man fall sick when the moon is in the Ram, he will recover.
In the Bull. . . . . . .
In the Twins. . . . . . .
In the Crab, and in the Lion. He will die.
In the Virgin. He will recover.
In the Balance, and the Scorpion, and the Bowman, he will die.
In the Goat. He will recover.
In the Water-carrier. He will die.
In the Fishes. He will be healed.
In Khāzirān. If a man fall sick when the moon is in the Bull, he will die.
In the Twins, and the Crab, and the Lion, and the Virgin, and the Balance, and the Scorpion. He will die after a short illness.
In the Bowman. He will recover.
In the Goat. He will die.
In the Water-carrier. He will live.
In the Fishes. He will die.
In the Bull. He will recover from his illness.
In Tammûz. If a man fall sick when the moon is
In the Two Images, and the Crab, and the Lion, he will
recover from his sickness.
In the Virgin and in the Balance. He will die.
In the Scorpion. He will suffer greatly for a long time
from an obstinate sickness, but will afterwards recover.
In Ṣarrâbẖa, that is to say, the Bowman. He will die.
In the Goat. He will die.

Fol. 222a. | In the Water-carrier, and the Fishes, and the Ram, and the
Bull, he will recover.
In ʿAbh. If a man fall sick when the moon is
In the Crab, he will fall into a sickness for eight days, and
afterwards he will recover.
In the Lion, and the Virgin, and in the Balance. He will die.
In the Bowman, and the Goat, [and the Water-carrier], and
the Fishes, and the Ram. He will live.
In the Bull. He will die.
In the Two Images. He will recover from the illness which
is on him.

An indication whereby thou mayest know how long the
moon abideth in each Sign of the Zodiac.
Now the moon abideth in each House two days and a half,
from the first [day] of ʿIlūl, when the moon is in the Lion, until
the end of ʿAbh, when it is in the Two Images.

And this also know:—When the moon ascendeth newly, it
travellieth through the width of the Circle of the Signs of the
Zodiac, through the Towers (?), in a backward direction, oblique-
ly, | until it reacheth its fullness, and then it beginneth to wane,
little by little, until it draweth nigh unto the sun, wherever it
may be, in the north, or in the south, and from that place it
riseth afresh.

And know the following [also]:—Another door (i. e.,
section) concerning the sick and afflicted.
He who is smitten in the Ram will be sick for seven days,
and if he perceiveth it on the seventh day of the moon, he
will be healed. And if he perceiveth it on the seventh [day]
Of Kronos, there will be great oppression upon him. Of this man the following are the signs:—His back giveth him pain, one hour he is hot, and the next he is cold. And if the sun be there, he will not be healed.

He who is smitten in the Bull. Of this man the following are the signs:—His arms give him pain, and his left side, and his neck, and the soles of his feet, and he is smitten in a secret place, and his eyes are "hard" to him. And if the sun be in the House in its going down, the pain will never move from him.

He who is smitten in the Two Images, that is to say, the Twins. Of this man the following are the signs:—His shoulders and bowels cause him pain, and fever will have dominion over him in the hour wherein the flux smiteth him. And if the moon be there on the day when it smiteth him, cure is nigh unto him, and the atmosphere will be changed about him, and he will be healed.

He who is smitten in the Crab. Of this man the following are the signs:—His heart is stirred up against him. And he is smitten by the water, whether he bathe in water, or is naked by the side of water. A phantom and a spirit seat themselves on his heart. If he passeth seven days, and is not healed, he will pass ninety and four days. If he be smitten in Árís (Mars) or in Aphrodite, see that there be not in him some evil and secret blemish. And if he passeth thirty days, and is not healed, he will die.

He who is smitten in the Lion. Of this man the following are the signs:—His loins and his heart cause him pain, and if he be smitten in Aphrodite there will be grievous (or, deep) sickness to him, and ...... will go forth to him.

He who is smitten in the Virgin. Of this man the following are the signs:—His bowels and shoulders cause him pain, if he standeth up in a dejected attitude, and winds strike within him. If he is not healed in seven days, he will be healed in twelve or fifteen.

He who is smitten in the Balance. Of this man the following are the signs:—He hath severe illness. And if he be smitten on the first day and on the second, he will pass six months as a sick man, and he will come to the point of death,
but will not die. And if he be smitten on the third day of the Sign of the Zodiac, he will die; and if Kronos be there, and he be smitten at noon of that day, he will be in very grave danger.

**He who is smitten in the Scorpion.** Of this man the following are the signs:—His bowels, back, and loins cause him pain. He is smitten from a place which is wet, and he becometh a sign thereof.

**He who is smitten in the Bowman, Zeus being there.** His strength becometh slackness. And if he be smitten on the first day of the Sign of the Zodiac, he will not die; and if he be smitten on the third day, he will die, because he is smitten in the hour of Hermes. Of this man the following are the signs:—His bowels and his legs cause him pain. If the air be changed about him, he will be healed.

**He who is smitten in the Goat.** Now, he will be smitten with a severe stroke. He will be smitten with heavy eyes. And if he be smitten on the first day of the Sign of the Zodiac, he will die, and if he be smitten on the second day, his sickness will be severe (or, deep), and if he be smitten on the third day, his tears will be poured out in abundance from the air, and he will be healed.

**He who is smitten in the Water-carrier.** Of this man the following are the signs:—His legs will cause him pain. If he be smitten in the first hour of the Sign of the Zodiac, he will be in very grave danger, and if he be smitten at noon of the same day, there will be bile in his bowels, and it will be poured out into his whole body, and through it he will be sick: If *Âris* is there, he will be able to move his arms, but if the moon ministereth there, he will die after a short interval.

**He who is smitten in the Fishes.** Of this man the following are the signs:—His ribs, and his chest, and his members, and his whole body will cause him pain, and his strength will fail utterly. If it be a woman who hath conceived a child in the Fishes, she will discharge much blood, and she will not bring forth the child unless thou treat her with either | *rûbâ*, or frankincense and galbanum (styrax). And there are also seven (sic!) other roots: wild mint, that is to say, *kharmal*. 
and \textit{yadîn} (?), and male rice, and \textit{bardâ}, and willow leaves, and leaves of the reed, and artemisia (\textit{chamaecyparissus squarrosa}), and \textit{beldhâ}; make for her a medicine (?) [of these].

Another kind, concerning the sick.

\textbf{In the Ram.} His sickness will be sore, and his head will cause him pain.

\textbf{In the Bull.} His palate will cause him pain; he cannot be healed.

\textbf{In the Twins.} He will suffer torture; his shoulders will cause him pain.

\textbf{In the Crab.} His belly will cause him pain.

\textbf{In the Lion.} He will find relief immediately. His back will cause him pain.

\textbf{In the Virgin.} He will be afflicted.

\textbf{In the Balance.} He will suffer great torture.

\textbf{In the Scorpion.} [He will suffer] very great [torture] indeed.

\textbf{In the Bowman.} He will live.

\textbf{In the Goat.} He will come to the point of death.

\textbf{In the Water-carrier and in the Fishes.} He will not suffer affliction if a good star be found there. Kronos or Zeus will direct the sick man. If it be \textit{Aris}, he will become silly; if it be the Sun, he will become blind; and if it be Balti (Venus), he will fall through love; if it be Hermes, he will be attacked by sickness; and if it be the moon, his sickness will be light.

\textbf{Forecast concerning a sick man, from the Book of the Signs of the Zodiac.}

If a man was born under the Ram, and becometh sick under Cancer, and he surviveth for thirty days, he will not die.

And if a man was born under the Twins, \textit{and becometh sick} under the Virgin, and surviveth for twenty-one days, he will not die.

And if a man was born under the Bull, and becometh sick under the Lion, and surviveth for twenty-seven days, he will not die.

And if a man was born under the Crab, and becometh sick under the Balance, he will die.
And if a man was born under the Lion, and becometh sick under the Scorpion [he will die].
And if a man was born under the Virgin, and becometh sick under the Bowman, and surviveth for seven days, he will not die.
He who was born under the Balance, and becometh sick under the Goat, will die.
He who was born under the Scorpion, and becometh sick under the Water-carrier, if he surviveth for twenty-one days, he will not die.
He who was born under the Bowman, and becometh sick under the Fishes, if he surviveth for eight days, he will not die.
He who was born under the Goat, and becometh sick under the Ram [will die].
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He who was born under the Water-carrier, and becometh sick under the Bull, if he surviveth for twenty-two days, he will not die.
He who was born under the Fishes, and falleth sick under the Twins, if he surviveth for sixteen days, he will not die.

Of the stars which are propitious in conjunction with the Signs of the Zodiac. The Sun and Moon are propitious.
In conjunction with the Ram the Moon and Hermes are propitious.
In conjunction with the Bull, the Sun, and Zeus, and the Moon are propitious.
In conjunction with the Twins and the Lion, the Sun, and the Moon, and Kronos are propitious.
In conjunction with the Crab, the Sun, and Aphrodite, and the Moon are propitious.
In conjunction with the Virgin, the Sun, and Zeus, and Hermes are propitious.
In conjunction with the Balance, the Moon, and Hermes, and Zeus are propitious.
In conjunction with the Scorpion, the Sun, and Hermes, and Kronos are propitious.
In conjunction with the Bowman, Zeus, and Aphrodite, and Kronos are propitious.
In conjunction with the Goat, the Sun, and Moon, and Kronos are propitious.
In conjunction with the Water-carrier, the Sun, and Moon, and Aphrodite are propitious.
In conjunction with the Fishes .................

Again, I will distinguish and make known concerning the days of the moon, and how they are placed as concerning the Eight Kings.

The first day and the ninth day belong to Baltî (Venus).
The second day and the eleventh day belong to Āris (Mars).
The third day and the twelfth day belong to Āthilyā(?).
The fourth day and the thirteenth day belong to Zeus.
The fifth day and the fourteenth day belong to Kronos.
The sixth day and the fifteenth day belong to Hermes.
The seventh day and the sixteenth day belong to the Moon. Fol. 224a.
The eighth day and the seventeenth day belong to the Sun.

That thou mayest know what sufferings each of the stars (planets) produceth in the children of men, and in their bodies:

Kronos produceth headache, gout, cold (chill), coughs, shortness of breath, and dropsy.
Zeus produceth ulceration of the throat, stoppages of the bowels, scrofula, inflammation of the throat and gums, and pain in the liver.
Āris produceth lameness, distortions of the legs, burns, and falling of the mind.
The Sun produceth pain in the belly, pain in the intestines, and pain in the heart.
Aphrodite produceth scabies, leprosy, warts, eruptions of sores, paralysis, and blotches and pimples.
Hermes produceth tongue-tied people, dumbness, and sudden death.
The Moon produceth thickness of the eyelids, obscurity of vision, blindness, lunatics.

If this section be summarized it decideth concerning them thus:
Kronos. Those who are drowned in the waters.
Zeus. By means of earthquake, or thunderbolt (?)
Åris. By means of iron, and through rheum.
Sun. By means of rheum.
Aphrodite. By means of food and lust.
Hermes. By means of rigidity, and blows of some kind.
Moon. By means of silver (?)

They arrange (or, assign positions to) the Seven Governors thus:—They say that Kronos, that is to say, Zûkhâl, is above them all in the upper zone of the air, and that he is in the outer circle of the sphere. And he is in every Sign of the Zodiac for thirty months, and he performeth his revolution through the Twelve Houses in thirty years.

After him is placed Zeus, who is surnamed Bêl, who is Mûshtarî, and who is likewise in the zone of the air, and is in the second circle of the sphere. He remaineth in each House twelve months, and he performeth his revolution through all the Houses in twelve years.

And after him is placed Åris, who is Marik, and he is in the zone of fire, and is in the third circle of the sphere. He remaineth in each House one month and a half, and he performeth his revolution in one year and a half.

And after him is placed the Sun, who is also in the zone of fire, and is in the fourth circle of the sphere. He remaineth in each House thirty days, and he performeth his revolution in a year.

And after him is placed Baltî, who is Zûhrah, who is in the zone of water, and is in the fifth circle of the sphere. She remaineth in each House twenty-five days, and performeth her revolution in ten months.

And after her is placed Hermes, who is surnamed Nâbô, who is 'Utrâdh, and who is also in the zone of water, and is in the sixth circle of the sphere. He remaineth in each House fifteen days, and performeth his course in six months.

And after him is placed the Moon, in the zone of water, and in the seventh circle of the sphere. He remaineth in each House two days and a half, and he performeth his course in twenty-nine days and a half.
This is the order of their positions. Each one of them hath two Houses, and the Sun and the Moon have one each. The Goat and the Water-carrier are the Houses of Kêwân, that is to say, Kronos.

Ṣalmâ Rabbâ (Great Image) and the Fishes are the two Houses of Zeus.

The Ram and the Scorpion are the two Houses of Ârîs.
The Lion is the House of the Sun.
The Bull and the Balance are the two Houses of Baltî.
The Two Images and the Virgin are the two Houses of Hermes.
The Crab is the House of the Moon.

Concerning the revolution of each one of the stars (planets).
Two revolutions of Kronos [occupy] sixty years.
Five revolutions of Zeus [occupy] sixty years.
Four revolutions of Ârîs [occupy] sixty years.
Sixty revolutions of the Sun [occupy] sixty years.
One hundred and twenty revolutions of Hermes [occupy] sixty years.
Seven hundred and twenty revolutions of the Moon [occupy] sixty years.

Information concerning the kingdoms of the stars (planets) of the Arabs, and their Houses.
The kingdom of the Sun is the Ram, and his setting place is the Balance.
The kingdom of Aphrodite is the Fishes, and his (sic!) setting place is the Virgin.
The kingdom of Hermes is the Virgin, and his setting place is the Fishes.
The kingdom of the Moon is the Bull, and his setting place is the Scorpion.
The kingdom of Kronos is the Balance, and his setting place is the Ram.
The kingdom of Zeus is the Crab, and his setting place is the Goat.
The kingdom of Áris is the Goat, and his setting place is the Crab.

Whensoever thou wishest to travel to the east or to the south, do so by the direction of each of the following stars, Aphrodite, the Moon, and Áris. And if thou wishest to go to the west or to the north, do so by means of the Sun, and Zeus, and Hermes.

Another, concerning the road.
If the moon is in the Ram, and a man setteth out on a journey, let him return immediately to his house.
And if the moon is in the Bull, he will return with great profit.
And if the moon is in the Twins, he will go to a far country, and will tarry [there] a long time.
And if the moon is in the Crab, he will return to his house in joy.
And if the moon is in the Lion, be very careful about misfortune, for misfortune will make itself known on the first day, or on the second, or on the third. The misfortunes may be trivial, but the Sign indicateth a bad journey.
And if the moon is in the Virgin, thou wilt be absent a long time from thy house, but no evil will happen unto thee,
And if the moon is in the Balance, thou shalt not depart on thy journey, because thou wilt have no pleasure in it, and it will shew no profit, for it is equally balanced, and will yield neither joy nor sorrow.
And if the moon is in the Scorpion, there shall be both business and profit in thy journey.
And if the moon is in the Bowman, after a very long time thou wilt return happily to thy house.
And if the moon is in the Goat, thy journey will be delayed, and thou wilt not succeed in doing any business, and thy journey will cause thee the most intense grief possible. And if thou returnest under the Sign of the Goat, no evil will befall thee.
And if the moon is in the Water-carrier, be very careful on
the first and on the second day, and on the third day good will come unto thee, and thou wilt find profit.

And if the moon is in the Fishes, and thou goest forth to war, or to anything else which is evil, or to hunt wild animals, or to catch fish, thou wilt hunt and fish well and successfully, but if thou goest forth on any other enterprise it will end unluckily. "Except the Lord build the house, | the builders Fol. 225^ thereof weary themselves vainly.” (Psalm CXXVII. 1.)

Concerning the days of the moon, and how all the hours thereof are called “working agents.” From the twenty-seventh day of the moon to the half of the fourth day of the moon, it is meet for thee to do nothing. From the half of the fourth day of the moon | to the eleventh day of the moon it is meet for thee to do anything. From the twelfth day of the moon until the twenty-seventh day of the moon, do everything.

When the moon is in the Ram on the fifteenth day, in the early parts [of the day] it is good to go on a journey.

When the moon is in the Bull on, the fifteenth day, in the early parts [of the day] it is good to go on a journey. And thou shalt plough the ground, and plant thy vineyard, and sow seed, and thou mayest devote attention to all [thine] affairs.

When the moon is in the Twins on the tenth day, in the early parts [of the day] flee from work of every kind.

When the moon is in the Crab .................

When the moon is in the Lion on the fifteenth day, in the early parts [of the day] it is good to set out on a journey.

When the moon is in the Virgin on the fifteenth day, in the early parts [of the day] buy and sell, and sow seed, and plant vineyards.

When the moon is in the Balance on the fifteenth day, in the early parts of the day continue thy journey.

When the moon is in the Scorpion on the fifteenth day, in the early parts of the day continue thy journey, and from every undertaking whereto thou settest thy hand thou shalt derive advantage.

When the moon is in the Bowman on the fifteenth day, in
the early parts [of the day] it is not good for thee to go anywhere at all.

When the moon is in the Goat ........................................

[several lines wanting].

Another forecast as to the day when a man should set out on a journey.

First day of the moon. The whole day is propitious for going on a journey.
Second day of the moon. [Set out] at the turn of the day.
Third day of the moon. Unpropitious.
Fourth day of the moon. The whole day [is propitious].
Fifth day of the moon. Unpropitious.
Sixth day of the moon. Unpropitious.
Seventh day of the moon. Unpropitious.
Eighth day of the moon. Unpropitious.
Ninth day of the moon. The morning of this day [is propitious].
Eleventh day of the moon. Unpropitious.
Twelfth day of the moon. It must not be.
Thirteenth day of the moon. The whole day [is propitious].
Fourteenth day of the moon. Unpropitious.
Fifteenth day of the moon. Not good.
Sixteenth day of the moon. The morning of the day [is propitious].
Seventeenth day of the moon. The whole day [is propitious].
Eighteenth day of the moon. [Set out] at the turn of the day.
Nineteenth day of the moon. The whole day [is propitious].
Twentieth day of the moon. The whole day [is propitious].
Twenty-first day of the moon. The morning of the day [is propitious].
Twenty-second day of the moon. The whole day [is propitious].
Twenty-third day of the moon. Unpropitious.
Twenty-fourth day of the moon. [Set out] at the turn of the day.
Twenty-fifth day of the moon. [Set out] at the turn of the day.
Twenty-sixth day of the moon. [Set out] at the ninth hour.
Twenty-seventh day of the moon. The whole day [is propitious].
Twenty-eighth day of the moon. The whole day [is propitious].
Twenty-ninth day of the moon. The whole day [is propitious].
Thirtieth day of the moon. The whole day [is propitious].
And the evil (i.e., unlucky) days of the months.
Nisân. The third day.
Iyyâr. The sixth and twentieth days.
Khazîrân. The third and eighteenth days.
Tammûz. The sixth and twentieth days.
Âbh. The first, fourth, and fifteenth days.
Ilûl. The third, tenth, and twentieth days.
First Teshrî. The third, sixth, and twentieth days.
Second Teshrî. The third, fifth, and eleventh days.
First Kânôn. The third and twentieth days.
Second Kânôn. The second, third, eleventh, and fourteenth days.
Shebâṭ. The seventh, eleventh, twentieth, and twenty-first days.
Âdhâr. The fourth, fifth, twentieth, and twenty-first days.
If a man falleth sick on any one of these days, he will not live. And if a man be born on any one of them, he will not live. And if he maketh a feast on any one of them, he will have no pleasure therein. And if he setteth out on a journey on any one of them, or if he goeth forth to war, he will be conquered by his enemies. And if he planteth a vineyard on any one of them, it will not thrive. And if he goeth on a journey, evil will befall him. And if he getteth married, he will be destroyed, for these days are evil and are lacking [in good], even as the Living God commanded the children of Israel by the hands of Moses. Understand, then, and take good heed to thyself, even as God counselled the ancients. Nevertheless, whatsoever God wisheth that doth He do.
Another. The good (i.e., lucky) days of the months.
Observe on what day the first day of the month beginneth.
First day. Propitious for everything.
Second day. Propitious for everything.

Fourth day. Bad. On it a man goeth not forth on a journey.
Fifth day. Like the preceding.
Sixth day. Good for betrothal to a wife.
Seventh day. Good. A day of joy and gladness. Do whatsoever thou pleasest therein. Ask the governor and all men for what thou requirest, for God, in His goodness, will multiply thy works.
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Ninth day. Very good.
Tenth day. Like the preceding.
Eleventh day. Like the preceding; and good, and beautiful.
Twelfth day. Like the preceding.
Thirteenth day. Take heed to ask nothing of any man, for this day is evil.

Fourteenth day. Good. He who is born on this day becometh prosperous, and he will possess instruction (or, doctrine).
Fifteenth day. Good. He who is born on this day will become dumb, and restricted in speech (literally, guarded of tongue).

Sixteenth day. Good.
Seventeenth day. Good.

Eighteenth day. Good, but useless for travelling: set not out on a journey.

Nineteenth day. Fair and good.
Twentieth day. Good for those who travel on roads.
Twenty-first day. Bad and cursed.
Twenty-second day. Good.
Twenty-third day. Good.

Twenty-fourth day. Bad, for on this day Pharaoh was born.

He who is born on this day will live life but be slain.
Twenty-fifth day. Dark, and there is no light in it. He who falleth sick on this day will die.

Twenty-sixth day. Good for him that goeth on a journey.
Twenty-seventh day. Good.
AUGURIES FOR JOURNEYS.

Twenty-eighth day. Good.
Twenty-ninth day. Good.
Thirtieth day. Good for everything.

A forecast concerning the chances of the road.
If thou goest forth from thy house, and a pig meeteth thee, and he cometh towards thee, it is a good sign.
And if a dog meeteth thee, and he cometh after thee, and barketh at thee, thou shalt not set out on thy journey, for it is not a good sign.
And if it happeneth that thou seest a dog coming out of a house, and he is pleased to meet thee, go on thy journey, for there shall be advantage therein.
And if two men, or two married women, meet thee, go, for it is a good sign.
And if unmarried youths or maidens meet thee, go back, for there will be much weariness on the road.
And if camels meet thee, and they be loaded, and come towards thee, good filleth the road.
And if bulls meet thee, turn back, for there are wrath and vexation (or, trouble) on the road.
And if thou seest a man scattering water, and sitting down, go on thy way, for good filleth the road.
And if thou seest a woman, or a maiden, casting forth filth, it is not a good sign.
And if thou goest forth, and seest a black man, it is not a good sign; thou shalt not go forth from thy house.

Of buying and selling. When thou wishest to buy anything, be wise in this manner. Let the thing which is bought be to thee the sun, and let him that selleth be to thee the moon, [in] the place of judgement, and let him that buyeth be he to whom the moon cleaveth. And if the seller doeth wickedness, the moon cometh, and he who selleth is the loser, and no good cometh to him. And if he doeth good, the operation bringeth profit to him that selleth, and the buyer himself is the loser.
Again, another set of forecasts concerning the days of the moon, which will inform thee on which days it is right to do work.

First day of the Moon. This day is good for business of all kinds, and for a man to write his testament (i.e., make his will) in, and to send [his son] to school, and for a man to clarify (or, strain) wine, and to lay the foundation of a house, and to find what hath been lost, and for a sick man to find relief, and for the child who hath just been born to grow, and for a man to be a good father, and the dream which a man seeth on this day will be fulfilled in two days' time.

Second day of the Moon. This day is good for all those who do works of charity, and also for a man to approach great personages, and to put back the wine into the vat. And the slave who flieth to a great personage will be discovered. And the sickness of him that is sick will become severe. And he who is just born will grow up. And he who hath been sent on a journey will come [back] very slowly. And a dream dreamed on this day will be fulfilled in three days.

Third day of the Moon. Winds and whirlwinds (i.e., gales or storms) are produced | on this day. Keep thyself from trafficking of every kind, and, as far as it is possible, do nothing whatsoever, but take the greatest care of thy body and of thy house. And travel not, neither by sea nor by land. And do not borrow, and do not lend. And sow no seed of any kind, and give no judicial decision on this day. He who became a fugitive will be found, and the sickness of him that is sick will become severe. And he who is born on this day, if he liveth will become a fool, and the vision which a man seeth on this day is a lying one.

Fourth day of the Moon. This day is good | for buying and selling, and for a man to plough in, and to deal in merchandise in, and for those who build houses, and for those who seek to enter into judgement [with their adversaries]. He who hath been a fugitive, and he who hath been lost for a long time, will be found with a great personage. And the thief will be captured, and he who setteth out on a journey will lack a beast [of burden], and he who is sick will be made
whole gradually. The tribulations of him that is born on this day shall be many, and he will not be a compassionate man, and his luck (or, destiny) is evil, and his dream will be that of a day only.

**Fifth day of the Moon.** Keep thyself from buying a slave, and, if thou dost buy one, he will run away and be no more found. Take heed that thou dost not lie, neither shalt thou take an oath, or make another to take an oath; and know that if thou doest these things thou wilt enter into tribulation. And the slave who is lost, and the slave who hath run away, will be found. And he who is born on this day will become a crafty man. And a dream dreamed on this day will be fulfilled in two days.

**Sixth day of the Moon.** This day is good for those who go a hunting, and for the feast chamber, and for selling property, and for buying. He who is born on this day will live, and he who is taken ill on this day will be healed. And the slave who runneth away, and the slave who is lost, will be found, and a dream dreamed on this day is the son of a day (*i.e.*, ephemeral).

**Seventh day of the Moon.** This day is good for everything whereto a man putteth his hands, and for planting groves and gardens, and for carrying some one to the house of books, and for buying a slave. And the slave who runneth away, and the slave who is lost, will be found, and he who is taken ill will live, and he who is born on this day will become a great man and a prince of shepherds, and a dream dreamed on this day is the son of its day (*i.e.*, ephemeral).

**Eighth day of the Moon.** On this day thou shalt not set out on a journey. It is a fair day for those who go out to war. He who is taken sick on this day will suffer sorely, and he who is born on this day will be troubled, and a dream dreamed on this day will be fulfilled in two days.

**Ninth day of the Moon.** Whatsoever thou doest on this day will succeed, and profit will come unto thee therefrom. It is a lucky day for him that borroweth and for him that lendeth, and for him that planteth groves and gardens, and for him that standeth before the king. And the slave who is lost will be found. And he who is born on this day will live, and he will
become a great benefactor. And he who falleth sick on this day will find relief, and a dream dreamed on this day is the son of a day.

**Tenth day of the Moon.** On this day keep thyself from everything. Buy not, and lend not, [if thou dost] they will not repay thee. And he who is born on this day in exile will live in a miserable condition. The slave who runneth away will come [back] in fetters, and a dream dreamed on this day will be fulfilled in six days.

**Eleventh day of the Moon.** This day is propitious for everything unto which thou shalt put thy hand, and for those who buy slaves, and for those who have cases in law(?), and for trafficking, and for planting groves and gardens, and for gathering fruit, and for a man to set out on a journey, and for the man who is travelling, and for a man to be in the house of the Ruler. And it is propitious for making a feast, and for building buildings, and for a man to become a governor. The slave who runneth away will come [back] very soon. He who is born on this day will become great, and his luck will be good, and he will rejoice. And a dream dreamed on this day will be assuredly fulfilled in four days.

**Twelfth day of the Moon.** Keep thyself from strife. And shave not thy head and beard, and thou shalt not wash. It is a good day for those who gather grapes in their vineyards, and who put back the wine into the vats. The slave who runneth away will be lost. He who is taken ill on this day will be sick for a long time, but he will live. He who is born on this day will have many illnesses, and he will be a pugnacious man. And a dream dreamed on this day is the son of a day.

**Thirteenth day of the Moon.** This day is propitious for everything which thou doest, and for making a feast, and for thy going on a journey, and for trafficking, and for meeting and entertaining friends. The slave who runneth away, and the slave who is lost, will be found. And he who falleth sick on this day will be healed. And he who is born on this day will live, and will have good luck. And a dream dreamed on this day will come true within fifteen days.
Fourteenth day of the Moon. Do not go to an election, and do not buy an animal. He who falleth sick on this day will find relief. And the slave who is lost will remain concealed, and he who is born on this day will be held in contempt. Fol. 228b. And a dream dreamed on this day will come true within six days.

Fifteenth day of the Moon. This day is propitious for laying foundations, and for sowing seed. Take no oath, nor make any one take an oath, therein. The slave who is lost and the slave who runneth away will be found in another district. He who is born on this day will prosper. He who falleth sick on this day will remain ill for a long time. And a dream dreamed on this day will be proved to be untrue within two days.

Sixteenth day of the Moon. It is propitious for everything. It is good for a man going out to hunt and to war, for gradually he will find [prey or, booty]. The slave who is lost will be found within two days. He who falleth sick on this day will obtain relief. He who is born on this day will grow up, and a dream dreamed on this day will come to pass within three days.

Seventeenth day of the Moon. Keep thyself from trafficking, and from the swearing of oaths. Shave not thy head and beard. The slave who is lost will not be found. He who falleth sick on this day will rise up in a miserable condition. He who is born on this day will be a wise man. And a dream dreamed on this day will be the son of a day, but good.

Eighteenth day of the Moon. This day is good for everything that thou doest, for buying and selling, and for setting out on a journey, and for companionship [with women?], and for beginning to sow crops, and for gathering in fruit, and for planting groves and gardens. The slave who is lost, and the slave who runneth away will be found quickly. He who is born on this day will grow up, and a dream dreamed on this day will be the son of a day, but good.

Nineteenth day of the Moon. On this day it is well for thee to lay foundations, and to sow seed, and to gather in the fruit crops, and to hold [one’s] position. The slave who runneth away, and the slave who is lost will be found. He who is born on this day will become a chief. He who is taken ill on this
day will suffer severely. And a dream dreamed on this day will come true within twenty days.

**Twentieth day of the Moon.** From thy house go not forth, and do no work of any kind. The slave who runneth away, and the slave who is lost will not be found. And he who is born on this day will suffer from many illnesses. And the dream which a man shall dream on this day shall be a lying dream.

**Twenty-first day of the Moon.** This day is good for hunting. And it is good for a man to keep himself from everything, and from the companionship [of women?], and from buying and selling. He who being bound runneth away will be found, and he who falleth sick on this day will be in tribulation, and will find relief. And the sicknesses of him that is born on this day will be many, and a dream dreamed on this day will come true within two days.

**Twenty-second day of the Moon.** He who is born on this day will live a long time, and will become a liar. He who falleth sick on this day will die. On this day it is good to guide the plough, and to marry a wife, and he who is born thereon will die through the blow of an iron weapon. And the dreams of this day are many and seductive.

**Twenty-third day of the Moon.** It is good to sell and to buy on this day, and to make a feast, and to enjoy women (?), and to hunt. The slave who is lost, and the slave who runneth away will be found. Him who is born on this day the wild beast will eat, and the dream dreamed thereon is a lying dream.

**Twenty-fourth day of the Moon.** This day is good for those who plough, and for those who traffic therein, and he who falleth sick thereon will be ill for a [long] time. And he who is born on this day, with his life is his power, and he is nigh unto his end. And the dream dreamed on this day is a lying dream.

**Twenty-fifth day of the Moon.** Keep thyself from everything which thou wishest to do. He who is born on this day will not live. The slave who runneth away, and the slave who is lost will not be found, and he who is born on this day will die [at once]. It is a day good for the chase. And the dream which is dreamed on this day will become true on the second day.
Twenty-sixth day of the Moon. Traffic in every kind of merchandise. Do not shave thy head and beard. Every one who borroweth from thee will not consume what he borroweth, for with praise he will pay thee back. And the day is propitious for those who make a feast, and if thou plantest a vineyard it will thrive, and whatsoever thou doest therein will be excellent. He who is born on this day will live, and the slave who runneth away, and the slave who is lost will be found. He who falleth sick on this day will find relief. And a dream dreamed on this day is the son of a day, but good.

Twenty-seventh day of the Moon. This day is propitious for trafficking, and for going about from one place to another, and for weaning children. He who is born on this day will live, and he who is sick will be healed. The slave who is about to run away will be observed. And a dream dreamed on this day will come true within ...... days.

Twenty-eighth day of the Moon. This day is propitious for planting groves and gardens, and for feasting, and for everything. The illnesses of him that is born on this day will be many. The slave who runneth away, and the slave who is lost will remain hidden. And a dream dreamed on this day is the son of a day and bad.

Twenty-ninth day of the Moon. This day is propitious for buying and selling, and for going on an embassy, and for receiving counsel. He who is born on this day will only live with the greatest difficulty. The slave who is lost, and the slave who runneth away will not be found. He who falleth sick on this day will find relief, and he who is born on this day will live and become a rich man; but for feasting the day is unsuitable. A dream dreamed on this day will come true within seven or fourteen days.

Thirtieth day of the Moon. This day is good for everything, and for taking and giving. | He who falleth sick on this day will live. The slave who is lost, and the slave who runneth away will be found. He who is born on this day will become rich, and he will be compassionate to the children of men, by the will of God. And the dreams dreamed on this day are bad. Keep thyself from them.

Here end the forecasts, and to God be praise!
From the Discourse of Basil. Concerning the course of the circle of heaven.

Since thou hast asked me, O lover of learning, of what kind is the course of the heavens, according to my ability I will tell thee. It is meet to know that heaven is round on all its sides, and that it travelleth continually and unceasingly from east to west. And the earth is situated in the middle of it like an egg. And according to the measure of the distance of heaven from the earth, so is it remote (i.e., distant) from all the sides of the earth. The Circle of the Malwāshē (i.e., Signs of the Zodiac), that is to say, the months of the year, embraceth the length of the sphere of heaven obliquely, one half of it being on the south side, in such a position that Nisān and the First Teshrī ascend from the east, opposite to the earth continually; and the rest of the winter months go up from the south to the earth, that is to say, the First and the Second Teshrī, and the First and the Second Kānōn, and Shēbāt and Ådhār; and the summer months ascend to all the earth, that is to say, Nisān, and Īyyār, and Khazīrān, and Tammūz, and Ābh, and Īlūl. And each one of those months is divided into three parts, and the whole of heaven is divided into three hundred and sixty and five parts, and each part is one day. And one of these parts travelleth, more or less, each day, from west to east, so that the circle performeth its [complete] course of travelling in three hundred and sixty and five days.

Now, the Sun and the Six Stars (i.e., Planets) move through these Signs of the Zodiac from west to east, and the Sun, through the rapidity of his course, changeth from the east each day into the west. And these Seven Stars are not situated equally in one place so that their motions (or, courses) can be equal. Kēwān, which is called Kronos, is placed in the outermost part of the sphere, and he fulfilleth his course in three years; [this time is necessary] for him to arrive at the part [of the sphere] wherefrom he went forth, and the region wherein he dwelleth is watery. The star of Bēl (Jupiter), which is called Zeus, is placed in a region of water, and in
the second circle of the sphere, and he fulfilleth his course in
twelve years. And below him is placed Ἀρίς, in a region of
fire, and in the third circle of the sphere, and he fulfilleth his
course in one year and a half. And below him is placed the
Sun, in a region of fire, and in the fourth circle of the sphere, and he fulfilleth his course in one year. And below this is
placed the star of Balti, which is called Aphrodite, in a region
of wind, and in the fifth circle of the sphere; and she fulfilleth
her course in one year less two months. And below her is
placed [the star of Hermes, who is called “Útrâdh"], in a
region of water, and in the sixth circle of the sphere, and he
fulfilleth his course in six years. And after him is placed the
[Moon],¹ in a region of wind, and in the seventh circle of the
sphere, and he fulfilleth his course in twenty-nine days and a
half. For . . . . . the Moon, they are composed of these four
elements, earth, water, fire, and air. For one half of heaven
is above the earth, and one half is below it; and heaven
bringeth back the luminaries each day. During the night the
sun dwelleth below the earth, on the northern side, and during
the day, above the earth, on the southern side. And because
the sun entereth in among the Signs of the Zodiac that are
remote from the earth, towards the south, it becometh cold in
the winter; and because he returneth to the Signs of the
Zodiac that are near the earth in the summer, it becometh
hot, and the earth burneth. And the earth itself burneth,
because on two days of the year, at the rising of Tammûz, Fol. 230b.
the sun is [directly] above the earth, and for this reason the
children of men cannot dwell in that region. And if the sun
[always] travelled directly above the earth, it would burn it all
up, because of its great size—now the sun is eighteen times as
large as the earth,—and because of the fire thereof which is
unquenchable.

Now there are times when the sun and the moon appear to
us, as they say, to “become dark”, and the reason of this is,
according to what those who are skilled [in such matters] say,
as follows:—The moon shineth [with light] from the sun, and

¹ Restored from the text on pp. 470, 471.
giveth us light. And when these two luminaries happen to be directly opposite to each other, or, as they say, when they balance each other, one on this side of the earth, and one on that, the earth preventeth the [light of the] sun from passing beneath the rays of light that arise from the moon, because it is impossible for the moon to become dark except when it is fifteen days old, according to the ancient custom which is thus, and the sun also cannot become dark except after the moon is born. Now they say that the moon becometh dark twice in the year; when it becometh dark, being above the earth, we can see it, and when it becometh dark, being below the earth [we cannot see it].

The names of the Malwāshē (*i.e.*, Signs of the Zodiac).

1. Nisān = Ram
2. Íyyār = Bull
3. Khazîrān = Twins
4. Tammûz = Crab
5. Ābh = Lion
6. Īlūl = Virgin
7. Teshrī, First = Balance
8. Teshrī, Second = Scorpion
9. Kânôn, First = Bowman
10. Kânôn, Second = Goat
11. Shēbât = Water-carrier
12. Ādhâr = Fishes

These are the forms that are depicted in the heavens in the Malwāshē. Besides these there are Orion, who is called the "Giant", and who is situated to the south of the crown of the Malwāshē, and the "dog of the Giant" and the "cross of doctrine (?)", and they are situated to the north of the crown of the Malwāshē.

And the seven days of the week are named after these seven luminaries.

Fol. 231a. | The first day of the week is named after the sun.
The second day of the week is named after the moon.
The third day of the week is named after Āris.
The fourth day of the week is named after Hermes.
The fifth day of the week is named after Zeus.
The Eve of the Sabbath is named after Aphrodite.
The Sabbath is named after Kronos.
To each one of these luminaries the first hour of the day named after him belongeth, and after it cometh that of its
neighbour, and thus, little by little, all the hours of the night-time and day-time throughout the entire year are distributed among these luminaries. Now the hours in number amount to eight thousand, seven hundred, and sixty and six.

Of eclipses. A portent which is indicated by the upper part of the Zodiac and the lower part thereof, and the government of the world.

This is the eclipse which maketh the moon to become dark, when it is situated a long way from the sun in the seventh bûrghâ, and this is the cause thereof. When the head of the Serpent, or his tail, is in the seventh bûrghâ of the sun, and the moon is in the bûrghâ wherein is the sun, there taketh place | an eclipse of the moon on the fourteenth day of the moon. As concerning the signs which take place therein when this happeneth, observe the colour of the moon. If it be black, there will be gloom, and manifold winds in the air, and sicknesses, and the flocks will die, and exceedingly great fear will fall upon the children of men. And if its colour be black, with redness therein, there will fall upon the children of men pestilence, and slaughter, and the sickness that is caused by the decay of unburied bodies, and famine. And if its colour be yellow, there will be disease of the liver, and the fruits of the trees and the crops will perish, and birds and animals will die. And if its colour be like unto that of dust, in that year there will take place want, and snow, and ice, and frost, and the animals (or, cattle) will die. According to the position of the head of the Serpent there will be good, and according to the position of its tail there will be evil.

And when the eclipse taketh place near the middle of the heavens, above the earth, [it portendeth] ...... of temples and of kings .......... and of blood. And when it taketh place towards the east, | [it portendeth the destruction] of fruit, and Fol.231b1r.

1 On the margin is written:—Now Athéyâ remaineth in each bûrghâ seventeen days and six hours, and the total of these is two hundred and seven days, for the twelve Houses make this amount (i. e., 17½ days × 12½ days = 207 days).
of children, and of foundations (sic!). And when it taketh place towards the west, [it portendeth the . . . . .] of old men and of the dead. And when the whole face of the moon becometh dark, [it portendeth] that what is to come will concern the whole world. And if only a part of the face of the moon becometh dark, the things which take place will concern only the part of the world that correspondeth to the part of the moon that becometh dark. If there be in the moon marks which are yellow, or black, or of a bright colour, they are due to the nature of Kêwân, that is to say, Kronos. And if they be white in colour they are due to the nature of Zeus. And if they be red in colour they are due to the nature of Âris. And if they be of the colour of wax, they are due to the nature of Aphrodite. And if they be of a variegated colour they are due to the nature of Hermes. And as they are, so is each in his region.

Page 485 Of Eclipse | of the sun and moon. If it taketh place in the Balance, or the Water-carrier, or the Twins, it portendeth pestilence among men throughout the world. If the eclipse taketh place in the Rain, or in the Lion, or in Sagittarius, it will produce far more serious evils, for it portendeth famine, and wars throughout the world, and the uprooting of cities, and pestilence among animals, and cattle, and birds, and especially among camels and flocks of sheep and goats. It produceth want and scarcity, and especially in the climes [or, regions] that are near these Signs of the Zodiac. If the eclipse taketh place in the Scorpion, or in the Fishes, or in the Crab, it will produce want of water and of everything among the peoples of the climes that are nigh unto these Signs of the Zodiac. And men will flee from place to place through want of water and sustenance, and there will also be scarcity of fish and of everything which liveth in [or through] moisture. And if the eclipse taketh place in the Virgin, or in Capricorn, or in the Bull, there will be scarcity among men of fruit, and of sheep, and of all kinds of crops. And the earth itself will suffer want, for fruits and roots will not grow, and there will be no rain, especially in the climes that are nigh unto these Signs of the Zodiac.
Of the eclipse, that thou mayest know on what day the moon will become dark. The eclipse when it taketh place on the two hundred and seventh day. Reckon from the day wherein the eclipse took place, and where the two hundred and seven days agree. Direct thy attention, whilst thou art enquiring into the matter, to the fifteenth day of the moon, that is to say, to the day when the moon is full, and to what portion of the upper part of the Zodiac the eclipse can take place. Now, if it be more than twelve parts distant, the eclipse cannot take place. Moreover, observe in what hour the fifteenth day cometh to an end, and the sixteenth day beginneth. And let this be kept by thee [in thy mind] with very great care, that is to say, if the fifteenth day cometh to an end in the day-time, the eclipse is not visible, because it taketh place below the earth, but if the fifteenth day cometh to an end in the night-time, and beginneth in the sixteenth day, know that the eclipse is taking place above the earth, and it will therefore be plainly visible.

If thou wishest to know the House of the upper and lower parts of the Zodiac, divide the years of Alexander one thousand eight hundred and thirty and five, and of those which remain to thee exclude (i. e., divide) them by two hundred and forty and eight. Now, I myself divided them all according to the written instructions, and there remained from two thousand twenty, one hundred and eighty and five. Then these which remain over to thee double twelve times, and see to how many they amount, and then, add to them one-third of the number which is over. And when thou hast counted it out (i. e., divided) by two hundred and forty and eight, see unto how much all the numbers amount. Again, take all the days, from the first day of Īlūl to the day that thou wishest to take, and double (i. e., multiply) them three times, and afterwards add to them one-sixth of their number, and then divide the whole number which is known unto thee by three hundred and sixty, and of

---

1 On the margin of this page is written:—When thou dividest this number by two hundred and forty and eight, from five hundred take four, and from one thousand eight.
that which remaineth over to thee, and which doth not \( \text{reach three hundred and sixty, assign to each House thirty,} \) begin-
ning to count from the Balance. And where the number endeth, and thou canst not divide it by thirty, there is the upper part of the Zodiac; \( \text{and count seven Houses, and there is} \) the lower part of the Zodiac.

That thou mayest know the five stars (\( i.e., \) planets), and how to make the calculation concerning them. Kronos, that is Zûkhâl. Take the years of Alexander the Greek at the time when thou makest thy enquiry, however many they may be, and divide them by three, though some say divide them by twenty, and the number which remaineth divide into thirties. And of the number which remaineth and which doth not amount to thirty, allot to each House \( \text{two and a half.} \) And

[begin] to count with the Water-carrier, and, where thy number stoppeth, there is Kronos.

That thou mayest know where Zeus, that is to say, Mûshtari, standeth. Take the number of years of Alexander, at the time when thou makest thy enquiry, and add to them five, though some say add twenty and one, and divide them by thirty. And of the number that remaineth in thy hand, give to each House one. Then begin to count with the House of the Fishes, and, where thy number stoppeth, there is Zeus.

That thou mayest know where is Åris, that is to say, Marik. Take the number of the years of Alexander, at the time when thou makest thy enquiry, divide them by eight, though some say by three, and divide what remaineth into thirties. And of the number that remaineth to thee, and that doth not make up thirty, give to each House one. Then count from the Bûrghâ (\( i.e., \) House) of the Ram, and, where thy number cometh to an end, there is Åris.

That thou mayest know where is Hermes, that is to say, 'Utrádh. Take the number of the years of Alexander, at the

---

1 On the margin of this page is written:—When thou dividest the number by thirty, thou shalt take from one hundred ten, and from one thousand ten.
2 Ànûhîházûn, that is, the head of the serpent, and its form is Ꝃ. 
3 Kûltûhîházûn, that is, the tail of the serpent, and its form is Ꝃ.
time when thou makest thy enquiry, and divide them by fifteen, and the number that remaineth to thee divide into thirties. And of what remaineth over to thee, give to each House one. Then begin to count with the Two Images, and, where thy number cometh to an end, there is Hermes.

That thou mayest know where is | Aphrodite, that is to say, Zuhrah. Take the number of the years of Alexander, at the time when thou makest thy enquiry, and divide them by thirty. And of what remaineth unto thee, give to each House one. Begin to count with the Bull, and, where thy number cometh to an end, there is Aphrodite.

The number (i.e., a list) of the Malwâshé.

5. Lion. 11. Water-carrier.

The Characteristics of the Seven Zones.

The zone of Kronos, the first and the highest, is cold, and it is situated in ice. The planet Zeus is in the second zone, wherein there is a moderate temperature, which is nourishing and refreshing. Aris is in the third zone, where there is the heat that destroyeth. The Sun is in the fourth zone, which is the middle zone, and it possesseth the aether, which is warm and refreshing. Balti is in the fifth zone, and she is the lady of sowing, and begetting, and the bringing forth of children, and of everything. Hermes is in the sixth zone

The Moon is in the seventh zone. Now the moon itself is cold and moist, and it is near the earth, and is strong (?) and beautiful (?), when it is remote from the stars, and it waxeth and waneth, and is a symbol of the lives of the children of men.
Again, the characteristics of the Malwâshê.

*Kronos* is the lord of evil dispositions, and he ruleth Capricorn and the Water-carrier; he is never good.

*Zeus* is red, and a little bald (?) and he ruleth the Fishes and the Bowman; he is beneficent in everything.

Âris is little, and is a lover of blood, and he ruleth over the Ram and the Scorpion; he is the destroyer of everything.

The Sun is red and is long, and he ruleth over the Lion; he is beneficent in everything.

*Aphrodite* is beautiful in forms, according to her changes.

Fol. 233b. She ruleth the Bull and the Reed, that is, the Balance; she maketh [men] to commit follies, but she destroyeth nothing. She is predisposed to adultery and harlotry.

*Hermes* is swarthy, but beautiful in form, and he ruleth the Twins and the Virgin; [he doeth] neither good deeds nor bad, but he is predisposed to trafficking and to learning. Bind him not to keep a secret, for assuredly he will reveal it. He causeth commotion (or, tumult) in the world.

The Moon is bald, and ruleth over the Crab, and over every change.

The appearances (or, similitudes) of the Planets. The Sun is like gold, and the Moon like silver, and Âris like iron, and Aphrodite like brass, and Kèwân like lead, and Hermes like electrum, that is, stamped gold, and Zeus like tin.

The colours of the Planets.

*Kronos* is very dark, a deep black. *Zeus* is dark, like a good beryl. Âris is like a bad agate, a poor red. The Sun is of a dull colour, a moderate yellow. *Aphrodite* is white, a good green (*sic!*). *Hermes* is of a greenish colour, like the emerald. The Moon is white, a moderate blue (*sic!*).

Again, the courses of the Twelve Malwâshê and their changes; here is a list of them.

The Sun entereth the Ram on the fourteenth day of Âdhâr, and the Ram riseth with the sun in the middle of the east, ascending in a straight line, and the Balance beginneth to set opposite
to him, in the middle of the west, in a straight line. And he riseth above the earth one measure of the six parts of the heavens, which constituteth two hours of the day-time. And at the beginning of the third hour the Bull beginneth to rise from the place where the Ram riseth, towards the north, the measure of one of the six parts of the heavens, and the Scorpion beginneth to set opposite to him, towards the south, where the Balance setteth, according to the measure mentioned [above]. And the Bull riseth up [a distance] of | one of the Fol. 234a six parts of the heavens, and four hours of the day come to an end. And at the beginning of the fifth hour the Twins rise from the place where the Bull riseth, and towards the north, the same measure, and the Bowman beginneth to set opposite to them in the west, where the Scorpion setteth, and towards the south, and six hours of the day come to an end, which make one half of the day-time. The Ram standeth with the sun in mid-heaven, and the Balance is opposite to him in the middle of the earth. And at the beginning of the seventh hour the Crab riseth in the north-east obliquely, and the Goat beginneth to set | opposite to it in the south-west obliquely, Page 490 and eight hours of the day come to an end. And at the beginning of the ninth hour the Lion riseth from where the Twins rise, and the Water-carrier setteth opposite to him, where the Bowman setteth, and ten hours of the day come to an end. And at the beginning of the eleventh hour the Virgin riseth where the Bull riseth, and the Fishes set opposite to her, where the Scorpion setteth in the west, and twelve hours of the day, which form the six parts of the heavens, come to an end, and it becometh evening.

And at the beginning of the first hour of the night the Balance riseth, and the Ram setteth opposite to it, and two hours of the night come to an end. And at the beginning of the third hour of the night the Scorpion riseth, and the Bull setteth opposite to it, and four hours of the night come to an end. And at the beginning of the fifth hour of the night the Bowman riseth, and the Twins set opposite to him, [and six hours of the night come to an end], and it is midnight. The back part of the Bowman and the head of the Goat are in
COURSES OF THE SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC.

the east, and the back parts of the Twins, and the head of
the Crab, are in the west. And the Balance is in mid-heaven,
and the Ram is under the earth. And at the beginning of the
seventh hour of the night the Goat riseth, and the Crab setteth
opposite to him, and eight hours of the night come to an end. And at the beginning of the ninth hour of the night the Water-carrier riseth, and the Lion setteth opposite to him, and ten hours of the night come to an end. And at the beginning of the eleventh hour of the night the Fishes rise, and the Virgin setteth opposite to them, and twelve hours of the night come to an end. This is the equality of day-time and night-time on this day.

And know that from this point the Ram beginneth to move
up by degrees, and to rise during the night in each day, one-
thirtieth part of one-sixth of one Malwâshâ, until the end of
the night; now the Ram setteth in the middle of Nisân. And
on the fourteenth day of Nisân the Ram riseth with the sun,
and the Scorpion setteth opposite to him, in the manner that
hath been described. And here by [the word] “day”, under-
stand midday, | and by [the word] “evening” understand mid-
night.

And on the fifteenth day of Íyyâr the Twins rise in the
morning, and the Bowman setteth opposite to them in the
evening, that is, in the west.

And on the sixteenth day of Khazîrân the Crab riseth in
the morning, and the Goat setteth opposite to him in the
evening.

And on the seventeenth day of Tammûz the Lion riseth in
the morning, and the Water-carrier setteth opposite to him in
the evening.

And on the seventeenth day of Ābh the Virgin riseth in
the morning, and the Fishes set opposite to her in the evening.

And on the seventeenth day of Īlûl the Balance riseth in
the morning, and the Ram setteth opposite to him in the
evening.

And on the seventeenth day of the First Teshrî the Scorpion
riseth in the morning, and the Bull setteth opposite to him in
the evening.
And on the seventeenth day of the Second Teshri the Bowman riseth in the morning, and the Twins set opposite to him in the evening.

And on the thirteenth day of the First Kānōn the Goat riseth in the morning, and the Crab setteth opposite to him in the evening.

And on the thirteenth day of the Second Kānōn the Water-carrier riseth in the morning, and the Lion setteth opposite to him in the evening.

And on the twelfth day of Shēbāt the Fishes rise in the morning, and the Virgin setteth opposite to them in the evening.

And understand that they all do thus, hour by hour, and day by day, and month by month.

And behold, I will not write them down in a wheel (i.e., circle), in order that thou mayest know their places, as they are in the heavens. And we write down here each group of three Malwāshē together in one picture (i.e., diagram), according to their operation, and according to what the astronomers say; and they are divided into four quarters, corresponding to the Four Elements, and according to the Four Quarters of the heavens, as one might say:—The Twins, and the Balance, and the Water-carrier, these three are hot and moist, according to the nature of air, and according to the eastern Quarter of the heavens [wherein they are]. And the Bull, and the Virgin, and the Goat, these three are cold and dry, according to the nature of the earth, and according to the western Quarter of the heavens [wherein they are]. And the Crab, and the Scorpion, and the Fishes, these three are cold and moist, according to the nature of water, and according to the northern Quarter of the heavens [wherein they are]. And the Ram, and the Lion, and the Great Image (i.e., the Bowman), these three are hot and dry, according to the nature of fire, and according to the southern Quarter of the heavens [wherein they are].

Behold, these are arranged before thee, my lord, in tabular form, on that paper (i.e., page), in another kind of representation, which cometh [before thee].
The Course of the Twelve Signs of the Zodiac in tabular form.

The Ram. I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fourteenth day of Āḍhār. In the morning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Ram rising in the East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Crab under the earth, opposite the Goat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Goat in mid-heaven, opposite the Crab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Balance setting in the West</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Ram. II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fourteenth day of Āḍhār. At midday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Crab rising [in the East]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Balance under the earth, opposite the Ram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ram standing in mid-heaven, opposite the Balance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Goat setting in the West</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Ram. III.

Fourteenth day of Adhar. In the evening

The Balance rising in the East

- Goat
- Balance
- Crab

The Ram under the earth, opposite the Crab

The Ram setting in the West

The Ram. IV.

Fourteenth day of Adhar. At midnight

The Goat rising in the East

- Ram
- Balance
- Crab

The Ram under the earth, opposite the Balance

The Crab setting in the West
The Bull. I.

Fourteenth day of Nisân. In the morning

The Bull rising in the East

The Lion under the earth, opposite the Water-carrier

Bull

Lion

Water-carrier

Scorpion

The Scorpion setting in the West

The Bull. II.

Fourteenth day of Nisân. At midday

The Lion rising in the East

The Scorpion under the earth, opposite the Bull

Lion

Scorpion

Bull

Water-carrier

The Water-carrier setting in the West
The Bull. III.

Fourteenth day of Nisân. In the evening

The Scorpion rising in the East

The Water-carrier under the earth, opposite the Lion

Scorpion

Water-carrier

Bull

The Bull setting in the West

The Bull. IV.

Fourteenth day of Nisân. At midnight

The Water-carrier rising in the East

The Bull under the earth, opposite the Scorpion

Water-carrier

Bull

Scorpion

Lion

The Scorpion in mid-heaven, opposite the Water-carrier

The Lion setting in the West
The Twins. I.

Fifteenth day of Íyyár. In the morning

The Twins rising in the East

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Twins</th>
<th>Virgin</th>
<th>Fishes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Bowman setting in the West

The Bowman under the earth, opposite the Fishes

The Virgin under the earth, opposite the Fishes

The Fishes in mid-heaven, opposite the Virgin

Fifteenth day of Íyyár. At midday

The Virgin rising in the East

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virgin</th>
<th>Bowman</th>
<th>Fishes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Fishes setting in the West

The Bowman under the earth, opposite the Fishes

The Fishes in mid-heaven, opposite the Bowman
The Twins. III.

Fifteenth day of Ḥīyār. In the evening

The Bowman rising in the East

The Fishes under the earth, opposite the Virgin

The Twins setting in the West

The Twins. IV.

Fifteenth day of Ḥīyār. At midnight

The Fishes rising in the East

The Twins under the earth, opposite the Bowman

The Virgin setting in the West
The Crab. I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sixteenth day of Khazîrân. In the morning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Crab rising in the East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Balance under the earth, opposite the Ram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Goat setting in the West</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Crab. II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sixteenth day of Khazîrân. At midday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Balance rising in the East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Goat under the earth, opposite the Crab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ram setting in the West</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Crab. III.

Sixteenth day of Khazîrân. In the evening

The Goat rising in the East

Goat

Ram

Balance

The Crab setting in the West

The Crab. IV.

Sixteenth day of Khazîrân. At midnight

The Ram rising in the East

Ram

Goat

Balance

The Crab setting in the West
The Lion. I.

Seventeenth day of Tammûz. In the morning

The Lion rising in the East

The Scorpion under the earth, opposite the Bull

Lion

Scorpion

Water-carrier

The Bull in mid-heaven, opposite the Scorpion

The Water-carrier setting in the West

The Lion. II.

Seventeenth day of Tammûz. At midday

The Scorpion rising in the East

The Water-carrier under the earth, opposite the Lion

Scorpion

Water-carrier

Lion

Bull

The Lion in mid-heaven, opposite the Water-carrier

The Bull setting in the West
The Lion. III.

Seventeenth day of Tammûz. In the evening

The Water-carrier rising in the East

The Lion setting in the West

The Lion. IV.

Seventeenth day of Tammûz. At midnight

The Bull rising in the East

The Scorpion setting in the West
The Virgin. I.

Seventeenth day of Âbh. In the morning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Bowman under the earth, opposite the Twins</th>
<th>Virgin</th>
<th>Twins</th>
<th>The Twins in mid-heaven, opposite the Bowman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Fishes setting in the West</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Virgin. II.

Seventeenth day of Âbh. At midday

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Fishes under the earth, opposite the Virgin</th>
<th>Bowman</th>
<th>Virgin</th>
<th>The Virgin in mid-heaven, opposite the Fishes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Twins setting in the West</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Virgin. III.

Seventeenth day of Âbh. In the evening

The Fishes rising in the East

The Virgin setting in the West

---

The Virgin. IV.

Seventeenth day of Âbh. At midnight

The Twins rising in the East

The Bowman setting in the West
The Balance. I.

Seventeenth day of Ilul. In the morning

The Balance rising in the East

The Goat under the earth, opposite the Crab

Balance

Goat

Crab

Ram

The Ram setting in the West

The Balance. II.

Seventeenth day of Ilul. At midday

The Goat rising in the East

The Ram under the earth, opposite the Balance

Goat

Ram

Balance

Crab

The Crab setting in the West
The Balance. III.

Seventeenth day of Ílúl. In the evening

The Ram rising in the East

The Crab under the earth, opposite the Goat

The Balance setting in the West

The Balance. IV.

Seventeenth day of Ílúl. At midnight

The Crab rising in the East

The Balance under the earth, opposite the Ram

The Goat setting in the West
The Scorpion. I.

Seventeenth day of First Teshri. In the morning

The Scorpion rising in the East

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water-carrier</th>
<th>Scorpion</th>
<th>Lion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bull</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Bull setting in the West

The Scorpion. II.

Seventeenth day of First Teshri. At midday

The Water-carrier rising in the East

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water-carrier</th>
<th>Bull</th>
<th>Scorpion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Lion setting in the West
The Scorpion. III.

Seventeenth day of First Teshri. In the evening

The Bull rising in the East

The Lion under the earth, opposite the Water-carrier

Bull

Lion

Water-carrier

Scorpion

The Water-carrier in mid-heaven, opposite the Lion

The Scorpion setting in the West.

The Scorpion. IV.

Seventeenth day of First Teshri. At midnight

The Lion rising in the East

The Scorpion under the earth, opposite the Bull

Bull

Scorpion

Water-carrier

The Bull in mid-heaven, opposite the Scorpion

The Water-carrier setting in the West
The Bowman. I.

Seventeenth day of Second Teshri. In the morning

The Bowman rising in the East

The Fishes under the earth, opposite the Virgin

The Twins setting in the West

The Bowman. II.

Seventeenth day of Second Teshri. At midday

The Fishes rising in the East

The Twins under the earth, opposite the Bowman

The Virgin setting in the West
The Bowman. III.

Seventeenth day of Second Teshri. In the morning

The Twins rising in the East

The Bowman setting in the West

The Bowman. IV.

Seventeenth day of Second Teshri. At midday

The Virgin rising in the East

The Fishes setting in the West
The Goat. I.

Thirteenth day of First Kanôn. In the morning

The Goat rising in the East

The Ram under the earth, opposite the Goat

Goat

Ram

Crab

The Balance setting in the West

The Balance in mid-heaven, opposite the Ram

The Goat. II.

Thirteenth day of First Kanôn. At midday

The Ram rising in the East

The Crab under the earth, opposite the Goat

Goat

Ram

Crab

Balance

The Goat in mid-heaven, opposite the Crab

The Balance setting in the West
The Goat. III.

Thirteenth day of First Kânôn. In the evening

The Crab rising in the East

The Balance under the earth, opposite the Ram

The Goat setting in the West

The Goat. IV.

Thirteenth day of First Kânôn. At midnight

The Balance rising in the East

The Goat under the earth, opposite the Crab

The Ram setting in the West
The Water-carrier. I.

Thirteenth day of Second Kânó̱n. In the morning

The Water-carrier rising in the East

The Bull under the earth, opposite the Scorpion

Water-carrier

Bull

Scorpion

Lion

The Scorpion in mid-heaven, opposite the Bull

The Lion setting in the West

The Water-carrier. II.

Thirteenth day of Second Kânó̱n. At midday

The Bull rising in the East

The Lion under the earth, opposite the Water-carrier

Bull

Lion

Water-carrier

Scorpion

The Water-carrier in mid-heaven, opposite the Lion

The Scorpion setting in the West
The Water-carrier. III.

Thirteenth day of Second Kànon. In the evening

The Lion rising in the East

The Scorpion under the earth, opposite the Bull

The Water-carrier setting in the West

The Water-carrier. IV.

Thirteenth day of Second Kànon. At midnight

The Scorpion rising in the East

The Water-carrier under the earth, opposite the Lion

The Bull setting in the West
The Fishes. I.

Twelfth day of Shebât. In the morning

The Fishes rising in the East

The Twins under the earth, opposite the Bowman

The Virgin setting in the West

The Fishes. II.

Twelfth day of Shebât. At midday

The Twins rising in the East

The Virgin under the earth, opposite the Fishes

The Bowman setting in the West
The Fishes. III.

Twelfth day of Shebât. In the evening

The Virgin rising in the East

The Bowman under the earth, opposite the Twins

The Fishes setting in the West

The Fishes. IV.

Twelfth day of Shebât. At midnight

The Bowman rising in the East

The Fishes under the earth, opposite the Virgin

The Twins setting in the West
Another List.

Page 502  Twenty-first day of Ādhār, which is the rising of the Sun, for the Ram riseth, and the Balance setteth, which is its setting (i. e., the Sun's).

Twenty-second day of Īlūl, which is the setting of the Sun, for the Balance riseth, and the Ram setteth, which is its (i. e., the Sun's) rising.

Fol. 236b. Twentieth day of Nisān. The Bull riseth, which is the rising of the Moon, and the Scorpion setteth, which is the setting of the Moon.

Twenty-second day of the First Teshrī. The Scorpion riseth, which is the setting of the Moon, and the Bull setteth, which is its rising.

Twentieth day of Īyyār. The Twins set, and the Bowman riseth.

Twenty-first day of the Second Teshrī. The Bowman riseth, and the Twins set.

Sixteenth day of Khazirān. The Crab riseth, which is the rising of Zeus (Jupiter), and the Goat setteth, which is its setting.

Twenty-first day of the First Kānōn. The Goat riseth, which is the rising of Āris, and the Crab setteth, which is its setting.

Sixteenth day of Tammūz. The Lion riseth, and the Water-carrier setteth.

Twenty-first day of the Second Kānōn. The Water-carrier riseth, and the Lion setteth.

Eighteenth day of Ābh. The Virgin riseth, which is the rising of Hermes, and the Fishes set, which is its setting.

Nineteenth day of Shebāt. The Fishes rise, which is the rising of Aphrodite, and the Virgin setteth, which is its setting.

Twenty-second day of Īlūl. The Balance riseth, which is the rising of Kronos, and the Ram setteth, which is its setting.

On the same subject.

In the month wherein the Sun goeth up (or, riseth), Kronos goeth down; and in the month wherein Kronos goeth up, the Sun goeth down.
In the month wherein Zeus goeth up, Áris goeth down; and in the month wherein Áris goeth up, Zeus goeth down.

In the month wherein Hermes goeth up, Aphrodite goeth down; and in the month wherein Aphrodite goeth up, Hermes goeth down.

In this way they were created, each the opposite of the other, and the one the opposite of his fellow.

Again. Kronos four days, Zeüs sixteen days, Áris five days, Aphrodite seven days, Hermes eleven days, the Sun fourteen days, the Moon twelve days.

That thou mayest know the Planets of the day-time and night-time. The Sun is the planet of the day. Zeus and Kronos are the planets of the night-time. The Moon, and Aphrodite, and Hermes are the planets of the morning.

That thou mayest know which are the Malwáshé that go down, and which are they that are equal (i.e., neither go up or down), and those which go up. The Ram, the Bull, the Twins; these go up. The Crab, the Lion, and the Virgin; these are equal. The Balance, the Scorpion, and the Bowman; these go down. The Goat, the Water-carrier, and the Fishes; these are equal.

That thou mayest know how long the Sun stayeth in each one of the Malwáshé.

In the Ram, thirty days and one hour.

In the Bull, and in the Twins, and in the Crab: in each of these he stayeth thirty-one days and twelve hours.

In the Lion, and in the Virgin, and in the Balance: in each of these he stayeth thirty-nine days and eighteen hours.

In the Scorpion, and in the Bowman, and in the Goat: in each of these he stayeth thirty-nine days and six hours.

In the Water-carrier, thirty days.

In the Fishes, thirty days and six hours.

Total of all these days: three hundred and sixty-five days and six hours.

That thou mayest know the colours and the symbols of the Malwáshé.
COLOURS OF THE SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC.

The Ram  Red.
The Bull  White.
The Twins  Reddish.
The Crab  White.
The Lion  Red.
The Virgin  Dark-coloured.
The Balance  White.
The Scorpion  Dirty white.
The Bowman  Red.
The Goat  Dark-coloured.
The Water-carrier  Dark-coloured.
The Fishes  White-black.

The countries of the Malwâshê. The Ram to Persia. The Bull to Babylon. The Twins to Cappadocia. The Crab to Armenia. The Lion to Asia. The Virgin to Alâdâ (Hellas, Greece). The Balance to Libya. The Scorpion to Italy. The Bowman to Crete and Cilicia. The Goat to Syria. The Pourer out of Water, i.e., the Water-carrier, to Egypt. The Fishes to India.

The Countries which are included in the courses of the Governors.
The Sun travelleth from the Euphrates to Cush, and to Shebha, and to the Ocean.
The Moon ruleth from the Euphrates to Athens.
Aris ruleth from Mâgôgh to Havilah, and Cyrenea, and the occupation [of the peoples thereof is] war.
Hermes ruleth from Athenchôs (?) to the Ocean.
Bêl ruleth Byzantium, and the land of Havilah, and Inner (i.e., Further) India, and as far as the border of the Inner Thebaïd.
Balti ruleth from Târókôs to Bêth Gelisâyâ and the country of the Barbarians.
And Mashtáwtaφhá also ruleth from the border of Antioch to Béth Ḩamíráyé, the border of which is Further India; [now the people of this district] wage wars continually.

Kéwán ruleth from Ḥalab (Aleppo) to Alexandria, and from Alexandria to Thebes, and to the ends of the South.

Another Door (i.e., Section) on the Malwáshed which hear one another, and see one another, and which give orders to each other, and these are conducive to every kind of companionship.

When thou wishest to see (i.e., find out) about two people who are closely associated, or about the love of a man for his wife, or about a slave and his lord, or about the love between two friends, take the first letters of the names of both of them, and observe to which of the Malwáshed and to which of the Planets they belong. If they belong to the Malwáshed which have friendship with each other, and if they belong also to the Malwáshed which see and hear each other, the friendship [between any two of the persons mentioned above] prospereth (or, is excellent). And if they (i.e., the letters) belong to the Malwáshed which are not associated in friendship, and which do not hear each other, or are not seen by each other, [the persons mentioned above] are separated in friendship from each other.

These are the Malwáshed which do not see each other: | The Bull, the Virgin, the Scorpion, and the Fishes. And Fol. 238a. Russpős (sic!) seeth the Twins; the Crab, the Lion, the Balance, the Bowman, the Goat, the Water-carrier, are those which see each other. The Twins see the Lion, and the Lion seeth the Twins; the Bull seeth the Virgin, and the Virgin seeth the Bull; the Ram seeth the Balance, and the Balance seeth the Ram; the Fishes see the Scorpion, and the Scorpion seeth the Fishes; the Bowman seeth the Water-carrier, and the Water-carrier seeth the Bowman.

The Malwáshed which command each other are the following:—The Bull commandeth the Fishes, and they obey him. The Twins command the Water-carrier, the Crab
commandeth the Goat, the Lion commandeth the Bowman, the Virgin commandeth the Scorpion.

The Diastases (i.e., separations) in respect of each other are as follows:—The Ram from the Scorpion, and the Scorpion from the Ram; the Bull from the Balance, and the Balance from the Bull; the Goat from the Water-carrier, and the Water-carrier from the Goat; the Ram from the Fishes, the Crab from the Bowman, the Virgin from the Balance, and the Goat from the Water-carrier. These are the Malwâshê which change, and their friendship is transient.

Again, another treatment of the subject. If Kronos, and Hermes, and Aphrodite be together and if they be propitious, it is very, very good. Kronos and the Sun in opposition to each other [are bad]. Kronos, and Nâbhô (Mercury), and the Moon are good. Kronos, and Nâbhô, and Aris are good. Kronos, and Nâbhô, and Bil are good in everything. Kronos and the Sun stir up all evils. Kronos, and Sinâ, and Balti are good, [and produce] all kinds of good things. Kronos and Balti and Yarigh are moderately bad. Kronos, and Balti, and the Sun are moderately bad. Kronos, and Bil, and Balti—all good things. Kèwân, and Bil, and Sinâ are good, and enrich [men], but God is the Director of all of them.

[Some lines wanting]
“rēthrophe” and of “rēphāphē”. One hour, then, containeth thirty “parts” [of two minutes each]; thirty “parts” contain sixty “kāntime” [of one minute each]; five “kāṭṭināthā” contain fifty “rūphse”, and one “part” containeth thirty-five “rūphсе”.

Again:—On the twenty-fourth day of the First Kānōn at the sixth hour of the night, the day beginneth to take [time] from the night. On the twenty-fourth day of Ādhār, at the sixth hour of the night, the durations of day and night are equal. On the twenty-fourth day of Khazīrán, at the sixth hour of the night, the night beginneth to take time from the day. On the twenty-fourth day of Īlūl, at the sixth hour of the night, the durations of the day and night are equal. And from the twenty-fourth day of Khazīrán to the twenty-fourth day of Īlūl, the night of which taketh [time] from the day, the hours of the morning are longer than those of the turning. And from the twenty-fourth day of the First Kānōn to the twenty-fourth day of Ādhār, the day of which taketh [time] from the night, the hours of the turning are longer than the hours of the morning. And on the first day wherein the light beginneth to take from the darkness, it taketh twelve “parts”, | (i.e., twenty-four minutes) from it in one night. Now twenty-four “parts” | are equal to four hundred and sixty “rūphās”. Fol. 239a.

Now between Kānōn and Kānōn one hour more is added to the day-time, and the day lengthens [by this amount]. And in Shebāt there are added to the day-time forty kāṭṭināthā, which make two “parts” of an hour (i.e., four minutes). In Nisān the day-time is fourteen hours [long]. And in Īyyār, when the Sun cometh to the Twins, during the month fifty kāṭṭināthā are added to the day-time, which is then but a little less than fifteen hours, and the night containeth nine hours [only]. And because the Elements seize them, it becometh very hot indeed.

The Number of the degrees of the Sun.

In the First Kānōn, when the Sun standeth in the lower degrees, and the measure (i.e., length) of [thy] shadow when thou standest up increaseth, at the first hour of the First
Kânôn, thou wilt find thy shadow, from thy head to thy feet, which falleth on the ground, when thou standest upright in a flat and level place wherein there is no rising ground or hollow, and there is nothing to obstruct the shadow or to turn it aside or deflect it, thou wilt find thy shadow [I say,] to measure twenty-eight “pôdhýâthâ” (i.e., feet). In the Second Kânôn the length will be twenty-seven feet, in Shebāṭ twenty-six, in Âdhâr twenty-five, in Nisân twenty-four, in Îyyâr twenty-three, and in Khazîrán twenty-two.

And up to this point the sun is rising, but at this point and henceforth the sun returneth, and he addeth to the length of thy shadow that which was taken therefrom [as he rose]. In Tammûz the length is twenty-three feet, in Âbh twenty-four, in Îlûl twenty-five, in the First Teshrî twenty-six, | in the Second Teshrî twenty-seven, and in the First Kânôn twenty-eight.

When thou wishest to know how much thou art to add to the hours, and how much thou art to subtract, do as followeth in all the months:—In the First Kânôn [the length of thy shadow is] twenty-eight feet; and in the second hour eighteen; and in the third hour, and in the fourth hour, and in the fifth hour nine feet; and in the sixth hour eight feet. And again, reverse the process and add that which thou didst take away; in the seventh hour nine feet; and in the eighth hour eleven feet; and in the ninth hour thirteen feet; and in the tenth hour eighteen feet; and in the eleventh hour twenty-eight feet. And count in the same way with all the months. In the Second Kânôn, in the first hour, from twenty-seven feet subtract ten feet. And in the second hour subtract three feet, and in the third hour five feet, and in the fourth hour two feet, and in the fifth hour two feet, and in the sixth hour one foot. Now, in respect of midday, add to these what thou hast subtracted, beginning to add according as thou hast finished. In the seventh hour one foot, and in the eighth hour two feet, and in the ninth hour two feet, and in the tenth hour five feet, and in the eleventh hour twenty-seven feet, and in the twelfth hour the amount is immeasurable.
Prognostications (or, portents) from the Treatise of Hermes on the changes of the days and nights.

The Hours of the day of the First Day of the Week.

First Hour. Of the Sun. Favourable for sailing in a boat and for setting out on a journey.

Second Hour. Of Aphrodite. There is sincerity in it. It is favourable for approaching the Government, and for going on a journey.

Third Hour. Of Hermes. Good for ruling and for all work.

Fourth Hour. Of the Moon. Good for all truth.

Fifth Hour. Of Kronos. Bad and productive of loss.

Sixth Hour. Of Zeus. Favourable for everything. With it is associated upright dealing, and it is good for thought and calculation.

Seventh Hour. Of Âris. Unfavourable for everything, and very full of disturbances and enmity.

Eighth Hour. Of the Sun. No anxiety attacheth thereto, for it is favourable for everything.

Ninth Hour. Of Balti. Good and favourable for everything.

Tenth Hour. Of Hermes. Ordinary, but favourable for calculation.

Eleventh Hour. Of the Moon. Good and favourable for every work.

Twelfth Hour. Of Kronos. Bad for everything.

The Hours of the night of the Second Day of the Week.

First Hour. Of Zeus. Good for ruling and sailing in a boat.

Second Hour. Of Âris. Bad for everything.

Third Hour. Of the Sun. Good.

Fourth Hour. Of Aphrodite. Favourable.

Fifth Hour. Of Hermes. Ordinary.

Sixth Hour. Of the Moon. Favourable for everything.

Seventh Hour. Of Kronos. Associated with tribulation.

Eighth Hour. Of Zeus. Favourable for going on a journey, and for making a feast.
Ninth Hour. Of Âris. Bad for everything.
Tenth Hour. Of the Moon. Ordinary.
Eleventh Hour. Of Aphrodite. Favourable for everything.
Twelfth Hour. Of Hermes. Good for going on a journey.

The Hours of the day of the Second Day of the Week.
First Hour. Of the Moon. Good for going on a journey.
Second Hour. Of Kronos. Full of grief and trouble.
Third Hour. Of Zeus. Good for doing work.
Fourth Hour. Of Âris. Bad and productive of affliction and trouble.
Fifth Hour. Of the Sun. Propitious for setting out on a journey, and for all that a man wisheth [to do].
Sixth Hour. Of Aphrodite. Propitious for everything thou doest.
Seventh Hour. Of Hermes. [Propitious] for buying and selling.
Eighth Hour. Of the Moon. Ordinary.
Ninth Hour. Of Kronos. Bad and productive of trouble.
Tenth Hour. Of Zeus. Good for trafficking of all kinds.
Eleventh Hour. Of Âris. Bad.
Twelfth Hour. Of the Sun. Good for everything.

The Hours of the night of the Third Day of the Week.
First Hour. Of Aphrodite. Good and propitious for everything.
Second Hour. Of Hermes. Propitious for sailing in a boat.
Third Hour. Of the Moon. Is without grief, and is propitious.
Fourth Hour. Of Kronos. Bad and troublesome.
Fifth Hour. Of Zeus. Propitious, but go not on a journey.
Sixth Hour. Of Âris. Very bad.
Seventh Hour. Of the Sun. Ordinary, and not very propitious.
Eighth Hour. Of Aphrodite. Propitious for everything.
Ninth Hour. Of Hermes. Ordinary, but good for going on a journey.
Tenth Hour. Of the Moon. Good and propitious.
Eleventh Hour. Of Kronos. Bad and productive of loss.

The Hours of the day of the Third Day of the Week.
First Hour. Of Âris. Bad for everything.
Third Hour. Of Aphrodite. Good for everything.
Fourth Hour. Of Hermes. There is much rest therein, and it is good.
Fifth Hour. Of the Moon. Propitious for everything.
Sixth Hour. Of Kronos. Bad.
Seventh Hour. Of Zeus. Good and propitious for everything.
Eighth Hour. Of Âris. Very full of disturbances.
Ninth Hour. Of the Sun. Propitious for everything.
Tenth Hour. Of Aphrodite. Very propitious and good.
Eleventh Hour. Of Hermes. Ordinary, and not propitious.
Twelfth Hour. Of the Moon. Productive of loss in everything.

The Hours of the night of the Fourth Day of the Week.
First Hour. Of Kronos. Bad.
Third Hour. Of Âris. Bad.
Fourth Hour. Of the Sun. Good for everything.
Fifth Hour. Of Aphrodite. Propitious.
Sixth Hour. Of Hermes. Propitious for going on a journey.
Seventh Hour. Of the Moon. Propitious.
Eighth Hour. Of Kronos. Bad.
Ninth Hour. Of Zeus. Good.
Tenth Hour. Of Âris. Ordinary.
Twelfth Hour. Of Aphrodite. Propitious.
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First Hour. Of Hermes. Good for everything.
Second Hour. Of the Moon. Propitious for everything.
Third Hour. Of Kronos. Bad for everything.
Fifth Hour. Of Aris. Bad.
Sixth Hour. Of the Sun. Bad.
Seventh Hour. Of Aphrodite. Propitious for everything.
Eighth Hour. Of Hermes. For everything propitious and good.
Ninth Hour. Of the Moon. For everything propitious and good.
Tenth Hour. Of Kronos. Bad.
Twelfth Hour. Of Aris. Bad for everything,

The Hours of the night of the Fifth Day of the Week.
First Hour. Of the Sun. Propitious for sailing in a boat.
Second Hour. Of Aphrodite. Propitious.
Third Hour. Of Hermes. Ordinary.
Fourth Hour. Of the Moon. Good for everything.
Fifth Hour. Of Kronos. Unpropitious.
Sixth Hour. Of Zeus. Doeth good to no enterprise.
Seventh Hour. Of Aris. Bad.
Eighth Hour. Of the Sun. Ordinary.
Ninth Hour. Of Aphrodite. Propitious for setting out on a journey, and for sailing in a boat.
Tenth Hour. Of Hermes. Ordinary.
Eleventh Hour. Of the Moon. Propitious.
Twelfth Hour. Of Kronos. Bad.

The Hours of the day of the Fifth Day of the Week.
First Hour. Of Zeus. Propitious for everything.
Third Hour. Of the Sun. Driveth away thieves and un-prosperous work.
Fourth Hour. Of Aphrodite. Good.
Fifth Hour. Of Hermes. Propitious for going on a journey.
Sixth Hour. Of the Moon. Propitious.
Seventh Hour. Of Kronos. Bad and hateful.
Eighth Hour. Of Zeus. Good and propitious.
Ninth Hour. Of Aris. Bad and full of trouble.
Tenth Hour. Of the Sun. Good for everything.
Eleventh Hour. Of Aphrodite. Very good.
Twelfth Hour. Of Hermes. Bad for everything.

The Hours of the night of the Eve of the Sabbath.

First Hour. Of the Moon. Good for everything.
Third Hour. Of Zeus. Propitious for sailing in a boat.
Fourth Hour. Of Ars. Propitious for nothing.
Fifth Hour. Of the Sun. Ordinary.
Sixth Hour. Of Aphrodite. Good for everything.
Seventh Hour. Of Hermes. Ordinary.
Eighth Hour. Of the Moon. Propitious for everything.
Ninth Hour. Of Kronos. Very bad.
Tenth Hour. Of Zeus. Propitious for sailing in a boat.
Eleventh Hour. Of Ars. Propitious for nothing.
Twelfth Hour. Of the Sun. Ordinary.

The Hours of the day of the Eve of the Sabbath.

First Hour. Of Aphrodite. Propitious for everything.
Third Hour. Of the Moon. Good for everything.
Fourth Hour. Of Kronos. Bad for everything.
Fifth Hour. Of Zeus. Good for everything.
Sixth Hour. Of Ars. Productive of great loss.
Seventh Hour. Of the Sun. Propitious for everything.
Eighth Hour. Of Aphrodite. Propitious for everything.
Ninth Hour. Of Hermes. Profitable in no respect.
Tenth Hour. Of the Moon. Propitious for everything.
Eleventh Hour. Of Kronos. Troublesome for everything.
Twelfth Hour. Of Zeus. Good.

The Hours of the Night of the Sabbath.

First Hour. Of Ars. Full of sicknesses.
Second Hour. Of the Sun. Good for everything.
Third Hour. Of Aphrodite. Good for everything.
Fourth Hour. Of Hermes. Good for everything.
Fifth Hour. Of the Moon. Not very good.
Sixth Hour. Of Kronos. Troublesome for everything.
Seventh Hour. Of Zeus. Propitious for going on a journey.
Eighth Hour. Of Áris. Very troublesome.
Ninth Hour. Of the Sun. Driveth away the thief.
Tenth Hour. Of Balti. Propitious.
Eleventh Hour. Of Hermes. Good for everything.
Twelfth Hour. Of the Moon. Propitious for going on a journey.

The Hours of the Day of the Sabbath.
First Hour. Of Kronos. Propitious for nothing. He who is sick will not live, and he who is lost will not be found.
Third Hour. Of Áris. Propitious for everything.
Fourth Hour. Of the Sun. Ordinary.
Fifth Hour. Of Balti. Good for everything.
Sixth Hour. Of Hermes. Good for everything.
Seventh Hour. Of the Moon. Bad and oppressive.
Eighth Hour. Of Kronos. Productive of trouble, and loss, and anxiety.
Ninth Hour. Of Zeus. Good for everything connected with business.
Tenth Hour. Of Áris. Bad.
Eleventh Hour. Of the Moon. Good.
Twelfth Hour. Of Aphrodite. For thieves lamentable.
He who is sick will be healed.

The Hours of the night of the First Day of the Week.
First Hour. Of Hermes. Joyful and propitious.
Second Hour. Of the Moon. Full of falsehood.
Third Hour. Of Kronos. Bad.
Fourth Hour. Of Zeus. Good.
Fifth Hour. Of Áris. Bad.
Sixth Hour. Of the Sun. Ordinary.
Seventh Hour. Of Aphrodite. Unpropitious for the road.
Eighth Hour. Of Hermes. Bad.
Ninth Hour. Of the Moon. Ordinary.
Tenth Hour. Of Kronos. Propitious for the road.
Eleventh Hour. Of Zeus. Propitious for the road.
Twelfth Hour. Of Aris. Good for everything.

Here end the forecasts; and to God be everlasting praise! Amen.

Of the days of the week, which wise men and men of understanding use.

The night of the first day of the week is the dominion of Hermes. It is good for buying, and selling, and for setting out on a journey. He who is born therein will become a wise man.

The day of the first day of the week. The sun ruleth it, and it is good for everything. He who is born thereon will become a prince. But let Christians take heed to do nothing thereon except to make prayers, and such like things.

The night of the second day of the week. Zeus ruleth it. It is good for buying, and selling, and for starting on a journey. He who is born therein will become a man of peace.

The day of the second day of the week. The Moon ruleth it. It is good for starting on a journey, and for buying, and selling, and for sowing seed, and for sexual intercourse. And he who is born thereon will suffer from many sicknesses.

The night of the third day of the week. Aphrodite ruleth it. The wise should beware of it. It is good for sexual intercourse. For drinking medicine it is useless, and it is not good for travelling. He who is born therein will be beautiful in form, and will be beloved of men.

The day of the third day of the week. Aris ruleth it. It is good for healing. A man must beware of quarrels therein. And he who is born therein will become a physician.

The night of the fourth day of the week. Kronos ruleth it. It is good for travelling, but not for sexual intercourse. He who is born therein will become a very old man. It is good for seeking after learning, and for settling the young in schools. He who is born therein will become a very old man, and he will be wise, and a person of knowledge.
The day of the fourth day of the week. Hermes ruleth it. It is not good. It is propitious for seeking after learning, but not for sudden application to letters, nor for settling youths in schools. He who is born therein will become a man of knowledge.

The night of the fifth day of the week. The Sun ruleth it. It is good for sexual intercourse, and for building, and for starting on a journey. He who is born therein will become a prince, and he will go into the presence of the Governor, and he will become an adulterer.

The day of the fifth day of the week. Zeus ruleth it. It is good for buying, and selling, and travelling, and for going into the presence of the Governor, and for letters (i.e., correspondence), and for intercourse with a woman.

The night of the Eve of the Sabbath. The Moon ruleth it. It is good for buying, and selling, and travelling, and for intercourse. He who is born therein will possess a beautiful person, and he will live in poverty.

The day of the Eve of the Sabbath. Aphrodite ruleth it. It is good for buying and selling, but not for travelling. He who is born therein will become beautiful.

The night of the Sabbath. Its governor is Ἄρις, and it is good for adulterers and thieves, and he who is born therein will live a long time.

The day of the Sabbath. Kronos ruleth it. It is good for the man who is completing a piece of work, but not for one who is beginning a task. He who is born therein will live a long time.

Forecasts derived from the Planets.

He who is born under the Moon will be a son of guile and wickedness, and thou wilt not be able to stand (i.e., depend) upon his word, and he will be a fornicator. His exterior will be better than his interior.

He who is born under Ἄρις will have blue and red eyes, and will be a lover of war and blood.

He who is born under Hermes will be dark, and lacking in
strength, but he will have knowledge and understanding. And he will be a lover of the learning which is in books.

He who is born under **Aphrodite** will possess beauty of person, and will be ruddy, and a lover of wine, women, and pleasure.

He who is born under **Zeus** will be a wretched and poverty-stricken man, and will have a hard heart. He will be a lover of wine and women, and he will overcome every obstacle that cometh in his way.

He who is born under the **Sun** will be dark in colour, and good of soul (i.e., of a happy disposition), and pleasant. His eyes will be small, his wickedness little, and he will love all those who love him.

He who is born under **Kronos**, [two or three lines wanting]  

**Forecasts which describe the nativities of the children of men.**

**First Teshri. The Balance.** He who is born under this Sign will be at peace with all men, and he will be upright (or, straight), and pleasant, and gentle; he will be a husbandman, and of the fruits of his labour he will lend to every man.

**Second Teshri. The Scorpion.** He who is born under this Sign will be bad, and bitter (or, obstinate), and warlike; he will have many children, but they will not live.

**First Kânôn. The Great Image.** He who is born under this Sign will overcome in judgement (i.e., succeed in litigation), and if any man seeketh to do him harm he will not be able to do it, because his eyes do not look at any man. And he will be true, and will possess a good angel.

**Second Kânôn. The Goat.** He who is born under this Sign will be gentle, and pleasant, and cheerful, and lucky, and he will have many children. He will commit no act of folly, and no evil shall come nigh unto him, for the angel of peace directeth him.

**Shebât. The Water-carrier.** He who is born under this Sign will be in trouble, and sores will break out in his body, and he will be neither rich nor poor.
Adhâr. The Fishes. He who is born under this Sign will be just and honourable. And swellings will appear in his body, and he will beget many children. His countenance will be bright, and he will become a priest. And he will fall into the hands of thieves.

Nisân. The Ram. He who is born under this Sign will be just and silent, and no evil will befall him. And his eyes will give him pain, because [his] angel will be unmindful of him.

Íyyâr. The Bull. He who is born under this Sign will be a husbandman. His eyes will be large, and he will be bitter (or, taciturn). From the result of his toil he will lend to every man. When he sleepeth water will come from his mouth, and he will have many children.

Khazirân. The Twins. He who is born under this Sign will be cold, and hot, and upright, and merciful. When he looketh to heaven, everything which he asketh from God will be given to him, because [his] angel is with him and the Sun and Moon direct him.

Tammûz. The Crab. He who is born under this Sign will be a bad man. He will beget many children, and he will not tremble before any man, and he is better than his word.

Âbh. The Lion. He who is born under this Sign will be obstinate, and bitter (i.e., taciturn), and strong.

Ilûûl. The Virgin. He who is born under this Sign will be good, and blessed, and his revenues will increase greatly.

Other forecasts concerning the nativities of men.

Nisân. The Ram. Whosoever is born at the beginning of this month, will have lepra in his head; he who is born in the middle of the month will have a pleasant odour with him; and he who is born at the end of the month will have an odour of bones (?) with him.

Îyyâr. The Bull. The smell of the feet of those who are born in this month is foetid.

Khazirân. The Twins. He who is born in this month will have a sweet and pleasant odour.
Tammúz. The Crab. He who is born in this month will have lepra, and his mouth and body will possess an odour.

Âbh. The Lion. The mouth of him that is born in the beginning of this month will have an odour, and the odour of him that is born in the middle or end of it will be pleasant, because he is near to the Virgin, and because Bil is the governor.

Ilul. The Virgin. The smell of him that is born in this month will be pleasant.

First Teshri. The Balance. As before.

Second Teshri. The Scorpion. To him that is born in this month will be attached the smell of his genital organs, and of his hinder parts.

First Kânôn. The Bowman. The smell of him that is born in this month will be pleasant.

Second Kânôn. The Goat. A man born in this month will stink.

Shebât. Water-carrier. The smell of him that is born in the beginning of the month will be very pleasant, and he who is born in the middle, or at the end of it, will have lepra on his head.

Âdhâr. The Fishes. The smell of him that is born in this month will be pleasant.

Another kind of forecasts concerning the person of a man.

The head of a man is interpreted by Ram. And his neck and his shoulders by Bull. And his two arms by Twins. And his breast by Crab. And his belly and heart by Lion. And his spinal column, and sides, and loins by Virgin. And his loins and flanks, that is to say, his sides, by Balance. And his bladder, and member, and testicles by Scorpion. His thighs by Great Image. His knees by Goat. His legs by Water-carrier. The soles of his feet by Fishes. His brain by Sun. His skin by Moon. His blood by Aris. His sinews and veins by Hermes. His bones by Bil. His flesh by Balti. His hair by Kewân.

Certain men have said that every man who is born existeth as a mingling and a mixture of the Seven [Governors], and
that as the component parts of his members are formed and compounded into one body, so also all his internal operations are mixtures of these Seven Governors. Wickedness cometh from Kêwân, goodness from Bil, anger and wrath from Âris, graciousness and a peaceful disposition come from the Sun, lust and fornication from Aphrodite, knowledge and wisdom from Hermes, and greediness and rapacity from Sinâ. The views were held by the Chaldeans, but now the Christians do not hold them.

That thou mayest know under which of these Seven Planets a man is born, and on what day:—Reckon up the numerical values of the [letters in] the name of the man by themselves. Then divide each of the values of the letters of the alphabet by seven, and thus shalt thou divide [them]. Seven is zêkûth. From eight take one, from nine take two, from ten take three, and from twenty take six, and from thirty take two, and from forty take five, and from fifty take one, and from sixty take four, seventy is zêkûth, and from eighty take three, and from ninety take six, and from one hundred take two, and from two hundred take four, and from three hundred take six, and from four hundred take one. Divide the total of the numerical values of the letters by seven. If one remaineth to thee, the day of his birth is the First Day of the Week, and his Planet is the Sun, and he will "live life", and if he passeth the age of forty-two years, he will live eighty years, and, if God willeth, on the death of his soul he will die. If two remain to thee, the day of his birth is the Second Day of the Week, and his Planet is the Moon(?). If he attaineth to the age of thirty years, he will live to the age of seventy-five years, for by the Will of God everything [happeneth]. If three remain to thee, the day of his birth is the Third Day of the Week, and his Planet is Âris. If he passeth sixty years he will live to the age of seventy-two years. And by the Nod of God everything [happeneth]. If four remain to thee, the day of his birth is the Fourth Day of the Week,

1 Seven divided by seven has no remainder.
2 I.e., seven divides seventy and there is no remainder.
and his Star is Hermes. If he passeth twenty-eight years he will live to the age of seventy-two years. And whatsoever God willeth He doeth. If five remain to thee, the day of his birth is the Fifth Day of the Week, and his Planet is Zeus. If he passeth forty years he will attain to the age of eighty-four years. And if God willeth to put him to death [before this], the man will die. If six remain to thee, the day of his birth is the Eve of the Sabbath, and his Planet is Aphrodite. If he passeth thirty-four years he will add to the years of his life; and if he passeth seventy years he will attain to his eightieth year. And everything is in the Power of God. If seven remain to thee, the day of his birth is the Sabbath, and his Planet is Kronos. If he passeth fifty years he will attain to the age of seventy-seven years. And whatsoever God willeth He doeth.

Another kind of forecast for a sick man. When thou goest in [to visit] the sick man, observe which of the Signs of the Zodiac goeth in with thee, and reckon up the numerical values of the letters of the name of the sick man, and those of the letters of the name of the Sign, and divide them by seven. If an even number remaineth to thee, the sick man will live, and if an odd number, he will most certainly die.

That thou mayest know from what thing a man will be able to obtain profit and luck. Thou shalt divide the numerical values of the letters of the alphabet by eight in the following way:—Take from nine one, from ten two, from twenty four, from thirty six, from forty $zékúth$ (nothing), from fifty two, from sixty four, from seventy six, from eighty $zékúth$, from ninety two, from one hundred four, from two hundred nothing, from three hundred four, from four hundred nothing. Then reckon up the [letters of the] name of the man, and those of name of his mother, and divide each of them by seven. If one remaineth to thee, his fate is from the Government. If two remain to thee, it is from men; and there will be mercy [in it]. If three remain to thee, it is from the Books and Orders of the Church. If four remain to thee, it is from the roads. If five remain to thee, it is from the tillage of the
earth. If six remain to thee, it is from buying and selling. And if seven remain to thee, it is from his handicraft.

That thou mayest know whether thy friend loveth or hateth thee. Reckon up the numerical values of the letters in the name of thy friend, and those of the letters in thine own name, and make them one (i.e., add up each group). Then divide each of them by seven. If the figure remaining be in the first table, thy friend loveth thee, and if it be in the second, he hateth thee.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Table</th>
<th>1. 3. 5. 7.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Second Table</td>
<td>2. 4. 6.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For him that wisheth to betroth a woman to him. Reckon up the numerical values of the letters in the name of the man, and those of the letters in the name of the woman, and divide each of them by eight. If the remainders be odd numbers the woman will belong to him, and if they be even numbers she will not.

Another computation for him that wisheth to betroth a woman to him. If thou wishest to know whether they are suitable, and whether they will agree together or not, divide the numerical values of the letters of the alphabet which are in their names by nine, thus:—Take one from ten, and two from twenty, and three from thirty, and four from forty, and five from fifty, and six from sixty, and seven from seventy, and eight from eighty, and nothing from ninety, and one from one hundred, and two from two hundred, and three from three hundred, and four from four hundred. Reckon up [the numbers] of the name of the man and those of the name of the woman, and keep each group by itself, and when thou hast added up each group, and arrived at the total of each, divide each total by nine, and the number that remaineth over after the division representeth their fate. And from ḏlah (one) to fith (nine), [take] two numbers at a time, one of [the name of] the man, and one of that of the woman.
CALCULATIONS CONCERNING BETROTHALS.

1 + 1 They will have intercourse, and there will be peace between them.
1 + 2 They will live in peace.
1 + 3 They will have intercourse, and there will be war between them.
1 + 4 They will have intercourse, and there will be hatred between them.
1 + 5 They will not have intercourse, and if they do, they will be separated.
1 + 6 They will have intercourse, and there will be peace between them.
1 + 7 They will have intercourse, and there will be hatred between them.
1 + 8 They will enjoy loving intercourse, and will live in peace.
1 + 9 They will have intercourse for ever in peace.
2 + 2 They will have intercourse, and be of one mind.
2 + 3 They will have intercourse, and then will separate.
2 + 4 They will have intercourse for ever with strife.
2 + 5 They will have intercourse, and will live in love, and will cast aside contention.
2 + 6 They will not have intercourse, and if they do a rumour will go forth concerning them, and they will separate.
2 + 7 They will have intercourse, and then will separate.
2 + 8 They will not have intercourse, and if they do, they will separate.
2 + 9 They will have intercourse, and will live in love.
3 + 3 They will have intercourse, and a rumour will go forth concerning one of them, and they will separate.
3 + 4 Like the preceding.
3 + 5 They will have intercourse, and will live in love.
3 + 6 They will have intercourse, and will live in strife.
3 + 7 They will have intercourse, and will live in peace.
3 + 8 They will have intercourse, and will rear children.
3 + 9 They will not have intercourse, and if they do, they will hate each other.
CALCULATIONS CONCERNING BETROTHALS.

They will not have intercourse because of the bad name which will go forth concerning them.

They will have intercourse, and then will separate.

They will not have intercourse, and if they do, they will hate each other.

They will have intercourse, and will love each other.

They will not have intercourse, and if they do, they will separate.

Evil men will not permit them [to agree], there is no peace between them.

They will have intercourse, and will love each other.

They will not have intercourse, and if they do, they will separate.

They will have intercourse, and will love each other for ever.

They will have intercourse, and will love each other in love and peace.

They will not have intercourse, and if they do, they will separate.

They will be opponents, and will never be married.

They will never have intercourse, for the woman hath an evil tongue.

They will have intercourse, and will live in peace.

They will have intercourse, and will be separated through an evil tongue.

They will never have intercourse, and if they do, there will be war between them.

They will have intercourse and will love each other, and he who would separate them shall be prevented from doing so.

They will never have intercourse, and if they do, they will be separated.

They will have intercourse, and will love each other, and will rear children.

They will have intercourse, and will love each other, and then will separate.

They will have intercourse, but will quarrel daily.

That thou mayest know whether a woman is with child or not. Reckon up the numerical values of the letters of the
names of the woman and man, and divide each by six; if odd numbers remain to thee the woman is with child, and if even numbers remain to thee, she is not. In dividing the letters of the alphabet each by six, proceed in this manner:—Take one from seven, two from eight, three from nine, four from ten, two from twenty, nothing from thirty, four from forty, two from fifty, nothing from sixty, four from seventy, two from eighty, nothing from ninety, four from one hundred, two from two hundred, nothing from three hundred, and four from four hundred.

That thou mayest know whether a woman hath conceived a boy or a girl. Find out what day of the moon it is, [reckon up the numerical values of the letters in the name thereof,] and reckon up the numerical values of the letters in the name of the woman, and add to it twenty-eight, and then divide each by two. If the remainder be one, the child is a boy, and if it be two, the child is a girl.

Concerning barren folk. Reckon up the numerical values of the letters in the names of the man and the woman, and divide each of them by two. If the remainder be one, both are barren, and they will have no children, and if the remainder be two, they will have children.

That thou mayest know whether a child who hath just been born will live or die. Reckon up the numerical values of the letters in the names of the father and mother, and of the day on which the child was born, add to them three hundred, and add them all up together, and divide them by seven. If odd numbers remain, the child will live for years, and if even numbers, he will die. If the child be a girl, and even numbers remain, she will live for years, and if odd numbers remain, she will die.

If thou wishest to know which eye of a man is blind. Reckon up the numerical values of the letters of the names of the man and his mother, and make thy reckoning one, and divide it by three. If even numbers remain his right eye is blind, and if odd numbers remain his left eye is blind.

If thou wishest to know whether something good [is hidden] in the place of a man or not. Reckon up the
numerical values of the letters in his name, and find out the total, add to them fifteen from thyself, and also a number equal to that of the total of the letters, and divide them by two, and if one remaineth the thing is [hidden] there, and if two, it is not [hidden].

When something is stolen from thee. Find out who is the lord of the hour, | and reckon up the numerical values of the letters of his name and of that of the man whom thou seekest, and divide them by three. If one remaineth to thee, good, and if two remain, good also, but if three remain the man whom thou seekest is not there. In dividing the letters of the alphabet by twelve, proceed thus:—[Take] eight from twenty, and six from thirty, and four from forty, and two from fifty, and nothing from sixty, and ten from seventy, and eight from eighty, and six from ninety, and four from one hundred, and eight from two hundred, and nothing from three hundred, and four from four hundred.

Again, concerning a man who goeth forth from his house, and travelleth from place to place (or, from country to country). Reckon up the numerical values of the letters in the names of the man and his mother, and divide them by twelve. If one remaineth to thee he is dead, or is a very long way off; if two, he is in prison; if three, he is near, and is returning from his travels; if four, loss, and evil, and calamity are meeting him on his road; if five, he will find great profit; if six, he will remain a little while longer on his journey; if seven, evil will overtake him; if eight, he hath fallen ill, and is in trouble; if nine, he is in the desert, and is engaged in war against | enemies; if ten, he is finding joy, and merriment, and profit; if eleven, he will remain away a little while longer and will then return; if twelve, he will remain away for a very long time on his journey, and finally success and rejoicing will come to him.

Again, if thou wishest to know whether he who is afar off on a journey is in evil case or is happy, and whether he is alive or dead:—Stand up on a piece of level ground, and measure the length of thy shadow in lengths of thy feet, add twelve to them, and divide the total by nine. If one
remaineth over to thee, he is in his place; and if two, he is dead; and if three, he is dead; and if four, he is sick; and if five, he is detained by some one, and will not come; and if six, he is in captivity (or, prison); | and if seven, he is travelling Page 524 on his way; and if eight, he is afar off; and if nine, he will come shortly.

Concerning those who fall into prison, whether they will return immediately, or whether they will remain there. If the Moon is in the Ram, or the Twins, or the Crab, or the Lion, or in the Goat, when a man falleth into prison, he will tarry there a time, and will come back. And if the Moon is in the Water-carrier, or the Bull, or the Virgin, or the Balance, or the Scorpion, or the Bowman, he will return immediately. And if the Moon standeth in the Fishes, he will not return before he dieth, and he will never go forth from that place. This forecast hath been well tried, and is certain.

Physicians most earnestly warn the sick folk who are under their care to be in a sound state of health during the winter. The sickness which taketh place under the Crab is incurable, and if it be cured it is not due to the Crab (i.e., it is not cancer), because, like the Crab which grippeth and holdeth fast, this disease grippeth the veins, and nerves, and arteries, by means of which the black bile is destroyed, and this collecteth and increaseth until it bringeth about the destruction of the body, and death.

For him that wisheth to wage war against his neighbour. If the Moon is in the Ram, or in the Bull, go not forth to war; and if thou goest to wage war against thy neighbour thou wilt fall. And if the Moon is in the Twins, or in the Crab, he who goeth forth to war will conquer. And if the Moon | is in the Lion, or in the Virgin, or in the Scorpion, or Fol. 247 a. in the Bowman, or in the Water-carrier, or in the Fishes, he who goeth forth to war will conquer. If Áris or Kronos be found in one of the Malwâshê do not fight, for there will be no good in thy fighting, but only evil. If the Moon be found in one of these Twelve Malwâshê by itself, there being none of the other six Planets with it, go into battle, and thou shalt conquer. And if the Moon is in the Ram, or in the Crab, or
in the Lion, or in the Water-carrier, or in the Virgin, whenever the Moon is found to be in one of these five Malvâşhê, and none of the other luminaries is with it, enter not into war. Be warned!

Again, an admonition as to whether a man shall make a petition to the king, or anything else. If the Moon is in the Ram, or in the Crab, or in the Bull, or in the Virgin, or in the Balance, that which thou shalt ask from the governor thou shalt receive, and thou shalt prosper. And if the Moon is in the Scorpion, or in the Great Image, or in the Goat, thou shalt not ask for anything. But if Zeus be there, or Balti, or Hermes, thy petition shall be answered [favourably], and if none of these be there, it shall not. And if the Moon is in the Lion, or in the Bowman, or in the Water-carrier, or in the Fishes, and thou shalt enter into judgement with a man, thou shalt not prosper, and thine adversary shall overcome thee. And if thou makest a petition to the governor, he shall turn away his face from thee.

Another kind of divination—about marriage. If the Moon is in the Ram or in the Bull, he who getteth married will destroy the marriage. And if the Moon is in the Twins, it will be well with him that is married on the second day; and if he be married on the third day of the Malvâşhâ, the woman will be to her husband. And if the Moon is in the Crab, the woman will flee immediately from her husband. And if the Moon is in the Lion, the woman will be a destroyer. And if the Moon is in the Virgin, it is better for a man to marry a widow than a virgin. And if the Moon is in the Balance, the woman will be true to her husband. And if the Moon is in the Scorpion, on the first day of the Malvâşhâ, the woman will be good to her husband, and obedient unto him. And if the Moon is in the Bowman, the marriage will be very happy. And if the Moon is in the Goat, the woman will play the harlot, and commit adultery. And if the Moon is in the Water-carrier, it will be very good for the marriage, and so also if the Moon is in the Fishes.

A change, which giveth information about the sub-

Page 526 terranean sea to those who possess understanding. | Beneath
the earth there is an awful sea of many waters, and beneath
the sea of waters is a sea of fire, and beneath the sea of fire
is a sea of wind, and beneath the sea of wind is a sea of
darkness. And in the days of summer, when the sun riseth
to that upper region, and to the wind of this firmament,
and his sphere burneth with fierce, blazing heat, and maketh
hot the earth, immediately that fire which is below is quenched,
like a fiery furnace, and the waters of that lower sea become
cold, and the wind of coldness bloweth upon them, and the
coldness thereof riseth up and passeth over the earth, and it
passeth through the veins of the trees, and through the arteries
of the rocks, and through the roots of plants, so that the sun
may not burn up the trees, and the plants, and the seeds.
And if it were not for that cold which ascendeth from within
the earth, the sun would not leave on the earth a single green
thing unconsumed by it, and the children of men would not
be able to walk upon the earth, because of the heat of that
fire which is inside the earth. And it would, moreover, destroy
the flow of the rivers and springs, and the ministration of the
cold would not bring them back again, and in the days of
summer, where there was no water, the sun would burn up
[everything].

Of the sun, and of how he travelleth below this
firmament.

During one complete course of his journey the sun | shutteth Fol. 248 a.
twelve doors], now, he passeth through all these twelve doors
when performing his course. And these twelve doors are
marked on the sundial, in order that the course of his journey
may be equal(?). Each door is distant from its neighbour a
space of one day (sic!) only, and every hour hath one degree.
And four winds make the sphere of the sun to travel on its
way. Because that wind which is above is mighty—now it is
the wind wherein the clouds travel—if that celestial blast were
to move a little downwards, and towards the earth, | there Page 527
would be nothing left on it which was not destroyed by it.
Four winds embrace the sphere of the sun on all its sides;
there is one in front of it, and one behind it, and in like manner there are in all the quarters winds which keep it in its proper place, lest it should fall, or travel in an irregular manner. If this were not so it would fall on the boundaries of the earth. Similarly there is one wind under it, and one wind above it, and from time to time one of these four storehouses, which minister to that wind which is above, is opened. Now the wind that cometh forth from one of [these four storehouses] is mighty, [and it striketh] the sun, and it turneth back the sun under the degree (?) of its passage, and the light of the sun is cut off until the wind that is behind it returneth, and it stabisheth itself upon its place on the path of its course. For when the sun riseth up to one of the Great Doors, it ascendeth from the dry land that they may take it and may make it to pass beyond the habitation of men. If it ascendeth to the height, mighty clouds make it to travel along in the air, and one of these treasure houses is opened, and with earthquakes and lightnings he riseth up, and taketh his place in the mountains of the north. And also in these seas great serpents (or, Leviathan?) are produced, but not with us; serpents are only produced in the sea that is called "Demâstäkbôs".

Now, when the sun riseth to that fiery wind, it drieth up with its light all the ends of the earth (?) that are beneath the firmament, and its sphere blazeth with the heat that is from above. And the sun itself burneth up the whole earth, because he riseth up to the wind that bloweth from above.

Now understand ye, O lovers of wisdom, that under this earth there is an awful sea of many waters, and under these is a blazing fire, and under this is the Nod, whereby the world standeth. And in the days of summer, when the sun mounteth up to that high region of fiery aether, and when the sphere of the sun blazeth with fire, and when it maketh the whole earth to glow with fervent heat like an oven of fire, then God commandeth the winds that blow under that lower sea of fire to ascend mightily, and they diminish the heat of the lower fire, and they rise up and pass over the lower sea of waters and cool them. And that coldness riseth up and ascendeth from the earth, and it passeth into the veins of the trees and
shrubs, and into the arteries of the rocks, and the dust of the earth becometh cooled to such an extent that the sun cannot destroy with its heat the earth and the children of men who are upon it, and the trees are not destroyed, and the whole of creation doth not suffer torture. Now, the surface of the earth is made like a sponge, and the inside of the earth is made in the form of canals and tubes for the winds and the waters in connection with the service of heat and cold. And thou mayest learn this fact by experience from the dust of the earth; the further down thou diggest, the colder doth it become. Moreover, when in the summer animals are afflicted by thirst, they dig very deep holes in the earth, and lie down in them, and find relief. And the men also who dwell in the southern countries, in the land of Cush, and in the land of Shebha, dig holes in their sandy ground, and take up their abodes therein, and very many of them find refreshing.

And a different kind of section, which giveth information concerning the winter. Now, in the days of winter, the sphere of the sun is cast towards the south, for in this direction is the course of the degrees of its operation. And the heat thereof is remote from the north, and cold winds rise and blow strongly, and because the sphere of the sun is lowered from the heat of the fire of the celestial aether, the sun is unable to warm the coldness of the winds of snow and ice which blow and cool all the face of the earth, and they cool and reduce the heat of the sun. And in order that the cold itself may not destroy men, and trees, and animals, and bring to an end everything which is on the earth, the subterranean winds are stilled. And God commandeth the fire which is beneath them, and it blazeth forth, and the heat thereof riseth up, and ascendeth through the channels and tubes which are in the earth, and it passeth into the veins of the trees, and it melteth the cold which abideth in the trees, and in the waters, and in the dust of the ground, and through that fervent heat which ascendeth from the interior of the earth, the waters of the springs are melted. And instead of an icy blast there ascendeth from the interior of them the vapour of heat, and that heat goeth up from below, and warmeth the
severity of the cold. And the animals find refreshing when they dig holes in the lower dust, and lie down in the warmth thereof; and the birds also hide themselves at night-time above the waters of the springs and rivers, and are warmed; and the men who dwell in the north, within the mountains of the children of the north [are also warmed]. Now, the stones of those mountains are of crystal. And within (i.e., beyond) these mountains there is no human habitation, for beyond that river which is called the "river . . . . . ." there is nothing at all | except the Ocean, that terrible sea which surroundeth the whole earth. And as for this great sea, there is no creature whatsoever that moveth in it, and no bird is able to fly over it. And like the wall that surroundeth a city, even so doth this sea surround the whole earth. For what reason are the store-houses of the wind opened? There is a terrible sea beyond the region inhabited by men, and herein are produced serpents and mighty dragons. And when one of these becometh strong, he goeth up and cometh to the great intermediate sea, so that through the children of men the treasure house of the wind may be opened upon him. And the clouds assume form, and pile themselves up upon each other, and they carry him along with thunders and lightnings, | and hurl him on one of the northern mountains beyond the region of human habitation. And there stones of crystal, that is to say ice, descend upon him, and kill him.

A description of the measure of the earth.

The earth consisteth of five divisions, and each division containeth twelve parts, that is to say, in all sixty parts. Three divisions, or thirty-six parts, are water, that is to say, thirty-six days. Of the sixty parts there remain four and twenty, that is to say, two divisions: [of these] fifteen parts may be travelled over, one is uninhabitable because of the heat of the sun, one is uninhabitable because of the cold of winter, one is uninhabitable because of the height of the mountains, and the six parts which remain of the sixty parts into which the whole earth is divided, that is to say, one-tenth of the whole earth, cannot be described.
Again, the measure of the earth from east to west. From the earth to the heavens is [a distance of] seven times, even as it is from | the east to the west. Again, from the Fol. 250a. east to the west is [a distance of] eleven thousand and sixty-four parasangs. And from the earth to the heavens is [a distance of] seventy circles, and each circle is one hundred and thirty-eight parasangs, and the total [distance] of the circles is one thousand, six hundred and seventeen parasangs.

Calculation of weight. Ninety-six barleycorns make one mathkâlê of gold, or silver. The weight of a barleycorn is ten mustard seeds, and the whole mathkâlê weigheth nine hundred and sixty seeds of wild mustard, according to the opinion of Mâr Eliyâ, Metropolitan of Nisibis.¹ Seven barleycorns make one finger. Twenty-four fingers make one cubit. Four thousand arms (i.e., cubits) make one mile. The parasang Page 531 is twelve thousand cubits. Sixty-seven barleycorns make one cubit exactly.

Of the parasang. The parasang of the road is three miles. The mile is ten stadia. The stadium is three sedê. The sedâ is one hundred paces. The pace is half a reed. The reed is ten cubits.

Of the measure of the Malwâshê. The measure of each of the Malwâshê containeth thirty parts. Each part is seven hundred stadia. A stadium is two hundred feet. The foot is two cubits. The cubit is two spans. The span is twelve fingers.

Of the measures of the hour. The pôdhîthâ (or "foot") is one measure of the sole of the foot. The hour is thirty pôdh-yâthâ (of two minutes each?). The pôdhîthâ is ten sesê. The sesê is twenty rûpsê. The rûpsâ is two thousand twinklings of the eye.

Moreover, one pôdhîthâ is two kašînâthâ. One kašîntâ is two rûpsê. One rûpsâ is one thousand twinklings of the eye. Six pôdhîyôn are reckoned as one ewnekyâ, and five ewnekyâs are one hour. Twenty-four hours | make one night and one Fol. 250b. day.

¹ He succeeded Bar-Šaumâ, who died A.D. 458.
Moreover, the pòdkhyåthå of the whole year are forty-three thousand, and eight hundred and fifteen. The pòdkhyåthå of one day are one hundred and twenty. The seåråthå of one day are one hundred and twenty. The seåråthå of the whole year are two hundred and sixty-two thousand, eight hundred and ninety. An hour is five pòdkhyåthå, and a pòdhåthå is six seårè. Five kantlme are one hour. The weeks of the whole year are fifty and two, and one day.

Concerning the constitutions of the Malwåshé. The Ram, the Lion, and the Bowman are hot and dry like fire, and like the region of the South, and they are masters of the four-legged creatures (i.e., quadrupeds). The Bull, the Virgin, and the Goat are cold and dry like the earth, and like the region of the West, and they are masters of the trees and grass (or, herbs). The Twins, the Balance, and the Water-carrier are hot and moist like the air, and like the region of the East; and they are masters of men and birds. The Crab, the Scorpion, and the Fishes are cold and wet like water, and like the region of the North, and to them belong all things that emit water.

Concerning the Seasons which thou seekest, Spring, Summer, the period of the Teshrî months, and Winter. In the Spring moisture increaseth because of the persistence of cold, but the beginning of the heat melteth the cold. In the Summer the heat increaseth, because of the descent of the sun. In the period of the Teshrî months (Autumn) the dryness is great, because of the ending of the heat which burneth up the moisture. Now the Winter is very cold because of the remoteness of the sun.

Information concerning the winds. There are four winds which minister to mankind and to everything else, and to them are due the changes in the atmosphere [in] summer and winter. Two of them, those of the east and south, minister to the winter, and when they blow they fill the springs to overflowing, and the rain falleth, and the crops are strengthened, and by means of them the trees flourish and become strong, and bear fruit. But if these two winds, the east and the south,
blow during the summer, they are exceedingly harmful. The north and west winds minister to the summer, for by means of them the springs of water are replenished, and they begin to flow, and their volume is increased; and through them the cedars and the [other] trees put forth their fruits. Now if these winds blow during the winter, they produce no benefit whatsoever, and they do harm to the springs of water.

Concerning the winds. There are four true winds, and they are the east wind, the west wind, the north wind, and the south wind. From the east cometh the wind called "Aplitôs"; this hath two winds, which blow from the right thereof and from the left thereof respectively, and they put it in the middle. From the right side of it cometh the wind called "Kîs", and from the left side of it cometh the wind called "Ôzôs". The name of the wind that bloweth from the west is "Zôphrôs", and it hath two winds which blow one on each side of it. The wind on the right is called "Aphrôs". The name of the wind that bloweth from the north is "Bûrâs", and it hath two winds which blow one on each side of it. The wind on the right is called "Tarkîs", and that on the left is called "Aprîtôs". The wind that bloweth from the south hath two winds which blow one on each side of it. The wind on the right side is called "Libîtôs", and that on the left is called "Ôritôs". The winds are twelve in number, and the quarters whence they come are four.

Concerning the air (i.e., climate) of the [four] quarters and of the seasons of the year. The air of the east, and of the season of Spring, is hot and wet. The air of the south, and of the season of Summer, is hot and dry. The air of the west, and of the season of Autumn, is cold and dry. The air of the north, and of the season of Winter, is cold and wet.

Concerning the beginning of the Four Seasons. Spring beginneth on the twenty-fourth day of the month Âdhâr, and lasteth until the twenty-fourth day of the month Khazîrân. Summer beginneth on the twenty-fourth day of the month Khazîrân, and lasteth until the twenty-fourth day of the month

---

\* The scribe has omitted a line here.
Ilul. **Autumn** beginneth on the twenty-fourth day of the month Ilul, and lasteth until the twenty-fourth day of the month First Kanon. **Winter** beginneth on the twenty-fourth day of the month First Kanon, and lasteth until the twenty-fourth day of the month of Adhar. Now many have proclaimed that the beginning of the growth [of plants] taketh place on the twenty-second day of the month Adhar, when the sun entereth the Sign of the Ram, and others have said that trees begin to put forth buds on the seventh day of the month of Shebat, and others in the middle of Shebat.

A forecast concerning the year, and the airs,¹ and the times (or, seasons).

When the course of the year through the airs is proper and good, everything cometh forth in its season, and know also that sicknesses will be slight therein. When the course of the year is disturbed and variable, sicknesses which are severe and troublesome, and which cannot be cured quickly, also arise. The changes that take place produce sicknesses which are opposite in character to those of the airs; if they be cold, or hot, or dry, or wet, sicknesses which are different in their natures make themselves visible. When the South Wind bloweth, it maketh the ears heavy, and it tormenteth the eyes, and head, and members; and when the force of this wind increaseth, sicknesses [in these members] arise. When the North Wind bloweth it produceth much coughing, and headache, and sore-throat, and restriction of the bowels, and strangury, and feverish pains in the bones, and pains in the sides and chest. And if the air of Summer changeth, and becometh like unto that of Nisan, much shivering and discomfort arise, and it produceth severe pain, and excessive sweating; and fever breaketh out at this season, and men require to abstain from food, and they need purging. Now, if the air of summer becometh soft, and humid, and exhausting, there is severe fever; and if during the greater part of the

¹ *i.e.*, temperatures, or weather.
year this air continueth, then know that acute illnesses will arise. And when the air of Winter becometh soft and humid, and the North Wind increaseth, and the rains of Nisân set in, and there is of necessity an excess of rainy weather, then know that, as is the case in the Summer, there will be acute fever, and pains in the eyes, and diarrhoea. And women will suffer in a far greater degree than men, because the nature of their bodies is more delicate. When the Winter is wet, or when the month of Nisân is very mild and soft, then know that the women who are with child will be afflicted by various kinds of sicknesses which will attack them, and that towards the month of Nisân, through some cause or other, they will suffer from miscarriages. The woman who bringeth forth her child will continue to suffer, and the child will suffer; some women will die immediately, and those who escape [from death], will be destroyed by sicknesses. People who possess a fresh, dry constitution will suffer from pain | in the belly, and from diarrhoea, and will die forthwith. And if the air of Winter be soft and humid, and if the air of Nisân be fair and constant, there will be a pestilence among the aged. Those who are young in days will become very weak, and the growth of their stature will be impeded. When the Summer is soft and humid, and the North Wind increaseth therein, and the Autumn is rainy, then know that in the Winter there will be throbbing of the head forthwith, and pain in the throat, and diarrhoea, and men will stand in danger [of their lives], and a great pestilence will take place. If the months of Autumn be hot, and the airs thereof be variable, then know that many recoveries and healings will take place among women and children, whose bodies are moist, and soft, and white. Other folk will suffer from dry rheum, and acute fever, and black bile, and the greater number of them will die. As concerning the difference between the airs, dryness and softness help men more than moisture, and few men die of these, for they destroy the cause of the sicknesses.

The sicknesses which take place during a year which is damp and rainy are very difficult [to cure], and mankind standeth in danger of attacks from protracted and acute fevers,
and from looseness of the bowels, and from pains in the bones, and from troublesome pains, and numbness (or, stupor), and ἀπαθλός (?), and wasting away of the body, and headaches, and pains in the ligatures of the members, and strangury, and pains in the bowels and stomach. And the food loseth its power, and becometh bitter and cold, and returneth (i.e., is vomited), and during a year of this kind men stand in danger [of their lives]. And the sicknesses which take place during the months of autumn are very alarming, for pestilence breaketh out immediately among the sick, and old cases of consumption carry them off; for the year in which there are months of this kind is one of many changes, and the air (i.e., weather) thereof varieth continually, and its course is marked by manifold changes and by the vicissitudes of perpetual variations. And if the North Wind bloweth, then know that delicate persons will become invigorated, and renew their strength, and improve in health. Their ears will become soft, and their bellies will stand (i.e., be healthy), and their eyes will become moist, and if they have any pain in the chest it will be straightway removed. And when the air of the year is moist, the body languisheth and becometh sluggish, and the ears throb and become heavy, and the head becometh hot and heavy, and the eyes become dark and dull, and the temples throb, and all the arteries cry out in pain, and the body languisheth, and becometh sluggish, and dull, and stupid, and heavy. And in the month of Nisân of such a year mankind standeth in great danger, and a great pestilence taketh place.

When the East Wind bloweth out of its season, persons become heavy, and the eyes run with water, and the temples throb, and the stomach is affected and becometh cold, and the blood loseth its heat and becometh cold, and it diminisheth and arriveth at a state of coldness; if this wind increaseth sicknesses take place. And when the South Wind bloweth the following sicknesses appear: diarrhoea, and the black bile is stirred up, and dry blearedness of the eyes, and rheum in excess, and the brain and the bones are sorely affected. In the year wherein a large number of changes take place in the heights of the air, mankind standeth in a state of great
trepidation, because the sicknesses which appear during its course are difficult [to heal], and a great pestilence taketh place. During the winter of such a year men will suffer from pain in the interior, and pain of mind (i.e., depression), and sore-throat and coughs, and pain in the chest, and headache, and madness of heart, and pain in the kidneys, and there will be great tribulation, and mankind will stand in danger. During the month of Nisân of such a year there will appear black bile, and diarrhoea, and diseases of the intestines, and madness of heart, and pains in the interior, and the flow of blood, both from above and from below, and strangles, and coughs, and scabies, and boils and sores, and pustules, and mankind will stand in danger. During the month of Nisan of such a year as this there will be acute fever, and drought, and blight (or, mildew), and intermittent fever, and vomiting, and diarrhoea, and dry blearedness of the eyes, and pain in the temples, and Turkish fever, and consumption, and the sores of gangrene (or, cancer), and affliction, and mankind will stand in trepidation. And during the autumn months of such a year there will be fever, and pains in the excretory organs, and asthma, and pains in the bones, and terrors, and madness of heart, and dropsy, and rheum, and thick spittle, and diseases of the intestines, and black bile, and mankind will be afflicted and there will be a great pestilence. Of all the airs of the year, the air of Nisân is the keenest (or, severest), and that of the autumn months sweepeth away mankind; it is only beneficial for cattle, wild goats, and elephants. At the beginning of the summer children become strong, and their bodies active; and this is the case with the old, and with elderly persons during the summer, and during the autumn months, and with the young and middle-aged during the winter. Some children, however, become weak and fall sick during the summer, as do also some young and middle-aged persons during the autumn months. Some persons enjoy good health during the winter, because they possess an ardent nature, and there are some who enjoy good health during the summer because their nature is cold, as do also some during Nisân and the autumn months because of the natural constitution of their bodies. We set
for purposes of comparison years against times, and airs against times, and airs against countries (or, regions), and water against countries, and water against food, and food against nature, and nature against them all.

Of the natural dispositions of men during the various periods of their lives.

Children are hot and wet. Between early manhood and old age they are cold and dry. Old men are cold and wet. Strong men are hot and dry. Women are cold and wet.

Of the change of sicknesses. The greater number of sicknesses take place during the month of Nisân. In this month black bile appeareth, and men lose their senses through it, and tribulation cometh upon them, and flowings of blood break forth, and there appear diseases of the throat, and the skin of the body cracketh, and festereth, and peeleth off, and [men suffer from] the itch, and inflammation, and spasms, and sores, and pustules. And in summer there come fevers, both slight and acute, and intense thirst, and intermittent fever, and vomiting on the ground, | and pain in the ears, and pains in the genital organs, and consumption, and sores in the mouth. And during the months of autumn there appear fever, and pain in the spleen, and dropsy, and rheum, and emissions of water, and strangury, and pain in the excretory channel, and asthma, and nēsōṭanyāṭhā (?), and running of the eyes, and ulcers, and black bile. And in the winter there appear pains in the interior, and pain in the lungs, and palsy of the members, and every kind of trying ailment.

Fol. 254a. | Whosoever feeleth his sickness, and hath black bile, either from above or below, which is not a cause for medicines, know that he will die. Whosoever hath a sharp attack of sickness with bile, which is either like blood or is black, and which cometh either from above or below, know that he will die. When a sick man hath a sweat for three days, or for five, or for seven, or for nine, [or any] odd number [of days], know that he who sweateth is in a most serious condition. When a cold sweat cometh with fever, know that it portendeth
death. Whosoever is sick, if he sweateth a hot sweat copiously, know that the sick man will be healed quickly. Whosoever hath fever, and sweateth not at all, and suffereth from wakefulness (i.e., insomnia), know that he will die.

Again, information concerning touch, or feeling. The feel of blood is great (or, full), and sticky, and thick. The feel of black bile is flat and hard. The feel of phlegm is narrow and soft. The feel of venom and bile is great (or, full) and dense. The feel of winds confined in the belly is like that of leaping animals(?). The feel of the stomach and lungs when thou presseth thy fingers under the middle [thereof] is that they palpitate. The feel of death is terrifying and disturbing. The feel of the veins:—Place thy fingers by the side of the thumb of the left hand of the sick man, and touch the veins; if he draweth himself upwards and leapeth up, like a man who wisheth to flee at all costs, he is suffering great agony, and his fever is strong; and if he is slow to move, and leapeth up, know that his sickness is not acute; and if he leapeth downwards, his bowels are loose.

Concerning the drinking of water. As for the water which cometh from wells, and that which standeth in pools and in hollows, and that which floweth gently, and softly, and quietly, and that which floweth along and runneth slowly in rivers and brooks, know that all these waters are heavy and injurious. As for the water which floweth swiftly in rivers and in brooks (or, streams), know that it is healthful and light. As for every kind of water which cometh from heaven, that is to say, rain water, and the water which standeth in springs, and in fountains, and in the mountains and hills, know that such water is healthful and light. Therefore it is not meet for the sick, and those who are consumptive, and the feeble, to drink the water which standeth in pits and pools, or which is in the rivers and streams that flow gently, and quietly, and lazily, or to make use of them in any other way whatsoever.

Again, concerning the drinking of water.
The night of the first day of the week. At midnight drink not water.
The night of the second day of the week. Up to midnight drink water, and let it suffice.

The night of the third day of the week. At the tenth hour do not drink water.

The night of the fourth day of the week. Drink water at any time during the night, and have no fear.

The night of the fifth day of the week. Drink water at any time during the night, and have no fear.

The night of the Eve of the Sabbath. At the second hour drink. Observe, and beware the whole night long.*

The night of the Sabbath. Drink the whole night long, and fear not.

[Of the drinking] of milk. Milk is for him that hath headache, and pains in the eyes, and fever, but to him that is thirsty thou shalt not give milk, because it is very harmful [for him], and it weigheth heavily [on him].

Of the course of dieting which is to be followed during the various seasons of the year. The winter course, which is to be followed from the seventeenth day of the First Kânôn to the eighteenth day of Adhâr, that is to say, for ninety-two days. During this season sweat and moisture increase until the change which cometh after the winter, therefore use for food things that are warming, and drink wine that hath strength in it, and let a man labour, and become fatigued.

After the winter there are forty-nine days, that is to say, from the eighteenth day of Adhâr to the sixth day of Iyyâr.

During this season the saliva increaseth, therefore use for food things that possess strong odours, and everything that is pungent (or, acid), and work, and become fatigued.

And from the sixth day of Iyyâr, which is the day of the rising of the Pleiades, until the eighteenth day of Khazîrân, that is to say, for forty-two days, follow the course of dieting which cometh before that of the summer. During this season the yellow bile increaseth, and fever also, and thou must use for food everything that is sweet, and thou must labour in moderation.

The course of dieting for the summer, that is to say, from the eighteenth day of Khazîrân to the eighteenth day of Îlû,
which is a period of ninety-two days. During this season the black, dry bile increaseth. And thou shalt use weak (i.e., light) wines, and shalt eat delicate food, and take everything that is acid (or, sour), and do very little work.

After the summer come forty-nine days, that is, from the eighteenth day of Ílul to the seventh day of the Second Teshrî. During this season the bile and rheum increase, and therefore use as food everything that is pleasant and acid; and either abstain from work entirely, or work in strict moderation.

From the seventh day of the Second Teshrî, whereon the Pleiades set, to the seventeenth day of the First Kânôn, which is a period of forty-one days, the course of dieting which precedeth that of the winter must be followed. During this season blood increaseth in men, and it is therefore meet for a man to eat sparingly, and to drink wine in strict moderation. And he must work, and become fatigued, and he must continue to work until he beginneth the course of dieting suitable for the winter.

Again, on the different kinds of foods which are to be Page 541 eaten during the various months of the year.

First Teshrî. Eat and use what is pungent (or, acid).
Second Teshrî. On no account shalt thou wash with water.
First Kânôn. Partake of as much sweet food as thou art able.
Second Kânôn. Drink “Aktirûn”, and guard thyself carefully against the cold.
Shebâṭ. Eat no vegetables of any kind, because of phlegm and cold.
Ádhâr. Eat sweet fruits, and drink infusions of the seeds thereof, and make use of any pungent (or, acid) food.
Nisân. Eat not radishes, or beetroot, or any stale vegetable, and abstain from the flesh of goats and bulls.
Íyyâr. Eat not the heads and milk of goats and bulls, and abstain from the flesh of the same.
Khazirân. Eat nothing which is boiling, or which hath been heated over the fire, for it injureth the mouth and the interior. And drink cold water fasting (or, on an empty stomach).
Tammûz. Draw not nigh unto a woman, and eat neither pork nor eggs.

Âbh. Eat no vegetable which hath been cooked by fire, and no vegetable soup.

Íul. [Drink] milk, and eat flesh continually, and thou shalt find satisfaction (or, rest) for thy body.

Another series of directions which sheweth what a man should and should not eat during each month of the year.

First Teshri. It is meet to avoid water melons, and cucumbers, and ox-flesh, and fatty foods, and acid things, and honey, and everything sweet, and dry foods made of meat, that is to say, cold meat. In this month eat estaplin that is to say, carrots and all kinds of spring vegetables after food, and new wine, without water, in the morning, fasting, and visit the baths, but do not drink cold water there; partake of olive oil therein. Enjoy thy wife, and perfume thyself with scents, and do not labour overmuch.

Second Teshri. It is right to avoid honey and butter (or, cream). Eat | during this month the flesh of birds of all kinds, and meat cooked with garlic, and drink wine. And eat no vegetable except rock parsley, and gourds, and leeks, and carrots, and bâbhûlā with honey, after food. And drink the following medicine each day: take one drachm of aniseed and one drachm of peppercorns, crush them, and drink them in wine and honey water. This medicine is good for stabbing pains and pains in the knees, and it increaseth seed in men, and it hath been well tried, and is a sure remedy. And also get married in this month, as it is written.

First Kânôn. Follow these instructions which I am now going to give thee, and avoid | the flesh of the cock. Get married in this month, for all the children who are begotten in these three months are more beautiful than those who are begotten during the other months of the year.

Second Kânôn. Avoid cold water in the morning, and avoid onions and the flesh of oxen, and goats, and camels, and lentils. And eat in this month honey, and butter (or, cream), and thick soup, and fat, and the flesh of sheep boiled with garlic, and drink all kinds of wines. And after a meal eat a little honey.
Shebâṭ. This is the month of troubles, and it is among the months as was Judas among the disciples. Avoid copulation, and the flesh of goats, and fat, and baths, and butter (or, cream), and fatty substances, and oils. In short, avoid every kind of food that is cold and heavy for the digestion. and mix in it hot milk, [and] divide the and the seed of spinach (or, orach) roasted, and nuts and almonds. 

Âdhâr. Avoid chick-peas and unboiled onions, and fish, and vegetables (?), and fatty substances. Moderate the appetite, and moderate dry (?) labours. Get married in this month. Go to the baths on the first day of the month, and on the third day of the last week in it, and keep thyself free from any injury which [draweth] blood.

Nisân. Avoid everything which is sweet and salt, and Page 543 gûnyâ (?), and gourds (or, cucumbers), and chicken. And use [as a medicine] and pound them up and mix them with vinegar and mustard. And avoid the drinking of wine, and marry in this month of Nisân, and go to the baths, and anoint thyself with oil of jasmine, and scent thyself with sweet scents.

İyyâr. Eat no roast meat, and avoid olive oil, and eggs, and fatty substances, and all kinds of wine, and [butter, or cream], and fat, and do not eat gourds (?).

Khazîrân. Eat butter, and honey, and roast meat, and Fol. 256b. fresh (or, raw ?) fish, and walk during this month. And avoid the flesh of sheep, and honey, 

[Several lines wanting.]

Again, of the proper ordering of foods. Satiety and gluttony in respect of meats of all kinds produce divers sicknesses, and cause pains in the bones, and thicken the feet (or, legs), and make certain the descent of the body to a state wherein the members become destroyed. One of the philosophers said, "I wonder how a man who doth not over-eat himself can die." Those men who possess blood in excess must eat foods that
are cold and dry. And those who lack blood, but who possess red bile in excess, must eat foods that are moist and cool. Those who possess black bile in excess must eat foods that are hot and dry.

The things which make dry are ......... and mustard, and everything that is cooked in a frying pan, and that is roasted, and is then eaten. The things that are boiled in water produce moist growth. Everything that is sweet is injurious to the liver and spleen, and heateth the blood. All kinds of polenta food are easily digested by the blood. All field vegetables must be dried, and all garden vegetables must be wetted; everything that is cold thou must roast, for it will then destroy the moisture which is in the stomach. Peppercorns, origanum, hyssop, mint, and fresh mustard, when dried, are not food, but medicine.

The things which cleanse, and cut, and open are:—trigonella, sweet grapes, dried beans, chick-peas, especially the black kind. Moreover, the medicine which reduceth the stones that grow in the kidneys is camphor, especially when it is crushed in vinegar and oil, or in vinegar and honey. This is more efficacious than any kind of food. Vinegar and honey reduce the phlegm, and cleanse the internal organs gently, and they afford relief to the chest, and to cases of pain in the lungs. And dry drugs cut up very finely, and almonds chopped up and pounded, do good to the internal organs, and soften the chest and the lungs, and bring up the moisture. And to cure [the evil effects of] śdhāḥ and [other] deadly drugs, make an infusion of rock parsley and beetroot [in water], and add to them a little honey and myrrh, and drink draughts of it; if a man maketh an infusion of fresh leaves in water, and mixeth wine therewith, and drinketh of this infusion, it will loosen his bowels. And if he dissolveth sugar therein instead of wine, the mixture will afford relief in cases of hot pains. Water drunk fasting (i.e., when the stomach is empty) reduceth the stomach, and the intestines, and the kidneys, and bladder, and benefiteth slightly the liver during the summer. The drinking of water benefiteth persons who possess in excess red bile and blood, but it is injurious to those who possess in
excess black bile and phlegm. Water [drunk] after eating a meal is much more beneficial than when drunk with food; water cleanseth and cooleth. Those who drink cold water in the summer, and hot water in the winter, make a mistake. A very red complexion is due to blood, a yellow complexion is due to red bile, a dark complexion is due to coldness of the black bile, a white complexion is due to coldness and thickness of the phlegm. The right side of the body is strong and hot, and the left side is cold and weak. The persons are divided, the natures are confounded, the faces agree, the race is one, the species are three, operations are manifold, the objects of worship are two, the throne is one, the six, the are spacious, the sheep are few, the shepherds are many, the house is one, the essence (or, person) is divided Fol. 257b and turned into three orders, one doth not suit the other, [yet] are they bound together. The subject is ended, and the bile of the dragon hath been expelled.

Again, concerning the forecasting of the year.

Of the indication which taketh place on the nineteenth day of the month of Tammûz, the month of the Sun. On this day the Dog of the Giant (i.e., the Dog-star) riseth, and from it thou canst obtain forecasts about the whole year, [and] about the winter. If thou seest in the region of the sunrise a mist (or, fog) and a black darkness, there will be rain in the first part of the month of the First Teshrî. And if these appear at midday, they indicate that there will be rain during the latter part of Teshrî. And if there appeareth rain with the mist, it indicateth that there will be frost in Teshrî instead of rain. And if there be dew in the night, it sheweth that there will be much rain during the First Teshrî, and also on the second and third days of the Second Teshrî, and on the fourth day of the First Kânôn, and on the fifth and sixth days of the Second Kânôn, and on the eighth day of Shebât, and on the ninth day of Ādhâr, and on the tenth and eleventh days of Nîsân, and on the twelfth day of Ïyyâr. And this is true (or, certain).
And if thou seekest to know the truth of this [forecast], during the eighteen days in Tammûz, on the night of the twelfth, after sunset, bring (i. e., take) fig leaves, or olive leaves, or vine leaves, and write upon them the names of the months of winter, each name upon one leaf, and carry them up to the roof of the house, and place the leaves under a vessel until the morning of the next day, and then take them out. And from each leaf that is moist and green thou shalt know that the whole of the month, of which the name is written upon it, shall be rainy and have dew, and from each leaf that is faded in colour and hath no moisture in it, know that during the month the name of which is written upon it there shall be no rain at all. | This is a well tried and certain [forecast].

Another kind. Observe (i. e., select) one of the days from the fourth to the tenth day, (which is a period of seven days) of the First Teshri, and let each day represent a month from the beginning of the First Teshri to the month of Nisân. Then observe on which day there is rain, and thou shalt know that during the month that is represented by that day there will be rain.

Another kind. Observe during the Festival of the Cross. If there be wind and mist (or, fog) [on that day], the year will be a good one.

Concerning the changes of the clouds. If on the eighteenth day of Ïlûl clouds come up from the beginning of the day, there will be rain during the First Teshri. If they come up at midday, the middle part of the year will be good, and if they come up at sunset, the year will turn to hardness (i. e., the weather will be bad). If clouds are seen in the east, the crops in the east will be good. If clouds are seen in the west, the crops in the west will be good. And this will be the case also if clouds are seen in the north and south. If clouds are seen in all the earth, the crops will be good everywhere. If the clouds are black, the year will be rainy. And if the clouds are white, there will be much snow and ice. And if half the clouds are black, and the other half white, snow and ice will be abundant in that quarter of the world, and the latter part of the year will be cold.
Another kind: concerning the blowing of the winds. If the east wind bloweth on the eighteenth day of Tammûz, and the west wind doth not blow against it, the year will be good. If all the winds blow, and the east wind doth not, the year will be a bad one, and the crops will be deficient. And if the north and south winds do not blow against the east wind, in that country wherein this happeneth the year will be good, and there will be abundance of everything. If the north wind bloweth, and the south wind doth not blow against it, there will be evil and a deficiency of the crops in that year.

Another kind: concerning the blowings [of the wind]. If the north wind bloweth between Nîsân and İyyâr, and there be lightnings and clouds, there will be a great famine in all the earth. If the south wind bloweth, and there be lightnings and clouds, there will be a lack of water in all the springs (or, wells). If the east wind bloweth, and there be lightnings and clouds, there will be abundance in all the earth. If the west wind bloweth, and there be lightnings and clouds, there will be dew, and the year will be a good one.

Prognostications about the atmosphere, which are to be derived from the moon. If after three days the moon appeareth small and fair, it indicateth clearness of the air (i.e., fine weather), and this also is the case when the moon appeareth small and fair after four days. If the moon be fair when it is full, it also indicateth clearness of the air.

Prognostications about the winter, which are derived from the appearance of the moon. When the moon is seen on the third day, and the horns thereof are thick and blurred, this maketh known that there will be rain; and the same is the case when it appeareth on the fourth day with thick, blurred horns. When the whole disk of the moon is seen to be red and fiery, it portendeth a hard winter. And if when the moon is full its whole disk appeareth to be dark, it portendeth rain. And if two or three different kinds of darkness be observed in the whole disk, it portendeth a great (i.e., long, severe) winter.

Again, the appearances which take place in the moon. Whenssoever the moon appeareth to turn to a dark colour,
there will be a pestilence in the country [wherein this is seen].
When the colour of the moon is bright and luminous, there
will be wind. When the moon turneth to a blue colour
(yellowish-green?), the fountains | and springs will dry up.
When the moon turneth red, the flocks will perish.

Forecasts concerning winter, which are derived from the
appearance of the sun.

When the sun riseth, and the redness thereof is black, it
portendeth rain. Similarly also when it setteth: if there be
found on its left side black clouds that touch it, it is right to
conclude immediately | that there will be rain. And if a thick
cloud standeth opposite to its rays when it riseth, it portendeth
rain. Now, if there be thunders and lightnings at a distance,
they make known [the approach of] winter. And if there be
lightnings sometimes from the south, and sometimes from the
north, and sometimes from the east, it is right to know that
winds are coming from afar, and they make known [the
approach of] winter. And also when the birds of the sea
are continually flying up out of the water and dipping them-
selves into it again, and when the bow which appeareth in the
clouds is double, they portend rain. And by analogy also
when the stag belloweth, and when the crane standeth on the
edge of a lake with its head submerged, or diving under water,
they indicate [the approach of] winter. And when oxen, having
eaten their fill, turn their heads to the south continually; and
when the birds of the house flutter about, and move up and
down, and cry out frequently; and when flies bite persistently;
and when bats fall down into the lamp; and when thou seest
sparks in the cooking pot; and when *sâmê*, that is to say,
flies, run greedily towards the food; and when the cock
croweth in the middle of the night; and when the spider's
web falleth down of its own accord, there being no wind blow-
ing; and when the rays of the sun are black; and when the
fire will only burn with the greatest difficulty; and when sheep
frisk about; then know that after three days there will be rain.
Similarly also when oxen lick their hoofs, and go to their
manger lowing; and when wolves wax bold and approach close to the goats and houses; and when mice squeak a great deal; all these things portend a very severe winter. And when the oak trees produce a very much larger number of acorns than usual, they portend a hard, long winter. And when goats and sheep ride each other excessively, they indicate [the approach of] a severe, long winter. And when animals (i.e., cattle) and dogs dig holes in the ground, and stretch their heads towards the north, they make known [the approach of] a severe winter. And when the rooks, that is to say, crows, come early, they indicate [the approach of] a severe winter; but if they delay in coming and only come a few at a time, they indicate the change of the winter and the mildness thereof. And when clouds are seen which are low down, and when the kârôñâ (crane?) uttereth soft, plaintive cries, and when the crows and ravens collect in groups like stallions, and cry out in gladness, they make known that the winter is past.

How a man may know whether the winter will be early or late.

When we know this we know when it is right to sow seed, and whether we should do it early or delay in doing so. If the winter is going to be a little late in any given year the following is a convincing way of finding it out:—If after the harvest there be rain before the Pleiades set, the winter will be early; but if there be rain at the same time as the Pleiades set, the winter will be late.

Information concerning the Pleiades.

The Pleiades rise on the eighteenth day of ʾIyyâr, and the Giant (Orion) riseth on the eighteenth day of Khazîrân, and the Dog (Sirius) of the Giant riseth on the nineteenth day of Tammûz, and Zûphrâ (Zûhrah, Venus?) on the twenty-eighth day of ʾAbh, and the Little Waggon on the nineteenth day of Shebât.
Again, concerning the forms which are seen in the mists in the heavens.

When the form of a man is seen in the heavens, a pestilence will take place in that month.

When the form of a bull is seen in the heavens, war and slaughter will take place in that month, but there will be abundance.

When the form of a horse is seen in the heavens, there will be abundance during that month; but there will be a pestilence among children, and for a long time women will not go with child.

When the form of a mule is seen in the heavens, there will be a pestilence among babes in that country, and women will not go with child.

When the form of a lion is seen in the heavens, there will be a famine in that country.

When the form of a panther (or, leopard) is seen in the heavens, the wild beasts of the mountains will die.

When the form of a wolf is seen in the heavens, father and son will kill each other.

When the appearance of fire is seen in the heavens, there will be a great famine and war in that country wherein the fire is seen, and there will be a pestilence among men in that year, and wheresoever that fire goeth pestilence will appear.

Concerning the stars which have tails, the names of which are as follows: Karithâ, Bûbhâ, and Lakêthâ.

Now, the operation of these is like unto the nature of the airs. And they cause wars, and bitter envy, and other such like things; and this we know from the Signs of the Zodiac wherein they are, and from the quarter of the heavens to which the tail is directed. For when they are in the east, and their appearance lasteth for a long time, that which is to happen happeneth quickly; and when they are in the west, that which is to happen happeneth after some delay.

Portents derived from these [stars].

The star with a tail portendeth famine and Pestilence.
The star with a spear ** portendeth wars and strifes.

The star with a beard ** portendeth a change of kingdoms and the downfall of the Government.

And know that in that quarter of the earth to which the tail of the star is directed there will be anger, and that which is to be will be.

Another portent derived from a star with a tail. If thou seest a star with a tail looking towards the east, know that companies of armed men will enter into Babylon, and will destroy all the people [thereof].

And if a star with a tail riseth, and becometh dark, know that there will be much war, and that destroying kings will rise up.

And if it cometh forth in the west or in the north, know that there will be war and rebellion in Bêth Rhômâyê (Byzantium).

Again, portents derived from shooting stars. If a star shooteth from the east to the west, the king of Persia will die in Bêth Hûzâyê (Huzistân), and sicknesses and diseases will be many among men.

If a star shooteth from the west to the east, it sheweth that God is wroth with men, and that they will die in strongholds and cities, and there will be many terrifying rumours.

And if a star shooteth from the south to the north, it sheweth that a pestilence will fall upon that city, and on the districts round about it.

And if a star shooteth from the north to the south, it sheweth that the behaviour of men in that country pleaseth [God].

And if a star falleth from the north to the earth, it sheweth that the king of that country will die, and that his general will die, and that there will be war and contention in that country.

Portents [derived] from shooting stars. When a star goeth from the east to the west, the king of Persia will die in Bêth Hûzâyê, and there will be sicknesses and diseases among men.
When the star goeth from the west to the east, there will be great wrath, and all mankind will suffer tribulation, and evil words will be spoken, but finally it shall be well.

When the star goeth from the north to the south, the king will see evil, and women will not go with child, and a father will slay his son, and a brother his brother for [a period of] three years, and then there shall be peace.

When the star goeth from the south to the north, and is red, or if it falleth from the heavens to the earth, there will be a pestilence in that year, and the king will go to a far country, and war and darkness will prevail, and there will be much sickness and [leading away into] captivity, but in the towns there shall be peace.

When the star goeth from the east to the west, and bursteth (?), there will be pestilence among the exalted ones, and men will increase in their habitations (sicl).

When the star descendeth from the highest heaven to the earth, there will be tranquillity and peace, and we shall praise God.

When the star bursteth forth from the east, and is like unto fire, and doth not burst (?), the offspring of beasts (or, cattle) will flourish, and flowers will bloom, and the towns which have been laid waste will be [re]built.

Again, portents derived from stars which shoot in the heavens. When a star shooteth from the west to the east, it indicateth the wrath and the tribulation which are about to come upon men, but it also indicateth that, ultimately, there shall be happiness.

And when a star shooteth from the east to the west, the king of Persia shall wage war in Bêth Hûzâyê, as it is written in the Book of Andronicus the Sage.

And when a star shooteth from the north to the south, the Government shall be in a disturbed state, and women who are with child will wail, and a father will rise up against his son, and a brother against his brother, and the . . . . . . . . will be divided for three years, and then there shall be peace.

And when a star shooteth from the south to the north, and becometh split into parts on the south side, on the left, it maketh
known concerning the many thrones which are established on the earth. And many shall come in, and they shall seize Governments, and there shall be as many wars as there are parts into which the star shall be split by the force of the atmosphere. And with like force shall those who come in seize upon the Principalities, and Powers, and Thrones, and Seats.

And when the star is seen falling from the heavens to the earth, men shall live in tranquility and prosperity. But God knoweth the truth!

And when the star shooteth from the north to the south, and is divided into parts, kingdoms shall fall upon each other, and there shall be slaughter and pestilence, and great cities shall be laid waste.

A portent derived from the moon. | When the disk of the moon is of a fiery red, and its circle is wide (or, broad), it portendeth wind and trouble.
By the help of God we will write down a portion of the Book of Medicines of the Country (i.e., native medicines). Help us, O our Lord, in Thy mercy.

For throbbing of the head, and half-throbbing.

Pound *khadwe*̣, and apply to the head. Or inject tincture of *ka'ūrē* roots into the nostrils of the patient on the side where the throbbing is. Or mix vinegar and honey together, and smear the mixture over the patient's head, and wait a little, and then wash it with water. Or work up ashes and vinegar together into a paste, and smear the mixture on the head. Or roast walnuts and terebinth nuts, pour vinegar on them, and mix them together, and smear the mixture on the head. Or pound one measure of dried grapes, and work up into a paste with aromatic tincture, and smear the head with the mixture. Or steep barley in hot water, and put it in a cloth, and wrap it round the head of the patient whilst hot, and he will find relief. Or roast the dung of an ass and the bones of a crab, and work them up into a paste with oil and a little *hennā*, and smear it on the head of the patient. Or take the marrow of the right leg of a sheep, unsalted, and warm it a little over the fire, and pour into the nostrils of the patient. Or inject the juice of a beetroot into the nose. Or inject three drops of radish water into the nose.

For a cut (or, wound) in the head.

Pound frankincense and crocus, and work up into a paste with the white of an egg. Smear the mixture on a strip of
linen, or on paper, and apply to the side of the head (or, temple) which throbeth. Or pound madder and cummin, work up into a paste with the white of an egg, and smear the mixture on paper, and apply it to the cheeks.

A medicine for the head which goeth round (vertigo?).

Take ten drachms of hendabba, and five drachms of seed of rock parsley, and five drachms of aniseed, and two and a half drachms of anethum foeniculum, and two and a half drachms of na'na', and soak them for one day and one night in a mixture containing two parts vinegar and one part water. Then boil the mixture, and clarify it, and add hyoscyamus to this tincture of drugs until it becometh thicker than honey. And each night, when the patient is going to bed, let him swallow as a dose one drachm, or more.

For scabies and for insects in the head.
Take seed of sagirâ, pound it, and work it up into a paste with sheep oil, and smear it on the head.

For lice in the head.
Pound dried grapes in myrtle oil, and smear on the head. Or wash thy head with salt water.

For sores in the head.
Roast some barley, and work up into a paste with the white of eggs, and smear on the head.

For the sores which come in the head, and from which foetid water cometh.
Bring (i.e., take) some pieces of the old soles of sandals, and rub them down like kohl, and add the result to oil of pitch, and smear the head therewith.

For sores in the head.
Take the scrapings of gerod stone, set them in the sun and let them dry, rub them down, and boil, and anoint the head therewith.
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For a diseased head.

Burn the bones of partridges (?) until they become a fine powder, pour this powder into olive oil, and warm the mixture, and smear it on the head; and sprinkle vinegar on the head. Or take soft soap and dill, pound the dill and mix it and the soap with old sheep oil, and set it under the stars during the night of the fourth day in three consecutive weeks, and afterwards rub the mixture on the head.

For sores and scabies (or, itch) in the head.

Take frankincense, and sôrâ, and bread crusts, crush them up together, and make into a paste with olive oil, and smear on the sore part of the head. Afterwards warm an egg slightly over a fire, and smear it over the medicine. Or smear the blood of a man over the diseased part of the head. Or crush camphor leaves in vinegar, and lay them over this medicine, but beware lest this mixture doeth harm [to the patient]. Or pound root of pyrethrum, and make it into a paste with honey, and smear it [on the head of the patient].

Also for the scabies (or, itch) which cometh in the head, and in the other members.

Heat cypress [flowers], and dried roses, and doves' dung, and sheep oil, over a fire, and smear the mixture on the head of the patient. Or make vitriol (bluestone?) from the stone into a paste with vinegar, and smear on the head of the patient.

Another, for sores in the head.

Pound the insides of walnuts with garlic, and apply to the head.

For ailments of the eyes.

Take thirty drachms of water of anethum foeniculum, and ten drachms of run honey, and thirty drachms of water of sweet pomegranates, and mix them all together. Then set the mixture on a slow fire, and boil it until one half hath been boiled away. Take it off the fire, and keep it in a glass vessel, and drop it into the eyes when the belly is empty.
For eyelashes which penetrate the eyes.
Burn the cast skin of a serpent under the eyes [of the patient]. Or make kohl from the gall of a stork, or from the gall of a turbot, and apply. Or make kohl from the gall of an eagle, [and apply, and the eyelashes] will not enter [the eyes].

For the eye which is wakeful and will not sleep.
Boil the leaves of thorns in wine and vinegar, and apply [the mixture]. Or pound cummin small, and mix it with the white of an egg, and apply to the eyes externally.

For the eyes which have flesh in them.
Beat up eggs with the whites thereof, spread them on paper, and apply to the eyes externally. Or rub down crocus in new wine, and apply it as antimony is applied.

For the hairs which grow on the eyes (eyelids?).
Root out the hairs from the eye, and smear the places where they grew with the blood of bugs, or with the blood of the ticks of a dog. Or mix together the gall of an owl with a little sal ammoniac, [and smear the mixture on the place from Page 556 which thou hast pulled out the hair.

For eyes from which the eyelashes fall out.
Pound, crush, and reduce to a powder the dry dung of a hare and the dry dung of an antelope, and use as stibium is used.

For eyes which have been blinded by snow and frost.
Boil clean wheat straw chopped up in water, strain the liquor, and pour it into the eyes many times. Or roast some wheat, and crush it and reduce it to a powder, and use as stibium is used. Or pound garlic, squeeze out the juice, and smear the eyes therewith.

For eyes in which dust remaineth.
Crush the rinds of sweet pomegranates, and throw into water for a day. Then strain the liquor through a new linen
rag, and pour it into the eyes six times, and after that apply extract of hyoscyamus.

For the pain of eyes which are dry.
Take menstrual fluid and the semen of a man, mix them together, and pour into the eyes. And if they continue to be dry, press them together, and smear with kohl or put it in the eyes.

For eyes which are weak and are being eaten away.
Rub down the dung of a lizard (or, salamander) in water and old olive oil, which is as thick as honey, and use as stibium. Or apply like stibium the warm milk of a she-ass, or the milk of a bitch.

For eyes which have gangrene.
Boil dried grapes in vinegar and wine, and smear on the eyes externally. Or pound the kernels of almonds and cummin, and work up into a paste with wine, and smear the eyes therewith. Or pound the testicles of a fox, and boil in water, strain off the liquor, and apply to the eyes.

For the eyes of children which are weak and will not open.
Pound black dried herbs with honey, and apply to the eyes.

For red eyes.
Boil well the seeds of sweet pomegranates with chick-peas until the mixture becometh thick like honey, and use like kohl.

For a blow and effusion of the eyes.
Pour into them the blood of doves. Or pour into them the warm white of an egg.

For the eyes which weep (or, stream).
Apply the juice of bitter pomegranates as kohl. Or apply the blood of white doves daily. Or apply the juice of black thorns as kohl. Or pound together the seed of asparagus and the inside of roasted lentils, and mix together in wine and
| smear the eyes therewith. Or boil well red thorns, and mix a little vinegar with the liquor, and wash thy face in it. Or make an infusion of anethum foeniculum, and pour it over thy head for seven days. Or squeeze out the juice of grass (nânḥē), and rub it on the eyes. This is a well tried and sure remedy.

For inflammation (?) of the eyes.
Take leaves of the pēʾēmā plant, chew them, and apply them to the eyes.

For throbbing in the eyes.
Smear the eyes with olive oil and with kohl made of olives. Or work up olive wood chips with the white of an egg, and apply to the eyes.

For great and frequent pains in the eyes.
Mix the juice of tāwolē, and crocus, and salt with the milk of a woman, and pour it on the eyes. Or dry the flesh of a swallow, and pound it, and mix it with Persian gum, and smear the eyes therewith. And let the patient drink no wine. And an application of the kūbhyā plants which are found in sponges, when dipped in hot water, is very good for such pains, and also the letting of blood.

For the sore and the blast in the eyes.
| Pound purslane, squeeze out the juice, and mix with it flour of barley, and hennā, and the whites of eggs, and smear on the eyes externally. Or pound dried grapes, and hellebore, and the rinds of sweet pomegranates, and sumach, and black thorns, boil them together, strain off the liquor, and rub the eyes therewith. These medicines are good for watering of the eyes.

The blight in the eyes.
Pound the rinds of sweet pomegranates in olive oil, and smear round about the eyes. Or let the patient drink hot cow's milk, and it will destroy the yellowness and sore appearance in the eyes.
For attacks of dimness in the eyes.

Pour into the eyes narcissus water. Or smear them with the blood of a fox. This is good also for want of clearness. Or smear them with the blood that droppeth from the liver of an antelope or with the blood of a black sheep made hot. Or roast the liver of an antelope in the fire, and smear the eyes with the juice which boileth out from the liver whilst it is hot, and give the patient the liver to eat. Or smear the eyes with the blood of fish. Or boil the liver of an antelope in a cooking pot, and order patients to keep close to the pot, and let them receive the fumes that arise from the water in the eyes. Or smear the eyes with human excrement. Or smear the eyes with the juice of leeks mixed with the urine of young children. Or make an infusion of sour grapes, and strain off the liquor, and rub the eyes therewith. Or pound gourds, and squeeze out the juice, and pour it into the nostrils. Or mix the juice of the vine with the urine of young children and smear the eyes therewith. Or mix together the gall of a goat and honey from the comb, and smear the eyes therewith.

For darkness of the eyes.

Take a young dove, and dig out its eyes, and tie a mark to it and let it remain in its nest for three days. When its mother cometh and seeth that it is blind, it will go and bring a certain root, which it will lay upon its eyes and they will be opened. If thou canst find that root which the bird hath revealed (?), guard it carefully. Cut off the head of the young bird, and burn it well, and smear with the ashes the eyes of him that doth not see, and he will see.

For him whose sight is weak.

Burn the shell of a crab, pound it, and work it up into a paste with the juice of bitter roots, and smear the eyes therewith. Or burn the heads of young swallows in the fire, pound them up and mix them with honey, and smear the eyes with the mixture. Or burn the hoof of an ass, and rub it down in the milk of a she-ass, and smear the eyes with the mixture, and it will benefit the patient greatly. Or melt down the fat
of fish, and mix with honey, and smear the eyes with the mixture. Or melt down the fat of a partridge, and mix it with the milk of a mare, and smear the eyes with the mixture. Or smear the eyes with the gall of a partridge. Or pound crocus, and add it to the white of an egg, and lay the mixture on the eyes. Or pour the juice of sweet pomegranates into a glass bottle, set it in the sun until it becometh thick like honey, and mix with it an equal quantity of honey; smear thine eyes with the mixture when thou art going to bed, and thou wilt derive great benefit therefrom.

For the man who cannot see in the night.

Smear the eyes with the marrow from the leg of a mule. Or cut up the liver of a horse, roast it in the fire, chop it up fine, and pour over it one measure (råknà) of oil of musk, work them up well together and smear the eyes with the mixture.

For the eyes over which descendeth sweet, black water.

Smear the eyes with the gall of a vulture [mixed with] honey. Or get a yellow frog, and take some of its blood, and smear the eyes with it when the sickness is of long standing.

For white deposit in the eyes.

Smear the eyes with the gall of a dog. Or smear the eyes with the eggs of a . . . . . . raven. Or pound seashells (?), and the ashes of [burnt] date stones, and eggshells, and apply to the eyes. Or pound the seed of wild mint, pour it on a piece of clean wool, and soak it in the milk of a she-ass, and squeeze it in the eyes. Or steep saffron in the milk of a she-ass, and smear the eyes with the mixture. Or smear the eyes with the gall of a rook. Or take crushed sugar, and gourd sugar, and bitter herbs (?), and the gall of a cat, and the tongue of a warànà, all in equal quantities, make into a powder as fine as kohl, and smear the eyes therewith.
For bleeding at the nose.

Dip figs in honey, and cover the region between the eyes of the patient therewith. Or crush to a powder frankincense, sulphur, and glass, work it into a paste with vinegar, and spread the mixture over the face and on the temples. Or take red dust (earth), work it into a paste with vinegar, and spread over the face of the patient as he lieth on his side (or, back). And sprinkle over him a very little exceedingly cold water. This is a certain remedy.

For foul nostrils.

Pound almonds with oil of vetches, clarify and drop some of the mixture into the nostrils.

For the splinter which entereth the ears.

Roast the root of a reed, pound it, and lay it upon it, and it will come out.

For ears which are dull of hearing and deaf.

Take pig's fat, unsalted, the fat of a turtle dove, and oil of bitter almonds, and pound bitumen (mūmyā), and make it hot, and add to them, [and apply to the ears]. Or the fat of goats, and the urine of young boys, and the gall of a partridge, pound these and mix them together and apply. Or mix the gall of goats with the urine of goats, and pour into the ears. Or mix the gall of an ox with the urine of goats, and pour into the ears.

For ears which throb (i.e., ache).

Heat olive oil and the gall of goats, and whilst it is hot pour it into the ears. Or heat oil of bitter almonds and the fat of a black cock together, and drop the mixture into the ears. Or boil raisins in vinegar and old wine, and pour into the ears. Or boil onions in olive oil, and then pour the oil into the ears. Or drop the gall of a pig into the ears. Or let him eat very large quantities of garlic, and it will benefit the patient.
For relieving ears which have ringing in them.
Squeeze out the juice from sweet pomegranates and chick-peas, and mix therewith old wine, and sesame oil, and the milk of a woman, and apply. Or mix together alkali, and myrrh, and oil of myrrh, and apply to the ears.

For the ears of children whence come blood and pus.
Pound a little spice and salt, and mix them with the milk of women, and drop the mixture into the ears. Or heat vinegar and honey together, and apply. Or boil raisins and lettuces together in vinegar, and squeeze out the juice into the ears.

The worms in the ears.
Pound ............. and the flesh of an ox, and apply to the ears. Or boil strong onions in the urine of children, and drop the liquor into the ears. Or pound and mix together sumach, goat’s milk, rinds of pomegranates, and raisins with honey, heat the mixture and drop it into the ears. Or press out the juices from the kidneys of an ox | which have been half broiled, [mix] with salt, and apply. Or mix oil of bitter almonds with vinegar, and pour into the ears. Or mix oil and vinegar together, and apply to the ears. Or pour juice of absinthe and old oil which is cloudy into the ears, and the worms will come out.

To prevent blood coming from the ears.
Dissolve aloes and crocus compounded with vinegar, and apply. Or boil alum of the furnace in vinegar, and apply. Or apply the juice of leeks and vinegar. Or make an infusion of juice of pomegranates in vinegar, and apply. Or boil senna juice and raisins together, squeeze out the liquor, and pour into the ears.

For ears which discharge matter.
The medicine which is called “Egyptian”. Take one litrâ of honey, three [litrê] of cinnabar, and three measures of vinegar, boil the honey, then pour in the vinegar, finally take the pot
off the fire and pour in the cinnabar, and treat each sore according to its requirements. Smear the mixture on a piece of rag, and apply to the ears in cases of diseases of long standing. Or heat up the milk of an ass, and the milk of a woman, and honey, and apply. And wash the ears with honey water and beetroot water, and make an infusion of lentils in water, and let the patient hold it in his mouth when he is going to bed. Or let the patient wash the ears with the milk of an ass and the milk of goats. Or let him use as a gargle in his mouth vinegar and oil of roses. Or pound strong onions, put them in wine, and macerate them well; then let him put bread in his throat, and the onions on his neck. Or pound the root of aristolochia into a powder, and blow it on the neck with a reed. Or pound up the excrement of a dog to a powder, and blow it on the neck. Or let him work it up into a paste and make it into a gargle. Or take a dry crab, pound it, mix it with cold water, and use as a gargle. Or make an infusion in water of flax seed, peppercorns, dates, figs, decayed (?) roses, cummin, and lentils, and let it remain in thy mouth as thou liest on thy back. Or let the patient hold in his mouth the juice of sweet pomegranates as he lieth on his back.

For the organ of speech, that is to say, the tongue.
Take mulberries, squeeze out the juice, mix it with sugar, boil it on the fire, and let the patient rinse out his mouth and throat therewith. Or let him use goat's milk as a gargle.

For teeth which throb (i.e., ache), and have worms in them.
Boil roses, myrtle, raisins, root of tamaris, sumach, thorns, and olive leaves in vinegar, and let the patient hold it in his mouth. Or work up radishes with goat's fat, and heat it, and anoint him therewith, and let him open his mouth that the worm may come up out of it. Or pound raisins, boil them in olive oil, and rub the teeth therewith, and let some of it remain in thy mouth. Or pound thorns and olive leaves with honey and strong vinegar, and let some of the mixture remain in thy
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mouth. Or burn two drachms of hyoscyamus seed, and take Page 562 two and a half drachms of leek seed and the seed of strong onions, and work them up with the fat of kômê, and make into pills, each containing one drachm. Put them on the fire, and then let the patient open his mouth [and inhale the smoke thereof]. Or take a thick reed, and cut in one end of it a small slit, and put on the fire a rose of the rhododaphne tree, so that the smoke thereof may enter [the reed and pass by it] to the teeth, and the worms will die. Or place aromatic resin on the fire, and let the patient open his mouth [and inhale the smoke], and the worms will be drawn out.

For the teeth which have holes in them.
Place asafoetida in the hole, and the patient will have relief. Or put in garlic. Or put in alum.

For the teeth which throb (i. e., ache).
Pull out the placenta (?), which containeth a medicine for the eyes, and take the great vein that is in it, and that hath moisture in it, and lay it on the [aching] tooth, and the sufferer will certainly have relief. Or rub the fat of figs on the teeth, and crush small red roses, and lay them over it.

For teeth which are loose.
Pound raisins, boil them in olive oil, and rub the teeth with the mixture when hot. If thou holdest some of this in thy mouth it will strengthen every member therein. Or boil the root of dill in water, and hold some of it in thy mouth.

To make teeth white.
Burn the horn of a stag and the horn of a goat, rub thy teeth with the powder, and they will become white. Fo

For pain in the mouth.
Warm wine and honey, and hold the mixture in thy mouth. Or place in thy mouth sumach, sour grapes, ornithogalê (i.e., the star of Bethlehem plant), sour pomegranates, and salt.
For putridity of the mouth (bad breath?).
Heat dried roses, barley, and cummin over the fire, pound them together, work them into a paste with honey, and hold in thy mouth.

For the gangrene of the mouth which is called the "borer".
Pound together one worm of a tree, one measure of raisins, one palm (?) [leaf], one olive leaf, and a little salt, and hold in thy mouth. Or take a piece of myrtle wood, wrap a piece of linen round one end; take honey and spice and put them in a vessel, and heat them over the fire; then take a very little of the medicine on the top of the myrtle stick | and smear it over the wound.

For gangrene of the mouth.
Roast sorè, and pomegranates, and leeks, pound them, and mix a little salt with them, and mash them up, and pound the root of aristolochia, and sprinkle it [over the wound].

For the mouths of children.
Rub them with date stones (?) and olive water.

For excess of spittle in the mouth.
Let the patient chew bungh (cannabis Indica?) and lettuce seed, and his spittle will lessen in quantity. Or let him chew the seed of beetroot.

For cracked lips.
Pound yellow raisins, and reduce to a powder, and work up into a paste with terebinth gum and a little honey and oil, and smear the lips therewith. Or rub down yellow raisins and arsenic in oil, and smear the lips therewith. Or pound hyssop and work up into a paste with honey and smear the lips. Or treat the lips with the inner rind of the date, or with the inner skin of an egg. Or with the rind of a sweet onion. Or take one dirham of caryophyllus aromaticus and one dirham of
alum, and pour on them one cup of vinegar, and boil them until they are dry and nothing but a powder remaineth. Take some of the powder, and rub thy lips therewith.

**For disease of the neck.**

Hold in thy mouth water, and honey, and olive oil. Or pound the plant "live for ever", and blow it on the neck of the patient. Or mix milk, and water, and salt | together, and hold them in thy mouth. Or pound garlic and peppercorns, and mix them with strong vinegar, and hold them in thy mouth. Or blow alum up the nose of the patient.

**For chapping of the hands.**

Work up into a paste the brain of a hare, and the blood of a kērāyā, and the ashes of a crab, and a little hennā, and smear them therewith.

**For chapping of the hands and feet.**

Burn olive leaves, and work up into a paste with sheep oil, and smear the hands and feet.

**For the wind which dwelleth in the hands and feet.**

Boil flour of barley and guimauve in the milk of a she-ass, and apply to them.

**For throbbing of the fingers.**

Mix the gall of a bull with the white of an egg, and smear on them.

**For pain in the chest.**

Steep well in water dates, figs, licorice root, and "ox-tongue", and clarify. Then boil the liquor until it becometh thick, and work it into a paste with barley flour, and use as a plaster.

**For hardness (i.e., tightness) of the chest.**

Pound olive leaves, and mix with aristolochia and apply.
For pain in the breasts.

[Mix] sulphur and vinegar, and smear them therewith. Or pound well together black dried herbs, and peeled beans, and mix with oil of roses, and smear them therewith. Or boil flour of the éringion (thistle?), and mustard, and the flour of barley in vinegar and apply.

For breasts which have milk in them.

Thou shalt drink the milk of a red cow. Or make an infusion of licorice root, and dates, and figs, and sweet milk, and drink it. Or take a crab, burn it, and mix with it sesame oil, and smear on the breast. Or take the testicles of a fox and ....... fasting, and they will benefit [thee] greatly.

For a deep cough.

Boil the juice of sweet pomegranates and dates together, and let the patient drink the mixture for three days. Or take three eggs, and goat oil and honey, and a few husked pepper-corns, mix them together, make hot, and use as a liniment. Or take some wine, pour into it five drachms of dried herbs, and one head of garlic, boil and clarify. Let the patient drink it evening and morning. | Or dry thorns, pound them, mix into a paste with honey, and give the mixture to the patient to drink in hot water, and he will be relieved. Or take one part of honey, and one part of goat's butter (or, cream), and boil in a small pot. Pound sulphur, and rub down nettles and galbanum, two drachms of each, mix together with the honey and butter, and use as a liniment. Or peel ἐπρυγέ (quinces?) in honey, and let the patient eat them. Or boil garlic and dates in water, and let the patient drink the liquor evening and morning. Or take four teeth of garlic, | pound them, and mix them with vinegar and smear the stomach with the mixture. It is a sure remedy.

For coughs and spitting of blood.

Put one and a half drachms of nut-galls into three eggs, make hot, and suck in the morning. Or mix dates with a little arsenic, and let the patient eat them.
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For childrens' cough.
Mix fifty coriander seeds with fifty seeds of pomegranates, and put them in three figs and let the patient chew them. Or pound two drachms of licorice root and myrtle, and let the patient swallow it in dates.

For hoarseness of voice.
Boil the seeds of the carob tree in the evening, and give them to the patient to eat. Or take an egg, empty out one half of its contents, fill it up with sheep oil, make hot, and let the patient suck it. Or grind into flour licorice root and flour of vetches, and let the patient eat it in the evening. Or roast onions in the fire, and let the patient gargle with oil and honey, and let him not drink wine. Or boil well five figs, and five dates, and licorice root, and let the patient eat them.

For the heart, and liver, and internal organs wherein is some defect.
Pound chicory and anethum foeniculum, and clarify the liquor, and let the patient drink it. Or mix together cypress gum, and sumach water, and barley water, and let the patient drink a little in the morning. Or let him drink a little of the juice of the plant "live for ever" and sugar mixed with cold water.

For heat in the liver.
Mix chicory seed with water of pomegranate seeds, and let the patient drink it. Or pound sugar and mix it with a little water of berberis, and let the patient drink it. Or pound cows' gum (?), and mix it with snow, and let the patient drink a little. Or mix thorn water, and water of pomegranate seed, and a few small roses, and three drachms of sumach flowers together, and let the patient drink a little.

For jaundice.
Mix seed of radishes with mulberries, and let the patient drink [an infusion of them]. Or hang the dog tooth of a bitch over the man, and the jaundice will depart.
For a hot heart.

Work barley flour up into a paste with water of espadhrê, and smear [the side therewith].

For thirst.

Pound white of egg with the seeds of aromatic plants, boil them in water, and let the patient drink the liquor in the evening. Or pound purslane, and let the patient drink it in hot water.

For various pains in the heart (palpitation, &c.).

Boil the juices of sweet and sour pomegranates together with chamomile in a pan, and let the patient drink it. Or pound one drachm of myrtle berries, and mix it with the juice of asparagus, and a little mustard juice, and let the patient drink it three days. Or boil licorice root, mix wine therewith, pound cypress gum, mix [all] together, and let the patient drink it. Or mix a little honey with yeast water, make it hot, and let the patient drink it.

For heart disease.

Let the patient drink one drachm of the juices of asparagus, and chicory, and sour grapes, in cold water. Or pound water herbs and pomegranate seeds, and throw them into sour milk and vinegar, and add to them a little pounded mustard. Let the mixture remain all night under the stars, and let the patient drink it in the morning. Or crush to flour the inner portions of lentils, and let the patient drink it in wine. Or mix juice of pomegranates with a little pounded mustard, and let the patient drink it.

For the wind which standeth over the heart.

Boil seven litrê of vinegar and one spoonful of honey together, and let the patient drink it cold. Or make an infusion of dill in water and clarify, and mix with it hot honey water, [and let the patient drink it]. Or make an egg hot, and put into it a little aristolochia (birthwort?), and let the patient suck it.
Or pound cypress (or, pine) gum, and work it into a paste with wine, and let the patient drink it. Or let the patient drink *rakūṭhā* in wine.

**For wind of the heart.**

Rub down some cummin to powder with terebinth gum, pour them into goat's milk, and boil the mixture, and let the patient drink it in the morning when fasting. Or make an infusion in water of dill, and anethum foeniculum, and rock parsley, and clarify the liquor; mix the water with hot goat's milk, and let the patient drink the mixture.

**For him who eateth dust (or, dirt).**

Let him eat (?) black cummin and lettuce seed three times daily, and he will hate it.

**For a child who eateth dust (or, dirt).**

Make him eat crickets (or, grasshoppers) with bread without his knowing it, and he will hate dirt. Or make an infusion of licorice root, and dates, and figs in sweet milk, and give the mixture to him to eat. Or roast a yellow fox from the desert, and feed him upon it.

**For the sick man who eateth nothing.**

Pound a river crab, and make the patient drink it mixed with cabbage juice.

**For the man who is sick from over-indulgence in wine, and who hath lost his appetite.**

Boil rose leaves, and oil of walnuts, and wine, and let him drink it. Or let him drink licorice root in wine.

**For a weak heart (or, appetite).**

Rub down together honey and anethum foeniculum with vinegar and water, and let the patient drink a draught three [consecutive] mornings.
For the heart which palpitateth, faileth, and throbeth.
Boil together in a pan the water of sweet pomegranates, and water of sumach, and honey, and let the patient drink the mixture.

For the person who is very ill.
Give him to drink the sweat of his feet [mixed with] the matter of his voluntary motions.

For him that cannot sleep.
Pound mandragora in strong vinegar, and smear the mixture over his face. Or mix together sour milk, lettuce seed, and oil of roses, smear the mixture over his forehead, and he will sleep.

For him that sleepeth overmuch without knowing it.
Pound and powder gingers (?) and cabbage seed, [mix them with water], and make the patient drink it, and he will not fall asleep.

For him that drinketh poison.
Let him drink the urine of children [mixed] with wine. Or let him drink the gall of a gazelle in goat’s milk, and it will dissolve the poison. Or let him suck the blood from oxen.

For pain in the spleen.
Make a good infusion of willow leaves in water, and mix with it a macerated hare, and give it to the patient to drink. Or pound the leaves of the bean plant, and strain off the liquor, and let the patient drink it. Or let him eat the spleen of a hare. Or make an infusion in water of a willow twig and its outer rind, and give it to the patient to drink, and it will destroy [the pain]. This is a well tried and sure remedy. Or let him drink a little calf’s gall in cabbage water. And capture a mountain ram before sunrise in the name of him that hath the diseased spleen, and in that of his mother, and burn it in the fire, and when it is burnt let him drink the ashes thereof in wine. If he drinketh one half of them one half of his spleen
will be better, and if he drinketh all of them, the ashes will destroy [the pain in] all his spleen. Or take a young swallow | from its nest, and cut off its head in the name of the man and in that of his mother before the sun riseth, and burn it in the fire. And make the patient drink one-third of the bird's blood [pure], and one half of it with wine. And if he drinketh all of it there will remain no [pain] in his spleen. This is a sure remedy. Or if thou hangest the spleen of a fox above the patient it will destroy [the pain]. Or boil unleavened barley bread in vinegar, and apply it as a poultice. Or let a dried spleen be hung up over his left side for three days, and on the fourth day untie it, and hang it up over the fireplace, and as it drieth up the spleen of the patient will dry up. Or dry the liver of a fox, pound it, and let the patient drink it in water and honey. Or burn a stag's horn in the fire, and give it to the patient to drink in wine, and it will destroy the disease in the spleen.

For pain in the bowels and colic.

Take three eggs and six heads of garlic, pound them, and mix them with olive oil, and let the patient eat them. Or pound roasted cummin and a little salt, and mix with wine, and let the patient drink it. Or pound white acorns and put them into a ball of eggs, and let the patient eat them. Or burn the skins of garlic and work them up into a paste with olive oil, and smear on the belly.

For wind on the stomach.

Pound peppercorns, and cummin, and sadhâb, work up into a paste with honey, and boil a little, and let the patient eat about three drachms for two days.

For the belly which is flatulent.

Work up peppercorns with honey, and let the patient eat them for three days.

For the belly which will not receive (i.e., retain) food.

Boil thorns in water, and let the patient drink the liquor.
For him who hath over-eaten, and whose food standeth on his heart.

Take mint, make an infusion of it in water, and let the patient drink the liquor.

For Bile.

Pound mint, and take one cup of the juice thereof, and one cup of wine, and one cup of honey, drink them all, and remain until midday without food. Or let the patient drink milk of grapes and sumach for three days.

For bile and looseness of the bowels.

Mix a little of the milk of . . . . . . which doth not go dry, and a little fresh milk, and let the patient drink the mixture, and his bowels will relax and he will have a motion. Or pound one grain of ḥabb | lē-mēlāk, and work it into a paste with red raisins or figs, and let the patient swallow it, and his bowels will be loosened. Or rub down into a powder two drachms of salamakē, and mix with an infusion of red grapes and a little honey, and boil the mixture, and let the patient drink it, and it will loosen his bowels.

For constipated bowels.

Let the patient chew old vine twigs and his bowels will not be loose. Or pound grape stones, and let the patient drink them in wine, and his bowels will not be loose. Or burn bread and the horn of a stag, and let the patient drink the powder in wine, and the looseness will cease. Or let him drink raisins in wine. Or burn a goat's horn, and take the moisture which exudeth from it and drink it in wine. Or pound cummin, and hennā, and crocus, and sugar well together, and mix them with honey, and let the patient eat the mixture three mornings consecutively. Or let him drink flowers of the red vine in wine. Or roast the seed of water-gingers and the seed of khēbh'ēthā, and let the patient drink them in cold water. Or pound birthwort, and black dried herbs, and the fat of kômē,

---

1 The title is manifestly wrong.
and dates, and apply to the region of the navel, and the looseness will be stopped.

For the bowels of children.
Smear the gall of a gazelle over the region of the navel; this is a sure remedy. Or make rue and honey into an ointment, and apply it to the fundament, and the looseness will be stopped. Or take a little of the insides of lentils and work it up into a paste with honey, and let the child eat the mixture. Or boil the tail of the fat-tailed sheep in fresh milk, spread sumach over it, and let the child eat it, and the looseness of his bowels will cease.

For looseness of the bowels accompanied by straining.
Boil rose water, and juice of bitter pomegranates, and a little dill, and a few lentils, and whilst they are boiling add to them a little aniseed, and let the patient eat them. Or pound acorns, and let the patient drink them in wine.

For the blood which cometh from the belly.
Boil purslane in water, scatter sumach over it, and let the patient eat thereof. Or cow's milk, and honey, and broth of hare, and broth of sheep, heat over the fire, and let the patient drink it. Or pound cummin, and work it up into a paste with vinegar, and smear it over the belly of the patient. Or pound cummin, and the fat of a goose, and the white of an egg, and make a plug of linen [smear it with this mixture], and apply it to the anus, and the patient will get well.

For worms in the anus and for intestinal worms.
Burn the horn of a ram, and make the patient drink the powder [in water], and the worms will die.

For scabies of the anus.
Roast alum in the fire, mix it with spices and vinegar, and smear the part therewith. Or pound the gall of an ox, and garlic, and the tail of a sheep, and mix them together, and
make plugs of linen and apply the mixture to the anus therewith, and it will give relief. Or mix barley flour and wine together, and smear the anus therewith.

For a protruding anus.

Let the patient anoint it with warm sheep oil, or cow oil, and it will go back to its place. Or pound cummin and pine gum, and mix them with the gall of an ox and spice, and smear on a piece of linen and apply. Or boil garlic in bitumen, and smear the part. Or pound sea shells and pitch in equal quantities, mix them together, warm by the fire, and smear over the part three times daily. Or pound smelters' dross, and the flesh of raisins, and burnt copper (i.e., oxide of copper), and apply. Or pound glass waste, and iron rust, and lime, and mix together, and apply. Or burn a spider's web and myrtle leaves in the fire, and let the patient sit over them and anoint himself with sheep oil.

For an enlarged anus.

Take water of leeks and oil of roses, mix them together, and smear the anus therewith.

For fissures in the anus.

Fol. 270a. Take the gall of a pig, and burn it under him that hath the fissure. Or pound vegetable alkali, and hyoscyamus, and raisins, and work them up into a paste with the urine of little children, and when the anus of the patient swelleth, smear it with this mixture with the finger, and afterwards smear it with sheep oil. Or take the fat of a black serpent with a red neck and the gall of a pig, mix them together, and apply the mixture to the anus. Crush seed of wild mint, and merdâsangh, and myrtle leaves, and mix with pig oil, make a plug of hemp [dip it in the mixture], and insert in the anus.

On a closed anus.

Mix together ashes of gourds, and ashes of fennel, and scatter on the anus. Or burn saplûtê [and scatter the ashes over it]. Or burn the rinds of plantains and sprinkle the ashes
over the anus. Or crush aloes and sprinkle over it. **And if there be wounds and fissures in the private parts**, boil the flesh of black raisins, and the rinds of pomegranates in wine, and smear them with the mixture.

**For wasted member.**
Take oil of a red cow, and bardilâ leaves, pound them, and work into a paste with sheep's oil, and smear it therewith.

**For ulcers (or, abscesses) of the belly.**
Boil well the dung of a gazelle in water with the rinds of pomegranates, strain off the liquor, and mix with sheep oil, and apply. Or smear the ulcers with keshnê of the oxen of Nisân, and wash them with vinegar. Or boil well licorice root and onions together, take the liquor, and rub the ulcers and the broken places in the skin therewith.

**For the child who is swollen and yellow.**
Take lentils, steep them in wine for three days, then take them out, pound and rub them down, and work into a paste with wine, and smear on a rag, and lay on his belly.

**For him that hath the wind of kûlêngh.**
Take a little dung of a white dog, and a little sugar, crush them, mix them together in water; let the patient drink the mixture, and his belly will be loosened, and he will have relief.

**For pain in the interior.**
Heat some wine and throw into it thorns, and boil them well, and let the patient drink a little of the liquor.

**For wind in the stomach.**
Pound a little cummin, and mix it with a little salt, and throw it into wine, and let the patient drink it. Or pound two walnuts and mix them with a little vinegar, and let the patient drink the mixture.
For the woman who is in difficult labour, and whose child will not come down.

Tie together tawlê, and hang them over the right shoulder of the woman, and when she is bringing forth, take them off, and hang them over her child. Or let her drink juice of thorns in wine. Or boil leeks, and let her drink the water in which they are boiled. Or pound cummin, and thorns, and burnt flax stalks, and give the powder to her to drink in wine.

For the woman whose child dieth in her belly.

Let her drink the milk of a bitch in wine. Or set on fire the hoof of a horse under her. Or burn the hoof of an ass under her, and the child will come down. Or break up two measures of ox dung in water, and let her drink the water, and the child will come down. Or boil the root of a shepherd's staff in water, and let her drink it. Or burn thorn seed under her.

For strangury.

Rub down the seed of purslane, and let the patient drink it in wine. Or work it up into a paste with vinegar, and smear the belly therewith. Or let him drink dove's dung in wine. Or pound strong onions and the burnt stalks of flax, and let him drink them in wine. Or burn under him the seed of hendôrê. Or take a crab, roast it in oil until it drieth, then crush it, and make it into a powder, and let him drink about two drachms of it in wine. Or let him drink the droppings of a cock in wine. Or break the eggs of a karitâ bird into a vessel, and let him that hath strangury drink them, or make a plaster of them and lay them on his belly. Or boil rinds of pomegranates, and let the patient drink the water three days. Or pound the seed of dill, and let him drink it in water.

For strangury in children.

Make an infusion of rue, and vinegar, and carthamus tinctorius, and give it to the child and his mother to drink.
For strangury in those who micturate continually.
Roast the flesh of a crow (or, raven), pound it, put it in dough, and set it in a baking oven, and take it out, and make the child eat the bread without knowing what is in it.

For him whose urine will not come forth.
Pound narcissus leaves, press out the juice, and smear it over his member and the adjacent parts of the body. Or take mice dung, and work it into a paste with the spittle of thy mouth, and smear with it all the outside of his member.

For him that passeth blood in his urine.
Mix the gall of a horse with frankincense, that is to say, incense, and with caper berries, and cummin, and let him drink it. Or roast cummin and gingers, and work the powders up into a paste with honey, and let him eat it before a meal. Or boil myrtle leaves in water, and sprinkle madder on them, and let him drink the liquor. Or mix dove’s dung with his urine, and heat it, and let him drink it.

For him that maketh water in the bed under him.
Burn the comb of a cock, and let him drink [the powder thereof] in wine. Or let him chew the testicles of a cock. Or roast the testicles of a cock, pound them, and let him drink them in wine. Or roast the bladder of a ram or pig, and let him eat it. Or take the brain of a hare, dry it, pound it with seed of dill and rock parsley, and let him drink it in wine. Or pound three drachms of thorns, and let him drink them in wine. Or let him chew cummin during the night. Or roast raisins and put them in an egg, and add to them the blood of sparrows, heat them and let him suck them. Or let him that maketh water in his sleep drink the dried liver of a crow, and it will do him great good. Or roast the testicles of a fox, and let him eat them.

For pains in the testicles.
Pound cleaned black raisins, and cummin, and beans that have been soaked in water and peeled, mix them together
and apply. Or work up together wine lees and sheep oil and apply.

For wind of the testicles.

Let the patient drink wolf’s gall in wine. Or heat one drachm each of cypress gum and “ox-tongue”, and two riyle each of wine and honey, and let him drink the mixture for three days. Or boil oil and gum, and rub the testicles with the mixture whilst the patient is asleep. Or pound dry grapes from which all the stones have been removed, and cummin, and cypress gum, and frankincense, one mathkal and two drachms each, mix all together with sesame oil, and apply to the testicles in the form of a plaster. Or mix together bean flour, wax, roses, and salt, boil them, and apply the mixture to the testicles; or the fat on the kidneys of a gazelle and unslaked lime.

For testicles which ache.

Melt down and mix together one portion each of stacte and flowers of wheat, three portions each of wax, ox fat, and pig fat, and one portion of oil of roses, and apply. Or boil alkali in water, strain the liquor, pound absinthe like flour, mix the two together and apply as a plaster. Or make an infusion of chopped lettuces, and apply. Or roast pearl barley, and work up into a paste with oil, and apply as a plaster. Or pound sulphur, work up into an ointment with vinegar, and smear the testicles.

For the wind which descendeth on the testicles of boys.

Take plaster from the wall and gingers, pound them together, work them up into a paste with the urine of the sick boy, and apply in the form of a plaster.

For ulcers and wind in the body.

Melt down camphor (?) and the fat of komé, and apply. Work up and mix together wine, vinegar, honey, unleavened bread, and a little pounded absinthe, and use as a lotion. Or boil well wine, vinegar, milk, the urine of children, and the flour of
barley, and apply it to the region where the wind is. Or pound sweet onions, mix them with vinegar, and apply. Or pound leeks and the leaves of wild cabbages, and smear the part therewith. Or boil kawêstâ, mërdâsangh, honey, licorice root, and oil of roses, and smear the part therewith.

For pain in the knees and back.

Boil bran in clean oil and water, make hot, and apply as a poultice. Or first of all anoint the arteries of the knee with oil of roses, and then take a fresh tail from the fat-tailed sheep, and lay it like a poultice on the arteries both under and over the knee. Or apply white naphtha to the knees for three days, and they will feel relief. Or pound one portion of bean flour, and three portions of "snake cucumbers", and mix them together with barley flour, sprinkle on the mixture a very little vinegar, and work it up well in a mortar, and apply in the form of a poultice. Or pound ox fat and plantain leaves together, and apply.

For pain in the shoulders.

Make an infusion of alkali wood and barley, and rub them with it. Or make barley flour into a paste with the water, and apply it in the form of a poultice.

For wind of the legs.

Burn cock's feathers and terebinth gum together, quench them with vinegar, stir the mixture well, and use it as a liniment. Or [mix] the dust of the oven with oil of roses, and use as a liniment. Or mix arsenic and sûrâ together with the white of an egg, and smear the shoulders with the mixture.

For the red wind.

Take the small mountain leaves from a mountain which have the shape of a fig leaf, before sunrise on the fourteenth day of the month, and dry them in the shade, and keep them by thee. And when the blood cometh, rub down some leaves, and smear the milk of women who are suckling children [over the place], and spread the leaf over it. Then boil the skin of
a snake, and make a plaster and lay it upon it. Or make a plaster with mountain parsley, and lay it on the place, and let it remain there until thou knowest that the place is healing. Every time thou throwest a plaster away, lay on the place the bitter little leaf (tarpāṇīthā).

**Other medicines for the red wind.**

Pound red kharpadhnakh which groweth in gardens, and apply. Or boil fresh anethum foeniculum in milk, and apply three times, and the patient will find relief. Or mix together 'areṭhā and mastā, and apply. Or roast together the white of an egg and gourd leaves, and smear the part with the mixture. Or smear it with the juice of sweet pomegranates, and honey, and dill. Or heat together anethum foeniculum, and "ox-tongue", and mint, and apply.

**For ulcers of the body.**

Make an infusion of leaves of the terebinth, and leaves of the Persian apple tree, and leaves of the Egyptian willow, and leaves of the vine, and leaves of the khūrā plant (?), and root of cynara, and "ox-tongue", and root of the bitter tarpāṇīthā, and kūzās root, and root of the little rose, and walnut leaves, and leaves of the "winter" plant, and leaves of khàyālā, and leaves of kāwkhā, and leaves of myrtle, and plantain leaves, and the root and leaves of beetroot and mint, and the leaves of mandragora, and almond leaves, and dill, and fennel, and hot grass; all these, I say, infuse together in water, and let the patient drink a little of the infusion, and wash in the remainder. And let him [sit] upon hot grass, and sleep upon hot grass. Or pound cynara root, boil it, and let him wash in the water thereof. Or make an infusion of the finest willow root, and let him drink it.

**For him that hath wind in his body.**

Let him eat a little saplūṭā of the meadow, that is to say, the pāṭhūr plant which groweth in the mountains and in the desert and also in the plantations, with some honey.
For pleurisy.
Boil the flour of white wheat in olive oil, and apply. Or pound sapêstâ, and boil it in sheep oil, and apply. Or dissolve barley bread hot from the oven in wine, and apply. Or let him drink almond (?) gum mixed with cold water.

For pain in the loins.
Roast fennel from the vineyard, pound it, mix it with dill, and smear it over the loins. And administer it to the sick man in the white of an egg.

For those who are destroyed (wounded?).
Let the patient eat kersâ root, and lûsh root, and plantain skins, and root of vesicaria (?), and sesame seed, and his ail-ment will diminish.

For hiccoughs.
Let him that hath them drink three mouthfuls of strong vinegar, or of very cold water, or very hot water; or shake him violently.

To prevent a man snoring in his sleep.
Put the tooth of a stallion under the head of him that snoreth in his sleep, and he will not snore.

For the man who is possessed of a devil.
Tie the heart of an ass in the skin of a stag and hang it over him. Or burn the heart of a dove under him, and the devil will flee from him.

If thou wishest to know what is in the heart of thy neighbour.
Take the heart of a fig tree and say within thyself, Art thou wholly tied to me or to my neighbour? And thy neighbour himself will tell thee what is in his heart without knowing it.
Fol. 273a. For the man who wisheth to shine in the eyes | of the rulers.

Let the head of a crow be hung up over him.

For the man who would shine in the eyes of men.

Let the heart, and eye, and skin of a wolf be hung up over him, and mankind will love him.

For the face (i.e., complexion) which is like wax.

Take the lung of a camel whilst warm and lay it over his face, and he shall do well.

For the image (countenance) which is changing.

Page 577 Take the leaves of bitter herbs (?), and boil them in a pan of milk with leaves of the red biblā flower of Nisān, and take walnut leaves and boil them by themselves. Then take the former medicine, and rub it on the patient's face, and let it dry, and then take some of the walnut leaves and rub them on the face which is changing its colour.

For the meagre man, that he may become fat and shine.

Pound galbanum, mix it with goat's milk, and let him drink it.

For a burn, before ulceration hath broken out.

Smear the burn with boiling water and the white of an egg, and this will not take place.

For a burn, et cetera.

Smear with the whites of eggs and olive oil. Or work up into a paste the ashes of burnt senna wood, and ashes of paper, and barley flour, and yellow raisins, and the rinds of pomegranates, and the whites of eggs, and use as an ointment. Or boil bean flour and crusts of bread with a cat's penis, and smear over the burn. Or roast a handful of barley at the fire, and mix it with oil of roses, and the whites of eggs, and use as an ointment.
For a burn which is becoming thick.
Roast some barley bread, pound it, and having anointed the burn scatter the powdered bread over it.

For the bite of a dog.
[Mix together] glaucium, crocus, and juice of coriander seed, and smear the place therewith. Or pound rue, and mix it with olive oil, and apply. Or pound gingers and natron, and let the patient drink them mixed in a draught. Or burn some paper, work the ashes up with oil into a paste, and apply in the form of a plaster. Or dry rose root, pound it and work it up with wine into a paste, and apply in the form of a plaster. Or pound the insides of walnuts and alum together, and apply. Or roast hair of the dog [which bit the patient], and apply. Or roast an onion whole, burn a rag from a sack, Fol. 273:<br>rub it down, and mix it with vinegar and spice, and apply this mixture to the wound with the onion over it.

For the bite of a mad dog.
Pound gūfta and salt, and lay upon the wound. Or take the hair of a man, and macerate it in vinegar, and apply. Hang up a dog’s tooth over thee, and a mad dog will not bite thee.

For the dog which goeth after a man.
Pound bitter almonds, put them in bread, and feed the dog on it, and he will go with thee wheresoever thou wishest.

To prevent dogs barking at thee.
Take the tail of a weasel, and sew it over thy loins, and the dogs will not bark at thee.

For the bite of a serpent and viper.
Let the man who is bitten drink the gall of a cat in wine, and let him not be divided (i.e., have doubts) as to the efficacy of this medicine. Or cut the flesh round about the bite, pound onions and salt, put them in vinegar, and apply them to the
wound in the form of a plaster. Or pound leeks, mix them with vinegar and wine, and lay them on the wound. Over them lay a piece of meat on a linen rag, and tie it tightly, and the poison will come out. Or bring a frog, cut it up, and lay the pieces on the wound. Or smear galbanum on the wound. Or smear it with the fat of figs. Or boil the leaves of the white Persian apple tree, and lay them on the place where the wound is. Or boil the leaves of the terebinth tree, and apply.

For the sting of a scorpion.

Pound mustard, work it into a paste with hot water and apply. Or pound garlic and the leaves of the “ox-tongue” plant, and apply. Or rub down lentils, work them into a paste with saliva, smear on a piece of rag, and apply. Or mix together unslaked lime and oil of roses, and anoint the place therewith. Or pound salt and flax stalks, and apply. Or tie a silver drachm over the wound.

To prevent a scorpion stinging thee.

Take a king’s oak, that is “Shah balút”, split it, and hang it over thee, and the scorpion will not sting thee.

Fol. 274a. | To [make] serpents and reptiles flee from the house.

Pound and mix together the root of galbanum, the seed of sapestà, and the horn and hoof of a stag, and dregs of opium, and pour strong vinegar into the mixture, and then set it on fire inside the house, and all the reptiles will flee and make their escape from it.

To make beetles depart from a house.

Throw into it fresh roses, and they will flee. Or burn the hair and hoofs of goats in the house, and they will take to flight.

To make crickets depart from a house.

Page 579 | Burn the white of an egg and the hair of a fox in the house, and the crickets will die and fall down.
To make ants depart [from a house].

Pound cummin, and work it into a paste with water, and throw it on the nests of the ants with sulphur and hyoscyamus, which is "bungh." Or take sulphur, mustard, and thorns, pound them together, and scatter the mixture over the nest of the ants, and they will flee. Or place fat of "kuftâ" on the nest of the ants, and they will flee. Or if thou wilt smear this on a branch of the Egyptian willow, or of the bitter almond tree, and place it in a corner of the house, all the ants will gather together to it.

To kill fleas.

Steep cummin in water, and sprinkle on the floor of the house, and all the fleas will die. Or pound cypress leaves, and scatter them about the house, and they will die.

To keep moths from the bee-hives.

Sprinkle fresh milk and the urine of children over the legs of the hive-stands, and the bees will make honey.

To prevent the bees leaving.

Heat water and wine, and rub the mixture on the hives. Or fumigate them with burnt ass's dung.

To kill mice.

Fumigate the house with water parsley with the door shut. Or burn thoroughly the thigh of a camel, and mix it [with .........] and throw it into their holes, and the mixture will kill them.

To drive out gnats.

Fumigate the place where thou sleepest with galbanum and sulphur, and they will fly away. Or fumigate it with colocasia, and they will perish. Or put a little cup of extract of hemp under thy head, and they will not draw nigh thee.
For sickness in sheep and cattle. |
Take the root of the small rose, dry it, pound it, make it into a powder, mix with salt, and administer it in the food of the beasts for seven days.

To prevent chickens from flying away.
Soak wheat in the water of yellow mint, throw it to the chickens, and they will become heavy, and will not fly away.

To catch birds.
Soak wheat in urine for one day, and then boil it in sulphur until the sulphur adhereth to the wheat, separate the wheat from the sulphur, and throw it to the birds. Every bird that eateth a little of the wheat will die, and if it doth not, it cometh to the slaughter quickly.

To make hens lay eggs.
Work up wheat flour into a paste with wine, | and give the mixture to the hens to eat.

A medicine to make the hair grow.
Pound the fat of a fox with sesame oil, and use it as an ointment on the head, and the hair will grow. Or smear on the head the marrow from the leg of a hare and the brain from his head, and the hair will grow. Or pound olive leaves thoroughly, and apply them as a plaster to the spot where there is no hair. Or let the man drink the gall of a partridge in the finest wine, in front of the moon when it is straight [overhead]. Or kill a swallow, and burn it with a shepherd's staff, whereof the leaves are withered, and mix the ashes with the urine of young men who have not known women, and smear it [on the head] and the hair will sprout and flourish beautifully. Or melt the fat of a wolf and mix it with ashes of an oak, and apply it to the place where the hair groweth not, and it will grow. Or cut off a bat's head, and boil it in olive oil, and rub it on the place where thou wishest the hair to grow, and it will grow.
For the eyebrows.

Burn spice and make it up into a paste with sesame oil, and smear on the brows. Or burn walnuts and date stones, pound them and make into a paste with oil of roses, and smear the brows, and the hair will grow.

A medicine for destroying the hair.

Take the flesh of kōmē, and dry it in the shade, and ants' eggs, and pound well together; rub it [on the place], and the hair will not grow. Or smear the blood of bats on the place. Where thou wishest the hair not to grow, and it will not do so.

To prevent the hair becoming white.

Take the gall of a swallow, and pour two drops on the right side of the mouth, and one on the left side. Or take a handful of little bees, roast them in olive oil, and smear on the hair, and it will become black. Or mix the fat of a black raven with wet thorns, and rub it into the roots of the hair. Or pound ox-gall and the dung of a swallow, and mix together in water for thy head.

For the violent fever that cometh in the summer.

Take hot water and oil of roses, soak a cloth in the mixture, and lay the inside of it upon the joints of his hands and feet. Or roast mustard in the fire, pound it with oil of roses, and anoint all his members therewith.

For fever caused by the fatigue of travelling.

Anoint thyself with sweet oil, and sit in hot water. Or pound flax seed and "king's crown" in oil of roses and hot water, and use for him to whom come fever and headache. Or boil thorns in water, and let the patient drink it. Or pound rock parsley and sēdhāb, and mix them with milk and honey, and let the patient drink the mixture. For the second fever.¹

Burn a pig's bone under the patient. For the third fever.²

¹ The fever that cometh on alternate days.
² The fever that cometh every third day.
Hang up over him the shell of a crab, and it will cut the fever. Or hang up over him the upper lip of a mole.

For burning fever.
Fumigate the patient with wax and tâlê.

For a fever.
Pour gall into milk and wine, and set in the sun for a short time. Make the patient drink three drops of it, and, if the sickness cometh forth in the body like worms (?), rub him with the spleen of a sheep, and they will depart, and he will have relief.

For pain that cannot be located.
Fumigate the patient with gingers, and make them hot and apply them to him.

To make a boil burst.
Pound unleavened bread and garlic, work up into a paste with vinegar, boil, and apply in the form of a plaster. This is a certain remedy.

For an obstinate | boil that will not heal.
Roast the nerve of a kapkâpâ in the fire, rub it down, and work it up into a paste with cow oil; apply this to the patient, and he will get well.

For sores that run with water.
Roast the horn of an ox, pound it with the milk of young women, make the mixture into a paste, and apply. Or mix together sumach and honey, and apply.

For watery sores.
Take shells from the river, pound them fine like flour, make the powder into a paste with the white of egg, and apply.

For soft (or moist) sores.
Bring ashes of roses, and sprinkle over them.
For old sores from which run pus and water.

Pound mulberry leaves, and sprinkle [over them]. Or pound together one portion of red raisins and one portion of the fat of an antelope, and apply.

For the sore [called the] "Watcher", which cometh in the legs and back.

Pound alkali and reduce it to a powder, and work it into a paste with honey and old sheep oil, and pour it over the Page 582 sore. And if there be in it a [piece of] broken bone, or anything else, take it out, and the wound will close. Or take a bone of a man, pound it, and scatter it over the wound.

For the "Watchers" that will not close.

Take lead, rub it down with old oil until the mixture becometh thick, and apply in the form of a plaster. Or roast an onion, mix it up with oil of roses, and apply, and it will give relief in the case of the "Watcher" even of twenty years' standing.

For the stinking sore.

Pound a fig with some rue, and apply it.

For every kind of sore.

Boil the leat and rind of the white tree in wine, and apply.

For sores.

Pound together galbanum, and wax, and the gum of shìdhê, and the fat of kômê, and apply.

For leprosy and scabies.

Take the milk of a woman, and vinegar, and flour of trigonella, work up together, and use as an ointment. Or pound together the seed of gourds, and the seed of ginglers, and the seed of cabbage, and throw the mixture into strong vinegar, and use as an ointment. And sit in the hot sun. Or dry and pound leaves of the "deaf" fig and sêdhâbh, pound and work them up in vinegar. First wipe clean the spot with a napkin,
Fol. 276a. and take vinegar and rub the place in the sun, then smear the mixture over it, and let the patient wash in hot water.

For the leprosy that is called "kharsâ" (scabies).

Pound a crab, and add it to ox dung, and use as an ointment. Or mix together the blood of black doves, and the blood of turtle doves, and spice, and bitter salt, and rub [on the body]. Or rub it with the dung of doves, and the seed of a man, and spice. Or burn a horn of an ox, and work it up into a paste with olive oil and old wine, and use the mixture as an ointment, and stand in the sun. Or boil gum of cedar, and gum of terebinth, and sulphur, with the white of an egg, and use as an ointment.

For severe gangrene.

Work up three parts of unslaked lime and one part of arsenic into a paste with strong vinegar, and make it into tablets (or, balls), and dry them in the sun. Pound [these] and sprinkle them over the gangrenous sore.

For gangrene.

Pound arsenic, and alkali, and yellow hellebore, and mix them into a paste, knead it, and make it into balls, bake them, and make them into a powder, and sprinkle [this on the sore].

For him that eateth his body.

Smear with the dregs of the vinegar of wine, and let the patient stand in the sun for an hour, and then let him wash himself in hot water.

For ulcers.

Physicians wash these with alkali, and soap, and mardhâ-sângâ, and khabbit sôdhâ, and hennâ.
For the scabies that cometh in the back of the head and neck.

Pound the plant "warrior's hair", and mix with barley flour, and use as a plaster for seven days. Or pound the lily which groweth in cemeteries, and work up into a paste with strong vinegar, and apply. Or pound sulphur and garlic, and work up into a paste with vinegar, and apply. Or pound fresh walnut leaves, and work up into a paste with bean flour, and use as an ointment. Or pound up thorns, and kernels of walnuts, and glass, and the dung of mice, and use as a plaster. Or smear spice-unguent on paper, and dry, and pound cabbage root, and sprinkle over the diseased places.

For the man who hath a swelling in his throat.  

Pound together the dung of a white dog, and rinds of pomegranates, and raisins, and ashes of fennel, and let the patient hold the mixture in his mouth.

For the Edhrâ disease (boil?).

Take raisins and the urine of oxen, and use as an ointment. Or rub the place with the urine of a dog. Or pound merdâ-sangh and bitter almonds, mix them with vinegar, and use as an ointment. Or pound raisins, mix them with strong vinegar, and rub the edhrâ (boil?).

For ringworm and edhrâ.

Heat together alkali, and mustard, and spice-unguent, and vinegar, and use as an ointment.

For the Edhrâ of children.

Make a solution of the urine of little children, and hennâ, and tirêkh (θηρική?), and gum of terebinth in old vinegar, pour it on the edhrâ and use as a liniment.

For the "mulberry" that cometh in man and beast.

Cut a branch from a mulberry tree, and burn it in the fire when it is moist, and collect the ashes. Rub the "mulberry"
with spice-unguent, and then lay the ashes upon it for five days, and it will be healed. Or take a piece of the cast skin of a serpent four fingers long, and tie a woollen thread to it, and then tie the skin to the “mulberry”, and it will be cut. Or take the ashes of burnt mulberry wood, and the white of an egg [mix them together], and cut with a knife, and use as an ointment.

For the stinking sore in cattle.

Pound the dung of a dog, and sprinkle over the sores. Or heat [together] alkali, and spice-unguent, and sulphur, and oil, and use as an ointment. Or use the dung of a cock as an ointment. [Or] roast se'kâ root, and alkali, and lentils, and apply.

For the “moths” that come forth in the hands and feet, and are called “shishmânyáthâ”.

Rub the hands and feet with fresh garlic until they are drawn out. Or catch some of the urine of a dog in the place where he maketh water in a piece of wool or linen, and rub the “moths” with the urine, and they will dry up and disappear. Or put a piece of vine wood from the vineyard in the fire, and smear the “moths” with the juice which oozeth out when it is burning, and they will dry up. Or rub down well the flakes which come from iron, and put them in wine, and spread the mixture on a cloth, and lay it on the | shishmânyáthâ. Or smear the blood of a tortoise on them, and they will be destroyed. Or rub them with the blood of a calf, and they will be destroyed. Or take a willow rod, count the shishmânyáthâ, and according to their number cut notches in that willow rod, for each creature a notch. And put the rod on the fire, and as it drieth the shishmânyáthâ will perish. This is a well tried and certain remedy. Or let him that hath shishmânyáthâ go to the sacristan after he hath cleaned the altar, and let the sacristan take the sweepings of the altar, and collect the shishmânyáthâ, [and give it to him] for three days, and they will be destroyed.
For the insects (sêsê) which come forth from the body.

Pound together cummin and black raisins (?), and smear the mixture on them. Or work up together barley flour and alkali, and smear them [therewith]. Pound roasted walnuts and terebinth nuts, sprinkle vinegar on them, and smear the mixture on them.

For the pustule.

Mix together vinegar and honey, and let the patient eat the mixture three days. Let him wait until | midday, and then let him eat chick-peas and onions. Or mix roast alkali with honey, and smear it over his forehead. And boil sumach in old wine, and let him eat it.

For the boil.

Pound radish seed, mix it with strong vinegar, and anoint the boil.

Bean flour.

Now, bean flour cleareth away impurities (i.e., eruptions) from the body in a thoroughly efficient manner. We see that the young men and the women who sell bean flour frequently use it when they wash, and that their colour (i.e., complexion) is as white as snow, just as we see that other men who work in natron smear some bean flour on their faces, for it removeth pimples, and blotches, and rash from them.

Medicines which are used for wounds caused by arrows, and by swords, and by every kind of weapon.

Mahram. Bring first of all shekrôk, now, that which people say about this [plant] is well known, viz., that a wolf killeth him that diggeth it up. [Next] apply pedhâhêwê and gum of terebinth in large quantities, | and croton (or, cici), and kar'â Fol. 277b. (butter), and raisins, and hennâ, and flax, and madder, and the thorn-plant (shî'âltâ), and "serpents' grass", and rock purslane, and red onions, and kernels of almonds, and spices, and, above all, apply the tail of the fat-tailed sheep. And boil [all the
above] well, and clarify the liquor by means of a woollen cloth. On the first day treat the wound with honey, and salt, and madder, [and do so] until the fifth day. Then apply Marham. Do not apply alum to the head, but honey, and madder, and salt. And if the wound be over a bone, burn a piece of linen, crush a little salt, and mix with the burnt linen, and apply. And when thou art applying [thy remedy], apply onions to the mouth (i.e., lips) of the wound. If it is the season of summer and there are no onions to be had, apply the bitter tarpāṇīthā. And if it is not the season, do not apply Marham, but gum, and fat, and croton, | and kārā (butter), are much better, and no bad smell will attack the wound.

Another Marham. Take sumach gum, the white of an egg, wax, and madder, and pour them into olive [oil], and boil them in a clean vessel on the coals, and strain (or, clarify) the mixture, and apply it to the wound.

Another Marham which is good for all kinds of wounds. Pound together galbanum, wax, extract of almonds, uncut edible (?) terebinth nuts, a little olive oil, and the fat of black [doves], and apply.

Another kind of Marham, which is cleansing in nature, and which eateth away proud flesh. One head of the fat of black doves, and one head of honey, and one full head of terebinth gum, and one head of soft soap. Crush and melt down these, adding the soap first and the honey afterwards. Melt all of them well [together], and apply to the wound, and it shall be healed.

White Marham, that is to say, Mālagmā (μάλαγμα). Boil up together wax, spice, medsigh, sesame oil, and merdāsangh, and apply.

Black Marham. Boil up together Greek beer, beer of spelt Fol. 278a. grits from Damascus, ῥατνῖ′θ, henŏkyā, | gum ammoniac, ἀνζαρατ, bazrā seed, and shamlā, and apply.

Red Marham. Boil up red lead (or, cinnabar), twigs of saffron, wax, eggs, butter, and zūbdā, that is to say, butter, and apply.

Another Marham, which cleanseth the wounds caused by iron, stone, &c. Take salt, and the whites of eggs, mix
them together, and cleanse the wound, and apply for one or two days, and apply to the mouth of the wound a paste containing honey. After two days take the paste from the wound, and throw it away, and bring soft soap, and rub it down, and work it into a paste with terebinth gum, and apply it to the wound twice daily, morning and evening, and at each application thou must lay over the mouth of the wound a paste made of eggs and flour which have been thoroughly well worked up together. Do thus until the wound is healed. And anoint the parts round about the wound daily with butter which hath no salt in it.

**For the wound caused by the surgeon.**

Bring soot from the caldron, and work it into a paste with oil, and apply it to the wound. And if thou wishest the wound to close, work up the ashes of croton (or, cici) into a paste with oil, and apply. Or stick on it plaster from the oven.

**For a wound made by the sword.**

Boil together yellow ginger, and caper berries, and ox gall, and black dried herbs (or, grapes) of edhyà, and a little honey, and apply.

**For the wounds caused by arrow-heads which remain in the body.**

Pound together the blood of kanyà, that is to say, the lungs, and cummin, and black dried herbs (or, grapes) of edhyà, and apply it to the wounds, and they will come out.

**For the wood (i.e., splinter) that remaineth in the body.**

Apply the fat of a hare as a plaster, and it will come out.

**For the lead (bullet?) which remaineth in the body.**

Apply the flesh of the semôrâ animal (marten?) as a plaster, and it will come out.

**For wounds wherein worms come.**

Sprinkle alkali, and aristolochia, and lime over them.
For him that wisheth not to get drunk when drinking wine.

Let him hold under his tongue the gum of the *salâmâ* tree and cabbage seed, and he shall not become drunk. Or let him say over the first cup "O merciful One" (Marhûm), and he shall not become drunk.

Concerning the rule for planting vines, &c.

Know that the plant which thou shalt plant between the first and the fourth days of the month of Âdhâr shall take hold (i.e., strike root) immediately, and shall bring forth much fruit. This is a well tried rule and is sure.

The medicines of the mountain.

We must collect the gall of a black cat and the gall of a wolf, and rub them down together, and make them like eye-paint (*kohl*). Smear thine eyes therewith, and go forth into the mountain (or, desert), and every root in the mountain of which thou knowest the use root up, and put in its place wheat and barley.

Another, concerning things secret and things revealed.

Take the head of a black raven, empty out its brains, and place in the cavity thereof five grains of coriander seed, and bury the head in dung. Visit it every day until the grains sprout, and then eat them, and thou shalt see whatsoever thy heart desireth to see.

Concerning the white cock that hath a divided comb (?).

The wise men say that there are in the crop of this bird stones of all colours, and that these are good for the men who fall through Satan. Let men hang these stones on themselves and on the children who shake (have St. Vitus's dance?), and they will drive away the evil spirits.

Concerning the mole.

The wise men say that every member of the body of a mole is good for some member of a man, provided that thou
dost prepare it carefully, and dost prepare it, and place it in quicksilver unguent. Roast the head of a mole with the head of a swallow, and smear the juice on part of the patient who is suffering from the "fox disease" (alopecia), and he will enjoy relief. Or roast the head at the fire, and mix it with sesame oil, and anoint the head of him that hath headache. Mix the brain of the mole with sesame oil, and smear the head of the man who is bald and beardless therewith, and the hair will grow. Take the upper teeth of the mole, and tie them on the arm of the child who suffereth from "shaking", and he will not "shake". Steep the heart of the mole in goat's milk, and make a man drink it, and he will become a man of understanding and knowledge. | If a man eateth mole's flesh before Fol. 279a. sunrise, he will become enlightened and intelligent. Mix the blood of a mole with the blood of a black raven, and anoint from head to foot him that is sick, and the attack of pain will pass, and he will have relief.

Concerning the cock.

Hang the large claw of the right leg upon thyself, and thou shalt obtain victory and honour in judgement (i.e., thou shalt win thy case in the law court). Hang on thyself the bone of his left wing, and fever shall not come to thee. Mix the gall of the cock with honey, and smear thine eyes therewith, and they shall become exceedingly bright.

Concerning the ass of the desert.

No harm shall remain in the body of him that eateth the flesh of the wild ass in the summertime.

Concerning the camel.

If thou makest a man drink the foam from the mouth of a camel in must, when the moon is in a vertical position, he will become a bold speaker. Or take the gall of a wolf, and make a pupil (or, disciple) drink it when the moon is in a vertical position, and anoint his face with the gall, and thou wilt wonder at his wisdom.
MISCELLANEOUS NATIVE PRESCRIPTIONS.

The Bat.

Put its head in the covering of thy head, and thou shalt never be vanquished all the days of thy life. Hang its eyes on thy person, and thou shalt not be afraid of the scorpion. When its heart is placed on an ant's nest the ants shall not abide there.

Of the gūmarrā, or semūrā (i.e., marten).

Burn a piece of its fur in the fire, and take the ashes and mix them with water, and sprinkle them about the house, and trouble shall be banished.

A few additional sections.

The Eagle. Every man will love him that carrieth about its heart. A man will waste away for love of him that eateth its heart. He that hangeth its eye upon his person will not sleep. The affairs of him that hangeth its tongue upon his person will be carried out satisfactorily. From him that is fumigated with the marrow of its leg, worms will be eradicated.

The Vulture. Hang on thy person its left eye, and every man shall love thee. He that hangeth on himself its beak shall not be afraid of the Governor. He that hangeth on himself its tongue shall vanquish his enemies. He that burneth its whole head, and mixeth it with vinegar, and giveth it to drink to a man who is in bondage through copulation, that man shall be freed. Fumigate the person who is sick of fever with its bones, and he shall be healed.

The Hawk. Smear with its gall the eyes of the man who hath blearedness. Its blood will make the hair grow. He who eateth its heart shall shine greatly. He who eateth its spleen shall have a healthy spleen.

The Shahin. (White Falcon.) Bury its liver in a beehive, and the bees will thrive. A snake will not harm him that drinketh its gall.

The Falcon. Make eye-paint with its gall and honey, and smear the eyes of him that hath blearedness therewith. Bury its claws under the house, and no strife shall enter therein.
The Partridge. Bury its eyes with origanum majorana under the threshold of him whom thou seekest, and he will love thee much. Whosoever burneth the whole bird, and worketh it into a paste with oil of asparagus, and smeareth his hair therewith, his hair will not become white. And the eyes of him that useth the gall of this bird as eye-paint will not droop in sleep.

The Hare. The liver of him that weareth the liver of the hare shall never cause him pain. Whosoever weareth its spleen and tongue [shall be protected] against the Governor, [and shall gain] the affection of all men. Mix its gall with water, and rub it on thy member, and thou shalt be able to copulate strenuously.

The Crab. Whosoever taketh its right eye and weareth it, his crops shall be full and satisfactory. And whosoever fumigateth himself with its left eye in the name of the person for whom he wisheth, that person shall love him very much. And whosoever burneth a whole crab, and worketh it up with wine, and giveth it to drink to a person who is in thrall to his wife, that person shall be set free. Whosoever giveth roast crab mixed with sugar thrice to drink to a man who hath taken poison, that man shall be made whole.

The Frog. Whosoever taketh the blood of the yellow frog and smeareth it on his head, his hair shall not grow. Whosoever burneth a frog, and scattereth its ashes about a house, from that house serpents shall flee. Dry a frog's tongue, and give it to a child to drink who cannot talk, and he will talk.

[The Ox.] Mix the gall of an ox with moist unguent, | and wash the head which hath skin disease, and [the patient] will get better.

The Fox. The wearing of the skull of a fox is good for obtaining the affection of every man. Burn fox bones under a man who is suffering from fever, and he will get well. Hang a fox's tooth over a man who is suffering from toothache, on the side of the face where the tooth ached, [and the pain will depart]. Take the gall of a fox, and smear the eyes of him that seeth weakly, and he will see well.
The Bear. He whose eyes are smeared thrice when the moon riseth shall not be attacked by sickness. Whosoever drinketh its gall, mixed with new milk and honey, shall be cured of wind. Whosoever drinketh its moisture, the organs of his belly shall wax fat. Whosoever shall place its eye in a hive of working bees, the bees shall prosper.

The Weasel. Whosoever shall eat the testicles of this animal shall be able to copulate strenuously. Whosoever shall smear his eyes with its gall shall be able to see as well during the nighttime as by day. Whosoever shall drink its brain shall sleep much. Whosoever shall tie its heart to his head shall not suffer from headache. Whosoever shall partake of its blood whilst warm shall not be barked at by dogs. Whosoever shall burn its dung in the name of him that he seeketh, there shall be strife between them. If a man throweth its gall into an oven, bread will not stick therein. Of him that drinketh its brain no sores shall break out in his skin.

The heart of the Hedgehog. Whosoever shall eat the heart whilst it is warm shall see everything that he wisheth.

Of the Pelican, which is called Abû Lahghigh. Let the bird be put in a house for four days without food, and then after the four days let it be killed. Take its head and salt it in edible salt, and take out its brain and throw it away. Dry its head and lay it up by thee. If a man hath taken poison, thou shalt pour water on the head, and leave it there from evening till morning; then make the man who hath taken poison drink the water, and he shall be healed. This bird hath two eggs, one destroyeth the hair, and the other maketh it grow. Take these eggs, break them, and take two cock's feathers, and thrust each in one of the eggs. The egg which destroyeth the hair throw away, but from that which maketh it grow take away the red (i.e., the yolk), and dry it, and work it up with olive oil, and smear it on the [place of] the beard of the beardless man, and a beard will grow there. But take care that the mixture doth not touch thy fingers, so that they may not become wholly covered with hair. [If it doth touch thy fingers hair will] certainly [grow on them]. Take the right side of the bird, dry it, rub it down, and mix it with
eye-paint, and smear thine eyes therewith, and every one who seeth thee will receive thee with joy. Hang the tail end of the bird above thee, and thou shalt see in a dream everything which is going to happen to thee. Tie its right pinion to a piece of rag, and hang it above thee, and serpents will flee from thee. Hang its left pinion above the man who is afraid lest some one will hold him bound away from his betrothed.

Work up the blood of this bird with fresh lime, dry it and pound it well, reduce it to a powder, and sprinkle it over the boils which break out in the body, and they will be healed. Boil the heart of this bird in sesame oil, and let the shadow thereof fall upon the warts which come in the body, and it will eradicate them. Boil this bird's liver a little over the fire, dry it, and lay it up by thee. Then take it and work it up with honey, and throw it into a place where there are fish, and they will all float on the water, and thou wilt be able to catch them without labour. Dry the gall of the bird in the sun, pound and mix it with the ashes from a furnace, and smear with it the eyes of those whose eyelashes have fallen out, and they will grow [again].

Dry the lung of this bird, pound and mix it with food of any kind, and sprinkle it before birds, and every bird that pecketh it thou wilt be able to catch without labour. Dry the bones of these birds, both great and small, and pound them well until they are as fine as ashes. And if there be a man who hath a wound which hath been caused by a sword, or an iron weapon, or a stone, or a piece of wood, first anoint the wound with olive oil, and then sprinkle some of that powder over it, and in a few days, by the help of our Lord, it will be healed. This is a remedy which is in use among Persian physicians, and it is certain [in its effect]. And sprinkle this powder over every kind of moist sore, and it will dry up. This is certain.

Of the raven, that is, the black crow.

Its heart is good for him that seeketh to learn; eat it. Its blood is good for malignant ulcers. Its liver is good for blearedness of the eyes; dry it, pound it, make it into a powder, and use it as eye-paint. Its fat will heal every kind
of sore (or, ulcer) which cometh in the body. And if a man rubbeth his eyes with its brain, he will be able to see the stars in the day-time. Its lung affordeth relief in cases of pain in the spleen, which it drieth up.

Concerning the bird which is called "Solomon's bird" (? hoopoe) (طير سليمان).

The medicines which are in it.

Kill it with a piece of money on which is the Name of God. Take a new vessel, and throw the bird into it, and with it put two drachms of red lime and one drachm of wood ashes, and boil it in water until it is parboiled. Then take out the bird. Put the head on one side, and the right pinion on one side. Remove one section of it, and place it in a vessel of wine, and whosoever drinketh thereof will become drunk. The left pinion is good for the man who is in thrall to his wife; remove one section of the bird and set it in oil, and let the man drink it, and he shall be free. Tie up the right shoulder in a piece of new rag, and hang it up over a woman who is ill in her body, and she shall have relief. Steep its tongue in rose water for five days, and tie it up in buffalo skin, and hold it in thy hand, and the dogs will not bark at thee. Dry its skull, and macerate it in oil, and rub it on any part of the body thou wishest, and it will destroy the hair. Dry a bone of the back in the shade, and pound it, and pour oil of violets over it, and [if thou rubbest it on any part of the body] the hair will grow. Having salted the heart of this bird with Indian salt, tie it in a lion's skin, and give it to a woman whose child will not come forth from her. Let her grasp it in her left hand, and her child will descend from her womb straightway. If a man drink the lungs of the bird in very bitter water, he will not be able to attempt to copulate all the days of his life. If its liver be pounded and mixed with crocus, it is good for the lungs and the heart, and the spleen (?). If a man hangeth up the left wing over himself on the night of his wedding, nothing will be done. Mix its right side (or, loin) with Spahni eye-paint, and
smear thine eyes therewith, and every one who seeth thee will receive thee gladly. Put the bone of its back in wine for ten days, and then take it out, and place it under the head of him whom thou seekest, and thou wilt not wake up until thou receivest from him thine affairs. Pound a denkhâ of the liver of the bird, and work it up in honey, and cast it into a place where there are fish, and they will die, and will float on the surface. It is good for two people each to eat one half of the heart of this bird, for they will then love each other. And the blood of this bird is good for him that suffereth from attacks of dimness of sight. And it is good for the scrofula which cometh in the neck and head. Heat some of the blood, and smear it over the places affected by scrofula twice daily. Roast the heart of the bird, and drink it [in water], and it will be very beneficial to thee. Roast the brain of the bird, pound and mix it with sesame oil, and anoint therewith him that is vexed by devils. Roast the wings of the bird in a house, and ants will flee therefrom. And if thou roastest some of the flesh of the bird in a house, devils and sorceries (or, sorcerers) will flee therefrom. If a man hangeth the bone of a wing or of a leg of the bird upon himself when he is going into the presence of the Governor, the Governor will love him. If thou roastest the liver of the bird, and dost give it to drink to him whom thou seekest, he will love thee.

The medicine that king Solomon was wont to use.

Take the eyes of a mole, each one by itself, and mix that which is for the right eye with the right eye, and that which is for the left eye with the left eye. Put them in a glass vessel, and pour on them a little magnâtis (iron ore). Pound and smear thine eyes therewith, the right eye with the right eye of the mole, and the left eye with the left eye of the mole; and then thou wilt see everything in heaven and in earth as it really is. The devils will flee from thee, and thou wilt see thine enemies, and every one who seeth thee will think that thou art fire, and this [state] will continue for ten days. And thou shalt not eat the flesh of the pig.
Concerning the kahinā root, and the answer of Dioscurus about the wonderful things which it doeth among men.

The [name of] this Kahinā (i.e., splendid) root, being interpreted, is "expeller of devils", and it is called "foetid of smell". Know thou that this root was the firstborn of all the roots which came up from the earth, and King Solomon was wont to use it. It cometh up from the earth one cubit, and its blossoms are red like [those of] a rose, and its branches and leaves are like [those of] beans. And after the flower of this root, which resembleth that of a rose, hath died away, there remain on the top thereof two little balls which are like the testicles of a man, and inside them there are black and red seeds. When thou wishest to pull up this root, cleanse thyself from impurity, and eat not bread which hath been made by women. And wash thy head, and array thyself in white apparel, and keep fasting until thou seest the stars. And come thou to this root on the sixth day of the month Ḥyyār, and say thou to it, "Peace be to thee, O Kahinā Root". It will bring an answer concerning everything that the earth maketh to grow.

The prayer for the root. "Unto Thee, O Lord, Lord God, "the Mighty One, I cry, Who art the Eternal, and the ever-"living One, and the Begetter of life in all parts [of the earth], "Who hearest and understandest; Creator of all the worlds, "the Exalted One among all things which exist, of the Sun "and Moon, and of the stars, and of the earth, and of the "sea, and of the dry land, the Creator of all creations, the "Beautiful Name, and the Giver of understanding, O give Thou Fol. 282b. "unto us this good root for the healing of all | the children of "men."

And every evening when thou goest to it thou shalt say unto it, "Be thou well, O splendid root, with beneficent health!" And when thou hast finished this prayer, say, "Peace be unto "thee, O root, for thou reignest over all roots." Thus shalt thou do three days. And on the fourth day come in the morning before sunrise, and dig up the ground on all four sides of it, to the depth of a cubit on each side. Then bring a black
dog, and tie one end of a rope round his neck, and tie the other end of the rope to that root, and then smite the dog until he pulleth this root up out of the ground. And when thou hast pulled it up, bring a thin plate of gold or silver, and tie it up in a piece of new, clean linen, and bury it in the place where the root was, and cover it over. And take the root, and go to [thy] house or the church, and place it in the hollow of the head of the door, or on the seat of God, and take fine incense from the church, and cense it before Him.

And recite this prayer:—"O God, Thou Sustainer of All, "Who wiltest all things, Who preservest all things, Thou Name, "beautiful and ornamented in all things, Thou Creator of the "Sun and Moon, give Thou unto me, O my Lord, in Thy "mercy, the actual and peaceful possession of this root, in all "its operation, together with the power thereof, so that it may "be for the healing, and cure, and relief of the souls of all the "children of men. Let it come unto me with all its working "powers. Yea and Amen."

Now thou shalt take good heed to this root, and to all the manifold power and great healing which are therein. If thou takest a part of it in thy hand, and dost go into judgement, thou shalt conquer (i.e., gain thy case). And if thou goest a journey, and dost wear it on thy person, thou shalt not be afraid of devils or of thieves. And if thou goest into a house wherein there are magicians, they shall speak from inside the earth, from that place wherein they are set. And if a man stealeth anything from thee, and denieth that he hath done so, place the root under thy pillow, and it will declare and make known unto thee by whom the object hath been stolen, and Fol. 283a. to whom he hath sold it, and where it is, and at what hour, and on what day he bought it, and ate (i.e., spent) the price thereof. And if thou takest a wife, and she tieth some of it on thy left shoulder, she shall not become with child. If a man eateth poison, and he drinketh some of the root, the poison will not hurt him. Now it will also heal the bites of snakes. And if it be placed in a village, it will drive away from it drought and hail (or, cold). And if it be placed in a ship it will drive storms away from it. And if the root be with a
man it will drive away from him envy, and defilement, and impurity. And if they throw it into water, and sprinkle some of the water about a house, it will preserve it from all kinds of storms and evil acts. If they place it under the threshold of a house, it will not permit any evil thing to enter therein. And if thou wishest for anything which is hidden, place this root under thy head, and recite over it the prayer given above, and that thing for which thou seekest will be seen by thee in a dream of the night.

Now, this root hath two fruits, one of which is very red, and is like unto the seed of the pomegranate, and the other is black, and is like unto a bean; and the black fruit is good for headache and aching of the eyes, and when it is placed under thy tongue, men will do good unto thee. When thou hangest it over a woman having a flow of blood, she will be healed. And if thou wishest to know [who is] thy friend, place the red fruit under thy table, and send and bid thy friends [to thy house]. Know thou that he who cometh, and stretcheth out his hand to the table, and eateth, is thy friend; and that he who cometh, and doth not stretch out his hand, is thine enemy. Take the black seed of this root, and drink it with blood. And when the root beareth fruit, take some of the seed thereof, and put some water in a vessel. And throw one grain into thy mouth, and then cast it out from thy mouth into the water which is in the vessel. And look into the water, and if thou seest thy face, throw away that grain, for it is not good. And take another grain, and throw it into the water which is in the vessel, and look into the water, and if thou dost not see thy face therein, it is good. Then throw that grain into thy mouth, and go whithersoever thou wishest, and thou wilt be invisible to every man. This hath been well tried, and is certain. And take some of the root and of the seed thereof, and place in the nose of the man who is in the sight of the moon, either at the middle or end of the mouth. Here endeth [the story of] the Splendid Root.
Another root, which shineth in the night, and is called "Begetter of the Warrior". This root is not found in the places that are trodden by the children of men, but in the desert mountains.

This root riseth up out of the earth in a point, and when it hath risen up, it produceth many branches, and it hath flowers that are like unto cups. And two flowers do not blossom at the same time, but when one withereth another blossometh, and its rays shine out during the night and sparkle like the sparklings of the waters of a river in the summer, and in the day-time they are extinguished. Hang a piece of this wood over a woman whose labour is difficult, and immediately her child will descend from her womb; and if thouittest a piece of it to her back or shoulder, it will drive a devil away from her. And if thou wishest for the devil to go out of a man, bring a vessel, and fill it with water, and place it beyond the man. Then fumigate the man with that root, and the devil will at once go forth from him, and will break the vessel in which the water is. And those who hang it upon their persons because of magicians destroy [their enchantments], and it causeth them not to see bad dreams; and there is great power of healing in this root.

Concerning another root. The leaves thereof are like those of the flax plant, and the lower part is strong, and it growth in mountains which are difficult of access. It is good for wind, and [to cure this] a man should eat it with oil [for some] days. And it is good for the man who hath elephantiasis, and he should eat it in the morning, either with wine or oil. And it is good for the man who hath some obstinate ailment; pound and mix with it butter, and let him eat it fasting seven days. Fol. 284a.

Concerning another root, which is called "living for ever". Dig it up on the ninth day of Šīyār. It growth in desert mountains, and they sow it on walls, and its leaves are like [those of] purslane. Take branches of it, | pound them, and squeeze out the juice, and smear therewith the man who hath the red wind and the hot wind. And give it to drink, mixed with sugar, to the boy who maketh water in his bed. And it
is good for the man who hath a devil; let him drink the weight of one drachm of it in water. And it is good for the man who is grievously afflicted; mix it with honey and let him eat it; and if there is no strength in him he will not endure until the evening. And if thou placest some of it in thy shoe, and goest into judgement, victory will be thine. It is good for earache and headache; let the patient eat it with pig's fat, and smear [it over him], and he will be healed. And it is good if a man stealeth something from thee; put some of it under his tongue: if he hath stolen it he will not be able to speak, and if he hath not stolen it he will be able to speak. And it is good for the woman whose children will not live; put some of it in the skin of a stag, and hang it up over her, and they will live. And let barren women drink it in wine. Let the man who is afraid by night drink it in water. And he who drinketh a little of it will become fat and well favoured. And when thou makest those who are in subjection to devils drink it, the devils will wander about and take to flight. And when thou givest it to drink to a man who hath suffered from severe illness for a very long time, God will visit him, either for life or death.

Concerning the root that is called "Madhîn Sûhâr" (Trifolium?). It is .... like markôz ( ....... ), and its root is insignificantly small. It is good for obstinate ailments. It is good for wind; a man should eat it with oil for [some] days. It is good for [obtaining] the love of animals; pound it, and eat it with salt.

Concerning another root, which is called "Semra" (the thorn shrub). Its leaves are strong and broad, and its blossoms are hollow. It is good for love. Give it to a man to drink once a month | with pastry made of flour, butter, and honey. And it is good for wind.

Concerning another root, the flower of which is white, and it hath two berries (or, testicles) | in the ground, and there are upon it drops of water. It is good for [obtaining] the love of animals; feed dogs on it, and they will follow thee.

Concerning another root which [is called] "the Healer"(?). It is good for wind. Pound and mix it up with a little sûrâ
(palm plant?), and make the patient eat it with pastry made of flour, butter, and honey, for [some] days.

**Concerning the root sēphīnāytā.** It is yellow, and is like hyoscyamus, and it beareth berries. It is good for the man who hath jaundice. Take of it a piece of the size of a chick-pea, and throw it into wine, and give it to the patient to drink morning and evening, for two days. It is good for [the bites of] snakes. Take the seed of this root, and the seed of hyoscyamus, and the seed of mandragora, that is to say, of tūryagh, pound it, and drink it in wine, and thou wilt not wake up for three days. The root of this plant and its seed are good for inducing conception in women.

**Concerning the root of the Daḵartā plant.** Its flowers are blue, and its leaves are like garlic. It is good for pain in the belly and sides; pound and mix it with honey and let the patient eat it. Or throw some of its twigs into wine, and make a drink thereof. It is good for wind; pound it, and administer it in draughts for two days. And it is good for the intestines (?). And it is good [when] thou art to appear before the Governor. Take six grains, and place them in thy shoe, and go forth, and thou shalt be acceptable. And it is good for love. Take a little of it, and rub between thine eyes, and on thy lips, and on thy temples (or, cheeks).

**Concerning another root which groweth in the rocks.** Its leaves are strong (i.e., coarse), and its flowers are sticky. It is good for disease of the belly; pound it and let the patient eat it in honey. And it is good for thee to mix with it . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [and it will deliver thee from the bites] of serpents.

**Concerning another root possessing aphrodisiac properties.** Its leaves are yellow, and its stem is red, and its flowers are sticky. It is good for a man who hath a flow of blood from his belly; dry it, pound it, and give it to the patient to eat with honey. | It is good for fleshy (?) men; pound and sprinkle Fol. 285a. it over them. It is good for bridegrooms; pound and make both bridegroom and bride drink it in wine. And it is good for every obstinate | ailment; pound and make the patient drink Page 601 it in wine.
Concerning another root. Its stem is red, and its flower is sticky. It is good for palpitation of the heart, and for scabies and wind.

Concerning another root. It is like a large lily, and its root is good for love (i.e., it is an aphrodisiac).

Concerning the root Abrêshóm. It riseth on its own root (sic!) and on trees. It is good for jaundice; boil, and pound, and mix it with honey, or wine, and let the patient eat it three days.

Concerning the splendid root of Edhlâ. It is good for scabies on man and beast. Pound and work into a paste with spices or sheep oil.

Here end the sections.

And to God be everlasting glory!
Again, through God I write the explanations of the medicines which [are mentioned] in this book in alphabetical order. O our Lord, help us.

Óláph.

Αόρυόν, ὀποίν, opium. Arab. انور
Agdáná. Arab. الفدكان, σιλφιον, laserpitium, ferula asa foetida.
Airráse. Arab. إيرساس, ἱρις, iris florentina, the root of the lily.
Aghríkón. Arab. ağarihíkón, ἀγαρικόν, agaricium, boletus ignarius.
Amáarakón. Arab. اقحوان أبيقس, ἀμάρακον, majorana, chamaemelum album, parthenium.
Askil (eskil). Arab. بصل, σκίλλα, scilla.
Asarón. Arab. اسارون, ἄσαρον, asarum, nardus sylvestris, nardus mas.
Astókhódhos (Estókhódhos, i.e., Estrókhónôn). Arab. عنب التغلب, στρύχνος, styrchnus, solanum, myrtle berries, fox grapes.
Aṣṭûrká (Estûrká). Arab. استرك and ابن, στύραξ, styrax.
Agálókhón. Arab. عرف هندي, ἀγάλλοχον, agallochum.
Uparpión. Arab. إفرپيون, εὐφόρβιον, euphorbium.
Akhsúmehli. Arab. سكنتجهبيين, ὄξυμελι, oxymel.
Alporón (Albarón). Arab. خرنق, ἐλλέβωρος, helleborus.
Alpashrá. Arab. هزار جفان, ἡ λευκὴ ὀμπελος, vitis alba, bryonia alba.
Amúlún, the “heart of wheat”, that is نشا. Arab. سنج, ἄμυλον, amyllum.
Ílasrá. Arab. البندق, πρίνος, ilex, chestnut.
Írin. Arab. زنجاب, زنجفر, cinnabar.
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Aptimôn. Arab. الميدم، the gum of an Egyptian tree, ἐπιθυμον, epithymum.

Ològh. | Arab. البخور, lignum aloes.

Ampúmá. Arab. اسميداج, gypsum, lime-white.

Arzá. Arab. صنوب, cedar, cedar nuts, pine nuts, &c.

Eshkai-gardá. Arab. بادستر, κάστορος ὀρχεῖς, castoreum.

Óshaq. Arab. شق, gummi ammoniacum.

Âmònikâitâ. Arab. نوناد, sal ammoniacum.

Edhlâ. Arab. شطرح, that is Kâpar, lepidium latifolium.

Espindh, Espidh. Arab. ذه ملسان, radix santali albi, sinapi album.

Èrisnikán. Arab. أزنج, ἀρσενικόν, arsenicum, auripigmentum.

Enkâlh Ailâ. Arab. كيرر, τραγάκονθο, tragacanthat.

Espûgá. A thing that is like unto the fringes of clouds, and of white wool. It floateth on the waves of the sea. Arab. استنفج, σπόγγος, spongia.

Aghpath. Arab. الغافل, agrimonia eupatorium.

Estaktê. Arab. ميظعة, στακτή, stacte.

Beth.

Bihmán. Arab. یهن. The white = centaurea behen, and the red, salvia haematodes.

Barótha, that is " diprânâ", bratum, cupressus.

Balút ará. Arab. بلولو للجبل, teucrium chamaedrys.

Balút malkâ. Arab. غاة بلولو, castanea.

Basar ‘Âbhá. Arab. البيون, asparagus, wood-meat.

Bërâkhtá. Arab. قصوص, chamaecyparissus, abrotonum.

Berikán. Arab. علي الرنق, jejunos, vacuus, fasting.

Bëlilké. Arab. بليلج. .............

Bënáth-nûrâ. Arab. بزر النكرک (برز خولک) varioli.

Bënáth-herazmê. Arab. بزر الميناع, mentha sylvestris.

Bënáth-arzâ. Arab. حب الصنوبر, baccae pinus strobili.

Bar-ganěthâ, this is to say, khardhêlâ (mustard).

Behkithâ, an unguent that shineth.

Bûlbásê. Arab. يصل الزننی, βολβός, bulbi liliorum (an emetic).
Gamal.

Gedhdhe. Arab. العقل، المنافذ، absinthium, colocynth.
Gûmê. Arab. بَالْي، كِوًا، faba, phaseolus vulgar.
Gûpsin. Arab. كَش بِيَاض، γύψος, gypsum.
Gûprâ of the sea. Arab. البحر، ἀλκυόνιον, spuma maris.
Gûprâ of palms. Arab. كَش النخل، spatha palmae.
Gargôrînê. Arab. المندوق، trifolium.
Glûskâ. Arab. تُعَالَة، γλυκύς (?), simila.
Gâşâ. Arab. كَش.
Gentyânâ. Arab. جنطيان، γεντιανή, gentiana.
Gâwze dhê besmê. Arab. جوز،必将، myristica moschata.
Garnîthah of the river. Arab. مَرُماكُوز، origanum fluviatile.
| Gargirâ. Arab. جَرَجِر، εὐκυμόνον, brassica eruca, rocket. Page 603
Gênaplôs. Arab. شَكْم العَنْفَال، pulpa colocynthidis.
Gâwzê dhê hêpakhêthâ, Arab. جوز القَص، nux vomica, strychnos.

Dâlâdh.
Debalêthâ dhê tinê. Arab. خَلَابِ الثَّي، πολύθη, placenta e Fol. 286a.
ficubus aridis in massam compressis.
Dûkhnâ. Arab. كُحْم، milium, holcus dochna, panicum.
Dêyâlá dhê Karsâ. Arab. أَنْشَهَال وَانْتَلَاقِ الجُلَف، διάφρον, diarrohea.
Darikônâ. Arab. دَرِيْكَون، daricus.
Drakhmâ, i.e., zûzâ. Arab. الدَرَهم، δραχμή, drachma.
Dûsanţeryâ is an abscess of the bowels, δυσεντερία, tormina
intestinorum.
Dapnidîn, i.e., dîprânâ, (الدفران), laurus.

Hâ.
Haṭâṭâ. Arab. الفَيْلِ ام غيَلَان، βάμυνος, rhamnus, a white berry
or thorn.
Heminâ = 1½ litrē, ἥμινα, dimidia pars sextarii. Arab. القسط
مكيال.
Hendîkôn. Arab. الفَانِد، ιβικόν, indicum, saccharum penidium.
Hêrazmê. Arab. المَعْنَاع، mentha sylvestris.
Hûpaṭrîôn. Arab. الإفَاقِث، succus eupatorium.
Zayin.

Zeṭi. Arab. الدوّة, the elbow, leprosy.

Zeghāghā dhē edhne. Arab. الدوّة الذي في الأذان, tinnitus aurium.

Zōpā, something with a pleasant smell and like marzangūsh, and it is eaten with vegetables, Arab. زوجاً, Zoūpha, hyssopus.

Zar'ā dhē 'ārā. Arab. ثمرة الطف، fructus tamarisci.

Ziōn. Arab. بنفسه, “violet”; but also — quicksilver.

Zangibar. Arab. الزنجبيل, zingiber.

Zúngabar. Arab. زنجار, cinnabaris.

Zarōbháwzā. Arab. بعقة يمانيّة, βλίτον, amaranthus blitum.

Zēr'ā keṭōnā. Arab. بذر قطن, “flax seed.”

Zēr'ā pūrta'nē, that is, “seed of psyllium” (ψύλλιον).

Zūzpē. Arab. عبيرة, zizyphus, sorbus domestica.

Kēth.

Khebhse. Arab. اللزبّة, phaseolus vulgaris.

Khadhbē. Arab. الهندبة, cichorium enlivia.

Khōdhhkhōdh, that is the gall of the elephant, Arab. حصّص, rhamnus infectorius.

Khūkā. Arab. البالوروج البابونج, ocymum basilicum.

Khespē dhē Sapā. Arab. خرز الخصر, green earth.

Khūlyā, Khalyā, that is sweet wine, Arab. الشراب حلو, mustum.

Khūrbaknā. Arab. الخربق, helleborus.

Khewarwarē, the whiteness which cometh in the eyes.

Khūrpāsē. Arab. البازوروج البيريّ والمستانيّ, daucus.

Khazūrbarrā. Arab. عرا برا, bamboo, wild cane.

Khazūrē Pārsāyē, that is drōkinē جَود صبي, Arab. الآخور, Persian apples.


Khazūrē paṭikhē. Arab. الفقوس, cucumeres sativi.

Khazāzithā. This is an abscess that existeth in a place that manifesteth sparks (?) in its colour; it is very painful, and produceth scabies.

Khelbānithā bassimtā. Arab. ميعة, galbanum suave.

Khelbānithā sarithā. Arab. الفقّة, galbanum foetidum.

Khalebh yārōrā. Arab. الجاروش, succus ferulae opopanacis.
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Khalba dhē āpūrsēmā. Arab. دهن البلدان, balsam ointment.
Khamuʿyāthā. Arab. بتلة يقال لها خميدة, lapathum.
Kharūthā, that is the top of the shoulder.
Khalbā dhē ʿarābhtā. Arab. صبغ عربي, gummi arabicum.
Khalbā dhē ʿegalēthā; pure honey which one calleth "gālinōs", mel purissimum.
Khalbā dhē yathmē. Arab. خسرها.
Kharbakāḵā. Arab. حب قلقل, semen cassiae torae.
Khamšēlätā, that is السورنطاك, or هليلج, colchicum autumnale.
Khumrai margā. Arab. الققنع الكاكنج, solanum, berries of the deadly nightshade.

Ţēth.
Talla daghbin, mannā, Arab. ترنجيتن, ros melleus.
Ţlaphhūn mayā. Arab. الطحلب, that is lūʿa, lenticula stagnina.
Ţebakhshir. Arab. طبهشر, saccharum bambusae arundinaceae.
Ţūdhṛigh. Arab. تودري, erysimum, medicina quae coitus appetitum excitat.
Ţūtyā. Arab. توتيا, lapis ex quo collyria parantur.
Ţabḥē dhē yammā (for تحدحه). Arab. طين مختوم, terra sigillata.
Ţehhōrā, a disease of the fundament, as one straineth at stool.

Yōdh. Page 605
Yabhrukhe dhē barrā. Arab. التفاوح البر, atropa mandragora.
Yabhrukhe dhē shainā. Arab. البذنجان, solanum melongena.

Kaph.
Kúprā dhē Tayyāyē. Arab. حتاة مكية, cyperus, lawsonia inermis.
Kúprā nēhōráyā. Arab. المقل, pix, bitumen.
Kūndōsh, or Қīndōsh. Arab. Қندوس, ῥτρούθιον, struthium.
Kūshnē, that is shülē. Arab. كوشة, ervum, ervilia.
Kūrkēmā. Arab. زئفراز, κρόκος, crocus sativus.
Kiyā. Arab. المسطكي, mastix.
Kampitōs. Arab. مرارة الخبتر, χαμαιτίτις, chamaepitys azuga.
Fol. 287a. **Kündikôn**, a drink which is prepared among the Greeks from three things, fine wine, pure honey, and peppercorns.

**Kankarzadh.** Pers. کنکزد.

**Kúptá dhē rúmánā.** Arab. جلنان, flos vel calyx mali puncti 

Kakhláthá, or **Khakhráthá zē'uryáthá.** Arab. اقراص, placentae species.

**Kasyón.** Arab. كَشْرُوت رطب, cuscuta recens, vivens.

**Kaspón.** Arab. سوس برّي, wild lily.

**Kashúbhē.** Arab. القرطم, kvíkoζ, cnicus.

Kakhláthá tinyáthá. Arab. الرامك والسك, pillulae cum musco compositae.

**Kilös, that is “juice”.**

**Kamléón.** Arab. ص اسماء المازرون, that is wild olive.

**Lamadh.**

**Ládhánón.** Arab. عرق النساء, اللادن, λάδανος, ladanum (a gum).

**Lébhúntá.** Arab. اللبان, thus.

**Libháitón.** Arab. اللبان, thus.

**Lípírón edhlá.** Arab. شيطورج.

**Mim.**

**Mérithá, something sweet which cometh forth from the press.**

Arab. العصير السلافت والشراب.

**Máspilón.** Arab. الزعرور, μεσπιλον, mespilus.

**Meghabyá.** Arab. ترثيا مندي, شب يمانى | alumen Yamense.

**Mahlón, that is ink.**

**Múrá.** Arab. يسمى, myrrha.

**Múrá ekréá . . . . . . . .**

**Múrón.** Arab. دهی البسان, Múrón is prepared from many spices.

Múrón and Nardin are one, root and oil, and the physicians regard them as one.

**Mai ḱeṯmê (kovía, lixivium).** Sergius of Rēsh 'Ainâ calleth [this] “stacte”.

**Marwâ.** Arab. العزر, origanum maru.

**Mai bôné.** Arab. فرسي, garum.

**Múshk.** Arab. مسك, musk.
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Mánôn. Arab. ماء نون, garum.
Môn. Arab. ماذا أي شيء هو, what is it?
Móh. Arab. إلى, meum athamanticum.
Maréráyáthá, wild chicory. Arab. ندرية, هندبا.
Móriki. Arab. المورا, mupikn, tamarix, i.e., اَّرَة.
Malúkhá. Arab. العنشان القائمي, atriplex halimus, salsa.
Marártá dhé barrá. Arab. المنط, الَّمُر, cucumis colocynthis.
Malítarón. The Hebrew saith nigella of the garden, and the Greek "Malitakhôn".
Mùklá ihúdháyá. Arab. المخلع يهودي, bdellium, الخمر.
Mámírán. | Arab. ماميران, chelidonium.
Mákashaitá. Arab. مارقشيتا.

Nún.

Neptáyá. Arab. نفط, váph0a, naphtha.
Nardón. Arab. واحة, várd0z, nardus.
Nárđin. Arab. ستيل, várd0z κέλτική.
Nethrá. Arab البورق وهو النظرن الذي يَبيش به الكنان, vitr0v, nitrum.
Nethrá dhé zaitá. Arab. صمح الزيتون, baccae quae ex olivis defluunt.
Nethrá Arménáyá. Arab. بورق ارمني, Armenian nitre.
Nárđinón, Nárđin. Arab. ناردين, nardinon unguentum.
Nínáyá. Arab. الذانجاوة, اَمِّي copticum.
Neshrá. Arab. اَدْرِس, الدِّيدان, دواء, سُرخس, that is اَدْرِس, للديدان, دواء.

Semkath.

Saídha áwki. Arab. بُزييك, arsenic.
Saglé, that is سَعْدَه, berries.
Saglá. Arab. سعّد, cyperus rotundus.
Sakhánós. Arab. سعد, σχοίνος, juncus, scirpus.
Samúryá, that is myrrh. | Arab. مَرّ, myrrha.
Saṅknáktor, the lizard of the Nile.
Sariȟón. Arab. سرنيج, minium, rubrica, rubri coloris pigmentum.
Sakódhríón, wild garlic, σκόρδιον, scordium, allium sylvestre.
Sísmbar. Arab. النُّمْ, σισμِبِرِنُ, sisymbrium, mentha, or نائة.
Spíhââ, that is \textit{galvâî}. Arab. 
\textit{zbody, spuma maris, alcyonium' sepia.}

Sasléós, and \textit{sûrbhâ, and shlakhâkkhâ}. Arab. 
\textit{žer lantijdan roman'i, lingusticum.}

Sásâliós. Arab. 
\textit{kašam zužhar}, ññéëli.

Saplulâ, that is \textit{nep'â}. Arab. 
\textit{zažânj, aristolochia.}

Sarmagh (Sarmâk), that is \textit{kellâpâ}. Arab. 
\textit{qetfâ, atriplex hortensis.}

Sarîkôn of the writer. Arab. 
\textit{ženèfer, qûkôs, minium.}

Sandîkâ, that is \textit{zûnghòpar}. Arab. 
\textit{ženèfer, minium.}

Sammâ dhê khewyâ, that is \textit{mardâròg}, which is root of ârêm, which is gentian.

Sandarkâ, Sandarkâ. Arab. 
\textit{ženîk akhmër, arsenic.}

Sêpââ. Arab. 
\textit{žend bâxht, spuma maris, alcyonium.}

Sa'ar gabbârâ, that is "\textit{wild tawwâlê}". Arab. 
\textit{qezbêr elbîr, capillus gigantis, filix.}

Samterin and Saipâ. Arab. 
\textit{dêm eldowîn, the “blood of the two brethren”}

Sandrös. Arab. 
\textit{dên bessa, and it is called “honey of frankincense”, which is opobalsamum. And opobalsamum is the fatty extract of mûrân, which being burned in the fire emitteth a sweet smell. Others say that | opobalsamum is the extract (or, juice) of styrax.}

Sakinôn. Arab. 
\textit{ânçh, qeítvoz, pistacia lentiscus.}

Stokhôs, that is \textit{kohl}, stibium, eye paint.

Sâgâpinôn, or Sagpinôn. Arab. 
\textit{skeïfen, qagàpênov, ferula persica.}

\textit{Ayin.}

\textit{'Adhrâyâ}. Arab. \textit{kandûs, saponaria officinalis.}

\textit{'Azûpâ}. Arab. \textit{elwshè.}

\textit{'Azwai}. Arab. \textit{elmeñzèrot.}

\textit{'Elwai}. Arab. \textit{scheb, aloe.}

\textit{'Asârâ dhê arasne}. Arab. \textit{maa elshèri, decoctum hordei. Others say that äresnà is ñarkeînà.}

\textit{'Ârâ}. Arab. \textit{bitt fesî, myrica, tamarix.}

\textit{'Arbath wardâ}. Arab. \textit{scheb merêm. Mary’s tree, that is the 'arabhtà tree, which bringeth forth flowers like roses.}
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Enbai khewya, that is “fox grapes”, Arab. عنب الثعلب, solanum nigrum.

‘Ara, that is the seed of tamarix, or mòrîkì.

‘Ara dhê nahrâ, that is “lily”. Arab. الفننجنكة, agnus castus vitex.

Pè.
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Piêkos. Arab. بالاحلب, φακός, lens.
Peghnâ. Arab. سذاب, πήγανον, ruta agresta.
Padgârê, or Pûdgârê. Arab. النقرش, ποδόγρα, gout.
Pawê. Arab. القلاع, i.e., that which goeth forth from the mouth.
PÓliôn. Arab. الجعدة, πόλιον, teucrum polium.
Perdâ. Arab. أنجرة (?), urtica.
Pîthsis. Arab. الضاق, اسل.
Patráselinôn, that is the seed of rock parsley.
Pestêkê dha-shìöl. Arab. البان, fructus moringae Arabicae.

Šâdhê.

Šeharwá. Arab. شكران, cicuta vivosa.
Šindaragh, that is cinnamon. Arab. الدار صنعي.
Šarbûkâ. Arab. دردة الترمز, vermis sericum producens.
Šâshûm, Šarshûm, Šasham. Arab. الكشميرج, fructus tamaricis orientalis.
Šâlbûbhâ, that is kardâ, and it is like the ricinus of oxen.
Arab. خروع انحناء ركع, الخروع.

Kûp.

Kisûrá. Arab. الليسور, arsenicum.
Kûrnîthâ. Arab. قوية, thefortêg, origanum, calamintha montana.
Kârdamânôn, Kârdamâná, that is takhlî, κάρδαμον, lepidium sativum.
Kâlâmós, that is “reed of incense”. Arab. قصب الذربة, κάλαμος, calamus.

Kâlâmantis, one of the kinds of kôrnîthâ. Arab. قوزن نهري.
Kaisâ dhê kisuthâ. Arab. حشب الصندل يقال عود, sandal wood.
Kûshtá. Arab. كوس, κόστος, costus.
Kûblá. Arab. بوعج, that is white chamomile, اكحوران أبيض.
Kirutha. Arab. الشمع, wax.
Kiddamya. Arab. الساماء, καδμεία, scorio, fuligo aeros.
Kalya, that is Anikon. Arab. قلب, frixio tritici.
Kalyatha. Arab. سود، triticum frizum.
Kalometha dhē bemā. Arab. القرنفل, cortex caryophylli.
Karnakoh. Arab. القرنفل, cortex caryophylli.
Kerapalon. Arab. القرنفل بستاني, caryophyllus aromaticus.
Kupal. Arab. قول, betel nut.
Kantorion. Arab. أرزز, centaureum.
Kasya. Arab. السليخة, κασία, casia.
Kakola, Kakolagh. Arab. الكالولة العمار الهال, μαλακάς, salsola fruticosa, Cardamomum vulgare.
Kallonya. Arab. قلمونية زا بينج, that is resina.
Krōko magham. Arab. دم الزعفران, saffron unguent.
Katuth khewya Arab. المختفل, cucumis agrestis, cucumis aninus, coccyzus citrullus.
Katay. Arab. هماء خيار, cucumis, cucumis edibilis.
Kanaë, that is milā. Arab. نيل, isatis tinctoria.
Komion. Arab. كومون, κομίνον, cuminum.
Kakhba, that is burmā. Arab. قدر, كركابوس, cacabus.
Kastorion, the testicles of the gardā, that is the testicles of the water-dog.
Keratē, that is khāghē trees, whence come the keratē berries (or, fruit).
Kiratē, that is karathā, allium porrum.
Kinnamōn. This is not the substance which they call kinnamā, or در صيني, but a kind of wood that hath a pleasant smell. And if it be brought near a boiling vessel it cooleth it, and it also cooleth the water in a bath. A preparation of it is made with oil for anointing purposes.
Kinnamōn, that is esṭurka, styrax.
Kūrāra, the running from the head, catarrhus, coryzā, Arab. الزكام.
Koniōn. Arab. الشوكران, κωνιον, conium maculatum, cicuta cirosa.
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Kū'ālā, that is the fig-tree. Arab. جری، طیین رومی، Cimolia.

Résh.

Râpânôn. Arab. فجل، that is paughlé, radishes.
Rummâná dashe'ālā. Arab. النشاخش افرون, succus papaveris Aegyptiaci.
Rummán Meşrên. Arab. جبريل الجلَّار, flos meli punicae sylvestris.
Rû’ethâ dhē yammâ. Arab. زيد البحرو, spuma maris, alcyonium.
Ritînî. Arab. صمع الصدوب, ḫantina, resina.
Rêôn. Arab. رأوند, rheum rhaponticum.
Rakûthâ. Arab. خضرة, and it is called تنعج ياسب, mentha siccata.
Reheṭnê, Ritînì, that is cedar gum. Arab. راتنج, resina, and this is صمع الصدوب.
Rakhshûthâ perdânâita, called further on Rakhshûshtâ, that is ḥûrûsêmâ, balsam. Arab. دهن البلاسان.
Rû’nê, that is خباز, herbae agrestes.
Rôdô milôn. Arab. شراب الورد, a drink made of roses.
Rôdâ meli. Arab. جلاب, ḫoḫmēlt, julapium, this is “rose water”.

Shin.

Shebelbêlâ, that is Khebelbêlâ. Arab. لباب، eryngium.
Shebbeltâ. Arab. سبكلة, spica, arista.
Shebâk dêmâ. Arab. الدَّمْ، blood-letting.
Shûwârşêrâ, and Shadhkâ, and Yârû'â. Arab. البلنجناف والقيسوم, artemisia. Al-shawasrâ are plants which grow by the sides of fields, and they have a green colour, and a sweet smell, and greenish-yellow flowers.
Shahpêbag. Arab. نبات يشبه القيسوم شاباب، conyza odora, and this is shuwașrâ.
Shartôs and Shamsapram, that is Esparwê. Arab. ویحان سليمان, that is marwa, ocimum basiliscum.
Shenghar. Arab. النخوسا, anchusa tinctoria. يصبح به الشمع احمر, that is marwa, ocimum basiliscum.
Shenghár. Arab. النخوسا, anchusa tinctoria. يصبح به الشمع احمر, that is marwa, ocimum basiliscum.
Shushmir. Arab. لوز، شوشمير، بل، هيل، amomum, granum paradisi.
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Shidrūgh. Arab. شادنی, lapis haematites.
Shiākē. Arab. عتاب.
Shishkākul. Arab. حَب قَنْقَل, radix arboris Indicae.
Shēyāpē. Arab. جِبُوِرِد, collyrium.
Shamrā, that is Bar khalyā, anethum foeniculum.
Shaplūlē. Arab. الخِيَاف يَتَحَمِّل بِيَا, tortile, elychnium.
Shūshlē. Arab. الأخِرَاطِين “beautiful leaves”, that is ṣpenâgh.
Shōršinā. Arab. الزَّعَرُوزُ, mespilus germanica.
Shōnyā. Arab. تُوْئْنِيْز, the 'ārā of the river, i.e., indigo.

Shegdhe, Sheghārē, that is bitter almonds.
Shekhār dhē nārgā. Arab. شَکْر طِبرْد, saccharum album.
Shekhār dhē paršēnāthā. Arab. شَکْر العْدِر, saccharum amarum.
Shakhtithā. Arab. السوِّيْق.

Tāw.

Tūrūkē. Arab. تَرِيَاق, antidotus.
Tērīrķi. Arab. تِرِيَاق, theriaca, medicina.
Tūrmāsā, Egyptian beans. Arab. التَّوْرَصِّ, lupinus, cicer.
Tāpsāyā. Arab. صِحَّ السَّدَاب, θαψία, Thapsia Asclepium.

They say that it is drunk in wine, and that it maketh merry the hearts of those who drink it.

Tūdhrā. Arab. لسَائِ التْوْر, buglossus, horminum.

HERE ENDETH THE BOOK OF MEDICINES.

Glory be to God Who hath given strength and hath helped with His Grace, according to the abundance of His Mercy, now and always, and for ever and ever!

Amen.

The [copying] of this “Book of Medicines” was completed on the third day of the week, which was the tenth day of Ḥyyār, in the year one thousand, eight hundred, and ninety-four, of the birth of Christ, our Lord, our King, our Redeemer and Lifegiver. Glory be unto Him Who maketh times and
seasons to pass away, and Who doth not Himself pass away, and Who neither cometh to an end, nor changeth, nor increaseth, nor diminisheth, for ever and ever. Yea and Amen.

It was written in the blessed village of Alkhôsh, the village of Nahum the Prophet, which is situated and built by the side of the habitation of the Persian martyr Hôrmizd. May our Lord make him to dwell on His mighty right hand, and may He protect all the inhabitants thereof from every injury of spirit and body. Yea and Amen.

It was written in the days of the gentle Mâr Éliyâ the Catholicus and Patriarch of Babel [and] of the East. Now, during these days (i.e., whilst the book was being copied) Mâr Éliyâ died, and departed from the world of time to the world of eternity, and up to the present the throne of the | Patriarchate is empty; there is neither Patriarch nor Governor. May the Lord in His mercy grant rest to his soul, and may He number him with the righteous and chosen ones of the Old Dispensation and of the New Dispensation. And as he ran his course and finished it gloriously, in the whole fear of God, and with strenuousness and success, and as he shepherded the rational flock of Christ, may his Lord reward him for his labour in the kingdom of the heavens. Yea and Amen.

This [copy] was written by the feeble one, the sinner, Îsâ bar-Esha'yâ, the deacon, the son of the gentle deacon Cyriacus, who [came] from the village of Ekrôr, which is in the country of the Sendâyê. I pray those enlightened men who read this book to remember me in their prayers—which shall be heard!—that peradventure mercy may be shewed to me before the throne of Christ our Lord.

BLESSED BE GOD FOR EVER, AND MAY HIS HOLY NAME BE GLORIFIED TO ALL GENERATIONS.
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Abdominal headache 42.
Aberration 34.
Abgar, extract of 405.
Abgar root 401.
Abh, month 546, 557, 566, 588, 618.
Abh = Lion 568.
Abh, dieting during 644.
Abraham's balm 465.
Abrēshōm 714.
Abrotonon 505.
Abrotonum 159, 303, 481, 716.
Abscess 19, 138, 152, 163, 435, 439, 446, 718.
Abscess, hard 153, 165.
Abscess in diaphragm 254.
Abscess in ear 111, 179.
Abscess in eye 82.
Abscess in gum 182.
Abscess in lungs 242, 252.
Abscess in stomach 306, 327.
Abscess in throat 175, 196.
Abscess in uvula 181.
Abscess in veins 450.
Abscess, the red 167, 243, 500.
Abscess, unripe 256.
Absērishan 102.
Absinthe, good extract of, 406.
Absinthe, Greek 341, 356, 411.
Absinthe, infusion of 467.
Absinthe plant 370, 373.
Absinthe plaster 438.
Absinthe tablets 402.
Absinthe, tincture of, 112, 406.
Absinthe wine 341.
Abstention from flesh and wine 42, 72.
Abū Laḥghigh 704.
Acid 60, 153, 199.
Acid and earth 186.
Acidity 244, 327.
Aconitum lycoctonum 236.
Acorns 149, 150, 362, 408, 413, 454, 463, 467, 484, 485, 510, 651, 677; white 675.
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Acorus calamus 349, 355.
Adam root 373.
Adhār, month of, 544, 557, 566, 578, 618, 700.
Adhār = Fishes 568.
Adhār, diet during, 643.
Adianton 455.
Aditikon 186.
Adisparmaton 367.
Agallochum 715.
Agdrānā 104.
Agaricium 341, 420, 423, 426, 427, 452, 454, 715.
Agaricium pills 421.
Agarikon 48, 51, 53, 145.
Agarikon fungus 47.
Agdānā 715.
Agis plant 193.
Agis seed 155.
Agdrōs 465.
Agnos 465.
Agnus castus vitex 723.
Agrikōn 145, 275.
Agrimony, extract of, 265.
Ague 55, 58, 273.
Ahwáz 520.
Air, dryness of 36.
Air-essence 210.
Akhūdhā 395.
Akūmlī 260.
Akōros 51.
Akrōn 51, 349.
Aḵtirōn 643.
Alādā 604.
'Alakēthā 225, 239.
Al-Baṣrah 530.
Alcyonium 226, 722, 725.
Aleppo 605.
Alexander, Era of, 527, 530.
Alexander the Great 540, 572.
Alexandria 25, 605.
Alīnōn 152, 430.
Alīṭiōn 442, 457.
Alkali of the fuller 158, 161.
Alḵos 727.
Allium porrum 724.
Allium sylvestre 721.
Almonds 199, 204, 645, 660, 664.
Almonds, sweet 205, 262, 263, 266, 267, 268, 270.
Almond gum 430, 685.
Almond kernels 697.
Almond oil 112; oil of bitter almonds 664, 665; oil of sweet 405.
Almond leaves 684.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
<th>Terms and Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>495, 507, 510, 513</td>
<td>Aloes, wood of 72, 372, 494.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15x482</td>
<td>Alpashra 299.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x482</td>
<td>Alpura 299.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65x725</td>
<td>Al-Sjhawasra 725.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32x696</td>
<td>Altar sweepings 696.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4x387</td>
<td>Alternative medicine 506.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19x511</td>
<td>‘Aluka disease 358.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4x302</td>
<td>Alum, burnt 114.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x277</td>
<td>Alum rock 185.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x277</td>
<td>Alum round 511.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x253</td>
<td>Alumen Yamense 720.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x227</td>
<td>Amaranthus blitum 718.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6x482</td>
<td>Amazon tablets 333.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x362</td>
<td>Ambarberis 402.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x387</td>
<td>Amber 58.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x482</td>
<td>Ambrosia 245, 348.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4x482</td>
<td>Amilinōn oil 158.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4x482</td>
<td>Amomum 51, 52.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x174, 175, 188, 191</td>
<td>Amomum zedoaria 297.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x174, 175, 188, 191</td>
<td>Amomum zerdumbeth 297, 302, 308, 464.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x679</td>
<td>Amylum 87, 180, 199, 228, 402, 415, 493, 715.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x679</td>
<td>Anabibason 572.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x679</td>
<td>Ânantis 328.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x679</td>
<td>Anchusia tinctoria 725.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x679</td>
<td>Andronicus 521, 654.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x679</td>
<td>Andronicus, pills of 237.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x679</td>
<td>Anethum foeniculum 335, 365, 657, 658, 661, 671, 673, 684, 726.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x679</td>
<td>Angabūsht 458.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x679</td>
<td>Angabhdigh 355.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x679</td>
<td>Anger 295, 345.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x679</td>
<td>Angina 133.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x679</td>
<td>Angles of eye 76.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Anglidós 457.
Animals, bites of wild 273.
Animals, gall of 56.
Anise 40, 257, 282.
Aniseed, oil of 72, 403, 405.
Aniseed, roasted 217.
Aniseed tablets 402.
Aniseed, tincture of 94, 412, 416.
Ankárdya 349, 350.
Anointing 286, 322, 323, 419, 471.
Anrí ön 156.
Ansúrentikón 186.
Ants 707; to expel 689.
Ants' eggs 691.
Ants' nest 702.
Antelope, blood of 662.
Antelope, dung of 659.
Antelope, fat of 693; kidney fat 280.
Antidote 154, 273, 726.
Antidote Ariston 409.
Antidote Caesar 297.
Antidote, the gentian 412.
Antidote, the lichen 404.
Antidote, the musk 300.
Antidote, the Pearl 301.
Antidote, the wild rue 300.
Antidote of Asclepiades 427.
Antidote Pikhadótós 413.
Antídótós Pilónyá 501.
Antimony 87, 88, 659.
Antioch 605.
Antirâ, the Great 175.
Antirâ, the Little 176.
Anus 43, 63, 72, 141, 225, 350, 358, 397, 476, 478, 484, 490, 496, 500, 506, 513, 677, 678.
Anus, abscess of 164.
Anus, closed 678.
Anus, enlarged 678.
Anus, fissures in 678.
Anus, medicine for 510.
Anus, pills for 149, 150, 509.
Anus, protruding 511, 678.
Anxiety 3, 22, 295.
Anzárút 698.
Aòpyôn (opium) 715.
Aparkôn 46.
Ape 291.
Apes dissected 385.
Aperients 85, 419.
Apešîmá 138.
Aphrodisiac 351, 355, 714.
Aphrodisiac (Dakertâ) 713.
Aphrodisiac (Semrâ) 712.
Aphrodisiac (Tûdrîgh) 719.
Aphrodite 532, 541, 542, 547, 550, 557, 567, 568, 570, 573, 609, 610—620.
Aphrôs 635.
Apkûmli 338.
Aplitós 635.
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Apōlômsiā 4.
Apoplexy 4ff., 129, 152, 197, 213, 289, 309; fits of 288.
Apostles, the Twelve 165.
Apparel, white 708.
Appetite 313; loss of 312, 573.
Appetiser 274, 673.
Apple 493, 718.
Apple juice 328, 330.
Apple leaves, white Persian 688.
Apples, Persian 486, 684.
Apricots 718.
Aprimon 52.
Apritōs 635.
Apṣentīn twigs 341.
A枨t fungus, infusion of 52.
Aquarius 524; see also Water-Carrier.
Árā 487.
Arabs 553.
Arabs, years of 530.
Álabhta tree 722.
Ardalagh 280.
Archilogenes 29.
Árdākhrōn 442.
Ardankis 441.
Ardekhrōn 429.
Areca nut 326.
Áre'thā 684.
Árinōn incense 160.
Áris (Mars) 523, 532, 541, 542, 549, 551, 552, 567, 568, 570, 572, 604, 609, 610, 615.
Arīsta 725.
Aristolochia, the round 117, 167, 299, 404, 409, 412, 418, 440, 491.
Aristolochia, the short 256, 271, 329.
Ariston antidote 409.
Aristotle 540.
Armenia 604.
Aromatic tablets 480.
Arrows, wounds of, 697.
Arrow heads 699.
Arsenic, green 279, 280.
Arsenic, red 188, 280, 514.
Arsenic, tincture of 181, 187, 492.
Arsenic, yellow 90, 188, 414, 455.
Arsenic, the two kinds 187.
Artemisia 85, 157, 158, 549, 725.
Artemisia abrotum 159, 216, 217, 239.
Artemisia Pontica 44, 48.
Arteries, thrrob of = pulse? 38, 42, 339.
Artery, the rough 242.
Artichoke 357.
Asa foetida 189, 336, 352, 414, 667, 715.
Asa foetida, black 354, 355, 416.
Asarabacca 256.
Asaron 261, 263.
Asarum oil 163.
Asclepiades 408.
Asclepiades, Antidote of 427.
Asclepiades, Prescription of 473, 487, 488.
Ashdahan 418.
Ashes 656.
Ashes of carob 186.
Ashes of frog 703.
Ashes of palm 185.
Ashes of wood 706.
Asid 604.
Asia-stone 471.
Asp 25.
Aspadhka 511.
Aspålitós 467.
Asparagus, extract of, 328, 339, 353, 360, 481, 482, 485, 487, 489.
Asparagus juice 234, 330, 339.
Asparagus oil 236, 326, 377, 418, 433, 434, 703.
Asparagus plaster 372, 400.
Asparagus, peeled 433.
Asparagus seed 256, 660.
Asparagus tablets 345.
Asparagus, tincture of 328.
Ass, droppings of 69, 656, 689.
Ass, fat of 149.
Ass, hoof of 189, 680.
Ass, jawbone of, 101.
Ass, milk of 85, 91, 115, 149, 150, 182, 233, 263, 267, 269, 322, 455, 457, 660, 662, 666, 669.
Ass of desert 701.
Ass, white she- 59.
Asthma, cause of 214.
Asthma, cure of 214.
Asthma, description of 213.
Asthma, prescription for 215.
Asthma, purulent 209.
Atenasýa, a medicine (= Athanasia) 407.
Atenasýa, the Little, 408.
Atenasýa of Asclepiades 408.
Athanasia 417.
Athenchos 604.
Athens 604.
Áthilyá (? ) 551.
Atlas 21.
Atmosphere 17, 32.
Atriplex hortensis 721, 722.
Atropa mandragora 719.
Atrughè, wine of, 342.
Attraction 305.
Auguries as to journeys &c. 526.
Auripigmentum 716.
Autumn 635.
Avella balls 363.
Awirá intestine 95.
Awlóg 433.
Babel 727.
Bábhlúlá 644.
Babylon 604, 653.
Baccae, pinus stroboli 716.
Back 366.
Back spasm 156.
Badsisájan 59.
Bag for stomach 328.
Baigo 529.
Bakikon 268.
Bal 151.
Balance 542, 543, 545, 547, 577, 617.
Balance, Colour of 604.
Balance, diagram of 590.
Baldness 34; causes of 36.
Balm of Abraham 465.
Balls, Avella 363.
Balsam 63, 94, 95, 96, 275, 432, 725.
Balsam bark 176.
Balsam berries 50, 52.
Balsam fruit 51, 369.
Balsam of behen nut 38.


Balsam ointment 719.
Balsam tree 51, 277.
Balsam wood 335, 339, 343, 349, 361, 366, 438, 443, 454, 463.
Balti 549, 551, 552, 553, 567, 604, 609.

Bamboo 301, 303, 332, 351, 402, 718.

Bambusa sugar 262, 481, 719.


Bandages, hot 141, 359.

Bandages, tight 328.

Banushag 98.

Banushag rakiká 98.

Bar-ganétá 716.

Bar-Šaumá 633.

Bar-Téta 101.

Bar-Tōtítá 100.

Barbarians 604.

Barbarikón 420.

Bardá 549.

Bardilá leaves 679.


Bark of anethum 335.

Bark of cinnamon 341, 343, 347, 376, 415.

Bark, incense 343, 347, 376, 415, 416, 421.
Bark, mandragora 334, 370.
Bark, pyrethrum 342.
Bark, shamrâ 350, 365.
Bark, walnut 172, 174.
Bark, tincture of 435.
Barking of dogs 687.
Barley 184, 200, 360, 366, 367, 368, 369, 374, 657, 668, 681.
Barley flour 93, 180, 281, 283, 359, 400, 471, 495, 514, 661, 669, 670, 672, 683, 686, 695, 697.
Barley groats 60.
Barley, husked 173, 234, 279, 359, 468, 501; extract of 493.
Barley, pearl 682.
Barley soup 240.
Barley water 150, 153, 175, 322, 324, 327, 490, 671.
Barley, wild 46.
Barleycorns 526, 633.
Barnagsar 354.
Barrenness 625.
Barrier (diaphragm) 251.
Bâshôshà seed 458.
Basil, aromatic 97, 98, 453.
Basil, Discourse of 566.
Basilîkôn 286.
Basilîkôn, an eye medicine 97.
Basilîkôn nut 113.
Bat, bats 95, 467, 650, 690, 702.
Bat, dung of 101.
Baths, natron 432.
Baths, sulphur 432.
Bazrâ seed 698.
Bdellium biyórâ 262.
Bdellium pills 423.
Bdellium, white 423.
Beans, Egyptian 726.
Beans, peeled 681.
Bean flour 199, 200, 266, 267, 282, 439, 682, 683, 686, 695, 697.
Bean plant 674.
Bear 704.
Bear-wort 275, 350, 403, 404, 408, 411, 428.
Beaver secretion 54.
Bed-fellow, use of 323.
Beds for asthmatic patients 213.
Beehive, beehives 689, 702, 704.
Beer, Greek 698.
Beer of spelt 698.
Bees 691, 702, 704.
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Bees, to prevent their leaving a place 689.
Beet, beetroot 55, 56, 59, 189, 457, 474, 508, 646, 656, 684.
Beet, juice of 54, 148, 301.
Beet leaves 468.
Beet seed 663.
Beet water 108, 656.
Beetles, to drive out 688.
Beetles, wild 100.
Behen 38.
Behen, the white 716.
Behkitha 716.
Behman, red and white 297, 303.
Bél 523, 566, 604.
Beldhà 549.
Béldòr 345, 349.
Béldòr, honey of 350.
Belly 305, 386.
Belly and head 14.
Belly, bleeding from 225.
Belly, the cold, or dry, or hot, or wet, 320, 321.
Belly, the diseases of 475 ff.
Belly-flux 484.
Belly, the hairy 381.
Belly, looseness of 330.
Belly, the lower 19.
Belly, mouth of 14, 19, 26, 77, 78, 252, 462.
Belly, natural characteristics of 320 ff.
Belly of Egyptian crocodile 276.
Belly-pains 18, 146, 203, 271, 273, 713.
Bendâkè 62.
Berberis 402, 671.
Berries 182, 366, 721.
Berries, incense 277, 374; see also Incense.
Berries, küpiôn 275.
Berries, laurel 282.
Berries, roasted 362.
Berúthà 159.
Besrânà, kind of dropsy 388.
Betel nut 47, 97, 192, 326, 724.
Béth Gelisâyà 604.
Béth Hamrâyè 605.
Béth Hûzâyè 521, 653, 654.
Béth Rhómâyè 653.
Betonica 48, 49.
Betrothals 622.
Biblà flower 686.
Bile, black 12, 16, 17, 45, 47, 49, 50, 53, 54, 248, 301, 304, 328, 349, 380, 381, 393, 444, 445, 450, 460, 640, 641, 646, 647.
Bile, green 380, 544.
Bile, red, 33, 36, 43, 44, 45, 49, 248, 380, 381, 448, 449, 450, 461, 646; reddish-yellow 13.
Bile, yellow 13, 445, 544.
Bile in the blood 445.
Bindweed 217.
Birds, gall of 56; to catch 690.
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Birthwort 164, 215, 216, 672, 676; the long kind 165.
Bitch 671.
Bitch, milk of 660, 680.
Bitch, teats of 278.
Bite of dog, cure for 687.
Bites of mad dogs 49.
Bites of insects 408, 463.
Bites of reptiles 49.
Bites of serpents 687.
Bites of wild animals 273.
Bitters 324.
Bitumen 58, 164, 361, 507, 664, 678, 719.
Black, colour of Kronos 574.
Black of the eye 72.
Blackberry 154.
Blacksmiths 468.
Blackthorn 661.
Bladder, chill in 374.
Bladder of bull 148.
Bladder of pig 681.
Bladder of ram 681.
Bladder-wort 423.
Blains 319.
Blains emollient 282.
Blast in eyes 661.
Blearedness 88, 99, 100, 702, 705.
Bleeding, copious 41.
Bleeding of nose, anus, &c. 513.
Bleeding, internal 221.
Blight in the eyes 661.
Blindness 82; caused by snow 659.
Blindness, night 683.
Blood 380, 444.
Blood, black 16.
Blood, clots of 225, 497.
Blood, discharge of 476, 485.
Blood, drinking of, 710.
Blood, effusion of 246.
Blood, excess of 221.
Blood, feel of, 641.
Blood, flow of 334, 710.
Blood, flux 388, 418, 434.
Blood, human 658.
Blood in the eyes 81, 253.
Blood, loss of 339.
Blood of bats 691.
Blood of black bile 13.
Blood of black doves 694.
Blood of calf 696.
Blood of hawk 702.
Blood of tortoise 159, 219, 696.
Blood of weasle 704.
Blood of yellow frog 703.
Blood, spitting of, 222, 224, 244, 270, 273, 297, 407, 670.
Blood, sucked from oxen 674.
Blood vessel, bursting of 17, 221 ff.
Blood, voiding and vomiting of, 222, 309, 372, 408.
Bloodstone 511, 726.
Blotches 551, 697.
Bluestone 658.
Body, fulness of 40.
Body pain 272.
Body, purifier of, 274.
Body, the three parts of, 305.
Body twist 159.
Body-eater 694.
Boil 19, 66, 476, 511; to make burst 692.
Boils, in ears 111, 203.
Boils, in mouth 184.
Boils, in nostrils 165.
Boils, on tongue 107.
Bolastion 65.
Boletus igniarius 715.
Bolimos 317.
Bolos, Armenian 351.
Bolus 52, 53, 149.
Bone 95, 121, 444.
Bones of fox 703.
Bones of pig 691.
Book of Andronicus 521.
Borax 357.
Borax, Armenian 90.
Borer, gangrene 668.
Boundary (diaphragm) 251.
Bowels 225, 386, 388, 389, 436, 461.
Bowels, diseases of, 475 ff.
Bowels, distension of, 18.
Bowels, looseness of 329, 345, 353, 478 ff.
Bowels, motion of 415.
Bowels, obstruction in, 219, 333.
Bowels, pain in 675.
Bowman (Capricornus) 524, 543, 545, 548, 577; colour of 604, diagram of 594.

Brain 15, 105, 121, 124, 167, 213, 287, 288, 444, 445; the centre of everything 66.
Brain, cavities of, i, 10, 66.
Brain, a cold 34; a hot 35.
Brain, composition of 33.
Brain, inflammation of 251, 253.
Brain, nerves of, 1, 106.
Brain and eye 77.
Brain and camel 59.
Brain of the fat-tailed sheep 158, 159.
Brain, of hare 669, 681, 690
Brain of mole 700.
Brain of weasel 704.
Brain spirit 11.
Brambles, extract of, 117.
Bran 468, 508, 683.
Branches 37.
Brass = copper 524.
Brass, burnt 88, 89, 92, 97, 98 99, 100, 101, 102.
Brass, flower of, 99.
Brass powder 102.
Brass shavings 88, 100, 114.
Brassica eruca 717.
Bratum 716.
Bread 673, 692; crusts of 686.
Bread, plaster of, 373, 400, 493.
Bread, unleavened, 493, 682.
Breast 124, 137, 213, 241, 380.
Breast pain 271, 670.
Breath, shortness of 207 ff., 224, 241, 297, 403; treatment of 204.
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Breath, stinking, 668.
Breathing, difficulty of 168, 258, 259, 268, 271.
Breathing, how performed 66.
Breathing, organs of 206; diseases of 66 ff.
Breathing, the great 211; the little 212; the upper 211.
Breathlessness 213, 214; prescriptions for 215.
Broth 353; see soup.
Broth, chickpea 256.
Broth, gourd 256.
Broth, hare 677.
Broth, mallows 256.
Broth, orach 256.
Broth, sheep 677.
Broth, sorrel 256.
Broths, fatty 199.
Bryonia alba 715.
Bryony 158, 299, 300.
Bryony, black 228, 232, 299, 300.
Bûbhâ 652.
Buffalo hide 706.
Bugs 659.
Buglossus 726.
Bulbi liliorum 358, 716.
Bulimy 317.
Bull 522, 524, 543, 545, 547, 577, 618.
Bull, bladder of 148.
Bull, gall of 94, 95, 100, 112, 176, 669.
Bull, tongue of 180.
Bull (Taurus), colour of 604; sign of 580.
Bûngh 668, 689.
Burning in stomach 329, 408.
Burns, cure for 686.
Bûrâs 635.
Bûrghâ 569.
Bûsht, flower of 362, 364.
Butter 199, 644, 697, 698, 711, 712.
Butter of goats 104, 670.
Byzantium 604, 653.
Cabbage 53, 146, 359, 508.
Cabbage, extract of 424, 425, 426, 474.
Cabbage juice 103, 145, 673.
Cabbage leaves 93, 468; wild 683.
Cabbage platter 474.
Cabbage root 695.
Cabbage seed 427, 431, 674, 693, 700.
Cabbage stalk 299.
Cabbage soup 400.
Cabbage water 674.
Cacabus 724.
Càdmîn 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 94, 95.
Caesar Antidote 297.
Calamintha montana 723.
Calamus 723.
Calf 696.
Calf’s fat 149, 156, 164.
Calf’s foot 268.
Calf’s gall 674.
Caltraps 508.
| Camel 686.                                                                 |
|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
| Camel, brain of 59.         |
| Camel, flesh of 644.        |
| Camel, fat of 469.          |
| Camel in must 707.          |
| Camel, milk of 644.         |
| Camel, thigh of 689.        |
| Camel, urine of 58, 419.    |
| Camphor 58, 97, 102, 156, 191, 192, 299, 300, 301, 467, 501, 502, 646, 682. |
| Camphor bark 190, 280, 467. |
| Camphor leaves 376, 414, 460, 463, 465, 468, 658. |
| Camphor oil 151.            |
| Camphor root 147, 189, 417, 463, 465, 466, 470, 471. |
| Camphor root, bark of 62, 441. |
| Camphor tree 464.           |
| Canals 242.                 |
| Canal, intestinal 500.      |
| Canal, urinary 380.         |
| Cane, wild 718.             |
| Cannabis Indica 658.         |
| Cannabis seed 189.          |
| Cantharides 371, 514.       |
| Caper 117.                  |
| Caper berries 151, 681, 699. |
| Caper plant 352.            |
| Caper root 96, 265, 345.    |
| Capillus gigantis 722.      |
| Cappadocia 329, 604.        |
| Capparis 96.                |
| Capricornus 523; see also Bowman. |
| Carat 457.                  |
| Cardamom, plaster of 439.  |
| Cardamomum vulgare 724.     |
| Carman 369                  |
| Carobs 269.                 |
| Carob nut 203.              |
| Carob root 186.             |
| Carob seeds 671.            |
| Carraway seed 300.          |
| Carrot 272, 275, 644.       |
| Carthamus tinctorius 400, 452, 680. |
| Cartilages 242.             |
| Caryophyllus bark 226.      |
| Cassia, black 275.          |
| Castanea 716.                |
| Castoreum 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 92, 101, 112, 115, 118, 145, 148, 149, 150, 152, 154, 155, |
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Castoreum pills 482.
Castoreum plaster 442.
Cat, black 700.
Cat, gall of 663, 687.
Cat, penis of 685.
Catarrh 71, 196; result of witchcraft 87.
Catarrhus 724.
Cataplasm 60, 70, 255, 257, 359.
Cataract 23, 77, 78.
Cattle sickness 690.
Cattle sores 696.
Caustic 181.
Cauterisation 46, 67; iron instrument used in 194.
Cautery 468.
Cave vein 386.
Cedar bark 486, 512.
Cedar gum 155, 156, 163, 280, 283, 361, 442, 472, 473, 694, 726.
Cedar nuts 716.
Cedar oil 117, 368, 435, 442.
Cedar wood 151.
Cedrus 716.
Celandine 55, 64, 89, 90, 91, 116.
Celandine, blue 86.
Celery water 48.
Centaurea behen 297, 716.

Centauri 149, 150, 160, 454, 467, 468, 724.
Centuary 143.
Cephalus fish 95.
Chalcitis 68, 69, 99; fresh 94.
Chalk 328.
Chalkstone 68.
Chamadraos 47.
Chamaecyparis sus 716.
Chamaedaphne 163.
Chamaedrys 47, 48, 51, 52, 412, 421, 427, 431.
Chamaemelum 163.
Chamaepitys 403, 405, 412, 428.
Chamaepitys azuga 48, 427, 719.
Chamomile flour 439.
Chamomile oil 72, 148, 149, 150, 439.
Chamomile, white 723.
Chaste tree, the 465.
Cheeks, nerves of 132.
Cheese, sour 380.
Cheese water 453.
Chelidonium 721.
Chest 28, 197, 201, 222, 242, 288.
Chest, diseases of 138 ff.
Chest, haemorrhage of 238.
Chest, pains in 277, 281, 283, 284, 669.
Chest plasters 281.
Chest, pustules in 276.
Chest, tightness of 267, 270, 669-
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Chestnuts, roasted 267.
Chià 163.
Chicken 153, 690.
Chicken, fat of 285, 512.
Chickpea flour 282, 439.
Chicory 37, 93, 108, 234, 359, 671, 672.
Chicory seed 671.
Chicory, tincture of 333.
Chicory, wild 721.
Child in womb 274.
Children, coughs of 296.
Chill 38, 213, 277, 330, 339.
Choking 209.
Chylus 395, 396.
Chyme 7, 11, 33, 53, 224, 242; effusion of 243.
Chyme, bilious 384, 504.
Chyme in stomach 321 ff.
Chyme of black bile 12, 13.
Chyme phlegmatic 12.
Chyme, putrefaction of 224.
Cicer 726.
Cichorium enlivia 718.
Cici 99, 697, 699.
Cicuta cirosa 724.

Cicuta vivosa 723.
Cilicia 604.
Cimolia 725.
Cinnamon bark 261, 268, 302, 335, 341, 343, 361, 366, 376, 455.
Circle 28.
Circle of Malwâshê 566.
Cisthus parasite 172, 173, 176.
Clavicle 137.
Claw in the eye 99, 102.
Clay 70.
Clay, white 352.
Clematis 360.
Climate, effect of 224, 258.
Clothing, warm 38.
Cloud 123.
Cloud changes 648.
Clouding of sight 54, 57.
Clover root 457.
Clysters 46, 143, 255, 400.
Cnicus 720.
Coats of stomach 346.
Cock 21, 505, 700; of the desert 505.
Cock, white 700.
Cock, black, fat of 664.
Cock, blood of 103.
Cock, comb of 681.
Cock crowing at midnight 650.
Cock dissected 291.
Cock, droppings of, 680, 696.
Cock, gall of 96
Cock, testicles 681.
Coition to be avoided in cases of eye disease 84.
Colchicum autumnale 275, 719.
Cold, effect of 6, 258; pains caused by 38.
Cold in liver 374, 389.
Cold in stomach 342, 343, 346, 362, 374.
Cold in womb 374.
Colds 334.
Colic 203, 334, 353, 476, 479, 675.
Collar bones 138, 139.
Collyrium 719, 726.
Collyrium refrigerans 240.
Colocasia 689.
Colocynthus citrullus 724.
Colocynth 47, 48, 49, 52, 53, 95, 146, 187, 717.
Colocynth, bitter 51.
Colocynthus citrullus 724.
Colocynth pills 68.
Colon 50, 113, 146, 273, 356, 374, 476, 517.
Colon, diseases of 496 ff.
Comb of cock 681.
Comfrey 228.
Comings of Sickness, Book of the 15, 136.
Complexion 351, 647, 697.
Complexion, beautifier of 274, 354, 362, 416.
Complexion, medicine for 406.
Complexion, waxen 686.
Compresses 108.
Conception 625, 713.
Conium maculatum 724.
Constipation 676.
Consumption 640.
Consumptives 285.
Contest, athletic 221.
Continence 84.
Control, loss of 39.
Convolvulus turpethum 53, 351; white 354.
Convulsions 59, 156.
Conyza 148, 724.
Conyza odora 301, 725.
Copal 506.
Copper 68, 352, 354, 506.
Copper, burnt 69, 90, 164, 328, 423, 426, 490.
Copper ore 63, 70.
Copper, oxide of 68, 160, 328, 345, 441, 678.
Copper rust 432, 437, 491.
Copper shavings 238.
Copperas 185, 187.
Copulation 42, 145, 295, 296, 345, 703.
Copulation, aid to, 704.
Copulation, avoid in Shebât 645.
Coralium 228, 230, 231, 297, 298, 301, 302, 493.
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Coralium Antidote 303.
Cord, spinal 105, 120, 124.
Cords in the eyes 97.
Coriander seed 64, 93, 149, 332, 351, 353, 356, 362, 506, 671, 687, 700.
Cornea 74, 81.
Cortex caryophyllii 74.
Costiveness 496.
Costus oil 377, 417.
Costus speciosa 159.
Costus tablets 333.
Costus, white 405.
Cotton, Egyptian 231.
Cotton seed 113, 148, 156.
Cotton wool 68, 236, 237, 266, 269, 279, 280, 470, 473, 495, 514.
Coughs of children 276.
Cough, dry 201, 268, 385.
Cough, hacking 259, 768.
Cough, prescriptions for 266.
Courses of women 17.
Cow, fat of 285.
Cow, glue of 671.
Cow, milk of 153, 235, 487, 661, 677.
Cow, oil of 57, 60, 93, 149, 150, 154, 155, 194, 263, 280, 281, 353, 362, 373, 458, 474, 485, 509, 678, 679, 692.
Cow, red 670.
Crab 522, 523, 524, 543, 545, 547, 577, 618, 627, 627, 666, 669, 670, 673, 680, 694, 703.
Crab, bones of 656; shell of 692; river crab 179.
Crab (Cancer), colour of 604; sign of 584.
Cracks (in anus) 510.
Cramp 331; in stomach 338.
Crane 650.
Crane, gall of 148.
Craving for drink 316.
Cream 267, 644, 645.
Cream of goats' milk 507.
Cream of sheep's milk 277.
Crete 604.
Crickets 673.
Crickets, to expel 688.
Crocodile, Egyptian 276.
Crocus Antidote 428.
Crocus incense 159.
Crocus medicine 406.
Crocus, Persian 174.
Crocus root 175.
Crocus sativus 719.
Cross of the doctrine 568.
Cross, Festival of 648.
Croton 99, 698.
Croton ashes 699.
Croton oil 504, 697.
Croton plant 103, 474.
Croton seed 410.
Crow 651, 681, 686.
Crow, black 705.
Crusts of bread 658.
Crystal 632.
Crystalline fluid of the eye 74.
Cubit 633.
Cucumber 54, 56, 644, 645.
Cucumber, garden 332, 357.
Cucumber seed 204, 205, 331, 357, 403, 427.
Cucumber seed, extract of 328.
Cucumber, Indian 372.

Cucumber leaves 457.
Cucumber plaster 436.
Cucumber pulp 217, 422.
Cucumber, snake 683.
Cucumis agrestis 724.
Cucumis anguinus 724.
Cucumis asinus 724.
Cucumis colocynthis 721.
Cucumis edibilis 724.
Cummin black 298, 354, 364, 404, 673.
Cummin Indian 348.
Cummin vinegar 485.
Cunila 180.
Cupping 42, 46.
Cupping vessels 70, 329.
Cupressus 716.
Cuscuta recens 720.
Cuscuta recens 720.
Cush 604, 631.
Cuts in anus 510.
Cutting of veins 83, 84.
Cyclamen 457, 466, 506.
Cyclamen seed 410.
Cynara 684.
Cyperus 265, 719.
Cyperus berries 277.
Cyperus rotundus 721.
Cypress 154, 155, 159, 300, 442.
Cypress fruit, or berries 230, 284, 345, 353, 361, 417, 418, 432, 433, 434, 440, 442, 443, 454, 455, 464, 480.
Cypress flowers 658.
Cypress leaves 468, 689.
Cypress nuts 455, 467.
Cypress seed 298.
Cypress wood 151.
Cyriacus 727.
Cyrene, gum of 173.
Cyrene, vinegar of 194.
Cyrenea 604.
Cysts 291.
Cysts in the eyes 54, 82, 104.

Dactylus 433.
Daḵarta plant 713.
Dâḵôn 336.
Damascus 698.
Damp, effect of 258.
Danpasdes 316.
Daricus 717.
Darius the Mede 540.
Darkness 123.
Darkness, the fear of, 21.
Dârûdâd 151.

Dates, Heriôn 261, 508.
Date pills 425.
Date plaster 372.
Date skin 668.
Date stones 653, 668, 691.
Dates unripe 372.
Daucus 352, 718.
Daucus carota 109.
Daucus gingidum 175.
Daughter of the grape 82.
Daughter of the tongue 224.
Dâûradh 356.
Days, the 365, 566.
Days, lucky and unlucky 555, 556.
Day sight 81.
Deafness 47, 110, 664; cause of 71.
Death 288; fear of 21; feel of 641.
Death, caused by fear, grief, &c. 289.
Death from heart disease 290.
Debility of liver 371; of stomach 353.
Decoctum hordei 722.
Degrees of the sun 607.
Dekhir 281.
Demakrâtis 341.
Demâştâkâbôs 630.
Dementia 9, 13, 22, 23, 27, 33, 43, 47, 49, 50, 54, 57.
Democrats 341.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Democrats, the ointment of</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demoniacal possession</td>
<td>685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depilatory</td>
<td>691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>274, 298, 321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derostho</td>
<td>466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devils</td>
<td>707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devils, expeller of</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dew of honey</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Déyâlà ointment</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Déyâlà tablets</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dhu’l Haggah</td>
<td>529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dhu’l Ka’dah</td>
<td>529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis, importance of</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diáklós</td>
<td>18, 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diaphragm</td>
<td>140, 248, 251, 253, 254, 258, 259, 386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diarrhoea, various kinds of</td>
<td>475 ff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diarrhoea of eyes</td>
<td>82, 86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diarrhoea, prescriptions for</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diàsparmatôn</td>
<td>368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diastases</td>
<td>606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dictamus</td>
<td>427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dieting</td>
<td>322, 642, 643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digestion</td>
<td>2, 13, 122, 322 ff., 444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digestion, assistance to</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digestion, organs of</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digestion, partial</td>
<td>329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digestions, the three</td>
<td>379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dill flowers</td>
<td>282, 432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dill, infusion of</td>
<td>374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dill, oil of</td>
<td>282, 283, 284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dill root</td>
<td>186, 337, 667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dill water</td>
<td>179, 673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dinârà</td>
<td>526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimness in eyes</td>
<td>662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimrôn</td>
<td>173, 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dioecia</td>
<td>299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dioscorides</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dioscorides, prescription of</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dioscurus</td>
<td>708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dîprânà</td>
<td>716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dirt-eater</td>
<td>673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diseases, epigastric</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diseases of stomach</td>
<td>319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diseases, nervous, prescriptions for</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disparmatôn tablets</td>
<td>479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispolitisis medicine</td>
<td>343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispolitôs</td>
<td>326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissection</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissectors</td>
<td>129, 242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissolution</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distension of belly</td>
<td>472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dittany</td>
<td>277, 427, 466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diuretics</td>
<td>403, 419, 420, 426, 443, 462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divination</td>
<td>685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divination by means of letters</td>
<td>626, 627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diyâkôdâ</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dizziness</td>
<td>28 ff., 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dogs, barking of</td>
<td>706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dog, black</td>
<td>709</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dog, excrement of 176, 179, 488, 679, 695, 696; white 456.
Dog, gall of 663.
Dog, hair of 687.
Dog, lust of the 325, 388.
Dog, mad 49, 687; bites of 163.
Dog, nipples of 365.
Dog, tooth of 671.
Dog star 520, 647.
Dog of the Giant 568, 647.
Dogsbane 236.
Ddkon 334, 348.
Door, name of a vein 382, 386.
Dornagh 297, 298.
Doronicum scorpioides 151, 298, 458, 464.
Dove 153, 662.
Dove, black 694, 698.
Dove, blood of 103, 660.
Dove, fat of 664.
Dove, the turtle 694.
Drachm, silver, laid on wound 688.
Drachma 717.
Dragons 519.
Draughts 259; of medicine 255.
Draughts, purgative 41, 46, 67.
Drawer 395.
Dream 710.
Drink of roses 725.
Drónag, Drónâgh 299, 301, 302, 502.

Dropping of belly 355.
Dropsical, the 342, 436, 441.
Dropsy, three kinds of 388, 420.
Dropsy, medicine for 422.
Dropsy, plaster for 437, 438.
Dross 363, 472, 473, 490, 511.
Dross of furnace 176, 328, 371, 434.
Dross, smelters 173, 174, 190, 414, 469.
Drought 709.
Drowsiness 674.
Drugs, deadly 274.
Drum dropsy 389.
Drunkenness 39; medicine to prevent getting drunk 700.
Dûkôn 109, 404, 405, 408, 411, 421, 428, 485.
Dumbness 551.
Dung of bats 101.
Dung of cock 680, 696.
Dung of dog 695, 696.
Dung of doves 149, 694.
Dung of lizards 101.
Dung of mice 695.
Dung of ox 694.
Dung of swallows 691.
Dung of weasel 704.
Dûr 265.
Dust, red 664.
Eagle 702.
Eagle, gall of 659.
Ear of corn (Virgo, Spica) 522, 524.
Ears, abscess in 179.
Ears, bloody 116, 665.
Ears, boils in 203.
Ears, diseases of 110 ff.
Ears, hard 170.
Ears of mice 54, 57.
Ears of the heart 287.
Ears, pains in 165.
Ears, ringing in 29, 665.
Ears, splinters in 664.
Ears, stoppages in 113.
Ears, tubes of the 110, 111.
Ear ache 334, 664, 712.
Ear steamer 113.
Ear worms 665.
Earth, green 718.
Earth, the, in universe 566.
Earth, measurements of 632.
Earthenware 20.
Earthquake 552.
Eclipses 567, 569.
Eclipses, portents derived from 570.
Edhlâ 714.
Edhrâ 695.
Edhyâ 699.
Eggs, boiled 199; boiled in vinegar 489; fresh 277.
Eggs of ants 691.
Eggs of pelicans 704.

Egg, white of 41, 60, 64, 65, 74, 85, 87, 103, 279, 331, 513, 656, 657, 660, 661, 663, 669, 672, 677, 683, 684, 685, 686, 688, 696, 698.
Egg, yolk of 64.
Eggshells 663.
Egypt 604.
Egyptian eye-medicine 100, 665.
Ekron 51, 277, 727.
Elaterium 218, 356, 457.
Elbow 140.
Elecampane 54, 148, 151, 200, 301.
Electrum 109, 297, 301, 302, 303, 493.
Electrum = Hermes 574.
Electuary of Theodoretus 145.
Elements, the Four 577.
Elephant 718.
Elephant, gall of 176, 179, 180.
Elephantiasis 16, 47, 49, 50, 349, 711.
Èliyâ, Mâr 633, 727.
Elixir, red 90.
Ellychnium 726.
Emaciation 244.
Embrace, the sexual 42.
Emetic 183, 218, 327, 356 ff., 455; honey and radishes 147.
Emollient for blains 282.
Emollient for nerves 281.
Endive 37, 40.
Enkath Aylâ 261, 263, 264, 267.
Envy 710.
Epigastrium 250, 254, 323, 385, 389, 419, 432, 446, 449, 472, 495, 505, 506, 517.
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Epigastrium, diseases of 18.
Epilepsy 4, 10 ff.
Epileptic fits 9–13.
Éringiôn 670.
Erosion of corner of eye 99.
Erosion of gum 115.
Eructation, acid 43.
Eructations 18, 20, 22, 320, 321, 325, 334, 336, 343.
Eructations, smoky 43.
Eruptions 697.
Ervilia 719.
Erivum 719.
Eryngium 725.
Erysimum 719.
Erysipelas 384.
Esclapiades 370.
Esclip 271.
Esnid 154.
Espadhrê 672.
Espid 154.
Espûgê 441.
Esrôn 376.
Estâmtikôn 348.
Estâplin 644.
Estâpîkân ointment 89.
Estirä 526.
Estûmkâ 334, 361.
Estûmkê 149.
Ethrog, dried 302.
Eupatorium, extract of 403, 409.
Euphorbium pills 424.
Euphorbium plasters 440.
Euphorbium purgative 145.
Euphrates 604.
Evacuation 306, 419, 476.
Evacuations, involuntary 141.
Evaporation 213, 326.
Eye, Sabbath, 529, 532, 533, 534, 542.
Evil Eye 531.
Ewnekyâ 633.
Excrement, human 662.
Excrement of dog 179, 666.
Excrement of hare 280.
Excrement of pig 280.
Excrementary organs 50, 53.
Excretor 395.
Exercise 295; the value of 296.
Exhalation 197, 198.
Exhaustion 2, 49, 242.
Expectoration 250.
Expiration 197, 198, 208.
Extract of asparagus 360.
Extract of meat 328.
Extract of myrtle berries 339, 360.
Eye, ailments of 653.
Eye, arteries of 34, 35.
Eye, bloodshot 103.
Eye, changes in composition of 75.
Eye, clouding of 54.
Eye, cure of diseases of 84.
Eye, the decaying 660.
Eye, description of 73 ff.
Eye, dimness of 662.
Eye, the two diseases of 81.
Eye, the dry, 660.
Eye, dust in 659.
Eye, film over 253.
Eye, fleshy growth in 659.
Eye, hairs in 659.
Eye, inflammation of 651.
Eye, injuries of 74.
Eye, muscles of 75, 132.
Eye, pains in 661.
Eye, redness of 660.
Eye, roots of 30.
Eye, shapes of 84.
Eye, suffusion of 80.
Eye, throbbing of 661.
Eye, tunics of 81.
Eye, watery 662.
Eye, white spots in 87.
Eye, "a twinkling of the" 633.
Eye, tonic for 102.
Eye, the Evil 531.
Eye of bear 704.
Eye of crab 703.
Eyebrows, to make grow 691.
Eyelashes 74, 98.
Eyelashes falling out 83, 659.
Eyelashes growing inwards 84.
Eyelashes in the eye 659.
Eyelids 74, 75.
Eyelids, hairs in 102; upper and lower 77.
Eyelids, heavy 42.
Eyelids, ingrowing 104.
Eyelids, sticking of the 84.

Eye paint 705, 722.
Eyesight, clouded 50.

Faba 717.
Face 127.
Face beautifier 374.
Face, paralysis of 131.
Face, redness of 42.
Faeces 295, 444, 499.
Faeces, dry 497.
Paintings 289.
Faintness in stomach 317.
Falcon 702; the White 702.
Fall, effect of 221.
Falling sickness 4, 10, 43, 49, 50, 54, 55, 59, 197, 213, 300, 309, 409; the sympathetic falling sickness 23.
Fasting, medicine to be taken 272, 278, 302, 326, 337, 487.
Fat 698.
Fat of antelope 693; of kidney of 280.
Fat of ass 149.
Fat of birds 149.
Fat of black cock 664.
Fat of black doves 698.
Fat of black serpent 678.
Fat of calf 149, 164.
Fat of camel 419.
Fat of cow 285.
Fat of chicken 285.
Fat of ferula opopanax 273.
Fat of figs 667, 688.
Fat of fox 690.
Fat of gazelle's kidney 682.
Fat of goats 56, 60, 283.
Fat of goose 60, 285, 677.
Fat of hen 60.
Fat of horns 58.
Fat of hyena 149.
Fat of jackal 56, 58, 63, 272, 299.
Fat of kômè 693.
Fat of lion 149.
Fat of ox 435, 682.
Fat of pig 60, 284, 285.
Fat of sheep 683.
Fat of stag 149, 490; fat of kidneys of 490.
Fat of wolf 149, 690.
Fat, yathma 413.
Fat, Cyrenean 109, 181.
Fat, melting of in a double vessel (bain-marie) 113.
Fatigue 157, 295, 345.
Fattening medicine 350.
Fear, effects of 19, 21.
Feather used as brush 179.
Feather in throat 357.
Feathers of cock 683, 704.
Feeling 105; faculty of 119, 122.
Fennel ashes 695.
Fennel, extract of 407, 417.
Fennel flour 439.
Fennel juice 277.
Fennel, oil of 118, 148, 149.
Fennel root 193, 400, 418, 424.
Fennel seed 154, 255, 276, 278, 344, 353, 415, 430, 458.

Fennel, tincture of 333.
Ferns 175, 176, 506.
Ferula opopanax 200, 205, 217, 218, 272, 273, 466.
Ferula Persica 722.
Fever 9, 36, 38, 41, 42, 50, 150, 152, 209, 244, 258, 278, 281, 297.
Fever, bilious 448.
Fever, caused by travelling 691.
Fever, daily 47; in lung disease 42.
Fever, the second day 47, 463, 691.
Fever, the third day 691.
Fever medicine 402; mixture 413.
Fever, intermittent 273, 275, 334.
Fever, internal 640.
Fever, protracted 47, 343, 356.
Fever, summer 691.
Fibre of plants 112.
Ficubus aridis 717.
Figs 108, 156, 200, 203, 219, 228, 277, 279, 282, 283, 284, 305, 313, 436, 469, 470, 508, 664, 669, 670, 671, 673, 676, 693.
Figs, dried 172.
Fig, fat of 607.
Figs, fleshy 468.
Figs, infusion of 256.
Figs, medicine made of 432.
Fig leaf 683.
Fig plaster 439.
Figs, syrup of 200.
Fig, the deaf 693.
Fig tree 685, 725.
Fig tree gum 118.
Filing the teeth 194.
Filix 722.
Film over the eyes 78.
Filmy vision 89, 100.
Finger (measure) 633.
Fingers, paralysis of 140.
Fingers, throbbing of 669.
Fircones, extract of 256.
Fire 28, 652.
Fish 645, 707; rock 322.
Fish blood 662.
Fish water 115, 193.
Fishes (Pisces) 523, 524, 543, 545, 548, 577, 618.
Fishes, the colour of 604; the sign of 600.
Fistula 350, 423, 458, 472, 476, 509, 573, 574.
Fistulas, external and internal 362.
Fistular pains 413.
Fits, apoplectic 312.
Fits, shivering 363.
Flatulence 14, 18, 19, 20, 224, 296, 312, 324, 326, 329, 334, 347, 356, 502, 504, 675, 682, 692.
Flax seed flour 439.
Flax seed, roasted 270.
Flax stalks 680, 688.
Flax thread, used in sewing wounds 41.
Flea killer 689.
Fleabane 54, 55, 57, 59, 148, 301, 486, 510, 568.
Fleawort 486.
Flesh, abstention from 42.
Flesh food 325.
Flesh growth 66.
Flesh increasers 226.
Flesh, proud 698.
Flies 80, 650.
Flooding 401.
Flour 37, 64, 92, 98, 101, 108, 712.
Flour, fine 156, 280, 373, 435.
Flour of barley 281, 283.
Flour of beans 266, 269, 282, 439.
Flour of bitter vetches 439.
Flour of chick peas 200, 269, 282, 439.
Flour of chamomile 439.
Flour of fennel 439.
Flour of flax seed 439.
Flour of iris 285.
Flour of king's crown 439.
Flour of lupins 282, 439.
Flour of trigonella 267, 268, 269, 282, 373, 439.
Flour of vetches 200, 263, 282.
Flower of wheat 60.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Flower&quot; medicine</td>
<td>472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flowers of bdellium</td>
<td>285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flowers of copper</td>
<td>237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flowers of dill</td>
<td>282, 284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluid of the eye</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flushing</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flush of the cheeks</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flux of women</td>
<td>388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fly's head</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foal's membrane</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foetus</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fog</td>
<td>123, 647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fomentations</td>
<td>41, 44, 85, 215, 255, 257, 259, 286, 339, 359, 360, 401, 419, 433, 468, 469, 504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food, acid</td>
<td>323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food, digested three times</td>
<td>379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food, digestion of</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food, distaste for</td>
<td>394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food, dry</td>
<td>323; fatty 325; over-heating 323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food, medicine taken before</td>
<td>and after 354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food, milking</td>
<td>323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food, non-retention of</td>
<td>675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food, its passage through the body</td>
<td>305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food, purgative</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food, supply of</td>
<td>396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food, transformation of</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food, use of</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food, well-cooked</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot, (a measure)</td>
<td>633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot, pains in</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forceps</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forearm</td>
<td>140, 399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forecasts 647</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forecasts derived from planets</td>
<td>616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forecasts derived from shooting stars</td>
<td>520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forecasts for life</td>
<td>625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forecasts for rain</td>
<td>520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forecasts for the month of</td>
<td>Tammûz 520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forecasts, lunar</td>
<td>560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forecasts, solar</td>
<td>522, 650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forgetfulness, disease of</td>
<td>5, 9, 27, 252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>148, 219, 670, 703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox, blood of</td>
<td>662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox, hair of</td>
<td>688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox, liver of</td>
<td>675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox, spleen of</td>
<td>675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox, testicles of</td>
<td>660, 670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox, a yellow</td>
<td>673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox-disease</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox-grapes</td>
<td>52, 53, 108, 146, 359, 417, 715, 723; juice of 633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francolin</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankincense, bark of</td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>756</td>
<td>INDEX TO VOLUME II.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frankincense, berries 200.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frankincense, dust of 164.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frankincense, white 160.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frixio tritici 724.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frog 159, 160, 688.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frog, green 103.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frog, yellow 663, 703.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fruits, dried 270.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fruit-medicine 330.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fruit of balsam 369.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fruit of cypress 284.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frying pan 345.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fuligo aeris 724.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fullers' alkali 155, 158, 161.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fullers' earth 510, 515.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fullers' herbs 68.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fullness of body 42.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fumigation 72, 280.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fundament 146.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fungus (agarikon) 47, 48, 145, 191, 275.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gahzir 303.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Galanga 192, 364, 366, 425, 504, 505.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Galbanum foetidum 718.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Galbanum suave 718.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Galen 48, 428, 453, 504.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Galen purgative 52.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Galen medicine 352.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Galen, spleen prescription of 473; another prescription of 512.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall 117, 311, 692.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall bag 380.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall bladder 447, 449, 450, 455.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall, foreign 94.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall of bear 704.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall of birds 56.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall of bull 94, 100, 112, 176.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall of cat 663, 687; of black cat 700.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall of cock 96.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall of crane 148.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall of dog 663.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall of eagle 659.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall of elephant 176, 179, 180, 718.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall of falcon 702.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall of fox 703.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall of gazelle 674.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall of goat 96, 103, 112.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall of hare 703.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall of hawk 148, 702.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall of hyena 96, 176.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall of owl 659.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall of partridge 95, 96, 690, 703.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall of raven 96.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall of stork 659.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall of swallow 691.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall of tortoise 96.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall of turbot 148, 659.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall of vulture 96, 663.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall of weasel 59, 704.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall of wolf 95, 148, 176, 700, 701.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gall nuts 172, 174, 176, 180, 181, 182.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Gall nuts, burnt 179.
Gall nuts, green 175, 179, 181, 188.
Gall nuts, oil of 156.
Galvâi 722.
Gamâdah al-Awwal 529.
Gamâdah at-Tânî 529.
Gangrene in eye 660.
Gangrene in mouth 668.
Garda 724.
Garden nigella 216, 218.
Garlic, wild 721.
Garmâ 526.
Garum 720, 721.
Gâsesṭîr 226.
Gaspîng 209, 241, 251.
Gasrâshân medicine 347.
Gazelle dung 679.
Gazelle, gall of 677.
Genitals 72.
Gentian antidote 412.
Gentiana 717.
Gentium 722.
Germander 230.
Germander, poley 275.
Germander, wall 412.
Germander, water 275, 412.
Gerôd stones 657.
Gesamyâ 486.
Gestation 315.
Gêyâdhehê 120.
Giant, the (Orion) 520, 568.
Ginger, chinese 351.
Ginger seed 693.
Ginger, yellow 699.
Girdle (diaphragm) 140.
Glass 72, 74, 299, 664, 695.
Glass, Alexandrian 101.
Glass waste 678.
Glaucium 86, 92, 115, 160, 161, 172, 175, 236, 238, 495, 687.
Glaucium, oil of 156.
Glaucium phoeniceum 175, 176, 180, 239, 481, 482, 510.
Glôkiôn 92.
Glue 410, 470, 472.
Glue prepared 470, 471.
Glûskâ 199.
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Gluskå plaster 435.
Gluttony 325.
Glycyrrhiza 56, 60.
Glycyrrhiza oil 158.
Gnats 80, 83; to expel 689.
Goat 523, 524, 543, 545, 548, 577, 617; sign of 596; colour of 604.
Goats 651.
Goat's beard (tragopogon) 69, 229, 231, 260, 269, 275, 481, 493.
Goat's beard, Indian 484, 486.
Goat's butter 104.
Goat, dung of 419, 437, 441, 442, 469, 478; plaster made of 443.
Goat, fat of 56, 60, 283, 303, 493, 535, 664, 666.
Goat, gall of 96, 103, 112, 118, 662, 664.
Goat, hair of 688.
Goat, hoof of 688.
Goat, horn of 667, 676; right horn roasted 407.
Goat, liver of 96.
Goat, oil of 284, 510, 670.
Goat, urine of 118, 419, 443.
God, medicine of 193.
Gold 298, 301, 302, 709.
Gold = Sun 574.
Gold Antidote 298.
Gourd 256, 356, 457, 505, 644, 645, 662, 678.
Gourd, the bitter 60.
Gourd, leaves of 474, 684.
Gourd plaster 474.
Gourd rinds 467.
Gourd seed 352, 414, 416, 427, 431, 441, 458, 580, 693.
Gourd shell 328, 359.
Gourd soup 400.
Gourd sugar 663.
Governors, the Seven 552, 619.
Grain, bearded 48, 50, 51, 52, 53.
Grain of Paradise 336, 343, 725, Gramma 145.
Granulation of eggs 83.
Granum Paradisi 725.
Grapes, dactyl, 494.
Grapes, flowers of 60.
Grapes, fox 146.
Grapes, green 371.
Grape juice 172, 175.
Grapes, milk of 676.
Grapes, mountain 61, 147, 186, 193, 374, 375, 437.
Grapes, pulp of 493.
Grapes, red 153.
Grapes, skins of 489.
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Grapes, sour 147, 662, 667.
Grapes, stones of 676.
Grape tablets 483.
Grapes, wild 55, 62, 473.
Grape, tunic of the eye 82.
Grass 253, 446.
Grass, hot 684.
Grass, juice 660.
Grass, serpents 697.
Grapes, wild 55, 62, 473.
Grape, tunic of the eye 82.

Gum, Cyrenean 193, 203, 274.
Gum, fig tree 118.
Gum, ladanum 494.
Gum, Persian 64, 70, 89, 91, 93, 101, 103, 276, 661.
Gum, pistacia 109.
Gum, poppy 274.
Gum, Syrian 274.
Gum tragacanth 93, 199, 201, 202, 204, 205, 228, 260, 328.

Gums, the 71, 182.
Gums, abscesses in 182.
Gums, aching in 183.
Gums, astringents for 193.
Gums, bleeding of 183.
Gums, burning of 194.
Gums, erosion of 115, 182.
Gums, perforation of 169.
Gûmâ, a measure 109.
Gûnyâ 645.
Gurgarshân 458.
Gurgling 26, 27.

Yûrîkat 338.
Gûtâ 687.
Gypsophilla struthium 357, 454, 455, 456, 465, 505, 506.
Gypsum 341, 470, 716, 717.

Habb al-malik 676.
Haematite 90, 91, 92, 98, 99.
Haemorrhage 226 ff., 241, 258.
Haemorrhage, internal 223, 246, 358, 677.
Haemorrhoids 67, 68, 350, 476, 478; nasal 104.
Hail 709.
Hail-stones 24.
Hair, black 34.
Hair, colour of 35.
Hair, cutting off 46.
Hair, human 687; to make grow 690; to prevent greyness 691.
Hair, lotion 102.
Hair of a dog 687.
Hair of a fox 688.
Hair of Venus 219.
Hair of the Warrior 219, 256.
Hair on breasts 293; on epigastrium 382.
Hair preserver 377.
Hair, red 34; red, lank 35.
Halab 605.
Half-breathing 197.
Half-speech 106.
Half-voice 197.
Halicacabum 423.
Halilà, a vein 516.
Hammering in the head 30.
Hands, chapping of 669.
Haprikon 47.
Hare 59, 116, 674, 690, 703.
Hare, broth 677.
Hare, excrement of 280, 659.
Harmis (Hermes) 532.
Harp, strings of 127, 128.
Harts-tongue fern 407.
Havilah 604.
Hawk 702.
Hawk, gall of 148.
Hayag 529.
Hazelwort 48, 50, 151.
Head 287.
Head, pains in 36, 334, 374.
Head, ailments and diseases of 44, 70, 145, 334.
Head, bowls of 83.
Head, characters determined by shape of 34.
Head, formation of 33.
Head, the long 34; the small 33.
Head, sores in 657, 658.
Head, tension of 71.
Head of a crow 686.
Headache 29, 30, 53, 57, 297, 300, 712; causes of 33, 36, 39, 40, 42.
Headache, the cure of 37.
Headache, prescriptions for 50 ff.
Headache, sympathetic 42.
Hearing, diseases of 110.
Heart 213, 445.
Heart, action of during sleep 2.
Heart, arteries of 121.
Heart, abscess in 290.
Heart, balance of 288.
Heart, covering of 292.
Heart, disease of 287 ff., 672.
Heart, a hot 672.
Heart of ass 683.
Heart of dove 685.
Heart of hedgehog 704.
Heart of wheat 715.
Heart, pain of 301.
Heart, palpitation of 673.
Heart, sinuses of 291.
Heart, wind of 672.
Heartburn 329, 335.
Heaven, sphere of 566.
Heaviness 39.
Heat in stomach and liver 332, 390.
Hedgehog 704.
Hedrokhnon 245.
Heliopolitan medicine 343.
Hellas 604.
Hellebore, black 47, 48, 49, 112, 118, 149, 150, 185, 351, 357, 416, 459, 485.
Hellebore, green 185, 419, 420, 421, 422, 424, 437.
Hellebore, wild 358.
Hellebore, yellow 193, 467, 489, 694.
Hemicranium 31 ff., 47, 55, 57, 63.
Hemimâ 717.
Hemiplegia 55, 58, 145, 146, 149, 150, 159.
Hemlock 257.
Hemp, pledged of 678.
Hens, to make lay 690.
Hen fat 60, 112.
Hendabba 657.
Hendore 680.
Henna 656, 661, 669, 694, 695, 697.
Henôkyâ 698.
Herbs, aromatic 109, 419.
Herbs, bitter 152, 187, 189; bitter wild 410.
Herbs, dried 356, 364, 365.
Herbs, mountain 357.
Herb tablets 335.
Hermes, Treatise of 609.
Hibernating creatures 288.
Hibernation 213.
Hibiscus 257, 359, 360.
Hiccoughs 297, 319, 325, 333, 343, 685; cure of 326.
Hiera Lêghûdhâyâ 47; the Great 47.
Hiera Lêgûriâ 145.
Hiera of Galen 48.
Hiera of Theodoretus 50.
Hippokrates 6, 15, 16, 19, 21, 127, 128, 133, 134, 136, 144, 167, 168, 197, 211, 290, 327, 397, 518.
Hirôn 279.
Hoarseness 49, 199, 200, 202, 203, 264, 268, 278, 671.
Holcus dochna 717.
Holder 395.
Hollows of heart 287.
Honey, boiled 269, 426.
Honey, clarified 229.
Honey, liquid (manna) 332.
Honey of Bêldôr 350.
Honey of frankincense 722.
Honey of terebinth 278.
Honey, pure 719.
Honey, run 100, 658.
Honey, skimmed 51.
Honey, unboiled 323.
Honey wine 115, 428, 429, 431, 432, 454.
Hoof of ass 189, 662.
Hoof of horse 680.
Hoof of stag 688.
Hoopoe 706.
Hôprikôn 48.
Horehôn 47, 49, 219.
Horminum 726.
Hôrmizd 727.
Horn fat 58.
Horn of fat-tailed sheep 185.
Horn of goat 407, 676.
Horn of ox 692, 694.
Horn of stag 191, 675, 676, 688.
Horse, gall of 681.
Horse, hoof of 680.
Horse, tail of 51.
Horse, teeth of 189.
Hoshâk 165.
Hour 633.
Hours of day, portents for 609.
Hours of night, portents for 609.
House with east aspect 38; with north aspect 37.
Houses of the Planets 553.
Houses, the Twelve 542, 552.
Humour of eyes 81.
Hunger 5, 314, 325.
Hûshêk 282.
Huskiness of voice 200, 278.
Hûzâyâ medicine 347.
Hûzâyê 520.
Huzistan 520, 653.
Hyena 148.
Hyena, fat of 149.
Hyena, gall of 94, 176.
Hydrargyrum 245, 367.
Hydrophobia 49, 687.
Hydropisis 16.
Hyoscyamus 64, 86, 92, 93, 189, 230, 232, 238, 257, 261, 273, 359, 371, 403, 410, 480, 503, 657, 667, 678, 689, 713.
Hyoscyamus leaves 373, 572.
Hyoscyamus seed 92, 228, 234, 303, 340, 370, 408, 413, 481, 482, 483, 485, 495, 501, 502.
Hyoscyamus, white of 231, seed of 274, 334.
Hyoscyamus leaves 373, 572.
Hyoscyamus seed 92, 228, 234, 303, 340, 370, 408, 413, 481, 482, 483, 485, 495, 501, 502.
Hyoscyamus, white 231, seed of 274, 334.
Hypocistis 481, 486, 487, 491, 493, 495.
Hypocistis, extract 482, 512.
Hypocistis, juice 370.
Hyssop 158, 263, 264, 271, 282, 284, 336, 337, 405, 668, 718.
Hyssop, dried 278, 279, 405, 511.
Hyssop, extract of 201, 202.
Hyssop, mountain 239.
Hyssop, water 277.

Ídinón 89.
Idiocy 47.
Idiots 13; medicine of 471.
Íléos 499.
Ileus tablets 503.
Ileus vulvulus 499.
Ílúl 542, 546, 557, 565, 590, 618.
Ílúl = Virgo 568.

Image 577.
Imagination 1, 5.
Imbecility 7.
Immortality, the medicine 245, 274, 407.
Impurity 710.
Incense, ammoniacal 102, 157, 218, 372.
Incense leaves 374, 375.
Incense nuts 192, 346, 347.
Incense, oil of 323.
Incense seed 160, 176, 302, 346, 374.
India 523, 604.
India, Further 604, 605.
Indians, prescription of 265.
Indicum 717.
Indigo 726.
Inflammation 88, 150, 243, 244, 256, 269, 281, 359.
Inflammation of brain 253.
Inflammation of ears 113.
Inflammation of eyes 82, 88, 98.
Inflation 18, 257, 258, 345.
Inflation of stomach 352.
Inflation of veins 42.
Inhaling 72; of smoke 667.
Inhalation 197.
Inhaler 279; reed for 667.
Injections 46, 54, 497, 506, 507 ff.
Injection for dysentery 187.
Ink 720.
Ink, dried 102.
Insanity 27, 252, 309, 409, 462.
Insects, bites of 409; stings of 409.
Insects in ears 117.
Insects in head 657.
Insensibility 3, 318.
Insomnia 6, 60, 145, 641, 659, 674.
Inspiration 197, 198, 208.
Intelligence 1.
Intestines 19, 305, 386, 392; twisted 493.
Intestine, the Blind 496, 498.
Intestine, the Little 496, 498.
Intestine, the Straight 496.
Intestine, Šaumâ 498.
Inula helenium 151.
“Invincible” Star Tablets 334.
Irâkânê 486.
Îrânâkê 488.
Îraniîkê 512.
Îriôn 176.
Iris florentina 151, 715.
Iris flour 285.
Iris, oil of 152, 284, 285, 469.
Iris, tincture of 154.
Iron = Aritis 574.
Iron, cauterizing 194.
Iron, flakes 696.
Iron instrument for teeth 185.
Iron knife 67.
Iron ore 707.
Iron oxide 352, 353, 357, 362, 458, 678.
Iron scoriae 114.
Iron, scrap 63.
Iron water 468.
Îsâ bar-Esha‘yâ 727.
Isatis tinctoria 724.
Italy 604.
Itch 640, 658.
Itch, the Egyptian 115.
Itch in anus 511.
Ivy, ground 505, 508.
İyyâr 520, 545, 557, 566, 582, 618, 708, 711; dieting during 643.
İyyâr = Bull 568.
Jackal 56, 58, 63.
Jackal fat 272, 299, 507.
Jackal, milk of 47, 465.
Jasmine, oil of 112, 360, 366, 373, 421.
Jasmine, preparation of 419.
Jaundice 357, 413, 431, 444 ff., 463, 671, 714.
Jaundice, varieties of 447, 450, 452 ff.
Jawbone of ass 101.
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Jawbone of pig 176; burnt 179.
Jessamine 63.
Jessamine, oil of 58, 59, 281, 283.
Joints 121, 444; pains in 159.
Juice 666.
Juice, gastric 379.
Juice of hypocistis 370.
Juice of plants 37.
Julapium 725.
Juncus 321.
Juniper 442.
Juniper berries 467, 468.
Jupiter 566.

Kadmeia 86, 87, 88.
Kahinâ root 708.
Ka克莱dis 117.
Kaأمانदin tablets 96.
Kaكلالagh 346.
Ka�kang 423, 426, 427.
Kalpûnya 436.
Ka�mبالâ 506.
Kamelaiâ pills 423.
Kánbâërê 189.
Kan عدك on 429, 430, 453.
Kandûsh 455, 456, 457.
Kangris 357.
Kâنôn, First 544, 557, 566, 577, 596, 617, 643, 644; = Bowman 568.
Kâنôn, Second 544, 557, 566, 577, 598, 617, 643 = Goat 568.
Ka�تيمâ 531.
Ka�نّا 699.
Kâпар 716.
Ka�پکپâ, nerve of 692.

KA�دشنâ 485.
KA�رâ bird 680.
KA�رّâ 652.
KA�رمّî 405.
KA�پالloor 97.
KA�رّâya 346, 351, 364.
Katabibazon 572.
K aft甘nses 156.
Ka�نتâ 633.
KA�ّûrî root 656.
Kawêstâ 683.
Kawkhâ 684.
Kayse 435.
Kedrôn 89.
Kêlîка吞rîn 68.
Kemâlliâ 422.
Kênâî Shêlîmâ 568.
Kenâr plaster 284.
Kenpâ 97.
Kenûdral 169.
Kerafffî berries 724.
Kêrâyâ 669.
Kernels, walnut 695.
Kersâ root 685.
Kêrtâ 526.
Keshnê 679.
Kêstâ 526.
Kethâpâ 722.
Kêwân 566, 570, 605.
Kewrinê 94.
Khabbat sodhâ 694.
Khadwê 656.
Khâghê 724.
Kahâhâ 529.
Khalsînâ 103.
Kharmal 548.
Kharpadhnakh 684.
Kharsâ (scabies) 694.
Kháyálá 684.
Khayinazag 529.
Khazázhå 718.
Khaziran 545, 566, 568, 584, 618; dieting during 643.
Khébbébbé 400.
Khébèthá 676.
Khemámá 51.
Khémama balsam 48.
Khûrû plant 684.
Kid, fat 158.
Kidney, antelope's 280.
Kidney, fat of 280, 682.
Kidney, ox's 665.
Kidney, pains in 40, 403, 440, 501.
Kidney, sores in 49.
Kidney stones 646.
Kidney, stones in 273, 274.
"Killer of its father", a medicine 300.
Kîndôsh 54, 57, 58, 357.
Kîng's Crown, flour of 439.
Kîng's Crown plaster 373.
Kîng's evil 55.
Kîng's oak 688.
Kîngs, the Eight 551.
Kînnámå 724.
Kîrê 405.
Kîs 635.
Kîsèris 185.
Kîsrâ 193.
Kîtã 315.
Knees, pain in, 683.
Knife, iron 67; for reaping 26.
Kohl, or eye paint 88, 94, 99, 100, 101, 102, 657, 659, 660, 663, 722.
Kohl needle 118, 194.
Kôlishã 351, 418.
Kôlinghãn 364.
Kômè 667, 676, 682, 691, 693.
Kônè 83.
Kôpiôn 32.
Kôrnîthå of river or mountain 349, 723.
Kostos 51, 52; aromatic 151.
Krôko maghinå 176.
Kronos 525, 532, 541, 542, 544, 547, 548, 549, 550, 551, 552, 556, 568, 570, 572, 609, 610, 615.
Kûbâyè 52.
Kûbhåyå 661.
Kûbhè 104.
Kûfta fat 689.
Kûknös 87.
Kûlanghan 425.
Kûlêngh 679.
Kûmathrè 330.
Kûpär medicine 406.
Kûplôn 275.
Kûprinon 366.
Kûprôn 159.
Kûrnîthå 349.
Kûshtå 51, 52; of the river 400.
Kûzâg root 684.
Labour of women, difficult 680.
Lacerpitium 344.
Ladanum gum 373, 494, 720.
Ladhna gum 433, 434, 440
Lamb's tongue, a plant 184, 228, 229, 232, 233, 467, 484, 489, 490, 491, 492, 493; extract or tincture of 480, 486.
Lameness 551.
Lancing of veins and arteries 85.
Languor 370.
Lanterns 74.
Lapathum 719.
Lapis haematite 726.
Larch fungus 420, 423, 424, 426, 452, 454.
Larch fungus pills 421.
Lard 284, 285, 373, 435, 664.
Lasarpitium, lacerpitium 153, 363, 715.
Laurel leaves 38, 113, 118.
Laurel plaster 283, 435.
Laurus 717.
Lavender 275.
Lawsonia inermis 719.
Lead = Kêwàn 574.
Lead 186, 192, 446, 693.
Lead bullet 699.
Lead, burnt 87, 515.
Lead, dross 511.
Lead, ore 190.
Lead powder 512.
Lead, protoxide 64, 68, 69, 70, 164, 165.
Lead, red 698.
Lead, roasted 512, 513.
Leaves, camphor 376.
Leaves, incense 374.
Leaves, myrtle 374.
Leaves, rose 673.
Leech 239.
Leeks, extract of 116.
Leeks, Greek 233.
Leeks, juice of 102.
Leeks, seed of 352, 416, 458, 485, 667.
Lekâ 351.
Lakèthâ 652.
Lens 723.
Lenticula stagnina 719.
Lentils, flat 176.
Lentils, flour of 694.
Lentils, water of 37, 108, 666.
Leontice leontopetalon 457, 506.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index to Volume II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leopard 652.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lepidium 238.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lepidium latifolium 348, 355, 415, 716.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lepidium sativum 723.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lepra 618.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leprosy 47, 49, 50, 551, 693, 718.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leshid 152.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letters, numerical values of 524, 525.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lettuce 60, 64, 108, 234, 508, 665.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lettuces, chopped 682.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lettuce seed 410, 668, 673.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lettuce wood 96, 175.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leviathan 630.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libànón Ointment 87.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libitôs 635.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libya 604.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lice, to kill 657.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lichen 97, 98, 413, 414, 417, 418, 420, 430.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lichen, antidote 403, 404.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lichen, medicine 406.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lichen tablets 403.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licorice 56, 175, 192, 199, 202, 203, 204, 205, 256, 261, 264, 266, 267, 268, 270, 271, 298, 331, 332, 670.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licorice gum 263.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licorice juice 269, 270.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligaments 29, 120, 121, 444.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligature 141, 373.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| | Lignum aloes 716. |
| | Ligusticum 109, 216, 266, 336. |
| | Ligusticum, Greek 469. |
| | Likîtîn 62. |
| | Lilies 340, 714, 723. |
| | Lily bulbs 358. |
| | Lily of cemeteries 695. |
| | Lilies, oil of 54, 376. |
| | Lily root 150. |
| | Lilies, white 377. |
| | Lilies, wild 720. |
| | Lime 70, 341, 470, 471, 513, 678, 717. |
| | Lime, burnt 193. |
| | Lime, red 706. |
| | Lime white 716. |
| | Limestone 74. |
| | Linctus 217, 232, 260, 261, 263, 267, 272, 276. |
| | Linen 104, 152, 155, 184, 185, 236, 281, 371, 657, 659, 668, 698, 709. |
| | Linen plug 68. |
| | Linen pledget 677, 678. |
| | Linen rag 341; burnt 186. |
| | Linen strainer 342. |
| | Liniments 62, 162 ff., 371, 474, 683. |
| | Lint 114. |
| | Lion 522, 523, 524, 542, 543, 545, 547, 577, 618. |
| | Lion, colour of 604; sign of 586. |
| Lion, fat of 149. | Liver tonic 416. |
| Lion, skin of 706. | Liver, ulceration of 401. |
| Lips, nerves of 132. | Liver of goat 97. |
| Litharge 64, 68. | Liver of black goat 96. |
| Lithargyrum 176, 492, 493, 511, 512. | Liver of hare 703. |
| Litrâ 526. | Liver of horse 663. |
| Little Waggon 65. | Liver of wolf 407. |
| Live for ever 85, 148, 669, 671. | Lixivium 299, 720. |
| Liver, abscess in 457. | Lizard, dung of 100, 660. |
| Liver, chill in 352, 364, 406, 463. | Loathing of food 328. |
| Liver chymes 392. | Lobes of ears 259. |
| Liver, diseases of 50, 379 ff. | Loins 150, 157, 159, 495, 496, 516. |
| Liver, the eight states of 381. | Loins, disease of 49. |
| Liver, flanges of 400. | Loins, pains in 440, 685. |
| Liver, functions of 379. | Lōkiôn 91. |
| Liver, heat in 671. | Long wood 61. |
| Liver, inflammation of 418. | Longing of pregnant women 315. |
| Liver, obstructions in 271, 274. | Lotions 46, 682. |
| Liver purgatives 415. | Louse 24. |
| Liver, sluggish 377. | Lozenges 279. |
| Liver, swollen 463. | Lucerne 189. |
| Lungs, abscesses in 255. | Lungs, blood from 222. |
| Lungs, coughing up 222, 245. | Lungs, disease 386. |
| Lungs, diseases of 138. | Lungs, dryness 246. |
Lungs, functions of 246.
Lungs, haemorrhage of 227.
Lungs, inflammation of 209.
Lungs, injuries in 241 ff.
Lungs, medicines for 366.
Lungs, mouth of 215.
Lungs, pains in 271, 273, 440.
Lungs, ulceration of 215, 224.
Lungs of camel 686.
Lungs of fox 219.
Lupins 239, 265, 364, 406, 417, 429, 505, 726.
Lupins, flour of 282, 439.
Lush root 685.
Lusts 312.
Lust for food 325.
Lust of the dog 314, 325, 343, 358.
Lybasticum 349.
Lycium 86, 172, 175, 176, 230, 231, 232, 238, 491, 495.
Lycium, Indian 86.
Lye ashes 87, 101, 103.

Madder tablets 464.
Madhin Suhar 712.
Madness 9, 27, 318.
Madness, bilious 14.
Madness, various kinds of 13.
Magicians 709.
Magnaatis 709.
Magogh 604.
Majorana chamaelum album 715.

Malabathrum 47, 175, 409, 411, 413, 417, 429, 430, 480, 509.
Malabathrum comp. 201.
Malabathrum oil 157.
Mallaginâ 698.
Malaise 692.
Mali punici 720, 725.
Malitakhôn 721.
Mallows 37, 156, 172, 234, 285.
Mallows, broth of 256.
Malva, officinalis 352, 359, 360.
Malwashî 523, 566, 577.
Malwashê, characteristics of 574; constitution of 634; courses of 574, 575.
Malwashê, list of the 573; the names of 568.
Manirân 175.
Mandragora bark 334.
Mandragora root 230, 370, 371, 403, 495; bark of 503.
Mandragora seed 298.
Manna 332, 401, 481.
Manyâ 526.
Mardârog 722.
Mardhâsangh 694.
Mare's milk 663.
Marham 698, 700.
Marham, black 698.
Marham, red 698.
Marham, white 698.
Marik 552, 572.
Marjoram 38, 61, 62, 85, 147, 148.
Marjoram, wild 50, 60, 93.
Markôz 712.
Marmahôz 153, 302.
Marriage, divination concerning 625.
Marrow of animals 60.
Marrow of hare 690.
Marrow, the spinal 124, 126, 127, 129, 134, 214, 251.
Mars 253, 532, 547, 551.
Marshmallows 148, 257.
Marten 699, 702.
Mary, tree of 722.
Marzagûsh 59, 718; seed of 458.
Marziôn 423.
Mashtatâphà 605.
Masrikè veins 305, 379.
Massage 46, 227.
Mastà 684.
Mastic 38, 50, 51, 52, 53, 64.
Mastication, defective 182.
Mastix 719.
Mathkala 526, 633.
Matricaria chamomilla 60.
Maw worm 500, 519.
Maykûnê 260.
Mazeriôn 471, 508.
Mazriôn 421, 422, 426, 431, 437, 471.
Mazriôn pills 424.
Meagreness (emaciation) 303.
Meagreness, cure for 686.
Meal, boiled 322.
Measures, medical 526.
Meat 419.
Meat applied to wound 688.
Meat, extract or juice 117, 328, 339.
Meat, white 153.
Media 523.
Medicago sativa 54, 56.
Medicine, universal 409.
Medicines, astringent 67, 102, 418.
Medicines, caustic 181.
Medicines, digestive 411.
Medicines for eyes 86.
Medicine, Idiot's 471.
Medicines, Book of native 656.
Medicines made from seeds 368.
Medicines, sleeping 3.
Mel purissimum 719.
Meli punicae 725.
Melilotus, blue 431, 463.
Melilotus officinalis 86, 282.
Melilotus plaster 373.
Melons 644.
Melongena 719.
Member, the 703; that maketh progeny 374.
Membranes 444.
Membrane of brain 31.
Membrane of digestion 258.
Memory 1.
Memory, loss of 5, 13, 27.
Menestius, prescription of 271.
Menkithà 526.
Menappesâna 395.
Menses 47, 388; retention of 233, 297, 390, 397, 440.
Menstrual flow 266, 501.
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Menstrual fluid 485, 660.
Mentha 721.
Mentha pulegium 85.
Mentha siccata 725.
Mentha sylvestris 716, 717.
Merashalithâ 129.
Mercury 369, 532.
Mérdâsangh 678, 683, 695.
Merithâ 720.
Mesentery 305, 379.
Meshakhêpânâ 395.
Mespilus 720.
Mespilus germanica 726.
Metdôrîtôs 245, 274.
Mettalyânâ 395.
Meum 403, 404, 408, 411, 428.
Meum athamanticum 275, 721.
Mice 523, 651, 695.
Mice droppings 681.
Mice, to kill 689.
Micturation 423, 428; before a meal 295.
Micturation, involuntary in bed 681.
Midnight, drinking water at 641, 642.
Milium 717.
Mîliţîs 367.
Milk, curdled 505.
Milk of camel 421.
Milk of cow 153; of red cow 670.
Milk of goat 108, 153, 182, 506, 674.
Milk of jackal 465.
Milk of woman 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 85, 87, 89, 113, 148, 300, 693.
Milk, sour 108, 182, 183, 672, 674.
Milk, the drinking of 642.
Millepedes 217.
Millet 329.
Millstone 72.
Mimithâ 175, 176.
Mimosa Nilotica 715.
Mîmrôn 175, 176.
Mind, powers of 21.
Minium 721, 722.
Mint 95, 109, 113, 147, 172, 174, 175, 219, 238, 266, 267, 276, 277, 279, 285, 327, 676, 684.
Mint, dried 217.
Mint, mountain 263, 266, 271.
Mint, river 263, 266.
Mint, water 199.
Mint seed 678.
Mint, wild 57, 58, 173, 329, 331, 337, 348, 428, 505, 548, 663.
Mint, wood 328, 365.
Mint, yellow 690.
Mistiness of vision 77.
Mistiness of eyes 81, 84.
Misu 100.
Môh 721.
Molars 182, 183, 188, 189.
Mole 700, 701, 707.
Mole, lip of 692.
Mômâ 58.
Môn 721.
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Months of the Arabs 529.
Months, lucky and unlucky days of 557.
Months, lunar 529; table of 527.
Moon 542, 567, 609.
Moon and the weather 649.
Moon as Regent 557.
Moon in the Zodiac 546.
Moon portents 655.
Moonlight, duration of 531.
Moral, excellence 34.
Mōrika 487, 723.
Moringa 723.
Moryá 453.
Moschatum 481, 482.
Moss of tree 297.
Moths in bee hives 689.
Móton plaster 281.
Mountain medicines 700.
Mouse’s ears 189.
Mouse, teats of, 279.
Mouth, diseases of 167.
Mouth, inflammation of 181.
Mouth, mucous membrane of 183.
Mouth of the belly 309, 310ff., 496.
Mouth, relaxed 183.
Mouth, roof of 34.
Mouth, sweetness of 191.
Mouth, the lower 305.
Mū 275.
Mucus 35.
Mugwort 85, 113.
Muḥarram 529.
Mulberries 61, 172, 173, 228, 666, 671.
Mulberries, extract of 171.
Mulberry bark 505.
Mulberry boil 695.
Mulberry, juice 176.
Mulberry leaves 693.
Mulberries, oil of 146, 147, 149.
Mulberry root 190, 505.
Mulberry tincture 108.
Mulberry tree 695.
Mulberry water 509.
Mule, marrow of 663.
Mumps 71.
Mûmyâ 664.
Mûrân 722.
Mûrôn 720.
Muscle, muscles 125, 383, 447; long and short 385.
Muscles, nerves of 132, 288.
Muscles of ribs 247.
Muscles of throat 195.
Muscles, the six of the eye 74.
Musicians 5.
Mûshaktôn 481.
Mushtari 552, 572.
Musk 56, 58, 102, 163, 175, 191, 192, 297, 298, 301, 302, 340, 375, 411, 502, 720.
Musk Antidote 300.
Musk, oil of 663.
Must 92, 199, 256, 260, 262, 272, 276, 282, 283, 426, 439.
Mustard juice 672.
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Mustard leaves 95.
Mustard seed 633.
Mustum 718.
Myosotis 54, 57.
Myrica 722.
Myristica moschata 717.
Myrobalanus 348, 350, 351, 352.
Myrobalanus chebula 348, 350, 351, 352.
Myrrh, liquid 436, 443, 468, 471.
Myrrh medicine 406.
Myrrh, oil of 664.
Myrrh ointment 88.

Myrrh pills 484.
Myrrh, tincture of 506.
Myrrh water 116.
Myrrha 720, 721.
Myrtle 184, 433, 492, 493, 494, 513, 515, 666, 671, 684.
Myrtle berry juice 231, 234.
Myrtle berry wine 340, 370.
Myrtle juice 372, 483.
Myrtle wine 371, 487, 491, 492, 493.
Myrtle, dried 236.
Myrtle, Egyptian 299.
Myrtle, extract of 360, 481.
Myrtle flowers 160.
Myrtle oil 112, 149, 156, 158, 236, 377, 400, 434, 657.
Myrtle water 108.
Myrtle, wild 453.
Myrtle wood 668.
Myxa 256.
Myxae 278, 279.

Nâbô 552.
Nadh-bûsht 415, 426.
Nag-bûsht 347.
Nagh-busht 415.
Nahum 727.
“Nail” in the eyes 99.
Nail paring 535.
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| Name of God | 533, 706. |
| Na'na' | 657. |
| Nape of neck | 108. |
| Naphtha | 721. |
| Naphtha, white | 112, 683. |
| Narcissus | 38, 357. |
| Narcissus leaves | 680. |
| Narcissus water | 662. |
| Narcotics | 3, 257, 334, 370. |
| Narcotic medicine | 502. |
| Nard, oil of | 72, 149, 150, 283, 284, 323, 326, 328, 361, 364, 367, 369, 370, 373, 401, 417, 418, 419, 433, 436, 438, 441, 443, 470. |
| Nard, Armenian | 454. |
| Nard, Indian | 88, 99, 201, 428. |
| Nard klitâyâ | 428. |
| Nard, male | 157. |
| Nard of Kulata | 201. |
| Nard, wood | 276. |
| Nardinon | 721. |
| Nardus | 721. |
| Nardus mas | 715. |
| Nardus sylvestris | 715. |
| Nârkâ | 123. |
| Narkê | 123. |
| Násórâ | 84. |
| Naţla | 459. |
| Natron, Armenian | 98. |
| Natron, burnt | 118. |
| Natron, red | 160, 438. |
| Natron tablets | 472. |
| Navel | 506, 677. |
| Neck, disease of | 669; tumours in 169. |
| Needle | 103. |
| Nerves | 14, 25, 119 ff., 121, 288, 305, 444. |
| Nerves, chill in | 374; injuries to 161 ff. |
| Nerve emollient | 281, 376. |
| Nerve fissures | 123. |
| Nerve medicine | 369. |
| Nerves of stomach | 311. |
| Nerves of throat | 195. |
| Nerves, optic | 72. |
| Nerve pains | 283, 372. |
| Nerves, paralysis of | 149, 284. |
| Nerves, the great | 43. |
| Nerves, the Seven | 106. |
| Nerves, tension of the | 144, 156. |
| Nerve warmer | 376. |
| Nervousness | 298, 304. |
| Neshra | 721. |
| Nesôţanyâthâ | 640. |
| Net of the eye | 74, 79. |
| Net-like membrane | 83. |
| Nettles | 421, 670; seed of stinging 204. |
| Nettle rash | 49. |
| Nettle seed | 342, 400, 410, 441. |
Nexus, foetid 66, 67, 68.
Nigella 54, 55, 56, 57, 59, 68, 112.
Nigella sativa 72, 147, 189, 237, 300, 329, 364, 427, 437, 442, 443, 464, 466, 505, 506.
Night blindness 663.
Night sight 81.
Nightshade 53, 463; deadly 719.
Nile lizard 721.
Ninka 89.
Nisan = Ram 568.
Nisân, dieting in 643.
Nisibis 633.
Nitre 188, 193, 194, 239, 240, 259, 283, 285, 422.
Nitre, Armenian 186, 425, 721.
Nitre pills 116.
Nitrum 721.
Nod, the Divine 630.
Nose 105.
Nose, bleeding at 664.
Nose, boils in 165, 187.
Nose, sores in 115.
Nostrils, bones of growing in 84.
Nostrils, catarrh of 72; diseased 664.
Nostrils, medicines administered through 148.
Nostrils, tickling in 326.
Numbness 123.
Nûshâdâr 177.
Nut, nuts 354, 504, 645.
Nut, areca, betel 326.
Nut, the Basilikon 113.
Nut, the Behen 38.
Nut, extract 405.
Nut fibre 57.
Nut, incense 50, 58, 192, 346.
Nut of vomiting 151, 357.
Nut oil 417.
Nut, Pontic, 416.
Nut galls 65, 68, 69, 670.
Nut gall oil 156.
Nutrition 379; powers of 288.
Nux vomica 151, 717.
Oak 651.
Oak-apples 156, 362, 363.
Oak ashes 690.
Oak bark 481.
Oak earth 431.
Oak galls 200.
Oak glue 471.
Obolus 457.
Obstruction in liver, &c. 265, 386, 402.
Ocean 604, 632.
Ocymum basilicum 718, 725.
Odoramentum Romanum 481.
Oesophagus 181, 209, 210, 214, 215, 222, 224, 227, 239, 242, 244, 248, 249, 256; cartilages of 196, 197.
Oesophagus, the little 242.
Oil, green 63, 434.
Oil, hot 143.
Oil, medicated 374.
Oil, old 55, 59, 63, 117, 157, 158, 161, 162, 473.
Oil, pure 400.
Oil, Sabinôn 159.
Oil, scented 112.
Oil, sesame 281, see oil of sesame.
Oil, sweet 56, 148, 277, 357, 422, 488, 691.
Oil of almonds 112.
Oil of almonds (bitter) 54.
Oil of anilinon 158.
Oil of aniseed 72, 402, 403, 405.
Oil of Anrinôn 156.
Oil of asarum 163.
Oil of asparagus 236, 328, 377, 433, 434, 435, 703.
Oil of balsam 52, 58, 63, 94, 95, 112, 150, 155, 163, 262, 277, 340, 350, 369, 375, 404, 405, 410, 417, 440, 442.
Oil of camphor 151, 156.
Oil of cedar 117, 368, 435, 442.
Oil of celandine 55.
Oil of chamomile 72, 148, 149, 150, 163, 439, 460.
Oil of cloves 148.
Oil of costus 377, 417.
Oil of cows 57, 60.
Oil of cucumber, wild 156.
Oil of dill 282, 284.
Oil of euphorbium 38.
Oil of the fat-tailed sheep 150, 157.
Oil of fennel 118, 148, 149, 468, 507.
Oil of glaucium 156.
Oil of glycyrrhiza 158.
Oil of gourds 60.
Oil of incense 323.
Oil of iris 152, 284, 285, 469, 507.
Oil of jasmine (jessamine) 58, 59, 63, 112, 281, 283, 300, 360, 373, 421, 494, 645.
Oil of laurel 112, 150, 160, 161.
Oil of laurus malabathrum 159.
Oil of lilies 54, 376.
Oil of malabathrum 157.
Oil of mulberries 146, 147.
Oil of musk 663.
Oil of myrrh 665.
Oil of myrtle 112, 149, 156, 158, 236, 377, 434, 490.
Oil of nard 38, 63, 72, 112, 113, 149, 150, 156, 264, 283, 284, 323, 328, 360, 361, 369, 370, 373, 417, 433, 436, 438, 440, 441, 470.
Oil of nuts 417.
Oil of olives 100, 146, 164, 376, 422, 435, 436.
Oil of opopanax 151.
Oil of pig 283.
Oil of pine 149, 150.
Oil of pistacia lentiscus 54, 161, 371.
Oil of pitch 657.
Oil of rice 164.
Oil of roses 37, 40, 41, 60, 64, 85, 93, 112, 113, 116, 118, 150, 156, 161, 263, 323, 359.
Oil of rue 148, 149, 150, 154, 507, 508.
Oil of sandal wood 64.
Oil of sesame 37, 60, 151, 256, 279, 281, 376.
Oil of sheep 442.
Oil of stacte 433.
Oil of styrax 172.
Oil of sweet almonds 405.
Oil of tar 277.
Oil of terebinth 112.
Oil of vetches 664.
Oil of violets 37, 40, 56, 59, 60, 85, 113, 149, 150, 706.
Oil of walnuts 417.
Oil of wood 51.
Ointments 62, 257, 328, 374, 377, 694.
Ointment, Déyâlâ 88.
Ointment, Estaptikan 89.
Ointment of Cyrene 507, 508.
Ointment for eyes 86.
Ointment, Ídinôn 89.
Ointment, Kedrôn 89.
Ointment, Lebanon 87.
Ointment, myrrh 88.
Ointment, rose 88.
Ointment, the Star 86.
Ointment, the Swan 87.
Oleum omphacium 434.
Olives 94, 184, 237, 488.
Olive berries 721.
Olive, dwarf 422, 423.

Olive leaves 183, 184, 185, 666, 669, 690.
Olive oil, old. 95.
Olive oil, sweet 152.
Olives, unripe, oil of 490.
Olive water 108, 193, 668.
Olive, the wild 720.
Omens, from cloud forms 652.
Omphacium 63, 472, 488, 490, 491.
Onantis 370.
Onantis, seed of 371.
Onions, extract of 117.
Onions, juice of 118.
Onions, red 697.
Onions, sweet 683.
Opium tablets 480.
Opobalsamum 722.

Opopanax oil 151.

Opopanax root 368, 427.

Oppression, feeling of 242.

Orach 37, 256, 451, 453, 454, 456, 645.

Orach, soup 400.


Organs, respiratory 196.

Orichalchum 239, 265.


Origanum fluoriatile 717.

Origanum majorana 59, 147, 193, 334, 360, 366, 368, 374, 432, 458, 494, 508, 703.

Origanum maru 60, 720.

Origanum of the mountain 352.

Origanum pulegium 334, 336, 349.

Origanum, river 352.

Orion 456, 520, 568, 651.

Orítos 635.

Ornithogalen 667.

Orsimon 200.

Oven 704.

Oven plaster 699.

Oven scrapings 187, 191.

Overstraining 221.

Overwork 22.

Owl, gall of 659.

Ox, dung of 419, 438, 680, 694.

Ox, fat of, 435, 440, 441, 469, 472, 683; unsalted 368.

Ox, flesh of, 479, 644, 665.

Ox, gall of 237, 437, 443, 473, 506, 664, 677, 678, 691, 699, 703.

Ox, oil of 437.

Ox-tongue, a plant 302, 303, 669, 682, 684, 688.

Oxide of copper 328, 345, 441.

Oxide of iron 353, 357.

Oxymel 37, 43, 147, 216, 217, 221, 328, 333, 335, 336, 337, 357, 400, 402, 451, 463, 464, 465, 467, 501, 715.

Oyster shells 515.

Ozós wind 635.

Pad 374.

Paddikón 348.

Paeonia 299.

Paganum 143.

Pain 7, 16; fistular 424; internal 679; gouty 442; nervous 366; obstinate 303; of the heart 317; shooting 164, 250.


Palate, diseases of 168; muscles of 198, 199; nerves of 132.

Palliatives 503.

Pallon 97.

Palm tree, ashes of 185, 191; fronds of 194; leaves of 181.

Palm-fibre water 158.

Palm of hand 399.
| Palma unguentiorum 350. |
| Palpitation 290, 291, 292, 296, 297, 300, 302, 303, 409, 672, 714. |
| Palpitation, medicine for 297. |
| Palsy 47, 55, 146, 150, 157, 158, 159, 160, 463, 640. |
| Pan, frying 72. |
| Panaces Herakleum 466. |
| Panicum 717. |
| Panther 652. |
| Paper 490, 657. |
| Paper ashes 686, 687. |
| Paper burnt 69, 70, 181, 481, 492, 493. |
| Paper pills 491. |
| Par 150. |
| Paradise, grain of 299, 336, 340, 343, 344, 346, 351. |
| Paralysis, cause of 136. |
| Paralysis of face 131, 157. |
| Paralysis of nerves 149, 150, 151, 284. |
| Paralysis, partial or whole 129, 143. |
| Paralytics 9. |
| Parānōsh 352. |
| Parasang 633. |
| Pargenag 433. |
| Parnōs (diaphragm) 139, 140, 251. |
| Parsión 47, 412. |
| Parsley water 48, 266. |
| Parsley, wild 300. |
| Parsnip 48, 266, 272, 275, 329, 356, 362. |
| Parsnip seed 352, 405, 411. |
| Parthenium 715. |
| Partridge 696, 703. |
| Partridge, blood of 103. |
| Partridge, bones of 658. |
| Partridge, fat 663. |
| Partridge, gall of 95, 96, 663, 664. |
| Pasharshtin 299. |
| Pastinacea 48. |
| Pastry 712, 713. |
| Paṭūr plant 684. |
| Pearls 298, 350, 526. |
| Pearls, unpierced 101, 102, 109, 297, 298, 301, 302, 303, 502. |
| Pearl Antidote 301. |
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Pearl barley 60.
Pedhdhewê 697.
Pe'êma plant 661.
Pegs in pudenda 115.
Pelican 704.
Pelpelmôr 355.
Penôd 146.
Penis of cat 686.
Peony 299.
Peppers 55, 57, 58, 68, 94, 256.
Peppers, Peppercorns, three kinds of 47, 49, 52, 343.
Peppers black 51.
Peppers burnt 99.
Peppers long 49, 51, 161, 176, 415, 416.
Peppers round 89, 176, 415, 416.
Peppers white 49, 51, 92, 94, 217, 503.
Peppercorns, burnt 184.
Peppermint 62.
Pepperroot 355.
Pepperwort, Babylonian 275.
Pepperwort, mountain 302.
Pepperwort, white 353, 485.
Perforation 250; of lungs 242.
Perfume 644.
Peripleumonia 258.
Peritoneum 383, 384, 387, 388, 447.
Persia 520, 521, 604, 653.
Petroselinum 48, 49, 265, 266, 333, 400; see Parsley, rock.
Petroselinum, seed of 326.
Phantasms 5, 20, 77, 78, 79.
Phantasy I.
Phantom 547.
Phaseolus vulgar 717, 718.
Philô 500; disease of 407.
Philô, drug of 113, 189.
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Pitch, oil of 657.
Pith of colocynth 47, 48.
Pix 719.
Placenta 667, 717, 720.
Planetary influences 620.
Planets, calculations about 572 ff.
Planets, influence of on human characters 511, 611.
Planets, colours of 574.
Planets, days of rule of 541.
Planets, Houses of 553.
Planets, members influenced by 619.
Planets, metals representing 574.
Planets of night and day 603.
Planets, Revolutions of 553.
Planets, Rulings of 553.
Planets, the Seven 566.
Plantain, bark 232.
Plantain, extract of 70, 187, 231, 234.
Plantain, leaves of 683.
Plantain root 338.
Plantain skin 685.
Plaster, absinthe 438.
Plaster, asparagus 372.
Plaster, cardamoms 439.
Plaster, castoreum 442.
Plaster, cucumbe 436.
Plaster, dropsy 437.
Plaster, euphorbium 440.
Plaster, fig 439.
Plaster for phthisis and pleurisy 281.
Plaster from wall 682.
Plaster, Glûskâ 435.
Plaster, King's Crown 373.
Plaster, laurel 435.
Plaster of Esclepiades 370.
Plaster of dates 372.
Plaster of goat's droppings 441.
Plasters for stomach 434 ff.
Pleades 651.
Plônayâ 326.
Plugs for nose 69.
Plum leaves 117.
Plum tree 256.
Pôdhithâ 633, 531.
Podophyllin 184.
Poison 273, 274, 297, 446, 709.
Poison, antidotes for 273, 674.
Polenta of service tree 486.
Poley-germander 275.
Polium 303.
Polium Teucrium 501.
Pôlkariôn 361, 366, 369.
Polraklìnon 418.
Polygonum 70, 108, 172, 228, 359, 484, 489, 490, 492.
Polypodium 48, 66 (ulcer), 67, 400, 415, 420, 452.
Polypus in nose 198.
Pomegranate, bitter 329, 330, 331.
Pomegranate, juice 329, 331.
Pomegranate pulp 481, 483.
Pomegranate root, bark of 505.
Pomegranate seeds 61, 69, 671.
Pomegranate water 234.
Pompholux 87.
Pond weed 37.
Pônikâ 270.
Poppy gum 274.
Poppy juice 189, 273.
Poppy, red 55.
Poppy, syrup of 260, 279.
Pôratôsipikâ 245.
Pores of body 257, 380, 444.
Portents from eclipses 570; from the “Treatise of Hermes” 609.
Portulaca 37.
Pôthâ 412.
Pot herbs, Persian 180, 268.
Potions 145.

Potter’s ashes 467.
Potter’s vessel 216, 217, 229.
Poultice 493, 675, 683.
Powders 176, 279.
Powers 655.
Powers, natural 313; the four 392; voluntary 122.
Pragnagh 372.
Pranţikôn 90.
Pregnancy 624.
Prescriptions, for eyes 86; for hair 690.
Principalities 655.
Privy parts 203.
Psyllium 103, 230, 333, 359, 489, 492, 504, 718.
Ptarmica 357, 454, 506.
Ptolomey 54.
Pudenda 115.
Pulp of cucumber 217; of pulse 269; of squills 441.
Pulpa colocynthidis 717.
Pulse soup 400.
Pumice stone 185.
Purslane 37, 60, 93, 194, 205, 234, 359, 489, 661, 672, 677, 680.

Purge 41, 43, 45, 149, 329.
Purgatives, purgings 150, 255, 295, 326, 327, 419, 420; of euphorbium 145; of Galen 52.
Purification of women 50.
Purple balaustion 204.
Purslane 37, 60, 93, 194, 205, 234, 359, 489, 661, 672, 677, 680.
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Purslane juice 233.
Purslane, rock 697.
Purslane, seed 331, 467.

Pus 165, 435, 446; prescription for 266; spitting up of 244.

Pustules 214, 256, 319, 361, 373, 500, 697; in chest 276; in eyes 82.
Pustule, the red 180.

Putridity 248.

Pyrethrum, red 61.
Pyrethrum bark 342.
Pyrethrum root 658.
Pyrites 102.
Pyxacantha 91.

Quaking 312.

Quarters of heaven, the Four 577.

Quicksilver 718.
Quince 217, 342, 670.

Rabi’ al-Awwal 529.
Rabi’ at-Tani 529.

Radish 112, 147, 327, 357, 358, 456, 666, 725.
Radish, an emetic 43; with honey 324.
Radish, extract of 458.
Radish leaves 357.
Radish seed 458, 671, 697.
Radish water 656.

Rag 687; linen 194; medicated 374.
Ragab 529.

Rain water 86, 87, 88, 89, 92, 216, 228, 229, 260, 271, 335, 337, 364.
Rain forecasts 520.
Rainbow, double 650.

Raisins, burnt 492.

Raisins, black 679, 681, 697.
Raisins, pills of 488.
Raisins, red 693.
Raisins, stoned 62.

Raisins, yellow 495, 686.

Rakûthâ 673.

Ram 522, 523, 524, 543, 545, 546, 577, 618, 627, 674.

Ram, colour of 604; sign of 578.

Ram’s horn 677.
Ramaḍān 529.
Râmin 411.
Rape roots 439.
Rape seed 465, 466, 470.
Raven 657, 663, 681, 691, 705; black 700, 701.

Raven, gall of 96.

Raving 43, 47.

Ratnigh 698.
Red = Aris 374.
Red Elixir 91.
Red Gum 725.

Redness of cheeks 259.
Redness of eyes 98, 100.

Redness of face 42.
Reed (measure) 633.
Reeds 181.
Reeds, aromatic 419, 433, 494.
Reed tube 113.
Reed in throat 200.
Reed, part of an inhaler 279.
Reed for blowing medicine 666.
Reed of incense 160, 335, 339, 404, 723.
Remedies, allopathic 39.
Rennet of hare 59, 116.
Reptiles, venom of 24; bites of 409.
Resin 152, 156, 165, 200, 262, 279, 281, 301, 344, 430, 471, 667.
Resin of shells 283, 284, 285.
Resina 151, 724, 725.
Respiration 27, 66, 130, 133, 253, 381.
Respiration, organs 246, 251, 256—259.
Rest of body, value of 84.
Retention of urine 274, 449, 681.
Rhamnus 717.
Rhamnus infectorius 718.
Rhatany 469.
Rheum 46, 70, 71, 82, 209, 242, 370, 434.
Rheum, dry 262; in chest 272, 274; in eyes 57.
Rheum pains 295.
Rheum raphontiacum 725.
Rhododaphne 667.
Rhubarb medicine 411.
Rhubarb mixture 413.
Rhubarb pills 420, 423.
Rhubarb root 179.
Rhubarb water 108.
Ribs 227.
Rib, membrane of 247; muscles of 140, 197, 207.
Ribs, pains in 270, 280, 440; sensitiveness of 242.
Rice, male 549.
Rice, oil of 164.
Rice, roasted 363.
Ricinus 723.
Rigidity of the body 10, 40, 126, 145, 148, 149, 150, 152, 160, 508.
Ringing in the ears 665.
Ringworm 695.
River weed 37.
Roach of the sea 24.
Rock parsley 154, 265, 266.
Rock parsley, seed of 419.
See also under parsley.
Rock parsley, seed of 419.
See also under parsley.
Rocket 717.
Root of mouth 198.
Rooks 651, 663.
Root, Kahinâ 711.
Roots, magical 709—712.
Root of caper 345.
Root of dill 337.
Root of rock parsley 337.
Root of pistacia lentiscus 336, 371.
Ros melleus 719.
Rose ashes 692.
Roses 88, 91, 179, 184, 236, 277, 332, 341, 370, 371, 400, 417, 433, 454, 480, 515, 573, 666, 667, 668, 682.
Roses, extract of 338, 482, 486, 493.
Roses, fresh 333, 401, 402.
Roses, flowers of 486, 511.
Roses, leaves of 175.
Roses, oil of 37, 40, 41, 60, 64, 150, 156, 161, 263, 323, 339, 367, 441, 491.
Roses, ointment of 88.
Roses, pills of 332.
Roses, red 667.
Roses, root of 175, 687, 690.
Roses, seed of 89, 90, 176, 180.
Roses, tablets of 328, 401, 486.
Roses, water of 108, 337, 677, 706, 725.
Roses, wine of 328, 338, 342.
Rosemary 159.
Roughness of vocal cords 269.
Royal medicine 97.
Rûbã 548.
Rubbings 227, 322.
Rubrica 721.
Rue, dry 426.
Rue, extract of 118, 271, 412.
Rue, garden 303.
Rue, mixture 414.
Rue, mountain 155, 303.
Rue, oil of 148, 149, 150, 154.
Rue, seed 145, 174, 215, 218, 300, 326, 410, 412, 458, 459, 463.
Rue, wild 300, 458, 509.
Rûnd 405.
Running from the head 277, 278.
Rupsã 633.
Rupture 223, 224, 226.
Ruta agrestis 723.
Ruta sylvestris 57, 58.
Sabbath 532, 534, 642.
Sâbinõn oil 159.
Saccharum, album 726.
Saccharum, amarum 726.
Saccharum penidum 717.
Sacopenum 272.
Sacrístan 696.
Şafar 529.
Safflower 400, 410.
Saffron 663.
Saffron twigs 698.
Saffron unguent 724.
Sadhab 675.
Sagapenum pills 423.
Sage 352.
Sâghâ 694.
| Sagîrâ 657.                                      | Sandal oil 64.                      |
| Sagittarius 523, 544.                           | Sandal, white 154.                  |
| Saint Vitus’s dance 700.                      | Sandal wood 493.                    |
| Saḵmônârîn 49.                                  | Sandarach 70, 187, 490, 491, 492;   |
|                                               |     white 352.                      |
| Sal Ammoniac 94, 97, 98, 100, 101, 185, 191, 351,| Sandarakâ 187.                      |
| Şâlâmâ tree 700.                               | Santalum 372.                       |
| Salamakê 676.                                  | Sanya berries 174.                  |
| Salamander 660.                                | Sanya grapes 172.                   |
| Saliva 12, 18, 43, 61, 333, 500; acid 69.      | Sapêstâ 685, 688.                   |
| Salsa 721.                                     | Saplûţa 684.                       |
| Salsola 176, 192, 724.                         | Saplûţê 678.                       |
| Salt 54, 115, 185, 199, 240, 356, 425, 432, 459,| Saponaria officinalis 68, 357;     |
| Salt, to be avoided 353.                      | Sarcoma 84.                         |
| Salt, Armenian 100.                            | Sarkash 239.                        |
| Salt, bitter 437, 443.                         | Sarkokolla 89.                      |
| Salt, Cappadocian 115, 339.                    | Şârrâbhâ 546.                       |
| Salt, common 218.                              | Saslêôs 722.                       |
| Salt, Indian 89, 93, 146, 153, 175, 180, 186,| Satan 532, 700.                     |
| Salt, Persian 184, 186.                       | Satşûmôs 446.                      |
| Salt, water 193, 490, 657.                     | Sauce, white 322.                   |
| Salvia haematodes 297, 716.                    | Şâumâ 305, 379, 496, 498.           |
| Samşikôn 303.                                  | Saxifrage 109, 275; meadow 334, 349.|
| Sampsuchon 159.                                | Scabies 47, 49, 98, 99, 102, 101, 102, |
| Sampsuchum 303, 472; majaranâ 442.             |     115, 551, 657, 658, 693, 695, 714, 718. |
| Samṭêrîn 69, 70, 176, 187, 234, 236.          | Scabies in anus 677.                |
|                                               | Scales, the 55, 522, 524.           |
|                                               | Scalpel 102.                        |
|                                               | Scamonia, Scamony 117, 337, 354, 355, 413, 414, 421, |
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Scarabaei 100.
Scents 32, 144, 645.
Sciatic nerve 47, 49.
Sciatica 150, 509.
Scilla 715.
Scirpus 721.
Scolopendrium vulgare 465.
Scoria 270, 724.
Scordium 275, 721.
Scorpion 24, 25, 523, 524, 543, 545, 548, 577, 617.
Scorpion, colour of 604; sign of 592.
Scorpion sting 638.
Scraper (strigil) 448, 449.
Scrofula 49, 153, 165, 551.
Sea birds 650.
Sea-gems, or sea-seals, a kind of clay or earth 228, 230, 234, 238, 269, 301, 334, 408, 427, 481, 490, 493, 502.
Sea onion 47, 48, 49.
Sea roach 24.
Sea sand 185.
Sea shells 186, 663, 678.
Sea spume 97, 98, 103, 174, 191, 193, 351.
Sea sulphur 233, 453.
Sea water 316.
Sea of darkness 629.
Sea of fire 629.
Sea of wind 629.
Sea under the earth 629.
Se'arathà 531, 634.
Seasons, the Four 635; the Three 634.

Secretions 165.
Secundus the physician 139, 140.
Sedà 633.
Sedhâb 646, 691, 693.
Seed, Ammi Copticum 414, 458.
Seed, aromatic 360.
Seed, bâshôshâ 458.
Seed, Coriander 332.
Seed, cucumber 328, 331, 332.
Seed, croton 410.
Seed, cyclamen 410.
Seed, dill 299, 302, 329, 336.
Seed, flax 281, 282, 283, 485; roasted 270.
Seed, gourd 332, 414.
Seed of herbs, dried 353.
Seed, hyoscyamus 273, 370, 408, 410, 481, 485, 487; white 224, 334.
Seed, leek 416, 458, 485.
Seed, lettuce 352, 410, 416.
Seed, malva 352.
Seed, mandragora 298.
Seed, marzangûsh 458.
Seed, medicine 367.
Seed, myrica 466.
Seed, nettle 342, 400, 410, 441.
Seed, nigella 466.
Seed, parsnip 352, 405, 411.
Seed, purslane 331, 467.
Seed, radish 458.
Seed, rape 465, 470.
Seed, rue 300, 326, 410, 412, 458.
Seed, shabliltâ 458.
Seed, shâmâ 365.
Seed, tamarix 465.
Seed, terebinth 466.
Seed, thorn 410, 481.
Seed tablets 479.
Seed veins 516.
Seed vessels 516.
Se'kâ root 696.
Semadrèôs 421.
Semen, human 660.
Semen cassiae torae 719.
Semrâ 712.
Semûrâ 702.
Senna 175, 184, 236, 465, 487, 490, 492, 505, 513, 665.
Senna flowers 466.
Senna wood 686.
Senses 11; five 167.
Sephînâytâ 713.
Sepia 185, 191.
Sepia scales 101.
Sepia fish 101.
Serpent, the constellation 569.
Serpents' grass 697.
Serpent medicine 300.
Serpent, skin of 659.
Serpents, to expel from house 688.
Service tree 280, 353, 486.
Sesâ 633.
Sesame, oil of 37, 60, 151, 152, 199, 256, 279, 281, 351, 376, 432, 505, 665, 670, 682, 690, 691, 705, 706, 707.
Sesame seed 147, 265, 685.
Sêsê insects 697.
Seseli officinale 109, 275, 343, 352, 364, 404, 405, 421, 722.
Severianus 431.
Sex, to determine 625.
Sha'ân 529.
Shabbût fish 95.
Shabliltâ seed 458.
Shade, medicines dried in 267.
Shah balût 688.
Shahîn 702.
Shahtragh 362.
Shakhîkâ medicine 98.
Shaking sickness 49.
Shal 150.
Shamlâ 698.
Shâmâ bârk 350, 365.
Shâmra seed 365, 368.
Shâmûnâ 526.
Shar 150.
Shatharagh 422.
Shawwal 529.
Shebât 527, 535, 557, 566, 577, 600, 617; dieting 643.
Shebât = Water-carrier 568.
Shebhâ 604, 631.
Sheep's blood 662.
Sheep broth 697.
Sheep droppings 217.
Sheep fat-tailed 149, 150, 677, 697.
Sheep marrow 656.
Sheep, milk of 150, 277.
Sheep, oil of 149, 194, 199,

Sheep, sickness of 690.
Shekrôk 697.
Shell, burnt 187.
Shell fish 489; purple 486.
Shells, river 692.
Shell gum 156.
Shell resin 283, 284, 285.
Shepherd’s staff 37, 680, 690.
Sheryânê 120.
Shidhâ, a devil 532.
Shîdê 693.
Shîkê 330.
Ship 709.
Shishmanýâthâ 696.
Shikîla oil 376.
Shlakhâtâkhâ 722.
Shoe 712.
Shortness of breath 336.
Short sight 81.
Shôshmir 362, 415.
Shoulders 18; pains in 683; plasters for 360.
Shûrnâkâ 84.
Shûshmir 191, 262, 330.
Shûtâkà 129.
Side pains 277, 336.
Sieve 340.
Signs, numerical 525.
Sight, affected by stomach 107; dimness of 707; loss of 79, 80; keenness of 97; sense of 72.
Silence 6.

Silk 301, 303.
Silk thread used in sewing up wounds 41.
Silkworms 297.
Silkworm (sarbûkâ) 723.
Silphium 153, 336, 344, 363.
Silphium juice 364.
Simila 717.
Sînâ 606.
Sinapi album 716.
Singing in ears 107, 111.
Sinuses of heart 291.
Silver 298, 302, 694, 709; spume 164, 165.
Silver = Moon 574.
Sirius 520, 651.
Sisôn ammi 174.
Sisymbrium 721.
Sîtrâgh 348.
Skamônîa 47, 48, 52, 53.
Skin 126, 380; contusions of 40, 41; diseases of 703; sensitiveness of 384.
Skin of serpent 696.
Skin of stag 685.
Skull, two bones of 31, 40.
Skull of fox 703.
Sleep 6, 145, 295, 326; two kinds of 2.
Sleep medicine 370.
Sleeping on right side 417.
Slough 223.
Smell 66.
Smelters’ dross 179, 180, 181, 235, 236, 237, 238, 678.
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Smilax 217, 218.
Smoke 80, 123; in eyes 81.
Smokiness 327.
Snake 702; bite of 709, 713.
Snake cucumbers 683.
Snake skin 684.
Sneeze 55.
Sneezings 83, 112, 259, 326.
Snoring 685.
Snow 671.
Snow blindness 659.
Snow to stomach 328.
Soap 694; soft 658, 698, 699.
Socotra aloes 406.
Solanum 423, 715, 719.
Solanum halicacabum 359.
Solanum melongena 719.
Solanum nigrum 723.
Solomon, King, bird of 706.
Solomon, King, medicine of 345, 707.
Solon plaster 371.
Soot 699.
Soporific medicine 264.
Șôrâ 658.
Sorbus 280, 353.
Sorbus domestica 718.
Sorcerers 707.
Șôrê 668.
Sores 40; in cattle 696; in eyes 81; putrid 693; running 47, 692; swollen 273.
Sore head 657.
Sore throat 264, 266, 267, 269.
Sorighâ 84.
Sorînôs 94.
Sorrel 193, 263, 451, 455, 457.
Sorrow, effects of 21.

Sôsan oil 148.
Soul, spirit 11.
Soup, barley 40.
Soup, cabbage 400.
Soup, gourd 400.
Soup, orach 400.
Soup, pulse 400.
Soup, sorrel 400.
Soup, spinach 400.
Soup, thin 345.
Southern wood 481.
Spahni, eye-paint 706.
Span 633.
Sparks 650.
Sparrow 68.
Spasm 26, 27, 40, 148, 156, 157, 160.
Spatha palmae 717.
Spatula 68.
Speaking, excessive 199.
Specillum 239.
Speech 105, 125; defective 198.
Speech, diseases in organs of 195.
Speech, injury to 67.
Spelt beer 698.
Spewing 497.
Spica 149, 725.
Spice 665, 668, 677, 678, 687, 691, 694, 697, 714; aromatic 505.
Spice unguent 695, 696.
Spiders 24; web of 650, 678.
Spihââ 722.
Spikenard 151, 209, 257, 261, 262, 263, 264, 265, 275, 277, 297, 298, 299, 300, 301, 302, 331, 332, 333, 334, 336, 338,
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Spikenard Antidote 462.
Spikenard pills 420.
Spikenard, wild 48, 50, 51.
Spikenard wine 433.

Spinach 37, 255, 451, 453, 454, 455, 645.
Spinach soup 400.

Spinal cord 28, 129.

Spirit 58; of the eye 75.
Spirit, old 61.

Spitting 243; excessive 20; of blood 225, 670; of pus 214.

Spittle 12, 103, 681; to lessen excess of 668.


Spleen, antidote 464.
Spleen, diseases of 460ff.
Spleen, hard 341, 401, 403.
Spleen medicine 366, 413.

Spleen pain 297, 326, 403, 407, 469, 463, 674.

Spleen of hare 674, 703.
Spleen of hawk 703.
Spleen of sheep 672.
Spleenwort 113, 275, 320.
"Splendid" medicine 229.

Splinters 699.

Sponge 103, 234, 237, 249, 326, 433, 661.
Sponge, bastard 97, 226.
Sponges in vinegar 328.

Spongia 716.
Spongings 67, 359, 468.


Spring 635.
Spring water 260.

Spuma maris 717, 722, 725.

Spurge 508.


Squills, extract of 217.
Squills, pulp of 441.

Squills wine 341.


Stacte oil 433.
Stacte, powdered 377.
Stacte tincture 416.
Stadium 633.
Stag 650.
Stag, fat of 149.
Stag, hoof of 688.
Stag, skin of 712.
Stallions 651, 685.
Stammering 198.
Staphuloma 100.
Star ointment 86.
Star of Bethlehem 667.
Star tablets 334.
Stars, propitious 550.
Stars, shooting 520.
Stars, the Five 572.
Stars with tails 652.
Steel shavings 103.
Stibium 87, 90, 659, 660, 722.
Stinging in eyes 88.
Stings of insects 297, 408; of reptiles 49, 688.
Stomach 42, 196, 262, 265, 324, 327, 444, 476, 641; its functions and coats 306; bag of cold water for 328; cold 406; chill 413; chymes in 326; discomfort in 341; diseases of 287, 305 ff.; heat in 377; loose 328; pains in 14, 333, 345, 376, 407, 409, 463, 480; relaxed 371; torpid 363; turning of 273, 326, 335, 339, 340; ulceration of 327 ff.
Stomach pills 53.
Stomach plaster 433, 434.
Stomachic 44, 262, 348, 369.
Stone in colon 497.
Stone in kidneys 273, 274, 516, 646.
Stony plant 301.
Stool 358, 397, 448; straining at 353; painless 50; windy 497.
Stoppage 56, 66, 333, 364, 374; in women 151.
Stork, gall of 659.
Storms 709, 710.
Straining at stool 353, 478, 479, 480, 483, 677, 719.
Strangles 137, 170, 179, 195, 210, 306; described 167 ff.
Strangury 408, 501, 640, 680.
Stricture 164.
String worms 519.
Struthium 719.
Strychnus 48, 49, 715, 717.
Study, bad effects of 8.
Stupor 5, 40, 213, 318.
Stuttering 198.
Styes in eyes 83, 90.
Styptic 89.
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Styrax dry 410.
Styrax of honey 152.
Styrax liquid 367, 375, 430.
Styrax, white 152.

“Sublime” medicine 229.

Succus eupatorii 717.
Succus ferulae opopanacis 718.
Succus papaveris Aeg 725.

Sulfur, Greek 299.
Sulfur ointment 682.
Sulfur, red 59.
Sulfur, yellow 59, 410, 438, 443.
Sulfur, of the sea 473.

Sulfur, unburnt 212, 215, 273, 274.

Sumach, edible 487; of leather workers 487.

Tarbâlânâ 389.
Tablets 328, 331.
Tablets, absinthe 402.
Tablets, amazon 333.
Tablets, ambarberis 402.

Sumach, gum of 698.
Sumach water 671, 674.
Summer 635.
Summer fever 691.
Sun 542, 551; forecasts derived from 522.
Sun, the size of 567.
Sun, the 12 doors of 630.
Sundial 629.
Sunstroke 333.
Superfluitv 295, 395.
Suppositories 509.
Şûrà 683, 713.
Surântşikôn 188, 194, 240.
Surbhâ 722.
Sûrîngân 275.
Sûrîtîkôn 188.
Swallow 95, 661, 662, 675, 690, 691, 700.
Swallowwort 175, 186.
Swan ointment 87.
Sweat 24, 380, 444, 448, 455, 640, 674; hot 641; profuse 432.
Sweat producers 419.
Sweets 646.
Swellings of eyelids 83; of throat 695.
Sword 705; wounds of 699.
Syria 604.
Syrup 422.
Syrup of poppies 260, 279.
Suffocation 133, 136, 176.

Suffusion of eyes 23.
Sugar, bambusa 180.
Sugar, white 153, 415, 416.
Suicide 82.
Sun, the 12 doors of 630.
Tablets, aniseed 402.
Tablets, aromatic 480.
Tablets, bamboo 332.
Tablets for burning 280.
Tablets, costus 333.
Tablets, disparmaton 479.
Tablets, grape 483.
Tablets, herbal 335.
Tablets, horn 74.
Tablets, ileus 503.
Tablets, invincible “Star” 334.
Tablets, lichen 403.
Tablets, madder 464.
Tablets, opium 480.
Tablets, paper 490.
Tablets, rose 401.
Tablets, talc 228, 229, 230, 486.
Ţalispar 346, 347, 414, 425.
Talkativeness 6.
Tamarinds 191.
Tamaris root 666.
Tamarisk 718.
Tamarix 90, 103, 176, 184, 487, 721, 722, 723.
Tamarix seed 465, 723.
Tammûz 520, 546, 557, 566, 567, 586, 618, 647; dieting 645.
Tammûz = Crab 568.
Tar, oil of 277.
Tar’aâ vein 379.
Tarantulas 24.
Taraxacum 187.
Tarkis 635.
Ţarmâgbûn 481.
Târókûs 604.
Ţarpâñithâ 684; bitter 698.
Ţarsûm 353, 459.
Tartar on teeth 182.
Taste 105, 106.
Tawlê 661, 680, 722.
Ţbâșhir 180.
Tears 252.
Teats of the bitch, a plant 256, 278.
Teats of the mouse 279.
Ţeblânâ drops 387.
Teeth 18, 105, 182, 195; black 182, 194; broken 183; crooked 182; decayed 182, 334, 667; denuded 182; irregular 183, 194; loose 182, 185; numbed 194; with tartar 182.
Teeth, causes of decay of 182.
Teeth, extraction of 190.
Teeth, holes in 189.
Teeth of horse 189.
Teeth of mole 701.
Teeth, to whiten 667.
Temperaments of men describ- ed 294.
Temperature, changes of 224.
Temples 136.
Temples, arteries of 46.
Tendons 29, 47, 120, 121, 146, 444.
Tension in chest 241.
Tension in eyes 82.
Ţepherâ 83.
Terebinth 155, 156, 199, 200, 201, 287, 668, 684.
Terebinth honey 278.
Terebinth juice 63.
Terebinth nuts 656, 697, 698.
Terebinth oil 112.
Terebinth seed 466.
Tērīša 496.
Terra sigillata 719.
Tēryake 409, 432, 446, 451.
Teshri I. 520, 530, 557, 566, 568, 592, 617, 643; = Balance 568.
Teshri II. 557, 568, 577, 594, 617, 643; = Scorpion 568.
Testicles 516, 704, 708, 712; bandages for 70; aching 682; pains in 681; wind in 682.
Testicles of cock 681.
Testicles of fox 660, 670.
Testicles of water-dog 724.
Tētā 99.
Teucrium chamaedrys 716.
Teucrium polium 47, 48, 50, 230, 275, 329, 404, 723.
Thapsia 46, 63, 259, 440, 726.
Thapsos 26.
Thebaid 604.
Thebes 605.
Theocritus 50.
Theodoretus 51, 145.
Theriaca 409, 726.
Theriakē 695.
Thirst producers 316.
Thirst quencher 204.

Thistle 670.
Thorns, black 270, 660.
Thorns, berries of 88.
Thorns, flowers of 481.
Thorns, infusion of 146, 153.
Thorns, leaves of 659.
Thorns, Persian 191, 356, 362, Thorn-plant 697; pods of 185, 361, 362.
Thorn, red 661.
Thorn, root 184.
Thorn seed 410, 481, 680.
Thorn water 671.
Thread 484.
Threshold 710.
Throat 195, 259; abscess in 173, 195; inflammation of 209; pain in 271; sore 177, 201, 202ff.; sores in 61.
Throbbing, in arteries 36, 83; in head 55, 656.
Throbbing, hammer-like 39.
Thrones 655.
Thunderbolt 552.
Thurible 279.
Thus 720.
Thyme, flowers of 48, 51, 52, 53.
Thyme, garden 117; mountain 117.
Thyme, leaves of 61.
Thyme, Persian 300.
Thyme, wild 51, 72.
Tibaryã 523.
Tickling of coughs 259.
Ticks 103, 659.
Tightness in breathing 49, 267, 270.
Tile 187.
Time, divisions of 606, 607.
Tin = Zeus 574.
Tinctures 61, 333, 334.
Tinnitus aurium 718.
Tithomalon 188.
Tithymalus 420, 508.
Tlispar 364.
Toil 326.
Tongue 125, 195, 198, 253, 666, 710; described 105ff.; diseases of 107ff.
Tongue and brain 107; root of 127; string of 198.
Tongue, daughter of the 224.
Tongue of frog 703.
Tongue of hare 703.
Tongue sores 108.
Tongue-tied 537.
Tonic (?) 345.
Tonic (Pelpelmôr) 355.
Tooth of dog 687.
Tooth of fox 703.
Tooth of stallion 685.
Tooth, loose 667.
Toothache 182, 185, 186, 334, 666.
Tooth powder 185, 186, 191.
Tordylium officinale 334.
Tormina intestinorum 717.
Torpedo fish 123.
Torpor 4, 57.

Tortile 726.
Tortoise 219, 696.
Tortoise, blood of 159.
Tortoise, gall of 76, 94.
Touch, sense of 106.
Tourniquet 25, 26.
Towers (Bûrghê) 546.
Trachea 199.
Tragopogon pratense 231, 260, 269, 370, 481.
Tragopogon, juice of 275.
Transformer 395.
Travellers, auguries for 554.
Travelling, lucky and unlucky days for 556.
Tree fungus 191.
Tree, the holy 715.
Tree moss 297.
Trefoil 463.
Tremblings 157.
Tremors 159.
Trifolium 712, 717.
Trigonella, flour of 219, 282, 368, 373, 438, 439, 442, 443, 469, 470, 693.
Tripal, the Great 362.
Tripal, the Little 354.
Triticum frustum 724.
Tuber berries 174.
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Tūddhā 180.
Tumidity of belly 414.
Tumour 19, 47, 88, 258, 384; bloody 390; in kidneys 518; in womb 153.
Tunic of the eye 73 ff.
Tunic of the heart 287, 290, 291.
Tunic of the throat 196.
Tunic of the tongue 107.
Tunics of the trachea 199.
Turbot, gall of 148, 659.
Turke, a drug 245.
Turning of stomach 273, 344.
Turyagh 713.
Tuthmalon 188.
Tweezers 118.
Twins 522, 523, 524, 543, 545, 547, 577, 618, 627.
Twins, colour of 604; sign of 582.
Twisted gut 159, 413.
Twitching of eyes 89.
Two Images 545, 546, 547.

Ulcer 361, 373, 500, 654, 694, 705; in anus 510; of fever 359; in heart 293; on lungs 223, 278; the red 247; in stomach 327 ff., 360, 370, 373.
Ulceration 215, 263, 490, 679; of epigastrium 372; of eyes 82; of liver 382, 385; of lungs 224.
Ulkhāgengā 359.
Unconsciousness 287, 309.
Understanding 1.
Unguents 38, 255, 257, 286.

Unguent of Demokrates 160.
Unguent, Indian 150.
Unguent, liquid 373.
Unguent, peppy 150.
Unguent, Persian 151, 164.
Unguent, the Twelve 165.
Urine, bilious 43.
Urine, bloody 40, 681.
Urine, cloudy and clotted 42; cloudy and white 39.
Urine of camel 58, 419, 467.
Urine of dog 696.
Urine of goat 419, 437, 443, 467, 664.
Urine of oxen 695.
Urine, producers of 402, 403.
Urtica 723.
Utrādh 552, 567, 572.
Uvula 181, 182, 198, 203, 204, 222, 239.

Vagina 225.
Valerian 184, 276, 403, 404, 405, 411, 428.
Varicose veins 16.
Varioli 716.
Vegetables 37, 40, 234, 325.
Veins, arterial 120.
Veins, flatness of 381.
Veins, inflation of 42.
Veins of liver 418.
Veins, medicine for 427.
Veins, mesenteric 388, 390, 391, 395, 475, 496.
Veins, narrowness of 381.
Veins, rupture of 223, 309.
Veins, swelling of 71.
Veins under the tongue 183.
Veins, varicose 16.
Venom 641; of reptiles 24.
Venus 549, 551, 651.
Veratrum album 455.
Verdigris 63, 164, 176, 179, 184, 185, 384, 437, 441, 490, 492.
Vertebrae 124, 360.
Vertebrae, deflection of 135.
Vertebrae and their nerves 132—135.
Vertigo 28 ff., 33, 43, 46, 47, 49, 50, 54, 57, 349, 657.
Vesicaria 423, 685.
Vessel, double (bain-marie?) 60, 202.
Vetches 233, 263, 300, 485.
Vetches, bitter 59, 200.
Vetches, flour of 256, 264, 284, 439, 671.
Viator membrane 258.
Vine flowers 236, 281, 372.
Vine leaves 684.
Vine mould 176.
Vine planting 700.
Vine sap 182.
Vine twigs 676.

Vine, wild 434.
Vinegar and honey 37; see oxymel.
Vinegar of Cyrene 194.
Vinegar, dregs of 473.
Vinegar of squills 501.
Vinegar, headache tinctures 37.
Vinegar, white 337.
Violet 718.
Violets, oil of 37, 40, 56, 59, 60, 113, 149, 150.
Viper 316, 446, 450, 687.
Vipers, bites of 25.
Vipers, flesh of 25.
Virgin 542, 543, 547, 568, 577, 618.
Virgin, colour of 604; sign of 588.
Virgo 522, 524.
Viscera 285.
Vision, clearer of 224.
Visions 252; disturbing 312.
Vitis alba 715.
Vitriol 68, 70, 100, 185, 237, 238, 239, 513, 514, 658.
Vitriol, burnt 69.
Vocal cords 202, 269.
Voice, Discourse on 197.
Voice, diseases of 194; organs of 198.
Voicelessness, cure of 199.
Vomiting of blood 226.
Vomiting by means of a feather 357.
Vulture 702.
Vulture, gall of 96, 663.
Vulva 374.
Wads of wool 484.
Wagtails 505.
Walking exercise 295.
Wall germander 412.
Wall wort 228.
Walnut bark 172, 174.
Walnut leaves 684, 686, 695.
Walnut oil 417.
Warânâ 663.
Waridê 120.
Warrior (Orion) 456.
Warrior's hair 337, 365, 455, 695.
Warts 551, 705.
Wasp 25.
Wasting of the body 363.
Watcher, name of a sore 693.
Water 330; bitter 706; draughts of cold 323; drinking 641; drunk fasting 646; hot 146, 230, 233, 263, 269, 275, 277, 343, 348, 349, 353; hot mineral 448.
Water in the eyes 57.
Water jars 217.
Water of mint 199.
Water, voiding of 252.
Water, well 641.
Water-Carrier (Aquarius) 523, 524, 543, 545, 548, 577, 617; colour of 604; sign of 598.
Water dog 724.
Water germander 275, 412.
Water gingers 676.
Wax in ears 111.
Wax plasters 257.
Wax white 438.
Weasel 687, 704.
Weasel, gall of 59.
Weather 17; forecasts 636, 637, 647 ff.
Week, seven days of 568.
Weights 633; medical 526.
Weight in eyes 82.
Wheat 202, 659, 690; ear of 99.
Wheat, extract of 199.
Wheat flour 72, 488.
Wheat, flowers of 682.
Wheat, white 685.
Wheel 28.
Wheezing 36, 242.
Whirlpool 28.
Whistlings in ears 111; of heart 293.
White = Moon = Aphrodite 574.
White elixir 91.
White lead 86, 87, 89, 90, 91, 94, 97, 98.
White tree 693.
Whiteness of eyes 718.
Wild-rue Antidote 300.
Willow, bark of 504.
Willow, Egyptian 684, 689.
Willow, leaves of 549, 674.
Willow rod 696.
Wind, fistular 351, 352, 354, 355.
Wind, the hot 711.
Wind, the red 683, 711.
Wind, the 634, 635; the Twelve Winds 635.
Wind, evil effects of the east 638.
Wind-breaker, a medicine 364.
Winds, forecasts from 649.
Winds which move the sun 629.
Wind stoppages 56.
Wind weed 217.
Wine, black, sour 340.
Wine, black 342, 487.
Wine, burnt 492.
Wine, “dry” 108.
Wine lees 682.
Wine, “living” 455.
Wine, “mountain” 340.
Wine, new 199, 200.
Wine, old, sweet 147.
Wine of absinthe 341.
Wine of atrughê 342.
Wine of smağratîs 341.
Wine of myrtle berries 340, 487.
Wine of roses 328, 342.
Wine of squills 341.
Wine, strong 360.
Wine of vine flowers 487.
Wine of wild vine 434.
Wine, sediment of 491.
Wine sweet 172, 180, 200; with a strong smell 341, 507, 718.
Wine, warm 323, 718.
Wine white 341, 489.
Wine, drinking in excess 39.
Wine skin 389.
Winter 635.
Winter described 631.
Winter forecasts 650, 651.
Winter plant 684.
Witchcraft 8.
Wives, marrying of 524.
Woad plant 113.
Wolf 651, 652, 690, 697, 700, 701.
Wolf, droppings of 504.
Wolf, eye of 686.
Wolf, fat of 149.
Wolf, gall of 55, 95, 148, 176, 682.
Wolf, heart of 686.
Wolf, liver of 686.
Wolf, milk of 37.
Wolf, skin of 686.

| Woman, milk of 300, 457, 665, 666. |
| Woman, barren 712. |
| Woman, diseases of 274, 413. |
| Womb 150, 225, 274, 388. |
| Womb, chill in 374, 463. |
| Womb, disease of 49, 366, 413. |
| Womb, formative power of 34. |
| Womb, pains in 165, 273, 349, 376. |
| Womb, tightening up 50. |
| Womb, tumours of 153. |
| Wood lettuce 96. |
| Wood meat 716. |
| Wood mint 217, 328, 358; dried 366. |
| Wood nard 276. |
| Wood oil 51. |
| Wood of aloes 72, 360, 372. |
| Wood of balsam 343, 361, 369, 378. |
| Wood rue, seed of 299. |
| Wool 70, 194, 360, 374, 419, 484, 663. |
| Wool, burnt 493. |
| Wool, cotton 269, 280. |
| Wool, straining cloth 698. |
| Wool, wads of 114. |
| Worm root 108. |
| Worms, intestinal 363, 364. |
| Worms, red 64, 505. |
| Worms, in anus 677; in ears 115, 117, 665. |
| Wounds 162; sewing up of 41; with worms 699. |
| Yad'in 549. |
| Yagîbah 529. |
Yarigh 606.
Yarkānā 445.
Yasmengh 451.
Yathamā 413.
Yathrā 188.
Yathrê 120.
Years, intercalary 529.
Yeast 672; wet 161.
Yellow = Sun 574.
Yōtab 529.

Zarūnbād 151.
Zekhīd 529.
Zekkānā 387, 389.
Zeriwand 458.
Zerumbeth 502.
Zingiber 718.

Zizyphus 718.
Zodiac 567; diagrams of 578 ff.; sun in 603; moon in 546; Risings of Signs of 602; Signs of 542, 566; with stars 550.
Zodiac, Signs of and human members 619.
Zōhrāh 573.
Zones, the Seven 573.
Zōpā 155.
Zōphrōs 635.
Zōrbadh 297, 298, 299, 301.
Zūhrāh 552, 651.
Zūkhēl 552, 572.
Zūnghopar 722.
Zūphrā 365, 651.
Zūrbādh 502.
Zūrembār 302.
Zūzē 526.